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Tine fudietlpurpose of this handbook, Mointexwmce EBigiseerg Techniqes,
is to p--ie authoritative information requisite to che planning and implementation of
effeeve main nance engineering pxrams. A comprehensive discussion of maintenance
engineering functions that must be accomplished in lrder to insure cost-effective ac-
quisition, opaation, and support of Army materiel is presented. The general method
of presentation is to define a func'on and it- importance, and then to provide basc
information on when the function should ',e accompliahed and the techniques that should
be 11 ded.

Although written pimarily for maintenance engineer-, the handbook is structured
with a wider audience ii mind. The level of detail anti manner of presentation make

the handbook sefil for *.he orientation and guidance of new personnel, Army contractors,
and personnel in engineering disciplines such as system design, reliability, maintainability,
safety, and human engineering. Additionally, management personnel may improve their *
understanding of the scope and importance of maintenance engineering by reading the
handbook. Use of the handbook by this wider audience is encouraged. A greater under-
standing of maintena-.ice engineering by the management and engineering disciplines with
which it interfaces will result in more cost-effective Army materiel.

The handbook was prepared by the Orlando Division of Martin Marietta Aerospace
under subcontract to the Engineering Handbook Office of the Research Triangle Institute,
Research Triangle Park, North Carolina, prime contractor of the U S Army Materiel
Command. Technical guidance and coordination were provided by an Ad Hoc Working
Group representing the AMC Commodity Commands and agencies.

"7 The Engineering Design Handbooks fall into two basic categories, those approved
K for release and sale, and those classified for security reasons. The U S Army Maxeriel

Command .olicy is to release these Engineering Design Handbooks in accordance with
current DoD Directive 7230.7, dated IF September 1973. All unclassified Handbooks can
be obtained from the National Technical Information Service (NTIS). Prodedures for ac-
qu l lmng these Handbooks follow:in

a. All Department of Army activities having need for the Handbooks must submit

their request on an official requisition form (DA Form 17, dated Jan 70) directly to:
Commander
Letterkenny Army Depot
ATrN: AMXLFATD
Chambersburg, PA 17201

(Requests for clasaified documents must be submitted, with apropriate 'Need to Know'
justification, to Letterkenny Army Depot.) DA activities will not requisition Handbooks
for further free distribution.

b. All other requestcra, DoD, Navy, Air Force, Marine Corps, nonmilitary Govenment
agencies, contractors, private industry, individuals, universities, and others must parchase
these Handbooks from:
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INTRODUCTMN

Tn chapter defixes nmtevawce egmieer- tenance engineering analyses that trade off
mq and discuss the c uceptt. "h.!osophies. and materiel operabonal requirements, acquisition
pruchoes it apDies thrmg the ife cycle of costs, and support costs.
a materiel acqixisito prcoani. The relationship
of wantexanee ezgix to maita is The support subsystem is comprised of
decbed. M iexance e;Wixeeri abjetive support res such as trained personnel. rr-
am hsteL and actws co' tbuing to their pair parts, and Technical Manuals required o
atuam-ext are o-thsed. Demg di iphie and support ,he materiel after It is deployed- Main-
sport e i;t maintenance tenance engineering develop the basis far the
exgmig are ideXtfied. and the tee-hixes subsystem by a series of maintemance eegier-
used to coordinate desgn aid support demes4 ing analyses that identify and refine the re-
act.,.bes are presented- quirements for each type of support rewurce-

The re 3airements speci'y where, when, bow,
1-1 WHAT IS ME why, with wha-t and by whom the necessary

1 AISH N4A7 actions will be taken to retain equipment in
or restore it to a serviceable condition. A-ftr

Maintenance engineering is a distinct dis- materiel deployment, these requirements ar
cipline established as one of the pincipal ac- modified when analysis of avaitable data shows
tivities within the maintenance orz that improvements in maintenance economy
structure of each military service and witb.n and efficiency are feasible.
most industries that produce products requirin To accomplish its mission, mamntena ce en-maintenance. The Department of Defense de- gineering conducts two closely related types of
fines maintenance engineering as -that activity planning; ooe involves planning the su4-prt of
of equipment maintenance which develkp con- materiel the other involves planning fm the
cepts, criteria and technical requirements dur- acquisition of resources to provide the pLannie
ing the conceptual and acquisition phases to support The first type cf planning is BCCOi-
be applied and maintained in a current status plished almost solely b) maintenance engineer-
during the operational phase to assure timely., ing, and is constrained by operational require-
adequate and economic maintenance sup.port of ments and materiel design- The other planning
weapons and equipments" (Ref. 1). The re- is accemplished mainly by o niza-al sup-
mainder of this pragraph will interpret this port elements in consonance with the mainte-
definition by elaborating on the specified func- nance engineering analyses, planning, an-
tions and giving an overview of how they are resulting requirements. Maintenance enginee -
accomplished. ing consolidates all of toe planning decisw,'-.

The major maintenance engineering ccn- into materiel support plans, which become part
tributious to a materiel pgram are to hisur of a total plan for materiel acquisition and
that the materiel is designed for ease and econ- deployment-
omy of support, to define and develop an ade- Maintenance engineering is a dynamic
quate and economic maintenance support sub- function The depth of analyses and con-
system that will be available when the materiel sequentl- the depth f detail in the generated
is deployed, and to monitor and improve the plans and requirements are limited by avaiLble
subsystem until the materiel is removed from design and support data- These data are quite
the inventory. Design for ease and economy of gross at the start Zf mo s ateriel progr-s,.
support is obtained by determining optimum but become icreasingly derai as i= prog-
levels of materiel reliability maintainability., resses_ As a resu" of iterative analyse main-humun factor-, safety. and trnpotblity de- ,.enanc engineeriag plans and design and sup-

: sign fewres, and trap itting these features port requirements are po-essivety refined- Anu
as requirements to design engineers. Require- exception to the foregoing -.ecurs when a
mert d result from a series of main- materiel program involves the prccurement and
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deployment of off-tb-shelf equipment. In this The end prducts of the analysis and planning
Case Complt design data and operational re- are miss n-ready end item weapons and equip-
quirements are immediately available, and the rnenL The maintenance engineering effort.
devel;Tment and r-fir-ment of plams and sup- therefore, is o: iented toward end items as sys-
port requirements can be acompished with tems as con'xasted with coaii end items
relatively few iteration of the maintenance thw are asociated with more than cne system
analysis l ess. as a howcgeaeous group (Ref. 1).

It is importat to o that mairtan-w Maintenance engineering participates
enn is io for thr bosgut the life cycle df a materiel acuisi-
and suppo req ent for montoring ac- tioz program. and all significant decision and

tiom taken to satisfy the requirements, and for firdings are base m in
judging the adequacy of the actions. hut ,uually anl . During the conceptal phase for new
is not respisible for taking tbe actions. For in-teziel, historical ma.tenance d=a and sup-

- part conepts are researched for tse in aerel-

pae a materiel design requirement for modular o matrel technical requirements (Ref. 1).
pac g. and a support requ nt for re- mintenance analy-es are then conducted to de-mava and a sbmrt of modules at the or- relop a brad general plan for logistic support
mci-d lerel of mai due ace The ot r- that k_ ntif- anticipated critical issues of sup-
quirme et is tev main tn ted reque- ttth e antipated materiel logistic en-
merts spt the pernne l sk tilead uar- ironment, goals for life cycle support costs,

tities and reprir parts required and desmbing d recommended ma tainability and rehabili-

how the maintenance action will be performed. ty parameters. This plan becomes part 4 an
The g requiremts e tode- ci-erall plan for acquiring the mate-iel (2ef. 2).Tspsgn reu.va rnets Althoug all program dsons are important,are submitted to personnel in the ersoet the support decisios are of particular

am sumittd topersonel n th per sgianm sie~nt bu >progra nreori-ent-training, repai pprts, and technical1 publica- siiacsne arigpormrnina
tions support organixmtons. In both cases. tion, al subequent support decisions are refie-

merits of the initia- dcso
maintenanc engineering takes no action to ac- mnso h )Ldcsos
tually satisfy the requirements. but is respon-
sible for insurim g that the requLrements are sat- During the neht pb , which involves def-

according to schedules t are co-pati- intion and validation of the selected approaoh.
ble with depknment shedult studie are coducted, prootype hardware may

be designed. and f'i: re.-rts. which inc ude
An gi lr can be aw deteent, -stew plans for materiel development, are prepared.

and hanwae development and Maintenance engineering participates in the
maintenince engineering and support subsys- support aspects of all these activities. It wo-
ten d-eelpme-nt- The system enginee Estab r-ides supoort guidance, conducts support trade-
lisbes the overall dew-- concept. pe'ormance offs. provides information for reliability and
requirements, and iaerf_ces amnong functional maintainabiiity studies, and udattes and ex-
system rlements. Deuled design (system elee- paads the maintenance analyses, which are still
tronics or hydraulics, for examp) is performed generalized, but of irreasing depth. sir" func-
by oth' ( i=r~es.- Similarly., the maintenance tional design information is ava'lable to aug-
engiree-s sAblishes the overall support concept, ment historictal data Mathemacal and sim-
performance requirements fcr the support dlain sup-poat models are used during this and
resamrces, and interface requiements. Detailed subsequent e The results of maintenance
design of the reores is complshed by other engieering activity are a firm system main-
disciplines- Thus, the maitenance enginee- is tenance concept, suppor plans, and mainte-
the system engineer for the maintenance sup- nance related specificatio.
part su1 yst2in. Maitenance engineering activity starts to

Maintenance engineering is a techrical peak as matEriel is designed, derelope , and
analysis and plannin function rather than a tested. Previously described activities are co-
function that physically perfrs mainta . tinued, and, as soon as .reliminary enve
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J drawings are available, form:,l documentation criteria regarding the final disposal of materiel, 2

of maintenarce engineering analysis data is in- and a plan is prepared for removing the
stituted. This analysis is continuously updated materiel from the inventory. Preparation and
as the design evolves and becomes more de- implementation of the plan are not maintenance
tailed. All design changes are evaluated to de- engineering responsibilitie..
termine the impact on support parameters, and Maintenance engineering depends heavily
in turn, maintenance analysis reveals deficien- upon historical maintenance data. It is irtually
cies that require design changes. Although the only type of data upon which to base
many design changes are anticipated prior Lo de,.isions during the early part of a materiel
production, early analysis is necessary irn -der program. Subsequently, design data upon which
to provide early planning data for long-lead sup- to base technical decisions become available,
port resources. The eariy maintenance analysis but historical data remain as a valuable source
should be conducted in accordance with the of ideas and a tool with which to test the validi-
same procedure as that used later in the pro- ty of analytical determinations. Analysis of past
gram, and the data generated should be in the experience reveals which characteristics have orsame format, to th4 extent possible, a't limited have t proved satisfactory on existing items.
only by the degree of desigr detail available. Such analytis discloses major downtime con-
Requirements for the complete support subsys- tributors, indcates high failure rate items,
tem are refined, and support resources are de- identifies design features that benefit support,
veloped. Production configurations of operating identifies prime contributors to high cost, in-
materiel and support equipment and the dicates maintenance man-hour requirements,
resources of appropriate support elements are helps identify trouble spots, and provides pa-
tested as a system to determine the adequacy rameters for analyses.
of the planned support. These maintenance en-
gineerizig activities will 3sult in final materiel Without the benefit of the operational and
support plans and an operating maintenance support history of previous systems, the main-
analysis data system. tenance engineer cannot perform his function

efficiently and effectively on a new system.As production is accelerated, maintenance This highlights an easily overlooked fact: data
engineering activity declines from its peak. De- acquired and analyzed after deployment of a
sign change impacts are analyzed; compatibility system benefit not only the system itself, butis maintained between the design changes, the also future systems.
data system, and the materiel support plans;and the acquisition of support resources is mon- Materiel support resource requirements
itored. Additionally, a plan is prepared for mod- vary with design changes, and are termed sup-
ifying the materiel if modifications are .quired port parameters when considered in this light.

* . after it is deployed. Similarly, design features that impact support
*requirements are termed maintenance param-

During deployment, maintenance engineer- eters. One of the most important maintenance
ing evaluates and analyzes the maintenance and engineering functions is to influence the main-
operating experience of deployed materiel. The tenance parameters in order to reduce the cost
efficiency and effectiveness of support are de- of the support parameters by an amount greater
tcrmined, in large part, by comparing field data than any increase accruing to materiel acquisi-
with the maintenance analysis data that were tion costs as a result of design changes. For
previously compiled. Problems are solve0 by in- example, the design 3f equipment with discard-
depth maintenance analyses. In some c.ses, the at-failure modules will normally improve
solution will be to modify the maintenance sup- materiel availability and reduce the costs of the
port plans. In other cases, both hardware personnel, training, and publication support pa-
changes and support plan modifications will be raneters. On the other band, repair part costs
required. As the materiel life cycle approaches and ba, . iardware costs will probably :ncrease.
its conclusion and sufficient data relating to. If the total of the reduced costs exceeds the
the future force structure become available, total of the increased costs, on a life cycle basis,
maintenance engineering prescribes technical discard-at-failure modules comprise a desirable
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maintenance parameter. A proper course of ac- Although maintenance engineering and
tion cannot be selected without a detailed trade- maintenance have the same objective, i.e.. nii.
off. Par. 1-3 discusses maintenance engineering sion ready equipment at lowest cost, the en-
objectives, and it will be noted that many of vironments in which they function are signifi-
these objectives can he attained by properly in- cantly differcit. Maintenance engineering is an
fluencing design. It must be emphasized, how- anaiytical function and, as such, is methodical
ever, that each item of materiel and its op- and deliberate. On the other hand, maintenance
erational requirements pose a unique problem, is a function which, particularly in combat,
and maintenance parameters suitable for one must be performed under adverse circum-
combination might be undesirable for another. stances and great stress. At such a time, its

one goal is to rapidly restore the equipment
1-2 INTERFACE BETWEEN MAINTENANCE to an operational status with the resources at

ENGINEERING AND MAINTENANCE hand. Whether the task can be performed rapid-
ly and ecunomically under those circumstances

Maintenance engineering and maintenance depends in large part upon how well past main-
are two distinct disciplines with well-defined tenance engineering decisions reflect ar under-
interfaces. Maintenance engineering assists in standing of maintenance problems generated by
the acquisition of resources required for main- the operational environment.
tenance and provides policies and plans for the
utilization of the resources in accomplishing 1-3 MAINTENANCE ENGINEERING
maintenance. Maintenance activities make use OBJECTIVES
of the resources in physically performing those
actions and tasks attendant on the equipment The fundamental objectives of mainte-
maintenance function for servicing, repair, test, nance engineering are to insure that new
overhaul, modification, calibration, modern- materiel is designed for ease of maintenance
ization, conversion, etc. (Ref. 1). and that an adequate economic support sub-

Maintenance engineering activities begin system is provided in a timely manner. These
in the conceptual phase of a materiel program objectives must be attained concurrently to
and continue throughout its life cycle. Main- reach an optimum balance between design and
tenance activities begin at the start of the support. It is possible to provide an optimum
deplo3 ment phase and continue until disposal. support subsystem for a poorly conceived de-
During the deployment phase, when the two sign, but this subsystem would represent failure
activities are concurrent, maintenance person- in the achievement of the maintenance engi-
nel document maintenance experience in for- neering design objective, and consequently
mats prescribed by applicable directives. Main- would not be comparable economically to a sup-
tenance engineering analyzes these data and port subsystem for well-designe-i materiel. The
may establish requirements for equipment mod- design and support objectives are inseparable.
ifications and modified maintenance policies or The fundamental objectives may be at-
plans (Rei. 3). tained through identification and attainment of

Maintenance engineering defines, in- a series of contributing objectives (Ref. 4). Each
tegrates, and evaluates the total support sub- objective is very important, hut is termed con-
system. Any changes in system technical re- tributing because its accomplishment merely
quirements or in the support plan that are sub- contributes to accomplishment of the
jected to a maintenance analysis invariably will fundamental objectives rather than their com-
impact upon more than one support element. plete acromplishment. The contributing objec-
Maintenance is performed at levels identified tives are:
as organizational, field, and depot, each of a. Reduce the amount and frequency of
which is devoted to the maintenance of system maivntenance.
components specified by maintenance engineer- b. Improve maintenance operations.
ing. Maintenance personnel are not responsible
for considering the total support subsystem, c. Reduce the amount of supply support. )
which would, of course, duplicate maintenance d. Establish optimum frequency and extent
engineering functions. of preventive maintenance to be performed.
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e. Minimize the effect of complexity. () Perform no unnecessary mainte-

f Reduce the maintenance skills required. nance.

Reduce the volume and improve the cure(8) Carefully establish inspection pro-
ql ofdmainthe volicatns. cedure and criteria by which to determine re-quality of maintenance 9ublications. pair eligibility of materiel.

h. Provide maintenance information and (9) Publish lists 3f materiel to be can-
improve maintenance educational programs. nibalized or salvaged when it becomes un-

Improve the maintenance organization. serviceable.

j. Improve and insure maximum utiliza- b. Improve maintenance operations:
tion of maintenance facilities.

(1) Define and apply the best of cur-
The actions required for attainment of the rent management and maintenance techniques.

contributing objectives (Ref. 4), and hence the (2) Research industry practices,
fundamental objectives, must start when participate in symposia, and review trade
materiel is being conceiv-d and must continue publications.
until it i3 removed from the inventory. The ac- (3) When possible. establish standard
tions impact design, and the structure and ap- commercial-type test, measurement, and diag-
plication of support resources. Some of the - nostic/prognostic equipment, tools, and ban-
tions, by strict definition, do not fall within ng equipment for use in maintenance shops.
maintenance engineering functions, but since (4) Deve p uniform criteria and pro-
they impact adequacy and economy of support, () De for mite an pro-
maintenance engineering must provide lead- edures for computing maintenance workloads.
ership in insuring that they are accomplished. (5) Establish a file of reference data
Each contributig objective and some of the on all work operations, inciuding time and over-
more important actions supporting its attain- haul standards, layouts, tool and equipment re-
ment follow. Wherever appropriate, the phrase quirements, and related information, to expedite
"when coat-effective" should be considered planning and accomplishment of recurring op-
implicit in the action statements. It will be erations.
noted that some of the actions support the at- (6) Develop and apply simplified inter-
tainment of more than one objective. nal budgeting techniques to control costs in

maiutenance shops.
a. Reduce the amount and frequency of c. Redude the amount of supply support:

maintenance:
(1) Reduce the number of varieties of

(1) Establish a support concept and equipment, components, and repair parts by
quaUtative design requirements when materiel standardization, eliminating nonessenthd items,
is being conceived. phasing cut obsolete materiel, emphasizing geo-

(2) Establish quantitative graphical standardization, and, when feasible,
maintainability and reliability design features using restrictive procurement to augment exist-
early enough to permit their incorporation into ing inventories with i items.
the materiel development program. (2) Screen repair parts lists and

(3) When feasible, stress modular eliminate duplications.
packaging, quick go/no-go diagnostics. prog- (3) Use cannibalization as a source of
nostics, and accessibility, low mortality repair parts and for repair parts

(4) Make maximum use of test and not type classified as starlard during the latter
maintenance data in establishing and eval- part of the materiel He cycle.
uating support element resources. (4) Maintain current, worldwide in-

(5) Accomplish a teardown of materiel ventories of maweriel requiring repair parts sup-
prior to preparation of final maintenance alloca- part.
tion charts and initial provisioning. (5) Develop and publish data identify-

(6) Obtain and analyze maintenance, ing wh re repair parts are used, by make, mod-
performance, and failure data from the field, el, and serial number, if necessary, of end
and correct discepncies. items. assemblies, and components
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(6) Determine and publish data per- early enough to permit their incorporation 'nto
taining to repair parts interchangn-ability. the materiel development program.

(7) Periodically review authorizations (3) When practi.'al, stress simple
of expendable supplies and assure compatibility go/no-go diagnostics and discard-at-fail-_re mod-
between current authorizations and require- ules.
ments. (.) Eta lish design features that

eliminate or minimize the need for mainte-
d. Reduce the frequency and extent of pre- nance

ventive maintenance to be performed:

(1) Establish design requirements such g. Reduce the vo!ume and improve the
as self-adjusting assemblies, self-lubricating quality of maintenance publications:
bearings, and corrosion-resistant finishes. (1) Use the most advanced and proven

(2) Apply diagnostic/prognostic equip- military, educational, and commercial tech-
ment and techniques to eliminate teardown in- niques for the presentation of material.
spetions for determining required mahite- ntqnance. (2) When such presentation is effec-

(3) Establish realistic preventive main- tive, present information with combinations of

tenance intervals based initially upon historical microfilm and taped aural narration.

and design data, and adjust the intervals when (3) Make maximum use of illustra-

field experience data become available. tions, charts, and tables.

(4) Insure that current preventive (4) Periodically review maintenance

maintenance - ecklists are in the hands of the publications to assure currency.

user. (5) Critically review maintenance en-
e. Minimize the effect of complexity: gineering analysis data provided to equipment

publications personnel as the basis for manuals.
(1) Design materiel f mamaximum (6) Conduct careful validation and ver-

practical reliability and maintainability. ification programs for maintenance publica-

(2) Design materiel to permit accom- tions.

plishment of organizational maintenance by (7) Stress adherence to standard def-
easy removal and replacement of modules or initions and symbols.
assemblies. (8) Make maximum use of manufac-

(3) Design to provide with the max- turers' manuals.
imum practical number of discard-at-failure
modules. h. Provide maintenance information and

(4) Provide for diagnostics/prognostics
byimprove mairtenance educational programs:
matic test equipment (ATE) that i easy to op- (1) Establish and maintain a program

erare and interpret, for dissemination of digested maintenance in-

(5) Accomplish maintenance by re- formation of general value to maintenance per-(5) ccomlishmainenane byre- sonnel. "
placement of piece parts as a last resort and
only at the depot level. (2) Use available communication

(6) Provide depots with automatic t media, -.-- ,ading military and commercial
S equipmei.t and minimize depot requirements publications and presentations to military and
fr, an t ing. ciAian pe:'sonnel, to stress the importance of
for manual troubleshooting maintenance.

f. Reduce the maintenance skials required: (3) Insure that key management per-
(1) Establish, during the conceptual sonnel, both directly and indirectly associated

phase, an optimum support concept and qual- with maintenance, are adequately indoctrinated
itative design requirements that are compatible with the objectives and importance of main-
with materiel mission requirements. tenance engineering and maintenance by at-

(2) Establish quantitative, tending appropriate schools as a part of their
maintainability and reliability design features career development program.
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)(4) Ing-are that agencies involved in the dures and shop layouts, ,nd conducting effec-
maintenance indoctrination of per-onnel use tive maintenance engineering activities during
current material, the development of :;pecial tools and test. meas-

(5) Conduct on-the-joo maintenance urement, and diagnostic equipment.
training to augment formal training courses.

I Improve the maintenance organization: 1-4 INTERFACE AMONG MAINTENANCE
ENGINEERING ELEMENTS AND(1) Place maintenance activities in a RELATED DISCIPLINES

position in the organizational structure which
provdes for authority commensurate with the Maintezuuce engineering is the interface

continuously increasing scope and magnitude of between system design and system support. It
their responsibilities, influences design by levying requirements on

(2) Periodically evaluate the personnel the design disciplines of reliability,
and equipment resources assigned to mainte- maintainability, human factors, safety, and
nancc organizations by determining workloads transportability. It controls the design of sys-
and resource utilization rates, and make appro- tern support since it is the sole activity that
priate changes. establishes resource requirements that must be

(3) Develop and apply improved stand- satisfied by the support subsystem. The require-
ards for determining the maintenance resources ments are further refined and the resources are
required to accomplish actual maintenance developed and acquired by organizational en-
workloads and similar standards for accurately tities called support elements, which are estab-
predicting maintenance w*orkloads that will be lished for support equipment, repair parts and
generated by new materiel. support, eq,'-pment publications, personnel and

(4) Monitor depot maintenance oper- training, facilities, supply and maintenance
ations, and, when appropriate, insure that s'ic- technical assistance, contract maintenance, and
ceasful innovative management procedures and transportation and packaging.
techniques proven at one depot become standard Fig. 1-1 is a chart of maintenance engi-
for all depots. neering interfaces with these elements. The

j. Improve and insure maximum utiliza- focal point of the chart contains the three in-
tion of maintenance facilities: separable maintenance engineering ele-

(1) Continuously survey existing Army ments-analysis, planning, and documentation.

depot maintenance facilities for essentiality and Analysis and planning comprise the systematic

maximum utilization. process by which maintenance engineering con-
siders all factors bearing on timely and eco-

(2) Identify and segregate excess costs nomic support, and reaches a decision. Docu-
resulting from underutilized capabilities te mentation is a systematic recording of the
depot maintenance shops, and take appropriate analysis process and of the decisions reached.
action. Analysis, planning, and documentation are ac-

(3) ;c'iedule the total depot mainte- complished within a broad spectrum of formali-
nance workload into the minimum number of ty. At one extreme, analysis and planning can
depot maintenance facilities that can efficiently involve the solution of a current problem by
and economicaliy accomplish the work with one- the simple application of historical data and
shift operations. judgment. The companion documentation could

(4) Combine maintenance functions be correspondence documenting the solution and
and allied trade shops, and use cross-servi;az, giving the rationale, and a milestone in a plan.
agreements with other services when econom- The middle of the spectrum is represented by
ical and practical. analyses involving trade-offs among various

(5) Reduce the variety of facilities, support alternatives, reaching a decision, 2nd
special tools, and test, measurement, and di- documenting the trade-offs and the decision
agnostic equipment by standardization, Typical of the other spectrum extreme a.e
eliminating obsolete and nonstandard supply formal analysis, planning, and docimentation
items, establishing uniform maintenance proce- involving detailed examination of system
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materiel Lo determinc support requirements and tenance workload, aad the level of
other maintenance-re.: vant data, and recording maintiinabilit. determines how economically
the results in a prescribed format. the maintenance can be accomplished.

The activities (except provisioning) shown The leverage reliability exerts on the sup-

in Fig. 1-1 apply to all materiel program phases. port elements can be appreciated by observing

Maintenance engineering starts influencing de- that an item that will function throughout its

sign and defining support requirements in the intended life cycle with no failures requires no

conceptual phaze and continues until disposal. maintenance corrective support other than the

At any point during the pr.gram phases, main- end items required to replace items lost in com-

tenance engineering is aware of the status of bat or otherwisz destroyed. It would not be

design, and the status of the support subsystem. logical to plan for the repair of such equipment.

If design were frozen at amny point, subsequent Unfortunately, complex systems with 100 per-

maintenance engineering effort would be cent reliability are technically or economically
devoted to refinement of the support subsystem impossible to produce, and therefore the main-

to the degree permitted by the depth of design tenance support must be planned for military

information. This situation rarely occurs. De- materiel. Maintenance engineering participates

sign is constantly evolving, even during deploy- in the establishment of initial reliability re-

ment, as is the support subsystem. As a result, quirements. Major considerations are oper-
maintenance engineering is continuously receiv- ztional requirements. hisorical data, reliability

ing design and support status information, per- s~ate of the art, support resource requirements,

forming and documenting analyses, updating and materiel acquisition costs. As the program
plans, and issuing requirewcnt-s to the design progresses, the reliability requirements are

and support functional elements. Maintenance refined whenever it can be demonstrated that

engineering design reqairements may noc operational requirements can be sati.ifi-i with

always be completely satisfied because of con- reduced life cy:le costs. Reliability analyses
/ fiicts with system constraints such as allotted continuously provide maintenance engineering

1 time, performance, size, weight, and available with predicted reliability or observed reliability,

funds. Supporc requirements are essentially depending upon the materiel program phase.

directive in nature, and will be satisfied. Predicted reliability data tend to be op-
timistic when compared to failures that actually

The interfaces among maintenance engi- occur when materiel is in the hands of the user,
neering and the related disciplines can best be because reliability engineers normally deal with
described by briefly discussing the contribution inherent reliability-the reliability of the paper
of each discipline to support and the type of design-rather than with reliability of the field-
information that flows between maintenance ed materiel. inherent reliability does not ac-
engineering and the disciplines. The design dis- count for failures that might resuit from ac-
ciplines will be discussed first, in the order in tivities such as manufa(turing, acceptance
which they are shown in Fig. 1-1. tests, user maintenance activities, and operator

Reliability is a characteristic of design errors. Maintenance engineering ascertains how

that can be expressed briefly as the probability reliability data were derived and, when appro-

that equipment will perform without failure for priate, modifies the data with field experience

a specified time under stated conditions. An a- and maintenance engineering judgment.

nalogous definition for maintainability is the The objective of maintainability is to de-
probability that an item can be repaired in a sign equipment that will sati'fy operational
specified time under stated conditions. These availability requirements and can be main-
two design characteristics are very important. tamined easily and economically. In relation to
They combine to produce availabili,, which is support, the term "easily" implies low personnel
the probability that materiel will be avail,-ble skills, simple diagnostic procedures, and min-
for use, when required, under stated conditions. imum times to remove, replace, and test the
They are also the lar-jest generator of support failed, replaceable unit. The term "economi-
resource requirements, since failures resulting cally" implies accomplishment o" the mainte-
from unreliability generate the corrective main- nance at lowest life cycle coat. Maintainability
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and maintenance engineering objectives with apply to the current maintenance concept. The
regard to ease and economy of maintenance are requirements include delivery schedules that
the same. Maintenance engineering provides must be satisfied. The support functional ele-
general requirements to maintainability by ments feed back detailed plans for satisfying
means of the maintenance concept, assists in the requirements, and maintenance engineering
the interpretation of the concept and in the con- develops a materiel support plan that defines
duct of design and support trade-offs, and how each type of resource will be used in
transmits specific requirements as they become logistic support and how it will be obtained.
available from analysis. Maintainability deter- Typical products of each support element, other
mines design features such as equipment pack- than a plan, and the nature of the requirements
.uging and diagnostics that economically satisfy received by the element from maintenance en-
both operational requirements and the mainte- gineering are discussed in the paragraphs that
nance concept and incorporates the features follow.
into materiel design. Design maintenance char- Support equipment includes test, measure-
acteristics and predicted or observed repair ment, and diagnostic equipment, handling
times are transmitted to maintenance engineer- equipment, tools, calibration equipment, and
ing. training equipment. Maintenance engineering

Human factors and safety are disciplines transmits requirements to the support equip-
closely related to each other, and to main- ment element for both new and standard sup-
tainability. The objective of human factors is port equipment. The new equipment undergoes
to design both operational and support equip- a design cycle identical to that of operational
ment so that its use and maintenance are com- equipment, and maintenance engineering in-
patible with human capabilities. The objective fluences the design as previously described. Use
of safety is to design the same equipment so locations and quantities for all support equip-
that it can be operated and maintained safely. ment are refined, and requirements and sup-
Maintenance engineering requirements for these porting data for provisioning the equipment are
disciplines are based on historical data, design transmitted to the support equipment element.
analysis, and observation of activities involving Maintenance engineering plans the support of
the operation and maintenanw- of hardware. support equipment in the same manner that
The disciplines transmit design information and it plans the support of operational equipment.
safety procedures to maintenance engineering. Repair parts and support include repair

Transportability, in its broadest sense, is parts and maintenance floats. Maintenance en-
a design characteristic that establishes the gineering identifies all requirements for repair
transportation, handling, and packaging re- parts and maintenance floats, and generates
quirements for equipment. Some trans- other data required to provision the items. Re-
portability features might be dictatt& by special quirements and documentation are transmitted
operational requirements-such as a capability to the repair parts and support fup!tional ele-
for equipment to be delivered by parachute. ment for satisfaction of the requirements.
Others-such as compatibility with standard After receiving maintenance engineering
transuortation and handling equipment, ade-
quate'tiedown and lift points, and compatibility requirements, personnel from the support equip-

with standard packaging and preservation tech- ment and repair parts and support functions
withes esta blishe packa in tenand prese on - participate in provisioning activity. The
niques-are established by maintenance engi- provisioning activity has the objective of assur-
neering. Materiel design is monitored by main- ing that support equipment and repair parts
tenance engineering to insure that trans- will be available in the proper locations, when
portability requirements are satisfied. they are required (Ref. 5). The full provisioning

Maintenance engineering derives quanti- cycle involves documentation, selection, coding,
tative and qualitative resource requirements for determintion of maintenance factors, catalog-
each of the support elements by analyzing avail- ing, computation, procurement. production, and
able data-including design information, histor- delivery. Maintenance engineering analysis pro-
ical data, and operational requirements-as they vides the source data for the first four of these
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functions. Maintenance engineering generates Supply and maintenance technical assisb-
documentation to support provisioning ance is provided to field commanders to aug-
decisions, selects items, identifies the source of ment their organic supply and maintenance
each item, establishes the lowest level of main- capability. This assistance normally is prov;ded
tenance authorized to use the item, and provides by Army military and civilian personnel, but
guidance for the disposition of unserviceable is sometimes provided by contractor field serv-
items. Additionally, it provides maintenance ice personnel. Maintenance engineering estab-
factors showing the replacement rate require- lishes supply and maintenance technical assist-
ment generated by deployed items (Ref. 6). The ance requirements based on cost-effectiveness
two support functional eiements and other considerations. Sometimes, it is cost-effective to
agencies complete the provisioning process use the assistance during a limited period while
based on the miintenance engineering inputs. an organic capability is being established. How-
When the volume of data is large, as is the ever, the assistance frequently is provided

case in major materiel hcquisiti3ns, provision- throughout the operational phase for complex
ing is accompiished with he assistance of auto- systems and for low-density systems with
matic data processing (ADP) equipment. materiel quantities that do not justify the es-

Equipment publications include Technical tablisblment of a normal full-range support pro-

Manuals, Technical Bulletins, and depot main- gram
tenance work requirements that define the man- C
ner in which the operational equipment will be Contract maintenance is that maintenance 4
operated and maintained. In addition, the oL Army materiel performed at the organiza- I

tional, field, or depot level by a contractor on 4
publications include Supply Manuals and man- a one-time or continuing basis. Unlike con-
uals pertaining to the maintenance and oper- trtor field service, contract maintenance aug-
ation of the support equipment. Maintenance tAr mienac re nnce asengneein inut totheeqipmntpublication ments Army maintenance resources such as
engineering inputs to the equipment ation manpower, facilities, equipment, and toois. As
element include much of the information re- in the case of supply and maintenance technical
quired for preparation of the necessary docu- ince maintenance tecn-
mentation. Publication personnel augment the assistance, maintenance engineering bases con-

rddtract maintenance requirements on cost-
Sinformation by drawing and hardware analysis. effectiveness considerations.

The objective of the personnel and training
* ejement is to train personnel in the numbers Transportation and packaging include the

and skills required. Maintenance engineering activities involved in moving equipment from
specifies requirements for the numbers and the production line to the point of use and re-

, skills, and provides other information that as- cycling it between the point of use and appro-
sists in defining training requirements. The per- priate maintenance levels. Specifically, it in-

* sonnel and training element prepares courses volves preservation, packaging, packing, trans-
of instruction, identifies requirements for train- portation, and handling. Maintenance engineer-
ing equipment, whic!, are made a part of main- ,ng provides the transportatiop and packaging
tenance engineering requirements to the sup- element with requirements that identify quan-
port equipment element, and accomplishes the tities, locations, and schedules, and environmen-
instru.-,ion. tal constraints that impact preservation and

packaging. The requirements emphasize
The facility element exists to satisfy all nonstandard aspects of equipment that preclude

maintenance and storage facility requirements normal transportation by military and corn-
by either reprogramming Ehe use of existing mercial carriers, and aspects that necessitate
facilities or constructing new faciiities. Main- special preservation and packaging techniques
tenance engineering describes the facility re- Transportation and packaging may ideptify re-
quirements in terms of utilization, plans or quirements for additional handling equipment,
sketches, utility requirements, and other infor- in whch case the requirements will be trans-
mation required by the facility element to ac- mit'ed to the support equipment element by
complish its function. maintenance engineering.
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CHAPTER 2
MAINTENANCE ENGINEERING EFFORT THROUGHOUT

THE UFE CYCLE

This chapter elaborates on the materiel life In anticipation of future designation
cycle concept and defines the objectives of each changes for both phase3 and specific functions,
phase. The tools and techniques available to this chapter will emphasize the fundamental
maintenance engineering to insure timely avail- maintenance engineering functions and will in-
abiiity of an optimum combination of materiel troduce specific phase and functional designa-
and support resources are described. Army and tions only to the degree required to provide
contractor plans that provide the basis for all continuity. When these requirements occur, des-
life cycle support activities are discussed. ignations current during the preparatiun of this

2-1 INTRODUCTION handbook will be used.

The time frame encompassing all activities Fig. 2-1 shows the life cycle phases, in the
associated with a materiel program from con- sequence in which they occur during acquisition
ception through disposal is called its life cycle, and deployment of complex materiel, and im-
For managemept purposes, the life cycle is portant decision milestones. During the con-
divided into intervatq of time called phases, and ceptual and validation phases, program activity
each is assigned specific objectives. Phase dura-- is limited to the phase in progress. During por-
tions are estabiished by the highest manage- tions of the other phases, program activity typ-
ment levels in the Department of Defense and ically occurs 'n more than one phase. Phase
the Army, and vary depending upon technical, durations and the durations of phase overlaps
economic, and foreign threat factors. These are unique to each materiel program (Ref. 1).
management levels also review progress at spec- Maintenance engineering participates in all
ified phase points to determini whether or not of the life cycle phases. Summary statements
subsequent activities should be continued, of phase objectives and some of the most im-

Appropriate agencies and discipIines are portant maintenance engineering activities fol-
assigned responsibilities for accomplishing spe- low:
cific functions within each phase. For example, a. Conceptual Phase. The objective of this
maintenance engineering is responsiblec for pre- phase is to select a materiel concept and a com-
paring a support concept in the first life cycle panior support concept that best satisfy estab-
phase. These responsibilities are assigned by lished operational requirements. Selection is
formal directives. The assignments, coupled based on but not limited to technical, cost, po-
with the time frames established for the phases, litical, world environment, and schedule con-
provide the responsible parties with the infor- siderations. Maintenance engineering first pro-
mation required to plan for the accomplishment vides historical data tha, assist in selection of
of their assigned functions, and provide man- the materiel approach that best satisfies the
agement with a basis for evaluating progress requirements. Subsequently, two functions are

Life cycle phases are designated with de- performed almost concurrently: (1) the materiel
scriptive names, which in the past have under- concept is inmluenced by considerations of econ-
gone relatively frequent minor changes. The de- omy of support, and (2) an economic support
scriptions of some specific functions have also concept is devel.,ped. Current support resources
changed, particularly with regard to the des- ard concepts as wzll as new concepts are eval-
ignations of the documentation that must be uated for application to the new materiel. Selec-
prepared during the phases. However, the fun- tions and design recommendations are based on
damental requirement to prepare documen- analyses, trade-offs, historical data, and judg-
tation remains. When viewed in this light, it ment. Support plans are prepared and b _ome
may be stated that fundamental functions, in- a part of the materiel documentation iau-Kage
cluding fundamental maintenance engineering that must receive management approval before
functions, have remained unchanged. the next phase ca- be initiated.
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CONCEPTUAL "

VALIDATION

ZIZ~ FULL SCALE
DEv E LOPE NI

PRODUCTION

IUMO FULL SCALE

0 DECISION POINTS 
DEPLOYMENT

IIMATE VALIEDATION PHASE ~S A

6~INITIATE FULL SCALE DEVFLOPME.'JT111

INITIATE IUAITED PRODUCTION

INITIATE FULt-SCALE PRODUCTION AND DEPLOY

REMOVE FROM INVENTORY.

j Fig.,* 2- 1 Aateril Li, Cyh le Im

b. Validation Phase. The objective of this to identify and plan for the acquisition of all
phase is to validate and refine conceptual required support resources. An extensive main-
decisions regarding materiel and support. This tenance engineen.g analysis effort is initiated.
phase normally is conducted with the assistance Requirements for design changes are estab-
of one or more contractors. Maintenance en- lished, and support resource requirements are
gineering provides support inputs to a request refined concurrently with progressing design. A
for proposal that solicits contractor proposals preliminary maintenance allocation cbart and
to accomplish -he validation phase scope of preliminary technical publications are prepared.
work and assists in evaluating contractor re- Hardware test and demonstration results are
sponses. Selected contractors conduct com- reflected in requests for design changes and
prehensive studies and may fabricate prototype support requirements. Final plans for the ac-
hardware. The contractors then prepare reports quisition of support element resources are pre-
that include materiel and support specif-cation- pared. Plans should be fo-mulated for verifying
and proposals for developing and acquiring the the requirement for long lead time support
materiel and support element resources. Main- equipment early in the development cycle.
teriance engineering eaz!uates the support d Produc:ion Phse. The first objective o€
aspects of the proposals, makes revi-ions to sup- this phase is to demonstrate with limited pro-
port planning, and assists in contractor selec- duction quantities that the materiel prod.ned
tion. Subsequently, a develcpment contract is with production tooling mets planned objec-
negotiated. tives and is compatible with plannrrd support-

c FPull-scale Derelopment Phase. The ob- Subsequently, full-scale production is initiated,

jectives of this phase are as follows: to prepare and planned quantities of operating and support
a technical data package that can be used to materiel and support resources are muufac-
produce operating and support materiel. to de- tured or otherwise acquired. Maintenance en-

velop selected support resources to a degree gineering assists in evaluati-zg test results dur-
that they can be used in realistic tests; and ing limited production. Throughout production,
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r compatibility between design and support is Mantenance engineering is responsible forS maintained, and the acquisition of Qupport the _:vcomplishment of all activities direct]) re-

resources is monitored. lated to surport, and for the maintenance of
e. Deployment Phase. The objec.:ves of interfaces wiL: disciplines that imps support

this phase are to deploy, operate. Lz support Other dfisciplines have analogous functions w.ith

the materiel. Maintenance engineering receives regard to their responsibilities, and all man-
and analyzes operational performance and sup_ agement levels have a requirement to track
port data, recommends design and support prges Procedural meodels have been deve,-

changes, and evaluates design t nanges recom- oed to assist all activities in accomplishing
mended by other agencies for their impact on their f~anctions properly and on time. Among
support- Support plans, policy, doctrine, and the other functions these models dictate that main-

maintenance analysis data system are updated tenance engineering trade-offs and analyses of
as required. operational and support parameters be con-

f Diposl Phxe.The bjetiveof his ducted. and that certain support plans be pre-f Disposd Phase. The objective of this dpaed, n htcransupr ln epe
pared-

phase is to remove materiel from the inventory.
Materiel can become obsolete due to improved Procedural models present tne time-phased
capabilities of potential enemies, as a resuk of activities required of all agencies involved in
technological advances that make possible the a materiel acquisition program, ranging from
development of more economical materiel w.Lh management decisions to activities of dis-
improved performance characteristics, or more ciplines such as maintenance engineering.
likely, due to a combination of the two factors- reliability, and maintainability. The models also
Maintenance engineering prepares and provides provide guidance pertaining to methods. coor-
technical criteria to be used in accomplishing dination and interface requirements, and t! e
the disposal phase. destination of the products of the activities. In

effect, procedural models are complex function-

in Eh of these pha.es is treated in detail al flow diagrams that specify how materiel will
the paragraphs that follow, be conceived, fielded, and supported.

Materiel operational parameters are the
characteristics that equipment must have in

2-2 CONCEPTUAL PHASE order to safisfy operational requirementm for

The objective of the concepual p e is example, a capability to operate in Arctic

to develop and select the best materiel approach rions, Maintenance parameters are the char-

that will satisfy an established equirtmment and acteristics of materiel that impact maintenance
to demonstrate the feasibility of the approach requirements: ft,- example, maintainability fea-
to -l tures. Maintenance engineering determines thefrom a technical, cost, and schedule standpoint. ssupport impact of opera-tional parameters and.
The conceptual effort is characterized by the by analyses and trade-offs. establishes mainte-
generation of materiel design data and utili- "that esli . asfue0

nance parameters that result in .a.isfartion ofzation plans in sufficient detail to allow gross the operational parameters at least cost-
life cycle cost -. aiyses and the definition of
baseline operm.ior.al and support concepts. Tile Support planning is desigi. id to ideaiufy.
effort encompasses preparation of a devel- schedule, and control the activities required for
opment plan that includes a description of the timely and adequate support of materel. "nhese
materiel to be developed, a plan for conducting activities pertain to plans, events, and resourcesthe validation phase, and the support plans. At necessary for analysis and evaluation of support

the conclusien of the cnnceptuz] phase, a man- requirements, and for development- acquisition.
agement review is conducted to insure that the and use of support resources. Support planning
necessary preliminary work has been accom- is based on materiel maintcnance character-
plished and that threat and operational istics. Support -lans are the implementing
analyses, trade-off and cost and mission effec- documents for maintenance decisio-. They re-
tiveness studies, and the technological state of flect the current state of proposed maintenance
the art provide a firm foundation for pro- for the system, and establish a baseline for sup-
ceeding. port resource development.
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Support plans, in general. describe the result if each agency planned its own and its
maintenance actions that are being considered interface activities based on its interpretation
for the materiel and the projected maintenance of the current directives. To circumvent the po,-
and supply capakility necessary to accomplish tential problem, procedural models have been
the actions. Specific functional area plans are dei-eloped that la) oit in a tim~ed sequence the

prepared~~ t d h caibpri ti it . uport activity responsibilitie. zwid interfaces of ea-ch
plans prepared during the conceptual phase agency- Tne nm-.eis c-n be siz-olified and made
comprise a part of the resulting baseline docu- more i-seful 0:: emphasizing a maior ativi-
mentation- It is very important that the support ty-T..pport plaaning and acq~uisition, for exam-
plans completely deine bot h obijecw. es and re- ple-are! that is precisely what is done in the
quirements to insure that suppart receives caeof suppot proedural models that have
proper considteration in the validation phase. been developed and published for each life cycle

phase-
2-2-1 PROCEUAMMom At the start of a materiel acoquisition pro-

Numerous Armiy agencies, the Offfice wof t!he gram, maintenance engineering should first ac-
Secretary of Defense, and one or mor- con- quire a current support procedural model, study
tractors participate in a major materiel acquisi- the model along with pertinent directives, and
tion program- Regulations and directives sp-cify plan conceptual activities. Fig. 2-2 show-s a sup-
how these programs will be conducted. but it port procedural modelI for the conceptual pfhasew
is easy to envision the confusion :hat could developed to an intermediate level of detail

0-C
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This level is most useful for a general model. resources required for each approach. Historical
For a speciflc situation, each of the activity data are quite valuable in identifying feasible
blocks can be expanCed to lower levels, but the support approaches and in making the required
value derved from such expansion Yvould be gross cost estimates.
t ubtful. A moel user should be experienced After the trade-offs, the n.dltriel developer
to a degree that a requirement to identify sup- selects the best combination of design and sup-
port trade-offs, for example, need not be backed port, concepts. The trainer refines the personnel
up with several blocks describing how the re- requirements and long lead time training
guirement is to be accomplished, devices required by this approach, and prepares

The discussion of Fig. 2-2 which follows a porsonnel and training requirement plan. The
will result in a description of maintenan~ce en- plan identifies new skills, individual and Lrewgineering activities in the conceptual phase and training requirement,-, training devices, train-will show how these activities are guided by ing facilities, and associated schedules. The plan

a procedaral model. The first thing to note is alo provides current information concerning

that four separate agencies are directly in- numbers and skills of personnel involved in the

volv~d. Two other agencies, indirectly involved, use, maintenance, and support of the prop .;ed

are the combat do-yeloper and the user. (These materiel. Training devices that require leng de-

have been oaitte!d in the interest of simplicity.) velopmenL lead times ari separately identified.

For a major materiel program, higher head- Not shown in the model is the fact that in-

quat ers decisions are -nade by both the Office formation on personnel requirements derived

of the Secretary of Defense and the Department from the plan is forwarded to the combat de-

of the Army. TLe design engineering discipline veloper for his planning purposes.

is the materiel devesper, the maintenance en- The support developer refines support re-
gineering iscipline is the support devtAoper, quiremento for the selected appr 3ch and pre-
and the trainer represents Arm, .raining or- pares a logistic support plan. The support plan
ganizations. is broad in scope and includes milestones for

Conceptual activitv in tho model starts verifying the status of support development at
with identi, .ation of an opera~ior, al reo uire- appropriate points in the materiel life cycle. Thement by a.y Army agency. The requirement plan alsi includes critical issues of supportabili-

is prepared in a prcribed format, and is pr ty, the anticipated iogistic environment in
cesqed and submited to higher headquarters for which the materiel is expected to operate, lifeapproval. If approved, higher headquarters ap- cycie support cos goals, and recommended

points a task force to prepare the documen- mai, tainabil.ty and reliability paraneters. The
tation requisite to a decision to proceed to the plan is greatly expanded in subsecuent life cy-
validation phase. Within the t ask force are rep. cle phases.
resentatives of the activities shown, as well as The support de eloper generates a consid-
combat developer and user representatives. erable quantity of aaditional data and plans to
Although the task force ih dissolved at the end be included in the documentation output of the
of the conceptual phase, the materiel developer, conceptual phase. Some of the most significant
support developer, and other activities continue are inputs to a coordinated test plan involving
to function. both testing requirements an I a plan for sup-

Tbe materiel developer and support de:el- porting the tests, and inputs to plans and re-oper work together closely. First, each idsntifies quirements for the validation and subsequentfensible trade-offs within his sphere of respon- phases. Among these inputs are si pport man-sibility, and then each conducts trade-ofs. Note agement control technirues defining the con-sibith a d the ach a nterdeperadentfs Noe trols to be used, and maintenance engineeringhat these activit~es are inte rdependent, as r 7 e an l s s d t n ge r t r q u e m t .
support developer and trainer activities. During analysis data management requirements.
this period, maintenance, operational, and sup- The training and logistic support plans and
port parameters are traded off against life cycle other support data are for warded for inclusion
costs and effect~veness. The trade-offs necessi- in a development concept, paper, a concept
tate identifying and costing support element formulation package, and a final report. The
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total task for-e makes contributions to these maintenance actions, the locatiou of the
documents, but the materiel developer is the maLt. 'el at thtse times, and the types of main-
major recipient and integrator of support in- tenance that can be performed within the allot-
puts. Eventually, the three documents are for- ted times.
warded to higher headquarters, and their ap- The geographical and environment&l con-
proval authorizes initiation of the validation ditions under which the weapon systems are
phase. to operate must be subjected to analysis.

2-2.2 OPERATHONAL AND MAINTENANCE Materiel deterioration caused by climate and
PARAMETERS terrain must be taken into account during de-

velopment of maintenance policies. Geograph-
Materiel is acquired to perform specific ical deployment affects the ease with which the

missions in specific environments. These mis- weapon may be supplied and supported. The
sions and environments generally are termed working environment affects human perform-
operational requirements or operational param- ance and requires design and maintenance pol-
eters. Established operational parameters may icies that will optimize maintenance. Finally,
be satisfied by various combinations of design deployment plans must be evaluated carefully.
and support, but they must be satisfied. The Support design requirements ano support con-
support contribution to the attainment of op- cepts differ radically for a few units of materiel
erational parameters also can be a combination in a single location versus numerous units
of design and support; for example, main- deployed on a worldwide basis.
tainability features coupled with a maintenance
float will contribLcte to the operational param-
eter of availability. A function of maintenance 2-2.2.2 Maintenance Pemranters
engineering is to irsume that the design selected An analysis of the operational parameters
to satisfy the basic operational parameters will show which maintenance parameters are
(range or payload, for example), when coupled tentatively acceptable and should be evaluated,
with maintenance factors and support tech-
niques, will result in materiel that can e ef- an
fectively and economically sapported. This maintenance parameters include reliability and

means that operational parameters must be an- maintainability. Some of the more significant
alyzet and their support impact fully under- maintenance parameters in the latter category

stood befog' useful maintenance engineering are:
work can be accomplished, a. Fault isolation

2-2.2.A Opiatio al Iarste b. Mechanical and electrical packaging into

Some of the most significant operationa; modules, assemblies, etc.

parameters that must be evaluated are: c. Accessibility

a Mission profiles d. Adjustments

b. Operational states e. Interchangeability

c Mission time factors f Standardization.

d. Availability requirements These parameters must be grouped for
some applications, and may be used singly for

Operatienal environments others. The fist four, as a group, determine

I Deployment plans, including quantities, mean time to repair, and skill requirements,
locations, and schedules. and with reliability, determine maintenance

The first three parameters depict, on a man-hour requirements. The last two impact
calendar basis, the active and iinactive status support economy. Quantitative statements of
of the materiel, the time on alert or standby, maintnability resulting from such groupings
the mission frequency and duration, and other are also termed maintenance parameters. Some
oper,,iional demand periods. Analysis of these of the most important of these parameters are:
data and availability requirements will reveal a. Mean time and mz.ximum time to repai"
the periods during which time is available for at each level of maintenance operations
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b Mean and maximum downtime for cor- referenc;ng plans with each other ard with sup-
rective maintenance porting documentation. Initiated early in the

c. Maintenance man-hours per utilization conceptu,i phase, these plans are the media

hour-total and by category of maintenance o that flow through management channels at

erationz various levels to provide the information on
which materiel management actions and

d Minimum allowable time between ached- decisions can be made. These documents are
uled maintenance actions for each category of not static records but continue to recycle
maintenance operations through management channels, since they are

e. Mean and minimum time be- updated as the materiel is validated, devdloped,
tween/before overhaul operated, modified, and subsequently phased

f Maintenance man-hours by skill lev- out (Ref 2).

el/specific maintenance action. 2-2.3.1 Devekipment Plcs

The example that follows demonstrates Virtually all of the plans of interest to

how maintenance engineering selezts mainte- maintenance engineering are contained in a de-
nance parameters. Suppose that an analysis of velopment plan. The development plan, which
operational parameters reveals that the max- is comprised of multiple plans, documents 0be
imun time available to accomplish a certain program decisions, user requirements, and
corrective maintenance action is 30 minutes. An analyses of technical options and lifLe cycle
analysis of the poposed design reveals that 40 plans for development, production, and support
minutes will be required, with te thime aout of materiel. The development plan is a docu-
mie slly distruied witwen lthe lotienru ment of record maintained to reflect all phases
equally distributed between fault location, re. of planning and program execution consistent
moval and replacement, and test and checkout. with direction and policies of the Army. It is
Various combinations of fault isolation th contin doces or the mt is
methods, packaging, and accessibility that will the ontrolling document for the materiel de-
result in a repair time of 30 minu.es are traded velopment effort and is appropriately refined
off against costs. The best combination is and updated throughout the materiel life cycle.
selected, and appropriate design requirements The specific content, scope, and level of detail
are established. In an actual analysis, the prob- are tailored to the needs of the particular pro-

lem normally is not so easily solved because gram and ics stage of development.

of system interactions, but the principles apply The development plan dicaments both the
nonetheless. technical and administrative plans, and iden-

Established operational and maintenance tifies responsibilities, tasks, and time phasing

parameters are made a part of contract spec- related to the major actions, principal objec-

ifications, and must be stated in quantitative tives, and major decisions. The plan is corn-

terms, or in some other manner that permits prised of the sections and subsections depicted

demonstration of achievement. It would be by the blocks in Figs. 2-3 and 2-4.

sufficient to state that like parts will be inter-
changeable without adjustments. On the other 2-2.3.2 Plan for Losti Support
hand, it would not be sufficient to state that The plan for logistic support (Pig. 2-4) is
good accessibility will be provided. ThLs would tl, primary planning and management izool de-
have to be defined in terms of numbers and signed to identify, schedule, and control the kc-
types of fasteners, sizes of access ports, time, tion elements required for timely and econom-
and similar terms. ical support of materiel. The action elements
2. pertain to plans, events, and resources neces-

_ 2-2.3 PLANNING TiC N .S sary for the analysis and evaluation of proto-

To provide for orderly documentation of type materiel and for the development, acquisi-
support requirements %ithin the materiel man- tion, and use of support resources. The plan
agement spectrum, the Army uses a series of identifies reliability and r.mintainability char-
formal documentary plans that provide an acteristics and the qualitative and quantitative
interlock of all system documentation by cross- requirements for the support elements of
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SYSTEM PLN O ORIAE LNPLAN FOR
PLAN FO COODINTED LANFOR PERSONNEL

SYTE EUREENSSYSTEM TEST LOGISTIC AND

SAMMAYYSAN DEVELO]PENT [PR:OGRAM SUPPORT TRAINING

E REQUIREMENT

(SEE FIG 2.4)

F _I i !
FACILITY ADNCTECHNICAL MANAGEMENT FINANCIAL AND ARCE

DEVELOPMENT PLAN PLAN RESOURCE PROCUREMENT

PLAN PLAN PLAN

Figure 2-3. Develpm.ft Plan

materiel, and contains scheduling data and nar- planning briefly states the intended function or
rative information concerning the planned use application of the materiel, describes its major
and support of the item. The total range and and secondary end items, and provides '-ta on
depth of documentation do not spring into being performance and physical characteristics. Also

-- at one time. A basic mainzenance concept for listed are support data for the materiel, such
a logistic approach to new materiel is conceived as nomenclature, stock number, proposed type
during conceptual studies. Such studies provide classification and the agency responsible for
source data for an. equally basic maintenance logistic support, and operational readiness float
plan -nd support element plans. A brief de- information. Included are procurement status,
scription of the contents of a plan for logistic the planned procurement for the immediate
support follows for the purpose of future, and the type of funding for test items
demonstrating the types, not the depth, of plan- and quantity procurement.
ning that may emerge from the conceptual ef-
fort (Ref. 2). 2.2.3.2.2 Elements of Logistic Support

2-2.3.2.1 Schedule and &=is for Logistic Support Elements of logistic support comprise the
Planning major portion of the logistic support plan. These

The schedule of logistic support planning elements consist of a maintenance plan, support

(Fig. 24) establishes a schedule for support element plans, and plans for funding and man-

planning events, such as a schedule for devel. aging the support program.

oping aind -efining remaining parts of the total a. Maintenance Pian. The maintenance
support plan. The basis for logistic support plan addresses operational requirements, the
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EI

SCHEDULE OF ELEMENTS BASIS FOR
LOGISTIC OF LOGISTIC

SUFVORT LOGISTIC SUPPORT
PLANNING SUPPORT PLANNING

/L I

MAINTENANCE SUPPORT AND SUPPLY TRANSPORTATION TECHNICAL
PLAN TEST SUPPORT AND D

EQUIPMENT HANDLING DATA

LOGISTIC LOGISTIC

PERSONNE'. SUPPORT SUPPORT
FACILITIES AND SU RT SUAGORTS RESOUR!E MANAGEMENt

TRAINING FUNDS INFORMATION

Figu, 2-4. Pion fr L &iu Support

plan for maintenance, and user and support or- (1) Maintenance categories and rspairr ganizations. Operational requirements or pa- levels

rameters-initially established by a required op- (2) Packaging concept
erational capability, expanded by conceptual (3) Test and checkout concept
studies, and restated in a document covering (4) Digtion of support depot
system requirements and analyses (Fig.
2-3)-are included as a background for support (5) Maintenance fl, t considerations
plannig. The types of operational parameters (6) Peculiar logistic wonsiderations in-
discussed are identical to those listed in par. volving activities such as calibration, storage,
2-2.21. The other major portion of the plan in- transportation, and handling.

Ictudes the reliability and maintainability pa-
rameters (from the technical development plan, Other areas of the maintenance plan iden-

-I Fig. 2-3) that are considered with the oper- tify using and support orgsnizations, mainte-
S ational parameters in order to select a main- nance test requirements, support plans for the

0 tenance plan, and states decisions reached as coordinated test program, and a plan for ac-
follows: complishing physical teardown of the materiel.
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Source data for test planning are contained in transportation data are required locations,
the coordinated test program plan (Fig. 2-3). times, and quantities. A plan is shown for the

b. Support and Test Equipment Plan. The acquisition of the preservation, packaging, and

support and test equipment plan outlines all transportation resources to satisfy the preced-

requirements for organizational through depot ing requirements, with achievement dates corn-

levels for support equipment, including special- patible with materiel development milestones.

purpose vehicles, test equipment, special tools, e. Technical Data Plat. The technical data
calibration equipment, and handling equipment. plan provides for developwent and distribution
It identifies the level of maintenance to which of drawings, operating, maintenance, and mod-
equipment is allocated, the agency responsible ification in3tructions, provisioning and faciities
for logistic support, the type classification st..t- information, specificaioms, inspection, test, and
us, the procurement status, operational read- calibraion procedures, instruction cards and
iness float requirements, and the forecast equip- equipment placc.rds, special-purpose computer
ment delivery by date and quantity. Operating programs, and other forms of audio or visual
and support equipment that requires calibration presentations required to guide personnel in
and measurement is specified, and a plan for performing operations and support tasks. Army
accomplishing the calibration and measurement equipment publications, planned or available,
is presented. The availability of required sup- are listed. If other than official Army equip-
port and test equipment is established, or plans ment publications are to be used for support
for its acquisition are presented. of the materiel during tests, both the level of

materiel to be supported and the publication(s)
c. Supply Support Plan. The supply sup- to be used are ide-itified specifically. A list of

port plan states the programmed action dates requirements for equipment operational, histor-
for required provisioning schedules, and the ;cal, and maintenance forms is included.
date on which the National Inventory Control. f Facility Plan. The facility plan states
Point has placed requirements on other respon- the area required to accommodate shop supply,
sible agencies for repair parts to support the maintenance, and storage for all categories of
materiel under development or procurement. maintenance. Desired area features are defined
The estimated cost of repair parts support for by descriptions of utility, prime power, humid-
the first year of operation, pertinent data for ity, temperature, and dust control requirements.
emergency requisitions, and the identity of any Illustrations or sketches are used to depict spe-
special supply procedures are included. Sterage cial operational and maintenance layouts, and
requirements, special requirements for care and requirements for new or modified depot facil-
preservation and for demilitarization of mate- ities are explained in general terms. Source data
rial (such as disposal of radioactive material), for this plan are contained in the facility and
and long lead time repair parts are identified. resource plan (Fig. 2-3).
The procurement status of the long lead time
items is shown. The provisioning plan is part Personnel and Training Plan. The
of the supply support element. It is the vehicle sonnel and training plan contains qualitative
for scheduling and accomplishing all actions re- and quantitative j _rsonnel requirements and

quired to deliver repair parts, tools, test equip- training information. The plan lists military &.-

ment, and support equipment to the user for cupational specialty requirements by numb--:
the initial period of service. and title for operator, organizational, direct

d. Transportation and Handling Plan. The support, general support, and depot mainte-
transportation and handling plan identifies nance pe-sonnel. New-equipment training re-
materiel transportability charactcristics, trans- quirements, which include instruction for in-
portation requirements, and a plan for obtain- structor personnel and special training aids or
ing transportation resources and satisfying the devices, are identified. All requirements for
requirements. Both operating and support new-equipment introductory letters, in-
materiel are considered. Transportability data troductory teams, and training teams are iden-
such as size, weight, safety, fragility, and tified, and the locations of initial training
security requirements are listed. Typical of the courses for operator and maintenance personnel
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1 in all categories of maintenance and training ance and support specifications that are respon-
required for test personnel are specified. The sive to the operational requirements; and are
plan also identifies requirements for supply and backed by a firm fixed price or full structured
maintenance technical assistance, and presents incentive-type contract, when full-scale devel-
a plan for satisfying the requirements. Source opment is to be performed by a contractor.
data for the Dlan are contained in the plan for Contractor assistance normally is used
personnel and training requirements (Fig. 2-3). durirg a major materiel acquisition progra.

h. Logistic Support Resource Funds Plan, When this approach is selected, the validation
The logistic support resource funds plan iden- phase effort is divided into three distinct inter-
tifies support funding requirements for each vals. During the first interval, a request for
logistic element, each program phase, new re- proposal is prepared and contractors are
quirements, and the allocation and maintenance selected. Contractor work is performed during
of existing capabilities. The element also con- the second interval. During the final interval,
tains a financial plan for support that shows contractor reports are evaluated; materiel pro- A

how development and accomplishment of gram plans, including support plans, are up-
planned logistic support will be funded. Basic dated; the materiel configuration is refined; and
data for the support resource funds element are a cGntractor to accomplish full-scale devel-
c-ntained in the financial plan (Fig. 2-3). opment is selected

i Logistic Support Management Iforma- 2-3.1 REQUEST FOR PROPOSAL INPUTS
ton Plan. The logistic support management in-formtio pln (Fg. -4)defnes equremntsAdequate and effective materiel support
formation plan (Fig. 24) defines requirements planning must be accomplished during valida-
and responsibilities for the acquisition and use
of management data. The plan identifies the tirn to insure inL!usion of support requirementsplanned use of management techniques and in the full-scale development contract. For thisndocuments such as test and demonstration re- t happen, maintenance engineering must clear-ports and the Army maintenance management ly state logistic support goals, objectives, and

system, and assigns responsibilities for acquir- requirements in the request for proposal. These
ing the necessary data at specified times. At- inputs exert considerable influence on selection

of the system approach, and should be preparedtained operational and maintenance parameters "'h tp oi e t ept nia vld -
are identified as data to be periodically recorded in a manner that provides the potential valida-

and evaluated to determine progress. The tion contractors with a firm basis for proposing
breadth and depth of the maintenance docu- a plan for logistic support which addresses allmentation and atysis techniques to be used of the support elements. The scope must beare defined in detail. Responsibilities for data sufficiently comprehensive to insure that a giv-aedfinedain acqui.itionsib s and dis- en contractor's response, within the context ofgeneration, acquisition, analysis, ahis proposed support plan, will describe all an-
semination of reports are assigned. ticipated demands in such depth that unique

2-3 VAUDATION PHASE or complex features are readily identifiable, and
will ih,clude associated life cycle cost pre-

Higher authority approval of conceptual dictions.
phase documentation results in initiation of the In general, maintenance engineeiing
validation phase. This phase can be conducted should insure that those portions of the request
solely by the Army, or with contractor assist- for proposal dealing with support fully reflect
ance. The sanc undamental effort must be ac- the plans and conclusions that have resulted
complished in either event. A phase objective from the conceptual phase, and request their
is to insure that full-scale development is not refinement or improvement by the contractor.
started until costs, schedules, aid performance Some typical specifics follow:
and support objectives have been carefully pre-
ared and evaluated against one another, and

a high probability of successiully accomplishing ,. Maintenance Pan."
the development of the materiel can be antic- (1) Provide the maintenrance concept,
ipated. The ultimate goal is achievable perform- and request its expansion and refinement.
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(2) Specify the winimum trade-offs to f Facilities:
be conducted among operal".al, maintenance, (1) P, vide conceptual phase data.
and support parameters. I quest verification or modi-

(3) Encourage contractor analysis to fication cif -_ ceptual data.
identify additional trade-off requirements. (3. .equest plans for establishment of

(4) Request comprehensive justifica- facilit design criteria and for interfacing with
tion frr proposed maintenance parameters. the Army Corps of Engineers and other Arm'

b. Support and Test Eqipment: agencies.

(1) Identify support and test equip- (4) Request a complete plan for facility
L 'Ut items or philosophy resulting from con- acquisition.
ceptua studies.

(2) Define Aunctional requirements for g. Personnl and Training Reqtir--vwnts:
new equipment to a depth that will permit plan- (1) Provide conceptual phase findingu.
ning for its deveiopme.nt. (2) Request identification of materiel

(3) Request a plan that identifies and items that generate requirements for new or
justifies each equipment item, and states how additional training.
and when it will be acquired. (3) Request estimates for qualitative

c. Supply Support: and quantitative personnel requirements and

(1) Request supply management and identification of new skills.

provisioning plans. (4) Reqzest identification of training

(2) Request identification of long lead equipment requirenents.

time items. (5) Request human engineering stud-

(3) Request repair part cost estimates. ies.
d. Tmsprtaton nd Hndlng:(6) Request a plan for satisfying the

& Transportation and Handling: requirements.
(1) Request identification of packag- h. Logistic Support Resource Funds:

ing, preservation, transportation, and handling
requirements for initial delivery of materiel and (1) Provide costing ground rules.
for subsequent movement. (2) Request desired cost estimates.

(2) Request a plan for satisfying all re- i. Logistic Support Management .Informa-

quirements, showing schedules, proposed pack- tzi"
aging, and transportation modes. (1) Designate specifications that define

(3) Request identification of any trans- the range and depth of the desired data system.
portation and handling requirements that can- (2) Request a plan for acquiring the
,;z . bs ' utsfid !%y etpendard Army or com- data system by direct application of a system
mercial vehicles, and identification oi reusable in being, modification of an existing system,
container requirements. or new development.

e. Technical Data: (3) Request a description of how the
data system will be used in the contractor or-

(1) Designate the specifications that ganization for support management that assigns
will govern technical data preparation. responsibilities to organizational elements for

(2) Request a list of technical data re- data development, storage, retrieval and appli-
quired for materiel operation and support. cation.

(3) Request a plan for. development, Contractors respond to the request for pro-
production, and distribution of the data. posal with proposals that explain how they will

(4) Request a description of contractor accomplish the work, and describe their qual-
experience and the personnel and facilities the ifications. The first interval concludes with
contractor will use to prepare and produce tech- selection of the successful con-
nical data. tractors-normally, two or three.
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2-3.2 CONTRACTOR EFORtT To provide essential oackground data for

During the second interval, contractors development planning, the contractor generates

perform the effort specified by the request for a broad plan for production and uses request

proposal, aad additional innovative work they for proposal data and assumptions to develop

believe will add to the cost-effectiveness of the a deployment scenario. These also are included

materiel. The products of their efforts are in the proposal.

proposed plans for conducting a full-scale de-
velopment program and supporting rationale,
including analyses and trade-offs. Also included Maintenance engineering evaluates the
is a broad plan for contractor effort during the support aspects of contractor reports. The eval-

production phase. uation is conducted with the assistance of pre-

Insofar 3s support is concerned, the trade- viously prepared evaluation criteria, but these

offs and analyses center on operational main- must be augmented with historical data and
nance and s o p , t- experience. The general questions facing theace cncept, and uppot parameers, the main- evaluator concern cost-effectiveness, manage-

nclud any cost. Such an d faltory ment capability, and program risk. To answer
cutean requirements for depot and factory the general questions, the evaluator must ex-
nance iechnical data. The depth of the work amine the reports in minute detail and consider

is limited by available informatkin so that plans not only the merits of the plans for a particular

will include provisions for trade-off and analysis support element, but also the impact of the

refinements during development, as well as for plans on the remainder of the materiel program
in both the design and support areas. Infor-conducting additional analytical work. Quanti- matior obtained from such evaluations permits

tative operational, maintenance, and support mto bandfo uheautoslemttarietoerawiol, manted nce, and ateril ldetermination of both the validity of proposedpram eters will b e stated, an d m ateriel life Cy- 'f rs a d t e eg e to w i h he p n i g
cle costs will be estimtted. All analytical effort efforts and the degree to which the planning

is oriented toward demoutrating that e - best should be reflected in an updated logistic sup-

possible balance-has been achieved among total port plan.

cost, design, support, schedules, and operational To insure that the proposed design and
efectiveness. support and the support elements are in har-

A contractor version of a logistic support mony and satisfy operational requirements, the
following typical maintenance engineering con-

plan that addresses each support element is pre-
pared by establishing element requiremente and siderations are required:
describing how they will be satisfied. Costs as- - Maintennmce P!an-
sociated with contractor implementation of the (1) Determine that the proposed plan
plan are broken out as prescribed by the scope is in consonance with the conceptual phase
of work. maintenance concept.

A plan for management of the support ef- (2) Evaluate trade-offs, analyses, and
fort is included. The plan is comprised of or- parameters on which the plan is based.
ganizational charts and narrative text. The (3) Assess the design, support, and
charts show the relationship of the support de- cost impact of proposed diagnostic methods.
veloper to other contractor organizationzi ele- packaging, and repair levels.
ments. The narrative text describes the respon- (4) Analyze preventive maintenance
sibility and authority of the support developer plans for adequacy and realism.
and other personnel in conducting the materiel
program. Communication channels between the b. Support and Test Equipment:
Government and the support developer, as well (1) Review operational and mainte-
as between the latter and subcontractors and nance parameter trade-offs, and confirm the
vendors, are delineated. Equally important, the juntification for each item of equipment. par-
plan describes all support management control ticularly special equipment.
data to be used, their sources, and the way (2) Determine the realism of plans for
in which the data are controlled and applied developing and acquiring special support and
to the management process. test equipment.
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(3) Determiw' the adequacy of plans (4) Consider the adequacy of the range ,
for providing maintenance and calibration serv- and depth (if proposed training courses and the
ices to deployed equipment. types of training devices.F Supply S-'pport" (5) Remember that personnel comprise

(1) Evaluate the overall supply man- the most scarce and expensive support resource.

agement plan, including the provisioning plan. h Logistic Support Resource Funds:

(2) Consider the realism of cost (1) Evaluate Ifar realism and re3pon-
estimates. siveness to the statement of work.

& Transportation and Hadling: (2) Pay particular attention to the

(1) Insure that preservation, p - facts, assumptiens, and techniques used in

ing, transportation, and handling requirements etimating life cycle costs.

are correctly identified. %. Logistic Support Management Injorma-
(2) Evaluate contractor plans for iri-

tial delivery of materiel and repair parts. (1) EvaluLte the adequacy of the

(3) Carefully review any justifications proposed range and depth of management in-

offered for requirements to use special pres- formation.
ervation and packaging techniques, special (2) Aiess the plans for data gener-
transportation and handling equipment, and ation, storage, retrieval, and application.
reusable containers. (3) Determine whether or not the con-

t,-actor has delegated sufficient authority to
e- Techwxai/Da" sa'pport management to permit effective utili-

(1) Assess the accuracy of the range zation of the data system.
and depth of technical data proposed for the (4) Consider the realism of proposed
materiel costs and schedules for the development of a

(2) Evaluate the worth of the overall new data system, or modification of an existing
technical data plan. system.

(3) Consider contractor experience and After the proposals are evaluated, a con-

the adequacy of the resources he proposes to tractor is selected, and each plan within the

use. development plan is updated. The result is a

Facilities: complete documentation pazkage that defines

the materiel and desired support to a depth that
de (i) Analyze the contractor aproach to permits negotiation of a definitive contract for
developing facility requirements, and the c- their developmeLt. After this package is ap-
curacy of the rcsults. proved by higher authority, a dvelopment con-

(2) Determine the adequacy of con- tract is negotiated with the previously selected
tractor plans for working with Government contractor.
agencies in establishing de-ign criteria and for
supporting facility surveys and subsequent ac- 2-3.4
tivities.

. Perso l ad r .The updating of the development plan is
accomplished after a contract award has been

(1) Evaluate intial proposed quali- made based -n the proposals as originally
tative and quantitative personnel requirements submitted. In those cases where the Army has
for realism and completeness. procured full rights to data in the proposals,

(2) Evaluate the authenticity of main- which is normal, the best- of these data are
tenance paramett.N ued to project the support then synthesized additional analyses and trade-
workload. offs are conducted as required, and the results

(3) Insure that proposed skill levels are :.,e integrated into the plans that were prepared
compatible with tlhe work to be accomplished. during the conceptual phasa. Every plan in the
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deelopment an is affected. The discussion courses, training equipment requirements, and
that follows is limited to significant chnges schedules are all modied and expanded.
in the plan for logistic support (Fig. 2-4), since j. The logistic support resource funds plan
th-: is the planniag vehicle fr maintenance en- is modified to reflect eontractor emt inputs-
gineering. The changes involve modifications ofprevious information, as well as the addition k.Th logis i ulPosrt managexnent infor-
of considerable new information, as follows: inmation plan is expanded to include a desiption.of the coniractor data system to be used and

a. The schedule for logistic support plan- a i plan for Army and contractor
ning is updated to reflect contractor schedules management of the development and acquisition
for accomplishing specific support events dur- of support.
ing fullm d-op . The updated logistic support planning in-

Sle basis for gistic support planning formation provides the data required to modify
is modified to show an updated list of mt , several major plans within the development
performance, and physical characteristics, and plan. Mainni plan data are reflected in
procurement status information. the system requirements and analysis wd co-

c. -he maintenance plan is extensively ex- ordinated test program plans. The facilities plan
pnded. Maintenance parameter data are aug- contributes data to the facilities and resourres
mented, and definitive data ertaining to main- plan- The personnal and taining plan impacts
tenmnce echelons and repair levels, packaging, the .plan for personnel and training require-
diagnostica, depot suppcrt, mai-terince floats, meats. Finally, the logistic support resource
and maintenance test requirements are added- funds plan provides additional information for

d. The support and test equipment plan is the fi plan..
updated to show a more complete list of equip-
ment, the levels of maintenance to which it is 2-3- C rn,-.-zS Win
allocated, and the plans for its acquisition.

The supply support plan is modified to The contractors selected to pteorm valida-

show integrated Army and contractsr p!,.ns for tion phase work on a major materiel program

supply management and provisioning. Also, a are required to prepare a contractor recom-
pelminry liset ead ti r e ir as a mended support plan. This plan is similar topreiminary list of lueg lead tme r the logistic support plan (Fig. 2-4) in both con-

is i kposition and content. The majr differences are
f The tran portati and handling plan is that the contractor plan is more definitive and

updated by adding materiel transportability some of its compment plan designations differ
ch acteristics, special equipmpnt requirements, from logistic support plan designations. In spite
_ reliminary totad transportation requirements, of these differences, the subject matt'- covered
and integrated Army and contractc respon- by the two plars is virtually ident as may
sibilities for satisfying the requirements. be inferred from the designations ol the fol-

g. The technical data plan is refined. Re- lowing component plans, which comprise the
quired technical data are specified in greater contractor recommended support plan.
detail, and schedules for the development of
technical data are included. a. Management support pha-

h. The facility plan is modified to include & Support equipment plan

more information on technical criteria and a a Repair parts and support plan
plan and schedule for the ;oint A.-my-contractor d Personnel and training plan
development of final technical criteria and a Equipment publications plan
subeequent facility acquisition. f F&hiy p

i The personnel and training plan is ex-
tensively modified_ Qualitative and quantitative g. Contract maintenance plan
personnel requirements, planned training hL Technical assistance plan
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. Maintenance documentation and maintenance frequency, maintenance burden,
analysis plan operational readiness float, repair cycle float,

j. Maintenance evaluation plan etc.

k Tensportation, pack~aging and storage . Lists the logistic data and information
plan. inputs required from the Government for items

and equipment not under the control of the con-
These plans, which are prepared during the tractor.

validation phase, are really definitive work
statements for contractor effort to be performed t Provides for effective execution and con-
during full-scale development and general work trol of the trade-off process between design and
statements for later phases In each plan, the logistic support aspects of the design
contractor defines reqvirements and states how m Presents cost estimates to include-
he will further refine and satis.- them- In t (1) Cost of all support planning broken
management support plan, the contractor down by each component plan
quotes a cost for the proposed services. (2) Cost of contractor implementation

2-3-5.1 MmWAVmoat SVP.tt Plan of the contractor recommended support plan

The management support plan describes (3) Cost of operator and support per-
the contractor's management structure and sonnel from initial issue to phaseout based upon
poposed management techniques for developing criteria furnished by the Army
and acquiring support resources. The plan: (4) Cost of repair parts and support

& Describes the support management or- from initial issue of materiel until phaseout
ganization. (5) Cost of all support equipment from

b. Provides for continual liaison with the inita issue of the materiel until phaseout

Government to identify and solve problems af- (6) Contractor funding requirements
fecting total support of the materiel under de- for support from development contract award

veopment. until contract closeout
a Provides for subcontractor and vendor (7) All assumptions, criteria, and tech-
artciprtiovie subotpraorand vend niques used as a basis for estimates

(8) Total life cycle support cost broken

d Provides for coordination of the suppoi- dwn by 6 y
planning effort with associate contrcos a er

p. Presents recommendations for addition-

e Provides for, on a selected basis, coor- al documentation, planning, or implementing
dination with suppliers of Government- actions deemed necessary for development and
furnished equipment for optimum scheduling, production not otherwise specified by the Army.

f Provides a phased schedule of program
milestones showing the time phasing of all 2-3-5.2 SUpt ILipnw PiMon
significant tasks for support development. The support equipment plan describes the

g. Provides a reporting system for mon- total program to develop and sati total sup-
itoring progress against all elements of the con- port equipment requirements. The plan.
tractor recommend-d support plan- a. Describes how maintenance engineering

A Provides procedures for revising and up- analysis data will be used to develop support
dating the elements of the contractor recom- equipment requirements.
mended support plan throughout the devel- b. Identifies and describes overall require-
opmnent Pad production effort- merts for support equipment covering the fob

. Provides a maintenance engineering lowing categories:
analysis data system for tracing the impsct of (1) Equipment defined by Governmeit
engineering changes on support elements. specifications

j. Provides for application of modeling (2) Commercial sunport equipment
techniques to develop estimates of availability, currently in the Federal Supply System
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(3) Other commercially available or a. Identifies all items of equipment that
modified ccmmercial support equipment. will require new or additional training of Army

(4) Specialized support equipment Operator Or Support personnel
(modified or new) that is recommended for de- b. Provides for human engineering sudies
velopment. to develop requirement and constraint input

a Recommends provisioning procedures data for design engineering.
for support tquipment. a Provides for definition and resolution of

d. Identifies requirements for long lead interface problems between hardware and per-
time items, and in the time-phased schedule, sonnel.
designates those tasks required for timely de- d- Provides for deveiopment of quantitative
velopment and/or delivery of those items. operator and support personnel requirements.

e. dentifies any items of Covernment- a Provides for development of operator
furnished materiel that are to be incorporated and support personnel skill (qualitative) require-
into the proposed support equipment. ments.

f. Furnishes allocated configuration iden- f. Provides for identification of quanti-
tifications for support equipment. tative and q-olitative personnel deficiencies

g. Substartiates and documents the results based upon known or planned force structure
of cost-effectiveness studies and Lade-off and manning data and information.
analyses conducted relative to support equip- g. Provides for determination of new and
meat. additional training requirements and identifies

the sources of training (established Government

2-3.5_3 bpai.P and S t Ma ,courses, contractot training programs, etc,).

h. Provides for development of contractorThe repair parts and support plan provides conducted training courses.

procedures and schedules for identifying, pro-

visioning, and delivering repair parts and main- i Provides for development of training
tenance floats. The plan: equipment requirements.

a. Recommends provisioning proceduies to j. Provides for preparation of training

cover repair part requirements for operating equipment specifications for Government ap-

and support materiel for -ill categories of main- proval.
tenance during subsequent fife cycle pbases. k. Develops input data for the technical as-

b. Identifies the need for provisioning spe- sistance plan.

cial supplies for support of the materiel under L Substantives and documents the results
development. of cost-effectiveness studies and trade-off

a Describes an approach for utilizing a analyses conducted relative to personnel and

data system to document repair parts and sup- training requirements.

port requirements.

& Substantiates and documents the results 2-3.5.5 Equ4wwwd Pubkm:Nea Amn

of cost-effectiveness studies and trade-off The equipment publication plan provides
analyses conducted relative tr repair parts and procedures and schedules for identification,
support requirements. preparation, and delivery of all publications re-

q,,red for materiel operation and support. The
plan:

2-3.5.4 Pn .im' Ond Tra w, P%= a. Descrbts and lists all Department of

The personnel and trining plan identifies the Army equipment publications (including
operator and support personnel requirements maintenance allocation charts) needed to sup-
and training requirerments, and presents a plan port the materiel for all categories of main-
and schedule for xatisfying the requirements. tenance during development, production, and
The plan: or -rational use.
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&. Describes anc lists all commercial lit- e. Substantiates and documents the results
erature in lieu of Department of the Army of cost-effectiveness studies ant t.aade-off
publimti,-ns needed to support the materiel for analyses conducted relative to facility require
all categories of maintenance during devel- ments.
opment, production, and operatio,,al use.

. Describes and lists all instruction books 2 Contw Mantnonm Pan

needed to support the materiel for all categories Trhe contract maintenance plan defines the
of maintenance during development, production, requirement for and schedules the accom-
and operational use. plishment of contract maintenance. Tine plan:

. Describes the veiication program to be a. Defines the requirements for contract
used for certifying the achievement of overall maintenance support of materiel being devel-
equipment publication program requirements. oped-

e. Describes the means and methods of b. Develops procedures for initiation and
utilizing a data system in the development of termination of contract maintenance-
the equipment publication requirerients. c. Provides for determination of resources

f Su*bstantiat s and documents the results #facilities. tooling, support e-uiompnt. repair
of cost-effectiveness studies and tradeoff parts. Government-furnished equipment. per-
analyses canducted relative to equipment sonnel. etc-; required for contract naintcnance.
publication requirements. . Proids for documentation of .ontract

g. Provides for the preparation and use of maintenance procedures. requiremen:'. and
printouts of change order reports to insure that data-
appropriate changes are made in specific e. Substantiates and documenti t'e resuts
publications- af cost-effective'r--s studies and rade-off

h- Provides fo analysi- to determine an- analyses conduced relaLve to contra t main-
ucipated publicaticn problems and an' fore- ten requirementsw

seeable departures from established publication
practices. 2-3-5.3 Te M

z. Provides for Government quality control The technical assistance tlan defines the
reviews to insare that the technical content, requirements for and szhedules the accoa-
format, and composition of equipment publica- plishment of contract engineering and technical
tions meet an acceptable level of qu lity based service-. The plan:
upon established standards. a. Makes recommendations and identifies

2-3-5.6 Facdity ,Pkn materiel that ill require field service repre-
sentatives for support.

The facility plan presents rczquirementsf
and schedules pertaining to materiel operational b. Indicateb the number of field servive
and support facilities. The plan: representative personnel. by skill, that will be

a Provides for the determination of Go_ needed for assignment on a unit or area basis.

ernment facility requirements for operation. c Provides a delineation of field service
maintenance, supply, and trzining. representati-e duties, including but not limited

cli desin cto on-the-job training and ,echnical guidance6. Establishes fscility design criteria. Ac- to military" and civilian person,-el in assembly.
tual facility surveys will be sponsored by the instaation. testing, adjusting. peraton. and
Army unless otherwise specif~ed, maintenance of materiel to be sul.por.ed

c Describes the application of a data sys- I Provides inforation on establishment
tein for determining facility requirements- of skill levels for field se ice rpresentatives.

d. Presents lead time requirements and including education levels, experience on the
schedules for the activation of facilities materiel to be supported, experience on simr:lar
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- ) or related materiei, and any other qualifications (8) Engineering drawins and specifi-
required to perform efficiently the nlecessary cation data, generation breakdown of end items,
field aervices. parts lists, engineering data, and cross-

e. Provides a schedule of the training pro- reference lists
gram for field service representative personnel. (9) Weight, transportability, ani pack-

f. If applicable, provides a schedule of field aging data
service representative assignments for Military (10) Recommended provisioning list and
Assistance Program contractor support services, provisioning documentation as required by the

g. Specifies the facilities, services, and statement of provisioning requirements

materiel needed to implement properly the plan (11) Recommended allocation of main-
for technical assistance. tenance tasks and operations

(12) Equipment publications documen-h. Provides procedures for phaseout of tation (including technical procedures and
field service representatives, standards, repair parts, tools, and test equip-

i. Suostantiates and doe iment the results ment identification, and allowance data)
of cost-effectiveness studie, and trade-off (13) Maintenance float requirements
analyses conducted relative to technical assist- (14) Depot maintenance technical man-
ance requirements. uals

2-3.5.9 Maintenance Documentation and Analysh. (15) Draft equipment publications
Plan (16) Initial prescribed load list

The maintenance documentation and (17) Initial authorized stockage (basic
analysis plan describes a technical data man- load) list.
agement and control system for the derivation b. Establishes procedures for correlation
and application of technical data, including and distribution of the data acquired in other
maintenance engineering analysis data, to the support elements that are prerequisite to the
development and acquisition of supix,rt development of any given support element. For
resources. The contractor may propose appli- example, the preparation of equipment publica-
cation of an existing data system, modification tions involves data pertaining to description,
of an existing data system, or development o; theory, operation, packaging and packing,
a new system. In any event, the plan: transportation a,. handling, storage, mainte-

SD~qcrib.s a data system capable of nance tasks and requirements, maintenancealocation chart, tools and test equipment, re-recording and transmitting source data to sat- pair parts, lubrication, maintenance calibration,isfy the following basic support planning re- and calibration.
quirements:

(1) Annual and life cycle support costs c. Presents a maintenance engineering
(2) Maintenance support costs by cat- analysis of data and design information from

eg7ies of maintenance development and product assurance sources.
(3) Comparison data (anticipated as The analysis identifies measurable support re-

historical information; e.g., fhe Army Mainte- quirements, including reliability and main-
nance Management System) ainabiiity requirements. The analysis is docu-

(4) Alternative maintenance doctrine mented in the data system and becomes the
(5) Task, skill, and manpower analysis basis upon which the various component sup-

at operating levels and maintenance categories port element plans are formulated.
(6) Maintenance man-hour/task data d. Provides for accomplishment of cost-

(including maintenance calibration and calibra- effectiveness studies and trade-off analyses
tion requirements) relative to each support element.

(") Analysis and evalu2tion data rele- e. Prpvides for the reporting of failure and
vant to support concepts and requirements trade-off data.
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2-45.10 MointenanceEvaluation Pla imum cost, adequate protection against

The maintenvance evaluation plan %escribm degradation in the reliability or functional capa-
contractor support for maintenance evaluation bility of Government materiel.
by the Army of developed materiel. The plan: b. Provides for transportation management

a. Provides recommendations for that will develop trarsportation plans, coordi-
contractor-furnished support items and data re- nate and arrange the reliable, e.peditious, and
quired by Government personnel to accomplish economical movement of materiel, and select
maintenance evaluation during reviews, phys- methods and types of transportation consistent
ical teardown, test, and demonstration. with geographical considerations, respon-

sibilities, and environmental and schedule re-b. Includes .schedules for informal and qU' mients.

formal d aign reviews, to be held periodically,
during wihich all maintenance features of the c. Determines the requirements for
materiel are cowidered as an integral part of Government-furnished information, materiel,
the contractor's enBrineering design review pro- and equipment, and schedules the requirements
cedures. during the development and production phases.

c. Includes achedules and plans for a dem- d. Substantiates and documents the results

onstration and test program. The tests are de- of cost-effectiveness studies and trade-off
signed to provide estimates of maintainability analyses conducted relative to transportation,
achievement and to define problem areas for packaging, and storage requirements.

corrective action.

d Describes the extent to which subcon- 2-4 FULL-SCALE DEVELOPMENT
tractors or vendors will support demonstration Two objectives of the full-scale devel-
and testing of materiel. opment phase involve demonstration and docu-

e. Presents procedures for a formalized mentation. Analyses and tests are conducted to
system for collecting, recording, and analyzing demonstrate that materiel and the planned sup-
all failures, and performing trade-offs during port subsystem will be cost-effective in the op-
contractor installation, checkout, testing, and erational environment in which the materiel is
evaluation, starting at the engineering test tn be deployed. Documentation is prepared for
stage. L. in acquiring the toal materiel system. For

operating and support materiel, this documen-
tation consists of specifications, drawings, and

2-3.5.11 Tmrnsptatia, Packaging, and Ste.-ge other production related material. For non-
Man materiel support resources such as personnel,

The transportation, pakaging, and 3torage the docimentztion consists of detailed require-
plan describes the contractor's proposed effort ments and final acquisition plans.

to develop procedures and requirements for pro- During the full-scale development phase,
tection and transportation. of equipment to the maintenance engineering reaches its maximum
point of initial delivery and during subsequent activity in influencing design and defining sup,
movement. The plan: port. These functions are accomplished con-

a. Establishes requirements and proce- currently, and they are interependent. The
dures that will provide protection for all parts, depth of design information available at the
components, subassemblies, and final assem- start of the development phase is not great,
blies during transportation from suppliers, stor- yet the phase ends with production-type hard-
age, transit, manufacturing processes, final ware and its support subsystem. The need for
skipment to the customer, and subsequently. expeditious and diligent application of all main-
Whtn the requirements cannot be satisfied in tenarce engineering tools and techniques to-
the design of the items, packaging and packing mard insuring an optimum design and support
,netheds shall be used to reduce transportation subsys m is aparent
and handling hazards to a minimum. The Numerous design versus support trade-offs
primary objective will be to insure, at a min- are conducted by maintenance engineering as
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design evolves. Optimum benefits are realized purpase of reviewing the status and progress
when design deficiencies are identified and de- of the total development effort for both materiel
sign changes can be incorporated before devel- and support. Attendees submit formal com-
opment materiel is fabri-cated. In general, the ments to program management. Maintenance
trade-offs involve maintenance parameters engineering evaluates and comments on support
versus support parameters; and maintenance related subjects such as:
parameters, coupled with support parameters, a. Conformance to specified maintainabili-
versus operational parameter-. Design changes ty criteria
resulting from maintenance engineering re-
quirementu, or from other causes, are analyzed b. Adequacy of descriptions of mainte-

for support requirement. 'mpact; and these re- nance procedures

quirements are updated. Off-the-shelf ground c. Conformance of maintenance procedures
support equipment is evaluated for to human factor standards
maintainability and suitability in the early de- d Conformance to safety standards
velopment stage. This will include an assess-
ment of training requirements for Government- e. Compatibility of the maintenance con-
furnished equipment and contractor-.urnished cept with planned support resources and the
equipment. current design configuration

Drawings become available early in the de- f Adequacy of the maintenance plan
velopment phase. At this point, a formal main- g. Acceptability of parts and material
tenance engineering analysis documentation selection and application
system is initiated. This is a powerful tool for h. Realistic maintenance float and repair
use in identification and control of further de- part provisioning requirements
sign and support changes. Each change triggers
a new evauation cycle to define impacts and i. Adequacy of planned maintenance facil-
trade-off choices between design and support. ities
Results are fed back to the separate functional j. Adequacy of maintainability veri-
support elements for evaluation and impact. De- fication/demonstration/evalu3tion plan.
sign and support .hanges require updating of

* technical data on a continuing basis. Prelim- A final means of evaluating the adequacy
inary data should be prepared in a format that of materiel design versus planned support is
can be expanded later and formalized for use offered by demonstrations and tests conducted
in the prodrction and operations' phases of the during the development phase. A physical tear-
life cycle, down evaluation is conducted to verify materiel

maintainability, adequacy of planned support
A major sourzs of design information and resources, and assignment of maintenance tasks

a means of impacting design are afforded by to appropriate maintenance levels. Also, full-
informal and formal design reviews. The infor- scale development demonstrations and oper-
baleviews are conductod on an opportunit, ationali tests are conducted in a simlated op-
basis, and i volve inspection of mock-ups, erational environment. The demonstrations and
breadboard mcde!s, etc. Such models are avail- tezts afford an ideal vehicle by which to assess
able relativelv early during development. and the worth of the support subsystem, and an
are particularly valuable because the three- opportunity to take a last look at design before
dimensional presentations permit a more ac- productioni is initiated. Although the in-
curate evaluation oi human factore, a-fety, and corporation of design changes at this time is
some maintenance parameters than are permit- expensi, -,, production changes cost even more
ted by drawings. Such reviews, conducted in and pose a greater management problem.
concert with design engineering, can result in During the latter part of the development
desirable on-the-spot design changes. phase-typically, at least 120 days prior t, the

Formal design reviews provide another ex- initiation of the production contract-th , Army
cellent opportunity for effect;ng design changes convenes a provisioning conference. The r ange
The reviews are scheduled periodically for the and quantity of support equipment and repair
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parts to support the initial buy of prime equip- c. Accomplish changes to support equip-
ment for a specified period of time are deter- ment requirements data due to revision of
mined, and the contractor is directed to take materiel design.
those actions necessary to produce and deliver d. Use a data system to define and provide
the support items with the prime equipment. calibration support requirements. Develop cal-
Alternatively, phaed provisioning might be ibration requirements in the following three
used. This is a management refinement co the phases, to be performed in the order shown,
provisioning process whereby quantity procure- and only after Government approval of the
ment nf elected items is phased by time inter- results of each phase:
val into the later stages of production, thereby
enhancing the ability of the provisioning ac- (1) Phase I. Engineering research to
tivity to make more cost-effective decisions. determine parameters, methods, frequency, and

level (primary, reference, transfer, or mainte-
2-4.1 SU9M O 1LANS-WORK STATfM54TS nance calibration) of requirement as reflected

The support plansi developed in the valida- in an engineering report.
tion phase are revised in accordance with work (2) Phase II. Preparation of detailed
statements negotiated for the full-scale devel- procedural, inspection, maintenance, and test
opment cortract. The Army and contractor data required to support each calibration tech-
implement and revise these plans throughout nique.
the development and subsequent phases. At this (3' Phase III. Preparation of appro-
time, the plans are qualitatively complete, but priate proevo-_.! wchnical bulletin manuscripts
mast quantitative values and details relative to in accordance with the equipment publication
ways and means of accomplishment are subject plan.
to refinement as a result of development phase e. Upon completion of Phase II, conduct
activities. a dynamic evaluation of the validity of cali-

bration procedures and standards. The results
?-4.1.1 Manfgement Support Pion shall be verified and approved by the Govern-

The Army/contractor will implement the ment.
revised plan and: f. Provide list(s) as specified by the Gov-

a. Designate a specific support manager ernment, showing the adapters, special equip-
and an alternate who will be responsible for ment and devices, commercial equipment, meas-
all phases of the support program. urement standards, gages, and accessories re-

b. Refine the schedule of th~e management quired to accomplish calibration.

support plan. g. Promote standardization of support

c. Periodically update the support devel- equipment by researching published equipment
opment cost analysis information in accordance data, or by providing to mission responsible
with the contract schedule but not less often managprs the data required to research their
than semiar:nuallv. records for the availability of a suitable item.

2-4.1.2 , upprtEquipnwnt Man The Government will provide the contractor
with fists of inventory control points responsibleThe Asy/contractor will implement the for support equipment items (tools, test, meas-

revised pla:., ard: tiring, and diagnostic), including support equip-

a. Identify, evaluate, and record all sup- ment that is type classified as standard. The
port equipment required for receipt inspection, contractor will consider the following order of
calibration, maintenance, storage, processing, piority in preparing recommendations and jus-
and shipment of materiel for all categories of tifich-ion:
maintenance. (1) Support equipment currently avail-

b. Update and provide additional allocated able at the activity responsible for maintaining
configuration identifications. the equipment in question
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(2) Support equipment that is type Minimum quantities of repair parts will be 2
clawified as standard by the U.S. Army, but furnished. High cost parts will be selected oniy
ip not currently authorized to the particular after consideration of downtime cost, repair
maintenance organizations concerned. Selection cost, and program impact. Arrange with yen-
of these items shall be made from dcuments dors and subcontractors for the supply of repair
available from the U.S. Army. parts, and with the Government when

(3) Support equipment that is type Government-furnished equipment support is in-
classified as standard by the U.S. Air Force volved.
or the U.S. Navy e. Provide repair part usagc data ac-

(4) Off-the-shelf commercial support cumulated during test and evaluation and other
equipmen. periods.

(5) Support equipment that must be f Make, as a part of all purchase in-
developed by the contractor or some other man- quiries, the requirement thrt each supplier dis-
ufacturer. close in his bid any proprietary or limited rights

h Determine requirements for technical involved. Promptly notify the Government upon
data for the developmert of specialized support receipt of the knowledge that a limited rights
equipment or procurement of commerciai off- item will be used.
the-shelf items to permit their acquisition
through competitive bidding when such equip-
ment is not available as a result of activity
otherwise accomplished in this plan. Upon ap- 2-4.1.4 Personnel and Training Plan
proval by the Government, the contractor shall The Army/contractor will implement the
develop such data on selected items. revised plan and:

i. Identify and schedule development and a. Develop data necessary for the prepa-
delivery of the prototype support equipment to ration and submission of a task and skill
be supplied concurrently with materiel under analysis and a new-equipment training require-
development for maintenance evaluation during ment report, and prepare a complete report.
physical teardown, engineering test, service b. Provide for preparation and submissiontest, and initial production test.

of a new-equipment training plan that covers
training requirements for all categories of

2-4.1.3 Repair Part and Suppor Plan maintenance.

The Army/contractor will implement the c. Provide for preparation, submission for
revised plan and: approval, reproduction, and distribution of pro-

a. If the contract scope of work calls for grams of instructions for each course specified

the contractor to supply all repair parts for a in the approved new-equipment training plan.
specified period of time, provide a plan for tran- d. Provide for preparation, submission for
sition from contractor to Government 3upport. approval, rep.-oduction, and distribution of lef
Otherwise, consider all support available son plans. practical exercise guides, lesson man-
through the military supply system. uscripts, and film guide sheets.

b. Use maintenance engineering analysis e. Provide for training devices as specified
data, and provide current lists of all repair in the approved training plan. Training devices
parts by category of maintenance, will be designed, developed, and procured in ac-

c. U& maintenance engineerlng analysis cordance with separate documentation.
data and provide current lists of special supplies f Provide for training aids (other than
(lubricants, cleaners, solvents, fuels, etc.) re- training devices) specified in- the approved
quired for support of materiel at each category training plan.
of maintenance. g. Provide a list of hardware and a list

d& Plan for repair part acquisition, avail- of special equipment re.uired for contractor
ability, and storage during test and evaluation, conducted training.
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h. For new equipment training, provide: L -Provide for preparation and availability
(1) Training personnel for planning, of a prelimin-ry maintenance allocation chart

prwparng, and presentng the required instruc- prior to physical teardown and evaluation.

tioa 2-4.1.6 radlity Plan
(2) Facilities and equipmen for train- The Army/contractor will implement the

ing, administration, and maintenance support revised plan and:
(3) Administrative services required in a.Monitor program changes and recoin-

the maintenance of class records and related mend changes in facilty requirements at all
forms and records. support levels.

L Complete and submit certificate of serv-ice and accomplishment report. b. Provide for evaluation of specific Gov-
ernment facilities and submit recommendations

for their use and/or modification when specif-
2-4.1.5 hIiigfilt iCetWi~lqa Pically requested by the Government. The con-

The Army/contractor will implement the tractor will not be responsible for conducting
revised plan and: site surveys and examining existing

a. Proride for preparation of equipment Government-owned facilities. The Government

pubications in accordance with appropriate reg- will appraise existing Government facilities

ulations and equipment publication military with respect to the contractor furnished design

specifications. criteria in order to efect efficient use of such
facilities. In the event that existing facilities

b. Use aSu accumulated data and files per- are not adequate, the Government will take ac-
tinent to the development of equipment publica- tion to construct new faciiities or to modify
tions, existing facilities.

c. Provide fur preparation and availability
of preliminary draft equipment publications for 2-4.1.7 Ctraca Mointenanm Plan
engineering design test and prototype system
review. The Army/contractor will implement the

d Provide for preparation and availability revised plan and:

of draft equipment publications, or approved a. Schedule performance of the specified

substitutes, fcr evaluation during engineering maintenance.
tests, service tests, and initial production tests. b. Identify and list the resources required
The draft equipment publications will include for contract maintenance.
calibration procedures, as applicable, and a
draft maintenance allocation chart. 24.1.5 Tchnia Asstance Pan

e. Provide for verification of draft equip- The Army/contractor will implement the
ment publications. Verification of data shall not r plan and
duplicate that required for other support ele- m Identify and list the materiel that will
ments. require field service representatives for support.

f Provide for Government quality control b. Refine fieid service representative qual-
reviews to insure that the technical content, itative and quantitative personnel requirements.
format, and composition of draft publicatior.s
meet an acceptable level of quality based upon 2-4.1.9 Mointenarm Docmentation and Analysis
established standards. Plan

g. Provide for preparation of t hange order The Army/contractor will implement the
reports (publications) to provide -:tails per- revised plan and:
tamining to specific publications affected by en- a. Initially include in the ds.ta system the
gineering change orders and field reports. preliminary forecast information generated for

h. Provide for monthly preparation of a formulating the validation phase plans and pro-
technical publication progress/cost report to re- posals. As the materiel develops, replace this
flect the current status of the publication effort. information with more precise experience data
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in order to provide a comprehensive basis for Maintenance characteristics of the equipment
maintenance support planning decisions. Main- and components will be de-termined in terms
tain the data system in a current stitus in of their contribution to the overall maintenance
order to insure availability of reliable informa- characteristics of the system operational re-
tion in developing effective and economical sup- quirements at each category of maintenance.
port proc-aure. The fnctors to be considered shall include but

b. Develop, in detail, the selected support not be limited to mean time between failures,
alternatives derived from validation phase pro- mean time to repair, mean time for scheduled
posals. Quantitative values for maintainability, maintenance, operational requirements, skill-,

reliability, and support efficiuncy, as well as special equipment, maintenance facilities, and
the maintenance parameters that follow, will mean downtime Functional area analysis will
be determined for each of the alternative te w.-omplish-i through the individual project
methods of support. The parameters will in- offic'e-, i.e., the offices responsible for materiel
clude but not be limited to the following:, design, support planning for personnel and

(1) Scheduled preventive maintenance training, and Nquipent publications.

downtime g. Conduct an analysis of reliability and
()Spldoniemaintainability data and documentation. The
(2) Supply downtime anal~sis will be conducted as part of the main-
(3) Corrective maintenance downtime tenance engineering analysis. This analysis will
(4) Downtime for all other causes be condutzed as part of the overall reliabiiity
(5) Direct maintenance man-boar re- and maintainability program planning in order

quirements to review and assess the application of those
(6) Cost of support equipment reliability and maintainabity princijles that

(7) Repair cost affect supporL. The anllysis shall contain a
s areview and -valuation of design parameters,

,8) HOSs and skill levels of mainte- maintenance characteristics, equipment com-
nance personnel patibility factors, and uesign trade-offs to iden-

(9) Identification of support materiel tify changes to the support profile which affect
required. the maintenance bu-den. As a result of the

c. Initiate cost-effectiveness studies, based reliability and mdntainability analysis, as well
on definitive cost data, for each of the support as actual experience data, maintenance al!ow-
alternatives. The results of these 'studies will ance factors will be derived. These factors will
reflect weighted consideration of each of the be used to convert "pure time" estimates ap-
support parameters. pearing in maintenance engineering analysis

d. Submit results of the support datasheetstototalmaintenancetime.
alternatives and cost-effectiveness scudies, to-
gether with recommendations and justifications 2-4.1.10 Mnitnhanm -valtim- ,a
for final development of a specific support W The Army/contractor will implement the
proach. revised plan and:

e Upon approval of a specifie support ap- a. Provide maintenance documentation and
proach, initiate any action that may be required data support for maintenance evaluation.
to clearly define the quPlitative and quanti-tative requirements associated with the ele- b. Provide resources to support the main-
meats of support. tenance evaltion such as personnel, facilities,egnei ofsuppoprototype models, support equipment, technical

f In making maintenance engineering dwumentation, preliminar) draft equipment
anzilyses, use the information made available publications, and repair parts
through the data system to arrive at decisions
affecting materiel design and materiel support. C. Provide a maintenance task and skili
Perform reliability analysis, maintainability analysis and human and safety engineeiing
analysis, studies of logistic and design data for evaluation and verification.
alternatives, and a thorough and complete & Recommend appropriate contract
analysis of the support element requirements, changes if any changes to materiel resulting
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from the maintenance evaluation are not coy- tions. To insure that these data are not merely !
ered by the scope of the existing contract. accumulated and then ignored, a standardized

e. Recommend disposition of test speci- data system for recording, processing, storing,
mens and materiel assoiated with the main- and reporting analysis results is used. Proper
tenance evaluation utilization of this system insures that support

requirements pertaining o resources such as

support equipment, repair parts, and personnel
l-. are compatible with current materiel design a-nd

with planned activities such as provisioning and
The Army/contractor will implement the training. Compatibility is virtually assured, be-

revised plan and: cause all information flows from - common in-

a. Determine and furnish for coordination tegrated data base.
with the procuring activity the characteristics A second and equally imp)rtant contribu-
of each special design package item. Examples tion o' the data system is that it sornetm±W
of characteristics to be listed are: identifies support trade-off requirements and

(1) Size. weight, and shape always provides support trade-off inputs. The

(2) Material of construction and sur- identificatioa of trade-off requirements occurs

face finishes when maintenance engineering analysis data

(31 Susceptibility to damage, or dete- highlight a potential problem such as a pro-

rioration from shock, vibration, corrosion, or hibitive requirement for some resource, or the

contamination fact that required maintenance activities at
some level violate established maintenance pol-

(4) Practicable disassembly icies. With regard to trade-off inputs, it is not
(5) Value of equipment in terms of ita possible to conduct a support trade-off without

costs and importance to the program identifying in some quantitative manner (usu-
(6) First destination and anticipated ally dollars) the support resources dictated by

subsequent movement or relocation each alternative.
(71 Transportation models and associ- Prior to and during the initial part of the

ated environments development phase, trade-offs and resulting de-
(8) Duration of storage and associated sign and support decisions are based first on

enviro~nments conceptual and then on predicted data. As de-
(9) Economics and practicality of reu+- sign progresses and hardware is fabricated and

ing container tested, maintenance engineering analysis data
(10) Provisions for storage and easy ac- make a transition from a predicted to -n ob-

cessibility of necessary forms and/or records. served status. This is a critical perio:i fcr main-

b. Provide for the preparation of detailed tenance engineering. If any of the predicted

design drawings or specifications to be used as data are significantly wrong, the requirements

production procuremient data for each special and plans for some or all of the support ele-

de'-,n container. ments will be in error. Immediate trade-offs ar-
required to determine whether it is more cost-
effective to stay with the design and modify

24.2 TRAVEO)FS AFFECTLNG MA NC the support plans, modify the design to satisfy
During development, maintenance engi- the previously predicted data, or to modify both

neering analysis data are used co maintain com- the design and the support plan. The data that
patibility between design and the total support have been systematically compiled to this point
package, as well as betweern the support ele- are of great assistance in identifying trade-off
ments. The daa also initiate trade-offs and alternatives, and provide maay of the required
serve as trade-off inputs. trade-off inputs.

The data generated by the maintenance en- Thus a primary purpose of the trade-off
gineering analysis process define the mainte- technique is identifying, reducing, and con-
nance actions that must be performed ana the trolling the need for extensive logiktic support
support resources required to support the ac- resources.
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) 2-5 PRODUCTION The produ-tion phase is characterized by
considerable maintenance documentation and

The production phase overlaps both the analysis activity. Existing prediction data are
full-scale development and the deployment updated and refied with actual usage data as
phases (Fig. 2-1. It is initiated with an up- they become available. Generally, the daa pro-
dating of al! support plans, and ends when all cedures do not change during this phase; how-
materiel and support resources are deployed, ever, reporting requirements may be revised to
Actually. a I;mited production capability to provide new or additional feedback information
modify materiel normally is maintained pertaining to equipment corrective actions and
throughout the life cycle, but this capability operation and maintenance information. This
is not a production function in the sense of information is routed through the estublished
this discussion. data documentation and analysis system.

At the start of the production phas . sup- Proposed plans are prepared for the eventual
port plans are updated to reflect any changes transfer of the data bank to the Government
brought about by development phase activities, for use in comparing anticipated results with
Subsequently, the plans are implemented and actual results. During this phase, the contractor
revised as necessary. One of the first activities coordinates between the functional areas of
required by the updated plans is the conduct materiel design, support planning, and manu-
of development and production tests with early facturing through the documentation and
production materiel. The objectives of the de- analysis system. Maintenance engineering
velopment tests are to verify that the materiel analysis data form the basis for final prepa-
meets specifications and that previously dis- ration of the contractor recommended support
covered deficiencies have been corrected. The plan. Planning efforts are directed by the con-
objectives of the operational tests are to refine tractor's support manager in order to plan and
or validate earlier estimates of operntional ef- schedule an orderiy transition of all functions
fectiveness. determine the operational suit- of materiel support management from the con-
ability of production materiel, optimize orga- tractor to the Goveinment. The Government
nization and doctrine, validate training and sup- will achieve this capability through gradual in-
port requirements, and identify any additional tegration and implementation of the contractor

j actions to be taken before materiel deployment, recommended support plan.
Test difficulties result in revised materiel and In addition to the foregoing, maintenance
support plans and in delayed production. Other- engineering performs its normal function of
wise. implementation of the previously updated maintaining, compatibility between design and
plans continues. This eentially involves the support. Propoeed design changes are evaluated
delivery of hardwar- and software- for their support impact before approval. If ap-

The support equipment and repair parts proved, s'pport pl.ns and support resources are
provisioned during full-scale development (paz. appropiiattely modified, and modified resour.es
2-4) are produced and delivered. If phased pro- are delivered concurrently with installation c:
visioning was used, one or more provisioning the m.)dification.
conferences wili be convened after usage ex-
perience is available, and additional support
items will be manufactured and delivered. 2-6 DEPI.OYMNT
Training equipment, aids, and devices are de-
livered, and new-equipment training courses are The deployment -hase of the life cycle
conducted. Army training schools are activated, starts when the first military unit is equipped
and materiel operator and maintenance courses and ends when the materiel Las been declared
are conducted. Organizatioaal, field, depot, and obsolete and is removed from the Army ir-
suppl) equipment pubiications are prepared and ventory. The deployment period is cha-acterized
printed. Operating and support matzriel is de- by supply, training, maintenance, everhaul, and
livered, along with appi-opriate logs and records, materiel readiness operations conducted by op-
and technical assistance is provided when spec- eratioal and support units and depots. This
ified in the approved plans. period is significant because it is here that the
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qw ity ane completeness of pririously accom- are representative of the total deployed force,
,,ihed maiLtenance engineering are demon- and may be used in support effectiveness
strated. Performance is :aeasured in terms of analyses and in forecasting future support re-
kcth effectiveness and ,conomy if operations quirements (Ref. 3).
ant. suppor'L A typical use of data analysis is to refine

Maintenance engineeing monitors the per- forecast depe: overhaul requirements. The time
firmance of the supporT subsystem during thie between overhauls for materiel is established
peiod by acquiring and analyzing field data initially by using development and operational

ad ,6-aipment improvement recommendations. test data. As usage data from eerating units
Modification requirements may result from become available, failure trends ar-- identified.
these activities. 'E'h impact of design changes These trends may result in a revision of
is reflected in revised sulport plans and support reliability predictions. which in turn necessi-
resource quantities, tares revisions to the time between overhauls

Changes in the basis of issue. new unit and float item requirements. As the time be-

activations. cr any submissions of demand data tween overhauls is changed, depot maintenance

indicating reprovis i or replenishment rc- support must be increased or decreased accord-

quirements neemitate supply suppsrt stufdies irgly in order that sufficient end items and

for revisions of requirements and subsequent component assemblies can be maintained at the

procurement activities. Rebuild or -modifwation depot and in the supply pipelines. This action

p, gramis that become activz also n., :sitate continues throughout the operational life of the

supply supfort .'ivities. equipment

Changes or revisions to equipment publics- Maintenance engineering obtains data for

tions are de,'elupod to reflect new or different the sampling program, as well as for ether

component parts in materiel and to cover pcpe, ' from The Army Maintenance Map

changes in the selection of repair parts or in agement System. This system establishes re-

the allocation of intenance functions. Many quirxments for organizations W maintain the
of the e hanges and retsio as - the result of following records for the reasons indicated
ma I modh"iertins. S:-h e are re- (Ref. 3:.-

quired concurrently with the publication of e- Ope2rational R-ecords. These records pro-

.rnslifieaion work orders, vide the mearis of control of operators and
Brsed on the depot mintena,.e spi eqripment. opetational plai'ning, ae, optimum

plan. requreien-ts aa devel-,ped. prrammed. use of equipment-

and 6cheduled to mission deots., to coatrato. b. Maiterance Record-c. These records are
or w both. Repair part autppx.-t .- quirements established to control mainten-ance scheduliang.
for she %rogm.n are ,-efined. and balanced work- inspc-tion prucedures, and repair workloads.
loads are eatblished for depots. Production They provide a uniform method for recording
schedules and costs are reviewed, and deter- corrective action taken by responsible mainte-
minationq .re made to insure that costs are nance elements. These r-cords are uned in
reasonabie. produetion is adequate. and sched- determining the current status of equipment
ales are attained. readiness, reliability of equipment. utiliza,4on.

and logstical requirements. Certain records are
7.6.1 DATAANt YA 3 designed to p__rmif analysis of causes of -quip-

Maintenance enineering conducts s ment failures and mortality rates of f-mpo-

atic data analyses througho-at the deployment nents.

pha-. to evaluate support effectivesoi. One r Equipmtnt ffi.itorical Record. Equip-
asnlysis hi the use of a sarpnie data ment logs are the histnrical records for inai-
collect:on program that is based on statistical vidual items of Army equipment. They are the
=ampling techniques Sample data are obtained permanent rec-rd of information pertaining to
from specific units in designated gographical the receipt, operation. jiaintenance, modi-
areas for a limited period of time. These data fication, transfer, and disposal of equipment.
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d. Ammunition Records. Ammunition c. The type c assification of the item
reord-, and procedures are prescribed to im- d. Cost-effec. veness as it applies to the
picav control and status reporting of munition3. seriousness of the .eficiency and to a com-

e. Calibrmtion Records. Calibration records parison of benefits derived from the medi-
and procedures are r_-escnied for the control fication as compared with the cost of the mod-
of this function for Army equipment ification

e. Both the density and the mission essen-
2-6.2 MATEiaMIP.CAT.MS tiality of the materiel.

The equipment improvement reeommenda- If investigation reveals that no action is
tion is the document by which users of Army required w.th regard to the equipment improve-
equipment report equipment faults in design ment recommendation, its originator is so ad-
and manufcture or propose improvements in vised_ If it is determined that a mo-difiestion
materiel. It is used to initiate the action re- is required, an engineering chWnge proposal is
quired to correct equipment failures, deficien- prepared that describes the full impact of the
cier, and shortcomings; to improve the perform- propwasd chaage. After approval of this docu-
ance o." equipment; and to insure that use-
experience is incorporated ;,to research, design,
development, and product m efforts relative to The modification work order is an official
new equipment of a sim ar type. All recom- publication chat p-vlv'des authentic and uniform

mendations are investiga x and evaluated by instructions for altering and modifying Army
maintenance engineering. Determinations are matofi. It is a directive, and its application
.nade regarding requirements for changes jz is manditory. Work orders normally are
produced materiel, materiel in Lae production classified either UAGENT or NOCRMAL The

proctss. rnd to future pi urements, as well first classification is assigned when safety of

. tv the adequacy of publit ations and trahig, personnel or equipment is involved. All other
-Te support impact of prsible modifications is work orders receive the second classification.
detcxmined. Coordination with design elements The modification work orders are sent to the
is mandatory so that reliability and main- proper field level with modification kits and
taiunability parameters can be reevaluated the work is accomplished. Materiel in the pro-

(Ref. 4). duction process is modified online. Technical
publications are revised, as required. and ap-

Modification of equipment is authorized to plicable repa:- parts are modified if possible.
assure the safety of personnel, prevent seriou or are replenished by procurement All activ-
damge to equipment, increase to a significant ities are accomolished on a coordinated schedule
degree the combat effectiveness of equipment, that insures that proper support resources are
simplify or reduce required maintenance, make available when using organizafiohs become re-
equipment in use compatible with new equip- sponsible for maintainirg and operating the
ment, and eliminate compromises relative to modified materiel.
communication security. Deciding whether or
not equipment should b-- modified entails a con- Summaries of actions taken to resolve
sideration of the following conditions and func- problems reported on equipment improvement
tional aspects (Ref. 5). recommer.aations are published in the equip-

ment improvement report and maintenance
a. The ge of the item digest technical bulietin. This bulletin is

b. The remaining life expcctancy of the prablished quarterly to di--eminate technical in-
item, including a consideration of procurement formation concerning maintenance activities to
lead time ai. it applies to the modification kiL field uniL and higher commands It contains
The term "life expectancy" as used in this dis- information on active and closed improvement
cussion refers to !he time remainicg before an reports, equipment publication changes, and
item is -cheduled to be phased out :f the s) current and delinquent modification work
tern, is scheduled to be replaced by a new item, order-,. The maintenance digest provides infor-
or is anticipated to become unserviceable be- mation reflecting the trend of support main-
cause of fair wear and tear. tenance problems experier.-9 by using units.
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and lists actions taken to resolve them. It has grams such as planning, programming, budg- "-,
a one-time distribution and is not stocked as eting, funding, supply control, production con-
an item of supply in publication or supply trol, and maintenance engineering Mainteriance
points, engineering decisions, for example, determine

The PS Magazine, published by the Army the materiel to be repaired at the depot and
Materiel Command, is not directly associated the depot repair capability.

with modifications, but its contents sometimes Deoo maintenance is accomplished with
forecast modification reauirements and deal the assistance of technical documentation des-
with support problems and solutions on an in- ignated as depot maintenance work require-
formal basis. The magazine information is ments. These are prepared for each materiel
drawn from the best available technical sources, item designated for depot maintenance, and
and is furnished for operator and organizational provide specific instructions for accomplishing
mainte-n"ce use. The information comprises the work, as well as additional information as
recommendations only, until such time as it is follows:
published as a fe-mal directive or is authorized a. Production line flow
by appropriat authority. Information per- b Test, measurement, and diagnostic
taining to any type of materiel in the Army b.ient
inventory may be contained in the magazine, equipment

c. Jigs. tools, and fixtures

2- 3 MOT OFM1ON9 d. Tolerances and specifications

Depot maintenance is the responsibility of e. Repair parts
and is performed by desdgnated maintenance ac- f Maintenance of forms and records.
tivities (including contractor facilities) to aug-
ment stocks of serviceable materiel by over- Depot pilot overhaul programs are con-
hauling and rebuilding unserviceale a sets that ducted for dlected materie. Item selection is
require maintenance beyond the capabilities of based on anticipated needs for future overhauls
general support activities. This responsibility is of materiel for which there are no validated
satisfied through a combination of more exten- procedures. After overhaul, statistically signifi-
sire shop facifities, more specialized equipment, cant numbers of items are subjected to rom-
and more highly skilled personnel than those prehensive tests by an agency exterior to the
found at lower levels of maintenance. Depot depot_ If the results of the test are satisfactory.
maintenance usually is accomplished in fixed subsequent overhauls of the same materiel are
shops and facilities that are Government-owned routinely accompliahed by the depot, and only
and -operated, Government-owned and normal de[-ot test and checkout of the over-
contractor-operated, or contractor-owned and hauled items are required- In addition t, ac-
-operated (Ref. 61. complishing the actual maintenance, the oh-

Depot maintenance support demands that jectiv:s of a pilot overhaul program are to
four essential elements be available within the (Ref. 71:
same time frame. These elements are as follc-ws:

a. Unserviceable but repairable items a. Develop and validate depot maintenance
procedures and standards, including quality as-

b. Parts required to accomplish the repair surarnce aspects.
c. Obligational authority

- Rb. Develop typical depot shop layouts.
di. Repair capability, including documen- which will include inspection check points dur-tation, tools, test equipment,. plant facilities, ing the overhaul process.

and manpower allocations.

The process of bringing these essentials to- c Determine and validate requirements
ge-her requires considerable coordination for capital equipment, jigs. fixtures, special
among individual commodity comm-nds. agen- tools, inspection gages, and calibration equip-
cies. and oversea commands. This process af- ment necessary to support the reconditioning
fects or i affected by other functions and pro- program.
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d. Insure that appropriate drawings and The phase ends when the item is removed from
specifications for tools and/or equipment re- the inventcry. Normally, the planning for
quiring depot fabrication or procurement are phaseout of materiel is initiated following the
developed on a timely basis. approval of a development plan for materiel

e. Develop repair part consumption data --hat will supplant the materiel in :se. The

for follow-on overhaul pgrms phasein schedule for new materiel largely de-
f Develop overhaul costs based on repair termines the timing and composition ofI Deelo ovrhal cstsbasd o reair phaseout planning documents, although factors

parts, components, and assemblies required and phas plen cre t, at anbii
such as obsalescence, reliability, maintan-ili-

man-hours expended. ty, and cost to repair may result in an accel-

g. Provide depot maintenance personnel erated phaseout schedule.
with prnctical experience in performing equip- Because of the distinct support implica-
ment overhaul. tions of materiel phaseout. the preparation of

h. Confirm the requirements for on-the-job technical criteria for the phaseout and disposal
and formal school training of maintenance per- plan is a maintenance engineering respon-
sonnel. sibility, and the plan normally is administered

i. Provide sufficient maintenance ex- by a commodity command- The latter has re-
perience and assemble a data package to permit sponsibility for p!annivg support for the
depot-type overhaul under commercial contract. phasein of new materiel and for the rderly

phaseout of materiel being replaced. The
j. f evaluate the overhauled product on the phaseout of equipment requires extensive co-

basis of preproduction or initial production test- ordination. The activity responsible for prepa-
ing criteria ration of the materiel phaseout and disposal

plan must coordinate the phaseout schedule
Basically, depot maintenance requirements with all interested activities to minimize ac-

are determined by considering serviceable cumulation of excess materiel requiring subse-
assets in the worldwide inventory, projecting quent disposal action.
losses, and deciding how the deficiency will be Materiel phaseout affects all categories of
overcome i.e.. by overhaul or by new procure-
ment. Overhaul is used only to restore ecoom- of sut rures and the ci
ically repairable unserviceables to _ serviceable of phaseout requires examination of tch cat-
condition. All other deficiencies are covered by egor- as a separate entity. The following are
now procuremenL representative phaseout actions applicable to

the support resources of materiel programs:

To standardize all aspects of materiel man- a. Adjust or curtail programming. budg-
agement, including depot management, the eting. funding, and procurement for acquisition
Army Materie! Command has instituted a com- of support resources.
puter oriented data system that is designated b Identify repair part stock numbers and
the national automatic data program for AMC personnel skil': to be affected by end item
logistic management. The portion of this pro- phaseout.
gram aplicable to depot management is called
SPEEFY'X. which is the acronym for System- c Revise the maintenance concept and
wide Project for Electronic Equipment at standards within applicable categories of main-
Depots. EXtended. The primary objectives of tenance to conform to the phaseout schedule

for the end item.
the program are to use the data to improve
mis~son capabilities, attain improved efficiency, &. Reflect the phaseout schedule in appl-
and riduce costs iRef. 5_ cable supply control studies to permit proper

allocation of existing assets to other materiel
2-7 DS A programs Revise requisitioning objectives as

appropriate
The disposal phase begins when end items e Fs-ablish special criteria for controlled

or systems have been declared obsolete and are cannibalizaton and economic repairabilit. as
no longer suitable for use by U.S. Army units may be necessary.
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f Adjust field and depot modification pro- r structions include shipping instructions for
grams to satisfy known operational require- assets having further application. and disposal
ments. .nstructions for those declared obsolete.

g. Adjust training programs, qualitatively Disposal of an item for which there is no

and quantitatively, to meet only project ne-ids. Army use may be by donation, sale, destruction,

This consideration includes maintenance a abandonment Cometiti:e. negotiated, or
supply skills for civilian and military personnel etail saes are used. depending upon the quan-

at all levels -i activity- it also iicludes technical tity and value of the obsolete assets- Special

assistance activities, support equipment trat is lethal or has security
or Government recognized proprietary restric-

. Control additional priating and revision tions must be demilitarized prior to disposal.
of equipment publications A special case of disposal involves the

i Establish demilitarization procedures Lansfer of obsolete materiel to military assist-
and establish schedules for demilitarization, as ,ince programs countries. In such cases, it may
appropriate, be necessarv ffr the .Army to maintain a sup-

port capability even though none of the prime
j Advise all interested agencies of materiel remains in the Army inventor$. For

phaseout schedule. example, the receiving country is likely to re-
Materiel still in operational use during the quire training 3ssistance ,or a limited time and

phaseout -- riod is supported in accordance with could require rej.tenishment repsir parts and
exi.sting directives and publications- However. depot overhaul assistance fir an extended pe-
some support plans may require modification riod of time.
in order to permit an orderly and economic The disposal of personnel and t-chnical
phaseout without deterioration of the required publications is straightforward. As units are in-
readiness condition: for example, can- activatea. their operational and support person-
nibalization may be used in accordance with nel are trained, as required, and given new as-
type reciassification actions in the later part signmens Prequently. many of these personnel
of the rha~seout --rograxn. are assigned to materiel units that are replacing

Whn materiel (support equipment and re- those being phased out. Publications are de-
pair parts) is scheduled for phaseout. revised stroyed if they have no further use. I' they
equipment distribution plans are sent to losing can be used elsewhere, such as by an allied
comm. nds for their determination oi excess pou.-r. they are redistributed. In either event.
assets- A survey is ther conducted to determine histori,.al copie- are retained. All other support
which ather commands or agencies can use the resources except facilities can be phased out
assets- A.. 's for which thart is no further use with little difficulty. Facilities are t-eated touch
are type classified obsolete, and disposition in- like materiel, and are either diverted to new
structions are sent to the losing commands. The uscs or are sold
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CHAPTER 3

MAINTENANCE ENGINEERING INFLUENCE ON DESIGN

This chapter discusses why. when, and how rective and preventive maintenance. The sup-
inunteriance engineering influences materiel de- port concept is also fundamental, and support
sign. Virtually all of the design cunsideratior.,s resource requirements are defined only grossly
that impact maintenance are addressed. Among As the r.ateriel program evolves, refined
these are reliability, safety. durability, d2sign information enables refinement of sup-
redundatcy, maintainability, and human fac- port requirements and identification of more
tors. The advantages and disadvantages of van- specific design requirements. For example, an
ous design approaches are described, and advice initial requirement for modular packaging with
is given on sources of data with which to eval- modules to be repaired at the depot might
uate design. evolve as a requirement for modules to be dis-
3-1 INTRODUCTION carded at failure. Also, maintenance engineer-

ing assures that materiel design and the sup-
During the initial stage c,. materiel ac- port concept are continuousl, in harmo-

quisition program, planners are aced with one ny-complementary rather than contradictory
constant and two variables. The constant is op- Maintenaince engineering can never ielax
erational requirements. The variables are its vigilance %ith regard to design. It can never
materiel design concepts and support subsystem be assumed tk at design is firm and optimum
concepts. Usually, there are several combina- because, with cr without maintenance engineer-
tions of design and support that will satisfy ing requireme.nts, design details will change
operational requirements. A major maintenance during all materiel program phases, including
engineering function at this time is to influence production. Every change must be analyzed to
design so that the optimum design-support corn- determine its impact on support, and to deter-
bination results. This is the combination that mine whether or not the change generates a
satisfies operational rqequirements at lowest life maintenance engineering requirement for add..
cycle cost. tional design changes.

The problem is compiex, but not impossi- Fig. 3-1 is a simple model that graphically
ble. Operational requirerents. historical data. portrays the foregoing discussion. The model is
and judgment normally permit the elimination independent of materiel program phases. It
of all except a very few design-support shows :hat design and support alternatives first
combinations, and these are then subjected to are evaluated qualitatively, and that selected
luantitative comparisons. Historical data and combinations are quantitatively compared. The
judgment are augmented-with assumed quan- model shows that, in general, operational re-
titative ranges for reliability and maintainabili- quirements, deployment quantities, and all de-
ty, and gross cost trade-offs are performed to sign features contribute to the quantity of cor-
determine the most economica! design-support rective and preventive maintenance actions that
combination. Where appropriate, human factor must be performed. The support concept and
and safety design requirements also are eval- materiel maintainability featires determine theuated and established by the trade-offs.
a d idresources required to accomplish the total main-

The products of the trade-offs, which, of tenance workload. These, of course, are the
course, are conducted in concert with the other summation of the resources required at all
engineering disciplines, are baseline design and mait.-enance levels envisioned by the support
support requirements at the end item level, and concept.

a companion support concept. Multiple reliabili-
ty values ranging between those desired and 3-2 MAINTENAMCE ENGINEERING
those required may be stated. Maintainability DESIGN P!"ILOSOPHIMS
requirements are fundamental, specifying basic
requirements such as built-in test equipment, The first and most critical task of support
modular packaging, and average times for cor- development is the establishment of materiel
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re'iability and maintainability parametrs a , ough, systematic analyses before aceeptance or
design objectives. Maintenance engineering establishment of design requirements.
participates with reliability and maintainability Before establishing design requirements,
engineers in the establishiment of these objec- maintenance engineering must evaluate design
tives. The responsibility of maintenance engi- alternatives and make selections. A few top-
neering is tc insure that the established level design requirements can be established
reliability and maintainability parameters will relatively quickly based on operational require-
result in the attainment of operational require- ments, historical data, ard judgment. For ex-
ments at lowest life cycle cost. Depending upon ample, if system requirements include a mi-
che nature of the materiel, maintenance engi- imum acceptable availability, it is not difficult

neering also establishes requirements for design to establish a range of minimum acceptable va-

featres pertaining to safety, human factors, tes f mane betweniu e and man
and rans)orabilty.ues for mean time between failures and mean

and trans,)ortzbility. time to repair. Eventually thotgh, trade-offs

The other engineering disciplines, except must be conducted between the two parameters,
maintainability, are primarily oriented toward and specific design features must be estab-
satisfying ope.ation,l requirements, and look to lished. It is difficult to move immediately to
maintenance engineering and maintainability this levei of detail. The problem derives from
for design guidance on characteristics that the identification of the features it is desired
enhance materiel support. Since maintenance to evaluate, as well as fr-,m the conduct of the
engineering is the only discipline functionally evaluation. The features to be considered are
aware of the full impact of design features on so numerous that, even with memory aids, some
support, it follows that it is in the best position features offering significant potential payoffs
to identify design features that enhance sup- might be overlooked.
port. Aggressive accomplishment of thi; role is Many memory aids have been devised.
the keystone to an effective maintenance en- Some take the form of rather lengthy reliability
gineeri.g program. and maintainability checklists (Ref. 1), and

Many design features that enhance these are quite useful. Other aids emphasize
materiel support increase acquisition costs. This brevity by simply !isting fundamental design
is not a deterrent to establisning and justifying features such as reliability, diagnostics, me-
the features as requirements, providing life cy- chanical and electrical packaging, and
cle cost savings can be demonstrated. In most accessibility. Such aids leave too much unsaid,
cases, savings can be demonstrated since it is and should be used only by very experienced
estimated that materiel life cycle maintenance persornel. Another approach, which will be de-
support costs are on the order of 3 to 20 times scribed in subsequent paragraphs, is to list de-
the origi,,al procurement cost,, tRef. P. In other sirable materiel maintenance objectives, and
words, the expem iture of an additional dollar couple these with parameters that contribute
or, design can r-et from $2.0-KI to $11.00 in ife to the attainment of the objectives.
cycle cost savings. !n some cases, desigiM
changes can result in an avoidance of require- Materiel maintenance parameters derive
mentus for nonexistent resources such as skilled from materiel design. Thcy may be expressed

personnel, and a double payoff is realized. qualitativelyor quantitatively A qualitative ex-
pression for example, is minimum maintenance

An evaluation of the rnpact of a design downtime. The actual maintenance parameter
feature on support is somewhat complicated b, is. of course, simply maintenance downtime, but
the interdependence of the support element a modifier is normall% required to express the
resource requirements. Seldom will a feature maintenance engineering requirement. The com-
impat resources of a single element. Some- panion, first-level. ouantitative t.vpression -an
times, several elements will incur reduced re- be one or more of the several that are normally
quirements, sometimes there will be a mixture used. One of the most caoir.on of these is mean
of reduced and increased requirements, and time to repair. it is stateC in terms of time,
sometimes there will be several increased re- 25.5 mm for example Another is the ratio be-
quirements. This points up the need for thor- tween maintenance hours and operating hours.
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which is stated as a fraction. Second-level. maint?nance parameter contributing to the sec-
quantitative requirements state specific design ond m.\intenance objective. "rapid and positive
features that will permit attainment of the prediction or detection of malfunction or
first-level ,equirements. degradation". This can be accomplished with

Maintainability engineering, with inputs built-in test equipment, automatic tet equip-
from maintenance engineering, is responsible ment, or manual test equipment to the end

for establishing second-level, quantitative re- item, intermediate ztsemblv or piece part hard-

quirements. The following sequence of events ware level. Nine trade-offs would result if each

comprises a systematic method for accom- of the three types of test equipment was eval-
S plishing this function: uated for detecting failures at each of the threeojec- thardware levels. Fortunately, early in a

a a. Identify desirable maintenance objec- materiel program, available data will not war-
tives and the qualitative maintenance param- rant more than evaluation of built-in -'.st equip-
eters that contribute to attainment of the ob- ment and manual test equipment used to an
jectives. end item or lower level. These four potential

b. Use operational requirements, historical trade-offs might be further reduced by the ap-
data, and judgment to select parameters for plication of operational requirements and his-
further study. torical data. Thus, the problem is not insur-

c. Quantify the selected parameters to the mountable. Later in the program, when final
lowest possible level and determine the impact design details must be formulated, the

on support resource requirements. alternatives are more limited.

d. Establish quantitative design require-
ments. 3-3 MAINTkNANCE ENGINEERING

Perhaps the one advantage that this INFLUENCE ON REAINITY
method has over straight checklists is that it CONCEPTS DU.RING DESIGN (Ref. 2)1
starts with a relatively limited number of Reliabiiity is the probabii,.." that materiel
quickly identified maintenance objectives, and w or
eases into the problem rather than concurrently will operate sccessfully for a specified period

consderng hot o maitennceparmetrs. of time and under specified conditions whenconsidering a host of maintenance parameters. used in the manner and for the purpose in-

Table 3-1 lists the most important main- tended. .Iateriel less than 100 peraent reliable
terance objectives and the most important qual- will experience failures thai generate a require-
itative parameters that contribute to attainment ment for corre ,tive maintenance. Failures occur
of the objectives. The table is universally ap- tz; ause of inherent limitations of components,
plicable to all materiel, but it must be used thie manner in which components are ased in
with imagination, and a background of design materiel, and the manner in which they are
and maintenance knowledge applicable to the manufactured, operated, and maintained.
materiel under consideration. For examp!e. th- The paragraphs that follow analyze the
design detaiis of maintenance-free tank asse.n- basic reliability definition, discuss types of
blies are not likely to duplicate the detai~s of materiel failures, define inherent and oper-
maintenance-free radar assemblies, and main- ational reliability, and discuss the statistical ap-
tenance engineering must deal in detail,. In the proach to reliability.
interest of brevity. the table does rot repeat
characteristics. A maintenance- free design will t .4nli.i nf Rcliabitq Definiti:n. Since
contribute to attainment of all if the main- reliability is a probability, it is a vari-ible aad

tenance objectives, but this desig,. character- not an absolute value. If materiel is 90 percent

istic is only listed once. All paraimt'rs that reliable, there is a 10 percent ch;-r:e that it

make multiple contributijns are similar!y will fail. Since failure is a chancf. it may or

treated.
It is apparent thr.t use of the table to 1 R, bil ,,r fh. Envin., r In Richard B Dillard.

select quantitative rarameters will lead to (0 1. t ,, Martin Maretta ('ortoratiun and reproduced

many trade-offs. Corsider, for example, the first with ".eir permti.,.._
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TAME 3-1. MATERIN. MAINTENANCE OBJECTIVES VS MAINTENANCE PARAMETERS f
1. Minimize maintenance frequency by using:

Maintenance-free design
Standard and proven design and components
Simple, reliable, and durable design and components
Fail-safe features to reduce failure consequences
"Worst case" design techniques and tolerances that allow for use and wear
throughout item life.

2. Minimize maintenance downtime by designing for rapid and positive:
Prediction or d-tection of malfunction or degradation
Localization to the affected assembly, rack, or unit
Isolation to a replaceable or repairable module or part
Correction by replacement, adjustment, or repair
Verification of correction and serviceability
Identification of parts, test points, and connections
Calibration, adjustment, servicing, and testing.

3. Minimize maintenance costs by designing f -r minimum:
Hazards to personnel and equipment
Depot or factory maintenance
Consumption rates and costs of repair parts and materials
Erroneous indications of failure
Personnel skills and quantities.

4. Minimize maintenance complexity by designing for:
ACompatibility between materiel and support equipment

Standardization of design, parts, and nomenclature
Interchangeability of like components, material, and repair parts
Minimum maintenance tools, accessories, and equipment
Adequate accessibility, work space, and work clearances.

5. M; .imize maintenance personnel requirements by designing for:
I -gical and sequential function and task allocations
Easy handling, mobility, transportability, and storability
Minimum numbers of personnel and maintenance specialities
Simple and valid maintenance procedures and instructions.

6. Minimize maintenance errors by designing to reduce:
Likelihood of undeteeted failure or degradation
Maintenance waste, oversight, misuse, or abuse

Dangerous. dirty, awkward, or tedious job elements
Ambiguity in labeling or coding.
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may not occur. To perform without failure in the sudden inability of an item to perform
means that failures will not occur tl".at will keep its function; e.g.. a retistor opens or shorts.
the materiel from performing its intended mis- (2) Tolerance failures - Failures that
sion. From tWs comes a more general definition result when item parameters deviate from spec-
of reliability: that it is the probability of suc- ified values: e.g., the resistance of a resistor
cess. drifts outside of speification limits.

From the foregoing comes the fact that (3) Wearout failures - Failures that
a definition of what constitutes the success of increase with operating time and result in the
deployed materiel is necessary before a state- gradual loss of the ability of an ite:,, to perfoi m
ment of reliab:lity is possible. One definition its function; e.g., a piston ring wears to the
of success for a missile flight might be tha, extent that required compression cannot be at-
the missile leaves the launching pad. Another tained.
de.-inition might be that the missile hits the
target Either way, a probability of success or Assuming that these failure modes are in-
reliability can be determined, but it will not dependent, the expression for reliability then
be the same for each success definition The b 'omes
importance of defining success cannot I e over-
emphasized. WithGut it, determination of R = P P,P. (3.1)
whether or not a device has met its reliability whe.e
requirements is impossible. R = -eliability

The latter part of the definition indicates P = probability that catastrophic part fail-
that a definition oi success must specify the tires will not occur
operating time. operating conditions, and in- = probability that tolerance failures will
tended use, i.e.: no t esnot occur

i) Operating time is defined as th P
time perod in which the device is expected to P n = probability that wearout failures will
meet its reliability requirements. The time pe-
riod may be expressed in seconds, minutes c. Inherent Pn,wt ReuMbitty. To consid-
hours, years, or any other unit of time. er the inherent reliability of materiel, think of

(2) Operating conditions are defined as the expression P PF, P, as representing the

the environment in which the device is expected poteit;al reliability of the item as described by
to operate, and specifies the electrical, mechan- documentation. Or to put it another way, let
ical, and environmental levels of operation and it represent the reliability that is inherent in

thei- durations. Preventive maintenance can the paper design instead of the reliability of
comprise a part of operating conditions. the manufactured hardware. if the inherent

(3) Intended tse is defined as the reliability of the design is denoted by R . then

purpose of the device and the manner in which R = P, P, 3-2)
it will be used. For example, a missile designed
to hit targets il00 miles away should n.c be An expression for R. is of i,:erest. because
considered unrel able if it fails to hit targets R, represents a potential reliaoili:% that can
1100 miles away. Similarly, a set of ground never be increased except by a de,.ikn change.
checkout equipmen designed to be 90 percent Actually. it cannot even be achie'ed. bnause
reliable for a I-hr tactical countdown should this would r. quire perfect execution of all cime-
rut be considered unreliable if it fails during tions required to translate a drawing-board de-
lo con:ecutive countdowns ef' :ra;ning exercises. sirn into orwrating hardware and of subsequent

b Produrt Fidure M.$hes In general, crit- ope-ational and maintenance functions

ical equipment failures may be class;fied as:

(I Catastrophic part failires - Fail- d. K-fiftrors. K-factors have values be-
ures that occur randomly in t; ne and result tween 0 anti 1. and represent proba-',ities that
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designated functions will be performed proper- a2.1 STAl7STICA AFPUOA-- TOUUAIT
ly. The factors ar,- used to calulatAt the Reliability is defined as a probability.
reliability of deployed materiel as fnllows: Tlerefore, to effectively influence design

R, = R, (K, KK,KK.) (3-3) relability, maintenance engineering must have
an undenitanding of the fundamentals of prob-

where ability thery.
R, = operational reliability

R, = inherent reliability 3 robability D efin ed

Kq = probability that quality tert, methods oabiity fir en referred to as the prob-

and acceptance criteria ',!I! not lows:
degrade inherent reliability. An exam-

pie of K" is the situation in whi4h a If an event can occur in A different ways,
defective part is accepted and later a all of which are considered equaly likely, and

pa as failureu if a certain numbetr B of these events is con-
pear as field failure and is countpdo\ ._ - " -!" ' °

and is-side~red su,~ SfUl or favorable, then the ratio
against product reliability. of ucces.

K , = p r o b a b i l i t y t h a t m a n u f a c t u r i n g p r o - i . ...... . ... .. ... .

cesses, fabrication, and assembly tech- Probability by this definition is also calledniqse wabrti n adsemy inhn & a iori (bWforehand) probab;.ity, because itsniques will not degrade inherent vau-- xeemndwithout exurimentaion. It
reliability. Examples of K. would be value flemined
cold solder joints, poor lamination of follows tht reliability predictions of what the

multilayer printed circuit boards, l-ose probability o( sucess of missile flights will be
mittigsyinruprin cinstalaoand e before they ur ue a priori reliabilities. Infittings in plumbing installations, and other words, uro %reliabilities are estimateEmany others, which can appear as field of what may happe, not observed facts.
failures.

K, = probability that reliability activities After an experMei2 has been conducted.

will not degrade inherent reliabilit an a posteriori probabi, v or a- observedwillnot degadeinheentrelibilty, reli.ability zan be diefied as.f !lows:
An example of K, would be an ini-"

accurate test analysis that forces a de- If fin) is the number ot-favorsble or sue-
sign change that degrades rather than eesaful events observed in a total .-amber of
improves the hardware performance. n trials or attempts, then the reiz.ve irequency

K probability that logistic activities will ffn)/n is called the statistical probability, theK, a posteio-i probability, the emp'rieal probabil-
*not degrade inherent reliability. An ez- ip or the observ;r eiaiiy
ample of K, would be an inaccurate , ed reliability.

procedure in a repair manual, which, Note that the number of favorable events
if fnllowed, would create more failures fn) s a function of the total numb- n of trials
than it fixes. or &tempts. Therefore, as the number of tri -t

or attempts changes, fin) may also change, &- d,
K, = probability that the user will not ccnsequently, the statistical probability or oh-

degrade inherent reliability. An exam- served reliability may change.
p!e of K, would be an operator error
that causes a field failure because cor-
rect operating procedures are not fol- 3-3.1.2 Przsbehit Theere
lowed. Three pr-obability theorems are presented.

There are many other K-factors that could In these theorems and examples, the probability
be considered, but these are the main ones. Op- of success (reliability) is represented by P, and
erational reliability is degraded by each of these the probability c ' failure (unreliability) by Q.
factors that is less than 1. and becomes 0 if a. Teorem . If the probability of success
any factor becomes 0. is R., then the probability of failure Q is equal
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to I - , In other words, tha probability that Example: Consider the probability of corn-
all .osside events will occur is pleting two countdowns without a failure. Let

Q + R = 1 (34) the probability of success for the first and sec-
ond countdowns be R1 and R2, and the prob-

Example: If the probability of a misle abilities of failure be Q, and Q2. To solve the
flight sucess s 0.81, the probability of flight problem using Theorem 3, it is best to diagram
Indlure is 1 - 0.81 = 0.19. Therefore, the prob- the possible events as shown in Fig. 3-2. Iability that the flight will succeed o fail is T
0.81 + 0.19 = 1.0. The mutually exclusive events are:

b. Torem 2. If R1 is the probability tI Qj, first countdown fails; R1 Q,, firsta b.t evetm will occR, ad1 is the y that countdown succeeds and the second fails, andaftest event will occur, and R2 is the preb- RRbt ondwssced

ability that a second independent event will oc- b n
cur, then the probability that both events will From Theorem 3, te probability that one
occur is of the three events will occur is

R = RA 2  (3-5) Q, + R: Q, + R, Rj.
A similar statement can be made for more But since these three events represent all

than two independent events. possible events that can occur, their sum equals
Example: If the probability of completing 1 (from Theorem 1). Therefore,

one countdown without a failure R, is 0.9, the Q, + R1 Q2 + R1 R2 = 1.
probability of completing two countdowns R, 1, the probability of completing both
without failure is R1 R2 = 0.9 × 0.9 =0.81.thu faob~.iluris that at least 09 of te to 0countdowns without one failure, is the solutionThe prob z~bility that at least one of the tw o to he p p s d pr b m; h r f r ,
countdowns will fail is 1 - R, R. = 1 - 0.81

0.19 (from Theorem 1). At least one will fail R1 R 1 - (R1 Q2 + Qj)
b"ause the unreliability term Q includes all If R, = 0.9. Q, = 0.1, P2 = 0.9, and
possible faiiure modes, which in this case is Q2 = 0.1, then,
two: one or both countdowns fail. RR2 = 1 - j(0.9X0.1) + 0.1)

c. Theorem 3. If the probability that one 1 - 10.09 + 0.11
event will occur is R, and the probability that = 1 - 0.19
a second event will occur is R4. and if not more 0.81
than one of the events can occur (i.e., the events which agrees with the abswer in the example
are mutuai!y exchsive), the probability that in Theorem 2.
either the first or second event, not both, will
occur is

R = Rj +R 2  (3-6) 3-3.1.3 xpwoentiot Dis6tibutin
A sim.lar theorem can be stated !or more The term e- is called the exponential dis-

than two events. tribution and is the simplest form of P(, the

F t& SCCEfoS 1, -L SECOND SUCCEEDS I.
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probability that a catastrophic par failure will structural deect, or an ex.reme deviation from
not occur. an initial setting er tolerance. (A 5 percent to!-

P = -  c3-7) era :e resistor that deviated byond its end-
of-life tolerance, to :0 percent for example.In this expression. A :s a failure rate for would be considerrd to have failed

random catastrophic nart failures that occur in catastrophically.
such a short period G,! -me that they cannot
be "revented by preventive maintenance. Op- The latter portion of the failure rate def-
erating time is designated by t. Rindom inition refers to the circumstance under which
catastrophic failures are failures that occ ur ran- a fail!ure is revealed If a potential operating
domly in time and from part to part. failure i6 corrected by a maintenance function.

For example, suppose a contractor uses one such as scheduled preventive maintenance.

million integrated circuits in a computer. Over where an out-of-tolerance part could be re-
a period of time. he may observe an average placed, then that replacement cannot be rep-
of one circuit failure every 100 operating hours resented by X. since it did not cause an op-
Even though he knows this failure rate. he c-n- erating )r unscheduled failure. Here we see one
not say w+.sch one of the million circuits will of th - n.ny .ariables that affects the operatin
fail. All he knows is that. on the average. one failur, rate of a product the maintenance phi-

will fail every 100 hr. In fact. if a failed circuit loso.,1v.
is replaced with a new one. the new one.
theoretically, has the same probability of failure 3-3.1.4 Te 'Satht '" Cure
as any other circuit in the computer. In ad- In the exponential distribution. A was re-
dition. if he performs a failure ana!%si.s on cach ferred to as an a~erage failure rate. indicating
of the failed circuits, he may find that every that k may be a function of time. Afti Fig.
i'ilure is caused by the same mechanism, such 3-:3 shou, three general curves representing Aor,
as poorly welded joints. Unless he takes some possibilities.
appropriate corrective action, he will continue Cur-e A of Fig, 3-3 shows that as opor-
to observe the same random failures even ating time increases, failure rate als(, increases.
though he knows the failure cause- This type of failure rate ;. found where wearout

A catastrophic failure will be defined as or age is a dominant stress (for example, slip
an electrical open or short, a mechanical or clutches or automobile tiresi

4A
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Curve B shows that as operating time in- The interval from t, to time t, represents a
creases, the failure -'ate decreases. This type period during which assembly errors, defective
of failure rate has been observed in some elec- parts, and compatibility problems are found and
tronic parts, especially semiconductors. corrected. As shown, the system failure rate

Curve C shows that as operating time in- decreases during this debugging or burn-in

creases, the failure rate remains constant. This interval as these gross errors are eliminated.

type of failure rate has been observed on many b. Useful Operating Life. The interval
complex systems and subsystems. An a complex fram time tf to t.. represents the useful op-
system (i.e., a system with a large number of e.-ating life of the equipment and is charac-
parts), parts having decreasing failure rates re- terized by a constant failure rate. It is during
duce the effect of those having increasing fail- this er-iod of time that the expression for
ure rates. The net result is an observed constant P, = e- " is valid. Thereforp. when e-A, is used,
failure rate for the system. Because of this. it is assumed that the system has been properly
part failure rates are usu.lly given as a con- debugged. In practice, this assumption may not
stant. although in reality t:iey may not be. be true. but an adequate picture of the .pected

In this discussion, only constant part fail- operating reliability can still be obtained by ac-

ure rates will be cornidered because these rates cepting the assumption.

will be related to system operation. c. Wearynd Period. The interval from t. to
t3 represents the wearout pLriod during which

If. for a typical system or complex sub- age and deterioration cause the failure rate to
system, the failure rate was plotted against op- increase and render the system inoperative or
erating fe. a curve as shown in Fig. 3-4 would extremely inefficient and costly to maintain.
result. The curve is commonly referred to as
the -bathtub" curve. This curve is explained in 3-3.1.5 Sy 1imbifilyMsdd
the following paragraphs. To find the reliability for a complete sy3-

i.I fiant Mortality The time t,, represents tern, begin by developing a model for the sys-
t'e time that the system is first put together. tern, writing the equation for the probability

I I I I
DEBUGGING gWEAROL2?
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of sues from the model, and then using the . = e-OOle-Ore-O.O51
failure rate and operating times of the system x [1 - (1 - 0.89X1 - 0.89Xl-0.89)]
te ta to calculate the reliability of the s5)- = e-°0 0 [1 - (0.11 (0.11(XO.1l

&zamD! Consider the system model, with = e - 0 11 - 0.0013311
sees and redundant elements, shown in Fig= e-°(0-J.SW)
35. _= 0.94

The equation can be written & -,fly as which is the reliability of the s.-tem. However.
R. = R, Rb [1 - 0-4 Q.[ Q ] (3-8) this do- not mean that there will be no equip-

where ment failures. The system will still succeed
R, = system reliability even though one or two of the redundant paths

RR R3 = probability of success of the have failed-
series parts 3-3.1.6 WVhfhAtM'ie iqi Cm Do

[1 - Q4Q5Q)- probability of success of the The maintenance burden of fielded
three parts in simple materiel v.ries inversely to its operational
redundancy. reliability. Maintenance engineering can favor-

If it is known that ably influence this reliability-which is a func-
R, = 0.99 = e -e  tion of inherent reliability and K-factors-by
R2 - 0.99 - e- ° wm several actions, some of the Tost important of.R3 = 01% = e-0.5 which are:

os~ a. Maintain a working knowledge of the

here R Ptheory of reliability and :he manner in which
where a reliability program is conducted for a materiel

R, may represent e- 1, inherent reliability program; i.e., specification requirements, initial
R, or observed product reliability, depending allocation, predictions, and iterative prediction
upon the *tage of product development, then updates.

II
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& Based on historical data, recommend 3-4.1 CM TADCM
ciompmmts and amembbhs that have proved A trade-off is a comparison of competing
to be reliable, and oppose those that have been system characteristics and factors to determine
unreliab the optimum overall combination. Simply

. Know the facts and amumptions upon stated. it is a comparison of two or more ways
which failure rate data are band, and evaluate for arriving at a goal for the purtse of making
thwe rates and any K-factors that have been a decision. Trade-offs of varying complexity are
applied by using historical data. Gain manage- conducted thr-ighout the life cycle of materiel.
meat acceptance of realistic F-factors. The primary purpose of a maintcunce engi-

d. Using realistic failure rates, conduct neering cost trade-off is to select the materiel

trade-offs between improved materiel reliability desi and support concepts that satisfy oper-

and decreased maintenance cots. ational recuirements at lowest hif cycle cost-

SCarfully control maintenace ergineer- The life cycle costs associaed with

ing analysis and other activities that impact alternative concepts are composed of three ma-

the K-factors pertaining to logistic and user jor cost categories: research and development.
aivities. acquisitk. and operation and support. The First

two cost categories occur only once in a
materiel life cycle, but the third recurs annually

3-4 MAINTENANCE ENCG M for as many years as the materiel is in the
INlUENCE ON lIFE CYCLE operational inventory. Operating and mainte-
LOGISTICS nance cc3ts normally have a dramatic effect

on design decisicns due to their rt--.ng
In its broadest sense, logistics comprises nature. and maintenance engineering uses its

-those aspects of military operations which deal knowledge of these costs to guide deigL
with: (a) design and development, acquisition, properly.
-storage, movement, distribution, maintenance.
eva-cuatioa and disposal of materiel: (b) move- A simplif-ed example will be used to dem-
ment, evacuation, and hospitalization of persso- onstrate the foregoing. Assume that a
nel; (c) acquisition or construction, mainte- helicopter-launched antitank missile is being de-
nance. operation, and disposition of facilities: velop.'d to be deployed in five separate loca-
and 1d) acquisition or furnishing of services: tions. Operational requirements dictate that
(Ref. 3L Maintenance enjineering significantly missile maintenance be performed by a direct
influences the manner in which the majority support unit at each location, and at a depot.
of these functions is performed by participating each of which has general-purpose test equip-
in some and by establishing requirements that ment that can be adapted for missile mainte-
define the scope of others. nance. Studies have demonstrated that the only

Table V2 shows how maintenance engi- other test equipment which feasibly can satisfy

neering activities interface with the logistic operational as well as depot requirements is an
functions. It may be seen that as maintenance automatic, special-purpose test seL Missile costs
engineering establishes design and support are not affected by test set selection. The prob-

resource requirements for materiel, it is con- lem is to determine which test set is most cost-
currently esablishing requirements that must effective.

be satisfied by a military logistic system. either The alternatives having been established,
the one in being, or a modified version. New the next step is to accrue costs. To make the
materiel with logistic requirements compatible point of this example, the adapters required for
with the current logistic system can be phased the general-purpose test set are assumed to be
economicaily and efficiently into the inventory unusually expensive, and are estimated to cost
The converse is true for new materiel with in- $300.000 to develop and $30.000 each to procure.
compatible logistic requirement.& Such require- Special-purpose test equipment only costs half
ments should be avoided unlese overwhelming as much in each case. Suppose also that initial
operational or economical -dvantages can be repair parts cost $M.000 for the adapters and
demonstrated. $10.000 for the special-purpose tesz sets.
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Liacit Functwao MaI~~wj nt~ nnglrrfacr

Materiel:
Design and development Influence design.
Acquisition Provide basic provisioning data.
Storage Establish packaging, handling. and facility re-

quirements.

Movement Establish transportation requirements.
Distribution Establish use locations for support equipment and

repair parts.
Maintenance Establish all requirements that impact the per-

formance ef maintenance.

Evacuation Establish requirements relevant to maintenance.
Disposa Establish technical criteria.

Personnel:
Movement Establish training and maintenance locations to

which personnel are moved.
Evacuation None.
Hospitalization None.

Facilities.
.quilsition or -oustruction Establish maintenance and storage facility re-

'uirements
Maintn -ance Establish maintenance requirements for real prop-

erty installed equipment-
Operation Establish policies for operating maintenance and

storage facilities-

Disposition Identify underused maintenance "id storage fa-
cilities.

Ser.-ices:
Aequisitton or furnishing Establish requirements for supply and mainte-

nance technical assistace and for contract main-
tenam-ce.

Assume that there are no other significant dif- the specia.-pawse test sets to the units will
ferences between devekpment an-d acquisitian necessitate the addition of one E-5 to each loca-
costs for the two items. tion No additional personnel will be required

Turning now to operating and support at the depot- rega-less of the test set used

costs. and assumin- 10 years cs' operatson. re- Annual personnel ctsts are $14.300 per individ-

pair part replenishment costs for the adapters ual. a figure that includes basic vay and per-

total $10.000. and for the specialr e sonne support costs i Ref. 4.

set. S5.000 The only other significant oprating Trade-off results are shown in Table 3-3
cost difference derives from personnel require- (learli. the general-purpose test -quipment is
ments. Personnel assigned to the direct support the best choice, and the choi-e 6, forced by
units can use the general-purpose test soets and the seemingly insignificant addition of one in-
adapters. and accomplish the missile work load dii idual to five maintenance location& Person-
with no personnel augmentation. Assignmezt of nel will generally be fourid to be the most costly
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TABLE 3-3. COST TRADE-OFF OF GENERAL-PURPOSE TEST EQUIPMENT VS
SPECIAL-PURPOSE TEST EQUIPMENT FOR HYPOTHETICAL MISSILE

General-purpose Test Special-purpose
Cost Source Equipment (Adapters) Test Equipment

,velopment $300,000 $150,000

Procurement
N Basic iters 180,00 90,000

Repair parts 20,000 10,000

Operation and support
(10 years)
Repair parts 10,000 5,000
Personnel -- 715,000

$510,000 $970,000

of all of the support resources. Since skilled materiel design features are organizational
personnel also are limited in quantity, it is of maintenance personnel with bulg'-g tool kits
particular importance to influence design to and field main'enance personnel with bulging
minimize qualitative and quantitative personnel shop vans.
requirements.

A reduction in tool requirements for a
3-4.2 TOOLING REQUIREMENTS materiel program will result in cost savings and

increased maintenance efficiency. Th- iost say-
The typica! materiel program gencrates re-

quirements for numerous varieties and sizes of ings are self-evidert since each tool costs some-
and for a lesser number of s thing; reduce the number and thereby reduce

the cost. The costs involved in a special too!cial tools. The lotter comprises tools that are
designed and produced to satisfy materiel main- are more than are generaily realized. Here, one
tenance requirements that cannot be satisfied encounters design, development, and documen-
'v tools that are in he military or commercial tation costs, test costs, procurement costs, and
inventory In its oroadest sense, the word a recurring s ipply management cost. The latter
'tools" inphes both hand tools and shop tools, cost accrues when a new line item is introducedThis discssion will be limited to hand tools, into and maintained in the supply system.but :cme of the principles stated apply to all Assuming a 10-year life cycle, this cost alonetooling, will approximate $9,000. Add this to the pre-

viously mentioned costs and a seemingly in-
The varieties and sizes of hand tools re- expensive special tool takes on significant life

quired depend upon materiel design. For exam- cycle costs.
pie, each type of fastener, other than manually
oprated fasteners, generates a requirement for The impact (,f tool quantities on mainte-
a tool type. The number of reqn;'red tool sizes nance efficiency also is not generally realized.
within thiz; type depends in L. i upon the A simple example will demonstrate this. A
number of size variations within the fasterer maintenance technician will normally select the
type Torquing requirements for var'ous siz, proper tools to initiate a maintenance task,
f.asteners generat- another range of tool re- which frequently is access to a suspected area
quirements, as do torquing values that do not of trouble. If subsequent troubleshooting leads
lie xhin the range of a single tool. Limited to a requirement for additional access, and the
ae_-essil ility usually gex-erates requirements for tools in hand are not the proper ones, he should
an additional range of tool vak.eties at d sizes. go back to the tool kit However, he is more
TIe c,' .lative effects of tbese and other likely to make d, with what he has immediately
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available. This can result in maintenance dam- tions. such as the shock and vibration resulting
age. On the other hand, even if he does return from transportation and handling, or tem-
to a tool kit containing a variety of sizes of peratures resulting from equipment operation.
the same type tool, he may still select the Regardless of materiel design, maintenance re-
wrong one, and damage can still result. quirements will be greater in extreme enviroa-

ments than in normal environments. however,
Maintenance enginecring can control tool this differential can be reduced by proper de-

requirements by influencing design. At the sign, and a maintenance engineering function
start of a materiel prograp;, establish gener- is to ;nsure that this design is achieved. The
alized requirements for a minimum number of following discussion will idcntif the most
standard fasteners, adequate accessibility, and signiiicant environmental parameters and brief-
a minimum number of special tools. As design ly describe the failures they cause, and proper
progresses, monitor attainment of these goals maintenance engineering actions with regard to
through maintenance analyses. Challenge, in design. See Refs. 14-18 for a detailed discussion
particular, special tool requirements. Determine of environmental factors.
how similar maintenance was performed on oth-
er materiel, and the designs that permitted the
use of s"andard tools. Survey standard and com- Operation ani maintenance problems in
mercial tools. Accept special tools only as a extremely cold ciimates are caused mainly by
last resort. drifting snow and low temperatures. Tracked

A true incident %ill demonstrate the im- vehicles must be used for travel off the road
portance of verifying that a special tool is Drifting snow can en,r P piece of equipment
actually required. On a particular system, there and either impede its operation, or melt and

_ * as n oganzatona maitenncereqireent then refreeze inside a solid ice. Then, when
ws an organizational maintenance requirement unit generates heat, the melte snow will
to replace large gaskets. The nature of the taskrequired that the adhesive be spread with a cause short circuits, form rust. or rot organic

gun similar to a caulking gun. Design engi- materials.

neering initiated the design of a special tool, The subzero temperatures may produce the
anG tested a preliminary concept, which per- following effects: volatility of fuels is reduced;
formed riargin:.ll,. Meanwhile, maintenance en- waxes and protective compounds stiffen and
gineering made a survey of existing standard crack. rubber, rubber compounds, plastks, and
and commercial equipment, and found a com- even metals in general lose their flexibility, be-
mercial gun costing about $5.00. which, wh,-n come hard and brittle, and are less resistant
procured, performed perfectly. Design effort to shock. At a temperature of -:30°F, batteries
was stopped, with a resulting life cycle :avings are reduced in current capacity b% I0 percent
of at least $10,000. Compared to materiel life and wiil not take an adequate charge until
cycie costs, this savings is insignificant. How- warmed to 35-F. The variations in the
ever, multipled by 25 ncidents, it amounts to capacitance, inductance, and resistance of elec-
a quarter of a million dollars, and there are trical components and parts can become so
certainly more than this number of op- great as to require readjustment of critical cir-
portunities in the average materiel program to cuits.
realize similar savings.

The high day temperatu,es of the desert.
3EIsolar radiation, and dust and sand. combined
3-4.3 ENVINMENTALCOMPATIBIUTY(Ref. 1) with sudden violent winds and large daily tem-

The global mission of the Army dictates perature fluctuations. ma% .rvate man\ of the
that its mate-iel be capable of surviving. op- following maintenance problte.. heat can itad
erating, and being maintained in a variety of to difficulties with electroni and clectric:..
natural and induced environments. A natural equipment, especially if these hax, I .en de-
environment is comprised of the climate, at- signed for moderate climates. rnaterials such
mosphere, and terrain in a geographical ioca- as "xa\es .soften. l ;w tr'rizth. and me :1. ma-
tion. An induced environment is a combination terial ma" lo, merharical or chv tri,'al prop-
of the effects of personnel and materiel func- ertie. tec.Wa. of prlonred e\o-ur, , , ina\
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lose viscosity; and joints that would be adequate to those described for natural environments.
under most other conditions may leak. Heat and also may fail due to aging.
also can cause the progressive deterioration of
many types of seals in transformers and ca- The use of materiel in combat can result
pacitors. Capacitors of some types develop large in its exposure to all of the foregoing environ-
and permanent changes in capacity when ex- ments, and to hostile action. Previously de-
posed to temperatures above 1200F. Finally, scribed effects will be aggravated, because
tires wear out rapidly; paint, varnish, and lac- maintenance, particularly preventive mainte-
quer crack and blister; objects exposed to solar nance, is apt to be neglected. Combat also can
radiation become so hot that they cannot be generate some unique problems since chemical
handled without protection for the hands; and agents and nuclear radiation may be encoun-
equipment is apt to be damaged by sand and tered. Chemical aerosols in sufficient concen-
dust. trations could cause corrosion, and extreme nu-

The tropical environment comprised of clear radiation could render electronic materiel
high temperature and excessive humidity leads inoperative and make mechanical materiel ra-
al! other environments in its destructi-,e effect dioactive. In general, materiel will survive in

on materiel. This environment enrcitrages and any chemical or radioactive environment in

accelerates the growth of fungi and bacteria which personnel can survive. In such circum-
and the corrosion process. The physical strength stances, materiel decontamination and person-
and electrical properties of materials are at- nel protection must be considered in addition

fected adversely, and the actual functional per- to normal mintenance.
formance of materifl is impaired. Electronic coi-)onents, because of their

Salt air and salt water comprise another physical structure and the manner in which
natural environment to which materiel may be they are assembled, will fail structurally more
exposed. This environment generates problems quickly than mechanical components when ex-
similar to the tropical environment, less the posed to equally severe transportation and han-
fungous problem. The principal effect is severe dling en:ronments. Electronic components also
corrosion. Typical failures are loss of mechan- are sensitive to natural environments. Failures
ical strength, alteration of electrical properties. in typical components that may result when
and interference with functional performance. they are exposed to several environmental pa-

:3-4.3.2 Induced Environments rameters are shown in Table 3-4.

2xtreme induced environments that m:%v
affect matcriel derive from' transportation, han-
ding, storage, and the operational environment, 3 4.3.3 Mairtenance Engirering Actions
which may include combat. Transportation and Design engineering, which has the final re-
handling cause materiel to be subjected to shock sponsibility for materiel de,:gn, is knowl-
and vibration N".rmaily, th2 effects of excessive edgeablP of extreme er vironrer.s more from
shock are obvious visually in all assemblies ex- an academic and test laboratory point of view
cept those that consist of or incorporate ord- than from field experience. On the other hand,
nance devices, or when materials have been maintenance engineering should have first-hand
stressed beyond yield points, but are not broken. experience with field environments, the main-

rTyniczi effects are broken wires and solder tenance problems that are generated, and with
joints, dislocated components, bent or broken concepts and designs that have worked and
brackt-ts and supports, cracked materials, and those that have not. The most important steps
9ny :c'.:y deformed components. Typica! effects that maintenance engineering can take to in-

, orinance items are deformation, separation, fluence design propery are first to insure that
;,ne' , -'king '; the propellant grain or charge. pro,.er concepts are selected ifull tracks, half
Excessive ;ibration can re.zult in similar dam- track.,, or wheels, for examplei, and then to
a,:, anJ in addition can cause material fatigue. impart all relevant field experier1w, and recom-
Items in storage, particularly in unprotected niendations to design engineering rwforr' design
storage, are subject to failure modes ide:ntical is initiated.
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As design progresses, maintenance engi- maintenance requirements for complex
.12ring reviews specifications, drawings, hard- materiel. On the other hand, there are many

ware, and test data to insure that environmen- ways to reduce these requirements.
tal factors are receiving proper consideratio,,
If the maateriel is to be deployed worldwide. nae ai esn ature that incorporates no
ability of the materiel to withstand the ull maintenance always has a favorable impact on
gamut of natural and induced environment, is support requirerments and, if it does not in-

e aluated. Proper materials, finishes, slock creasc acquisition costs when compared to any

mn, nting, and containers can liminate c, re- other design approach, is an instant winner. If

duc-t potential corrosion, shock, vibr;.tion, the feature does increa_. acquisition coets, a

fungous, temperature, and humidity pro'slems. decision must be preceded by calculations of

Frper mechanical design wil! assist wi h ice, support costs for alternate approaches that do

sn.w. and sand problems. Equally iml: rtant, require maintenance. If both acquisition and

the ability of personnel to use the propo, ed sup- support costs, or the dffer,-nces between them,

port equipment and to perform effecti e main- are relatively insignificant, th2 no-maintenance

tenance is evaluated. Shelters are a Trime re- approach should be selected even if it appears

quirement in extreme environments, and sup- to cost more. Life cycle costing is not an exact

port materiel also must be environme itally rug- science, whereas the positive effects of no main-

ged. *enance are self-evident. If there is any rea-
sonable chance that a no-maintenance design

3-4.4 UFE CYCLE ANTENANCE will evolve into one that requires maintenance,
it should be avoided. The support impact of hay-

Design is a source of maintenar ce rquire- ing to perform unplanned maintenance on
ments. and maintenance requiremei ts are the deployed materiel is seif-evident.

source of support requirements and costs. D et

sign is also a source of materiel acquisition Three basic ways to reduce maintenance
costs. The maintenance engineerii g respon- are to extend the time between maintenance
sibility to establish design requirei ients that actions, reduce the time to perform mainte-
will result in lowest materiel life iycle costs nance actions, and discard rather than repair
(acquisition plus life cycle support) is accom- failed subassemblies or assemblies. The time be-
plished by trading off design altern, tives that tween maintenance periods can be extended by
eliminate or reduce maintenance req iirements increasing reliability in the case of materiel
and establishing the indicated desigi. require- subject to random failures, or by selecting im-
ments. The trade-offs are conducted th. oughout proved components in the case of items subject
the materiel life cycle, but are most pi -;alent t wearout. An example of the former is an
during the conceptual, validation, and early electronic component, and of the latter, a sealed
full-scale development phases. bearing that will require servicing or replace-

There are various design approaches t.'at ment one or more times during the life of the
will result in elimination or reduction of maii.- materiel. Normally, an increase in reliability
tenance requirements. These cover a broad will adversely and sometimes significantly im-
spectrum, ranging from the extreme of no pact acquisition costs, and will favorably impact
maintenance through desi.ns that require vary- all support resource requirements, except in
ing degrees of Fnaintenanc,. No maintenance is some cases, a reduced number of highly reliable
a quantitative trn. which means that no main- repair parts may cost more than a greater
tenance wi!i ever be performed at any main- number of less reliable parts. The extension of
tenance level throughout the materiel life cycle, time between servicing or replacement of items
Reduced maintenance is a qualitative term that is of particular importance when large quan-
is meaningful only when a comparison is made tities of materie: -.re deployed.
betwe--en two design approaches. If one acknowl-
edges the fact that even the simple act of Once operational availabiiity requirements
r,.eplacing a flashlight battery is maintenance, have been satisfied. them. is little opportunity
it is unreasonable to anticipak- the complete to reducer support ests at the organizational
elimination of arv appreciable portion of the level b'; reduc:rg tie time required to perform
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correzctive maintenance. In this case, all nec- subjected to a go/no-go test before being Ioaded
essary support resources are in place to correct on a helicopter. The predicted reliability for the
random failures, and large differences between missile is quite high, and studies show that,
average 'maintenance times such as 1 hour during the planned t ife cycle of the missile, it
versus 2 hours normally will not permit a re- is significantly more economical to discAd the
duction in organizational support assets. The few failed missiles anticipated than to estpblish
opposite is true for scheduled organizational a depot repair capability through the procure-
maintenance and all maintenance performed by ment of tools, test equipment, repair parts,
higher maintenance levels. All of this mainte- technical documentation, etc. On the other
nance is scheduled, and an appreciable reduc- hand, if the predicted reliability is not attained,
tion in maintenance times normally will permit cost-effectiveness considerations dictate depot
a reduction in all support resources except rc- maintenance. In such a situation, a decision can
pair parts. be deferred by deploying the missile for a period

Possibly the most common way to reduce of time (a year or more depending upon the
maintenance requirements for electronic length of the production program) and storingmateriel is to replace and discard failed rod- all units that fail. At the end of this time,uae.ie isuortplac ad s oisuch fand a- if the predicted reliability is achieved, a firmpreach are numerous. The only requirements discard-at-failure policy is established and theat the organizational level are personnel, mran- stored, failed missiles are salvaged. If the highimum publications, simple tools, a fault isola- reliability is not achieved, a depot maintenancetion system, and repair parts. At higher levels capability is planned and implemented. Interimnothing is required except repair parts, supply factory maintenance is provided, if necessary

management, transportation, and support for ft is possible safely to defer a maintenance
the arganizational support equipment. Norinal- decision in the assumed example because the
ly, materiel acquisition costs and repair parts program involves a large number of missiles
costs for this approach will increase, and the with an expected high degree of reliability.
costs for all other support resources will de- Even if the predicted reliability is not attained,
crease. it is reasonable to believe that the reliability

realized will not fall so far short of the pre-
Sometimes it is feasible to delay discard- dieted reliability that operational requirements

at-failure versus maintenance decisions until cannot be met with the large stockpile of mis-
some field failure data are available. Such an siles that exists. This approach cannot be used
approach is recommended as a last resort, since safely with a low-density system. In such a
a discard-at-failure decision early in the devel- case, there is no stockpile of items from which
opment p. ase is necessary to permit acceptance to draw while usage data are being acquired.
of favorable materiel design features that nor- A significant number of unrepaired failures will
mally cannot be incorporated otherwise. How- place the system in a nonoperationally ready
ever, if a discard at failure decis;on cannot be status, and it will remain in this status until
made during early development, the defeired a maintenance and supply capability is estab-
decision approach shou!d be considered when: lished.

a. Materiel mission effectiveness will not
be adversely affected. 3-4.5 PERSONNEL TRAINING REQUIREMENTS

b. There is a high probability that usage
data will support a discard-at-failure concept. Dep!oyed materiel normally generates re-

c. he ostavadane ptenialis ignfi- quirements ior personnel to operate and main-
c. The cost avidvnce potential is signifi- tain it. Operators, by definition, exist only at

cant. the organizational level. Depen-fing upon the

As an example of when a deferred decision maintenance concept, maitenance personnel
is feasible, consider a high-density, helicopter- may exist at any of the mainthnan-e levels.
lauazched missile that either must be discarded The required skill levels for operatobrs and main-
at iailure or repaired at a depot. Regardiess tenance personnel depend upon th? complexity
X" the maintenance concept, the missile will be of the functions they must perforn. Functional
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complexity depends upon materiel design. Main- Operator tasks are eliminated when dic-
tenance engineering evaluates design for its im- tated by mission requirements, or when a life
pact on skill level requirements, and requests cycle cost savings can be demonstrated by re-
appiopriate changes. quiring materiel automatically to accomplish

Many benefits accrue when qualitative per- functions that can be performed by personnel.

sonnl requirements are reduced. Personnel are The complexity of the remaining tasks i. re-

in short supply, and the number capable of be- duced by applying good human factors prin-
ing trained for high skill tasks comprises only cples. Maintenance enginering should work
a small percent*ge of the total. This means that closely with training and human factors per-
it is not feasible to deploy materiel that re- sannel to insure that an optimum balance exists

qluires undue quantities of highly skilled per- between materiel and personnel functional re-
sonnel. Training r,,1uies the diversion of poten- quirements. and that those fuactions assigned
tial operators and maintenance personnel to the to personnel are no" unduly complex.
instructor role. takes time. consumes resources. Maintenance tasks are eliminated at some
and the higher the required skill level, the more maintenance levels for the same r--asons and
comprehensive the training must be. Finally. in the same way as operator tasks. However.
during the materiel life cycle, personnel costs unlike operator tasks, maintenance tasks
comprise the largest single element of operating eliminated at the organizational level frequently
and maintenance costs, and the higher tie skill remain to be accomplished elsewhere. Electron-
level, the greater the costs will be. ic end items such as communication sets,

radars, computers. missiles, and gun laying
Required skill levels are directly propor- rdsm uter m and gun lAy

tional to the complexity of personnel functions equipment are a part ,f many types of Army
that must be performed, and are frequently in- materiel. These items are becoming so complex
versely proportional to materiel complexity. that manual troubleshooting is not feasible.
Consider operators for an antiballistic missile Consequently, some type of automatic fault
weapon system and a tactical missile wveapon isolation to an assembly or subassembly is ac-
systen' Once a decision is made to initiate an complisied, and the defective item is removed
antiba listic missile raission, subsequent re- and replaced. Note, however, Zhat unless the
quired operator functions are beyond human removed item is discarded, the fault isolationcapabilities. Consequently, most operator tasks functions eliminated at the organizational level
are eliminated by the use of a computer and must be. performed at some other maintenance

automatic circuit switching. If some malfunc- level. Note also that even with a highly reliabie
tio n does occur, about the only thing an op- and completely automatic fault isolation capa-bilit does oaur poliut the discar alln fane items
erator can do is to observe an indicator light bility and a policy to discard all failed items.
and initiate a new automatic sequence of highly skilled maintenance personnel must be
events, retained somewhere in the support subsystem

to repair materiel when the fault isolation
Contrast the foregoing with the role of the equipment fails. In short. the elimination of

* tactical missile system operator. Here, *he op- electronic maintenance functions at the orga-
erator participates in calculating firing data. nizational level normally will result in increased
oberving countdown progress, and, in the e('ent maintenance skill requirements at some other
of difficulties, applying judgment and ex- maintenance level, but quantitative require-
perience to the solution of problems. This op- ments will be reduced.
era'.or can affect the success of a mission to
the degree that he can cause an unsuccessful The complexity of maintenance tasks can
mi.-on when all materiel is operating perfectly. be reduced by the application of good main-
Th s example cannot be concluded with the tainabilit, principles. The complexity of ele-
sta'ement that the antiballistic missile system tronic maintenance usually results from fault
ope-ator is of ,- lower skill level or requires isolation requirements. accessibility, and pack-
less training than the other operator, because aging. On the other hand. mechani, al Pnd hy-
responsibility enters the picture. However. it draulic maintenance complexity derives in large
does demonstrate the fact that complex materiel part only from accessibility and lu kaging The
need not result in complex operator tasks use of automatic fa';lt inuolatwini wa di.cus, d
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as a means of eliminating electronic mainte- Safety precautions designed int, equip-

nance functions. This same technique. coupled ment are necessary usually as safeguards to
with good accessibility and packaging. sim- lapses of attention. If a mechanic must divert
plifies electronic maintenance at all mainte- attention from his task to be intent on obi.erv-
nance levels. Good accessibility and packaging ing safety precautions, the remainder of his

alone will do the same for mechanical and hy- attention may be inadequate for doing his job
draulic maintenance, well: it will certainly take him longer to do

This discussion has concerned itself with the job. Safety measures, therefore, should take
materiel systems. Maintenance re,-uirements for into account behavior liabilities such as those

some components, subassemblies. etc.. can be mentioned.

eliminated by substituting items which will not The design of any equipment must embody
fail and which require no servicing. Generally. features for tht protection of personnel and
this will not result in a reduction of mainte- materiel from electrical and mechanical hazards
nance skill and training requirements because and. also. from those dangers that might arise
skilled personnel are required to maintain the from fire. elevated operating temperatures, tox-
remainder of the system. It does impact main- ic fumes. etc. There are various methods for
tenance time requirements and perhaps quan- incorporating adequate safeguards, many of
titative personnel requirements. which are implicit in routine design procedures.

Certain procedures, design practices, and re-
3-4.6 SAFETY lated information are of such importance as to

Materiel is safe when it is free from those warrant special attention. Mission effectiveness

hazards that can cause injury or death to per- suffers when personnel are injured or materiel

sonnel and damage or loss of equipment and is damaged.

property. Equipment incorporating the ultimate Maintenance work, so vital to the suc-
in safety would pose no hazard to personnel cessful operation of any item of equipment, is
and would not be subject to any hazard as a of greater import when military materiel is in-
result of operation and maintenance. Even the orer importwn militare ai s in-

best design principles and test procedures can- maintenance, the "designed in" safety of the

not eliminate all hazards. Inasmuch Ps hazards sasteamustn e "eoied Each o e

cannot be completely designed out of systems, system must not be jeopardized. Each operation" must be questioned for the possibility that tme
it is imnierative that those that rem ain be rec- must be q han e d the ed sinan /o thatwore

ognized and measures taken to minimize their work, the change, the redesign, and/or the work
agizer. aorder, when accomplished, will in any way re-

danger. fleet adversely on the capability. reliability, and

The broad concept of safety begins with safety of the system. In addition, continued haz-
basic materiel research in the laboratory, and ard evaluation, based on engineering data and
is emphasized particularl' during the research sci' 7.tific observation, together with actions de-
and development phase. The safety of materiel signed to minimize control or protect against
is proven by specialized development and func- these hazards, is neeessar. Maintenance work.
tional and engineering testing. During manu- therefore, must be considered in the light of
facture of the end products and in packaging maintaining the integrity of weapon and end
and d,'"i.er" to the user, safety consciousness product safety.
is never forgotten. Consideration in the early
stages of design reduces the number of mod- Some potential safety hazards that main-
ifications required to correct deficiencies. facil- tenance engineering should eliminate or control
itates production, improves operational effec- to insure adequate protection to personnel and
tiveness. and assures materiel safety to the materiel are toxic ga- sources, electrical shock.
user. The safety of materiel, therefore, must fire and radiation sources, high noise levels.
first be initiated in a well-c.nceived design and moving mechanical assemblies, and protruding
must b* " 4 -A through3ut the detailed design structural members. For example, fuels, engine
stages i _ -re that the safety of the system exhausts, and hydraulic fluids generate fumes
is -desig. 1 in" that are toxic in varying concentrations, and
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can be encoups.ired during operation and main- most deaths result from contact with the
tenance of srveral types of Army materiel, relatively low potentials, ranging from 70 to 500
Maintenance engineering insures that materiel V. although, under extraordinary circum-
design, transportation. hand!ing and storage stances, even lower potentials can cause injury.
plans. maintenance facilities. support equip- Many severe injuries are not directly caused
ment, and technical publications preclude any by electrical shock, however, but by reflex ac-
exposure of personnel to dangerous concentra- tion and the consequent impact of the body
tions of these and other toxic fumes. with nearby objects.

3-4.6,1 S.a" C .f of therE.t The effect of electrical shock depends upon
System th osistance of the body. the current path

Electrical and electronic materiel must be through the body. the duration of the shock.
designed to eliminate or minimize the p - the amount of current and voltage. the f-equen-
bility that operators and maintenance personnel cy of the current, and the physical condition
will be injured or will damage materiel acciden- of the individual. The duration times of shert
tally while performing their functions. The electrical shocks that possibly could cause heart
materiel also must be designed to protect itself attack are l.sted in Table 3-5.
from further damage when a component The danger to personnel from electrical
malfunctions. Several potential sources of shock should be avoided by suitable interlocks.
serious personnel injuries are electrical shock grounding means, enclosures, or other protec-
and burns, radiation, implosions, explosions, ro- tive devices. Some contact with electrical poten-
tating or oscillating components, and pro- tials can be expected wherever maintenance
truding structural members. The major sources personnel, by the very nature of their duties,
of materiel damage are failed components, such are exposed to live terminals. Both shocks and
as insulating materials, that result in excessive burns, however, can be minimized by greater
heating, including fires, and component over- care in design, and by a better understanding
loads that stress the components beyond the of electrical characteristics.
point o " "ilure.

3-4.6.1-2 Prevntion of Electrical Shock (Ref. 1)
3-4.6.1.1 Electrial Shock (Ref. 1) There are several methods of attaining

The Erical co c y (e g) adequate personnel protection, such as enclos-
The arincipal contingency to guard against ing the components and providing access-door

is shock. Even a small shock is dangerous. safety switches operated either by door pressure
B urns or nervous system injuries are not the or by a locking mechanism, automatic operation
only possible effects; equipment damage and ad- of the main equipment switch when the door
ditional physical harm to personnel can result is opened. and automatic grounding of compo-
from the involuntary reactions that accomany nents when the unit is opened for access to
electrical shock, the components. The primary methods of elec-

Potentials exceeding 50 V rms are possible trical shock prevention are described in the fol-
electrical shock. hazards. Research reveals that lowing paragraphs.

TALE 3-5. POSSILE HEART ATTACK ROM SHORT ECTCAL SOC14KS

Alternating Current. mA
Duration. Direcz Current.

W mA o Hz 10.000 Hz

0.03 1300 1000 1 AM

3.00 500 100 500
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a. Safety Markings. Markings should be An interlock switch ordinarily is wired in
provided to warn personnel of hazardous con- series with one of the primary service leads
ditions and to highlight the precautions that to the power supply unit. It is usually actuated
must be observed to insure safety of personnel by a removable access cover, thus breaking the
and equipment. :ircuit when the enclosure is entered. When

Warning signs marked CAUTION-HIGH more than one interlock switch is used. the
VOLTAGE or CAUTION - VOLTS should be s'itches are wired in series. Thus. one switch
placed in prominent positions on safety covers might be installed on the access door ef an
and access doors, and inside equipment wher- operating subassembly and another on the dust
ever danger might be encountered. These sign3 cover of the power supply.
should be durable, easily read. and placed so Because electronic equipment often must
that dust or other foreign matter will not. in be serviced with the power on. a switch en-
time. obscure the warnings Because signs are abling maintenance personnel to bypass the
not physical barriers, they should be relied on interlock system should be mounted inside the
only if no other method of protection is feasible, equipment. The switch should be located so that
Electrical equipment shouid be marked, as re- reclosing of the access door or cover automat-
quired. in accordance with :he National Electric ically restores interlocK protection. Also. a
Code. panel-mounted visual indicator such as a neon

b. Safety Odor The )re.ominant color of lamp should be provided, as well as a suitable
equipment designed for safety. protective, or nameplate to warn personnel %%hen interlock
emergency purposes should be in accordance protection is removed.
with Federal standards. (2) &ittle-short Switch A battle-short

c. Safety Wantn.q Derwes. Suitable bells, switch, or terminals for connection of an ex-
horns, vibration devices, lights, or other signals ternal switch. should be provided to render all
should be provided and lwated where they n.y interlocks inoperative. The panel-mounted or
be easily and obv-iously sensed by personnel re- remotely controlled battle-short switch is des-
quired to take correcti,'e action. Multiple safety ignated for emergency use only. The circuit con-
installations should be installed when required sists of a single s% itch. wired in parallel withstaetionss b S inte h en e. the interlock system. Closing the battle-short

d. &afety Switches . Three types of safety switch places a short circuit across all interlockswitches that can be used to prevent electrical switches, thus assuring incoming power regard-
shock are interlocks. battleshert switches, and le,.s of accidental opening of the interlockmain power switches. Each type s described switches.
separately in the following paragraphs: (31Main Power Switch. Each equip-

(1) Interlocks. A switch that automat- ment should be furnished with a clearly labeled
icaliy opens the power circuit when an access main power switch that will remove all power
door, cover, or lid of a piece of equipment is from the equipment by opening all leads from
opened is a simple safeguard. When the equip- the main power service connections. Main power
ment must be worked on with the power on. switches equipped with adequate safeguards
interlocks must be provided with some means protect against possible heavy arcing.
for closing the circuit when the door is opened. Saf-guards such as barriers, which shield fuses
In this case, visible means must be provided and conducting metal parts, and protective
to show that danger exists. devices, which prevent opening the sxitch box

Interlock switches are used tn remove pow- with the switch closed, should e provided as
er during maintenance operations. Each co~er protection for personnel Switches incorporating
and door providing access to potentials greater such safeguards are standardized. commerciall
than 40 V should be equipped with interlocks. obtainable equipment.
Interlock systems should also he provided to c" l):schary.ng, !)cr'',., Discharging
ground ca.,acitors having a disc-arge time deices to discharge high-voltage circuits in-
greater than 5 sec when the enclosure is opened cluding contactable surfaces of cathodt-ra,
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tubesi and capacitors should be provided unless adherence to proper cperating and maintenance
the devices discharge to 30 V withi- 2 sec or procedures
less. These protective devices should te positive Certain devices. su-h as traveiing-wave
acting and highly reliable, and should actuate tubes, use intense margnetic fields .hat may be
automatically when the case or rack is opened. hazarous to personnel. Such devices whose
The use of shorting mechanisms or bleeder re- fields exceed 1000 gauss should be equipped
sistances actuated either by mechanical release with interlock switches to protect maintenance
or by an Jectrical solenoid when the door or personnel. When fields exceed 1000 gat.ss
cover is open should be considered, a personnel exposure potential exists, all remov-

f Grounditng. Various grounding tech- able protective devices should be placarded with
niques are used to protect personnel from dan- warnings that identify a magnetic field hazard
gerous voltages in equipment. All enclosures, and specify an allowable exposure period. Ex-
exposed parts, and chassis should be maintained posure in fields up to 5000 gauss is limited to
at ground potential, using t. e .'iaw common 3 days per man-year. and between 5000 and
gXr, und. 15,00n gauss, to 15 min per man-year.

Specifications for the reduction of elec- The exposure of materiel to radiofrequency
trical noise interference should be consulted to energy can result in damage to or destruction
determine the maximum permissible resistance of components and subsystems, or merely result
of a groundng system. Reliable grounding sys- in degraded operation. Missiles sipped with in-
tems should be incorporated in all electronic stalled electroexplosive devices pose a particular
equipment. Enclosures and chassis sh,-ild not problem since ti- devices are susceptible to
be used as electric cond,ctors to cc nplete a radiation initiation. In some design application-.
circuit because of possible intercircuit interfer- initiatioa of the device may result in propellant
ence. ignition or detonation of explosives, and in oth-

ers. in activation ef a batter. or similar device.
.g. Porerlines. Safety considerations The end result is at w(.."st an explosion, and

should not be confined io high-voltage ap- at nest a maintenance task. A basic way to
paratus. It is important !hat attention be given protect materiel from radmof.cz'uency energy is
to the hazar-iq of powerlines. Severe shocks and by shielding.
serious burns are known to result from per-
sortnel contactiaig. short-ci'cuit;ng. or grounding 3-44. 1.4 Imposion cmd Explosion tef. 1)
the incoming lines. Both sides of the powerline-E
and al branches should be fused to prevent that may be opeted, main-
a main pwerline snalfd etion caused by a tained, or stored in an explosive atmosphere
transformer or motor failue that would result should be des:gned so as to eliminate the pos-
in grounding of the primary supply line. sibility of an explosion. All electrical equipment

that will be used in the vicinity of flammable
gases or vapors should be explosion-proof. Dan-
ger to persor.el from an explosion should be

3-4.6.1.3 ftadkition HaZOftIS a'eided by separation of h:,_zardous substances
Electricai and electronic materiel may pro- from heat sources and by incorporation of spark

duce electromagne'ic radia 'on that is hazard- arrestors, suitable 'ents and drains, and other
ous to pesonnel and to other materiel. This fire prevention measures.
energy may he radia-, as the output of an The cathode-ray tube is a special hazard.
end item. sucl: as radiation from a radar, or in tnat physical damage can result f-om
may he as.ociated with components or assem- imphsion. If the tube is accidentally nicked or
bies within the materiel, scratched. resultant implosion might not occur

Per-onne! exposure. to more than 10 mW until days later. The tube face. the,-efore. should
per cm* of microwave radiation energy should be shielded by a shatterproof glass attached to
he urevent-d Attenuation devices should be the panel. Sign3 warning personnel that the
used to control radiation from components and neck of the tube is easil-, broken and raust be
assembLes to this level Hazardous exposure to handled with caution %hould he posted inside
radiation from radars is prevented h, ,;trict the equipment
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)The terminal end of cathode-ray tubes back !rom the perforated surface far erough
f. should be located within the equipment housing to pre--ent accidental contact ovy personnel. If

whenever ptzsible. If the terminal end does e-x- this cannot be done. the size of the perforations
tend outsid, the equipment housing, a srong should be reduced.
cover for the tube bhould be provided- The co' er Electronic chassis in their normal installed

shold e achoed irmy . th man sruc~re positions should ne securely enclosed. Stops
of the housing to withstand shipping dam..V should be providrd on chassis slides to prevent
and rough handling and to prevent external the chasis frorr ber-ig puled out too far and

presure frm bingexe-tedon he ire, a.,d dropped. Suitable handles or similar provisions
terminal end of the tube- should be furnished for removing chassis from

enclosures Flails or other suitable mneans should
3-4ALS Mc~amcaI4sza~ ~be provided to protect ;;arts when the chassis

Shields and guards should be made part is remo'ed and inmerted fur maintenance, and
of the materiel to prevent personnel from ac- to protect the hands as. the chassis is placed
cidentally contacting rotating 'r oscillating on the bench
parts such as gears, couplings, levers, cams. Projecting edges. pirotrusions. rails, or cor-
latches, or heavy solenoid equipment- Moving nr nwihprenlmgtijr
parts should be eaclosed rr shielded by guards- tesl-ssol eaod4We uhpo
When such protection is not possible. adequate trusions are unavoiab;e. bumper guards, a--1
warning signs should be provided- lHgh- covers should he prouided These should be
temperature parts should be guarded )r located materials that are not susceptible to climatic
so that contact will not occur during normal daaeanshuda f-ktahdtolt
operation. Guards should not prevent the in- dhaitmae. ofd thoul eime ttcetols

spectiont of mechanisms, the failure of which thliemeo reqpen

will cause a hazardous condition. Guards also
should be designed to permit inspectioan without

- r*.moval whenever possible. 3-4.6.1J.6 Overload Protection (Ref. 1)

When access to rotating or oscillating Pr'ttectivae drivvies -htu!.1 bit providedd
parts is required for maintenance, it might he withir equipment for primar-t uircuits, an] other
de-sirable to equip the protective coven, or hou - circuits. :L, n'tjuirtil. for proitection from dam-
ings with safet3 switches or interlocks. The co'- age duet i.) overlm-id anti excessli~e heatIng. Any
er or housing should bear a warning sign % ord- piar, likeni t, carr. an oierwoad due to malfunc-

ed: tion of circuits. ixior adjustment-,. antenna or
CAUTIONtube casualt -y, or other deleterious eff-cts

KE CLAUFRTING sAThould be desine taaefr such an overoad.
K~fPLEAR~ROTT1NGARTSWhen this is impractical, circuit breakers.

Ventilation should ht- pro ided if that no rt-lax s. fumss or tither det ict- ., huld be includ-
part or material attains a temperature that 1will ed to prittci the affected part.-
tend to damage or appreciably reduce its nor- At.ditional tiesign considerations are as fol-
mal useful life. No rxtpos&.d parts of the' equip- lw
ment s-hould, under any condition of operation.
at amn temperatures hazardous to personnel. a: Fuse, tor circuit breaker-si should h
Foid air may be used for coolIng if replace Jpro-vided so that each unit of a sys-tem is sepa-
able. renewahi .e. or cleanable du-it filter:s are rately fused and adequatch% protected from
installed. Air exhaust openings .ho'ild not be harmful powerlinte 'Lariations. or transient volt-
located oin fronst panels or other locations :hat ag'
expose persoinnel to direct drzfts 0, iuses; shuldi '10 located on the front

Some housings. cahanets. and corN re. panel oif the unit where the% can be -seen and
quire the use of perforation% !o proide air replaced without remn4o~ing whcr parts Fuses-.
circulation The size of the pierforations should should notl bt- 4ca vo -n-ide the equipment
be limited to, 0. in lligh-'.altage. rotating. o'r .Fuse'. -h sotld iii gisupted in a minimum
oscillating coniponeit:. %tithm n sould be 'et nme fcnrt-aa s..sh.~tain
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and should be replaceable by the equipment op- semiconduct-.- devices are highly susceptible to
erator whenever possible without the use of static electr-.!t, Comprehensive procedures ex-
tools ist to go-eri their peckaging. shipment. receiv-

d. Spare fuses should be provided and lo- inF. inspectu,. storage. and handlng. If these

cated near the fuseholder. and labels adjacent procedures are ot observed, the devices prob-

to the fuseholder should provide both fuse value ably will be damaged.

and function. df spce is limited, the fuse value 3-4.617 I
rather than the function should be indicatedj

e. Fuseholder cups or . should be of Electrical insulation materials used in eiec-

quick-disconnect rather than screw-in ty. ad trica and electronic materiel affect both its

should be knur;ed and large enough to be ea safety and service life. Serious damage, in-

removed by hand- cluding fires, can result from electrical shorts.
Lesser degrees of current leakage can result in

. Fuse installations should be designed so intermittmnt materiel operation and a prohitis-
that only the -col4 termiual of the fuse can tive length of time spent in fault isolation-
be touched by persnrnt l. Maintenance engineering should insure that

g. )When circui: 1.nrekers are used. the de- selected insulation materials wiI provide max-

sign should be such that the restoring or imum service life commensurate with cost and

switching device is readily accessible to the op- safety considerations.
erator. A circuit breake. that gives a visual Selc--tion of the proper type of insulation
indication when the breaker is tripped and will depends upon the naturzal and induced environ-
trip even if the switch lever is held in position rments to which the materiel will be exposed
should be selected. Overload cc other protective during its life cycle. There are some universally
devices that do not alter the normal perform- desirable insulation features e-nd some unique
ance characteristics of the source or load should to the proposed application. iA-sirable features
be provided. The use of protective devices in ;.ndependent of application include resistance to
s-condar" circuits should be held to a min- aging, flame. funTis. and moisture. Desirable
imum. features dependent upon application include re-

sistance to oil. gasoline, weathering, ozone.
Overloads normally result frm failed cmor- sunlight, temperature. abrasion. and radiation.

ponents or insulation failu., both of whichof
can cause additional failures in the same equip- numeroosm orea are availa nic t o f
mert. Oher types of damagirg overloads can insulation material are available. aut no single
result from improper maintenance actions s,'ch type can be rated excellent with reard to its
as application of exces,,ive or reversed polarity ability to resist all environmental lararacters.
test loads. or improper hardling of components. Consequently. insulation selection is a complexdiscipline, and main'mance engineering mon-

Solid-state parts and circuits particularly are itors the selection process. The monitoring is
suscer ible to high voltages and high operating best accomplished tn listing the natural and
temperatures. Materiel is prot.,cted against
maintenance danage by design features, but de- induced envi.-onments for the application in

sign protection must be suppleuiented with dis- question. determining proposed types of in-
ciplined adherence to proper procedures. For ex- sulation. and evaluating the proposed types by
ample, materiel can be provided with buffered using insulation specifications or an author-
test points that keep components from being itative desgn handbook Isee Ref. 19.
shorted during tests: keyed test point connec-
tors to insure proper test polarities: anu thermal 36.J.8 F, (Ref. 1)
switches to preclude overheating during bench All reasonable precautions should be taken
testing. The test equipment can be designed to minimize fire hazards In particular. any ca-

with fail-safe features so that it cannot in- pacitors, inductors, or motors tha. are ptssible

troduce abnormal stresses. Howe-.er. selection fire hazards . uld hi enclosed b% a noncoim-
of test equipment settings is -ontrolled by pro- bustible material ha..ng minimum openings
cedures Component handlig4z is governed total- Because man eq-pment.- are installed in ct

l- by procedures For example. metal oxide fined space-. materials that can produce toxi
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(eaws should ntr tv used- Finished mate!r and mar result in beth. So9me construction fea-
shiould be checked carefuliv for rerificatioa of turtes ef particular interest to maintenance enl-
protective featurts in the design. Materials :hat, Xineeriag include material selection. comoonent
under adverse operating conditions. will liberate rotection, test points. provision-s for indirvct
gases o- liquids- that are or may coambine with testing, bearing select-on. iubc~rati%,n requiie-

the atmas;Airar to become combustible mixtures men!.s. fixed joints, and self-adtiustng1- compo-
musz be avoided. Equipment mtust be designed nents
so that flamnmable vapors w:ll not lie emitted 34.7-1 AOoi S.Imiiwao
during stora4.e or opration. Suitable wanigs Temtrasfo hc aeili
or automnatic cutoffs shuld b-- provided in case Temt-il 'mwihmtrc.i

such vapors are emitted during operation. fabricated are selected P'i :ht. basis of 1s.4n,3

Equipment should rnot produce undesirable or c~risiderations Some of the m-ist amtiortant of

danrerous smoke and flimes. these are weight. strength, cost. -- tdp~ahilitv to
ro-quired manufactoring prxvesses. cumpatii~lity0

When kj'own fire hazards exist. or may with~ the operational environ-nenz. fare resist-
be created by tht' equipment itself, hand- aaeades frni.Teecnieain
or-rated. portable fire extinguishers must be ~apial n~rig ~ t l ye
provided. The extinguishers must Z&e lo-catkd so of materiel The first four fall completely within
that ther are easily and inimdiately accessible. t&-,~ purview of d-sign and production engineer-
and they must be the type sujita.ble for the type ig aneintegnem a oion
of fare most likely to occur in the area- The responsibility wath regard to the others.
three general class-es, of fires are as follows:

The sclected materL'Js should he compati-
Class A. Fir;,- occurring ;n oI*( iaz' cOIYZ ble with the operational env nnrent Materials

hitstable materials- such as wood. paper, and sh uold &k selected on the basis of zlb'ir abilty'
rags-which can te quenched with water or to i esist fun&.us. corrosion, and any comiounds
solut, ns containing water. such as gasoline and oi likely to he encunte-red

Class B_ Fire-, occurring in flammable iiq- because of their application. The abi'ity to re-
uids--such a.; zasoline and other fuels. scivents. tamn the physical properties of flexibilily.
grease-, and similar subs' ances- which caa. be strength, and resilience in cttreme tea'-
smothered by diluting. elimina;:ng air. or peratures is important The materials selected
blanketing- for external surfactes must be capable of !be.ing

Class C. Fires occuzrring in electrical equi- easily cleAned. In this zesr.-ct. it should be
wment -such as motors, transformers, and noted that helicopter. tanks. trucics. gtns. shoij

switches- which must be extingzuished hr a non- vans. etc_. are ciean-d wiih steamn. water, apd

conductor of electricity. chemical compounds.

The classes of fires on which an ex- The requirement for fire-resistant materi-

tinguisher mar be safely ami efficiently used alinAm mteilsunvrtadslf
ame -learly noted on the extinguisher. Some ex- evident- Every item of materiel should 6- as
finauishers are approved for multiple classes of impervious to fire 2s the state of the art and

fares suc'& as; A-B-C and P-C. Others mar have economy will permit. There is a constant fire

a single classification such as A. An ex- potential during operation of viriually any tviie

ziaiguishel must not De used on a type of fire of materiel, and there is alasafr oeta
for which it is not approved, and water must when materi'el is exposed to unemnl act!41n. MNi-

not be used on (lass B and C fires !erials that produce toxic "umes, when hurniniz
or overheated should be a% iided. anti Ttos c%-

3-4.7 CONSTECIJON TECHIQUESn4 pased to rocket ph..nr-s. enii- heat. ri-zhou

The constructior, techniques_ that are ap- xfiero

plied to rnat.ritr! have a significant influence The r-ase w~ith which materalaiin bet rt--
on its life cirle maintenance -r'quirements an-~ paared as a %ern it,;larant uzin.rr; utp ?h.

maintainabilat. characteristic, Pmxr techn:tues is rasil% tnerltxokmi -Xtong --tin.r t-.n-..
all a~wa%, re-u't in eathe-r more frequent ntant - rations, ease; of repaa a- a funat.n a. '..oi-i

tenane or mton- tame-consuming maintenance. equaiment ani -kill, Whrn fa-ti~*~.r±
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sh'uld be selected that can be repaired with materials are available as two-component,
equipment and skills available at the organi- chemically curing systems, and as one-
zational level For example, structural members component, chemically blocked systems that
that can be fusion welded with an oxygen cure by exposure to mo-sture in the air.
acetylene torch probabiy can be repaired by or- The surface of a printed wiring board must
ganizationai maintenance. If electron-beam be cleaned of contaminants such as dust, dirt,
welding is required, the maintenance probably fingerprints, body oils, and solder flux before

re- the concrmal coating is applied. Contaminantspairs that require curing or baking in controlled mamust be removed so that the conformal coating
temperatures comprise another category of will adhere to the board surface and to prevent
maintenance that is beyond the capability of tthe organizational level. trapping of contamination underneath the con-

formal coating. Improperly cleaned boards will
3-4.7.2 Physical Protection for Components present coating problems and have markedly re-

Several construction techniques can be duced insulating qualities, especially at elevated
used to provide physical protection for electrical temperatures or when exposed to humidity. All
and electronic components. Among the most organic conformal coating materials have re-
widely used are conformal coating, potting, and duced insulation resistance properties at
structural design that controls vibration, elevated temperatures and in high-humidity en-

vironrnents. A combined elevated temperature
3-4.7.2.1 Conformal Coating (Ref. 5) and high-humidity environment will cause the

A discussion of the use, composition, ap- greatest insulation resistance decrease. Silicone
plication, maintenance aspects, and safety con- rubber conformal coating materials have the
siderations of conformal coatings follows: best high-temperature insulation resistance

a. Usage. Conformal coatings, which are properties.
liquid organic film-forming materials, are ap- Primers are required generally to provide
plied to electronic components and assemblies adhesion of silicone coatings and are required
to provide environmental protection. The ma- occasionally for polyurethane coatings. Epoxy
terial is applied in a continuous layer to con- caings o o urethane atin , Epoxy

formto he sapeof te cmponnt r asem- coatings do not require primers. A thin, 0.001
by.m tohe oagpothec component fro em- to 0.003 in. thick conformal coating applied to

tably. T, oaturect components a properly cleaned assembly will provide ade-

formal~~~~~~ ~~~ cotnsprrrntdwrngbad.pliuesl (lwne prsse). y Heailrotigs ay
t fungus, dirt, moisture, salt air, fingerprints, ut rtcinfo niomna otm

etc., and from vibration and shock. The normal quate protection from environmental contam-

ination (dirt, dust, humidity, salt spray. etc.)type of eiectronic assemblies protected by con- and will provide flashover protection at high
! fomalcoatngsare rined wrin boads, altitudes (low pressures). Heavier coatings may

b. Material Types and Application. Many be required to provide mechanical support for

different liquid organic film-forming materials components not mounted flush to the board sur-
are used as conformal coatings. The coatings face. The conformal coating must bridge the
vary from simple solutions of organic resins gap between the component body and the board
that "set" by evaporation of the solvent carrier, surface, and must attach the component to the
to chemicai curing of two-component materials board so that relative movement cannot occur
that must be carefully mixed and cured at room between the component and the board. Coin-
or elevated temperature. E~axy, polyurethane, ponents not attached to the board surface can
and silicone coating iaterials are widely used experience sufficient movement to cause lead
foi military applications. The epoxy resin fatigue and component failure during exposure
coating materials are only available as two- to vibration and shock environments. Conformal
component, chemically curing systems. The coatings should not be depended upon to sup-
polyurethane rp in coating materials are avail- port the heavier or larger components. Such
able as two-component, chemically curing sys- components, especially large capacitors "hat
tem and as one-component systems that cure have relatively iarge bodies and small-diam, r
by reacting with either oxygen or moisture in leads, should be filleted or bonded to the board
the surrounding air. The silicone rubber coating surface for adequate support.
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c. Muiliteiatce Considerations. From a silicone rubber compounds. Some less frequent-
maintenance point of view, conformal coatings ly used types are polystyrene and unsaturated
are ideal for components and assemblies that polyester formulations. Literally hundreds, and
are to be discarded at failure. The repair of perhaps thousands, of possible formulations of
coated items necessitates removal of the coating potting compounds are commercially available,
by chemical or mechanical means, and replace- with a resulting wide range of physical, ther-
ment of the coating after repair. mal, and electrical properties.

d. Sqfety Considerations. A cancer-suspect
chemical with the chemical name 4,4 Epoxy resins, because of their overall ex-

-mehylne(bis-2-h lroailie (ommn nme cellent electrical, mechanical. a-d physical~MOCA) is used widely in the preparation ofMOCA isuse widly n te prpartio of properties, are the most widely used materials

conformal coatings. Products containing such for potting of electronic modules and other as-

cancer-suspect chemicals, or carcinogens, must semblies of electronic components. The asic I
be handied in accordance with Public Law 91- epoxy resin can be almost endlessly modified

596, the Occupationai Safety and Health Act through the use of selected fillers, flexibilizers,

of 1970. It virtually would be impossible for modifiers, copolymers, and curing agents to I

field troops to comply with the public law. In make literally hundreds of different epoxy
most cases, alternate materials are available formulations. The epoxy formulations can vary

owhih may be substituted for MOCA. Mainte- from semiflexible compounds with low physical

nance engineering should insure that conformal properties to hard, rigid materials with ex
coating specifications preclude the use of ceptionally high-strength properties. Almost allMOCA. of the epoxy potting compounds are two-M A component materials that must be accurately

3-4.7.2.2 Potting (Ref. 5) mixed and properly cured. Some of the newer

A discussion of the use, composition, ap- formulations are one-component materials that

plication, maintenance aspects, and safety con- must be cured at high temperatures.

siderations of potting compounds follows: Polyurethane resins in the form of light-

a. Usage. Pottin,! is the embedment of a weight foams and as solid elastomers (rui)bers)
component or an assembly of components in are used for potting of electronic modules and
a permanent container (pot), using a liquid other assemblies of electronic components. In
resin that is subsequently cured into a solid, addition, a major usage for the solid
Potting provides component and assembly elastometers is in the potting (molding) of cable
protection similar to that described for con- connector terminations. Compared to the epox-
formal coating, and is particularly qualified to ies, very few polyurethane potting compounds
provide mechanical support and electrical in- are used. B.sically, the most widely used
sulation. Additionally, some foam materials are polyurethane foa.as are in a density range of
used sometimes to insulate components from ex- 2 to 10 lb per ft'. and the solid elastomer ma-
ternal heat sources. terials are almost all compounds without fillers.

Potting can generate thermal problems, Almost all of th2 polyurethane potting com-
since embedded components can cool only by pounds (including the foams) are two-
conductior until the heat r-aches the potting component materials that must be mixed ac-
surface, at which time, convection cooling can curately and cured properly (however, most of
occur. The number of components in a single the two-component polyurethane elastomers can
pot, their heat dissipation characteristics, their be purchased in frozen, premixed cartridges).
heat tolerance, and the heat transfer charac- One-component, high-temperature curing
teristics of the pot in the proposed design must polyurethanes now are available commercially.

r be evaluated carefully.bv t a lSilicone rubbers, seldom used for potting

b. Material Types and Applicxtion. There of modules and assemblies, are most widely
are three major types of potting compounds: used for potting of connectors, high-voltage
epoxy resin formulations, polyurethane formula- equipment, and high-temperature devices. The
tions, and room temperature vulcanizing silicone rubbers vary in hardness, and most but
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not all of dh r)otting formulations contain fill- ,ibration, materiel design should be governed
ers. Almost all of the silicone rubber potting by the following principles:
compounds are two-component materials that a. Design the housings so that the center
must be accurately mixed and properly cured. of graviLy is as close as possible to the mount-
One-component, high-temperature curing ing surface.
silicone rubber potting compounds are now com-
mercially available. One-component, chemically b. Avoid any large, flat housing wall thatblocke ial s thatlable. One-curpent, ro em - acts as a diaphragm and amplifies vibration.blocked m aterials that cure at room tem - R i f r e h u i g w l s b s n n e n l o
perature when 3xposed to atmospheric moisture Reinforce housing walls by using internal or
occasionally are used as potting compounds, external fins oi ribs, or by adding mounting
with depths restricted to a quarter inch or less. points, to minimize vibration amplification.

Potting poses manufacturing problems c. Use vibration mounts only when man-

that can be controlled with proper manufac- datory. because of additional problems incurred

turing processes. One type of problem results by heat transfer, electromagnetic interference
during curing, potting compounds shrink bonding requirements, and cable interconnectwhen, dconsiderations. If vibration mounts are re-

and set up stresses that cause embedded com- -
ponents to break. A second problem involves quired, seect a mounting system with a natural
improper adhesive bonds between potting com- frequency less than one-third of the critical fie-

pounds and components. Items to be potted quency of the components to be housed. The
must be cleaned in the same manner as items mounts operate most effectively when installed
that are to be conformal coated (see par. 3- in the plane of the center of gravity of the

4.7.2.1b) supported object.

c. Maintenance Considertions. Potting is d. When practical, use conformal coating
used in the great majority of cases to fabricate or potting to support components and oviccs
modules that will be discarded at failure. It that would otherwise be subjected to vibration
is extremely difficult and exper3ive to remove stresses.

polting compounds. e. Design subassembly structures (sub-

d. Safety Considerations. The carcinogen chassis) as mechanically integrated assembly
MOCA is used widely in the preparation of load-hearing members, and stiff enough to

polyurethane potting compounds. These potting assure that component fragility levels are not

compounds should be avoided isee par. 3- exceeded. Insure that su:.asemblies are de-

4.7.2.1d). signed so that components, modules, and inter-
connecting devices are not damaged by deflec-

3-4.7.2.3 Vibration Control tions due to shock and vibration.

Vibration is one of the most critical en- 3-4.7.3 Test Points (Ref.'1)
vironments to which electronic equipment can All materiel must be maintained. This
be subjected. Vibration is transmitted through even applies to discard-at-failure modules,
the materiel structure into the mounting system which cannot be discaraed until their failures
of the component packages. Such induced vi- are ascertained, and this act in itself is main-
bration normally will not harm properly de- tenance. Therefore, testing provisions that per-
signed equipment if amplification through the mit the detection of actual or imminent failures
mounting system is held within reasonable lim- must be provided for all materiel other than
its. Because amplification takes place when mechanical assemblies, which signal a
components, housings, and mountings fall into catastrophic failure by an easily interpreted
resonance, a primary design requirement is to change in operating characteristics; e.g., the
determine the critical resonant frequencies of failure of a firing pin in a rifle, or a piston
the housing and component assembly. The hous- rod in an engine. Even in the case of mechan-
ing and internal mounting arrangement must ical equipment, it is highly desirable to have
be designed so that resonant frequencies of some testing method whereby an imminent fail-
housings and of critical internal components ure can be detected and the item repiaced be-
-,ill not ,oincide. To minimize the effects of fore it fails catastrophically.
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Selection of the test methods to be u.led izing trouble in groups of major electronic or
is decided early in the materiel program for electromechanical units.
both mechanical and electronic equipment. The (2) Intermediate. Test points provided
decision is based on trade-offs that involve op- for checking the performance of and localizing
erational requirements, the items to be tested, trouble in equipment groups, major units, ani
the types of test equipment that can be used, subassemblies.
life cycle costs, etc. The physical phenomena (3) Minor. Test points provided for
to be tested will vary widely between electronic checking performance of and localizing trouble
and mechanical materiel. General types of test in specific circuits of a major unit or subas-
equipment aoplicable to either materiel type semblies.
are: (4) Exposed Point. Test point that is

a. Special-purpose Test Equipment. Test readily accessible when the equipment is in nor-
equipment designed for a unique use pertaining mal operating condition and position.
to a particular system. (5) Accessible Point. Test point that is

b. General-purse Test Equipment. Test accessible without the use of tools, but which
equipment usable in different systems; gener- is not exposed.
ally available as an "off-the-shelf" item in Gov- (6) Special Point. Test point that is ac-
ernment or commercial inventories. cessible only by the use of tools or other special

c. Built-in Test Equipment. Equipment means.
that is an integral part of the primary equip- b. Functional Location. The stpecific test
ment or system; cannot be readily detached or points to be used in an electronic system should
separated from basic equipment. Normally typ- depend upon the operational and t.ctical de-
ified by "press-to-test" procedures. mand placed on the system design, and the spe-

d. Automatic Test Equipment. Equipment cial needs of a particular service. The numbers

considered to be separate from the system to and types of test points shGuld be compatible

be tested. Capable of automatically testing and with the test instrumentation (built-in or other-

evaluating many test parameters by providing wise) available at the place of system use, or

required input stimuli, at the maintenance or repair activity.

A final step in implementing test equip- The functional locations of test points
ment decisions is to construct materiel with should be fixed by determining from the main-
adequate test points. The test poirts must be tenance procedures the signals that must be
compatible with the test equipment to be used, available to the technician and the points at
must provide for a connection between the test which they must be available. Test points
equi-rent and the phenomena to be measured, should make available those signals that the
and t optimize the interfaces among man, procedures indicate the technician must have
test eviuipment, and test points, in order to maintain the system. Their locations

must be planned into the system for maximum

3-4.7.3.1 Ekecronic Materiel Test Point effectiveness.
It should not be necessary to remove any

A test point provides a convenient and safe assembly from a major component to trouble-
access for examining a significant parameter shoot that assambly. This may require special
of a circuit in order to facilitate maintenance, test points on the major components or assem-
repair, calibration, and alignment. Strategically blies. Also, test equipment and bench mockup
placed test points provide a technician with a ccess to the outputs and inputs of each line
practical means of examining the opeational replaceable unit should be provided throughs catus of the equipment. normal interconnecting plugs whenever possi-

a. Classification. Test points consist, in ble.
general, of the following types: c. Physical Location. The physical loca-

(1) Major. Test poins provided fcr tions of test points have a marked effect on
checking the overall performance of and local- the quality of maintenance. Generally, all test
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points should be grouped in one area. In some tions, an integrated portable test unit resem- K,
cases, previously developed equipment may bling the built-in unit can be designed. A singNk
have to be used, or the nature of a signal may multiprong contact on the end of a cable can
be such that it does not travel well without be used to attach the test unit.
being altered in the process rf transmission. (4) Built-in Test Panel. If, for some
The designer should keep in mind that the tech- reason, none of the previously described
nician needs only an indication that reflects an alternatives is er-tticable, a test panel can be
out-of-tolerance condition of the true signal Tf provided on the equipment. With this arrange-
the indications are checked and recorded during ment, the outputs of each test point should be
engineering tests, they should be adequate for designed for checking with standard test equip-
field use. This consideration is particularly per- ment, and the points should be planned to pro-
tinent in those cases where the wave shape of vide a miniature block diagram of the system,
the signal is critical and will tend to change with each block repreienting a line replaceable
in transmission to a test point, unit. Overlays for the test panel should direct

Test points should be accessiblh- in the par- the technician to test points he should check,
ticular installation. Internal test points should and the order in which he should check them.
be clustered around the portion of the unit that In-tolerance signals should be shown on the
will be most accessible when installed. Only one overlays, and test points should b. coded on
adjustment control should be associated with the panel, with full instructions provided in the
each test point, and it should be easily and maintenance manual in the event the overlay
reliably operated. s lost.

d. Arrangement. Selector switches on (5) Test Points on Replaceable
materiel with built-in test equipment, and test Units. If none of the four previously described
points on all other materiel, should provide for arTangements is practicable, test points for the
logical, sequential testing. i* the case of test inputs and outputs can be provided on each
points, this is accomplished by their being ar- replaceable unit. These should provide for com-

r ranged in proper sequence on a panel. plete testing in order to avoid the undesirable
1 Balternative of troubleshooting by part substitu-

(1) Built-in Test Unit. An arrange- tion.
ment built in as part of the installation is most
desirable for efficient maintenance and trouble- e. Labeling. The following design recom-
shooting. Fur example, if voltages and wave mendations should be observed for test point
shapes must be checked, the test unit might labeling:
consist of a meter, an oscilloscope, and a rotary
switch for selecting circuits. If more test points (1) Label each test point with a
are needed than ca, " handled by a single niniber, letter, or other symbol that identifies
switch, multiple switche.3 can be used. it in the maintenance instructions.

(2) Pa'rtially Built-in Test (2) Label each test point with the in-Unit. Because some oscilloscopes are large tolerance signal and, if possible, the tolerance
heavy, and expensie, it might not be practical limits of the signal that should be measured
to design a built-in test unit for each major at that point.

5 component of a system. An acceptable compro- (3) Include the name ot the unit in the
mise is to mount a center-reading meter on label, if possible.
each major component that can be checked by (4) Consider coior-coding test points so
meter, and then provide a set of test jacks as that they can be located easily.
an outlet for signals requiring an oscilloscope. (5) Use phosphorescent or chemo-

_ The rotary selector switch and circuits for this luminescent markings on test points, selector
arrangement should be designed the same as switches, and meters that might have to be read
those for the built-in test unit. at very low levels of illumination.

(3) Portable Test Unit. If neither of All test point labeling information should
the two previously described arrangements is be completely reflected in technical publica-
practicable because of space or weight limita- tions.
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f Tst Point Checklist. Table 3-6 sum- hydraulic, etc., equipment as in electronic
marizes some of the important features per- equipment. Built-in test equipment simply was
taining to the design of test points. The check- not cost-effective with the technology that ex-
list contains several items that have not been isted. With current technology, the use of built-
discussed separately in the text. These items in test equipment in mechanical equip-
are included in Table 3-6 because their necessity ment-autoyobiies, for example-is increasing.
in the design is so obvious that they might Regardless of whether mechanical test
otherwise be inadvertently overlooked. In using equipment is built-in or separate, mechanical
the checklist, if the answer to any question is equipment test points must provide for meas-
no, the design should be restudied to ascertain urement of the same parameters. The variety
the need for correction. of physical phenomena that must Ir measured

is extensive. This is demonstrated by Table 3-7,
3-4.7.3.2 Mechanical Materiel Tes: Points which lists typical measurements required for

Built-in test equipment has not been used the diagnosis of spark ignition and compression
as extensively in mechanical, electromechanica!, ignition internal com astion engines.

TAKLE 3-6. TEST POINT CHECKUST

1. Are test points located on front panel 14. Are test points provided for direct check
when possible? of all replaceable parts?

2. Is accessibility of external test points 15. Are fan-out cables in junction boxes used
assured under use conditions? for checking if standard test points are

3. Are test points grouped for accessibility not provided?
and convenient sequential arrangement of 16. Are test points planned for compatibility
testing? with the maintenance skill levels involved

4. Is each test point labeled with name or and not randomly located?
symbol appropriate to that point? 17. Are test points coded or cross-ieferenced

5. Is each test point labeled with in- with associated units to indicate locations
tolerar" -ignal or limits that should be of faulty circuits?
measured?

designation 18. Are test points provided to reduce6. Are test points labeled with number of steps required (i.e., split-haif
isolation of trouble, automatic self-check

7. Are all test points color coded with dis- sequencing, minimizing of step retracingsequencing colors? o te rtacn
tinctive colors? or multiple concurrent tests)?

8. Are test points provided in accordance 19. Are test points located so as to reduce
with the system test plan? .hunting time (near main access openings,

9. Are test lead connectors used that require in groups, properly labeled, near primary
no more than a fraction of a turn to con- surface to be cbserved from working posi-
nect? tion)? i

10. Ar.e test points located close to controls 20. Are test points that require test probe
ad displays with which they are asso- retention provided so that technician will
ciated? not have to hold the probe?

11. Is test point used in adjustment proce- 21. Are built-in test features provided wher-
dure associated with only one adjustment ever standard portable test equipment
control? cannot be used?

12. Are means provided for an unambiguous ,
signal indication at test point when as- 22. Are test points adequately protected, -,sociated control has been moved? illuminated, and accessible?

13. Are test points located so that technician 23. Are routine test points located so that
operating associated control can read the tehnician does not have to remove
signal on d:.play? the chassis from the cabinet?
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TABLE 3-7. DIAGNOSTIC MEASUREMENTS FOR INTERNAL COMBUSTION ENGINES

Type of Engine

Measurement Spark Ignition Compression Ignition

1. Intake manifold pressure X

2. Engine Bpeed/camshaft angle X X
3. Fuel rate X X

4. Ignition waveform X

5. Engine torque X X

6. Airflow X X

7. Exhaust analysis X X

8. Injector pump pressure X X

9. Exhaust blowby X X

10. Oil consumption X X

11. Cylinder power drop X

12. Oil pressure (engine) X X

13. Oil temperature X X

14. Battery voltage and charging current X X

15. Starter drain X X

16. Lower crankcase vibration X X

17. Coolant temperature, inlet/outlet X X

18. Transfer vibration X X

19. Differential vibration X X

20. Electrical subsystem X X
21. Compression pressure X X
22. Cylinder head temperature

23. Fuel pump pressure X X

24. Cooling system pressure X X

25. Lubricant level X X

26. Exhaust gas temperature X X

27. Pressure ratio (turbo charger) X

For separate test equipment, test point ac- blesome to remove and replace. Rotation and
cess to physical phenomena such as fluid pres- vibration data normally are obtained by at-
sures, flows, and temperatures may be gained taching instrumentation at predetermined
in one of two general ways. One method is to points to the surface of assemblies. The prin-
design the fluid conduit so that a section can ciples described for electronic materiel test

be removed and an instrumentation section in- points apply to electrical systems of mechanical
serted. The other method is to provide an access materiel.
port in the fluid conduit to which instrumen- Test points for built-in test equipment re-

tation may be attached. The first method is quire the "permanent" installation of sensors
applicable to light, accessible, and easily re- and transducers in appropriate locations. Such
moved sections such as sectiuns of fuel lines, test points also can be installed and used with
The other method is applicable to conduits, such separate test equipment, thus reducing test
as engine coolant conduits, that would be trou- setup and cleanup times.
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As with all materiel design features, test plied to other materiel in the future. Similar
points and test equipment should have no more results could be obtained with radioactive tracer
complexity than is required to satisfy oper- techniques. In this case, the components of in-
ational rcquirements. For example, an access terest would be irradiated and the quantity of
port and a dipstick or a fill and inspection port metal molecules deposited by friction into sur-
is perfectly adequate for determining many rounding lubricant would be measured with
fluid levels. Providing test equipment and its radiation instrumentation.
associated test points to accomplish these func- Maintenance engineering should maintain
tions would not be cost-effective under normal current knowledge of all state-of-the-art in-circumstances. Virtually any physical direct measurement techniques and consider
phenomenon can be measured. The objective is their application, when appropriate. to new and
to measure the smallest possible number of existing materiel. For materiel deployed in large
phenomena in a manner that will result in a quantities, a ver% large initial investment is
savings in life cycle costs. warranted to establish a capability to detect

imminent failures. thereby increasing materiel
3-4.7.4 Indirect Testing availability and safety, and at the same time

avoiding the accomplishment of unnecessary
Many mechanical components subjected to maintenance.

continuous operating friction are not easily ac-
cessibie because state-of-the-art mechanical 3-4.7.5 Bearings(2ef. 1)
packaging techniques do not permit such ac- Beca'mse bearing maintenance and bearing
cessibility. Examples of this are vehicle corn- failu
ponents such as differential gears and res account for the largest percentage ofS crankshaft bearings. Such components are sub- maintenance costs for mechanical products,ject to wearout rather than random failure, selection of the proper sizes and types of bear-jectto earot rthe tha radom alire.ings can be considered one of the most impor-
Wearout failures generally occur in time ac-
cording to a normal or Gaussian distribution tant of all design considerations. The total life
(the bell curve). This fact and other data can span of mechanical items more often is limited
be used to calculate an average expected life I.." the life of its hearings than by failure of
for the components and. prior to this time. com- an% other parts.
ponent replacement can be scheduled. The proper bearing for a specific appli-

Unfortunately, the average expected He is cation is the one that:

just that, and is comprised of the lives of corn- if. Requires the minimum life cycle cost.
ponents which, if not replaced, will become b. Requires little or no maintenance clu-
functionally impaired before and after the av- bricating. adjusting, etc.I.
erage life span. If it is assumed that a replace-
ment practice is based on average expected life, c. Requires little or no periodic inspection.
some components will fail before the scheduled d. Permits the most rapid inspection.replacement, and many will be r.-placed that e. Satisfactorily overcomes manufacturing.

would have continued to perform satisfactorily operating, or aging misalignment problems-
for varying periods of time. Such ineffective
and wasteful scheduled :aaintenance can be .t: Performs satisfactorily for the life of

the product.
avoided oy indirectly measuring the wearout
that components are experiencing without dis- 3-4.7.5.1 Nonlubricated Bearings
assembling the assemUies in which they" are Bearings requiring no lubrication or main-
located and replacing only those that are ap- tenance should he used whenever possible. Such
proaching an unsatisfactory condition. bearings are made of synthetic rubber, nylon.

Indirect measurement of the wear of in- Teflcn. anti fiber. Thik, type of bearing should
accessible components in ai:craft is being ac- he given first consideration in such applications
complished by the Army through spectcometric as instrument bearings, leaf spring ends.
oil analysis. This technique has proven to be pushrod ends. drive shaft universal joints, and
quite cost effective. and it will probably be ap- fuel valve bearings.
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3-4.7.5.2 Semilubriaed &earings wear-compensation should be confined to appli-

In bearing applications where the mate- cations where:
rials used for nonlubricated bearings are un- a. The bearing size, load-carrying capacity,
suitable, the use of oil-impregnated, sintered and operating speed are such as to guarantee
bronze (or similar) bearings may b, considered. that the bearing will outlive the service life
Such bearing assemblies should include of the product.
contaminant-excluding seals when they are used b. Needie bearings operate against shafts
in locations where destructive contaminants of at least 40 Rockwell C scale hardness.
may 'resent. For ease of servicing, an easily
acce. oi! service point, sealed with a plug c. They operate in an enclosure having a

or oil . and properly marked, should be constant supply of lubricant.

provided. d. They conform to applicable Federal and

3-4.7.5.3 Sealed Bearings Military Specifications. .

in applications requiring a high load- e. No other type of bearing will perform

carrying capacity with minimum space require- the task more suitably.

ments, bearings containing their own supply of Roller bearing life is determined by the
lubricants are highly desirable. The lubricant fatigue life of raceways and rollers if proper
is retained by seais on one or both sides of attention has been given to the details of lu-
the bearings. However, even though these types brication and mounting, and to the exclusion
of bearings are "sealed for life" they should of foreign material.
be provided with some means of external 34.7.5.6 Tapered Roller Bearings
relubrication. Such relub-ication, when neces-
sary. may be difficult; for example, the "oil Tapered roller bearings, when suitable for
hole" may have to be made through a synthetic design, represent the optimum in bearing main-
seal pierced with a hypodermic needle, or an tainability and, therefore, should be given high
entrance may have to be drilled in the bearing, priority in the selection of bearings. The fact
leading out through the houszing to an easily that they are occasionally higher in initial cost
accessible position. Regardless of the method should be weighed against the cost of replace-

selected, the loss of lubricant back through the ment of another type of bearing throughout the
"oil hole" or the entrance of contaminants into life cycle of the product. I
the lubricant must be avoided. Tapered roller bearings may be adjusted

by using threaded, lockable components, or by
3-4.7.5.4 Sleeve Bearings shims. Whenever possible, the threaded adjust-

Probably no one factor of past design has ing method should be used to eliminate the ne-

contributed more to premature equipment aging cessity for stocking shims. Regardless of the
or costly maintenance than the widespread use method of adjusting, however, bearing housing
of solid metal sleeve bearings. These bearings, design shoald allow the easiest and simplest ac-
in general, never provide for wear, but progres- cess to the adjustment.
sively grow worse with use and seldom provide 347..7 Berin Seals
any means of compensating for this wear.
Therefore, the use of solid metal, nonporous Seals used to retain lubricants in bearing
sleeve bearings in any application should be housings having protruding, rotating, and
questioned in every case. In applications where sliding shafts and axles should be given specific
sleeve bearings are used, however, high- and special considerations in the design of
pressure lubrication should be supplied to the equipment. Some of these considerations are:
bearing surface whenever possible, a. Seals should reflect the highest quality

3-4.7.5-5 Straight Roller Bearings and Ball in design and material concurrent with the
Bearings state of the art for its intended service.

The use of straight roller and ball bearings b. Seal housing design should provide the
which are not adjustable and do not provide optimum of simplicity for replacement of the
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seals by inexperienced personnel operating in design of the equipment. Particular attention I
tie field. If possible, no special tools, including to lubrication requirements should be given to

wheel pullers, should be required for replace- electro iic and electrical equipmer, L Poorly lu-
ment of bearing seals. bricateJ synchros. switch shafts, generators.

c. The use of blind fittings and fasteners motors, and relay arms have been a serious

should be avoided, source of malfunction that has resulted in de- Istruction of the equipment.
d. Consideration should be given to the use

of multiple-lipped seals and double and triple Working surfaces subject to wear or de-

seals, each element of which is capable of terioration should be provided with appropriate
fulfilling the sealing requirements alone, means of lubrication. Commercial grade lubri-

cants should be used whenever possible. Equip-
e. When design will permit their use, ment should be designed to use only one type

prime consideration should be given to the use of oil and one type of grease. When this is

of spring-loaded, positive-contact end seals. not practical, the types and grades should be

f Each design should be examined to in- kept to a minimum. When a special lubricant
sure that the seal will not be damaged by ex- is required to satisfy unusual operational re-
cessive internal pressure. When the possibility quirements, such as high- or low-temperature
of excessive pressure exists, due to heat ex- operational environme:.:*, each lubrication fit-
pansion of th lubricant or other causes, a relief ting having this reqjirement should be clearly
valve should be installed (as appropriate) on the labeled with letters 025 in. high, giving the
housing, and a return line to a sump should grease or oil specification and placed as close
be installed, when appropriate. to the fitting as is suitable

3-4.7-5.8 erting Lubrication, besdes reducing friction and
All bearings should be derated to insure wear between moving parts, also can serve as

that their capabilities have dynamic factors of a seal to exclude undesirable substances fromiythe area being lubricated, and act as a carriersafety. This factor of safety is necessary to pre -vent overload conditions not readily apparent for rust preventives, antifriction agents, ex-
in new applications or due to unexpected service

conditions. Derating also provides longer bear- bricants provide a means of removing waste

ing life, with less reouired maintenance and in- products or contaminants. For example. iii en-
gines, the products of combustion, sludge, andcreased acids collect in the crankcase oil and are re-

ings should be derated to the maximum extent moved when the oil is changed periodically. Cor-

permitted by cost, performance, weight, or -
space provisions. rect lubrication is an important factor in ob-

taining good performance from many parts.
3-4.7.6 Lubrication (Ref. 1) When sealed bearings or semilubricated

Lubrication of materiel is of vital ir- bearings are used, the lubricants selected
portance. The best designed equipment, viewed should have the optimum state-of-the-art char-
from combat efficiency, performance, main- acteristics for protection against deterioration

tainability, and reliability standpoints, can and from age. This requirement is particularly im-
does fail completely due to inadequate and im- portant to items liable to long, inactive storage
proper lubrication. In many items, lubrication where deterioration could cause destruction of
is the only maintenance required for long lubricating properties. Whenever possible, lubri-
maintenance-free service. EquipmeE designs cants also should be capable of satisfactory
sometimes are produced with little thought giv- serice at ambient temperatures ranging be-

en to the vast number of maintenance hours tween -67 ° and 250F.
required in the field for periodic lubrication and
checking of oil levels. Rapid lubrication capa- 3-47.7 Fixd Joints

bility should be built into the equipment r.nd Frequently. there is a requirement for two
the design of this capability should be consid- mechanical -zemblies to be mechanically at-
ered to be as important as the proper functional tached to each other and to move with respect
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to each u:.er. An example of this is a vehicle 3-4.8.1 Mtateria Selection
propeller shaft, which provides a power drive Corrosion can result from galvanic action,
between sprung and unsprung vehicle assem- chemicil reactions, stress, and other causes. In

blies. A capability for relative movement 1 pro- general, galvanic corrosion and chemical cor-
vided by one or more joints in the shaft, which rosion are the greatest threats to Army
require some type of lubrication. Since even materiel. Galvanic corrosion occurs when two
lifetime lubricants and seals may not last dLssimilar metals are in electrical contact and
throughout the life cycle of the vehicle, one are exposed to a common electrolyte. In such
is faced at best with a potential maintenance a case, a galvanic cell is formed, and the ma-
problem. terial functioning as the anode will corrode

In many cases, it is possible to provide rapidly. Chemical corrosion is the direct action
mechanical connection and a capability for of one material upon another to produce a new
relative movement with fixed joints that will compound. Oxidation is a common and trou-
never require lubrication. Two vehicle compo- blesome form of chemical corrosion that results
nents that connect sprung and unsprung as- in oxides that are called rust on iron alloys
semblies are torsion bars and coil sp-ings. Other and sometimes are called rust on other metals.
examples are flexible power drive shafts, flex- Oxidation (rust formation) is accelerated 1y the
ible couplings, and power drive belts as oppose presence of water and is a significant problem
to chain belts. for materiel such as combat vehicles and

Even though lubrication requirements may automotive equipment that must function in an

be eliminated by substituting a fixed joint for unprotected environment.

a moving one, it does not follow that the fixed Metals are categorized into groups by elec-
joint is always the correct choice. Each appli- trochemical potentials that reflect the
cation must be subjected to a life cycle cost magnitude of the galvanic corrosion that can
analysis. For example, the higher cost of a occur if dissimilar metals a." joined. Such a I
chain belt as compared to a conventional belt, galvanic series is shown in Table 3-8. Dissimilar
and the cost of lubricating the chain belt, might metals far apart in the series should not be
be more than offset by the cost of the con- joined directly together. If they must be used
ventional belt plus the cost of replacing it together, insulating material or protective
several times during the materiel life cycle, coatings must be used. In the absence of dis-

similar metals, limited galvanic action car
3-4.7.8 Self-adjusting Co-'-inents sometimes occur because of irregularities on a

The requiren.cnt for maintenance adjust- single metal surface, but this is not a signifi-

ments can be reduced significantly by designing cant problem.

materiel with self-adjusting features. A prime For applications where dissimilar metals
example of such an assembly is self-adjusting are not involved, the galvanic series provides
brakes. Other examples are self-adjusting valves incomplete guidance in material selection: i.e..
for internal combustion engines, electrical a few of the more anodic me:ais are acceptable.
brushe, and belt and chain power transmission For example, the metals most commonly used
assemblies that incorporate a spring-loaded in vehicle design for their corrosion resistant
idler pulley or sprocket- properties are:

Titanium Chromium
3-4.8 CORROSIMN ASPECTS Molybdenum alloys Zinc

Corrosion is a potential source of materiel Stainless steel Nickel

failure and of requirements to expend signifi- Pure aluminum Tin

cant quantities of maintenance resources in cor- Cadmium Copper alloys
rosion control efforts. These potential problems
can be avoided or alleviated by the proper selec-
tion of materials and material protective Careful consideration of the many factors
coatings. involved in the proper selection of protective
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TABLE 3-8. GALVANIC SERIES OF METALS AND finishes for metals at the outset of de'gn will

ALOYS (Ref. 1) result in optimum production costs and reduced
operational mairstenance requirements. No one

Anodic End (most easily ecrroded) metallic coating and application technique is
best for ever-- application.

Group Metal 3-4.8.2.1 Finish Selection Considerations

I Magnesium Finishes cannot be selected until oper-
Magnesium alloys ational. functional, and manufacturing prob-

II Zinc lems are defined.

Galvanized iron or steel a. Serried, EnrirOnnment. The anticipated
Aluminum 05058. 5-05. 3004. 3003. service environment should be defined to in-
6063. 60531 clude factors such as:

III Cadmium (1 ) Temperature range
Cadmium plated iron or steel (2 Hu-niditvMild steel el3 Rain
Wh iron (4j Salt and sprayWrougtn (5) Dust and sand

Ni rsesist 
(6 Industrial smogLead-tin solders (7 Direct sunlight

Lead b- Fui-tionai Considerations. The finishLead seieted should be best suited for the base ma-
Tin terial and its function and env:ronment. Factors

IV Chromium that must be considered include:
Admiralty brass (i Corrosion resistance (including gal-
Aluminum bronze varic c,;ectsi
Red brass (2 Solderabiuity
Copper 131 ConductivityI
Silicon bronze (4) Hardness

Phosphor bronze (5) Wear r.sistance
Beryllium copper 161 Antifriction properties
Nickel i-0 Iteat reflectivity and emission
Inconel ot: Nonsupport of fungi inonnutrientl
Monel 191 Moisture repellant
Type 400 corrosion resisting steel i0l) Color tappearance:
Type .0 corrosion resisting steel c. Man,.farcturn ('ins,deratiOn.s. Manu-
Titanium facturing processes are interdependent with fin-

V Silver ish selection. Factor- to he considered include:

Gold I Critical dimens:ons mav dictate thePlatinum 
type of finish selected.

121 Corners. recesses, and holes must

be designed in consideration of the throwingCathodic End dieast susceptible to corrosion i
power of plating, as well as the application and
drainage of rir-ses and liquid finishes.
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(3) If a coating thickness greater than Three thin layers give better protection than
0.0002 in. is specified for threaded and close- one layer of the same total thickness. Minimum
tolerance items. ailovance must be made in the thickness always should be specified.
part dimo-sion for baildup when th2 part is 3-822 T of Finishe~plated.
plaed.Finishes are categorized as organic or in-

(4) If dissimilar metal contacts cannot organic.

be avoided, plated finishes should be selected
to nrovide a cathodic small surface in contat O,'anic. Organic finishes generally give

better corrosion protection than inorganic fin-vith an anodic larger surface. ishes and, in addition, offer a wide range of

(5) Because of uneven current distri- decorative appearance such as color and luster.
bution, electrodeposited coatings on corners, When the design peimits, organic finishes
edges, and protruding areas will be many times should be specified. Organic finishes are
thicker than on fiat surfaces, but deposits in classified as paints, lacquers, enamels,
recessed areas will be thinner. To assure ade- varnishes, and drying oils. In addition, there
quate coating thickness over the low-current are resin base organic finishes that cure by a
density areas while at the same time avoiding chemical reaction in the presence of a catalyst
excessive thickness on the high-current density or heat, or both.
areas, consideration should be given during ths b. Inorganic.' Inorganic finisLes are protec-
design stage to minimizing sharp corners, tive metal coatings applied by electroplating,
recesses, blind holes, etc. flame spraying, hot dipping, etc., and chemical

(6) Many electroplated coatings are by ,r electrochemical conversion coatings such as
nature porous or cracked. For maximum protec- anodize, iridite, and passivation. Some examples
tion, a multilayer coating system should be of finishes commorny used on several metals
specified to. provide a more impervious barrier, are listed in Table 3-9.

TABLE 3-9. PROTECTIVE FINISHES FOR VARIOUS METALS (Ref. 1)

Material Finish Remarks

Aluminum alloy Anodize An electrochemical-oxidation surface treatment
for improving corrosion resistance; not an elec-
troplating process. For riveted or welded assem-
blies, specify chromic acid anodizing. Do not
anodize parts w:-h nonaluminum inserts.

Anodize (Martin Much harder than normal anodize with superior
hardcoating) wear properties. Has been ued for missile

launcher rails in conjuction with solid-film lu-
bricants for its wear-resistant qualities. Suitable
for building up undersized parts.

"Alrok" Chemical-dip oxide treatment. Cheap. Inferior in
abrasion and corrosion r sistance to the anodiz-
ing process, but applicable to assemblies of
aluminum and nonaluminum materials.

Copper and zinc Bright acid dip Immersion of parts in acid solution. Clear lac-
alloys quer applied to prevent tarnish.
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TABLE 3-9. PROTECTIVE FINISHES FOR VARIOUS METALS (Ref. 1) (Cont'd)

Material Finish Remarks

Brass, bronze, zinc Brass, chrome, As discussed under steel.
diecasting alloys nickel, tin

Magnesium alloy Dichromate treat- Corrosion-preventive dichromate dip.
ment Yellow color.

Anodize Dow Chemical Company developed process used
extensively for aircraft parts.

Stainless steel Passivating treat- Nitric acid immunizing dip.
ment

Steel Cadmium Electroplate; dull white color, good corrosion re-
sistance, easily scratched, good thread antiseize.
Poor wear ard galling resistance.

Chromium Electroplate; excellent corrosion resistance and
lustrous appearance. Relatively expensive. Spec-
ify hard chrome plate for exceptionally hard
abrasion-reeistnt surface. Has low coefficient of
friction. Used to some extent on nonfer-ous met-

VA- als, particularly when diecast. Chrome-plated ob-
jects usually receive a base electroplate of cop-

~per, then nickel, followed by chromium. Used forbuildup of parts that are undersized. Do not use

on parts with deep recesses.

Blueing Immersion of cleaned and polished steel into
heated saltpeter or carbonaceous material. Part
ther. rubbed with linseed oil. Cheap. Poor cor-
rosion resistance.

Silver plate Electroplate; frosted appearance, buff to bright-
en. Tarnishes readily. Good bearing lining. For
electrical contacts, reflectors.

Zinc plate Dip in molten zinc (galvanizing) or electroplate
of low-carbon or low-alloy steels. Low cost. Gen-
erally inferior to cadmium plate. Poor ,-ppear-
ance and wear resistance. Electroplate has better 'I
adherence to base metal than hot-dip coating.
For improving corrosion resistance, zinc plated
parts are given special inhibiting treatments.

Nickel plate Electroplate; dull white. Does not protect steel
from galvanic corrosion. If plating is broken, cor-
resion of base metal will be hastened. Finishes
in dull white, polished, or black. Do not use on
parts with deep recesses.
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TABLE 3-9. PROTECTIVE FINISHES FOR VARIOUS METALS (Ref. 1) (Cont'd)

Material Fini3h Remarks

Steel (Cont'd)

Black oxide dip Nonmetallic chemical black oxidizing treatment
for steel, cast iron, and wrought iron. Inferior
to electroplate. No buildup. Suitable for parts I
with close dimensional requirements, such as
gears, worms, and guides. Poor abrasion resist-
ance.

Phosphate treat- Nonmetallic chemical treatment for steel and
ment iron products. Suitable for protection of internal

surfaces of hollow parts. Small amount of sur-
face buildup. Inferior to metallic electroplate.
Poor abrasion resistance. Good point base.

Tin plate Hot dip or electroplate. Excellent corrosion re-
sistance, but if broken will not protect steel from
galvanic corrosion. Also used for copper, brass,
and bronze parts that must be soldered after
plating. Tin-plated parts can be severely worked
and deformed without rupture of plating. I

Brass plate Electroplate of copper and zinc. Applied to brass
and steel parts when uniform appearance is de-
sired. Applied to steel parts when bonding to
rubber is desired.

Copper plate Electroplate applied preliminary to nickel or
chrome plates. Also for parts to be brazed or
protected against carburization. Tarnishes read-
fly.

Gold plate Electroplate, gold color, resists corrosion and col-
or change. For electrical and electronic appli-cations.

3-4.9 DURABIUTY CONSIDERATIONS In this application, catastrophic failure is de-
Durability may be defined as the capabil- fined as a failure that requires the item to be

ity of a system, assembly, subassembly, or corn- replaced or rebuilt.

porent to meet or exceed its life expectancy Life expectancy or projected service life is
by virtue of its design and construction withi expressed in measurable units such as miles,
a minimum of upkeep or repair requirements. number of specified events, and time. Some ex-
Life expeccancy is defined as the projected serv- amples of life expectancy are: automobile tire,
ice life, or time to a planned overhaul or rebuild 25,000 mi; toggle switch, 20,000 cycles; push-
point. Durability also may be defined as the button switch (nonsnap action), 2,000,000 cycles;
probability that an item successfully will automotive vehicle 14 yr and/or 70,000 mi; and
survive its projected service life, overhaul point, missile system, 10 yr. Life expectancy values
or rebuild point without a catastrophic failure. are based on the assumptions that items will
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not be subjected to natural and induced envi- on a missile system and determined that missile
ronments more severe than those for which service life could be greatly extended with some
they were designed and that preventive and cor- minor modifications and some changes in main-.
rective maintenance will be performed in ac- tenance procedures. Considering the fact that
cordance with established procedures. the alterfiative could have been to manufacture

Durability is the end result or culmination new missiles, significant costs were avoided.
of the activities of a multitude of disciplines Durability provides a means for optimizing
that determine the probability of a system to the design and manufacturing process. A sys-
survive to its projected service life or rebuild tem may be overdesigned for the intended serv-
point. These disciplines include but are not lim- ice life, resulting in excessive costs. Design may
ited to design, manufacturing, quality controi, specify tolerances that significantly increase
reliability, and maintainability. Durability re- manufacturing costs and decrease durability.
quirements :elate primarily to design, produc- Test tolerances that are too stringent for a par-
tion, logistic burdens, and life cycle costs, and ticular application may result in rejections prior
should be based on cost trade-off studie3. Trade- to the expiration of the designed service life
offs between reliability and ma.intainability can or rebuild point, thereby reducing durability.
be utilized to optimize life cycle costs while im- Increased durability reflects optimization of the
proving durability. The ideal system should be design, production, and maintenance disciplines.
designed to meet its functional requirements,
and should be durable and reasonable in cost. 3-4.9.1 Improving Durability

While reliability is primarily concerned Durability can be improved by optimizing
with avoiding failure and maintainability is design and production to insure that excessive
concerned with corrective and preventive main- wear or deterioration does not affect the pro-
tenance, durability is primarily concerned with jected service li, or rebuild point. The type
wearout. A durable system can survive to its of materials used should be examined closely,
projected service or rebuild point with normal with consideration given to size and weight de-
maintenance support. Normal maintenance sup- pendent upon the particular application. Toler-
port is the preventive and corrective mainte- ances should be examined closely to determine
nance activities described in the maintenance the effect that tightening or relaxing tolerances
plan. would have on the longevity of the equipment

Durability provides a means for evaluating under use. In some applications, relaxed toler-

the total system and all the disciplines involved ances may not only be more cost-effective be-
in assuring that the system will function within cause of simplified and more expedient man-

the designed specifications and limitations for ufacturing prccesses, but may also improve
durability. Quality control procedures also

the intended service life. It also can be a pow- dulity. Qaity c ontrl pros g
erful discipline in predicting the useful service should be examined for impact on improving
life of a system. Reassessing durability can op-
timize the rebuild/overhaul cycle, extend the 3-4.9.1.1 Seledion of Maiedials
service life, and result in minimized cost. The durability of material is essentially a

Theoretically, a system with perfect measure of its strength over an extended period
durability would survive to the last day of its of time. It is determined by the physical re-
planned service life or to its planned rebuild sistance of the material to deformation under
or overhaul point, and have little or no remain- stress during prolonged usage and, where ap-
ing capability. Actually, durability cannot be plicable, material resistance to deterioration in
designed into materiel with such precision. Fre- a sustained corrosive atmosphere. In order to
quently, materiel will be more durable than was optimize durability, careful consideration should
predicted. Therefore, periodic assessments of be given to the material selected for each par-
durability should be conducted to determine ticular application.
whether or not service life or the rebuild point The properties of the material be cted
can be extended. For example, the Army con- should be analyzed carefully. Some materials
ducted a life extension and assessment program are used in a fairly pure form. While they may
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be altered by heat treatment or work hardening, accessible corponents such as seals, bearings, .. _
no additional substances are added. Failures and sealed units should be paramount in im-
may occur due to the addition of an extraneous portance, especially when the failure of that
substance, as in oxidation, or by applying component would bave a dramatic effect on the
energ in excess of the maximum storage level, service life or planned overhaul point for the
such as friction heating. Other application.; of system involved.
mater-ials require carefully controlled trace The adverse effect of tightening tolerances

performanc behavior. Failureatly influence also shouid be considered carefully. Close tol-
rp is nderfoprnc ogedo ad Fa il le hastenedma if erances, and especially wear limits, may falsely
ri:zis tinder prolonged load will be hastened if indicate the end of the useful se, -ice life of
there are changes in the concentration or dis- a component or system, when, in fact, that sys-
tribution of the impurity. Higher purity of raw tern may be capable of performing its designed
materials, special additives during the :efining function throughout an extended service l-fe,
step, better dezign, or improved fabrication provided the functional tolerances or wear lim-
techniques all can be the basis for achieving its were relaxed. This is ample justification for
greater product longevity, periodic reassessment of the durability of a sys-

Strength and durability are not always tem during the service life to optimize over-
gained by heavy construction. In some cases, haul/rebuild policies and minimize cost.
the elimination of massive sections improves
ultimate strength and durability. Computer 3-4.9.1.3 Quality Contr l
techniques for optimizing the size and shape Quality control procedures should be
of construction members ha"- provided light- reviewed continually and reevaluated to im-
weight, simplified, and more cost-effective de- prove durability. Refinements in the quality
signs that also increase durability (see Ref. 20). control organization and procedures are fre-
Reliability and longevity of machinery and quently needed to assure maximum effec-
structures are a function of a variety and mult- tiveness. The use of intensified quality inspec-
tude of parameters. tions during the manufacturing process and in-
34u 2 Tolerances and fift tensified quality acceptance tests can have a

Another important factor to be considered profound effect on system durability.

foi improved durability is the selection of man- 3-4.9.2 Te.ting Durability

ufacturing tolerances. Tolerances are assigned All component design, to a large degree,
to the dimensions of parts and equipment and must depend on the results of experimental
to the values of test specifications in order to testing. A number of well-known testing modes
define permissible limits. The tolerances and are in common use. Applying a steadily increas-
fits selected must be a trade-off involving the ing stress to a sample of material will provide

V function of the corponent within the system, valuable yield data relative to sizing and es-
the accessibility of the compcnent for mainte- tablishing safety factors. Subjecting the fin-
nance or replacement, and the cost of manu- ished component to cortinued operation at nor-
facture. mal stress levels provides infomnation on wear-

Closer tolerances may increase system out (fatigue). Several considerations can com-

durability and reliability, but may be unaccept- plicate the assessment of the true durability
able due to inreasonably high manufact,' . g of a component. Stress level, for example, con-

costs and higher rejection rates at inspection. stitutes an important element in interpreting
Relaxed tolerances lower manufacturing costs, the significance of yield and wearout test data.
but may increase maintenance costs due to i If test and -ipplication stress levels differ
creased wear and resultant early replacement. significantly, laboratory data may have little

Tolerances and fits should e determined by validity for use in design.
a detailed analysis and evaluation of the par- In wearout, age, and deterioration testing,
ticular application. Operating conditions and it is often found that the mean time to failure
the length of service should be examined. C'ser is too great in real time for practical evaluation.
tolerances to increase the reliability of in- In this case, it is necessary to use accelerated
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testing conditions that greatly reduce the time insure the incorporation of maintainability in
necessary for testing. The design of an accel- the design of the system. Analyses and trade-

erated test and the interpretation of the data offs must be made to determine the types and
obtained require an understanding of the rela- degree of maintainability and su-oort required.
tion between stress level and the rate of the All combinations of maintainabilit.y design fea-

particular destructive process under consid- tures, together with the cost and associated re-
eration. For component wearout testing, the pair times, must be considered in order to find
problem is relatively simple. The converse is the combinations that best ret materiel main-

true in designing tests or using analytical pro- tainability requirements. Restricted acessibili-
cedures to determine the service life or overhlal ty of modules, assemblies, and other items will
point for a weapon system. it is, particularly contribute to the e xtension of repair time and,

difficult to design or evaluate the service life in worst case, require depot overhaul or rebuild
of a standby system, such as a missile system, to extend the useful service life. In this con-
whose application is more or less a static mode netion, it is a responsibility of both the design

of readiness. engineer and the maintainability engineer to
pay close attention to the physik.al limitationsOne approach to assessing the durability of t'echncians, as wel! as the predicted failure

or predicting the service life of a component rates of the several components that are subject
or system is to investigate the wearout time to malfunction. It is important that every con-
by analyzing the predicted or observed materiel sideration be given, whenever economicall and
"bathtub" curve (Fig. 3-4). The constant failure physically possible, to provide for easy access
rate region marks a period of useful life. The to parts with higher failure rates. System
termination of useful (service) liie or time to durability may be reduced if nonfailed parts
wearout (overhaul point) may be selected at any must be removed and replaced during the main-
point along the curve in the wearout region. tenance of high fai~ure rate items.
Selection of the optimum time for termination
of service life or conduct of overhaul mainte- Another factor that should be considered

nance must be based upon the particular ap- when designing for durability is planned ob-

pication involved, the shape of the life char- solescetce. In this case, the durability of a com-

acteristic curve, and the maximum !ailure rate ponent has to be designed to fit into the design

that can be tolerated for the syslem under con- durability of the system. Some types of planned

sideration, obsolescence are widely accepted. Disposable
dishes, containers, and clothing are common ex-

Durability can be predicted by determining amples of planned obsolescence. The use of one-
inmaximum failure rate that is acceptable time devices in military and industrial oper-

"bathtub" curve, and observing the indicated degree of performance reliability. Properly

time. The wearout region can be identified by used, planned obsolescence favorably impacts
the sharp rise in the failure rate after the manufacturing, material and maintenance
useful life period has terminated. This is due costs, and materiel durability.
to the fact that two forces are then at work:
chance (andom) failures, and wearout failures. The weapon systems of today often require

Durability should be reassessed throughout high performance components in order to in-
i screase the service life or durability of the sys-

the service life of the component or system. tern. In almost all cases, the term "high per-
This reassessment is important, since the formance" implies that chere is a high output
"bathtub" curve will shift or the shape will er unit ma, a high payload per unit weight,

change when subunits or parts are replaced and a high attaned speed, or high efficiency. Also

normal maintenance activities occur. implied is t.at the component is relatively heav-

3-4.9.3 Dily stressed. Since there is a direct relation be-
tween the dtgree of stress on the component

One area of conaideratiop of the design en- and the relative lifetime, it generally will be
gineer in providing optimum durability is to true that high performance components tend to
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be short lived. This dictates that high- are related to the environmental stresses to
performance component applications be ana- which the components are subjected. Although
lyzed carefully and evaluated by the design and a finite probability of catastrophic failure
maintainability engineers to assess component always will remain, a decrease in the uncer-
reliability and maintainability, and insure sys- tainties in the manufacturing process by control 4
tein durability, of both materials and manufacturing techniques

will reduce the failure rate and increaseMany examples of design considerations durability.
have improved the reliability, maintainability,
and durability oi components and systems. The To provide optimum reliability and min-
development of the surface-gap spark plug is imum maintenance, it is essential that compo-
a classic example. The service life of the plug nents be balanced as to their fatigue life, with
-tself was extended greatly once the erosion performance levels designed to achieve a
characteristics of the air-gap plug were logistically cost-effective life expectancy. The
eliminated. The excess carbon buildup of the designer must consider preproduction testing
air-gap plug caused reduced firing current and and engineering data before he can select the
failures to fire that were detrimental to system components that will provide a system design
(engine) performance and often resulted in with optimum durability.
catastrophic failure. This adversely affected The adequa-cy of system design should be

durability, since overhaul or replacement was determined by extensive age and deterioration
required prior to the projected service life or testing, wth sufficient test hours on as large
overhaul point of the system. The improved a sample of prototype systems as economically
characteristics of the surface-gap plug have im- feasible, in order to establish maintainability
proved system reliability, maintainability, and and service life factors. Establishing a quan-
'durability. titative relationship between maintainability

Improvements in the design and produc- and service iie Viill contribute to the deter-
tion of generator brushes have improved the mination of more efficient maintenance prac-
mainta;nability and durability of electrical tices and also provide the designer with fatigue
devices. The development of hardened material and wear factors that influence lif. of com-
compounds for electrical brush applications has ponents and, ultimately, the durability of the
not only increased the life of the brushes but system.
reduced the possibility of system failures causedby the excessive carbon dust inherent to the 3-4.10 REDUNDANCY ARRANGEMENTS

3oft brushes. The use of "bayonet-type" brush Aw
tioldes wherever possible has permitted the re- is Redundancy exists when more of anything

iprovided than is necessary. It can exist inplacement of brushes from outside the housing materiel in the form of extra strength, extra
without the need for removing or replacing coy- circuits, extra end items, etc. Normally, redun-
ers. This has improved mainta.nability by al- dancy is considered to improve materiel
lowing for rapid replacement and easy access reAiabilit, but it can result in reduced reliabili-

i for periodic cleaning and lubrication. All of ty and frequen'tly increases maintenance re-
these actions contribute to extending the service quirements. Maintenance engineering must
life, prevent premature or catastrophic failure, underatand what redundancy is, thoroughly
and thus increased durability. .nderstand its impact on system operation, and

Catastropic and random failures have a bt well aware of the maintenance price that
dramatic effect on system durability. In order may be paid for any operational advantages.
to assess properly system durability, the poten- Retondancy has different ccnnotations for
tal effects ef catastrophic and random failures each engineering specialist-for example, to the
should be investigaLed carefully. If the failure structural engineer, a factor of safety; to the
is such that resultant corrective action requires electrical engineer, a generator with the capaci-
siystem replacement or overhaul, durability will ty to handle an overload without damage; to
be decreased. These failures cannot be pre- the lubricating engineer, a lubricating supply
vented, although the rates at which they occur of more than normal requirements to take care
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of unforeseen eventualities; and to the reliabili- where
- ty engineer, the capacity of - system to ex- R1R2 = both parts succeed

perience failure of hardware items without R1 Q2 = part 1 succeeds and part 2 fails
causing system failure. This discussion will lim-
it itself to the reliability and maintenance Q1R2 = part 1 fails :ud part2 succeeds
aspects of redundant assemblies, components, Q, Q2 = both parts fail.
etc. It is also known that the sum of theseevents equals unity, since they are mutually

A state of redundancy exists 'between two exclusive; i.e., if one event occurs the othersor more devices in parallel if one or more of
the devices can fail without causing system fail- c
ure, but at least one of the devices must succeed So
for the system to succeed. Either simple or corn- R, R2 + R1 Q2 + Q, R + Q, Q2 - 1. (3-10)
pound redundancy may exist, depending upon Since at least one of he parts or devices
the requirements for the successful operation s~ expected to succeed in simple redundancy,
of the parallel devices. Additionally, active or the probability of this happening is given by
standby redundancy can exist within the simpie +
and compound categories. RIR2 + R 1 Q2 + Q1R2 Q1 Q2- .3-11)

3-4.10 1 Simple WuuncrKV(. 2 dantIn simple terms: if the only way the redun-
2)dant system can fail is by all redundant parts

If n devices are in parallel so that only failing, then the probability of success must be 4
one of the devices must succeed for the system equal to 1 minus the probability that all redun-
to succeed, then the devices are said to be in dant parts will fail; i.e., R = 1 - Q from prob-
simple redundancy. To illustrate this concept, ability Theorem 1 (par. 3-3.1.2).
the diagram or model of a two-part redundancysystm isshow in ig. -6.This reasoning can be extended to n redun-

dant parts if at least one of the n parts must
In other words, if part 1 fs'gs, the system succeed for the system to succeed.

. can still succeed if part 2 do tot fail, and Example: Suppose there are three ways
vice versa. However, if both p: fail, the sys- that a space capsule can be guided: automat-

tem fails. ically, with R1 = 0.9; semiautomatically, with
From probability Theorem 3 (par. 3-3.1.2), R2 = 0.8; manually, with R3 = 0.7. The *model

it is known that the possible combinations of or diagram of successful guiding, assuming thatsuccess R and failure Q of two devices are given the three ways are independent of each other,

by Eq. 3-9.. is shown in Fig. 3-7.~~possible ev'ents = R R., + R1 Q2+ QR + Q2 From probability Theorem 3 (par. 3-3.1.2),
(3-9) the possible events are given by Eq. 3-12.

_RIR R + R R 2 Q3 + RQ 2 R 3

+ QIRR 3 + RQ2 Q3 + QQ2 R32Ibid. + Q R, Q3 + Q, Q2 Q3  (3-12)

PART I~DOES NOT FAIL

SIF T"04
Ol SUCCESS

" I PART 2

II

DOES NOT FAIL

=Figure 3-6. Simple Redundancy Model
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AUTOMATIC CONTROL

CDOES NOT FAIL~Rjff 09

~SEMIAUTOMATIC
_CONTROL DOES NOT THIPN SUCCESSFUL

FAIL GUIDING

R2= 08

Oil

i MANUAL CONTROL

OES NOT FAIL

P,= 07

Figuwo 3-7. Space Capw.e Guidance Model

Since the sum of these probabilities is where
equal to unity, and since at least one of the
control systems must operate successfully, then
the probability RG d that guidance will be suc- I1Q = total probability of failure
cessful, is '

R d = RIR 2 R 3 + RIR 2 Q3 + R1 Q2 Q3  Qi = probability of failure of the ith re-
+ QR 2R3 + R1 Q2 Q3  dundantpart
+ Q1 Q2R 3 + QR 2 Q3  n = total number of redundant parts

= 1 - Q1 Q2 Q3  (3-13)und dundoncy(l..2)
=1 - [(1 - R, X1 - R 2 X1 - R3 )1= 1 - [(1 - R.9X -14 0.X- 0.7)] Compound redundancy exists when more

=1 - [(1- 0.9X1 - .8X1 - 0.7)] than one of n redundant parts must succeed
= 1 - (0.006) for the system to succeed. This can be shown

1 (0.00) in a model of a three-element redundant system
in which at least two of the elements must

In general, then, it can be stated that for succeed, as shown in Fig. 3-8.
simple redundancy From probability Theorem 3 (par. 3-3.1.2),

the possible events are
X

,I= 1 - Q RR 2R3 + RIR 2Q3 + RQ 2 P3
+ Q1R2R3 + RIQ2 Q3 + Q1Q2R3
+ Q1R 2 Q- + Q1 Q2 Q.3

= 1 - (QQ 2 Q3  Q. I as indicated : Eq. 3-12.
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Substituting R= 0.9 and Q = I - 0.9
yields

A R,= 1 - [4RQ3 + Q]

a |-"-= 1 - [4(0.9X0.1) 3 + (0.1) 4 ]

soT = 1 - [(3.6XO.001) + 0.00011
= 1 - [0.0036 + 0.0001]
=1 0.0037 
= 0.9963

flgm. 34. Co.,po u R M~d ay A3-4.10.3 Aciv and Standby Rdunt-ncy

The devices in parallel comprisiL. either

a state of simple or compound -edundancy may
To simplify the notation, let R, = R2= R all be active at all times, or the active devices

and Q Q2 = Q. This reduces the preceding at any time may be limited to those mandatory
expression to for system success. The first arrangement is

RQ called active redundancy and the seci-nd, stand-
I+ Q+ +by redundancy. 4
+RQ? + RQ2 + RQ2 + Q3  (3-14)

or "As an example of active redundancy in a
I system with simple redundancy, euppose that

the model shown in Fig. 3-6 represents a system
Since the sum of these probabilities equals power source composed of two identical gen-

unity, and at least two of the three parts must erator sets, either of which is capable of sup-
succeed, then the probability for success is giv- plying total system power requiremen's. If ac-
en by tive redundancy is practiced, both generator

R= R3  3R2Q (3-15) sets will be cperating, one on line and the other
S1- [3RQ2 + Q J off line. Sensing circuits will monitor the output

since 3RQ2 represents one part succeeding and of the on-line set and switch the load to the
two parts failing, and Q3 represents all three off-line unit if the system primary power levels
pars failing, drop below a predetermined level. The off-linefgenerator is often referred to as the standby

Example: Assume that there are four iden- generator, but represents active redundancy
ticai power supplies in a fire control center and since it is operating and experiencin, stresses
at least two of them must continue operating associated with rotating machinery. The power
for the system to be successfai. Let each supply supply example in the discussion of compound
have the bame reliability, R = 0.9 (which could redundancy is an application of total active re-
represent e- t or R or R). Find the probability dundancy. Here, a!. four power supplies are
of system success R,. implied to be on line at all times. As supplies

The number of possible events is given by fail, the remaining supplies share the added
(R + QfV = R4 + 4R3Q + 6RfQ 2 (3-16) load.

+ 4RQ3 + Q4. For either of the foregoing active
redundancy examples, maintenance engineeringThe sum of the probabilities of these should consider a true standby arrangement,

events equals unity, so the expression for two provided such an arrangement will satisfy op-
out of four succeeding is erational requirements. In the case of the gen-

R, = R4 + 4R3Q + 6R2Q (3-17) erator example, the off-line generator set could
= 1 - [4RQ3 + Q'1. be completely shut down, and started manually

A
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when the on-line set fails. Maintenance require- formerly redundant units must be operating
ments will be reduced because of lower gen- properly. As for thi probability of operation,
erator run times and, consequently, because of if the probability of one engine operating is
fewer failures and servicing requirements. R, the probability of two engines operating is
Economies also can be realized from reduced R2. The twin engines not only reduce aircraft
fuel consumption. Except for fuel economies, availability, but engine maintenance is doubled,
an analogous discussion applies to the power which adversely impacts requirements for per-
supply example. sonnel, repair parts, etc. If it is assumed that

the power of two of the engines being discussed
3-4.10.4 Redundancy, Reiabfity, and Trade-offs is an operational requirement, maintenance en-

The compound redundancy model (Fig. 38) gineering should trade off the L-osts of a single,
points out that more than one of n redundant more powerful engine and its support versus
parts must succeed for the system to succeed. similar costs for two of the smaller engines per
Such a requirement actually can reduce system aircraft.
reliability. When more than one redundant A requirement exists for trade-offs be-
device must succeed, the use of more than one tween mission requirements and potential added
device is often a result of incorporating off- maintenance costs whenever redundancy is con-
th"eshelf hardware to reduce initial acquisition sidered. The lower maintenance and initial ac-
costs. In new design, it also can result from quisition cost of a single-engine aircraft must
standardization goals, whereby units such as be traded off against mission requirements,
standard power supplies are used "building probability of failure, and the systeem imvnnot
block" fashion, and a pair of these supplies is if failure occurs. Similar trade-offs are required
used in parallel when the load demands exceed when considering dual generators, power sup-
that of a single unit. Maintenance engineering plies, transmitters, backup guidance systems,
must trade off the resultant reliabili- backup relays, and other redundant hardware.
ty/availability impact of compound redundant Mission essentiality always must be considered
units against the advantages of a single higher in evaluating alternatives. If a police radar unit
re'libility unit with adequate capacity for the is down because its single power supply fails,
task. Increased initial acquisition costs for a it is a source of aggravation to the police, but
new-design single unit may be offset by lower no real harm is done. On the other hand, the
life cycle support costs, along with overall sys failure of a ground control radar. due to a lack
tern availability, of backup power, can have disastrous results

A twin-engine aircraft illustrates the para- for an aircraft under control during certain
doxical manner in which a fixed hardware ar- weatner and terrain conditions.
rangement can be considered either redundant Once tr.de-offs have been conducted and
or nonredundant, by virtue of the operational an approa-.,i selected, maintenance engineering
mode under consideration. During a flight continurily must monitor the design to insure
(assuming adequate single-engine performance that the advantages of the selected approach
for mission completion), the reliability of two are not compromised. For example, a simple-
engines exceeds that of a single engine since redundancy, standby arrangement was chosen
each engine is statistically an indeneiident unit for the generators in some ground support
and simple redundancy exists. The single-engine equipment. When one generator was running,
aircraft, given an engine type the same as that the other was off, and the arrangement met
of the other aircraft, has a higher probability system availability requirements. The mainte-
of complete power loss (and termination of the nance concept was such that maintenance could
mission) over the same number of flight hours. be performed on the passive unit while the oth-

A different situation exists at the start of er was operating. This quite logical approach
a mission. No twin-engine aircraft, military or was scuttled when a design decision was made
civil, will start a flight without both power to mount the units in such a way that work
plants operaiing no.mally. A zero redundancy on the passive unit was impossible because of
condition then exists because both of the the safety haz,rd presented by the proximity
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of the operating unit. Additional maintenance L Multiple fuel tanks, each capable of be-
engineering influence conected the situtation, ing valved to serve all engines or a combination
but this type of incident emphasizes the need thereof
for continual monitoring of design activity by m. Dual fuel systems, each capable of sup-
the maintenance engineer. The monitoring task plying an engine in the event the other fails
is all inclusive and continuous, beginning with
quantitative design and redundancy require- i Tire tube inside an outer tire tube, to
ments at the system level and encompassing carry the load and fuifill the mission in the
all levels of design, down to paralleling of piece event the outer tube fails
part hardware. o. Two or more fasteners, each, or in com-

bination, capable of carrying the load in the3-4.10.5 Examplesf Redandancy in Matml event the other fails
(R*f. 1)

Some examples of redundancy in various p. Multiple fuzes on ordnance items, to
types of materiel are: further assure satisfactory action in the event

a Dual electrical power supply, each ca- the others malfunction or fail
pable of fulfilling the product mission q. Local manual fire control, to substitute

b. Electrical plugs on outside of product, for autnatic fire control on military items
to supply product with power normally gener- (gus, missiles, etc.)
ated on board r. Telescopic rangefinders, to substitute

a Dual or multiple prime movers, each, for radar rangefinders
or in combination, capable of sustaining sat-
isfactory motion s. Multiple bilge pumps, each having its

own sources of energy, and capable of per-d. Front and rear drives on land vehicles forming the function of the other
separately driven from prime mover, each ca-
pable of continuing their function in the event t- Visital or audible warning system, to op-
the other fails erate simultaneously with, for example, an~automatic fire extinguishing system

e. Multiple braking systems, each capable
of operation should the other fail u. Multiple fire extinguishing systems,

f Hand crank on engines with self- each capable of being directed into the ether's
starters, to crank engine in the event self- normal area
starter fails v. Multiple escape means, to afford quick

g. Auxiliary power plants, to substitute for exit from a single compartment in an emer-
main power source gency

h. Multiple sealed compartments in floats, w. Two or more methods for shutting down
boat hulls, etc., each, or in combination, capable a device, in the event the normal method fails
of sustaining flotation x, Military fire control systems for a single

i Dual control systems, either of which weapon or battery, capable of alternate use with
will serve the intended mission or function. gun or missile without delayTypical are: y. Alternate air intake source to

(1) Two identical controls carburetors, to prevent or correct icing or con-
(2) Power plus mechanical activation tamination
(3) Dual cable, wire, or push rod z. Oil tanks of sufficient size to permit

I. Dual electrical or electronic circuits, continued satisfactory luhricaticn even though
each able to substitute for the other a small leak or seepage exists

k Dual vehicle tires on one axle, each ca- aa. Resettable circuit breakers. capable of
pable of carrying the load in case the other immediate reuse, and without having te replacefails a less complicated item such as a fus.-
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ab. Test or calibration equipment with uni- reviews. Maintainability design review-s provide K
versal capabiiity, for example: an excellent source of information since they

(1) Multifunction meters canable of are devoted exclusively to the review of design j
reading volts, ohms, amperes, and watts features in which maintenance engineering has

(2) Universal missile checkout device great interest. In evaluating design at suchreviews, mpintenance engineering draws heavily
capable Also of serving more than one type of ris, rintan eniering w a
missile on istori1 data and experience,

ac. Dual means of communication, such as In evaluating a design either from a draw-
a telephone intercommunication system, horn, lng or at a design review, maintenance engi-
bell, light, etc. neering is interested in establishing or improv- A

ing design features that reduce support costs
a& Frequency change equipment in a radio and simplify and reduce maintenance. There is

transmitter or receiver, o permit two or more a multitude of such design features. A few of
radios normally used on two or more channels the most important are discussed in the para-
to be substituted for each other graphs that follow.

ae. Stiffened fuselage bellies, capable of Support costs can be reduced by stand-
reasonably resisting forced beily landings in the ardization. The single most important stand-
event of landing gear failures ardization requirement, and it is normaily not

aqf Manual overrides on power-actuated considered standardization, is to design materiel
components, such as on retractable aircraft so that it can be supported within the existing
landing gears. power-driven hatches, flight con- logistic system. Any other design will generate
trols, ship steerage, etc. a host of expenies and problems, One of the

actions required to attain the overall stand-
3-5 MAINTENANCE ENGINEERING ardization goal is to design materiel so thatINLLNC ON ItMIAINIUTIY standard test equipment, repair parts, and

swucrs Dpjgq fasteners ca be used. An additional design re-
quirement is to keep the number of different

Maintainability is a characteristic of de- types of these items to a minimum. Support
sign and installation which is expressed as the costs also can be reduced by -educing the re-
probability that an item will be retained in or quired quantity of repair parts, whether stand-
restored to a specified condit;on within a given ard or nonstandard, and by simplifying and re-
pericd of time, when the maintenance is per- ducing maintenance.formed in accordance with prescribed proce-

dures and resources- The ultimate way to simplify, and reduce

During materiel design. maL-tenance en- maintenance is to eliminate it. Maintenance en-
gineering should insure that maintenance-free

gineering continually conducts arlyses and cmoet n sebisaeicroaecomponents and assemblies are inco0rporated
trade-offs to insure that optimur m nin i- into design whenever this is cost-effective.
ty is incorporated into design. The identification

is bsed n hstorcal Maintenance simplification without reducingof trade-off candidates is based on historical maintenan~ce frequency can be attained by de-
data, experience, and judgment. All candidates

signing materiel for maximum accessibility andmust satisfy op.erational requirements, and this foes.fmannnc.Te edfrfor easetof maintenance. The need for
fact is implicit in the remainder of this d accessibility applies to both corrective and pre-
cussion. The purpose of the trafi-offs is to venive maintenance.
select design features that will reduce life cycle
support costs more than they increase acquisi- Siuplification of maintenance also can be
ton costs. attained with a design that is oriented toward

Maintenance engineering maintains cur- optimum organizational maintenance require-
rent knowledge of the status of materiel design ments. Such a design almost always incorpo-

Put through program documentation, personal con- rates modular features. When discard-failure
tact with engineers, review of mock-ups, mod- modules are used, maintenance is not only sim- 1 -

S els, and prototype hardware, and design pliied, but reduced-
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) Maintenance reduction without sim- Operational parameters become relatively
plifiation can b achieved through design. An firm after the foregoing trade-offs, as does the
exarih!= of this is the design of a circuit with basic hardware design Subsequent trade-offs
self-protective features. Such features can pre- are largely between maintenance and support
clude 'loth operating damage, as from voltVe parameters to determine how established oper-
surges, and maintenance damage. A second ex- ational requirements can be satisfied most eco-
ample is to select and install wires and cables nomicaily. The operational parameter of avail-
properly that will not fail as a result of natural ability comprises a prime trade-off area. Nu-
and induced environments. merous combina:ions of reiabldity and main-

tainability will provide a specified availability.
3-5.1 TRADE-OF PARAMETERS and each combination impacts virtually all sup-

Trade-off ana&ys., is the process of analyz- port parimeters and acquisition and life cycle
ing and evaluating p%-s.bjle alternative solutiors costs. During these trade-offs, materiel repair
to a problem and then choosing the solution levels, maintenance locations, and test and
that best satiafies the explicit and implicit con- packaging concepts are established.
straints. Explicit constraints are operational pa- A Final seri-. of trade-offs involves the
rameters such as speed, weight, accuracy, and verificarinn. r finement. and definition of pre-
availability. Implicit cor traints may be tan- 'iously b-hed .intenance and support
gible. such as state of tl.he art limitations, or parameu- ,.onc-pts. F Jr example. autczatic
intangible, such as user acceptance of a new t equiprnent .>,u~d be a maintenzice param-
concept- eter concepL It is ncw determined whether or

The reason for trade-off studies is to .each not this should be built-in test equipment.
optimum design versus support decisions. 0 p- To make final dete-im nations regarding
timization can be attained only by considering maintenance and support pa:'ameters, :. '.s nec-
all facets of a problem. Alternatives that are es"ar t consider test !ev, l and packaging
patently unacceptable should be identified but concurrently and examine the impact on sup-
not treated in depth during the trade-off ppert parametr at all mai.nt.-n.ance levels. All
analysis study period. It is emphasized, how- logical maintenance parametcrs are traded off
ever. that the validity of trade-off decisions de- Any design feature that will eliminate, reduce.
pends on the completeness and thoroughness of or simplify maintenance is examined in detail
the study. Tentative relationships, if properly for i:s impact on the support parameters and
developed, are frequently useful for making life cycle costs. Finally, support concepts are
gross comparisons of alternatives. Care hta traded off. Such trade-offs might not affect
be exercised not to use relationships that ar mainterance parameters, but can heavily ;im-
overly sensitive to the parameters being varied- pact support parameters. For example, a trade-

Trade-offs during early materiel program off between field maintenance and depot main-
phases involve operational. maintenance, and tenance will affect, at a minimum, require-
support parameters. All parameters are loosely ments for personnel. training, support equip-
bounded in such trade-offs. Consider a guided ment., facilities, and transportation.
missile system. Large payloads in economical. All maintenance and support parameter
relatively in-curate missiles might prove to be trade-offs are important, but possibly the most
more cost-effective than small payloads in high- important decisions applicable to all types of
ly sophisticated missiles. Similarly. large materiel that must be established by trade-offs
numbers of missiles of restively low reliability concern:
might be more cost effective than the required
numbers of highly reliable missiles. Mainte- a. M,dularization
nance concepts might range from discarding a b. Repair level
missile at failure to comp!ete repair. All logical c Fault isolation
design and support combinations that show
promise of satisfying operational requirements d_ Maintenance concept
are traded off. and a basic ,esign and a support e. Maintenance complexity

,, approach are selected. f Reliability
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g. Adjustments deficiencies are submitted. The recommenda-
h. Calibration tions pertaining to deficiencies that keep
i. Accessibility materiel from satisfying operational require-Ac iments (design specifications) normally receive

j. Standardization approval. Other recommendptions normally will
k. :nterchangeability be disapproved unless they can be effected with

minimum cost impact, or demonstrate an over-1. Logistic requirements. whelming savings in support resources.

3-5.2 MAINTAINABIUTY DESIGN REVIEWS It is quite difficult to insure, through con.

Design reviews of a materiel development ceptual and spec"ication reviews, that full and
program are conducted at critical points during adeque4e provisions have been made for main-
the development cycle. The purpose of the tainability. This is mainly because there is such
reviews is to evaluate the status of the pro- a variety of requirements tu be considered, and
gram, accomplish effective coordinatinn, and fa- it is difficult to visualize the hardware config-
cilitate timely mai.agement decisions. These uration that will eventually emerge. It is
reviews provide an efficient method for main- relatively easy to determine deficiencies in
tainability and maintenance engineering person- hardware but, as has been pointed out, it is
nel to see what has been accomplished and what difficult to get design changes accepted at this
remains to be accomplished in the area of main- time. To make complete, timely maintainability
tainability. Concurrently, maintenance engi- recommendations, maintainability checklists are
neering makes sir.ilar determinations pt-r- prepared and used.
iining to closely allied disciplines such as

reliability, human factors, and safety.
Initially, design reviews deal wikh con- listA properly prepared maintainability check-

cepts. As the materiel program evolves, con- ishould encompass basic maintainability

cepts become specifications and specifications principles, as well as specific parameters ap-
plicable to the class of materiel being reviewed.

ledt adare. at e erat, ein reiema It can be prepared most efficiently by startingare -,,nducted at each 1ransition poine. Tim ma- with checklists that have been used during
jor purpose of the conceptual review is to assure maintainability design reviews of similar
that th- selected design concept will satisfy materiel (including hardware reviews), and
maintainability requiremeits and will be cost- resulting maintainability reports. This should
effective. Quantitative data on which to base beugmntit eldd ta, wh ilable.decis-ors are limited. be augmented with field data, when available.

Such documentation will highlight potential
Ac the time that specificatiois become problem areas, and may permit discovery of

available, initial maeriel design is nearly com- deficiencies in the design stage that otherwise
plete and some componenis and assemblies will would have been undiscovered until hardware
have undergone some development testing. The was fabricated.
capability of materiel design to satisfy main-
tainability requirements is evaluated by making Besides operational hardware, maintenance
a formal maintainability prediction. In the engineering has a design review interest in the
event of deficiencies, design recommendations planning and progress associated with the def-
are made. This is the last chance to influence inition and acquisit.:= of support resources. It
design with relative economy. Subsequent is necessary to insure 'hat adequate support
changes will impact hardware rather than equipment, trained personnel, documentation,
drawings. repair parts, etc., will be available when re-

After hardware becomes available and quired. This effort also requires a checklist and,
some test data are generated, maintainability as before, preparation of the checklist best can
deficiencies may be identified with relative be accomplished by using previous design
ease, both before and during design reviews., review documentation and field usage data as
Once again, design recommendations to correct source information.
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3-5.3 DESIN ORIENTED TO ORANIZATIONAL equipment, organizational maintenance person-
MAINTENANCE LEVELS nel can perform more work in less time, but

Materiel design and its optimum mainte- added maintenance resources (personnel, sup-
nance concept are interdependent. Repair level, port equipment, and repair parts) will be re-
repair location, modularization, fault isolation, quired somewhere in the support subsystem to
and similar decisions must be made con- support the added test equipment. Additionally,
currently as a result of comprehensive cost- acquisition costs of the prime materiel normally
effectiveness trade-offs. Normally, such trade- will increase.
offs will demonstrate the desirability of keeping The foregoing examples assu.ne repairable
maintenance functions at the organizational le'- modules. If a concept of discarding modules at
el simple and capable of rapid performance. failure is added to the second example, the or-
This situation results from a combination of ganizaLional maintenance workload will not
operational requirements and life cycle costs. change, the maintenance workload at higher

The operational requirement that estab- maintenance levels will decrease, and repair
lishes the maximum and average times avail- part costs normally will increase, since repair
able for corrective and preventive maintenauce is effeczed by replacing and discarding a module
is availability. Usually, these times are of comprising multiple parts rather than by
relatively short duration, and a rapid rep.ir replacing and discarding a single part. The re-
capability becomes necesspry to satisfy the re- ,pair part costs normally will be offset to some
quirement. degree by improved reliability and reduced

Once operational requirements are satis- manufacturing costs that may be realized by
ned, oertional pl tirme aresases- using discard-at-failure rather than repairable

fled, additional simplification om time decreases modules. Compared to the second example, ac-
in organizatinal maintenance must be justified quisition costs of the prime materiel will not
on the basis of cost effectiveness. The Army- be affected significantly.
wide cost henefits accruing from such design
changes are reduced requirements for personnel In addition to the cost factors identified
skills and numbers, support equipment, and fa- for the three design and maintenance approach-
cilities. Equally importarnt, simple and quick or- es, each approach will generate unique technical
ganizational repairs are more likely to be data, training, transportation, support equip-
reliable than complex and lengthy ones. ment, and, perhaps, facility costs. The only way

to select the most cost-effective materiel 4esignThe simplification of organizational main- duct cost trade-offs.
Thesimlifcaton f oganzatona man- and support subsystem combination is to con-I

tenance can be accomplished in a variety of
ways, and each will have a unique impact on
total support resource requirements. Three 3-5.4 SYSTEM COMPATiWLUTY
greatly simplified examples will demonstrate The Army logistic system consists, in part,
this statement. If organizational maintenance of the concepts, management and control sys-
is simplified through improved mechanical and tems, and resources required to acquire and
elect-ical packaging ana accessibility, organiza- maintain materiel and facilitic3 (see par. 3-4).
tional personnel can perform more work in less Any facet of a new materiel program that re-
time, and the maintenance load and rescurc.e quires a modification of the logistic system is
requirements normally will decrease at the omh- a potential source of unnecessary trouble and
er levels. This is true b the organization costs. This does not mean that it is always un-
is performing some maintenance that previously desirable to effect a change. No changes result
was performed by higher maintenance levels, in no improvements. However, when feasible,
Acquisition costs of the prime materiel norn'al- new materiel should be designed to be acquired
ly will increase insignificantly, and supported within the existing logistic sys-

tem. Exceptions to this principle are acceptable
If organizational maintenance is simplified only when dictated by state-of-the-art consid-

through improved mechanical and electrical erations, or where cost savings and improved
packaging and accessibility and built-in test effectiveness can be demonstrated.
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Materiel not compatible with the logistic The impact of new logistic requirements Qo
system is most apt to impact the logistic ele- on the logistic. system is somewhat proportional
ments of movement, maintenance, and facil- to the degree by which the new requirement
ities. For movement, the logistic system envis- exceeds the existing capability, as long as the
ions the use of existing and planned military existing capability can be appropriately mod-
and commercial vehicles to move materiel by ified. If an abcolutely new capability is re-
highway, rail, airplane, and ship. Materiel that quired, the impact can become extremeiy
cannot be moved by standard vehicles in all significant. An example of this is a requirement
transportation modes inhibits the flexibility of for a new skill. If the new skill can be attained
the Army to move equipment rapidly and eco- by retraining an existing skill, and if there is
nomically from point to point. Materiel size and a sufficient number of the existing shills, the
fragility are two factors to consider. Size can problem can be solved with the expenditure of
limit transportation to a small percentage of training resources. On the other hand, if skill
existing vehicles, or can result in a requirement requirements exceed the skill inventory and
for new vehicles. Shock and vibration limita- retraining is not feasible, there is a problem
tions can preclude the use of rail and sea trans- that will require extraordinary effort in effect-
portation, and require expensive packaging to ing a solution.
protect items when moved by other trans-
portation modes. Materiel sensitive to non- 3-5.5 REPAIR PARTS STANDARDIZATION (Ref. 1)
nuclear radiation generates a requirement for Repair parts standardization is an effort
route surveys and restricts permissible routing. to effect optimum interchangeability of repair
Temperature limitations can generate a host of parts and components, and thereby reduce sup-
transportation problems. ply management and procurement costs. It is

The maintenance element of the logistic an intra-Army as well as an interservice ac-
system is particularly sensitive to new require- tivity. When standardization is carried out to
ments for personnel skills, support equipment, a maximum degree, it results in substantial cost
lines of repair parts, and equipment publics- savings, has favorable reliability implication3,
tions. New skill requirements can trigger new and usually assists in making materiel mom.
recruiting requirements, and always result in maintainabie. It should be noted that the stand-
new training courses and all of the attendant ardization of materiel end items is the most
student and school expenses. effective way of standardizing repair parts and

New support equipment requirements gen- components.
erate new personnel and training requirements, The primary goals e . . standardization
and provisioning and supply management ex- program are to:
penses. New lines of repair parts wso generate a. Reduce the number of different models
provisioning and supply management expenses. and types of equipment in use.
Both support equipment and repair parts even-
tually impact the previously discussed logistic b. Maximet.
element of movement. All maintenance- different equipment.
associated requirements discussed so far impact c. Minimize the number of different types
equipment publication requirements. of parts, assemblies, etc., and attendant supply

problems and make maximum use of standard,
Maintenance and storage facilities are as- interchangeabie items.

sociated closely with maintenance. New mobile d Use on)y a few basic types and varieties
and temporary facilities perturb the logistic of parts, assemblies, etc., and ensure that those
system to a limited degree, but permanent fa- parts are readily distinguishable, compatible
cilities such as depots and fixed general support with existing practices, and used consistently
unit shops have deep implications. This is partly for given applicat*.ons.
because of tt;e structures, but mainly because
of the personnel and support equipment asso- Maintenance engineering assists in the at-
ciated with a fixed facility operation. tainment of these goals by reviewing design
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and, later, materiel to insure that stand- unequivocally early in a materiel program that
ardization principles are being followed. Some the advantages of improved performance out-
typical requirements are: weigh the advantages of standardization. Once

a. Make all items subject to removal and this is an established fact, maintenance engi-
replacement standard and uniform. neering should not fight the problem, and

should devote standardization attention only tob. Use standard available parts rather than the viable candidates in the program, such as
those of special manufacture. multiple usage of the nonstandard parts.

c. Avoid parts made by only one manu-
facturer, when feasible. 3-5.6 RIDUCE LEVEL OF TECHNICAL SKILLS

d. Insure that all parts having the same REWUIRED(Ref. 1)
manufacturer's part number are directly and The level of organizational technical skills
completely interchangeable with regard to form, required to perform materiel maintenance
fit, and function. always can be reduced by the use of modular

e. Insure that like assemblies, components, construction. The level of skills required at all
etc., are directly and completely interchange- maintenance ievels can be reduced if the mod-
able when they are procured from multiple ules are discarded at failure; otherwise, a high-
sources. er maintenance skill is required at some level

Standardization results in a wide range of to effect the repairs not accomplished by the
advantages, whose aggregate results in ima- organizational level. There is a tendency toproved cost-effectiveness. Specifically, stand- think of modulai construction as being almostardization will: exclusively associated with electronic equip-ment, but this is an incorrect concept. Normal-

a. Avoid requirements for special tools, ly, electronic equipment can be modularized to
etc. a greater degree than mechanical equipment,

b. Save design time, manufacturing cost, but the fundamental benefits of modularization
and maintenance time and cost. apply equally to all materiel types.

c. Result in more uniform and predictable Advances in microelectronic engineering
reliability. make it possible to package many circuits (func:

d. Minimize the danger of misapplication tions) into extremely small volumes. These in-
of parts, assemblies, etc. tegrated circuits have low power requirements

and exceptionally high reliabilities. Their initial
e. Prevent accidents that arise from im- cost is competitive with the cost of similar cir-

proper or confused procedures. cuits that have discrete, solid-state components.
f. Facilitate "cannibalizing" maintenance Considering the reduced maintenance costs that

piocedures. result from improved reliability, integrated cir-
g. Reduce errors in wiring, installation, re- cults cost less than discrete cicuits on a life

placement, etc., due to variations in character- cycle basis. Assuming that they are not mis-
of similar equipments. applied, most integrated circuits that do fail,

do so as a result of manufacturing problems
h. Reduce supply management costs. rather than wear-out. Manufacturing processes
i. Reduce materiel modification costs. and production acceptance testing are improv-
j. Reduce the number of line items that ing continually. Packaged microelectronic cir-

must be stocked at all maintenance levels, cuits frequently are designed as discard-at-
failure modules. Due to their high reliability,

In spite of the many benefits that accrue redundant modules normally are not required
from standardization, efftrts in this direction to achieve required system availability. Con-
must be guided by prudent judgment. Frequent- versely, the circuits make it economically and
ly, improvcd performance requirements for technically feasible to incorporate a self-repair
materiel preclude the application of standard pbt - m.ateril y providing redundant
parts. In such cases, it should he established circuits.
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3-5.6.1 Modules high skill levels and support equipment. Mod-

A module is a functional materiel entity ifications can be incorporated by modifying

that may be comprised of a complete materiel modules at an optimum maintenance level, and
end item, or any portion thereof. In the event shipping the modules to organizational activ-

that it is a part of an end item, it must b ities for installation. High skill levels can be
capable of being economically removed, re- grouped with appropriate support equipment in

placed, maintained if necessary, tested, trans- a field level mpintenance organization, or at the

ported, and handled. For example, a module depot, and accomplish maintenance for a
may consist of a missile, a missile section, an number of using organizations.
electronic chassis, a printed wiring board, a
Zank engine, or -a hydraulic pump. The degree
to which the concept is applied depends on the
particular application of the equipment, its In designing for modular construction, the
practicality, and cost-effectiveness, following principles should be considered:

Modules can be designed to be fully re- a. The materiel should be divided function-
pairable, partially repairable, or non- ally into as many modular units as are
maintainable. In a fully repairable design, all electrically and mechanically practicable in
parts should have maximum life expectancy, be keeping with efficient use of space and overall

easily accessible, and capable of being removed rei" :-"
without special tools. In a partially repairable b. An integta-d approach should be used,
design, the replaceable parts should be chosen considering 3imultaneouly the problems of ma-so that their life expectancies are approximately terials, component design, and apimlication of :

equal, are removable and replaceable without the modular concept.
special tools, and are readily accessible. A non-
maintainable design should have all parts de- pr sh e apiaely unfompinbai
signed for approximately equal life ex- pearts should be approximately uniform in basic

pectancies. size and shape for the best packaging.

3562 Advantaget d. A modular unit should contain compo-
nents that are optimized for a given function

The concept of modularization creates a rather than providing multiple, divergent func-
divisible configuration to maintain. Trouble- tions.
shooting and repair of modules, therefore, can e. Modular units or subunits should be de-
be performed more rapidly. Utilization of this signed to permit testing when removed from
technique to the fullest extent improves ac-

prvdehokaleas o eqacementadltl rn airto fecessibility, makes possible a high degree of he equipment and little or no calibration afteri ! ~~standardization, provides a workable base for rpaeet

simplification, and provides the best approach f The physical separation of equipment
to maintainability at all maintenance levcls. suai replaceable units should be matched with

Modular construction offers particular ad- the functional design of the equipment. This
vantages at the organizational level of main- will maximize functional independence of units

tenance. Because of the grouping of similar and 'nimize interaction between units.
functions in a module, fault isolation is facil- q. When an assembly can be made up of

itated. Modules then can be removed and re- two or more subassemblies, the major assembly
placed with relatively low skill levels and min- should be designed so that it consists of sub-
imum tools. This accomplishes a prime objective assemblies that can be removed independently,
of maintainability-the reduction of downtime without removal of the other subassemblies.
to a minimum. Defective modules can be dis- This is especially valuable when the various
carded (if nonmaintainable), salvaged, or sent subassemblies have widely varying life ex-
to a higher maintenance level for repair. pectancies.

Other advantages of modules are that h. Design, all materiel so that rapid and
materiel modifications car. be efficiently incor- easy removal and replacement Cf maifunction-
porated, and better utilization can be made of ing components can be accomplished by one
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technician, unless it is structurally or function- a challenging assignment. This is as it should
ally not feasible. be, because, ance made, a decision to use dis-

i. When possible, modules should be made posable mouules is extremely expensive and
small and light enough for one man to handle time consuming to reverse.

and carry. Handles should be provided on units 3-5.6.4.1 Advantages and Disadvantages
that can be manhandled and weigh more than The most significant advantage of a dis-
10 lb, and easily accessible lifting points should posable module if. that it reduces maintenancebe provided on modules that must be lifted me- personnel, support equipment, and resource re-
chanically. quirements, and hence support costs. This ad-

j. When possible, each module should be vantage could be negated by the fact that, nor-remally, the module can be designed for main-
capable of being checked independently. If ad- mally, the mo canlbe dsned rmin-
justment is requirdl, the module should be d tenance, and upon failure can be rtpaired by
signed so that it can be adjusted separately the replacement of a relatively inexpensive com-
from other units. ponent. This requires the application of

resources that were noted as savings under thek. Control levers ani linkages shoul.d be disposable concept. The basic question is wheth-
designed so that they can be disconnected easily er the life cycle costs for disposable modules
from components to permit easy removal and are less than those for the maintainable mod-
replacement. ules. If the answer is positive, disposable mod-

L Modularization should be emphasized for ules should be selected.
forward levels of maintenance to enhance op- Disposable modules have other a,santages
erational capability. Modularization versus and disadvantages, but they would rarely in- j
parts replacement for shop and depot mainte- fluence a selection decis: .i u ,less the two sets
nance can be determined to a considerable ex- of costs previously discus&ed are almost iden-
tent by cost factors. tical. Table 3-10 fists both the primary and sec-

I m. If all components of a module except ondary advantages and disa.,aitages.
one or two are reliable, the module should be
designed so as to particularly facilitate the re- 3-5.6.4.2 Design Requirem6ats 4
moval of the unreliable components from the Once a decision is made to discard modules
module. at failure, they should be designed, manufac-

n. When possible, consistency should be ob- tured, and installed to meet the following
served in pin arrangements on electronic mod- criteria to the greatest feasible extent:

ules; i.e., input power pin, output signal pin, a. Expensive parts are not discarded for
etc., in identical locations, failure of cheap parts.

b. Long-life parts are not thrown away for
3-5.6.4 DSp~sarm. Module Coflnddamhls failure of short-life parts.

A disposable module is a module designed
to be discarded rather than repaired after it general, made disposable.
has experienced a validated skilure. Since dis-
posable modules are the only ones that result d. Disposable modules are encapsulated
in elimination rather than transfer of mainte- whenever practical.
nance to other levels, they are of extreme e. All encapsulated modules are designed
significance to maintenance engineering. In the for disposal at failure.
past, it was quite difficult to convince man- f The maintenance level of discard at fail-
agement that it made economic sense to discard
rather than repair a module costing several ure is clearly specified.
hundred dollars. Fortunately, this attitude is g. Test procedures to be applied before dis-
changing, but a maintenance engineering trade- posal are clearly specified and provide clear and
off that convinces all management levels that unequivocal results.
a relatively expensive module shuuld be dis- h. The identification plate or placarding is

) carded rather than repaired at failure remains marked: DISPOSE AT FAILURE.
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ABLIE 3-10. Ak)VANTA,5ES AND DISADVANTAGES OF DISPOSABLE MODULES

Advantages Disadvantages

1. 6avings in repair time, tools, facilities, 1. Module discarded for each validated I
and manpower. failure results in increased repair

2. Smaller, lighter, denser, simpler, and part costs.
more durable, and more reliable design. 2. Excessive usage rates through er-

3. Fewer types of repair parts and a one- r,-neous replacement.
way supply system, at least for the 3. Increased supply burdens because
item. modules must always be on hand.

4. More concise and less difficuit -rouble- 4. Reduction in failure and maintenance
shooting procedures. data to aid design improvement.

5. Use of sealing and potting techniques 5. Redesign problems and costs because
that further improve reliability, such modules cannot be modified.

6. Improved standardization and inter- 6. Degraded performance and/or
changeability of 'modules and assem- reliability as a result of production
bliw. efforts to keep modules economical

eno:gh to justify disposal.

3-5.7 STANDARDIZE FASTENER T,'EOS (Ref. 1) always require tools, may be operated with one

Fasteners are available in a wide variety hand, and are very good for securing plug-in

of types and sizes, and new types are constantly components, small components, and covers.

appearing. The inventory of required tools and However, their holding power is low and they
fasteners, as well as the publication effort, is cannot be used where a smooth surface is re-

adversely affected by numerous, dissimilar quired. They should be evaluated carefully on

fasteners. Maintenance engineering, therefore, the basis of type and application, and used,
establishes requirements to standardize fastener whenever possible, for components that must

types and sizes, and monitors design to insure be frequently dismantled or removed.
that the requirements are satisfied. Eefore es-
tablishing the requirements, fastener types and b. Latches, Catches, and Clampp. Latches
their application must be considered. and catches are very fast and eay to use, re-

quire no tools, have good holding power, and
are especially good for large units, panels, cov-
era, and cases. They cannot be used where a

Fasteners are used to join together two smooth surface is required. Latches and catches
or more parts, c riponents, or units. They in- should be located and p-itioned so that ac-
clude devices such as quick-release fasteners, cidental opening is minimized. Clamps of the
latches and catches, captive fasteners, quick-release type should be provided for hol'i-
combination-head bolts and screws, regular ing wires, tubing, or hoses that must be re-
screws, internal wrenching screws and bolts, moved frequently. Hinged clamps are preferable
and rivets. Each type has certain advantages for mounting tubing or wiring on the face of
for various applications. The following para- a panel. Such clamps facilitate maintenance by
graphs contain some general recommendations supporting the weight of the line, thus freeing
and applications for each type of fastener in both hands for the required task.
order of preference:

a. Quick-release Fasteners. Quick-release c. Captive Fasteners. Captive fasteners
fasteners, also called cowl fasteners or panel stay in place, save the time spent handling and
fasteners, are fast and easy to use, do not looking for bolts and screws, and require only
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on-handed operation. They are somewhat slow- so that the nut would be inaccessible. They of-
er and more difficult to use than the previously fer advantages in assembly and repair because
described fasteners. Captive fasteners should be bolts can be installed without handling the
used whenev.r lost screws, bolts, or nuts might nuts, but they are subject to failure and should
cause excessive maintenance time, or could be designed to facilitate replacement. Trends to-
cause damage as a foreign object. Their use ward modularization or unitization might in-
should be limited only to the type that can be crease the use of fixed nuts and reduce the
operated by hand or common tools and can be variety of wrenches needed.
replaced easily in case of damage. Self-locking, f. Bolts. Bolts are usually slow and dif-
spring-leaded action should be provided on the ficult to use; they require two-handed operation,
quarter-turn type. access to both ends of the bolt, and often the

d. Screws. Because machine srews cn e use of two tools. They also require precise

removed and replaced easily, they are used movements in starting nuts and have many,
more than any other type of mechanical loose part t handle and lose (nuts, washes,
fasteners in some types of equipment. There etc.
are, however, more than 30 screw-head styles g. Internal Wrenching Screws, Nuts, and
available. Eight head styles have been stand- Bolts. Internal wrenching fasteners allow high-
ardized by the American Standards Association, er torque, better tool grip, and less wrenching
but military usage generally should be re- space. However, they are easily damaged, dif-
stiricted to two styles, either the panhead or ficult to remove, and require special tools. The
the flathead, according to whether or not a number of different sizes should be minimized
flush assembly is desired. Captive screws, which to r-uire as few special tools as possible. Slots
are becoming more and more common in field ;hould be deep to minimize damage to the
equipment, are particularly desirable for use on fasteners. Otherwise, the requirements are sim-
panels that require frequent removal. Captive ilar to those for bolts and screws.
screws cannot be detached easily from the pan- h. Rivets. Rivets should be used as
el, although they generally turn easily for re- fasteners or.ly when they will not require re-
moval of the panel. Also, they can be turned moval or replacement. Although rivets are the

by hand and do not r-luire a tol. most permanent type of fastener, they are not

e. Nuts. Nuts can be divide.: into two gen- reusable and require greater time and effort
eral classifications: pla.- (or nonlocking) and for replacement than do screws or bolts. The
locking, with a po!!3ible subclassification of use of wire stapling or metal stitching is gen-
fixed or nonfixed in each classification. erally preferable to rivets for maintenathce

Self-locking aiuts are intended to replace purposes.

cotter pins, wirin, 16ckwashers, etc., as a 3-5.7.2 Standardization
means of keeping a nut tight on its bolt. They Fastener standardization in materiel is
contain some means of gripping the threaded made difficult by the fact that the optimum
member so that relative rotation is impeded or application of the same type fastener to several
prevented. This feature poses some problems if materiel locations can result in a different size

the nut is to be removed frequently during for each location. This is the result of varying

maintenance. Many specifications state that types and thicknesses of materials being fas-

self-locking nuts should be capable of being re- tened, varying mechanical stresses, etc. In some

moved from and replaced on the same threaded circumstances, it is cost-effective to overdesign,
member at least i5 times, but most are removed i.e., use a larger fastener than required, in order
and replaced far more often. to limit sizes within a type. A reduction in the

Fixed nuts are prefixed rigidly to the number of torque requirement values can be
chassis by welding, riveting, clinching, or stak- accomplished in a similar manner. Such
ing and are used where the metal is too thin decisions cannot be made without the benefit
or too soft to tap or where space is limited of trade-offs.
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Standardization efforts should be governed ularization, and the determination of the repair
by the following considerations: and maintenance levels. Ali of these consid-

a. Minimize the number of types and sizes erations, taken together, permit a determination

of fasteners within the system: of the range and depth of repair parts required
in the initial buy and a prediction of replenish-

(1) Use only a few basic types and siz- ment requirements.
es which can readily be distinguished from each The interdependence uf repair part require-
other.

(2) Use the same type and size of ments with design and the maintenance concept
fastene for a tve aplcand stne, makes it virtually impossible to conduct a

fastener for a given applicatio'f instance, meaningful tradc-off restricted to repair parts
all mounting bolts for a given type of item). alone. For example, it is a foregone conclusion

(3) Insure that screws, bolts, and units that disposable repair parts represent the most
having different thread sizes are unmistakably expensive repo dr part approach, yet the reduc-
different in physical sizes; otherwise, they may tion in oth, r support resource requirements
be interchanged, that this ap iroach permits frequently makes it

(4) Avoid requirements tor special or desirable.
close-tolerance fasteners. Another situation in which increased re-

b. Minimize the number of differing torque pair part costs sometimes result in reduced life
requirements within the system: cycle support costs occurs when relatively ex-

(1) Use only a few basic values, pensive, high-reliability parts are used rather

(2) Key these values to clearly differ- than parts of lesser reliability which, for con-

ing types, sizes, or coded fasteners. venience, will be called standard parts in the

(3) Plan for and provide clearance for discussion that follows. However, in some cases

wrenches or socket tools with variable torque a double payoff can be realized from this ap-
settin.gs when precise torquing is required. proach, with both repair parts and the remain-

c. Minimize the number of tool types and ing life cycle costs decreasing. When consid-
ering high reliability versus standard parts, one

sizes required for lastener operation: fact is constant-a high-reliability part costs

(1) Avoid requirements for special more than a standard part. All other factors
tools. bearing on the consideration are variable and

(2) Select fasteners for hand operation dependent upon previously discussed param-
by common hand tools. eters.

An example of the considerations involved

3-5.8 UFE CYCLE REPAIR PART kEQUIREM/NT in a high-reliability versus standard repair part

TRADE-OFF trade-off will demonstrate the important costs
that must be considered. A constant mainte-

The three greatest contributors to materiel nance concept is assumed. The first and most
life cycle support costs are personnel, support significant repair part cost involves initial
equipment, and repair parts. Depending upon stockage. The range of repair parts required by
the type of materiel, repair part costs some- the two candidates probably will be about the

times will rank in magnitude just behind those same at each involved maintenance level. Thefor personnel and sometimes behind those for range of high-reliability parts will not be ap-

support equipment. In either event, repair part preciably less because of a requirement for in-
costs on a major materiel program are always surance items. On the other hand, the depth
significant. These costs consist of initial stock- of high-reliability parts will be appreciably de-
age costs, which are nonrecurring, and supply creased. Tx.e total number of rejired high-
management (par. 3-4.2) and repair part re- reliability parts will definitely be less. The ini-
plenishment ccsts, which are recurring. tial stockage costs of these parts .-.ay be greater

Life cycle repair part costs are dependent or less, depending upon unit costs o the two
upon materiel design and the maintenance con- candidates and the differential between re-
cept. Moi. specifically, the costs are dependent quired quantities. Resulting costs are nonrecur-
unon the reliability of parts, the degree of mod- ring.
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) Considering recurring costs, a smaller isfy its operational requirements with the least
number of high-reliability parts will be expenditure of time spent in gaining access for
replenished during the materiel life cycle. maintenan:e. In other words, since it is not
Whether these will cost less than standard parts possible to provide equal across-the-board ac--
will depend on the previously mentioned fac- cessibility, the highest feasible degree of ac-
tors. A more important recurring cost concerns cessibility should be provided for frequently re-
reduced maintenance requirements. High- quired maintenance actions, and a lesser degree
reliability parts will have a favorable impact for the others. The net result is less total time
on all other support resources except support spent in gaining access for maintenance.
equipment, publications, and facilities, which Optimum accessibility rcquirements must
will remain unchanged. A final recurring cost be based on a consideratzon of predicted as-
to consider is supply management. Parts in sembly and component failures. All other things
either candidate category which are not in the being equal, a general accessibility balance be-
supply inventory will generate these additional tween items can be maintained by making re-
costs. The annual recurring cost totals for all qe aces time aie y orina to
candidates are multiplied by the number of quired access times inversely proportional to
ears the materiel will be in the inventory, andthattheseare madre toll te pios dhevetermnd the functions of the items are equally critical,these are added to the previously determined which -s not always the case, and that the op-nonrecurring costs. At this point, a repair part erational requirement for availability remains

decision can be made. atisfied.

The foregoing example was based on a con-
stant maintenance concept to simplify the dis- 3-5.10 ACCESSUMUTYOPLBRICATION AND
cussion. In some cases, the use of high- SERVICEPOINTS(Ref. 1)
reliability parts will permit the elimination of Virtually all military materiel is lubricated
some maintenance levels, with resultant reduc- and serviced on a periodic basis. Properly per-
tions in personnel, support equipment, and fa- formed, these activities will help to insure long
cility requirements. periods of otherwise maintenance-free oper-

Similar trade-offs are required to 2valuate ation. Improperly performed, they can result .n
repair part cost implications of disposable catastrophic failures. Improper performance is
versus maintainable modules, modules of vary- most apt to result from inaccessibility, because
ing complexity, etc. with accessibility, most lubrication and serv-

icing actions are straightforward. Accessibility
also results in reduced maintenance time re-

3-5.9 ACCESSISIUTY OF PARTS AND ASSEMBUES quirements.

Accessibility can be defined as the relative Lubrication and service points are accesses
ease with which an assembly or component can within physical structures, and it is vital that
be approached for repair, replacement, or serv- the points be included in design before materiel
icing. Poor accessibility makes maintenance is fabricated. Equally important, they must be
more difficult and time consuming, and tends designed to provide adequate accessibility. Be-
to degrade maintenance reliability. The ideal cause of the importance of these points to main-
situ.*ion, from an accessibility point of view, tenance, maintenance engineering pays partic-
would be to have all assemblies, components, ular attention to this area of design, and makes
etc., in a materiel item completely exposed and maximum use of mock-ups and models, as well
arranged in a manner that permits repair, re- as drawings and discussions with design engi-
placement, or servicing with no interference neers, to verify that unforeseen lubrication and
from any other assembly or component. Since service problems will not be encountered by us-
this situation cannot be realized in military ing personnel.
materiel, maintenance engineering assists main- Grease fittings should be standard and
tainability in establishing optimum accessibility readily and easily accessible. When a grease 4
requirements. fitting is not easily accessible, extension lines

Optimum accessibility can be defined as should be built into the equipment to bring the
that accessibility which permits materiel to sat- grease fitting to an accessible location on the
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outside of the equipment. The fitting end of neering also is res)nnsible for insuring that pro-
the line should be securely anchored to with- tective features necessitated by the particular |
stand rough use. Fittings of the same size and application or operating environment of the
of a standard type should be used throughout equipment are provided. Examples of such fea- I
the equipment. The use of grease cups, exposed tures include extensive component derating,
oil holes, and oil cups should be avoided, shielding of equipment enclosures against the

Materiel filling and reoiling operations effects of external emitters of electromagnetic
should be rapid and easy. The systems for fuel, fields or other unwanted radiation, and circuits

exotic fluids and gases, oil, hydraulic fluid, wa- for the suppression or avoidance of transients

ter, compressed air, etc., should be designed to that may occur on primary power and in-

permit the most rapid, overall inspection. The put/output signal interfaces.
necessity for opening doors and hatches for in- The limitations of solid-state devices
spection or to -ain access to service points or relative to power dissipation have basis in the
filler caps should be reduced. Servicing points physics of their internal junctions, and the up-

for checking, filling, and draining fuel, lubri- per oerinteral junctions an

cant, hydraulic fluid, coolant, etc., should be per operating temperatures these junctions cane
withstand without failure. For this reason, it

readily accessible but protected. The need for is also important that equipment design incor-
special tools should be eliminated whenever pos- porate combinations of conductive, convective,
sible, and radiating cooling mcchanisms that are com-

patible both with the solid-state devices being

3-5.11 PiOTECTIONOFSOUD-STATE used and with the overall equipment intended

COMPONENTS operational z.plication. When there is doubt as
to the adequacy of such features, maintenanceThe increasing use of solid-stat2 compo- engineering should consult with thermal design _

nents such as diodes, transistors, integrated cir- specialists.

cuits, and other specialized devices is prompted

by the design efficiencies they offer. Physically Improved equipment operating or mainte-

small compared with their vacuum tube pred- nance practices also may prompt the need for

ecessors, they also typically operate at lower protection of solid-state components. Because

power levels, are significantly more reliable, one form of voltage overstress results from re-

and are less prone to long-term performance versal of applied operating or signal voltages,

deterioration, the use of connector keying schemes and steer- S

Solid-state components, however, are high- ing diode circuits may be warranted.
ly susceptible to immediate and permanent In short, there are two classes of protective

damage inflicted by abnormally high operating measures that should be applied to the design

voltages or power dissipation requirements. For of solid-state materiel: those necessitated s:.mply

this reason, it is necessary to insure that newly because it is solid-state, and those necessary

evolving solid-state equipment designs incorpo- to protect the materiel against the operating

rate appropriate protective features. Generally and maiitenance environment to which it will

speaking, these features are concentrated in the be exvosed.

design of the power supply, which provides sec-
ondary operating voltages used by solid-state 3-5.12 MMNTENANCE%-F EQWIPMENT
devices throughout the design, and include over- The simplest maintenance action requires
voltage and overcurrent protecion, and filtering personnel and publications, probably requires
and./or decoupling for purposes of suppressing support equipment and repair parts or con-
transients. Popular descriptive terms f-ir cir- sumables, and may require facilities. Clearly,
cuits that provide overvoltage and overcurrent the elimination of maintenance by designing
protection are crowbars and current limiters, materiel with maintenance-free assemblies and
respectively, components should be requested by mainte-

It is a maintenance engineerirg respon- n.nce engineering on a priority basis. When the
"sibility to insure that all new solid-state designs acquisition cost of the maintenance-free
incorporate such features. Maintenance engi- materiel exceeds that of the maintainable
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materiel, requests sh. Id be accompanied by 3-5.13.1 COiDeuign
life cycle cost trade-off. :hat demonstrate the The following recommendatioas should be
desiratility of the maintenance-fr- approach. observed when designing and using cables:
Addi:ionally, since aiaintenance itself is not 100 a. Cables should be long enough so that:
percent reliable, and many maintenance actions
t ¢n result in damage to adjacent assemblies and (1) Each unit can be checked in a con-
components, the reliability advantages of venient place (extension cables should be
maintenance-free equipment should be empha- provided when Pecessary).
sized. (2) Units in drawers and slide-out

A number of types J1 maintea.nce- free as- racks can be pulled out to be worked :n without
semblies currently exist and have been proved breaking electrical connections.
in use. Others will be forthcoming as advances (3) Connectors can be rmached easily
are made in m'iterial technology and innovative for replacement or repair.
design and manufactuzing techniques. At the (4) Units that are difficult to connect
start of each new materiel program, mainte- where they are mounted can be tved to a
nance engineering should survey the Army, oth- more convenient position for ccanecting and
er services, and industry for any maintenancz- disconnecting.free assemblies and components that are ap- b. The length of cables should be the same

plicabl to the new materiel, and request their for each installation of a given type of elec-
"icorporation ir.to design. tronic equipment if the circuit might be affect-

The two main categories ,f maintenance- ed by differences in the length of the cable.
free assemblies and component, currently avail- (Even if a unit can be adjusted to compensate
able are those that require no lubrication and for diff'3rences in the length of the cable, the
those that require no adjustments. In the first uEe of different lengths of cable means that
category are fixed joints, factory sealed bear- adjustments made on the bench might be out

ings, alloyed bearings with self-oiling proper- of tolerance when the cnit is installed.)
ties, plastic bearings, and chemical lubricants c. Cable harnesses should be desi.ned so
introduced into cooling systems. Self-adjusting that they can be built in a shop or factor"
brakes and self-adjus: ng components that us and installed as a package.

spring tension or compression, hydraulic pres-

sure, etc., comprise the second category. An- d. Cables should "fan out- in junction box-
other way to eliminate maintenance require- es for easy checking, especially if there are no
ments not associated with the two main cat other test points in the circuits. Each terminal

Segories is io design assemblies for a sprecific in the junction box should be clearly labeled

lfespan, and then to discard them. This is a and easy to reach with test probes.
disposable module approach, with disposal e. Preformed cables should be used when
based on :alendar time rather than on failures. possible. They permit flexible, more efficient as-
3-5.13 BEcTcRAL CAKES ANDWlRESItef. 1) sembly methods and minimize the chances of

making wiring errors. They also permit testing
Cables. wires, and connectors comprise a ahd coding of the entire cable before instal-

'vita! portion of most materiel items. When lation. Once the cable is placed in position on

properly designed and installed, they simplify the chassis, the leads can be connected withoutthe maintenance of the re.mainder of the the usual interference and confusion caused by
materiel and pose minimum maintenance prob- stay wires.
lems within themselves. Maintenance engineer-
ing evaluates the design and installation of ca- f The use of a clear pl!astic covering to
bles and connectors to insure that proper con- insulate leads and rables should be considered
sideration has been given to features that im- so that breaks in internal wirinj can readily
pact maintainability and reliability, and makes be seen.

appropriate design recommendations. For addi- . When polyvinyl wire is used. care
tional guidance on cables, see Ref. 19. should be taken 20 there will be no cold flow
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of the insulation due to tightness of lacing or f. Provide a means for keeping cables and
mounting. lines off the ground. This is especially impor-

h. Neoprene-covered rather than tant in areas where ice and snow may cover
aluminum-sheathed cable should be used in the lines for long periods, making them in-
areas where intense vibration or corrosive accessible for maintenance.
substances may cause failures. g. Where cable connections are maintained

L High-ten. *erature wire should be used between stationary equipment and sliding
when wires are roL&d near ducts carrying pres- chassis or hinged doors, provide service loops

sures over 50 psi and/or temperatures above to permit movement, such as pulling ou, a
200oC (3920 F). d-awer for maintenance, without breaking the

electricai connection. The service loop should
./ Mtallic shielding unp~rotected by outer have a return feature to prevent interference

insulation should be sezured to prevent the when removable chassis are replaced in the cab-
shielding from contacting exposed terminals or met.
conductors.

h. Provide storage space for long electrical
k. Insulated wire or cable should be color cables that are a part of ground power, service,

or number coded in accordance with applicable and test equipment
miliy standards i. Precautions should be taken to protect
3-5.13.2 0ab14 Routing the irsulation at the ends of cables from mois-

ture. Moiatureproof jacketing that will with-

The following recommendations should be stand t!e required temperature range and me-
observed: chanical abuse should be used.

'- Route cables so that they:

(1) Are not pinched by doors, lids, and 3-5.3-3 Cawecton
slides- The following recommendations should be

(2) A- not walked on or used for observed when providing for connection and dis-
handholds. connection of cables:

(3) Are accessible to the tecb-ician; a. Use plugs and matching receptacles that
i.e., are not under floorboards, behind panels make it impossible to connect the two in-
or component- that are difficult to remove, or correctly. For examp!e, use different sizes of
routed through congestea areas, and need not plugs for nearby connections, use different keys
be bent or unbent sharply when connected or or alignment pins, and/or color-code or paint I
disconnected. stripes, arrows, or other informatioai on each

b. Design cables or lines that must be plug and the receptacle to which it belongs.
routed 'hrough walls or bulkheads for easy in- b. Clearly identify, by number or letter,
stallation and removal without the necessity for each pin on each plug.
cutting or compromising the integrity of the c. Use quick-disconnect plugs or plugs that

system. c.Use qickdisconnect ith s onelg ta
system. can be disconnected with no more than one

c. Route cables to avoid close contact with turn. rather than plugs with fine threads that
tubes, transformers, or ,ectifiers so that cables require many turns.

willnotbedamagedbyoverheating. d. Use plugs in which the aligning pins
d Provide guards or ether protection for or keys extend beyond the eleztrical pins. This

easily damaged conducors svuh as waveguides, arrangement protects the electrical pins from
high frequency cables or in-ulated high-voltage damage caused by poor alignment or twisting
cables. of the plug vhen it is partially inserted. Use

e. Protect electrical wiring from contact sheaths longer than the electrical pins to avoid
with fluids such as grease, oil, fuel, hydraulic accidental shorts or grounds.
fluid, water, or cleaning solvents. These may e. Avoid symmetrical arrangements of
damage insulation and result in injury to per- aligning pins or keys so that plugs cannot be
sonnel. inserted 180 dcg from the correct position.
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J f Locate connectors far enough apart so q. Clearly labe! power receptacles for
that t:ey can be gripped fri--aly for connecting primary, secondary, or utility systems in order
and di--sconnectirg while t&e technician wears to prevent personnel injury or equipment dam-
arctic miLtens. age.

When a part of a machine or system r. Provide capti-.e covers to protect con-
can be removed for maintennce, insure that nector ends from moisture and other forgn
cables that connect the removable part with the matter.
rest of the machine or system have plugs and 3-5.14 DESMN TO SER'VICE WITlH STANDARD TEST
receptacles that will disconnect before the ca- EG NTbles will break.

A. Uae plugs with integral test points for The decision regarding the proper type ofeach input and output that cannot otherwi s test eqopmrnt to be used must be made inbe checked easily. As an alternative, provie the early stages of materiel design-as earlya test point adapter for lt betwe p g 2s the drafting oi the maintenance plan willand et ae r ee allow-and should be firm by the development
phase- The factors involved i. this decision in-

i Use fewer plugs with many pims rather clude the mission and operationial character-
than more plugs with fewer pins; it takes about istics of the materiel, the anticipated reliability.
the same amount of time to connect a plug the maintenance stracture, the equipment and
with many p'ns as it does one with a few psn personnel avaiiable to the user, the operational
However, cables must not be permitted to be- environment, the logistic support requirements,
come so large that they cannot be handled easi- the development time. and the cost
ly. The four general types of test equipment

. Use connectors in which electrical con- (defined in par. :t4.7.3) ar special-purpose.
tacts ca-not be shorted by external objec. general-purpose (standard). built-in, and auto-

k. Provide plugs with self-locking safty matic. When operational requirements and
catches ,ather than safety wiring. If safety wi;r- materiel complexity do not dictate built-in or

ing is a requirement, design holes and slots for automatic test equipment, there is a probability
most efficient and rapid attachment of the safe- that standard test equipment will prove to be
tywire. the most cost-effective choice. Maintenance en-

L Insure that plugs and leads do not Lrans-  gineering participete in test equipment cost
mit stored charges while being disconnected. trade-offs and makes appropriate design recom-

mendations.

nL Design lead pins and plugs so that they- If built-in and automatic types of te!:
are strong enough not to be damaged by rough equipment are not mandatory selections as a
use- Avoid the use of miniature plugs where result of operational requirements and materiel
pins can be easily bent upon mating, thus caus- complexity, they normally can be eliminated
ing a short circuit- from consideration on the basis of costs- The

n. On a given materiel sytm, standardiZe very fact that neither is a mandatory require-
wiring connectors used in identical types of ment indicates that the materiel under consid-
electrical equipment to reduce errors in wiring eration has no more than moderately complexduring installaticn or maintenancer circuitry and that maintenance downtime is notan overriding consideration. It -ill be assumed

o. Use individual power disconnects so that that these two types of test equipment have
power can be turned off in one part of the been eliminated from consideration, and the re-system without having to disconnect the entire mainder of the discussion w! be limited to
system- general-purpose versus bpeciai-purpose equip-

p. Label electrical cable connectors with ment.
current and voltage values. Include on the label
a designation of the source of th2 current, such The most significant advantages of
as line, station, generator, or a':xiliary power general-purpose test equipment accrue chen the
unit. equipment can be used without adapters. In
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such cases, procurement time is minimal. de- erational environment Maintenance economy
velopment costs are avoided, and the logistic and efficiency are significantly affected by how
:ystem can accept additional units of the equip- well this function is accompli.,hed. Maintenance
ment with no impact or publications pertainipg engineering works closely with human factors
Lo test equipment maintenance and operation, to optimize tle interface. Maintenance engineer-
no impact or skill levels, and no impact on ing provides historical data, experience, and
supply management. If adapters are required, judgment, monitor. design, and, in particular,
these advantages are diminished in proportion evaluates the 1:uman factors aspects of mock-
to the numbei and complexity of the types of ups and models. The goal is to establish design
adapters and the total number of adapters that requirements before hardware is fabricated.
must be introduced into the supply inventory. A'i understanding of the background of

The advantages of special-prv:pose test human factors engineering and of data sources
equipment lie in the areas of test equipment and data pertaining to ;Ie characteristics,
use and prime materiel design. This type of capabilities, and limitations of humans will as-
test equipment is less complex to use in making sist aintenance engineering in working more
tests, and consequently, training, publications, effectively with human factors personnel. The
and maintenance time requirements for the discussion that follow. presents an overview of
user are minimized. Additiona!ly, there are few- the subjects.
er probabilities of damaging the test equipment 3-6.1 HUMAN FACTORS ENGINEERING
and the item being tested. With regard to prime
materiel design, the interface between special- Human factors engineering i3 a discipline

purpose test equipment and the materiel can that relates man's size, strength, and other
be optimized. A requirement to use standard capabilities to the necessary work. Failure to

test equipment constrains and sometimes great- consider human factors will result in increased
y complicates materiel design because signal maintainability problems. Human factors engi-

outputs must be compatible with existing test neering began when psychologists were called

equipment, in to make critical investigatic-is of, for exam-
As a general rule, it may ibe stated that pie, physical limitations in aviation and behav-

ior in naval comba. information centers. Its
standard test equipment is always the best goal was to provide designers with the probable
choice when relatively simple point-to-point characteristics of the individuLls who would op-
testing is required. As testirg requirements be-
:ome more complex, test equipment selection erate and maintain the machines and equip-

cecisions can be made only after exhaustive mn
cost-'ffectiveness trade-offs that consider the Today, human factors engineering draws
riany factors unique to the requirements of the on psychology, physiology, physics, an-
materiel being studied. All dec sions must be thropology, and medicine, and requires close

made prior to the start of the development alliance bktween engineers and psychologists.
phase. Human factors engineers consider complex mil-

itary equipment as man-machine systems, in-

3-6 ?, 4INTENANCE ENGINEERING cluding as design considerations the capabilities
and limitations of man under various condi-

RESPONSIBIUTIES IN DEVELOPING tions.
REQUIREMENTS OF HUMAN 3-6.2 HUMAN BODY MEASUREMENTS
FACTORS IN DESIGN (Ref. 1) (ANTHROPOMETRY)

The human factors engineering element in One important consideration in designing
a materiel program has prime responsibility for for maintainability is information on body
irsuring that an optimum interface exists be- measurements. This information is required in
tween human capabilities and materiel design the earliest design stages to insure that equip-
features that affect human actions required to ment wi!l accommodate onerators and mainte-
operate and maintain the materiel in its op- nance men of various sizes and shapes. This
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paragraph describes the sources of an- ing to functional reaches would be anatomical
thropornetric measurements available to the de- arm and leg lengths. Dynamic dimensions in
signer, indicating some of the types of infor- equipment design relate more to human per-
mation and giving examples of the more corn- formance than to human "fit".
mon measurements.m3-6.3 HUMAN SENSORY CAPACITIES

3-6.2.1 Sources and Use of Information on Body The data that follow are presented to assist
Measurements in a better understanding of the sensory ca-

The designer has two basic sources of in- pacities of the maintenance man as they apply

* formation on body measurements: an- to color-coding, shape-coding, parts identifica-
thropometric surveys, in which measurements tion, and noise.
of a sample of the population have been made, 3-6.3.1 Light
and experiments under circumstances that sim- Sight is stimulated by electrumagnetic
ulate the conditions for which he is designing- radiations of certain wavelengths, commonly

* Which of these sources or which combination called the visible portion of the electromagnetic
is used depends on tb availability of adequate spectrum. The various hues (parts of the
anthropometric surveys and on the cost of ex- spectrum), as seen by the eye, appear to differ
periments in both time and money. in brightness. In daylight, for example, the eye

Anthropometric data usually are presented is most sensitive to greenish-yellow light that
in percentiles, ranges, and means (or medians). has a wavelength of about 5500 angstrom units.
With information of this type, the designer, who The eye also sees differently from different an-
usually will not be able to accommodate all pos- gles.
sible sizes, can decide where to make the cutoff. One can perceive all colors while looking
He must, of course, design equipment to insure straight ahead. Color perception, however, be-
operability and maintainability by at least 90 gins to decrease as the viewily.; angle increases.
percent of the use, population. The design range Green disappears at about 40 deg off the level
includes at least the ith to 95th percentiles for view in the vertical plane, and red disappears
design-critical body dimensions (Ref. 12). at above 45 deg. Yellow and blue can be dis-

tinguished over a larger area. Therefore, if
equipment has color-banded meters or warning

3-6.2.2 Types of Body Measurements lights of different colors that are in such a
h aoposition as to be near the horizontal or verticalBtmen are important to the designer. Static limits of color differentiation, the user will notmentsurent ipcruane evethdinfrm meat- be able to distinguish one color from another.measuremg.nts incluile everjthing from meas-

urements of the most gross aspects of body size, Color-weak people (so few people are
such as stature, to measurements of the dis- absolutely color blind that they can be ignored)
tance between the pupils of the eyes. The meas- do not see colors the way "normal" people do,
urements required will depend on the particular and any color-coding will be lost on them.
equipment being designed. The more common Therefor3, colors should be selected that color-
static measurements, having received the most weak people do rot confuse, such as yellow and
attention from anthropometrists, are moat read- blue, or color-coding should be augmented with
ily avai!able and are the most reliable because shape-coding.
of the large and numerous 3amples on which At night, or in poorly illuminated areas,
they are . color makes little difference, and at a distance,

Unlike static body dirnensions, which are or if the point source is small (such as a small
measured with the subject in rigid standardized warning light), blue, green, yellow, and orange
positions, dynamic body measurements usual!y are -ndistinguishable; they will appear to be
vary with body movenents. Dynamic measure- white. A further phenomenon of signt per-
ments include those made with the su ;jects in ception of light is apparent reversal of color.
various working positions, and functional arm When an individual stares at a red or green
and leg reaches. Static dimension3 correspond- light, for instance, and then glances away, the
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signal to the brain may reverse the color. This 3-6.3.4 Vibration and Motion
phenomenon has caused accidents. Too much Vibration may be detrimental to the main-
reliance should not be placed on color when tenance technician's performance of both men-
critical operations may be performed by fa- tal and physical tasks. Large amplitude, low
tigued personnel. Whenever possible, red filters frequency vibrations contribute to motion
having wavelengths longer than 6500 angstrom sickness, headaches, fatigue, eye strain, inter-
units should be used. If this is not possible, ference with depth perception (depth perception
then warning lights, at least, should be as close fails at frequencies of 25 to 40 Hz and again
to red as possible. Colors such as red amber at 60 to 90 Hz), and interference with the abil-
or reddish purple are satisfactory. ity to read and interpret instruments. As the

amplitude of vibration decreases and the fre-
3-6.3.2 Touch quency increases, these symptoms become less

As equipment becomes more complex, it pronounced. However, vibration of low
is necessary that the maintenance man use all amplitude and high frequency can be fatiguing.
his senses most efficiently. Man's ability to 3-6.4 HUMAN REACTION TO EXTREME
interpret visual and auditory stimuli is closely TEMPERATURES
associated with the sense of touch. The sensory Although the effects of temperature on
cues received by the skin and muscles can be human performance are not completely under-
used, to some degree, to convey messages to stood, it is known that certain temperature ex- j
the brain that relieve the eyes and ears of part tremes are detrimental to work efficiency. As
of the load they otherwise would carry. For the tempe-ature increases above the comfort '

example, different control knob shapes can be
recognized easily by touch alone. Selected knobre-reconizd eailyby ouchaloe. eleced nob sponse is slower, and error likelihood increases.
shapes can be adapted for use when the user spneislwraderolklhodncae.As the temperature decreases below the comfortmust rely completely on his sense of touch, as, zone, physical fatigue and stiffening of the ex-
for instance, when a knob must be put in an tremities begin.
out-of-the-way place.

3-6.4.1 Heat
3-6.3.3 Noise The operational efficiency of personnel de-

Man's reaction to noise extends beyond the creases when temperature and huridity com-
auditory system: it can contribute to such feel- bine to make a physically uncomfortable en-
ings as well-being, boredom, irritability, or fa- vironment. In the case of maintenance, the de-
tigue. Work requiring a high degree of crease is marked by increased maintenance

muscular coordination and precision, or intense times and an increase in maintenance errors.
concentration, may be affected adversely by When feasible, built-in or portable air condi-
noise. An individual exposed to sound that ex- tioning should be supplied for personnel per-
ceeds a level of about 120 dB, can begir to forming maintenance in enclosed areas when
"feel" the sound physically, and at levels above the temperature is above 900F.
130 dB, might experience pain. 3-6.4.2 Cold and Windchill

In addition to affecting the performance Maintenance personnel on duty in the
of maintenance technicians in tasks not depend- Arctic are handicapped physically and psy-
ent upon audito.-y tasks, excessive noise can chologically. When a man is cold, or afraid of

make oral communications ineffectual or im- the cold, his efficiency and incentive may be" possible, and can damage hearing. Con- impaired. in spite of the beat arctic clothing,
sequently, the interior noise levels in mainte- it has been found that the suffering experienced

nance or control areas (vans, huts, etc.) in by personnel increases rapidly as the tem-
which communication of information, either di- perature drops below -10 0 F. Personnel need all
rect or electrical, is critical, should not exceed their energy to use tools of any kind in the
levels that permit reliable communications with open. Without shelter and heat, nost adjust-
raised voice at a distance of 3 to 4 ft. ments are impossible. A worker wearing heavy
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gloves out in the open finds even the simple alternatives to determine whether or not the
task of removing or inserting screws extremely requirement is satisfied. This automatically will
difficult, and with screws less than 0.25 in. in lead to the selection of the best design.
length, impossible. When a worker is properly Specification requirements always must be
dressed, he can perform down to some point satisfied, but specifications alone will not iden-
between 320 and 0°F for 30 min without in- tify all materiel design features that must be
terference from the cold itself. evaluated, and will provide no evaluation

The physiological Effects of cold tern- criteria. Historical data and handbook data
peratures are greatly magnified by wind. For must he used to augment specifications in
example, exposed flesh freezes zt about -40'F identifying materiel design features to evaluate,
in a wind of 1 to 2 mph, and at about 18°F and the data in themselves comprise powerful
in a wind of 40 mph. Windchill charts have evaluation tools. 3
been developed that portray the comparative Most Army materiel is evolutionary rather
severity of temperature and wind combinations, than revolutionary in design The same may

be said for operational and support concepts.
3-7 HISTORICAL PERFORMANCE DATA It is these facts that make historical data so

AND MIUTARY HANDBOOK valuable to design evaluation. The manner in
which deployed materiel has p.rformed and the

REMRENCE MATERIAL AS AIDS TO support it requires certainly should be given
MAINTENANCE ENGINEERING consideration equal 'o the predictions of how
EVALUATION OF DESIGN similar but improved materiel ,,ill perform and
Design evaluation is a continuing main- of its maintenance requirements. Additionally,

many components and assemblies in deployed
tenance engineering function, which is corn- materiel will be identical to those planned for
prised of first determining what to evaluat, new materiel. In these cases, assuming identical
and then establishing evaluation criteria and natural and induced use environments, histor-
performing the evaluation. All actions are ac- icai data provide the ultimate evaluation
complished for the fundamental purpose of criteria.
assuring that the developed materiel will be - 4

eas, and economical to maintain and will gen- During materiel design, predicted reliabili-
erate lowest life cycle costs. Three of the basic ty probably has more impact on the planned
tools avai.able to assist in design evaluation are support subsystem than any other parameter.
specifications, historical performance data, and The predicted frequency and distribution of fail-
handbooks. ures resulting from unreliability dictate many

Specifications, either quantitative or quai- maintainability and support resource require-

itative, that establish iiaintenance parameter ments. Maintenance engineering should fully
requirements indirectly identify the materiel exploit historical reliability data in evaluating
design features that must be evaluated. For ex- new designs. Each reliability success and each
ample, a specified mean time to repair leads problem in deployed materiel identify an area
to an evaluation of parameters such as reliabili- to be evaluated in new materiel. Components
ty, diagnostics, accessibility, and packaging, to and assemblies with a proven history of
determine whether or not the time can be met. reliability should be favored over proposed im-
This type of evaluation will not result in design proved items with better operational character-
improvement if the specification is satisfied, istics, unless there is satisfactory evidence that
and comld result in the acceptance of a design the proven items cannot satisfy operational re-
that is not optimum. Even if the time is met, quirements. Items with a poor reliability history
there may be a better design. The determination should not be used. Predicted reliab'lities for
of whether or not a qualitative specification re- end items should be evaluated against occur-
quirement is satisfied forces a more thorough rences in the field and appropriate K-factors
design evahatio.. If a requirement is estab- (par. 3-3d) derived for determining the support
lished for minimum skills at the organizational resource requirements that the proposed
level, t is necessary to evaluate all design materiel truly generates.
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Historical mainttinability data should be 3-7.1.1 Mantenance EnglneedngAnalysisSstNm
exploited in the same manner as that described (Re. 6)
for reliability data. Proven maintainability fea- Maintenane engineering analysis data sys-
tures should be retained in the new design, and ters typified by the logistic support analy.3is
problem features eliirinated. Historical main- data system described in par. 5-3 contain, in
tainability data coupled with resource utiliza- large part, predicted performance data based
tion data provide an extremely valuable tool for on design analysis. Performance, in this case,
determining support resources that the new refers to maintenance requirements that
materiei will require. There is no better ifer- depoyed materiel will generate aJ t he manner

mation available that can be used for predicting in which resources will be used to perform the
life cycle support costs. maintenance. Predicted operator performance is

Like historical data, military handbooks .also a part of the data.
assist in both identifying design features to Maintenance engineering s responsible for
evaluate in new mateLiel and in conducting the the data system, and is the source of all dataevaluation. Handbooks that deal wi.th basic en- elements except those pertaining to operational,

gineering, as well as with reliability, main- deployment, and design parameters. Mainte-

avai-abse. Some of the handbooks have chek- eter but the primary responsibility for their
lists and othe- aids that make them very con- dete.-mination lies with system and design en-venient fof" use in concurrently identifying de-
s e t l i m l gineering elements. Maintenance engineering'+++ - sign features to evaluate in new mat.iel and anlzsoetia, poy nad

in conducting the evaluation. For example, ref- aayzsoperational, depoyment, and design
erence to a human factors engineering hand-d -
bo o u man feeatio neil lad- tion, and nature of corrective and preventive
book during mat-iel evaluation will lead to maintenance that must be performed at all
questions concerning the space provided for maintenance levels. Concurrently, support
maintenance personnel, their strength require- resources required at all maintenance levels am
ment-s, the proposed working environment, etc. I e
An immediate answer as to the acceptability predicted.

of the design can be ascertained by comparing Predictions ve refined with test dsaa as
what is proposed with the standards established they become avaiabIt. Al! ;-redictions to this
in the handbook. point pertain to elemer.ts of a materiel system

and must be summarized and manipulated to
3-7.1 COMM ZID DATA COUZCTION SYSTMS provide meaningful systc.a data.

The Army has two computerized data col- Due to the mas of data generated on a
lection methods that aie of exceptional value major materiel program and the fact thrmt these
to maintenance engineering in analyzing new data are being continuously refined, a computer
designs. Theae are a maintenance engineering program is used for data manipulation. Nor-
analysis data system and a maintenance man- mally, the program fs maintained by a con-
agemeot system. The first documents data tractor through the development phms and,
resulting from design analysis and testing on subsequently, by the Army. The major source
a development program, and the second con- of program changes after development is
tains experience data from operating and main- materiel modifications.
taining fielded materiel. Taken together, the
data collected from these two systems provide The data system can provida detailed op-
an audit trail from design, to predicted per- erational and maintenance data on any main-
formance, to actual perfomance in the field. tenance signific.ant item or group of items, or
The paragraphs that follow, discu.s the nature on tie total matriel. system. Virtually any op-
of the two collection methods. erational or-maintenancie factor that can be
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sw) -t measured after deployment can be predicted by Additionally, the data are used to evaluate new I
the data system. For example, operational avail- materiel concepts and designs, and to estimate
ability, repair part consumption, and support life cycle support costs for new materiel.
resource utilization rstee can be predicted for
an assembly or for the total system. 3-7.2 ,MUTARY HAND8OOKS ON 0 W S

Maintenance engineering analysis pre- DISN, IRUAl NlTY UNUitG,

dictions serve as reference points for evaluating M AINAM UUT O, AND
the pcrformance of deployed materiel. Any field HUMAN FACTORS ENOWERM
experience that shows under- or over- Numerous military engineering handbooks
achievemeat of predicted performance generates have been published, and new ones are being
a requirement for analyses, trade-offs, and poe- published annually. Handbooks are published by
sible corrective action. all of the military services, and some are
3-7.1.2 Minomennce Maoee Syt sponsored by the Department of Defense. Each

(21..7,) handbook contains information and data that
The Army maintains a m can aid in the development of cost-effective mil-

man- itary materiel. The handbooks are used mainly
agement system that records and reports by military and contractor engineers, but are
selected elements of information pertaining to also of value to management personnel.
the deployed materiel. Raw data generated at
the user and support maintenance levels are The stated purpose of Army handbooks,
entered onto prescribed forms. Commanders at and this can be considered to be a universal

the field level process data relating to ex- Purpose, is to:
penditure of maintenance resources and c. Conserve time, materials, and funds by
materiel readiness indicators, and forward outlining the approaches to the problems most

- selected maintenance data to a national level likely to result in successful conclusions.
data bank. Analyses, summaries, and reports b. Provide a reference of fundamental de-
subsequently are furnished to the natioual level sign information not readily available elsewhere
materiel managers for their use in improving that will facilitate the evolution of new detin.,_
the materiel readiness condition of Army e u n w i ns.
materielc. Generate, compile, and maintain an up-to-date set of formulas, tables, and values

The basic data in the system represent useful in the design of Army materiel.
day-to-day'ezperience of using organizations in
operating and maintaining materiel. Dta Preserve a record of Army design ex-
recorded on assemblies, end items, and systems. perience, forestalling duplication of past ex-

Reduced data provide quantitative information perience and work. The designer sheuld
aware not only of current new developments
but also of concepts advanced in the past that

a. Materiel reliability, maintainability, and have been tried and laid aside in order that
availability worthy additions to the tate of the art are

b. Scheduled and unscheduled maintenance not lost and worthless ones are not tested again.
requirements a Preserve unique technical knowledge

c. Repair part consumption that otherwise would be lost when design en-

d Utilization rates for personnel, materiel, gineers resign, retire, or die.

and facilities. f Provide orientation and guidance for

Typical uses of the reduced data t now personnel and for Army contractorm.

validato maintenance engineering analysis pre- g. Communicate to design engineers, in
dictions, identify problems with regard to cur- capsule form, the requirements and disciplines
rent suppo--t resources, forecast resource re- of the allied technical fields with which they
quireme-ta, and to detect trends that indicate must be concerned.
a need for materiel modificatien, or that ). Permit design of Army materiel to pro-

- ) materiel is nearing the end of its useful life. ceed at an accelerated rate under conditions of
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mobilization or other emergency when ex- An Air Force handbook on the general de-
perienced designers *are overtaxed with the sign subject of microelectronics (Ref. 10) deals
emergency requirements. with the theo, .L-al and practical aspects of de-

* signing components, circuits, and subsysterts.
Engineering handbooks have been pub- Separate sections are devoted to reliability.

lished by one or more of the services on virtual- maintenance, and logistics. Information per-
ly all subjects in which maintenance engineer- taining to maintenance engineering could be ob-
ing has an interest. An appreciation of this tained much more rapidly from this handbook
statement may be gained by examining the list than from the previously described AMC hand-
of current and proposed AMC handbooks on the book.
inside back cover of this book. It will be noted
that some of these handbooks are applicable to A Navy handbook on reliability (Ref. 11)
broad design disciplines and some to specific provides guidance on the conduct of a materiel
design problems associatwd with Army materiel. life cycle reliability program with emphasis on
The other services have used a sinilar approach the earlier life cycle phases. The theoretical and
in their handbook programs, and the number practical aspects of establishing reliability spec-
of handbooks that they have published is com- ification requirements and of accomplishing
parable. Since many design principles and de- allocations and predictions are discussed, as
sign problems are applicable to materiel used well as estimating time arnd fund requirements
by each of the services, it follows that main- for a reliability program. A section is. devoted
tenance engineering will find information ap- to the mathematics of reliability. The handbook
plicable to Army materiel in the handbooks of is not oriented towards specific materiel. Vor
other services, and should obtain and use this example, its treatment of redundancy could ap-
information. ply to electric generators or diodes. This hand-

Since some handbooks are written on s- book would prove valuable to maintenance en-Sinceen inm underbooksn how write why spe
cific subjects such as the design of gun tubes, ineering in understanding how and why a
and other3 are written on general subjects such materiel reliability program is conducted. It
as microelectronic design, reliability, main- wouk not assist readily in evaluating the
tainability, and human factors, it is not feasible reliability aspects of materiel des.0": other than
to describe the contents of a typical handbook. by providing ready reference t- reliability
Consequently, in order to discuss the contents mathematics.
of handbooks, the contents of several that were The maintainability handbook selected was
selected at random will be described in the published by the U S Army Materiel Command
paragraphs that follow. (Ref. 1). This handbook thoroughly covers the

The contents of two design handbooks, one practical aspects of maintainability, and pro-
dealing with a specific problem and one dealing vides coverage, to a lesser depth, on human
with a general design subject, will be discussed factors, safety, and reliability. Maintainability
first. The former is an AMC handbook on the design features are discussed, first with regard
subject of hardening weapon systems against to their general application to designi, and
radio frequency energy (Ref. 9). This book thor- subsequently with regard to their application
oughly covers the theoretical and practical to specific Army materiel. The handbook has
aspects of the problem and its solution from numerous checklists, tables, illustrations, etc.,
an engineering design point of view. It briefly which make it a valuable and efficient tool for
addresses reliability, and makes no mention of evaluating materiel design.
maintainability, human factors, and mainte- A Department of Defense standard (Ref.
nance. However, from an examination of the 12) establishes general human engineering
design recommendations, it is clear that the au- criteria for military materiel. it is published
thors considered reliability, maintainability, and in handbook format, aid is representative of
logistics. This book would be of use to main- human engineering handbooks issued by the
tenance engineering, but it would have to be services. The standard establishes requirements
studied. There is no quick way to find main- for controls, displays, work space, work envi-
tenance related subjects. ronment, and other man/machine interfaces,
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J and briefly addresses maintainability and safe- It may be seen at useful maintenance
ty. Virtually all of the requirements are quan- engineering informatioil is apt to exist in most
titative. Charts, tables, and illustrations assist military handbooks. Since maintainability and
in rapidly interpreting the requirements. The maintenance engineering are so closely associ-
book is a valuable maintenance engineering ated with regard to materiel design require-
tool. ments, maintainabiity handbooks normally will

A final type of handbook that may be en- be the most useful to maintenance engineering.

countered is sponsored by the Department of Human engineering handbooks would probably
Defense and published by a military service, rank second in value. It is not safe to generalize

An example is a handbook on maintainability on the utility of the other types of handbooks

prediction (Ref. 13). This handbook presents the since their value would depend on the purpose

mathematics and procedures associated with of the book and whether the author, chose to

several maintainability prediction techniques, make maintenance related matteri a separate

and gives examples of their application. This part of their discussion.

handbock is valuable to maintenance engineer-
ing.

N
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CHAPTER 4 6 5

MAINTENANCE CONCEPTS

This chapter presents information on 4-1.1 MAENANCE LEVEBS
several subjects that impact the determination The Army has a maintenance support
of materiel maintenance concepts. Several quart-ofitatriei maintenance pcameptever al de nd structure into which all materiel maintenance
titative maintenance parameters are defined

concepts must fit. The basic structure consistsmathematically. A maintenance procedural of categories or levels of maintenance defined :

model is described, andi its application to a o aeoiso eeso aneac eie
deployed Army system is discussed. Mainte- as organizational, direct support, general sup-
d nnep sedulingrmyatenansdicused anine- port, and depot. However, flexibility is permit-
and surtplaning daine oted and, when it is cost-effective, levels may
d pdbe combined or not used at all. For example,

4-1 INTRODUCTION Army aviation maintenance is being phased to
a three-level maintenance concept; namely,

Maintenance is any action taken to retain aviation unit maintenance (formerly organiza-
materiel in a serviceable condition or to restore tional), intermediate support maintenance
it to serviceability. It includes inspection, test- (formerly direct support and general support),
ing, servicing, classification for serviceability, and depot maintenance. Direct and general sup-
reclamation, repair, overhaul, rebuild, modi- port maintenance performed at a single main-
fication, retrofit, calibration, and refurbish- tenance level for some other types of materiel
ment. Thus, the scope of maintenance tasks is called field maintenance. The term field
ranges from simple preventive maintenance maintenance also is used in general reference
services performed by the operator of equip- to direct and general support maintenance lev-
ment to complex depot maintenance operations els, when diiferentiation between them is not
performed in fixed shop facilities, relevant to the thought being conveyed.

Each item of deployed materiel is main- Of the four basic maintenance levels, the
tained in accordance with a maintenance con- least maintenance capability exists at the or-

cept that is established initially during the con-
ceptual phase of a materiel program. Essential- g oevel, th e capb t, inea
ly, the concept establishes what, when, how, progressively through direct support, general
and her corctivetandish etie wmainte- 3upport, and the depot. Organizational mainte-
and where corrective and preventive cn- nance is the responsibility of the unit command-
nance is to be performed. The maintealance con-
cept undergoes revision throughout thb materiel er, who accomplishes the maintenance with the
life cycle. Prior to deploymenc, it is refinw] t resources under his control. It is comprised of
reflt dpreventive maintenance and relatively simple

reflect design changes, test results, i d other corrective maintenance. Preventive mainte- -
new information. 12b.en.,n -, it may be re- nance is performed on a scheduled basis, and
vised as a ivsult of field experience. consists of activities such as inspecting, clean-

Maintenance concepts are based on trade- ing, servicing, lubricating, and adju3ting. Cor-
offs and analyses of combinations of materiel rective maintenance is performed when materiel
design, maintenance actions, and maintenance performance falls below a specified level, and
locations that will satisfy operational require- cansists of activities such as diagnosing, remov-
ments at lowest life cycle cost. Maintenance ing, repairing, replacing, and testing. Pre-
concept decisions are the responsibility of main- ventive invintenance and corrective mainte-
tenance engineering. Such decisions are ex- nance frequently are called scheduled mainte-
tremely important, in that, for a given design, nance and unscheduled maintenance, respective-
they establish the support resources required ly. Maieriel availability depends, in part. upon
at each maintenance location, and, con- the rapidity with which organizational main-
sequently, establish life cyzle support costs. tenance is accomplished.
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Direct and general support units in the plishes a support synthesis that provides for
field normally are under control of division and systematic selection of a cost-effective mainte-
major Army commanders, but their mission is nance concept and identifies new design re-
to support the unit commanders. Normally, the quirements.
direct support unit is geographically close to Support synthesis examines and describes
the using unit, and the general support unit feasible support subsystem approaches. Syn-
is geographically removed. Also, the direct sup- thesis is defined as the combination of parts
port unit is more mobile than the general sup- or elements sc as to form a whole. In this case,
pe:E unit. Items replaced by organizational it is the combination of various support ap-
units are referred to direct support units for proaches into a support subsystem. Synthesis
maintenance or disposal. Direct support units forces consideration of support alternatives that
refer maintenance that they cannot accomplish might otherwise be overlooked.
to general support units. Direct support units
exchange items with the using organi.tion, A wide variety of support approaches must

whereas general support units normally return be considered while materiel is ;a the prelim-

repaired items to stock. Depots are under con- inary design stage. Support subsystem synthesis

trol of national level materiel maragers and evolves from combinations of such consid-

designated major oversea command(rs. Depots erations as test equipment automation; external

perform maintenance that is designated by or built-in test equipment; number and location

maintenance engineering is being u.economical of built-in test points; use of automatic, semi-

or technically impractical to perform at lower automatic, or manual fault detection; on-line or

levels. This maintenance can range fror. repair off-line maintenance actions; on-equipment or

of modules, such as printed wiring boards, to off-equipment repairs; replacement units or

overhaul and rebuild of end items. Repaired piece parts; subassembly or assembly; time

items are returned to stock. change or replacement at failure; degree of
modularization to be used; system packaging for
accessibility; personnel skill mixes; maintenance

4-1.2 SUPPO SYNTHESIS (Ref. 1) allocations; and stock levels. Evaluation of these

To develop a maintenance concept, main- approaches is a complex problem because of the
tenance engineering basically must determine permutations involved. An aid in documenting

the type. duration, and frequency of the main- synthesis efforts is the maintenance profile dis-

tenance to be performed, and the maintenance cussed in por. 4-1.3.

level at which it will be performed. As has been There are hree problems that must be
indicated, this is an iterative process, with the solved in synthesizing a subsystem:
concept becoming more definitive as available
data become more definitive. For the purpose a- The variables representing the subsys-

of this discussion, only one iteration will be tem must meet the purpose of the investigation.

described, and it will be assumed that oper- Synthesis may sometimes take specialized forms

ational requirements are firm, and materiel de- such as describing the subsystem in terms of

sign is preliminary and resulted in part from apportioned downtime, as in operational avail-
maintenance engineering requirements based on ability studies; or in terms of cost elements,
historical data. as when life cycle costing studies are beinghitrca aa made.

From operational requirements, mainte-
nance engineering knows the manner in which b. The scope of the representation must be

the materiel will be used, the frequency of use, adequate. Care must be taken not to over-

the operational environment, deployment data, simplify because often the worth of many of

availability requirements, etc. From a function- the maintenance design approaches is realized

al analysis of the design, maintenance signifi- only when these approaches are combined with

cant items, feasible hardware packaging, fault other features.

detection and fault isolation methods, c. Care must be taken in describing the
accessibility, etc., are determined. With this in- synthesized support subsystem. Since these
formation, maintenance engineering accom- alternatives are the focal point of the support
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).decisions, th: language in which alternative ac- more advantageous to repeat the complete set
tions are described can strongly influence the of maintenance functions for each maintenance
final solution. All characteristics of the ap- concept.
proaches should be made known and quanti- Maintenance profile worksheet entries are
tatively described. those required to portray adequately the pos-

sible maintenance approaches to be considered
4-1.3 MAINTENANCE PROFRE for the system. The entries shown in Fig. 4-1

A maintenance profile is a tabular repre- are typical. Entries should be thoese that are

sentation of feasible maintenance concepts for most meaningful to the design engineer-
a system function or hardware component. It ing/maintenance engineering/modeling triad
presents the decision parameters of possible that must coordinate decisions on the prcposed
alternate concepts in a manner that comple- maintenance design. Fig. 4-1 entries are:
ments modeling or other evaluation efforts. A a. Group Code. List the hardware in-
maintenance profile has two basic purposes: denture code of the item for which the main-
finst, it is a worksheet aid in initial identifica- tenance profile is being developed. Ideally, this
tion of maintenance functions and in presenting code will be the same as the code used for the
all possible methods for their accomplishment; maintenance engineering data pystem.
second, once drawn up, it is the communication b. Nomenclature. Enter the name of the
medium for presenting maintenance item or performancefunction.
alternatives for evaluation.

c. Failure Rate A. Show the average fail-
Af antesizingacprofiles used asoa ins ure rate for the item or function named. The

tof synthesizing approaches for accomplishing failure rate is an important basis for decision
Sthe maintenance functions. These approaches, no matter what the maintenance approach, and
once evaluated and decisions made as to the it is desirable that it be included. It may be
most desirable, form the basis of the mante- desirable to gi-le the minimum and maximum
nance concept that will be implemented for the range of values within which the failure rate
system and its component eq:ipment. The may fall to provide a basis for parametric
decision matrices contained in the maintenance analysis. If a maintenance factor (operational
profiles must be developed prior to the estab- failure rate) is already known, use this value.
lishment of any firm hardware configurations.
This necessitates their use early in the main- d. Maintenance F4unction. List the mainte-

* tenance engineering effort, and generally before nance functions applicable to the item. In ad-
S * significant maintenance engineering analysis dition to the functions generally addressed indata records can be completed. Because the pr- the maintenance allocation charts, add the func-

bdtecrnds arl beougheto Becomse dhesg pro-intenanf fauntction (powe nan wokiong,files involve decisions concerning modu- tions of fault detection and fault isolation.
larization, test equipment, and test point loca- e. Equipment Status. State the condition
tions, it is important that such r quirements of the end item during performance of the
be determined early enough to become design iiintenance function (power on and working,

features of the system. system in standby, system down, etc.). This is I
The value of a maintenance profile is its important to evaluate the effect upon system

presentation of alternate maintenance ap- availability.
proaches for an item. The way these f Performed When. Enter the frequency
alternatives are 3ntered may vary to suit the of the maintenance function. This entry should
individual evaluation effort. In mtzt cases, indicate whether the maintenance is required
when the choice is between ways of accom- as a result of a failure (corrective maintenance),
plishing a maintenance function, .uch as built- or whether the function is to be performed at
in automatic fault isolation versus manual some interval of calendar, operating time, cycle,
troubleshooting, the maintenance function is re- or other measure for preventive or periodic
peated for each alternate method of performing functions. Indicate if the function is required
it. In other cases, when the alternatives affect in conjunction with or as a result of another
several maintenance functions, such as dis- function, such as an "align" or "adjust" function
posable versus repairable modules, it may be being required after a "repair" fnction.
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g. Performed AL Show the maintenance k. Main ance TiMae Indicate the pre-
level at which the function is to be performed. dicted times to perform the function. These
In many caees, the maintenance level will be data are required to provide availability and
one of the rArameters of alternate concepts be- cost implications.
ing depicted on the mainter-ance profile. If a L Remarks. Enter remarks applicable to
maintenance concept reflects some variation any of the entries or to the maintenance con-
from the normal Army maintenance orgawna- cept &-xt would assist in the evaluation- If a
tional structure, it should be indicated for eval- separate remarks sheet is used, the commentsuaion an ul xlie nte"eak"cl

tinandfullyeplnedintheRemnarscol- .on the separate sheet should be coded and re-

fen-red to in the "I .,k" column on the pro-
hi Performed By. In some tases it may be file worksheet- Remarks are an important part

desirable to indicate the alloration of a main- of a mainteanc-. profile, because the worksheet
tenance task to man, machine. or a combination entries are only a synoptic outline of the main-
that is reected in a certain maintenance con- tenance concept and often do not portray the
cept. This is needed particularly when various complete information required for full eval-
approaches to built-in test equipment, digital uation of the logistic impact ef the concept.
techniques, detached automated equipment, and Special cost information, special weight and
manual methods are being evaluated, cube data, calibration consider .tions associated

i Test. Measurement, and Diagnostic with a built-in test equipment concept, or some

Equipaent (TADE). Indicate the extent of test, variatioa of standard Army maintenance pro-

measurement, and diagnostic equipment in- cedures, such as decentralized direct support,

volvement :- accomplishing the maintnce are the types of information that should be in-
function. The types of equipment envisiond cluded in the additional remarks. In addition,
(manual, semiautomatic, or fully automatic) specific information concerning the type cf test

should be indicated if appropriate for evaluation measurement, and diagnostic equipment under
purposes, as well as whether the equipment will consideration should be disclosed. For example,
be located on or off the end item. Additionally, commonality of a single piece of test equipmentindicate if the function i to be Adiionaished to several areas of system hardware, perform-

by test equipment located at a higher or lower ance of a maintenance funcoon by a mission
individual level of hardw3re. An example of this related piece of eqipment, or hybrid combina-
is a navigational computer whose built-in t tions of built-in and muetitu,-ose test equip-

ment should be explained fully to evaluate theequipment can isolate a fault to a plug-in re- maintenance concept.
pairable module. The maintenance profile en-
tries against the module would indicate that A maintenance profile can be designed to I
althovgh the fault detection method is automa- include all support resources. Facility, technical
tic. it would be accomlilished by equipment as- publicalins, and repair part requirements can
sociated with a higher level assembly and ane frequently should be considered, along with
actually would require no test equipment for the resources shown in Fig. 4-1. depending upon
the module itself. the materiel being evauated. In any event, on-ce

j. Pe mneL Enter the quantity and skill the profile is compleb-, all candidates are re-

leel of personnel required to perform the func- verified for compliance with operational re-
tion. If exact MOS requirements are not known, quirements. As many of the surviving can-
the skills should be displayed in some manner ddates as possible are then eliminated by in-
to convey the degree of skill involved in per- spection or top level analysis- Life cycle costs

forming the function. Fo example, a fault are calculated for the final group, and a main-

isolation function performed m-'nually may re- tenance concept selection is made

quire a maximum skill level of 4 on a relative 4-2 MAINTEHC .E PARAMETERS
skill sale of 1 to 4, whereas the sauae function
performed under a concept involving built-in Maintenance parameters have been iden-
test equipment would require a "kill level of tifidd as qualitative and quantitative main-
2 on the same scale tainability and reliability design fe&ares that
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impact support requirements. These parameters 4-2.1 QUANTITATIVEMAINTENANMM
have three major uses. They provide a vocab- PARAMETE (Rek. 2, 3)
ulary for discussing materiel design, the quan- Many of the quantitative maintenance pa-
titative parameters provide inputs for trade-offs rameters are based on elements of maintenance
and models, and both qualitative and quanti- time. A discussion of these time elements and
tative parameters are useful in writing spec- of several quantitative maintenance param rs
ifications. follows.

Qualitative maintenance parameters other
than siecification statements are covered ade- 4-2.1.1 Materiel UfCyraTimeElements
quately in other portiuns of this handbook (Ref. After it is produced and deployed, materiel
Tables 3-1 and -10). Therefore, the disession can be mission ready, down for maintenance,
that follows will be limited to definitiri of or in storage or reserve. Fig. 4-2 shows these
quantitative maintenance parameters and the states as time elements, and particularly
use of both qualitative and ruantittive param- delineates between preventive maintenance ac-
eters in materiel specifications. tivities, which can be scheduled, and corrective

TIMEE

ACPTIVE DONCTI~E
Tf" I TIME TIME

Iii

I 1
PREVENTIVE CORRECTIVE SUPPtY DELAY

MAINTENANCE MAITENAt 'E TIME

TIME 
TIME T

ROUTINE CHECKS FAULT ITEM FAULT ADJUSTMENT- HCOT LAU
LIOT I I

1  
C

CLEANI AND REPARTIO OCATION- OBTAINMENT CORRECTION CALIBRATION

SCHEDULED REPLA.CEMENTS

(BEFORE FAILtJRF)
ALIGNMENT AND CALIBRATION

(FOR PEAK PERFORM ANCE) |: N

REPAIR REMOVE. Z , H
IN REPAI9. AND IPPLACEVWTHI

PLACE 4EPLALE ALIK IT !

Figwt 4-2. Mot*l u Cyde Tim,, nts (tef. 4)
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- maintenance activities, which occur randomly miles, events, etc., as applicable to the item)
in time. (Ref. 4). Using the values in Fq. 4-1,

Many of the elements in Fig. 4-2- are self- 500 failures
explanatory. The others will be defined. A =

a. inactive time is that time during which 100,000 hr

materiel is in the ir~ctive inventory (storage = 0.005 failure per hr (4-2)
or reserve). This time does uot enter into main- Eq. 4-2 is the reciprocal of Eq 4-1. There-
tenance parameter considerat!ons. fore, when either MTBF or A is known, the

b. Modification time resvt% in downtime other may be determined by applying the
and unavailability of materiel. It is placed in mathematical expression
a special category, because thei e is no way oth- MTBF = 1/X (4,4)

4er than by extrapolation from historical data
to estimate the quantity and nature of required Maintenance engineering should be famil-
modifications. iar with several terms applicable to MTBF.

c. Supply delay time is the time spent in termBackgare givenfrmatin p and definitionshat follow.f the
obtaining repair'parts from other than an or- t
ganizational stockroom. Development and operational tests con-

d. Administrative time comprises all ele- ducted to determine materiel compliance with
ttime specifications are relatively limited in number~ments of delay time except supply delay time.

meepdue to economic and schedule considerations
For example, travel time by maintenance per- and may not reflect the true MTBF of materiel.
sonnel is an administrative delay.

Therefore, procurement decisions based on test
results include an element of risk to both the
Army and c( "4ractor; to the Army because in-

4-2.1.2 Mean TirneBetween Falures MTBF adequate equz..nent may be accepted, and to
MTBF is a fundamental quantitativwf main- the contractor because adequate equipment may

tenance parameter. This parameter establishes be rejected. MIL-STD-781B (Ref. 6) describes
the frequency at which corrective maintenance test procedures that provide an equitable spreadis performed. of Army and contractor risks. Several terms

MTBF is derived for a particular interval used and defined in the military standard that
by dividing the total functioning life of a pop- maintenance engineers may encounter during
ulation of an item by the total number of fail- a materiel acquisition program are:
ures within the population during the measure- a, Minimum acceptable MTBF A value so
ment interval. The definition holds for time, selected that an associated and specified risk
cycles, miles, events, or other measures of life of accepting the equipment is tolerable. This
units (Ref. 4). For example, if a population of value is associated with consumer (Army) risk.
items compiled a functioning life of 100,000 hr b. Specified MTB. The MTBF value spec-
and incurred 500 failures in a measurement ified in the contract or equipment specification.
interval, This value is associated with producer (con-

tractor) risk.
100,000 hr c. Discrimination ratio: The ratio of the

MTBF =
500 failuies specified MTBF to the minimum acceptable

MTBF.= 200 hr per failure (4-1)
d. Consumer's decision risk: The probabil-

ity of accepting equipment with a true MTBF
There is a mathematical relationship be- equal to the minimum acceptable MTBF (the.

tweec the MTBF and failure rate A for materiel. probability of accepting equipment with a true
Failure rate is the number of failures of an MTBF less than the minimum acceptabie MTBF
item per unit measure of life (time, cycles, will be less than the consumer's decision risk).
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e. Producer's decision risk: The probability fft, is synonymous with Mct. when N = 1, as
of rejecting e-4uipment with a true MTBF equal in the case of single observations for individual
to the specified MTBF (the probability of re- maintenance actions completed during a dem-
jecting equipment with a true MTBF greater onstration test.
than the specified MTBF will be less than the 4-2.1.4 M4an Time To Repair AO
producer's decision risk). Mrc1 is the mean time tvquired to complete

MIL-STD-781B assigns standard symbols a maintenance action; i.e., total maintenance
to the foregoing terms and provides consid- downtime divided by total maintenance actions,
erab!d information on : eliability tests which is over a given period of time. Mean time to repair
beyond the scope of this discussion. The docu- (often denoted as MTTR) is defined as the sum-
ment should be consulted before an attempt is mation of all mintenance downtime during a
made to use or evaluate the results of tests given period divided by the number of main-
conducted under its provisions. tenance tasks (actions) during the same period

of time, given as:

4-2.1.3 Individual Corrective Maintenance Task
Tme MC N

7, ximct8
Mcti is the time required to complete an ,-

individual maintenance task or an individual =t 
=  (4-5)

maintenance action. Individual maintenance IV
task or maintenance action times observed dur- -

ing a test, for example, would be denoted as

Mcti. When maintenance time estimates are where
based on an average of several observations, A, failure rate of the individual (ith)
as used in prediction analysis for example, in- ' element of the item for which
dividual maintenance task or action times are maintainability is to be deter-
denoted by Mq,3 , to indicate that the value is m ainability ior d te-

an average value for the individual task or ac- m a djst e fr uty cye,catastrophic failures, tolerance and
tion. The following notations for individual cor- interaction failures, etc., which will
rective maintenance time are used throughout result in deterioration of item per-
and are interchangeable iii the equtins in formance to the point that a main-
which they appear: tenance action will be initiated.

Met, corrective maintenance time re- MCt, = average repair time required to

quired to complete the ith individ- correct the ith repairable element

ual maintenance task or the ith in- in the event of its failure.
. dividual maintenance action, based

on a single observation. 4-2.1.5 Median Time To RepairA
A• t is the downtime within which 50 per-

z Mcti  cent of all maintkjance actions can be com-
_" I pleted. The median maintenance downtime is

N that value which divides all the downtime val-
ues so that one-half of the values is equal to

= average corrective maintenance or less than the median and one-half of the
time required to complete the ith values is equal to or eater than the median.
individual maintenance task or the The median value Z also is referred to as
ith individual maintenance action, the geometric mean MTTR7G or equipment re-
averaged over several (e.g., N) ob- pair time ERT in some maintainability docu-
servations for the same (ith) task ments. The median value of the maintainability
or action. function is related to individual time to repair
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estimates as follows, for the lognormal main- = standard deviation of the sample

tainability function: of logarithma of avere. repair
AI f antilogjl" 'j times - .

, (4-6)•
), lg M'ct, 4-2.1.7 Mean Prentive Maintenae Tim.

'" 3 ?JEt is he mean (or average) equipment
antilog downtime required to perform scheduled pre-

Nventive maintenance on the item, excluding any
Z ) preventive maintenance time expended on the
i" equipment during operation and excluding ad-

ministrative and logistic downtime. Mean time
4-2.1.6 Maximum Tim. T.Repair .. ,, for pi eventive maintenance is given by:

M= is the maximum time required to N
complete a specified percentage of all mainte- t A

nance action, often abbreviated as MaxlTTR Mt (4-8)
This is . maximum maintenance downtime de- (48
fined as that value of maintenance downtime Z
below which a specified percent of all main- --
tenance actions can be expected to be com-
pleted. Unless otherwise specified, this value is where
taken at the 95th percentile point of the dis- = frequency of individual (ith) pre-
tribution of downtimes. M= t is related to in- ventive maintenance action in ac-
uividual repair times comprising the underlying tions per operating hour adjusted
lognormal probability density function, as fol- for equipment diuty cycle
lows:

M =I antilog 1 I --T Mpt, = average time required or ith pre-

+rSWCx4 (4-7) ventive maintenance action
where 2

N Pee4-2.1.9 MecianPrvtive Maintenance Time MA

,-' The equipment downtime required to per-
= form 50 percent of all scheduled preventive

Nmaintenance actions on the equipment under
the conditions described for Xfpt is given by the
following expression for the lognormal case:= mean of logarithms of Mai

x = value from table of normal dis- N

tribution one-tailed test corre- 2 logp Mpe
3ponding to the specified per- M = antilog (4-9)
centage point at which Mmazt is .L
defined; e.g., 4

x = 1.6for the 96th percentile a-

x = 1.283 for the 90th percentile

(N 4-2.1.9 Maximum Preventive Maintenance TimeX I (log Mt )? - (Z log M~ti)?/N tt,,

Sg = The maximum equipment downtime re-
N- 1 quired to complete X percent of all scheduled
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preventive maintenance actions on the equip- tens ce (organizational, field, and depot) per
, ent i- given by the following expression for hour of equipment operation. Basic equations
the lognormal case: for the computation of maintainability indices

for a given design are:
Mu,, fi antilog I log W4 + xzS 1  (4-10) a. Maintainability index for corrective

maintenance M/, is the mean corrective main-
4-2.1.10 Mai ncneneDowntimeRate AW tenance man-hours per equipbient operating

The maintenance downtime rate per op- hour, given by:

erating hour is comprised of downtime due to N
corrective maintenance and downtime required mi" Z (4-14)
for preventive naintenance, given by the fol- 1

lowing expressions: where

a. Corrective downtime rate MD7rf is cor- M mean corrective maintenance man-
rective maintenance downtime per hour of op- hours at the designated level of

= Z~j~ = (-11) faiure ate the inatdvidul (oferation, given by: maintenance required per hour of~equipment operaticn

Rmf Lk ffi Z Zk ict (4-11) A, = failu e rate of the individual (ith)

.i repairable element in failures per

where 106 hr of operation, weighted by
A failure rate per hour for the ith duty cycle, tolerance, and inter-

item. action malfunction rate

b. Preventive downtime rate MD t is pre- = average maintenance man-hours at
ventive maintenance downtime per hour of op- the designated level of maintenance
eration, given by: required to comlete the individual

(ith) corrective repair action

N b. Maintainability index for preventive
ffi= f'4 = ZfMPt (4-12) maintenance W1 is the mean preventive main-

a-" " tenance man-hours per equipment operating
whe.,e hour, given by:

fi frequency of the ith task per hour = fM (4-15)

c. Total downtime rate JM is total main- "
temmce downtime for corrective and preventive where
maintenance rates combined, given by: ma" ! t MD~: (413) M/P mean preventive maintenance man-

Ri3T= fft + MDTp. (4-A) hours at the designated level of

maintenance required per hour of
4-2.1.11 M aftnr.M an4€w-p prat ng equipment operation

Index) fstb = frequency of the ith preventive
Ini. ) maintenance action, in actions per

Maintainability charactericrics of equip- 106 hr of operation, weighted for
ment design are reflected in the cost of equip- duty cycle
ment ownership by the number of man-hours 4 an
of technician time required to keep the equip- M h averagenatee man-hours atthe designated level of maintenance
ment at the specified level of performance. The
computation of maintenance man-hours per op- veivre , t c te h h
erating hour (maintainability index) includes
the determination c" nw.rntenance man-hours c. Maintainability index MI is a measure:
required at each of the three levels of main- of the total maintenance man-hours required
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to maintain a produict in operational status per eludes supply time and administrative down-
hour of operation, given by: time. Achieved availability is directly relatable

to the early design process as a means of meas-
MI = MI. + MI, (4-16) uring equipment reliability and maintainability

,,,N characteristics.

Aa =__ (4-20)
d. Maintenance man-hours per task is the where MTBM + Al

relationship between waintenance man-hours MTBM = mean time between all mainte-
per operating hour and maintenance man-hours nance, co.rective and preventive.

per maintenance task, given )y: Corrective maintenance require-
Sments are determined by inherent
z kw. (4-17) reliability modified by K-factors

for manufacturing defects, oper-
and ator errors, etc.

M = mean maintenance time for both
= Zj Mp (4-18) corrective and prevantive tasks.

,-I 'A mathematical expression for MTBM is:

where 1
M mean corrective maintenance man- MTBM = (4-21)

hours per corrective maintenanc ac- 1 1
tien MTBM, + MTBMpt

f = mean prsventive maintenance man- where
hoars per preventive maintenance MTBMt = mean time between corrective

i actionatomaintenance

4-2.1.12 Avaifbyity MTBMpf = mean time between preventive
Availability is an operational parameter, maintenance

but it is defined completely by maintenance pa- A mathematical expression for M is:
rameters. Therefore, definitions and
mathematical express-,ons for the three cate- At) + (M]t)
gories of availability are relevant to a dis- M MTBM.:
cussion of maintenance parameters. MT

a. Inherent availability A1 is the probabil- 1 1 (4-22)

ity that materiel, when used under stated con- + MTM___-
ditions in an ideal support environment (e.g., -IMM, MM~t

available toola, spares, manpower), will operate where terms are as previously defined.
satisfactorily at a given point in time. It ex-
cludes preventive maintenance actions, supply
time, aad administrative downtime.

MTBF c. Operational availability A,, is the prob-
A(4-19) ability that materiel, when used under statedMTBF + MC, conditions in an actual operational environment.

where terms are as previously defined, will operate satisfactorily when called upon.
b. Achieved availability Aa is the proba- A mathematical expression for continuously op-

bility that materiel, when used under stated erating materiel is:
conditions in an ideal support environment (e.g., MTBM
available tools, spares, manpowe-), will operate Ao = (4-23)
satisfactorily at a given point in time. It ex- MTBM + MDT
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where value of the stecification entry is lesoenedL In

MTBM is as previously defined writing specifications, eliminate, whenever pos-
sible, the use of such vague wording as min-M/T' mean downtime. This is the total imize and mmdmize. Thi- specifcation should

time during which materiel is not contain the following:

ready to perform its intended fune-
tiov, and includes all downtime a. Definitive statements with no ambiguity
shown in Fig. 4-2, except modi- b. Realistic quantitative and qualitative r-
fication time. quip;e,,nts conistant with the state of the art

Operational availability for a system that and materiel constraints
does not operate continuously, but is used inter- c. Reqnirements that can be tested or dem-
mittently, or is operated for a short period of onstrated.
time for checkout, and is then considered avail- Ufortunately, it is not possible always to
able can best be expressed by. write quantitative specifications for complex

materiel programs in the early program phases.
MTBM + ready time (4-24) The kno-wledge with which to write some d

, M77 + ready time + I ' . the desired specifies does not become available

until well into the development phase. in these j
where cases, it is necessary at times to write qual-

MTB and MDT are as previously defined itative statements. To demonstrate this, some L

randomly selected system specification require-
Ready time - time when materiel is rest ments for an Army system currently in devel- !7

for use, but is not actually opment will be given. It will be noted that the
being operated requirements reflect a mixture of qualitative

In addition, operational availability may be and quantitative parameters. These require-
defined and calculated by the following ex- ments are followed by an assumed list of spec- ---:

pression: ification requirements that demonstrate how
Ut quantitative parameters information should be

A* = (4-25) used, if it is available.Ut + Dt
4

where 4-2.2.1 MExi Fim aCw. St pedicv

A. = operational availability The following extracts from a system sptc-
U, = uptime, the time that materiel is ification for an Army system currently in de-

velopment have been edited to such a minor
yegree that they may be considered as direct

D1 - downtime, the time that materiel quotations. Quantitative requirements per-
is not mission ready taining to maintenance times are included in

Uptime Ut is that time during which main- the specification, but are clauffied and not in-
tenance is not performed and materiel is ready cluded here.
for use. Downtime Dt is all of the downtime a. Test Equipr;et. The system shall be so
shown in Fig. 4-2, except modification time. desigred that necessary operator and organi-

zation maintenance ca be performed by using
4-2.2 M=PARAMETERSIN common and special teet equipment. Common

P UCICAT1G test equipment shall be used whenever it is
The incorporation of maintenance param- cost-effective to do so. Special tools and test

eter requirements into materiel specifications is and calibration equipment shall be developed
equal in importance to determining what the concurrently with development of the end items
parameters should be. To be of greatest use, or system. To preclude any unnecessary in-
the parameter requirements must be properly troduction of new tools or test and calibration
worded. If satisfaction of the requirement can- equipment into the supply system, a review7 I
not be verified by test or demonstration, the shall be made of items in the Department of
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Defense inventory to insure that maximum use purities. They shall be located so that lubricants
is made of existing items prior to proceeding can be replenished conveniently.
with a new development effort. The number, g. Alignments and Adjustments. Align-
weight, types. kinds, and sizes of tools and test ments and adjustments shall be reduced to the
and calibration equipment required for main- fewest number possible. All alignments and ad-
tenance shall be kept to a minimum. It is de- justments, except those associated with main-
sired that organizational test and maintenance tenance calibration, shall be performed with the
equipment be integral to the tactical equipment. use of built-in test equipment. Adjustments and

b. Maintenance Calibration and Secondarg alignments, other than those controls normally
Transfer Equipment. The required maintenance available to operator personnel, shall not be re-
calibration and secondary transfer calibration quired after installation of a unit or assembly
equipment shall be developed conctirrently. by organizational level maintenance personnel.
When no existing GFE or acceptable corn- h. Quantity of Repair Parts. The number
mercial equipment is available, items will be of new and common line itims in the system
selected, tested, and type dlassified, i.^ appro- shall be minimized.
priate, as part of the overall system. Mainte-
nance calibration and secondary transfer cal- 4.2.2.2 Typical Quantitative Specification
ibration equipment shall be provided for those Rquirments
items of common and special test equipment The typical examples that follow reflect
used by the system in the field. the incorpomation of quantitative maintenance

c. Accessibility Requirements. System de- parameter requirements into specifications.
sign shall insure ease of accessibility to such Each blank space represents a quantity or
frequently checked items as batteries filters, positive instruction.
lubrication points, and replacement items. The a. Maintenance.
test points for system peculia." electrical com-
ponents shall be accessible from the interior (1) Preventive maintenance down time
of the shelter to the extent practicable. all noy eriod.

j- . d. Electrical Component Replacement. It is (2) Preventive maintenance shall not

required that, when feasible, electrical compo- be required.

nents requiring field replacement be capable (3) The mean active maintenance time
of being removed and replaced from the intwrior for the materiel shall not exceed_ hours.
of the shelter.

This time shall be calculated in the manner
e. Modular Design. The system shall be prescribed by -

designed to make maximum use of integrated (4) Maintenance reliability, the proba-
circuit subassemblies and modularized subas- bility that the materiel is capable of performing
semblies. Equipment (electrical, hydraulic, nd its mission after a satisfactory maintenance
pneumatic) shall be packaged into economically checkout, shall be greater than - percent.
optimized, nonrepairable modules, whenever b. Mechanical and Electrical Packaging.
cost-effective. The number of different types of (1) That portion of the materiel that
system modules and components shall be min- accounts for at least - percent of the total
imized to reduce the number of repair part line failures shall be packaged in disposable modules
items and tool types required for maintenance, with a procurement cost goal of $ , but

f. Lubrication. The number of points to be not to exceed
lubricated shall be kept to an absolute min- (2) The number of different types of
imum. All grease fittings shall be of the same plug-in subassemblies shall not exceed -

type throughout the system and shall accom- (3) Hoisting provisions shall be provid-
modate standard Army greasing equipment. Fill ed on all removable items that weigh more

ports shall be readily accessible and large than - pounds.
enough to facilitate filling, and shall incorpo- (4) All fastening devices securing ac-
rate features to impede the introduction of im- cess entries shall be captive and hand operated.
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(5) All connectors shall be mouuted to When this is accomplished, the result is a
provide a minimum .pace of inches be- materiel-support subsystem combination which
tween adjactat connectors and other obstruc- imposes minimum life cycle costs. After the
tions. materiel is deployed, field data are used as a

basis for evaluating and improving materiel
c. Adjustments. ct-effectiveness.

(1) The materiel shall not require pe- The paragraphs that follow describe a
riodic field electrica er mechanical adjustment maintenance procedural model that can be used
or alignment during its specified service life. to guide the accomplishment of required op-
Adjustable electrical or mechanical components timization actions. Later, the model is applied
may be used, provided ti-ey are set and sealed to a subsystem of a currentli deployed Army
at the. factory. weapon system.

(2) There will be no maintenance ad- 4 MANTINANCE PUOEIM MODE
justments on the materiel unless they are
justified by total .-vstem trade-offs and ap- A maintenance procedural model is
proved by the procurin-j agency. depicted in Figs. 4-3 and 4-4. Fig. 4-3 is a top

d. 0/ibratio level functional flow diagram that includes the
determination of maintenance requirements and

(1) The mate-iel shall require no cal- the reporting of field experience. The model
ibration. shows that some field reports can initiate the

(2) The :materiel shall not require cal- total model cycle, while other initiate only part
ibration in less than a - day interval, or of the cycle.
after less than - operating hours. Required Fig. 4-4 shows i.he second lavel, detailed
calibration time shall not exceed a mean activities associated with the first seven steps
of- hours. of the top level flow.

e. Miscellaneous. To insure continuous harmony between op-
(1) The materiel shall be maintained erational matc-iel and the support subsystem,

at the_ maintenance level with - andard the model sequence is iterated many times dur-
hand tools. Standard tooLs are deflied as tools ing a miteriel progracd. This means that at
that are already in the Federal Supply System. any point, the maintenance concept and support

(2) Each assembly, subassembly, or resource requirements are identified to the de-
piece part that is subject to replacement at any gree permitted by matiriel design definition.
maintenance level shall be an interchangeable The paragraphs that follow describe activ-
item. Interchangeable items are thoae having ities involved in acomplishing the nine top ev-
the same manufacturer's or stock number el steps when the model is 'used. Reference to
which, when substituted for each other without F. s wil be useful during discussion of the

modification, selection, or adjustment, shall pro- first seven steps.

vide identical physical and functional charac-

teristics. 4-3-1.1 S#*p 1O-d *its
Maintenance engineering analysis is per-

4-3 MAINTENANCE MOl formed on each item of the system that con-
tributes to the maintenance burden of the sys-

The design and development of a cost- tem. These items are identified from a gener-
effective materiel-support subsystem combina- ation breakdown provided by configuration
tion, also called a weapon system, require con- management. The identification t.ay include,
current consideration of many variables. There but not be limited to, the foliwing:
is interdependence between the operating nomenclature, work breakdown structure
materiel and the support subsystem as a whole, number, equipment identification code. and
as well as interdependence between various drawing number. The items selected ar the
types of resource requirements within the sub-. maintenance significant items. Analysis also is
system. Materiel cost-effectiveness is attained performed on Government-furnished equipment,
by optimizing the many dependent interfaces. if this is a contractual requirement.
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44.L2 Sap 2.--oDswispVMngnmCawep tion of the maintenance concept maintenance
(ureMn dat from o'wr fetio areas engineering and m-itainability engineering

are eombined with previously developed main- mtain close hamn and MterCh3MV =n11-

tenance- enowirerift analysis data. These cur- tennc anal~'sis and maintainabiffity analysi
rent and prxwsuly devclope-.4 data consist of da~ta. 7Uh selected m n-ace coneept:
such items as: a. Provides the pr -aial basis for design,

(. D data layout, and psk~i3 of the sytem and its
test equipment.j Preliminary engineering drawingsand/or sketebem b. Fialil thz scope of mzix ne re-

SReiablty adiponsibi!'ty for each maintenance level and
c. Relab lt ieurce.

Maintnnce related data for govern--
ment furnished equipment 4-3.1.3 Sftp3-D"6SVPtOf

e. Rsults of maintena support r-de-
OH Hmeinten engneedrng, based on hard-

ware identi.ication, design, performance re-
quirements, aid the maintenance concept per-

Alter-m-tive maixitvaance concepts are sya- forms mainteancee engineering analys The
theised with ute amistanec of a maintenance analys process at thiOs point baa progressed
profile cb ?t (par 4-1.3). A final maintenance from the top level maintenance piofile to the
concept ut-etima is made boxed on life cycle detailed analysis of materiel in terms of support
costs, w,ich are relatively gro eine detailed requirements and general identincation of the
rIODUM requirenmmts an not d r at required rewormm During this p oce gneal
Um jdnt in the mGL The maintenanc con- types of support resources, such as an un-
cept decision, normally made in conjurction specifiXd type of multfireter, aIe selected that
with maintainability engineering. involvea the satisfy the maintenance requirements at lowest
determination of who, where, how, and with life cycle casts.
what (suppo t rsOrces) materiel will be main- In *Ie analysis, if prolkem arms that dic-
taiad, tate changes in deown or support are identified,

T maintefnne concept i, contained by studies arb intiatsd to determine the system
opStiml ruiremeat During the formula- impsc:, in terms of ecst effectivene.
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The maintenance analysis is performed for g. Personnel and skill levels K.
each of the maintenance significant items. The h. Training requirements
analysis process includesT iiTask times-

a Identification of the maintenance actionand j. Maintenance actions and maintenanceadlevel of maintenancelels
levels.

b. Identification of the maintenance fre-
quency and maintenance factor for each item 4-3.1.5 Sh ap5.0-Rw/Coem dof

a Identification of the detailed sequential 2"Wirmme t
order of performance cf the specific tasks to Upon completion of the individual task
be performed to accomplish the maintenance analysis for each item, the information devel-
tasks oped is summarized on an equipment, an end

item, or a system basis. The result of this over-d Identification of the support resource re- all summation will define the overall mainte-
quirements for each item. ance and support resource requirements and

The detailed results of the maintenance en- provides for the consolidation of resources to
gineering analysis are entered in the mainte- avoid redundancy.
nance engineering data system and are sum-,
marized for use by other functional areas. 431. Step PWo

4-3.1.4 Sp d.0-PWwmm Maimac Tmk The results of the task analysis, both in-
A-ls dividually and overall, are reviewed in relation

to maintainability/design requirements, main-A maintenance task analysis is cnducted tenance problems related to design dis-
for each maintenance significant item that re- crepancies, potential logistic support planning
quires corrective and/or preventive mainte- revisions, and identification of required de-
nance. The purpose of the analysis is to describe sign/support trade-offs. These areas areview-
all maintenance related tasks and specific sup- ed to assure that the materiel, as designed, and
port resources .e-, an AN/URM-105 multim- the planned support will satisf, performance
eter, required for performance of the mainte- and operational requirements at lowest life cy-
nance actions in accordance with the mission, cle costs. Each one of the data elements de-
the use doctrine, and the maintenance concept veloped during the task analysis is assessed
The ultimate goal is identification and docu- both by maintenance engineering and the sup-
mentation of every maintenance task associated port elements. Assesoment effaa by the support
with the materiel, elements is facilitated by the task analysis sum-

The task analysis begins with delineation maries produced and distributed by mainte-
of the Lui system checkout and maintenance nance engineering.

j routine. To facilitate this analysis. the checkout 43.1.7 Step. 7.0-1mt
and maintenance routine is outlined in flow oe SysM
diagram format to provide a basis for deter-
mination and identification of detailed main- The maintemance analysis data resulting
tenance requirements. The results of the main- "rom the foregoing step are entered into the
tenance task analysis include the following maintenance engineering analysis data system-
data The maintenance engineering analysis effort is

an iterative process, initiated in the conceptaphase and updated throughout the development,
b. Tools and test equipment (common and production, and deployment phases. The results

special) of each analysis are disseminated to the support
c. Repair parts elements Subsequently. information is received

from these element& The combined information
d. Consumable m'erials provides a data system package from which in-
e Refined maintenance factors formation pertaining to a desired hardware lev-
f Sequential maintenance tasks el may be extracted.
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4-3.1.8 Sftp2.O-h iphmmDatoa Syssftm Res (2) Erector-launcher. The erector-
This step spans the materiel p n launcher consists of a semitrailer transporter.

and deployment phases. During production, erector, launch pad, a warhead secUon pallet.
ainance eieering data are updated, and and a davit assembly. The erector-laoncher pro-

resources identified by the data are acquired- vides for transportation, erection. and launching

During deployment, materiel is operated and of the missile.
maintained with the procedures and resources (3) Power Station. The power station
that were developed in steps 1.0 through 7.0. is a self-contained, skid-mounted unit that pro-

duces AC and DC electric power, high-pressure
4-3.1.9 9 pg.0- tFe w b"60 m air, and conditioned air. It is powered by a gas

turbine engine that uses jet fuel or combatProblems with the materiel are reported galn"

on equipment improvement reports or field ( y o e s a
service report& These reports provide the basis (4) System Component Test Station-

for The system component test station, which isfor identification of changes in design or sup- hos in an M373A2 Maintenance Van, per-
port, or in operational procedures. Typically, forms the rear area ERSING mainteance

these reports may identify requirements for in-
creased preventive maintenance to prevent m
problems, anges in operational pro s t programmer-test station, an assembly tester, a

avoid hardware failure or personnel injury, and pneumatic test console, and a card and module
modifications to correct hardware deficiencies. test set The system component test station pro-

: I The reported problems may be the result of vides automatic testing and malfunction da
unusual climatic or environmental conditions notics of items in the 2ERSHING inventory.
not considered iin the initial development, or of (5) Power Distribution Sets. The power
personnel deficiencies. Whatever the contib- distribution sets consist of electrical cables,
uting factor, the reported field problems are high-pressure airhorcs. conditioned-air ducts, a
reviewed by maintenance engineering, and ap- power distribution box, and an electrical heat-
propriate action is initiated. Serious problems ing controi box-
initiate repetition of steps 1.0 through 9.0. Mi- b. Mainrtenance Philosophy. The PER-
nor problems initiate repetition of all or some SHING maintenance concept involves support
of steps 6.0 through 9.0. at each maintenance level, as follows:

4-3.2 RAI:, FOCMALMODL. (1) Organizational maintenance is per-
AWUAIT formed by and is the responsibility of the using

In the paragraphs that follow, the model's organization on equipment in its possession.
use and effectiveness of the model is demon- Firing battery equipment operatorr or crewmen

strated by applying it to PERSHING. a and firing battery maintenance personnel per-
deployed Army system. In the interest of sim- form maintenane that is eithtr preventive or
plicity. the discussion is limited to a single end corrective.
item. 12) Direct support maintenance is per-

formed in support of the using organization by
a direct support unit- Direct support rainte-

a. System Descriptio%. PERSHING is a nance personnel perform corrective mainte-
surface-to-surface, two-stage, solid propellant nance at the firing site or in the rear area
ballistic missile with selective range capability. This maintenance includes fault isolation and
The system provides both a quick reaction alert repair or replacement of components, assem-
capability and support for the field Army. The blies, and subassimblies on a return-to-use:
major items of equipment in the system are: basis- The direct support units also perform pre-

(1) Programmer-test Station. The ventive maintenance tasks above the organiza-
programmer-test station is a mobile fire control tional capabilities.
center, which consists of the computer and Direct support maintenance personnel use
monitoring equipment that LAtomatically per- mobile test and maintenance facilities to sup-
form missile checkout and countdown. port the using organizaticn at the firing site.
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A system component test station is used in the 4-3.2.3 Step 2.0-Develop Maintenance Concept
rear area to diagnose defective items and is The Army establishcd the following re-
augmented by a complete complement of tools, quirements for the redesign and repackaging
test equipment, and repair facilities with which of the power staton:
to perform maintenance. All equipment normal-
ly is rendered serviceable and returned to the a. Decrease tbe .isting mean corrective

user through repair or replacement of un- time of 8.6 hr by at least 50 percent.

serviceable items. When cerrective mainiLenance b. Reduce failures during alert from the
is beyond the workload capabilities of direct existing 15 percent to 6 percent.
support units, unserviceable items are referred c. Design so that 28 percent of the power
to general support units. station failures would be correctable with the

(3) General support maintenance is power station in its orierational position.
performed in support of both the user and di- The failure rate data are of special
rect support units in a rear area. This main- . nificance in this step, for they form the
tenance consists of fault isolation, repair, re- ,-aseline for determining maintenance signifi-
placement, and limited overhaul of assemblies capt items, the failures anticipated per year,
and subassemblies beyond the workload and the maintenance factor for the repair items,
capabilities of the direct support units. and are used in the calculation of the mean

(4) D-ipot maintenance personnel iup- time to repair.
port the Army supply systems through the usc It was determined that the mean corrective
of tools and test equipment similar to those time reduction would be obtained by increasing
of the manufacturer. Repair parts and other accessibility, and the reduction of failures dur-'nateriais necessazy for repair and overhaul of igaetwudb bandb pcesn h

unst. .iceable items are stored at the depot.' Un- ing alert would be obtained by incereasing thei
srviceable items are restored ato ahe serviceab reliability of the contributing compenents. The~serviceable items are restored to a serviceable

new design was t. incorporate the following:
combat-ready condition and are returned to the~redesigned structure enclosure for increased a:!-
supply system, or are salvaged if repair is con- redesigned e lecr fo rin da
sidered uneconomical. Serviceable items placed cessibilit a redesigned electrical distribution
in the supply system by the depot shall be func- center to locate centrally electrical componentstionally and physically interchangeable with presently located elsewhere, a re-designed con-
toland peraioal ifterecta crea- w trol cubicle to swing open for improved ac-
and have ,n operational nife expectacy rea- cessibility, rerouting of tubing, hoses, and elec-
sonably nea- that of an identical new item with trical cabling, and relocation of components to
the same ora.ance part or stock number. increase maintenance accessibility.

c. Prob'em. Field reports revealed that the
PERSHING power station had an unacceptable o e sif werem
mean time to repir and an excessive failure .of design analysis were:
rate. The maincenance procedural model {Fig. a. Turbine. The turbine posed possiby the
4-4), starting with step 1.0, was used as guid- greattst single power station maintenance prob-
ance in correcting these deficiencies. lem. In the origial u"it, work on the turbine

4-'.2.2 Step 1.0-i0entfy Items and its accessories was accomplished through
Th: power stati,,n items were initialy the top of the power station ot:ter stru,ture.dentifi d from a generatio breakdown. Thc Turbine removal and replacement required 24items ,-ere identified in terms of re',p con- hr. It was decided to design the outer power

figuration nd individual niainter" gnifi- station structure as a "clarzishell" attached by

cant items xithii the grouri. T~ven. ,e basic quick-release fasteners. Additionally, a coupling

groaps were identified. Coumns 1 a. 2 of the was placed in the turbine drive shaft, which

maintenance allocation chart pres .te,' in Table permi';ed removal c-f the turbine alone. Pre-
4-1 show some typical groups. iat with .-which viously, it was necesaiary to remove the turbine,

to prepare .ne maintenonce alloci tion chart, a gearbox,,and a generatr as a unit.
other tha,: group idertificatio", are developed b. Battery Access. In the original unit,
Jurii', subscquent step 5 (), 3nd the prt,'cess is batteries were inaccessible. Adding electrolyte
not completed until step 1.0. required 2 hr, and battery removal required 2.7
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) TABLE 4-1. MWNTIEANCE AUM ATION CHANT

()(2) (3) (4) (5)
NAINT2'UANc1 FINCrIIS TOOLS AND IMPUlS

FtI4CTIcmAL GRONA C 3K EUIIM

PART I - POWER STATION
01 Power Station Coqxwents C CC 0 0 0 1-,-,1-H

1-I U ..

02 Ccuvr As Ja ly and Comonents
?snel sF"F A-A
Mechanism, Sliding Door F r P
Svitch, Sensitive 0 0 A-H
wiring 0 F
Horn, Electric 0 F ,
Door Assembly, Sliding F F
Ducting FP
Cover As embly C 0 0

03 Air Conditioner, Tris, and
Components
Air Conditioner F 0 F 0 D 2-U
Valve, Modulating F F F F D
valve, regulating F F D
Valve, Butterfly F D
Actuator unit D D
Water Sepalator Assembly 0 F 0 B-H
Cooling Turbines F D
Cooling Chaber F F A-A
Heat Zxdbpngrs F F F
muffler and Plenm F F A-A

04 AC Generator. DC Generators,
and Coqponents
Generator, AC H F D 3-5 D-H,D-I
Generator, DC F F F D 4-3,4-H E-HZ-II 05 Air Copressor -ud Coqponvnts
Air Coqprnss,.: r' C F F 0 D 2-B F-GF-H
relief Valves F D F-I

Soleaoid Dump Valve D

hr. It was decided to relocate the batteries and and to develop detailed fault isolation proce-
place them on a rollout tray. dures.

c. Electrical Distribution Center. in the Based on the requirement for percent of
original unit, maintenance access was gained repair to be performed at the site, maintenance
by disconnecting numerous cables and removing time requirements, the planned repackaging
the unit from its rack. Removal and replace- and redesign, and gross coat analyses, the main-
megt required 5 hr. It was decided to provide tenance concept shown in column 3 of Table
cable service loops and support rails to permit 4-1 was selected. The following symbology used
maintaining the unit without disconnecting ca- in the subco!umns denotes the lowest mainte-
bles. nance level authorized to perform the mainte-

nance functions:
Fault Isolation. In the original unit, C-Operator orcrew

lights, meters, etc., were used to indicate
malfunctions. Any one of several ¢=ilures would 0-Organztonalmaintenance
cause the same indication, and procedures did F-Direct support maintenance
not .odequately describe optimum courses of ac- H-General support maintenance
-don. It was decided to add additional indicators D-Depot maintenance
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4.3.2.4 Step3.0-DevdipSuppeet Date 4-3.2.6 Step 5.0-ftwiew / ns tet
Preliminary identification of tool and Rquiments

equipment requirements was completed as To avoid duplication in the maintenance
shown in column 4 of Table 4-1 for each of resource identification, requirements resulting
the maintenance functions identified in column from each of the individual task analyses were
3. Theme items were identified by maintenance reviewed and consolidated (or summarized) to
category, nomenclature, and tool number. In ad- the group level and then to the end item level.
d~tion, appropriate remarks pertinent to the 43.2.7 Stop 6.0-1dentify/Resolve Probhs
maintenance functions were delineated in col-
umn 5. Examples of tool selection and remarks The task analysis flows provided the detail
are delineated in Tables 4-2 tnd 4-3. The ref- necessary to identify problems in the basic
erence codes in Tables 4-2 and 4-3 are keyed maintenance philosophy, system requirements,

to the codes shown in Table 4-1. and previously identified support resources.
These problems were resolved.

4-3.2.5 Stp 4.0- erfn Task AnalysStp7.0-niate/Updateaint nce
Fault isolation flows, such as the one Data System

shown in Fig. 4-5, were developed to various
levels of detail during the program phases. The total maintenance analysis was an
These flows, which were developed to assist in !terative process throughout the development of
the overall task analysis, also formed unique the equipment. Initiation or updte of the main-
baseline material for development of the tech- tenance analysis data system was generated

nical manuals. In Fig. 4-5, the number 34 (ap- from various sources of information-primarily
pearing outside the various blocks) indicates a from the task analysis and maintenance engi-
change in maintenance levels from organiza- neering analysis process. This primary effort
tional tfield. was supplemented by various other activities.

in reference to the power station, the following
Due to the detaii of the flows, the additional sources were used in the overall pro-

identification of support resource and design re- cess:
quirements was rapidly accomplished. For ex-
ample, Fig. 4-5 shows actions to be taken from a. Design Guidelines. Supplementing the

the time the voltmeters do not indicate voltage contract specifications, design guidelines were
with the engine running until corrective main- prepared and issued to each engineer. These

tenance is accomplished. From this diagram, were specific, detailed requirements based on

the following requirements for maintenance an allotted time to achieve the proper access
resources and actions were determined: and removal of each component and assembly I

within the power station. Of these require-
a-Test equipment: multimeter for continu- ments, 95 percent were met during the design

ity test program.

b. Maintenance action: replacement loca- b. Mock-up. A full-scale wooden and foam
tions for DC gezerator, batteries, switches, mock-up was constructed and used for design
relays, and wiring harness reviews and for testing various detailed con-

c. Stock location: relays A16A2K7 and cepts before documentation. The mock-up
A16A2K18 at organizational level proved very effective and enabled the design

engineers virtuaily to eliminate post-release de-
d. Technical publications: requirement for einessign changes.

an operator and organizational maintenance
manual and a direct and general support main- c. Tine Line Ana!3sis. An analysis of the
tenance manual to include removal and replace- time required for each maintenance action was
ment procedures for items i~lentified in flow prepared and continually revised throughout the

redesign program to reflect the hardware con-
e. Skill data: basic electrical and mechan- figuration. This analysis, and the functional flow

ical skills required diagrams were used for continual refinement
f Design features: voltmeter on control of predictions and for preparation of training

panel for monitoring voltage, aids and support documentation.
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* 2 TABLE 4-2. SPECIAL TOOL AN9% SPECIAL TEST QLNPMINT M NOUIEMENITS

RF!3n2 CE MINTENCE TOOL
CODE CATEGORY NONEWCLhTURE NUMBER

1-B F Cable Resistance Test Set 11039161
F Dummy Connector (DC power on) 11054408-9
F Electronic Voltmeter 6625-072-4303
F Igniter Circuit Tester, Model 4935-712-0205

101-5BF
F Load Bank, Sun Electric MI517523/1-1

Model GLB-3A, Modified
F Kultimeter, AN/URM-105 6625-999-6282
F Oscilloscope 6625-880-1930

1-D 0 Shop Equipment, Organizational 4940-294-9516
Repair, Light Truck Mounted

1-H 0 Multiple-leg Sling 11025262

1-I F Contact Team Tool Kit; Pershing 4935-782-1315
Hissile System

F Digital Repairman Tool Kit; Pershing 4935-782-1314
Missile System

F Dummy Connector (top cover inter- 11053122-9
lock)

F Electrical Shop Tool Kit; Pershing 4935-782-1313
Missile System

O Firing Position Tool Set; Pershing 5180-935-4688
Missile System

0 Hose Assembly NAhS690-04-29R4
F Mechanical Shop Tool Kit; Pershing 4935-782-1312

Missile System
O Multiple-leg Sling 11025262
0 Pressure Gage-Range 0-5,030 psi 6685-840-3747
0 Reducer 4730-510-7194
F Shop Equipment, Contact Maintanance, 4940-294-9518

Truck Mounted
O Shop Equipment, Electronic Repair, 4940-294-9542

Semi-trailer Mounted

2-B F Test Set, Pneumatic System 1450-005-4877
Components XM83 (See Section II,
Part II for maintenance
fanctions)

3-B H Load Bank 6115-964-1091
or equiv.

4-B F Ducony Connector (DC power on) 11054408-9
F Load Bank, Sun Electric Model MIS17523/1-1

GLB-3A Modified
4-H F Switch, SPDT, Momentary, 20 A 5930-655-1521
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TAKEI 4-3. SpErIAL NUSTUU ,

CODE REMARKS I
A-A Visual Inspection.

A-H Attaching hardware supplied with switch.

B-H CAUTIONt Wear gloves while handling Fiberglas condenser.
Avoid stretching condenser out of shape or breaking glass
fibers.

C-I Field repair limited to removing minor dents in ducts and
repair of minor cracks by welding.

D-H Use thin fiLe of grease MIL-G-23827 to lubricate spline
before installation.

D-I Fic.ld repair limited to replacemet of main cuver, terminal
boards, capacitor, air inlet, brushes, and associated at-
taching hardware.

E-H Prior to installation of generator, flash shunt field in
accordance with prescribed procedures. Use thin film of
grease MIL-G-23827 to lubricate spline before installation.

E-I Field repair limited to replacemant of terminal blocks,

brushes, and brush springs.

F-G When installing new compressor, use spline coupling from
old compressor; and remove shipping plug and install oil
dipstick tube and attaching parts from old compressor.
Compressor is shipped with plug, P/N 1854-3700 installed
over reducer, P/N MS21916-6-4; remova this plug and all
shipping plugs and install existing lines and hardware.

F-H Use thin film of grease MIL-G-23827 to lubricate spline before
installing compressor.

F-I The 3rd stage relief valve cannot be removed until 4th stage
head is removed (a depot function).

G-I Repair limited to straightening and rewelding as required.

H-H If any part of harness assembly, overtewparature cable as-
sembly or lead and sensor assembly is damaged, replace corn-
plete assembly.

d. Trde-offs. Trade-off studies were con- fulfillment of the contract requirements. During
ducted to evaluate design alternatives at each. these reviews, which were conducted by man-
design level. The results of these studies en- agement and staff personnel, each segment of
abled the selection of optimum design charac- design was examined thoroughly to evaluate its
teristics in terms of life cycle costs and ease impact on maintenance of the unit.
of maintenance. ff Maintainability Demonstration. A

maintainability demonstration was conducted.
e. Design Reviews. Design reviews of the The 50 randomly selected maintenance tasks

concept, design, and prototype phases were con- were performed in an overah mean corrective
ducted to e-aluate design progress toward maintenance time of 2.1 hr, in contrast to 8.6
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hr for the original unit ard an objective of 3.8 to obtain an immediate increased operational
hr for the redesigned unit. Additional benefits capability should only he used in combat, and
of the redesign program included an increase even then as a last resort.
in the percentage of power station malfunctions It is universally accepted that preventive
that could be fixed without removing the unit maintenat.ce is scheduled maintenance, and
from its trailer-mounted position of 41 percent, that corrective maintenance is scheduled at the
in contrast to 3 percent for the original unit field and dcot levels. It sometimes is forgotten
and an objeciive of 28 percent for the redesign- that much of the corrective maintenance at the
ed unit. In addition, the overall MTB of the organizational level also is scheduled. The
power station was quadrupled, from 15 hr for amount to be scheduled depends upon the m,in-
the original design to a predicted 65 hr for the tenance concept of the materiel in question. For
redesigned unit. Technical publications were exajiple, if an item of materiel with built-in
used in the demonstration. These publications te.. equipment, modular construction, and on-
incorporated the functional flow diagrams de- ,oard repa. part modules fails, unscheduled
veloped for the task analysis process. The sys- corrective maint-nance is probably performed.
tern was supported in accordance with the On the other hand, if the failure cannot be
resources identified during this pro ess. isolated by use of the built-in test equipment,

4-3.2.9 APp~katiou to 09h Matad. scheduled corrective maintenance is required.
Normally, if corrective maintenance cannot be

The model may be used in developing the accomplished at the operator level, it must be
maintenance concept and maintenance, resource scheduled, because organizational aaintenance
requirements for any type of Army materiee personnel nave a backlog of work, and priorities
Constraints such as operational requirements must be established. It may be seen that for
and Army pojicy regarding maintenance levels precision, maintenance should be categorized as
for a particular type of materiel enter the model preventie and corrective rather than scheduled
at step 2 and appropriately modify subsequent and unscheduled.
steps. For example, Army policy dictates that,
whenever practicable for aircraft maintenance, 4-4.1 MAiNT9ANCE PLAN

a single level of support or field maintenance The maintenance plan is a document that
will be established between the organizational describes the requirements and tasks to be ac-
and depot levels. Therefore. application of the complished for achieving, restoring, fir main-
model to aircraft maintenance will produce a taining the operational capability of materiel.
Lhree-level maintenance structure with optimiz- The maintenance plan is published early in a
ed maintenance activities for each of the three materiel program and is updated periodically
levels Similar Army guidance exists for all thereafter. It includes each maintenance signifi-

types of Army materiel (Ref. 5), and the model cant item in either new or off-the-she:f
user must be guided by this ,)licy. materiel. The maintenance plan, based on the

materiel maintenance concept, defines tie
4-4 MAINTENANCE SCHELIJLES maintenance resources required and establishes

their available-for-issue dates, in addition to
Maintenance schedules a.e used t allocating the tasks to the appropriate main-

tegrate, coordinate, and control the accom- tenance levels; i.e. organizational, field, or
plishment of corrective and preventive main- depot. The plan includes the target operational
tenance at all maintenance levels. The schedules readiness date and specific reqtirements for
specify when and by whom maintenance wil! personnel c thnical publications, facilities, re-
be psrfored, and designate, when apd pa rble, pair parts, special too's, test and support equip-
Sometimes q materiel is out of action awi' ment, technical assistance, and relatezl main-

tenance materials to be used for maintenance
maintenance, and sometimes it must be re-
moved from action to permit maintenance. It support.
follows that operational schedules and mainte- The system operational readiness date is
nance schedules must be coordinated closely. It the focal point in scheduling the availability
should be noted that deferment of maintenance of these resources. All initiation of activities
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) or procurement required for maintenance sup, maintenance resulting from periodic
port is scheduled to occur in a time frame pre- tests/inspectioas and operational failures. Field
ceding this date. While the time span for ob- level maintcnance schedules are a combination
taining the resources must allow a reasonable . of preventive maintenance beyond the capabil-
time for contingencies, it should not be such ity of the raiganizational level maintenance per-
as to induce unwarranted potential for obso- soanel, =nd correctIve maintenance by repair
lescence or extensive modification of the of designated items. Depot level maintenance
resource before its use is required. schedules primarily are concerned with correc-

The maintenance plan provides guidance tive maintenance by repair of failed items,
to all of the organizational elements involved although overhaul of items removed because of
in maintenance and support oi the m triel, in life imitations may be considered preventive.
the process of developiiig the mintenanree re-
quirements, allocations, rund scbed-ales, mainte- 4-4.2 IN IONOF OMMAM AND
nance engineering uses experience gained with -. ITE ANOE
the same or similar previously, deployed
materiel to its full advantage. Maintenance 01N Organizational, direct, and general support
erations to be performed on any item of levei maintenance activities may impact signifi-
materiel are assigned to specific maintenance cantly the tactical capability of an Army field
levels in accordance with the foliowing. unit. This is particularly true in the case of

fixed installations such as missile sites and
m. The primary mission, chxracter, and radar sites. The impct may be to varying de-

mobility of the materiel involved grees as follows:
b. The economical aistribution of fu. is, a The unit is placed in an inoperativc con-

skills, technical supervisors, tools, shop equip- dition during the entire time that the main-
ment, r~pair parts, materials, etc. tenance a-tivity is being performed.

c. The time available for performing the b. Unit operations are interrupted fer a
work. brief period while the maintenance activity is

These operations vary from simple pre- being performed.
ventive maintenance services performed by thu c. The unit must operate in a degraded
personnel who are using the equipment, to rom- performance .-ode.
plex repair and rebuild techniques practiced at d Unit performance levels are normal, butdepot maintenance shops. d ntpromac eesar oml ud repotm haltnointenance a specific capability is not available.

From the allocation of maintenance re-
sponsibilities, affected organizations develop Since a specified unit operational readiness
progreseively more detailed schedules for main- level must be maintained and periodically dem-
tenance of each maintenance significant item onstrated, and the purpose of a maintenance
in order to control the accomplishment of all system is to meet operational requirements with
known tasks in accordance with established pri- minimum loss of time due to repairs, scheduling
orities. These schedules can be relatively finn ol operations and maintenance activities must
for preventive maintenance activities accom- be integrated. This necessitates a scheduling
plished on a periodic basis, needing adjustment and workload control function within the field
only for variations caused by operational re- unit which will provide for management of all
quirements and immediate workloads. Corm- the unit's resources in performing those activ-
tive maintenance schedules must be developed ities required to satisfy the unit's mission re-
on the basis of reliability data, actu,l or quirements. This management is accomplished
estimated, with anticipated failures prorated through centralized scheduling of all mainte-
over a period of time on the basis of the bet: nance and maintenance related activities that
judgment of materiel maintenance specialits, directly impact the unit's tactical capabilities.
and previous experience. The schedules for or- Conditions that result in the unit being
ganizational level maintenance primarily will in a status below full tactical capability require
concern preventive maintenance and corrective control to the fullest extent. In order to relieve
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such conditions, the following controls are in- and which must be considered in scheduling x.
stituted: maintenance activities.

. The scheduling and workload control a. Operational Requirements. These re-
element is made totally responsible for sched- quirements provide the basis upon which the
uling necessary maintenance activities and in- field unit develops its operational schedule. In
tegrating them with the unit's operational addition to the fundamental.mission, there are
schedule. equally demanding requirements to exercise the

b. The schedule must be apizoved by the system and establish that its mission can be

unit commander. fulfilled under varying conditions; e.g., techni-
cal proficiency inspections and unit training ex-

c. The apprvved schedule is directive uponi ercises of various magnitudes and duration.
all affected maintenance and suport organi- These requirements are consolidated into a mas-
zations. ter operational schedule by the scheduling and

d. Deviations from the schdule are limited wcrkload control element As maintenance tasks
to only those required as a result of failures are defined, they are incorporated into the mas-
within critical equipment, or to those resulting "r schedule, which is revised as necessary to
from a change in the unit's tactical status re- avoid conflicts and promote efficient use of the
quiring an increase in operational readiness ,nit's recourcee.
level.

b. Corrective Maintenance. This mainte-
Other maintenance activities, consisting of ince is performed to restore materiel to a sat-

tasks which do not impact directly the imme- isfactory condition by correcting a malfunction
diate tactical capability of the field unit and that has caused materiel performance to fall
which can be performed simultaneously with betow a specified level.
the execution of tactical requirements, are per-
formed under relaxed control. The detailed
scheduling, implementation, aid execution of c. Prezntive Mainte'ance. This mainte-
theeumintenampcemactitis enance comprises systematic inspection, detec-

sibility of the affected a ethe tion, and correction of incipient failures in
maintenanc' organia- materif.) before they occur, or before they de-

tion. However, these schedules are established"so as t to conflic .ith oerational reuir velop into major defects. Since the basic
ns ant at cofli,.q ith athe screquir- purpose of a preventive maintenance program

mentsis to educe equipment failu, the scheduling
and workload control element. Examples of this and workload control element schedules, coor-

tdinates, monitors, and controls the program for
a. Preventive maintenance tasks to be per- -i of the msteriel assigned to the field unit.

formed on a specific piece of equipment that Usually, the magnitude of the preventive main-
is either redundant or in standby status tenance activity, at both the system lev-

ii. System tests that can be performed by el-which ditly affects the field unit's ability
the ue of redundant equipment to support tactial requirements-and at the

item level is so great that it is imprative that
c. Incorporation of field modifications on preventive maintenance be cloeely controlled

redundant or inactive equipment. And monitored to verify that all requirements

Normally, the unit's scheduling and work- are executed in a timely manner. Additionally,
load element schedule these maintenance activ- preventive maintenance schedules first are es-
ities to be accomplished within a given time tablished as a result of historical data and en-
span, with the maintenance area given tbe pre- gineering judgment. A thorough and continuing
rogative of establi-hing the specific date that analysis of preventive maintenanc reports may
permits the most effective use of iti assigned reveal that periods between maintenance can
resources, be lengthened, or %hat maintenance can be

The complexity of the scheduling taskcan eliminated.
b,. illustrated best by a brief review of typical d Limited Life Componext Replacement.
activities which require Maintenance support This maintenance is governed by the basic
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interfaces, zonstraints, and controls applicable succeeding equivalent periods, the-, are not up-

to preventive maintenance, dated during the operating period covered. The

e. Calibration. The calibration of test. bimonthly schedule shows each task to be per-

measurement, and diagnostic equit.ment and formed during that interval, identified by type

the periodic proof-loading of handiing equip- of activity, and placed in the approximate time

ment pose a particular scheduling problem period during which it will be performed: i.e.:

when materiel must be removed from a ready the day(s) on which the requirement must be

status in order to perform the maintenance, accomplished. A brief description of each ac-
tivity, including an indication of the priority

f Field Modification Programs. Some to be assigned, accnmpanies each schedule form.
modification programs a-e quite time- Since the purpose of the bimonthly schedule
consuming and severely impact materiel avail- is to provide - planning base for future ac-
ability. tivities, it is r -v'sed only on a monthly basis.

g. Product Assurance Tests. These tests The weelly sch.eiu!e provides a further
are conducted to determine the effects of ex- refinement in time period allocatinns for each
posure and aging under deployed conditions. activity. This form of schedule is used primarily
The tests may involve removal and replacement as the initial basis for adjusting the daily sched-
of elements of a deployed system for laboratory ules due toj changes in requirements, deferment
analysis at a facility remote from the field umit. of activities that were not accomplished, and

h. Training. New personnel training, cross- extensive activities that were not completed in

training, and individual proficiency training the allotted time frame Individual weekly

may be required. Any training periods or ac- schedules are firmed up on the last working
tivities requiring on-equipment instruction must day of the preceding week. These schedules are

be scheduled so as not to interfere with the accompanied by a task-by-task description. with

activities contained in the unit's master oper- each description related to an activity nunber

ationai schedu!e. noted on the schedule.

The daily schedule identifies the specificThe uat's operational and maintenanceI tieat which each task activity is to begin
schedule presents ali activities to be performed t e tota tak acob -

in a given time period that impact its capability plishment. A description of each schedule task

to satisfy operational requirements. The dura- ishe d of tac schedule tnn
tionof he tme erio wil deenduponthe is attached to the schedule. The description in-
tionof he tme erio wil deenduponthe cludes the following types of information: brief

complexity of the situation. A complex situation desthe sentpes ofbinfom at brief

will be assumed in which a combined direct descriptive sentence: subsystem(s) that must

and general support unit is in residence at a support the task/activity: and the priority plac-

missile site. The principles advanced may be ed on the task/activity. In order to develop an

effective schedule, the following informatioa is
tailored to fit any situation. required:For the assumed situation, operational and

maintenance schedules are prepared to provide
long-range. intermediate. and daily visibility. In a. The s zcific equipment involved in the
general, a master schedule would be prepared task

to cover a 1-yr period, with subschedules pre- b. The specific time period during which
pared for current bimonthly. weekly, and daily the task must be performed. and an alternate
periods. These schedules must have the con- period, if the activity permits
currence of the unit's operational and mainte- c. The total time required to perform the
nance commands, as well as that of the task
maintenance-support organizations. d- Indication of the impact on the subsys-

The weekly and daily schedules are up- tern
dated and modified on a day-to-day basis to
- fiect the specific requirements and limitations c. The impact on field unit operations

under which the unit is operating. Since the .t" The impact if the task is not performed
longer range schedu.s are primarily guides for during the period originally specified
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g. Support required from subsys- Army wholesale materiel maintenance ac-
tems/activities not directly involved in the task. tivities include depot maintenance and National

Prior to issuance, the schedule must be Maintenance Points. CONUS materiel mainte-
reviewed to determine that: nance activities generally ai those services pro-

vided to instqled operating equipment and
,. All known requirements for the period anits, -ther than deployable units, assigned to

covered have been included or as satellites to CONUS inetallations. Army

b. Maximum simultaneous scheduling of it, the field materiel mainenance activities gen-
tasks hao been considered to minimize equip- era;ly are concerned with the maintenance op-
ment downtime or degraded time erations of the organizational, direct support,

c. Satisfactory time allotments have been and jeneral support maintenance levels. This
activities discus.iion will be limited to Army in the fieldestablished to insure that subsequent materiel maintenance activities and depot main-

can be accomplished as scheduled tnnetenance.
d. Additional requirements that may have

been generated subsequent to initial devel- 45. ARM *4 * FEL MAT.
opment of the schedule have been incorporated. M

The schedules, particularly those for the The materiel maintenance activities of the
daily and weekly periods, must take into ac- Army in the field are those internal to theaters
count the inability of any maintenance orga. of operations and/or performed by and in sup-
nization to anticipate ali tasks, especially those port of the missions of commands and activities
of an emergency nature. Consequently, sched- deployed in oversea areas or deployable com-
ules sheuld not assign 100 percent of the time mands and activities in CONUS. Army in the
available : specific tasks, but should leave a field maintenance activities sustain the oper-
portion -f the time for quick assignment to ational readiness of the force. They activate and
emergency jobs or other priority tasks not an- operate the Army in the field portion of the
ticipated at the time of scheduling. In other maintenance support system, in accordance
words, the schedule must have some flexibility, with the plans and equipment publications -re-
When the schedul, is revised, any tasks not pared by National Maintenance Peints, to main-
completed in the assigned period must be car- ain in a serviceable condition sufficientried over into the succeeding schedule. materiel to stisfy prescribed operational r'e-

After the schedule is reviewed and ap- quirements.
*R proved by the affected operational and main-

tenance organizations, it is issued as the unit
~ commander's direction and authorization to ac- 4-$.20IGANIZATOb Mt D

complish the tasks as scheduled. Each combat, combat support, and combat
service support activity is authorized an organic
materiel maintenance element (i.e..

4-5 MAINTENANCE ORGANIZATIONS crew/operator and maintenance personnel) to
(Rof . 5) perform authorized organizational maintenance

operations on equipment assigned to or used
The Army materiel maintenane .unction by it to accomplish its mission.

is a component of the materiel division of the
Army Logistic System. Therefore, the / rmV Normally, maintenance at this level con-
maintenance structure parallels the overall sist3 of inspecting, cleaning, servicing, pre-
Army logistic structure. It encompasses the serving. adjusting, and relatively simple repairs

materiel maintenance organization and activi- accomplished by removal and replacement of
ties of the three major segments of the Army components.
Logistic System. These are the Arny Whole.ale For some equipment ie.g., selected items
Logistic System. the Army :n the Field Logistic of medical materiel), all authorized maintenance
System. and the CONUS Installation Logistic operations are allocated to the organizational
S stem. maintenance category. Also. certain using units
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-J and other activities, because of the design char- perform authorized organizational maintenance

acteristics or limited distribution ef their prin- tasks. They also maintain operational readiness
cipal items of equipment. or operational re- float stocks to assist in maintaining the req-

quirements, are authorized an organic capabil- uisite degree of materiel readiness in supported

ity to perform maintenance operations on all units, and serve as the primary reentry poirit

or selected items of their organic equipment for unserviceable repairable equipment to the

which normally would be allocated to the sup- local area; e.g., theater supply system. Un-

port maintenance levels. serviceable items usually are not held at direct
support maintenance unit locations if they are

4-,3 SjPPM MgAJDENANE not to be repaired and returned to the user~or to direct exchanige stock. Evacuation or dis-

Combat service support units are author- oito irctionor dis-
izdin the Army force structure to provide di- position instA-uctions for iterms that are not eco-

supprthe an genral strupprt proinne nomically repairable at the direct support level~rec? support and general support maintenance normally are provided by the appropriate

service to the Army in the field. To the max- logistic control or materiel management center.

imum extent practicable, these units ae func-

tionalized, i.e., organized to perform specialized 4-5.3.2 General Supped Maintenance
maintenance tasks on equipment of several
commo: d groupings. General support main:znance operaticns

primarily are aimed at the repair of end items
Within each major level of command, sup-

" port maintenance units normally are assigned or modules for return to the local area or the-
to a ,ipport element whOe commander has ater stocks or in support of the direct exchange

er ..elegated responsibility for operation of program. General support units accomplish
maintenance similar to that performed by direct

th, ,ogistic support structure of the command. support units, as well as more complsx main-
Logistic control or materiel- management tenance. For example, general support unitscenters, includiag o supported by automatic have greater module and structural repair

data processing facilities, established within ap- capabilities. General support units also collect.
propriate staff sections of these elements or assepaateentties asW. hes coiniader in classify. and dispose of cer ain classes of un-
separate entities, ssis their otainander in serviceable or abandoned materiel, operate au-

erations t of their support maintenance op-thorized cannibalization points to augment sup-
ply stocks, and evacuate materiel to designated

4.3.1 Di upped Mintience depot maintenance facilities. Normally, general

Direct support maintenance operations are support units operate in shops and are consid-
performed on equipment in the direct support ered movable but not mobile.
unit area, or, when p,'actical and cost-effective. Items evacuated from direct support units
at the equipment use location. Normal main- comprise the greater portion of the general sup-
tenazice activities inclwle the following-, repair port workload_ Unserviceable repairable assets
of assemblies and modules by simple piece part are accumulated at general support mainte-
reoval and rep!acement; operation ,-f a direct nance units, pending a repair program sched-
exchange faciliy iar modules; pollution control uled by materiel managers at the appropriate
sYstem aaintenance ou interna; combustion en- command level in response to the needs of the
gine; light structural repairs: and alignment supply system and direct exchange program and

calibration, and evacuation of unserviceable in accorda-ce with the availability of the req-
materiel whose repair is beyond the unt's au- uisitc repair parts and other maintenance
thorized capaFlity or capaci*y to parallel or resources.
higher maintenance levels, as appropriate.

Direct support units make judicious use of 4-5.3.3 FieW mW da Supped
highly mobile e-otact teams. On-stop service,
to tiw extent practical, is the goal of direct In some cases, the maintenance and supply
support maintenance, in furtherance of this capabilities of direct and general suWprt units
goal, utits serve as the supply system outlet are combir,ed and made the responsibility of
for repair parts required by the using units to a single unit. The single unit is called either
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field support or intermediate support by the b. Mission essentiality
Army, and interzmedizte support by the other a Quantity to be procured and method of
services, acquisition

4-5.4 DWTUDOINA d Complexity

Depot maintenance operations support the e. Iratial deployment date and anticipated
overall Army inventory Management program. sevice life
They are used as an alternative or a supplement
to new procurement as a source of serviceable f Estimated annual and life cycle costs
asets to meet Army materiel requirements. g. Availability and suitability of existing
Programs in support of the Army in the field resources for materiel support.
are controlled by national level materiel man- With due consideration for the foregoing
agers. Oversea commanders assigned depot fito maintenance engineering conducts or
maintenance missions participate in the
formulation of depot maintenance programs for insures that a contractor cenducts planaing to
which they are assigned responsibility for ex- include:
ecuting. Approved depot maintenance programs a. Defining the maintenance tasks to be
are executed by designated Army arsenals and performed to include:
depot maintenance facilities, by agreement with (1) Deveh,ping maintenance standards
other military services. and by contractual ar- and associated man-hours, skills, and other
rangements with commercial firms. resource requirements for :he performance of

Depot maintenance normally consists of each task
materiel overhaul, repairs that exceed the capa- (2) Prescribing or forecasting the fre-
bility of the field army, complex inspections, quency of performance of each task
modifications, and fabrication of items and b. Establishing maintenance technical
parts not in the supply system when such fabri- training criter:- necessary to assure the avail-
cation is cost-effective. ab;lity of the required level of technical com-

petence to maintain the materiel
4-6 S4PP iT NkNINlG c. Designing the maintenance support

The end product of support pianning is a structure required for the performance of the
maintenance plIn that defines the actions and maintenance tasks defined, to include:
supporting resources required to mainttit, (1) Determining the levels of mainte-
materiel in its prescribed state of operational n -ace to be used in support of the materiel
readiness. The operational readiness require- (2) Allocating the required mainte-
ment is of paramount importance, and must nance tasks among these levels
be satisfied. After its satifactiMon, materiel life (3) Determining the skills. manpower,
cycle costs are of primaT importance. There- and technical requirements for maintenance fa-
fore, the purpose %f support planning is to de- cilit tooling. test, measurement, and diag-
velop a maintenance plan that will permit nostic equipment, and other support equipment
depLyed materiel to satisfy operational require- at each categoryments at lowest life cycle cost. (4o Seiecting and allocating repair

Support planning is initiated at the start parts to the r'ious levels to which mainte-
of a materiel acquisition or modification pro- nance tasks have been allocated. This includes
gram, and continues throughout the materiel establishing or obtaining through command
life cycle. The magnitude, scope, and level of channels, as part of the initial provisioning pro-
detail of the planning effort are tailored to meet cess. final decisions on the coding of repair
the specific situation. The fokowing factors are parts and other support equipment with respect
considered in tailoring the planning for materiel to source, maintenance level recow-erability, and
acquisition programs (Ref. 5): essentiality.

a. Intended use (experimental or oper- d. Insuring that maintenance float factors
ational) or quantitative requirements are established.
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9 when applicabk and that these factors and re- cost of discard at thosie levels, basing the
cauirements are compatible with the planned OP- decismo on lowest life cycle cost.
eru.ional environment and readiness require-

mentaof te matriempletely copatible with the Army logistic
Two tools of maintenance planning are re- system, the considerations that follow sbould

psir level analysis and maintenance allocatio gover~n the asn~ment ef repair level&. Normal-
charts. The culmination of support plarming is ly, repair -,f an item should not be assigned
to determine the total resources required for to depo mainltenanc uninc
preventive and corrective maintenance. Thege a.TerksrisaDtofaebldrov-

sbetamdiscussed inteprarp~ that hal effrt. saorto euido vr
follow.efot

bThe required repair is to tolerances
beyond the capability of lower level mainte-
nance falites

4401 WA NANALS a Th r rreueshofailities with
envronent1 cntrls ot v~iab~ atlower

Maintenance and repair level decisions are echelons-
made on the basis of a detailed review of the & Th repaw constitutes tht most cast-
operational requirements of the system, the effective method of repair.
technical characteristics of materiel design, and
the economics of support. It is an iterative pro- When repair responsibility is allocated to
ces conducted througiiout the conceptual, de - the general support maintenance level, care
velopment, and ywoeii on phases. A tentative must be exercsed to insure that properly skilled
maintrianc allocation is necessary early in the personnel and necessaary test equipment are
pragram life cycle to analyze adequately the available within the upits asigned that respon-
impact of preliminary design decisions. Cor- sibility. In the allocation of repair respon-

*struinta imposed by operational requirements sabilities to maintenance levels below general.
may dictat the repair level decisions for cer- support. maintenance engineering must assure
tain items on the basis of mobility require- that such repars are limited to those which:

jments. availability of resoures, etc. Other it. Are possible without the need of comn-
decisions are made on the basis of optimumi plicated tools and procedures
iogistic camt effectiveness and oIperstimial eaps- & aaeo siyoprtdts es
bility. The general decision prcess must allow -rmnt n digosi equipment
rapid W~etiication of these tasks which can eet.addagotceqimn
be allocated immediately x-nd tt-ase which re- c~ Do not rwquire complex or critical aJ-
quire mane detailed analysis. juatments or system alignment after accom-

A systematic screening process must be es- Pihet
* tablished to eliminate the obvious discas -a- The foregoing categories of repairs requir-

failure itm first. and then andlyz the remain- ing adjustment or system -'ignmnent after ac-
ing items at increasing levels of detail until complishment are deserving of additional comn-
each itmmaintenance and repair lee s ment- For repairs by replacement. normal&-1
allocated. The first step in the screening p , P s sign policy dictates -that the requiremoent for
determbAes ths item repair tasks which are adjustment or system alignment following
niot feasible doe to technical or econmric rea- substitution of replaceneat items for defective

7-he step assigns those item repair Wtk it i s known that adjustment or al met is
wich~ ardeinitel dsposal or e tohel fiems. l rite bellming e air bn thoeinacest he
el, in nature for obvious technical and economic repair responsibility must be zllocate to the

rsm.Allocation of the remainder can be a- maintenance level where the skills and test
complished by comparison of the cost of repair equipmeat amc availabl to perform aiso the ad-
at the depot aid intermediate levels aad the justuent and aligament functions required.
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4-6.2 MAh ' .N OCATION CHARTS tional and task analyses then are pzrformed.

A .) .. - . ocation chart is a listing The functional analysis expands the mainte-

of main,.-- . *,erations ailicable to a nance concept, and includes determination of
materiel item, with. an i.:cation of the lowest functions such as repair, replace, inspect, etc.,

ta quite detailed level. The task analysis is
maintenance level that can perform the oper- detailed analysis i

ations, a statement of the tools and test equip- a detailed analysis that identifies all required
ment required to perform the maintenance, and maintenance tasks and actions.
notes p.rtaining to its performance (Tables 4-1 The task analyris, assuming that mainte-
through 4-3). Basic portions of the maintenance nance engineering successfully has influencedallocation chart are established in the con- design, is probabl) "he most important remain-

ceptua phase by the maintenance concept. The ing maintenance engineering function to be ac-
oortion. are refined and augmen.ed as the complished. It is definitely the most important

.ateriel acquisition program progresses. The fi- insofar as support planning is concerned. This
nal document is based on either maintenance analysis provides baseline data for determina-
engineering analysis data or data from a sepa- tion of:
rat- d~cument called the preliminary mainte- a. Maintenance procedures to returi
nance allocation chart. Preparation of the pre- materiel to ur sustair it in operating condito'si
liminary maintenance allocation chart is nox These procedures are tht basis for technical
initiated until the development phase. publicatiuns and training requirements.

Due to the interdependence of 'maintenance b. Times required to l,,-rform corrective
resource requirements, decisions reflected in the b. Te e uire to pe
mintenance allocation chart cannot be made
until many other equally important decisions c. Tools, test equipment, consumables, and
are made. Data for these other decisions, rs repair parts required for maintenance
well as fir the final maintenance allocation d. Operating and maintenance safety pre-
chart decisions, are contained in the mainte- cautions
nance engineering analysis data system or the e. Reouired human factors studies
preliminary maintenance allocation chart. The
bro; d r:,ng, of source data rermired to make f Troubleshooting -outines.
the r-al maintenance allocation chart decisions Completion of the task analysis can result
is, ;: efore, much more important to the sup- in modification of the maintenance concept or

pa,,O planning p1ove2s than the relatively lim- in a requirement for design changes. On the
ited data that aze contained in the maintenance &ssumption of no changes, the maintenance task
allocation chart. data are augmented with recoverability, essen-

The data in preliminary mainnance tiality, stockage, and failure rate data. The com-
allocation charts differ slightly from mainte- bined data provide the basis ior identification

ralce engineering analysis system data. How- and establishment of provisioning requirements.
ever, tho difference is not evident in a broad In summary, eithe: thc preliminary main-
discussion of the contents and purpose of "ie tenance allocation chart or maintenance engi-
two iqt sources. Therefoie, the discussion that neering analysis data provide a great portion
follows is generic in nature and may be con- of tl.e data required to plan the support of
sidred to reflect typical activities involved in deployed materiel. The maintenarce allocation
devt.lopong either preliminary maintenance chart data are more limited and therefore not
all-,ait chart or maintenance engineering as useful for planning.
analyAii data w support maintenance allocation
chart d(.cqi(Nr.. 4-6.3 PREVENTIVE AND CORIL-T--"IVE

Before develoipment of source d&a ii Ani- MAIMTENANCE
,iated, a niaintaanc: concept is established as Both preventive and corrective mainte-
a result of L-ade-offs and analysis. The main- nance requirements are assigned b) mairtxe-
tenance ccncept specifies the m-intenance to nance level while the maintenance allocation
be performed at each maintena,.ce level. Func- chart is being deveioped. These requiremr-nts
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) include both the maintenance actions to be per- Planning for corrective maintenance is not
formed and the resources that are used to per- as precise as planning for preventive mainte-
form the maintenance. The meit signific-nt dif- nance. Since correct-ve maintenance is techni-
ferenct 'a planning 3upport for the.e two types cally an unscheduled action based on failures
of maintenance derives from the fact that pre- that are random in nature, only an average
ventive maintenance is accomplished on a pre- workload can be -alculated manually without
scribed schedule, whereas corrective mainte- excessive expenditure of time. To circumvent
nance is performed as the result of random fail- this problem, dynamic simulation of materiel
ures. operation and maintenance over a period of

In planning preventive maintenance, eco- Lime may be used. This tool 1;jrmits the random
nomical utilization of support resources usually application of failures and provides resulting
can be realized, because the resources can be downtime due to such factors a. waiting for
used on a production line bpsis. For example, resources, preventive maintenance, corrective
it might be possible to calibrate 50 end items maintenanc e, and conflicting priorities. As a
once a month with one set of calibration equip- result, the planner is provided with data per-
ment, because the calibrations can be sched- taining to peak workloads and resource utili-
uled. This assumes that operational require- zation. Based on this information, correctivements can be satisfied with one item out for maintenance requirements can be planned morecanibratioi and a certain number, based on accurately and with less risk than is Possiblcrealiaity nd maintainability predictions, o by manual application of average failure rates.
for corrective maintenance.
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CHAPTER 5

MAINTENAN CE ENGINEERING ANALYSIS

This chapter deseriben and discusses pre- then to place major emphasis upon designing
lirninary maintenance allocation charts, a typ- the optimum support subsystem for the final
ical maintenance engineering analysis data sys- materiel design. When the Army procures off-
tern. andi maintenancefactors. the-shelf equipment, or slightly modified off-
5-1 INTRODUCTION (Rof. 1) the-shelf equipment, maintenance engineering

has little or no opportunity to influence design.

Maintenance engineering analysis is the However, this does not negate the value of the

dynamic catalyst in an integrated support pro- maintenance engineering analysis process in op-

gram. During the early stages of a materiel timizing a support subsystem for the equip-

acquisition cycle, the data identified by main- ment. All portions of the maintenance engineer-

tenance engineering analysis are general and ing analysis process which are useful in identi-

parametric in nature. As the design progresses, fying support resource requirements apply

and a product baseline is identified, support re- equally to newly developed and off-the-shelf

quirements are defined in increasing detail. equipment. The only significant difference in

Interactions between maintenance engineering the two applications is that the analysis process

and design engineering activities must be many, is iterative with regard to newly developed

varied, and continuing, particularly in the early materiel and is virtually a one-time activity

phases of a materiel acquisition program. with regard to off-the-shelf equipment. Main-

Logistic feasibility studies are made con- tenance engineering analysis activities are docu-

currently and are correlated closely with ttch- mented by means of logistic support analysis

nical feasibility studies. A continual dialogue data sheets that are described in MIL-STD-1388.
J is maintained between the design engineer and

maintenance engineering as an inherent part 5-1.1 MMNIENANCE ENGINEERING ANALYSIS
of sy?'em development. This relationship max- PROCESS
imizes possibilities for early identification of A systematic, comprehensive maintenance
problems, thus forcing design versus support engineering an .,ysis program that includes con-
trade-off decisions before the design is finalized. sideration of the projected materiel operational
Maintenance engineering analysis efforts during environmenL is conducted on an iterative basis
the conceptual, v .. idation, and early devel- throughout the acquisition cycle. This mainte-
opment phases are of special importance, hay- nance engineering analysis is the single
ing the potential for major impacts on design, analytical logistic effort within the system en-
Ssystem supportability, and liie cycle cost. gineering process, and is responsive to acqoisi-

Maintenance engineering analysis provides tion program schedules and milestones. Main-
for specific consideration of operator as well tenance engineering analysis is a composite of
as maintenance requirements, and injects sys- systematic actions Eaken to identify, define,
tem support criteria into the design process at analyze, quantify, and process logistic support
an early point in the acquisition cycle. Program requirements. The analysis evolves as the de-
essentials are analysis and definition of qual- velopment program progresses. The numbers
itative and quantitative support requirements, and types of iterative analyses vary according
prediction of support coqs in funds and other Lo the program - hedule and complexity. As
resources, and evaluations and trade-offs. maintenance engineering analysis evolves,

predctin ofsuport o'~ infuns an ot e ords the rgantainedulehatd rompeity. bas
The foregoing discussion pertains to main- .ecords are maintained that provide the basis

tenance engineering analysis activities during fur logistic constraints, identification of design
materiel programs that involve design and de- deficiencies, and identification and developmentmateielproram tht inolv deignandde-of essential support resources.
velopment effot prior to production. Such pro-
grams provide maintenance engineering with Initially, maintenance engineering anr-lysis
the opportunity first to place major emphasis develops qualitative and quantitative logistic
upon influencing design for supportability and support objectives As the program progresses,

5.1
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these objectives are refined into design param- throughout the materiel iife cycle. Analysis

ability/capability trade-offs, risk analyses, and 2 shows that the analysis output data are
development of support capabilities. The initial ,manipulated either automatically or manually
effort evaluates the effects of alternative hard- to identify support resource requrements. The
ware designs on support costs and operational manipulation of the data and the resulting out-
readiness. Known scarcities, constraints, or puts are discussed in par. 5-3. The maintenance
logistic risks are identified, and methods for engineering analysis tasks are:
overcoming or minimizing these problems are a. Historical Data Review. A review of
developed, historical data is accomplished to relate past

During design, analysis is oriented toward experience to the logistic support requirements,
assisting the designer in incorporating logistic of the new acquisition. Historical data will be
requirements into hardware design. The goal is used in development and verification of
to create optimum materiel that meets the spec- reliability and maintainability estimates, in-
ification and is most cost-effective over its cluding frequency and time for maintenance
pianned life cycie. Logistic deficiencies, iden- factors. This review will use supply, mainte-
tified as the design evolves, become consid- nance, and operational information from oper-
erations in trade-off studies and analyses. ational systems, and other service or contractor I

Periodically, the design and the hardware information such as technical reports, combat
are s.ibjected to formal appraisals to verify sup- records, and field exercises, as appropriate. One
portability features, such as accessibility and purpose of this review is to reveal trends in

compatibility of test equipment, as specified in support concepts and indicate success/failure of

the contract. As the program progresses, and these concepts on past 3r inventory sys-
designs become fixed, the maintenance engi- tems/equipments. Additionally, the review will

neering analysis process concentrates on pro- corsider"
viding timely, valid data for all areas of sup- (1) High rate failure potential of sub-
port; e.g., maintenance, provisioning, personnel system, components, items, etc.
and training, and technical publications. (2) Major downtime contributors

Detailed logistic support requirements are (3) Specific design features that will
identified as the design of the end item becomes enhance logistic support
firmly established. The range and depth of (4) Potential logistic support problem
analyses vary, depending upon the extent of areas
materiel design definition and the goal of the (5, Design concepts with potential

analysis. Some analyses are highly iterative, safety impact
while others are a one-time effort. Feedback (6) Design characteristic versus sup-
and corrective action loops include controls to port cost
assure that deficiencies are corrected and docu- por cost
mented. Generally, detailed analysis f support (7) Gross requirements for logistic

requirements is concentrated on line replaccable support resouices, such as marpower, equip-
unics (LRU's), modules and major assem- ment, and facilities.
blies/subassemblies, plus necessary tools, test These historical daa establish a baselne
and ground support equipment, etc. value with respect to logistic support require-

ments for aew i cquisitions and provide in-
5-1.2 MAINTENANCE ENGINEERING ANALYSIS dications for special attention if significant

TASKS departures from this b:,seline are noted.
The flow diagram in Fig. 5-1 illustates Likewise, such data may furnish insight to

the overall maintenance engineering analysis justhfy new approaches or significant departure
process. The activities portrayed are highly from tradit;qnal concepts. Thus, his.orical data
iterative. Maintenance engineering analysis be- may provide a basis for planning changes such
gins in the conceptual phase and continues as reducip, or increasing the allocation of

5-2
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resources for maintenance, establishing differ- scale development. Informal support subsystem
ent b upport procedures, reallocating mainte- design appraisals are conducted at lower system
nance workload among the different lev- indenture levels throughout full-scale devel-
ela/categories of maintenance, or establishing opment. The primary objective of the appraisal
different test and checkout procedures. is to evaluate the projected design and, finally.

the actual design upon completion of the full-
b. Support Synthesis. Support synthesis scale development phase. Materiel design is

provides an organized basis on which to conduct reviewed for incorpontion of support require-
support modeling evaluation of the proposed ments from early in the conceptual phase
support subsystem and the framework for other through full-scale development. Specifically, the
analysis tasks. Synthesis is defined as the put- design appraisal considers the following:.
ting together of parts or elements so as to form (1) Logistic support for the total sys-
a whole, or the vssembly of various support
approaches into conceptual support subsystems. Eem

Initiative and creativity are applied to influence (2) Physical configuration, including

equipment design for maintainability and structural Ftrrangement, installation, controls,

logistic support. The analyst considers a wide displays, mounting, accessibility of subcompo-

variety of maintenance and support parameters nents, and transportability

within the restraints imposed by operational re- (3) Maintainability considerations,
quirements and cost-effectiventas. Since a func- mich as standard versus special test equipment,
tional model or procedure with quantification online versus offline test equipment, component
is useful on all except the most minor acquisi- interchangeability, modularization, accessibility,
tions, synthesis data elements should be criticality, standardization, and human factors
setiued appropriate to the modeling technique engineering
used and the outputs required for the specific (4) Component reliability or malfun:-
materiel procurement. Three basic oxeas shall tion rate/mode of subassemblies.
be considered in performing the tyntheois: Subsequent to the support system design

(1) Variables representing the sys- appraisal, a systematic followup is performed
tem/equipment must meet the purpose of the to insure incorporation of changes defined for
investigation, logistic considerations.

(2) The scope of the represintation e. Trade-off Analysis Trade-offs betvween
must be adequate. support alternatives and equipment design pa-

(3) Care must be taken in the manner rameters are made to provide an economical

of describing the synthesized s-pport system. support subsystem that best satisfies the sys-
Characteristics of each approach will be defined tern operational requirements. The rationale

and quantified. and results of all trade-offs made are providEd
c. Desi,:-, Projections. Design projections s specified by the procuring activity. T-ade-off

are used as detailed design progresses to de- a:malysis normally involves the following con-

tailed definition of hardware. These projections side'aticns:
are used to develop estimated cost factors, furt,- (1) The initial effort is directed toward
tional requirements identifications, main- identifying and listing these alternatives
tainability predictions, and other essential without consideration of the system moAel.
maintenance angmne-ering analysis inputs, nec- Alternatives that are unacceptable are retained
essary for early synthesis/evaluation ef the on a checklist but are omitted from in-depth
logistic suppcrt em. consideration.

d. Logistic I.esign 4ppraisal. A logistic de- 2. Following refinement of the list )f
sign appraisal is an integrated part of program factors bearing upon the trade-off analysis, the
and design reviews held for the materiel. As analyst formulates a model or manual p oce-
a minimum, logistic design appraisals are con- dure that 3imulates the interrelationship of
ducted upon completion of conceptual design, these factors. This model or procedure i- ex-
prior to tl- release of design drawings for ful!- amined against the total list of factors for pos-
scale deve )pinent. and upon completiom of fui!- sible pertinent omissions. It is emphasized tbat
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the vzidity of trade-off decisions is directly de- time standards, and supply response require-
pendent upon the completeness and thorougth- ments. Time factor determination is essential
ness of the study. for quantitative maintainability prediction that

13; The analytical model or procedure involves the statistical combination of tihe-to-

is then tested and the various factors weighted accomplish estimates. Time factor determina-
as to importance and sensit;vity. Care is used tions begin in the conceptual stage on the gross
to keep the relationships in proper perspective maintenance functions and continue through
relative to their importance. full-scale development when hardware design

41 The analytical process follows mod- has progr.?sed to the point that specific fea-

el (or procedurep testing and validation. The tur-s are known. Ti,'e factors normally are de-

various alternatives and related parameters are termined earlier c nd in more detail for those

examined throughout the full. reasonable range. functions or functional sequences in which time

documented. Final disposition of such documen- creasing availability. Examples of data outputs

tation is as directed by the procuring activity, are task time in man-hours: task time elapsed;

The primary objective of the documentation is time line of critical tasks: maintenance man-

to define parameter relationships for subse- hour figures per operating hour;, maintenance

qLent iterations and model refinement. man-hour figures per year; maintenance man-

!!ti The natia.. ,f .".m-n .. a.a-,e , hour figure per maintenance action: mean time
7 ph between maintenance actions; mean time be-

pends upon both the acquisition phase and the tween overhauls mean time to repair, and other
system complexity. Trade-offs early in the po- time data associated with operation. trans-.[ gram would be :,i'erdisciplinary and broad in.gra wold e :erdsdpjn~ an brad ~lporttion, supply, and the maintenance cycle.
scope. Restraints are based upon the cost, de-
livery schedule, and gross estimates of oper- .h. Use Study. Studies on the use of the
ational capability and system concepts. As de- proposed materiel consider such factors as
velopment progresses, the inputs become in- mobility, mission frequency and duration, op-
creasingly more specific in substance. with the erational environment, basing concepts, and an-
outputs influencing a more limited number of ticipated service life as they relate to the op-
related parameters. However, it is essential that erational requirements. Resulting data include
any proposed change be tested for its impact annual operating requirements, consisting of
on the total system. number and duration of missions and number

J. Cost Factors. Cost factors are prepared of operating days, number of systems sup-
for use in the analytical trade-off process to ported, transportation time sequences, support

provide the life cycie cost of development, pro- profiles, allowable maintenance periods, and en-

curement, operation, and support of vironmentalrequirements.
proposed/selected alternatives. These should be . F nctiimal Requirements Identification.
based upon sufficient and adequate data, if This task identifies the support functional re-
available, from actual surveillance of oper- quirements as the frame of reference for de-
ational systems to maximize confidence. These veloping support approaches. This task must be
factors may be measured in terms of .nanpow- accomplished in time to provide a basis for con-
er, equipment, facility space, and supplies, as current consideration of support requirements
well as in dollars. with critical design decisions. Fu-ctional re-

quirement identification progresses from gross
g. Time FPwtors. Time factors are iden- functional levels, possibly with no mention of

tified and determined for equipmnt operation, hardware in the conceptual stage, to a more
transportation. maintenance, and supply as an formalized identification during full-scale devel-
intrinsic part of all tasks of maintenance en- opment when the design has developed to the
gineering analysis. These time factors are used point that engineering drawings and hardware
to determine svstern downtime as a measure are defined in detail. Data associated with func-
of system a~ai*abilitv effectivencss, mainte- tional studies are addressed in the developy'aat
nance man-hoLr requirements. maintcnance program.

S-'
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i. iuilure Mode and Effe-cts Anat .ysi maintainability prediction is quantitative dur-
FMEAJ. This analysis is performed, unless ing the full-scale development phase. Prior to

otherwise specified in the contract, to identify ths.t time. quantification may le limited by un-
predicted materiel fa:lures and effects of Ehe certaint. of design and scarcity of data how-
fWilure. The analysis provides timely identifica- ever. best estimates must be used in conjunc-
tioc of deficiencies in the total system. Defi- tion with other analysis activities that deter-
ciencies are "-irrected through design changes mine repair levels, establish logistic -esources.
or by proper logistic support adjustments to the and optimize aupport characteristics. Output
e. .ont mandated by iunctioaal mission require- data from maintainability prediction are system
ment:, and safety considerations. To the extent maintainability values associated with hard-
possible, inherent catastrophic or critical failure ware indinture 'levels. These values include
effects &re alleviated. Failure mode and effect maintainability allocations, mean time to re-
analysis is performed at the beginning, in the pair. mean downtime, mean time between main-
early stages of system definition and design. tenance actions, and man-hours per operational
The analyst first uses system functiona! leve! increment. The data are used as inputs to the
breakdown and flow block di.zrams. as devel- analytical determir.nation of logistic support re-
o, --d by the design, reliability, and maintenance quirements.
ergineering acti-:'i .ies. As design progresses, the m. Task Aualysx This effort is a detailed
failure mode and effLct analysis extends down investigation of the maintenance/
to tae lowest functional level. Examples of operational functions to identify all tasks or ac-
analysis output data are item failure modes. tions required to accomplish them and will be-
failure rates, failure symptoms, failure criti- come the baseline lata for the following:
cality, failure effects (primary and secondary),
and detection methods, all of which are used (II The organization of specific main-
as input data for maintenance engineering tenance procedures that must be conducted to

anailysis. sustain or to return the equipment to operating
condition. These procedures form the basis of

k. Remuir Level Determination. A repair the equipment maintenance manuals.
level s;udy is conducted to arcive at the op- (2) Task time as vital for predicting
timum level of component discard and level of maintenance time parameters
repair. The replacement unit size and the main- (3) Skill requirements and quantities
tenance level are determined to define the vari- ofu t f t an-
ous replace/repair action alternatives. Empha- personnel necessary perform e
sis is placed on cost, operational availability, tenance and operational tasks
and operational effectiveness. Trade-offs among (4) Tools, support equipment, ex-
these three factors and any overriding restrain- pendable items, and spares/repair parts re-
ts, such as deployment requirements and supply quired to perform maintenance and operational
line reliability, form the basis for replacement tasks
unit and capacity decisions. The support (5) Minimizing tite hazards associated
resource requirements generated by the various with operating and maintaining the item
alternatives-including personnel and training, (6) Human factors engineering studies
technical data, support equipment, facilities. (7) Facility and space needs for per-
and replacement/inventory parts-are evaluated forming tasks
to determine the optimum level decisions. As in many of the other areas of main-
Mathematical models for computer simulation tenance engineering analysis. task analysis is
of the synthesized support subsystems shouli evolution-.ry. Maintenance times and personnelbe used if the size of the system tnder de- requirements are estimated in the conceptual
velopment indicates that such an approach is stage and it r ited on a continuing basis as the
cost-effective, design progresses through full-scale devel-

L Maitainability Prediction. A main- opment The failure mo-, and efftrt analysis
tainability prediction is conducted unless other- is the primary source fo- corrective mainte-
'vise specified in the contract. Th ,  nance task identification Particular attention
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is given to f3ult isolation, smerviing. and cor- increase the overall effectiveness and modern-
rective and preventive maintenance. Data ization of the equipment under development_
resuhing from the task analysis result in a corn- Design improvement trade-offs with the advan-
iete description uf the maintenaner function tages of standardization may be cited as a rea-

and inciude such elements as task descriptim, on for use of a nonstandard item. The key
task number, sequential actions comprising a fawtor required in reducing the life cycle costs
elapsed time. personnel requirements per task. is to standardize for both ph.sical and furc-

replacement parts per tVk. and support and tionai interrhangeability. Standardization in
test equipment per tak. The task analysis must this regard also requires:
depict clearly the relationship of tasks and (1) Identicality of the end articles pro-
functions in performing complete jobs. For ex- duced under conL- ct, including identicality of
ample, the access and preparation ta tksa'i internal parts, during the span of multiyear
for each fault isolatien must be associated with procurements and across iead and follow-on
the fault isolation task as well as with all pos- contracts, when applicable
sible corrective act;cns that could result. Task a
analysis is performed in greater detail is the (2) Inrnd article (intra-we-pca sy-

tem/inra-aircraft/intra-ship) standardization to
design is defined. W-en n initial design ha insure the use of the minimum different cot-
been established (at the end of validatio ponents/equipmintts/items within the end arti-
phas), tasks are defined to the line replaceab! c!e whenever tne closest tolerance or highestunit level for use in determining manning e- output could become the standard (i.e.. vertical

q- irements and level of repair. When detailed standardization w.ithin a sytem) when horizon-
de,ign data are availabie. tasks are broken tal standardization (i.e., between .v:tems) is not
down into step-by-step proc-dures and are used ta t iza o

as the basis for technical data preparation. Practical(3) Intra-departmental standardization

n. Safety Analysis. An ana!ysis is per.- - he desig% reuse of reliable compo-

formed to optimize the safety characteristics of nents/equipments already supported in the spe-

the riateriel within the constraints imposed by cific department(s))

operi tional requirements. The aalysis iden- (4) Use of mfilitary standard parts in

tifies hazards and specifies measu.es to min- new design.

imize the danger to personnel, as well as the p. System Impact Review. Review is con-
unique support requirements identified thereby. ducted to determine the impact of the proposed
The failure mode and effect analysis is used support system on othe- facets of the materiel.
for identification of safety hazards. The respon- Additional features needed to enhance overall
sibility for the system safety analysis should operational capability and cost-effectiveness are
be independent of the system design -function identified. Constraints imiosed by existing or
a,,d should have recourse dircctly U. top man- proposed logistic systems (inventory, provision-
agemea! ing, support equipment, test equipment, person-

o. Standardization Review. Unless other- nel and traeing, and safety systems) also are

wise specified in the contract, standardization identified and entered into system documen-
reviews are conducted to achieve the maximum tation. The support subsystem for the equip-
use of existing components, tools, support ment under developmei.t is not designed as a
equipment, test, measurement, and diagnostic separate entity; parallel design evolves -! the
equipment and personnel skills without signifi- development of the hardware and suppor't sub-
cantl3 inhibiting design improvement. New system. Early system impact review -com-
items introduced require justification that the plishes the 5rst mating of the sy5.ta perform-
items already in the system do not meet the ance requitements with the requirements of the
approved military characteristics or safety re- Army's overall logistic system. The concepts,
quirements. the state of the art and tzch- policies, and principles established by oper-
nological advances require tie introduction of atians and logistic support studie; form the con-
a new item, or the new item materially will straints of the support subs1stem desig and
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fective m requirement -f the materiel. These ALOCATION
policies, and princips d- te al- ( (e 2, 3, 4)

lowable logistic resources .d a- the basis for
statements of early requirements such as the The preli.kainary maintenance a.location
specifi maintenance levels to be used. pre- chart (PMAC) provides a basis for analysis of
ventive maintenance limitation, allowable per- the design of materiel to identify maintenance
sonnel rates and numbers, and allowable main- requirements and design change requirememts.
teranee downtime. Computeried modeling of Some commodity commawit prepare the PMAC
the maintenance and supply system, if pratical manually as described in the discussion that
(depe.-ding upon acquisition requirements), is follow& Other commands extract PMAC data
an important method of evauatilng alternate ap- from automated maintenance engineering
proaches Models are particularly valuable dur- analysis data systems (par. 5-32d). The PMAC
ing trade-off studies involving main- contains maintenance data directly or indirectly
tainability/availability and life cycle costs that related to all support elements, and is used to
are c-nducted during e.rly development effort. develop the maintenance allocation charts
Depot workload and stheduling. provisioning (MAC) for the organiutional technical manual.
and inventory factors, personnel factors, and The PMAC is developed to be the basic main-
the transportation process specifically should be tenance decision document, and is used as the
examined, basis for provisioning, establishing maintenance

procedures, planning for train;ng, and
5-1.3 MU N134AN DAIAS0LMM determining tool and test equipment require-

The preliminary maintenance allocation ments.
chart is a basic source of maintenance data
resulting from maintenance engineering Each development contract negotiated by
analysis. This document is comprised of four a commodity command for materiel acquisition
charts which basically assign materiel mainte- normally contains a requirement for the prep-
nance level responsibilities, identify required aration and updating, within specific time lim-
tools and test equipment, and provide appro- itations, of the PMAC's. Production contracts
priate remarks pertaining to maintenance ac- or companion engineering services contracts
tions. Although the document fails to bring to- contain a requirement to maintain thePMAC's
gether in one package all of the maintenance current with approved engineering orders.
analysis data required for support planning, it
provides a baseline for the derii:ation of other The forms designed for the preparation of
required data. Preliminary maintenance alloca- the PMAC's may vary slightly among commodi-
tion charts are generated (normally by a con- ty commands in order to meet the particular
.r-., during the development phase, eval- needs of a command. To further insure that
uated during prototype demonstration (usually the commodity needs are met, PMAC's are gen-
by materiel physical teardown), ard. after rp- erated per contract specification when specific
proval, become a source of data for validating contract line items delineate Army Regulations,
and refining the maintenance allocation chart. Data Item Descriptions and specific instruct-ons

Maintenance engineering analysis data s- and procedures to be followed. Any changes or
tems, normally automated, provide another variations may be directpd by the command to

source of maintenance data. Preliminary main- the contractor by contract letter. Contractor

tenance allocation charts and maintenance changes to PMAC specifications may be made

allocation charts may be retrieved manually or if apprved by the command.
by computer from thew- data systems. Use of One of the major differences among exist-
a data system as a data source for the charts ing PMAC's is the method of breaking down
will insure that the allocation uf maintenance tz major end item.-The two primary methcAs
tasks to maintenance levels is compatible with ueed are 1I-Iing by generation breakdown and
planned technical manuals, skills and manpvw- by funct.ional grouping. Certain com-
er, tools and e tipment. inn other Pupport modities-such as vehicles, tanks, power aa-
resources. tiova. and enerators-lend themselves to the

5-,
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functional grouing method. This method as- recommended category of maintenance. .cov-
si roup numbers to each functional portion erability aspe-ts. essentiality, tools -required to
of the overali end product and then proceeds perform specific maintenance opera4iow. and
to list the components that make up the group- remarks required to explain the nrmntenan e
For example, a vehicle would have its major operation-
f.atiosal groups listed as follows: 01 Engine. With the maintenance concepts estab-
03 Fuel System, 05 Cooling S)stem, etc., and lishd, additional knowledge requirei b) the
lised beneath the major groups wouid be its maintenance engineer-in order to develop a
idividmdual components that make up the group vahd PMAC-is experience with the actual han-
such as: dling and repair of hardware, familiarity with

01 ENGINE standard shop practices and repair operations.
0100 Engine Asembly- and identification and utilization of common

Engine tools and test equipment The maintenance en.Mounting. Engine giner also must ur~lerstand the following areas
h.wer Plant in regard to the materiel being analyed:

0101 Craikcase, Block, Cylinder a. Military characteristics for the item be-
Heasi ing evaluated

Head. Cylinder b. Maintenance plan for the system
Cylinder. Sleeve and Piston c. Maintenance philosophy for the item be-Ass) ing evaluated

0102 Crankshaft d. Ptanned tactical deployment of the sys-

Bearing. Crankshaft teme
Equipment such as specialized control and e. Planned training of the personnel

checkout cquipn ent and test equipment, lendsitself more to the generation breakdown f ouetto akg diig n
itsef moe t thegenratin treakown specifications) for the item being evaluaed-.

method. This method lists the end item (a final s
combination of end products and/or component Primary factors to be considered through-
parts capable of performing a function without out the preparation of PMAC 's are.
interdependency upon another item) and pro- a. Maintainability of each item
ceeds in top-down generation drawing sequence b. Availability of tools, test ejuipmentI
to tear down the item by listing all parts to and shop facilities

the lowest level of disassembly. For example.

a multimeter, as an end item, would be broken c. Distribution of repair parts ind mate-
down in the reverse sequence of buildup; i.e.. rials
removal of knobs, case, assemblies, components, & Distribution of zersounel skills.
etc., down to the bare chassis. The listing would Preparation of the .uitial PMAC s starts
begin with the major assembly as the first gen- during the development program with the ini-
eration level, the subassembly as the second, tial release of design documentation. Army and

contractor maintenance engineering personnel

Another difference that exists among should be throughly familiar with the estab-
PMAC's is the format of cover sheets. All cover lished PMAC forms, the equipment documen- I

sheets contain materiel identification informa- tation, and the development hardware. As the
tion, revision data, approval authority, etc., but program develops, the contractor updates the
the information is presented in different se- initial PMAC's to the production configuration
quences. and plans for a formal PMAC review and main-

tenance evaluation to be performed, using the
production prototype hardware and released

5-2.1 PWARATON OF PMACs production documentation.

The PMAC contains a list of all items. For the initial preparation of a PMAC. a
down to the lowest level of disassembly, the complete set of development documentation is

5.10
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required. acrg with accessibility to the :-ve- d. Maintecnmce engineering computes and
opment hardware. the assembly line. and the assigns maintenance factors. asbigns es-.entiali-
design and manufacturing personeel. Hardware ty codes. and, in consultation with supply per-
in-spections and discussions are of particular sonnel. assigns recoverability and stockage
value in th- cases where the documentatioi codes.
does- nit define the requirements i.e.. tools and e. Maintenance engineering distributes the
test eq':ipment. procedures. skill rquirements. completed draft PMAC to all contractor support
etc. elements. receives comments, and prepares a fi-

nal draft PMIAC.
Development of the PAAC daring the de-

r-elopment phase makes the analis_ aware of The PMAC is sent to the Armn for
unacceptable log,1stk deficiencies in the docu- review.

mentation anmLor wm.eriel and permits timely g. Maintenance engineering incorporates
corrective action. PRecqnition of the deficiencies Army comments and prepares and distributes
after .he production program is initiated could the PMAC to the Army and to appropriate con-
result in costly redesign or the delivery of two tractor organizations, including all of the sup-
materiel configuratiors and a subsequent mod- port elements.
ification program.

Standardization is ancher area in which 5-2.1-2 PMACDSSl ipfisn
much may e gained at this tirae. Maintenance The PMAC consists of a group of four
engineenng may identify proposed 'tems that charts (cover sheet. MAC page. tool page. and
can be replaced by items currently in the supply remarks page). Figs. 5-2 through Z 5 show the
invent..-. Even if substitutions of the standard fcrms that comprise a typical PMAC with tYp-
items result in design changes to interfacing ical entries (save for the cover sheet, which
items, the change may be amenable to justi- shows no approval action). The following para-
fication on a life cycle cost basis: i.e., reduced graphs describe all of the forms and the mean-
procuremenm costs. support costs, supply man- ings of the codes on the MAC page:
agement costs. etc. An example of this would L. Corer Page. The cover page (Fig. 5-2)
be to standardi7e screw heads (all slot or all identifies the chart number, date. page number.
cross recessedi to reduce required quantities nomenclature, revision number, end item part
and types of tools, number, end item nomenclature. net higher as-

semablies. approval agencies and signatures, the
5-21.1 MACDveIpntPmc&d"w revision letter of the pages of the PMAC af-

fected by the current and previous revisioas.The major steps in a typica; PMAC de- and the page numbers of all pages that have
velopment cycle follow. Details could differ be- bn revise nuding tht havn

tween commodity command-contractor teams.

but the principles would remain unchanged. b. MAC Page. The MAC page (Fig. 5-3)

provides a list c, all maintenar-e significant

mt fthe Areyeissues ontratual ofeire-items in a prescribed disassembly sequence.
ments for the development of PMAC's. These items are listed b" hardware generation

b. Maintenance engineering performs an breakdown, indenture, nomenclature, quantity.
initial maintenance analysis efi.art and develops and part number. Columns A through R iden-
a draft PMAC. less cerLain iata items to be tify the overall maintenance functions of the
identified later. equipmenL

c. Maintainability and oti er technical sup- Columns A. through K identify the detai~ed
port activities review an in-Iproess copy of the maintenance tasks to be performed. In relation
draft PMAC. placing emphasis vn major assem- to tle items .,f equipment, appropriate codes
blies and associated maintenance operations, for ihe maintenance levels that are to perform
tools and test equipment. and remarks. Corn- the specific tasks are entered in these columns
ments and recommendations ,re provided to Nrxmally. the -odes used in the PMA( arr nu-
maintenance enginering tactical 5o represent the level of maintenanc

Downloaded from http://www.everyspec.com
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CHART NO. DATE IVINEON PAC4 PA64S

11060079-9 15 April 1974 9 ,29
01N0CLIATUS

CABLE ASS MBLY SET, ELECTRICAL
E0 ITEM NO MOMI4CLATURt Of IWO li M

CABLE AqEMBLY SET ELPCTR!AI

NEXT HIGHER ASSEMBLY

CONCURRENCE:

SIGNATURE.

REVISION -

REVISION I
PAGE I

PAGE t
Figure 5-2. PMAC-Cove. Page
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(e.g., 1 = operator, 2 = organizational, 3 = c. Tool Page. The tool page (Fig. 5-4) lists
direct support. 4 = general support, and 5 = all common and special tools, test. measure-
depot). ment. and diagnostic equipment, and calibration

Recoverable (column L indicates whether requirements needed to maintain the end item.

or not the item is recoverable and returned to Common tools and equipmert are identified by

the supply system. The codes in this column set designation and stock number.

may be but are not limited to the following: d. Remarks Page. The remarks page Fig.
F - Economically repairable at direct or d eak ae h eak aeWg

F gecnoall pporepaireale a ect o 5-5r records specific instructions on the use of
gEnrcally uppo rabot main lstandard tools, special tools, test equipment,

D - Economically repairable at depot main- cleaning procedures, calibration requirements,
tenance level precautionary measures, and other pertinent in-

A - Items that contain precious metals, crit- formation that should be brought to the atten-
ical materials, and/or economically tion of maintenance personnel. All trade-off
reclaimable castings, etc. analyses containing the technical rationale for

Z - Uneconomical to repair. determination of maintenance operations and

Essentiality (column M) indicates the mis- tool and test equipment requirements, as set

sion essentiality of the item. forth in the MAC page, also are identified on

Tools required (column N) indicates the the remarks page.

Arabic numeral code for the group of tools iden-
tified on the tool page required to perform the The cover page, tool page, and remarksmaintenance functions on the line item. page are straightforward and based ,jn the

decisions made during analysis of the end item
Remarks (column 0) indicates the when determining the maintenance functions

alphabetical letter code for the remarks. iden- for the items on the MAC page. A determi-
tified on the remarks page. listing the procedure nation based on personal knowledge of the
and instructions required to perform mainte- capabilities of the various categories of main-
nance functions on the line item. tenance is required to assign a maintenance

Demilitarization (column P) indicates the function to an item. In determining the main-
alphabetical code (letters A through G) for the tenance level ox repair. the following must be
demifitarization of the linc item. Specifically, considered: level and extent of maintenance
code 'etter A indicates a nonmilitary item and function, time required to pe.'form mainte-
demilitarization not required, Code letter B in- nance, level and quantity of maintenance skills,
dicates a military item and demilitarization not common hand tools versus speed or autoriatic
required. Demilitarization of the line item, if tools, test equipment, etc. For example, if the
required, is achieved by mutilation, burning, skill levels of direct support and general support
shredding, pulping, transfer of materiel, or oth- personnel are similar, then the limiting factor
er proc,..ures furnished by the line item man- in assigning maintenance becomes the time re-
ager. quired and the cost involved to accomplish the

Failure rate (column Q) indicates the repair. Selection of a maintenance level can be

estimated failure rate per 100 items per year. made by studying the failure rate and density

* A difference in failure rate and the mainte- of an item versus the cost of the required tools

nance factor would be covered in the remarks. and test equipment to effect the repair. If the
SR citem has a low failure rate and density and

MOS (column R) indicates the minimum the cost of tools and test equipment is high,
skill required to effect the test (column B) and then the repair of the item should be assigned
repair (column I!. to the general support or to the depot level.

Other forms are in use that differ in vary- This assumes that operational availability will
ing degrees from the example shown. Items not be impacted adversely by the increased sup-
may be added or deleted depending upon the ply pipeline time that rest Its from moving
commodity command requirements. maintenance to a higher level.

5-14
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O W-A.,DO : AUIOATK * CH r

__ l0 0079-9 , 15 Apn! 1914 13 29

TOOL CODE I AT NCLATURE TOOL NMBER

1-b 2 TESTER. ELCTRICAL CABLE, AN/GSM-45C _6_2-__-7294_

__ _ 3 1 CABLE SHIELD RESISTANCY TEST SET 11039161

2 MULTI=ETER. AN/UPM-105C 6625-999-M2

______ 3 IGNITER CIRCUIT TESTER (ALINCO) P,'N 10055154

3 S EALING COMPOUND. XPD 1i883. TYPE U 8030-131-3578

l-h 2 WATER DISPLACING COMPOUND. 16 OZ AEROSOL CAN 6850-98-7068

2-h 3 PNEUMATIC AI SCRIBE 5130-933-5250

_ A PE TV 8040-069-5477

T WRENCH. PIPE STRAP STYLE. I TO 5 IN. 5!20-262-8491

_______ I 3 PLIERS. SLIP JO NT. CONDUIT W /INERTS 5120-624-SOGS

3 PLIERS. DLAGONAL CUTTING 5110-240-6209

3 BIT, SCREVDRIER. SLOT TYPE 320-5 5120-021-2002

3 , ] SCREWDRIVER. TORQUE. 2 TO 35 IN.-LB 5120-021-2041

3 1 SCREWDRIVER. FLAT TIP. 3/16 IN. TIP. 6 1N. LG. BLADE 5120-278-1270

.. 3 SOLDERIN G IRON, E LECTRtC 3439,2*4-H011

3 SOLDER. WIRE. REIN CORE 34,Z73-2)5

______ 3 IPLIERS. RETAINING RING TYPE LI -520-293-0044

_____ 3 COMPRESSOR. SNAP RING 6120-910-75M

_| 3 NOZZLE, CART. CALK. COH. VM $120-801-09-49

PI OCARTR E 5120-02-801

PLUNGER. CALK, GUN 5120-05r,4828a

3 CAP. CARTRMGE, CALK. COMPOUND 3125-996-33M5

POTTING GUN 5120-075-3335

3 I NSULATION COMPOUND. ELEC, EMBEDDING. MPD 11879 5970-926-0246

i FRAME, HACKSAW. ADJUSTABLE 5110-289-9657

3 BLADE, HACKSAW, 10 INCH. 5110-142-49ZS

3 ATEIZE COMPOUND TT-A-580. I PT. 8030-201-0996

3_ HANDLE. TORQUE WRENCH. 600-1600 IN. -LB 5120-020-5646

3 WRENCH. OPEN END HEAD. 1-15/16 IN. 5120-020-S649

3 HANDLE. TORQUE WRENCH. 150-750 iN. -LB '120-020-545

_3 W6*RE?,CH, OPEN END HEAD. 2 1/4 IN. 5120-020-5654

3-h 2 COY.PPMESSOR. SNAP RING 5120-910-7503

, 2 PLIERS, RETAINING RING, TYPE 13 5120-29,-.0044

4-h I 2 FABRIC. COTTON, WHITE 7920-206-3571

Fqw*x S-4. PMAC-Ti Pajo
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1 OI b~ll III 41.O IPAr 4 PAC i$

11060079 -2 15 Apri. .974 26 or 29

ICODE IEAK j
I A-a INSPECT FOR D^ "W.GE (VISUAL) BEFOPE. OPER.,ATICN

A-b LLECTRICAL CABLES V.ILL BE TESTED FOR CON'TlNVI.Vl. SHUOTSo CONDLCTOR RESISTANCE AND IX!'2LATI,'N

SOSING CABLE TESTER AT 6 MONTHS NTERVALS. REFERTO TM s-1430-30-14. USE TEST ADAPTERS IN CON-

S IJU.:CTION WITH CABLE TESTER. THE RFI LNT=ZGRITY TLS5TS SHOULD BE CONDLCTED AT THE DSU USING CABLE

SSHIELD RFL-.-,ANCE TE3T SET 11039161 LkOCAT .E "-,I !'J- ri -'CTRICAI. SHOP SETS.- THE RFI INTEGRITY SHOULD

BE VERIFIED EVERY SLX MONTrHS.

A-h CABLE ADAPTERS SHALL BE TIGHTENED LNTIL FULLY SH)ULDERED 0% THE CONNECTOR BARREL TORQUE
"SHALL OT EXCEED m5 FT. LBS. APPLY .ATER DISPLACING COMPO ND .O THREADS OF EXTERIOR CONNECTORS

A-t REPAIR OF CABLE ASSEMBLY AT ORGANIZATIONAL LE__EL IS LITED TO REPLACE_ __NT OF CONNECTOR DU I
! CAP, LNDEX SLEEVTS AND CABLE BAND MA. RKERS.

jB-b USE rEST ADAPTER P/N I0512434-6 nd -34 IN CONJtcCTION WI7TH CABLE TESTER.

B-h APPLY WATER DISPLACING COMPOND TO THREADS OF EXTERIOR CONN.ECTORS.

NO MAIN.'TENANCE FUNCTION WILL BF PERFORMED. IF DA.M.AGE OCCI. RS REPLACE NEXT ASSEMBLY.

D-h R REPLACE. LNGRAVE -. E S, .ERIAL NMBER ON THE NEW CON-
CTOR IN THE SA ME POSITION AND SAdiE CHARACTER SIZE AS ON O' D CONNECTOP. APPLY A THIN COAT Oi-

I-
SADHF-MVE MP1 l.A . TYPE IV," OVERrHE ENG;RAVED AREA.

t-t" APPLY LUBRICAN'r dLt-L-b03-'6 TO INNER SLHFAtCL OF CONNECTOR COl. PLII , .,T TO PREVENT EXCESSADHES-

FVE FROM GETTrIG LNDER THE NUT. CLEAN LUBRICANT FROM CONNLCTOR THREADS AND CLEAN ADAPTER

THREADS %ITH SOLVENT MIL-C-IutI. AND APPLY ADHESIVE ILPDI I~lm. TYPE IV SPARINGLY TO INTERNAL

i i I THREADS OF ADA'TER BEFORE n-ATING WITH CONNECTOR. ADAPTEIO, TO BE POTTED PER SPECIFICATION MPD

1109 - OUTER JACKET OF CABLE SHALL BL INSERTED INTO PTTING COMPv.ND NOT MORE THAN HALF TlE

If I LENGTH OF THE ADAPTER. OR LESS THAN .50 INCH. MATE CABLE PLLGS INTOA MATING RECEPTACLE PIOR

TO POTTING TO ItSRE PROPER AUGN IET. CABLE ADAPT R SHALL BE TIGHTENED UNTIL FULLY SHOCLDEL

S I ON THE CONNECTOR BARRELL. TORQ'E SHALL NOT EXCEEL MS FT-LB.

F-h CLEAN AREA FOR BANDMARKER %ArrH SOLVENT MIL-S-1718 AND ALLOy. TO DRY. APPLY BAND MARKER AT

ROOM TEMPERATURE OF 6 5°- 900 F. SEAL 4TrH BRUSH COAT OF EPOXY RESIN OVER BANDMARKER - OVERLAP

I___ IEDGES.

G-h TORQUE CABLE CLAMP SCREWS TO 18 s 2 IN.-LB.• I
H-h I EACH CRIMPING TOOL HAS TWO OR MORE DISTINCT DIES WHICH ARE USED TO CRIMP DIFFERENT SIZED FERRULE-

t

L iEACH DIE IS COLOR CODED SO THAT THE PROPER DIE CAN BE READILY DETERMINED BY MATCHING THE COLOR

_ OF THE FERRULE WITH THE SAM.IE COLOR ASSOCIATED ATIH A PARTICULAR DIE. FOR EXAMPLE. A GREEN J

I COLORED FERRULE REQUIRES THE HEX DIE WITH A GREEN DOT.

I-b USE TEST ADAPTERS. P/N 10512434-37 & -62 IN CONJUNCTION ATrH CAFLE TESTER.

1-b I APPLY WATER DISPLACING COMPOLND TO THREADS OF EXTERIOR CONNECTORS.

-i CABLE CLAMP SCREWS TO BE TORQUED TO 7 ± 1 IN. -LB.

Fitw.S-5. PMAC-Somarb Pag"
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AMCP 706-132
5-2.1.3 Apintenance Level Assignmont (4) Repair of the overflow from lower

Determination of the maintenance level to levels within limits imposed by authorized tools.
be assigned to a maintenance function is based time, repair parts, and test equipment
upon the capabilities of established Army main- (5) Fabrication of parts from bulk ma-
tenance levels. These levels are identified as or- terial.
ganizational, direct support, general support, c. General support maintenance is that
and depot. A description of their typical maintenance performed by semimobile or fixed
capabilities follows, shops in support of direct support maintenance.

a. Organizational maintenance is the main- A general support unit is primarily engaged in
tenance authcrized for and performed by, and the repair of major items, assemblies, and sub-
which is the responsibility of. the using orga- assemblies for return to supply channels. Gen-
nization on its own equipment. Organizational eral suoiort maintenance includes:
maintenance consists normally of inspection, (1) Replacement of all items author-
cleani ng, servicing, preserving, lubrication, ad- ized for usage
jiisting as required, and minor part replacement (2) Repair of end items
not requiring highly technicsl skills. (3) Repair of electrical, mechanical,

Org.nizational maintenance is di-.iled into and hydraulic assemblies and components
operator maintenance and technician maint- (4) Repair of electronic assemblies and
nance. subassemblies, with the exception of missile

(1) Operator maintenance is that de- electronics
gree of maintenance performed by the operator (5) Fabrication of gene'ral-use common
in providing proper care, use, operation, clean- hardware and parts
ing, preservation, lubrication, limited adjust- (6) Repair of the overflrw frrm lower
ments, and replacement of common hardware levels within the lim.i .t .' by authorized
parts, without extensive disassembly of assem- tools, time, repair pz.-.. =:-' test equipment.
blies, components, or end items. d. Depot maintenance is that maintenance

(2) Technician maintenance is that performed by fixed shops engaged in:
maintenance accomplished by specially trained (1) Complete overhaul or rebuild of
technicians within the using organization, and major items
includes the performance of. (2 Rems(a) Periodic inspection and sched- (2) Reconditioning of assemblies, sub-

uled services assemblies, and end items for return to supply
channels

(b) Replacement of all items au- (3) Replacement of all parts authorized
thorized for usage for usage, and fabrication of parts not otherwise

(c) Adjustment and repairs on as- economically obtainable.
semblies, components, and end items that can 5-2.1.4 FormaI Review
be accomplished without extensive disassembly The PMAC normally is approved through
and with tools authorized to the oranzation. formal review procedures. The review team is

b. Direct support maintenance is that de- comprised of Army personnel responsible for
gree of maintenance performed by specially materie! supply, maintenance, technical
trained units in direct support of using orga- publications, provisioning, and other support ac-
nizations. Direct support maintenance includes: -tivities. Contractor personnel may be invited to

(1) Replacement of items authorized attend the review as technical consultants. The
for usage review normally is accomplished during the lat-

(2) Repair 3f electrical, mechanical, ter part of the development phase. Subsequent
and hydraulic assemblies, subassemblies, and to approval, the PMAC is updated as a part
end items of the engineering change program.

(3) Repair of electronic assemblies by Resources required for the review are the
subassembly replacement involved materiel, all materiel documentation,

5-17
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the PMAC, and the tools listed on the PMAC contracts may be written and PMAC forms may "'
tool page. Additionally, a conference room and be designed to include whatever data the
shop area are required. The review is accom- procuring agency requires.
plished by comparing the PMAC with the docu- The following subparagraphs describe
mentation and hardware on a line item-by-line some data elements that might appear in whole
item and entry basis. The teardown sequence, or in part in some PMAC's and not in others:
quantity, part number, maintenance level as-
.ignment, tool requirements, etc., are confirmed a. Mean Active Corrective Mc, 7teaal i

or modified. lTtme. This information is useful in scheduling

The PMAC cover page is revised and a workloads at various maintenance levels, and
new concurrence obtained for any revision to to insure that repairs assigned to the organi-
a PMAC page that changes the maintenance zational level do not adversely affect operational
concept used in the evaluation. Other revisions availability. Such times may be established by
are noted on the affected PMAC pages. conducting maintenance task analyses or by ap-

plying formulas. A typical formua consolidates

5-2.1.5 MAC Revision optimistic, most likely, and pessimistic main-
tenance time estimates, and produces a prob-

The PMAC must be maintained thrcughout able time.
the life cycle of materiel to reflect the current
design and the support subsystem. When a b. Source Code. This code indicates thr.
change is made to the documentation and/or source for acquiring an item for replacement
equipment which affects the PMAC, the change purposes. For example, the code might indicate
to the PMAC must be incorporated within a that an item is procured and stocked, manu-
specified number of days after the documen- factured, fabricated at a specified maintenance
tation and/or equipment change is approved by level, or assembled.
the Army. This is accomplished by integrating
the maintenance engineering analysis effort c. R viity Code. This code indicates
with the contractor's engineering change pro- the disposition of an unserviceable item.
gram.

Revisions to the PMAC receive the same d Overhaul Factor. This factor represents
treatment and level of analysis as those asso- the quantity of repair parts required to over-
ciated with the development of the original haul 100 items.
PMAC. The same procedures apply to the gen-
eration and processing of revisions to PMAC's e Miitary Occupational Speciality. This
as those used in the generation and processing element identifies the qualitative skill required
of the original PMAC's. to perform a maintenance task.

Whenever an engineering chaage is
proposed, maintenance engineering reviews the f Unit Pack. Thi- quantity identifies the

* engineering change package to determine the number of unit packages of a repair part that
change for impact on the PMAC documentation. is shipped in an outer package or container.
The cost of any PMAC impact is. included in The transfer of PMAC data to a MAC
the total change package when submitted to sometime generates a problem. Normally, the
the Army for approval. Upon approval, the en- PMAC is prepared in disassembly sequence for
gineering change is incorporated on a scheduled teardown of maintenance significant equipment.
basis into materiel hardware and software. A Transition of the PMAC into the MAC results
new PMAC reflecting the changes is prepared in some of the hardware items being assigned
and distributed to all recipients of the previous functional group codes.
edit|, i.

Those maintenance significant items not
5-2.2 AUTHORIZVARTIOM$OFtPMAC's assigned functional group codes are listed

Different organizations may require differ- alpha etically at the beginning of the functional
ent maintenance data. As previously stated, group listing prior to the listing of the coded

y 5.18
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items within the group. An example is the fo!- of data for engineering and logistic analysis,
lowing- and for ii-iring integration of t.e activities
0320 Azimuth Ring Assembly of the support elements. Proper use of this data

Azimuth Ring system will insure that logistic support docu-
ments pertaining to parts, tools, eouipment,

Clamp Section Assembly personnel, training material, facilities, etc., are
Crank, Hand compatible with other dcuments that provide
Gear Assembly, Speed Decreaser maintenance instructions, skills, level of repair
Gear, Sector, Spur determination, etc.

Ring, Launch Compatibility is achieved by using the
Tube Assembly, Metal logistic support analysis record .as a common

032-5 Dampener Base data base for developing the many documents
Damen BAsemy that define and allocate logistic support

resources. The procuring activity may alter or
0340 Relcase Mechanism, Pneumatic supplement the record, as necessary, to meet

Bracket, Electrical Switch requirements.
Clamp Section Assembly Data provided by the procuring activity,
Cylinder generated by coincident engineering require-
Frame, Mounting ments, and derived through maintenance engi-

As depicted, the functional group 0320 Az_ neering analysis are input to the logistic sup-

imuth Ring Assembly consists of nonfunctional port analysis record through input data sheets.

group coded items (Azimuth Ring through Tube These data shepts. structured for a particular
Assembly, Metal) listed alphabetically and the acquisition progriun, are filed in as data be-

functionally coded items (0325, 0330, e340) come available. Such data sheets also act as

widhin the overall functional coded group 0320. checklists to assure that the analysis provides
As illustrated, both the alphabetical iterms and adequate visibility of logistic support resource

j the coded items are in the second in:Ienture. requirements at all levels of hardware in-

In the 034 function code at the third indenture, denture.
the items are again alphabetically listed. The a Data Item Description Requirements.
basic problem resulting from this type if coding The logistic support analysis record is used by
and/or arrangement is the difficulty the user maintenance engineering as the common data
has in locating specfic items un the chart and base for support development. The data gen-
the losE of the hardware disassembly sequence erated during the course of the development
that is available on the PMAC. program are used to satisfy the applicanle data

The general solution to this dilemma would item description requirements of the various
be to assign functional group codes to all hard- support ciements associated with the program.
ware items in numerical sequence according to The objectives of using logistic support
systematic hardware disassembly arrangement analysis data to satisfy data item description

requirements are:

5-3 LOGISTIC SWiJRP T ANALYwAS DATA (1) To assure that parts, tools, and
equipment authorization documents are com-

SYSTEM (Refs. 1,5, 7) patible with other documents that provide

The logistic support analysia data system maintenance instructions, skills, and authorized
is a typical system for the management of repair tasks. Compatibility can be achieved only
maintenance engineering data to insure that all by using a common data base for developing
aspects of logistic support are recognized and the many documents that allocate integrated
considered during materiel planning, design, de- logistic support resources and authori7e parts
velopment, and deployment. The data witL.n the and skills.
system comprise the logistic support analysis (2) To reduce data acquisition cost by:
record. The data system provides a method for (a) Reducing engineering analysis
collection, storage, manipulation, and retrieval effort required u develop duplicate data

5-19
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(b) Reducing the numbei of data d System Purpose. Use of logistic support
systems maintained by the contractors analysis data is divided into two br.ad cate-

(-) Reducing delivery of duplicate gories. One is concerned with evaluation of the

data maintenance aspects of design and the commu-
nication of facts and information for making

(d) Reduc'ng the generation of decisions concerning maintainability, mainte-
data to satisfy data item description require- nance, and logistic support aspects. The other
ments to an automated data processing extrac- is to documen: and communicate decisions that
tion. requiring anly cost of machine printout have been made to those concerned with plan-
time. ning for and acquiring the resources to support

b. Data Generation and Documentation. the materiel.

Data are generated by maintenance engineering Proper use of the logis-c support analysis
analysis conducted on the items under devel- data is prerequisite to the achievement of in-
opment (or procurement, if an off-the-shelf tegrated logistic support goals. These goals re-
item). This analysis establishes the maintenance quire that the total system support package be

tctions to be performed upon the item and de- developed to implement the same maintenance
termines the support resource requirements plan. This fact is sometimes overiooled by sup:
necessary to acconplish the maintenance ac- port element managers who demand that data

tions. for their areas be based upon redundant and

The data system stresses the flexbility of separate analyses. The result is generally high

analysis acquisition costs for data and the identification
approach that maintenance engineering a as s of support resources that are incomplete, in-
must take in order to explore all aspects of compatible with each other, and not consistent
design as they relate to the system operationalplan.
2nd support environment. In the application of
tie maintenance engineering methodology, a Mainteu.nce engineerng must assure that
variety of sequences may be used to arrive at the logistic support analysis data generated

the maintenance decisions required during a de- throughout the development program merely
velopment program. For this reason, the se- are not accumulated and then ignored but are

quence of entry of data upon the data sheets used throughout the program as the primary

contained in the data systems often may be source of all support development data. A polic-

tailored to suit the engineering activity con- must be eztablished that forwces all program ac-

ducting the analysis. Interim, ancillary, and fivities to use the data a: the common basis

supplemental data required or desired during for support planning and development and as

the course of the analysis may be entered into a cost-effective source for satisf-ijng contractual

the data bank. integrated, and stored by using data requirements.
the data sheet control information.

c. Data Review. In general, the review will e. System Content. The logistic support
use summary sheet extracts from the data bank analysis record contains standardized data ele-
as indicators of the status of the analysis and ments that provide detailed support require-
documentat-n effort. The review assures that ments aiid serve as a tool for managerial
the data reflect currency of the analysis with decisions relative to allocation and funding of
latest revision of design drawings and that the resources. The input/output formats, storage,
data bank is capable of providing the output and filing of these data complement the tech-
data products required at that stage of the de- nical data systems of the program and assure
velopment program. Review and acceptance of integration of support element and design ac-
data normally are accomplished by an in- tivities. Requirements for products pertaining
tegrated logistic support team, which is formed to selective tasks, functions, reports, etc., are

to monitor logistic support planning for major obtained from the stored data as required by
systems, or by other esonnel designated by the data item descriptions. The logistic support
the responsible maintenance point or support analysis record always reflects the current
manager. materiel design configuration.
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f Specific Input/Output Requirements. (c) Supply Support:
The range. depth, and specific input/output re- 1. Long-range supply concepts
quirements for the data system are identified 2 P and projected sup-
in the data system plan. p. senture

Inputs will be provided by cognizant func- PY ctues
tional elements (e.g., reliability, maintainability, 3. Government-fu"nis hd

producibility, availability, human factors, materiel
tem engineering, design, or logistics). Data gen- 4. Standardization policy
erated by maintenance engineering analysis 5. Usage and inventory data
should adhere to the standard data elements
of the data system. The outputs from the data 6. Economic factors.
system should be in accordance with the con- Other supply constraints or
tract data item descriptions. policies.

(1) Inputs. In order to accomplish the (d) Transportation and Handling:
maintenance engineeri% analysis effort, main- 1. Standard packaging proct-
tenance engineerip. requires design and logistic dures and materials
data inputs, including operational requirements,
logistic system data, drawings, and hardware 2. Containerization-mlicies
specifications. The following is typical of the 3. Shock, vibration, hazardous
initial information required: material, and handling

(a) Maintenance: specifications

1. Long-range service me:te- 4. Transportation modes
nance policies 5. Route and security re-

2. Maintenance organizational straints

structures 6. Storage and shelf life re-
3. Maintenance equipment quirements

I economic factors 7. Economic factors
4. Other maintenance plan- S. Other transportation and

ning inputs. handling factors.
W(b Support and Test Equipment: (e) Technical J:ta.

1. Existing equipment 1. Availability of technical

2. Government/centractor- publications for

furnished equipment inter- Government- or contractor-

face considerations furnished equipment

Z. Maintenance aids
3. Existing calibration proce- 3. Special features

dures and capabilities 4. Economic factors
4. Support and test equipment

economic factors 5. Requirements for technical

5. Service policy and proce- publications, drawings, etc.

dure for identification, 6. Validation and verification
selection, development, and requirements and schedules
acquisition of support
equipment 7. Engineering and logistic

6. Requirement dates. data.
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(f) Faciitts: needed whenever such visibility is required for
1. Standaxd facilities citeria program review, support planning, or further

analysis. Analysis summaries generally are not
2 Environ.=.! consid- considered to be deliverable data items in the

eration contract. Their use is internal to the mainte-

3. Site data nance engineering function for review and
4. Construction specifications ana!ytical purposes, and their generation re-

quires only the automatic data processing of5. Utilization factor existing analysis data. T ypical applications of
6. Economic factors logistic support analysis data system summaries

7. Other service policies and are:
proced-'res. i. For periodic assessment of

Q4i Personnel and Traning. support impacts as required to determine
adherence to the design to support requirements

. Existing skills available of the contract.
2. Standard service manning 3 To display logistic resource

structures requirements for assignment to the work break-

. Existing training facil- down structure, and to determine further pro-
ities/aids gram funding, inputs to life cycle costing stud-

4. Service training techniques ies. etc.

5. Economic factors 3. For evaluation of analysis
efforts by." Government integrated logistic sup-

6. Long-range service person- port teams. These summaries are reviewed by
nel policies, the teams as an indication of areas covered by

the analysis effort and to assist in iocating
(2) Outputs. The data developed by areas that require a more thorough review of

E maintenance engineering analysis are used as detailed maintenance data.
the analytical basis for determining logistic I. For support planning.
support resource requirements. Additional data These summaries provide an excellent means
are developed and provided to system design of communicating logitic requirements to the
activities in the form of recommended design support elements.

constraints for incorporation in system docu-

mentation, and as inputs to risk analysis, ef-
fectiveness studies, and system trade-off stud- 5. To consolidate selected data
ies. -or further analysis. Many maintenance engi-

(a) Early information used for neering decisions associated with the devel-
support planning includes such data as main- opment of support requirements are made after
tenance concepts, reliability, maintainability, initial analysis of the equipment design has
maintenance task time analysis, compatibility, been made. Logistic resources identified in the
qualitative maintenance, applicable specifica- initial analysis worksheets, once summarized.
tions. presentation format (e.g.. maintenance facilitate follow-on decisions concerning equip-
dependency charts, maintenance aids. and com- ment standardization, maintenance factor deter-
puter/software and microfilm aids), special fea- mination. stockage and allowance quantities, es-
tures or innovatioiis, and technical data cost tablishmen f prt kits, determination of sup-
factors. port equipmeaE utilization and allowances, etc.

(b) Interim products may take the (cJ Final outputs of the data sys-
form of summaries of integrated support re tem are the logistic data specified in the con-
quirements. The summary extracts provide vis- tract data requirements list.
ibility to the important resource requirements g. Identification of Maintenance Resouces.
and availability parameter achievements of the Maintenance engineering analysis determines
system design. Summaries are retrieved as the maintenance resources required to support
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a proposed design configuration. The extent of the preparation of technical data. The analysis
"dentification depends upon the magnitude and c--n-- the uftimate t-hr'- manual re-
complexity of the materiel and the phase of quirements as soon as practical in the acquisi-
the acquisition cycle. As materiel development tion cycle to make timely plans for the formula-
progresses and a basic design configuration is tion and validati. n of technical data. Delivery
established, the identification becomes a process of technical data is paced by the actual design.
of anal.zing specific design data to identify and close liaison is maintained within the de-
',,_r , .n-nutely detailed support subsystem re- sign activity to implement timely procurement.
quirements. Th:s poi:ion of the maintenance en- The scope of the technical data encompasses
gineering 2a-;!,ss studies and completely de- the total materiel program, and the impact on
fines the requirements for maintenance plan- technical data of engineering change proposals
ning and support resources as described in the and design c.anges is determined, with appro-
following subparagraphs- priate revisions made to maintain currency-

(1) MVaintenance Planran. For main- Data resulting from anazis for titchnical data
tenance planning purposes, the maintenance re' include complete identification of data required.
quireents; of the system are delineated in a technical manual size. page requirements, data
manner such that they form the guideline for lreuetation media, number and type of il!us-
tracking support element activities- Ii'itially, trations required, criteria for including subsys-
maintenance engineering analysis strives to es ten elements into single documents, and
tablish the concepts and goals that the devel- criteria for cembining several maintenance or-
opment program mus! achieve in regard to the ganizational data requirements into single docu-
maintenance ' of the system. ments.
Throughout conceptual and detailed Jimn. the (4) Facilities. Maintenance engineer-
analysis documentation keeps pace with and rt: iiig analysis identifies all the facilities required
flects the current state of pn-posed maintenance to --pport materiel throughout system testing.
for the system. This is done by describing, to training, cperation, and maintenance. Prelim-
increasingly lower indenture levels, the type of inary information is developed during the con-
maintenance and support required by the Sys- ceptua: phase and is further refined so that
tern design. Data required from logisic supsrt final facility plann.ng may be accompiished by
analysis for the maintenance plan include the end of the full-scale devetopment phase.
reliability and maintainabilit. parameters and Changes and imoronements iI materiel &Sign
requirements, maintenance concepts. descrip- are reflected in tl' facility requirements. The
tions of maintenance organizations, correlation facility ;:,a= identified are cross-r.erenctJ
of maintenance tasks to maintenance units, task with specific maintenance requirements. Real-
time, maintenance standards. maintenance re- istic schelluling makes optimum use of facilities
p.ir limits, and facility requirements and at the same time permits performance of

(2) Supply Support.. Maintenance engi- the maintenance functions in a tizrely manner.(2) uppy Sppot- Mintnane egi-Data resulting from analysis assa:iated with fa-
neering analysis identifies all the system re-
quirements for supply support. The delivery and cilhies include facility identification and de-
positioning of materials for operational support scrip ,Ion, capital investment requirements, fa-
are addressed, and the impact upon supply fa- cilit. design criteria. facility casts, leadtime.
cilities. equipment, personnel, and procedures and any special considerations. Fa:litv consid-
are evaluated for the system support approach- erations include requirements for mobile, port-
es under consideration. Data resulting from -.he able. and/or air transp-irtable vans. mobile

maintenance facilities and/or shop. and supplyanals-es for supply include the following. com-

plete spares and repair part provisioning dta or storage containers as operational. mairte-
containing identification, consumption, and us- nance. and support concepts dictate.
age rates., stockage and alliwances, and source. (5) Support and Test Equip-
maintenance, and recoverability coding. meit_ Maintenance -g ineering Pralysis pro-

vides a comprehensive identification of the sup-
(3) Technical Dta. Maintenance engi- port and test equipment required at a) leveis

neering analysis provides the data necessary for of repair. During program initiation, usable
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existing equipment is identified so that min- Analysis provides identification of the necessary ,..
imum peculiar equipment is developed. A. major actions to provide trained operators and support
constraint on support and test equipment re- and instructor personnel, and defines proficien-
quirements is a standardization program that cy requirements in these skills at all organi-
requires optimum use of existing equipment, zational levels as defined by the procuring ac-
modified existing equipment, and commercial tivity for all systems, installations, components,
equipment before the development of new equipment, and related support items. Data
equipment. This should take into consideration resulting from analysis for personnel and train-
the possible modification of any existing equip- ing requirements include personnel quantities,
ment to suit the needs of a specialized require- skill levels, skill specialization, man-hours,
ment. The primary sources of input to deter- training, training procedures, and training aids.
mine the equipment needs are repair level stud-
ies from which the repair level, discard level,
and maintenance concept are formulated. Data
resulting from analysis associated with support SHEETS

and test equipmeit include complete equipment
identification, maintenance level required, The purpo-e of the logistic support

quantity of equipment required per analysis data system i. to provide a stand-
unit/operating location, equipmernt function and ardized medium for systematically recording,
capability, technical manual requirements, processing, storing, and reporting data during
logist*c requirements, measurement require- maintenance engineering ana' -s. h iata sys-
mens, calibraticn r','uirements, equipment tem is deveioped as the single source of
specifications, and special requirements. validated, integrated, design related logistic

(6) Transportation an~d HIan- data pertaining to an acquisition program.

dling. Maintenance engineering analysis defines Formal data are maintained only for those
the transportation and handling requirements, items determined to be subject to maiatenance
including packaging and storage considerations, or operational actions, unless otherwise spec-
necessary for the support of the sys- ified by the procuring activity. The detailed re-
tern/equipment. The procuring activity specifies quirements for the logistic support a.Maysis
the appropriate specification or standard to fol- data are tailored by the procuring acti,"ty to
low in establishing these requirements. The re- suit the specific characteristics of the materiel.
quirements are refined continually as the design The magnitude, scope, and level of detail must
evolves during full-scale development. This area be consistent with the stage of development;
of the analysis provides enough design feedback namely, parametric i. the conceptual phase
to insure that the basic materiel, support equip- versus detailed in the development and produc-
ment, repair parts, etc., are designed to be corn- tion phases. The range and depth of the main-
patible with available modes of transportation tenance engineering analysis tasks for con-
and handling equipment. Special transportation tractors are defined by the procuring activity.
considerations, such as in-transit storage, The content and use of the input main-
security, guards, customs procedures, vehicles, tenance engineerii'g data sheets are summariz-
and routing, are defined. Data resulting from ed in the paragraphs that foiiow. The logistic
analysis required for transportation and han- support analysis data system is adaptable to
dling include transportation modes and times, either manual operation or automated data pro-
container requirements and codes, packaging re- cessing techniques; for this reason, the struc-
quirements, preservation requirements, and spe- ture of the data sheets takes into consideration
cial transportation considerations. the requirements for data processing. Inasmuch

(7) Personnel :' nd Train.. as the data content of the data system is de-
ing. Maintenance engineering analysis defines fined by the content of the indi-:idual data
the personnel, training, and training aids re- sheets, the discussion that follows pertaining
quired for support of the materiel. Coordination to data sheet content will be useful in gaining
is maintained with the cognizant design activ- an exposure to the data available within the
ities so that improvements and changes can be data system. The use of the data sheets is i!-
reflected in the personnel and training plan. lustrated in Table 5-.
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t TABLE 5-1. LOGISTIC SUPPORT ANALYSIS INPUT DATA SHEET UTIUZATION

DATA SHEETS A B C D E F G H

SYSTEM X X X X • X

SUBSYSTEM * X X X * * X

LOWEST REPAIRABLE ASSEMBLY X X X X

PART X

XR Data sheet normally required.

• Data sheet dependent upon program requirements.

LEGEND:
A = OPERATIONS AND MAINTENANCE RE-

QUIREMENTS
B = ITEM R&M CHARACTERISTICS
C = TASK ANALYSIS SUMMARY
D = MAINTENANCE TASK ANALYSES

- SUPPORT AND TEST EQUIPMENT OR
TLAINING MATERIAL DESCRIPTION AND
JUSTIFICATION

F -= FACILITY DESCRIPTION AND JUSTIFICA-
T!ON

G = SKIhL EVAFUATION AND JUSTIFICATION
I = SUPPLY SUPPORT REQUIREMENTS

5-.1.1 SynopssofData Shets and block instruction that has a standard head-
The contents and format of the datz- sheets er as follows:

are such that: Card Number --------- Block Number --------- Title
---- Re-ated DED

a. Te data sheets provide data and infor- Number - Data Field Length - Type of Character.
mation for preparing publications and mainte- EXAMPLE: Card A01: BLK 1: Functional Group Code. DEDnance procedures, tool selection, task and skill No. 041: 11X:

analyses, maintenance allcation charts, special 5-3.1.2 Opemtion and Maintenane ReqWrments
kit requirements, repair part selection, etc. (Dft Sheet A)

b. Data that can be machine processed are Data sheet A is structured to display a
entered into machine records. Narrative-type consolidated picture of operation and mainte-
data are microfilmed and filed in a repository, nance requirements affecting the design engi-
the location of which is identified in the ma-chie ecrdsfo rad reriva prpoes ma- r logistician, maintenance maandopr
chine records for ready retrieval purposes. ational planner. The purpose of the end item

c. To provide for both manual and maintenance requirement summary is to con-
automated data processing applications, un- soliuate the pertinent data relating to the en-
form control fields and standard header fields vironment in which the system will be main-
have been incorporated on the top section of tained, the anticipated operation of the system,
each data sheet. and the allocation of maintenance requirements

d. The data element definitions (DED) are imposed on the system.

grouped alphabetically and are referenced by The data required for completion of data
a sequential number. The instruc+ons for com- sheet A are generated prior to full-scale de-

pleting each data sheet are addressed by card velopment. These data originate either from
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Government planning activities, or frofi, the 5-3.1.3 Reliability and Maintainability
performance of contractor feasibility studies. Characteristics (Data Sheet B)
Normally, these data entries are made by the Data sheet B serves a key role in the main-
Government and supplied t, ,he contractor. tenance engineering analysis proc.ss. It is one
Data sheet A is prepared for the end item and of the basic entry points for data produced by
the major subsystems to the functional level the coincident reliability and maintainability
for which :a.aintenance requirements have been programs. The three basic types of data record-
established. This data sheet contains such data ed are failure data associated with the hard-
as: ware components of the system/equipment, in-

a Annual operating requirements: the cluding failure modes, frequency, and effects;
estimated or required yearly usage amount maintainability review data pertinent to the de-

b. Anpual number of missions: the spec- sign program; and the detailed maintenance
ified or estiniated number of missions per- concept for the item under analysis.

formed annually During the validation phase, a data sheet

c. Annual operating days: the average B is prepared for each item down to an in-

number of days per year that a missio, lemand denture level that gives sufficient detail for the

will be placed on an itcn. bidder to propose numerical maintainability re-
quirements as contractual goals. The main-

d. Mean mission d'ation: Lhe average tainability considerations contained on data
length of mission sheet B are a guide for evaluating individual

e. Maintenance requirements: the data ele- design features. The maintainability review
ments to specify the maintenance requirements data are developed as a result of maintainabili-
by maintenance level as follows: ty requirement analyses that usually are con-

(1) Organizational level maintenance ducted primarily by maintainability engineer-
(2) Intermedia.te/direct support main- ing. Usually, the specific quantitative require-

tena (2) ments for maintainability are not easily deter-

mined from a cursory review of the system op-
(3) Intermediate/general support erational requirements. The requirements may

maintenance be inextricably tied to or governed by other sys-
(4) Depot maintenance. tem effectiveness parameters and, as such, a

f System/end item availability as follows: number of iterative trade-offs are required to

(1) Mean time to repair the sum of derive the requirements.

the corrective maintenance elapsed times divid- The maintainability requirements derived
ed by the total number of unscheduled main- should be those that "optimally" balance the
tenance actions during a given period of time requirements with respect to other system ef-

(2) Mean time between failures: the fectiveness parameters, operational factors, and
sum of the functioning life of a populatiri of logistic requirements.
an item divided by the total number of failuies The development of failure data and fail-
within th population during the measured mode and effect information is normally

the responsibility of the design activity or(3) Availability: the degree (expressed reliability support group. However, if not

as a probability) to which an item is in the roait sur ode Hoever, anot

oper-able and committable state at the start of provided, the failure mode and effect analysis

the m when the mission is called for at may be performed by the maintenance engineer
an mission, (ran t in ime using procedures outlined in reliability and en-
an unknown (random) point in time. gineering handbooks. These procedures are used

(4) Mean active maintenance down- to identify and quantify the critical failure
time: the mean active downtime for a given modes inherent in the design. These critical fail-
interval ure modes are defined as those resulting in an

(5) Mean time between maintenance inoperative system, an unsafe operating or
actions: the mean time between actions for a maintenance condition, or an aborted mission.
given interval. A failure mode and effect analysis of the design
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studies the way in which all possible failures filed in a data bank associated with the
occur, and the attributable causes. The failure autxmated logistic support analysis data bank.
effecL data are used to form the basis for de- Data sheet B contains such data as:
velopment of the fault isolation flows used in
the task analysis effort. a. Mean time between failures

The task analysis effort is performed to b. Mean time to repair
identify maintenance support resources. The c. Mean time between maintenance actions
failure data recorded on sheet B provide a subs- . Maintainability information to serve as
tantial start in determining the required main- a guide for individual design features and as
tenance task and frequency. a basis for initial quantitative maintainability

The failure mode effect analysis provides predictions
the analytical basis for design guidance in cir- e. Maintenance concept impact informa-
cumventing or minimizing the effects of critical tion that indicates whether or not spe-
failures. cial/peculiar support/test equipment, spe-

The maintenance concept describes the cial/peculiar tools, or additional/special facil-
maintenance approach envisioned for the item ities are required for the performance of main-
and establishes a baseline for life cycle costing. tenance
Usually, the operational requirement will have f Failure analysis information that in-
been defined for some preconceived system sup- cludes failure modes, failure symptoms, failure
port environment. Whether the basic criteria effect and criticality, percentage oi fai!ure rate,
are explicitly defined or only implied by the repair time, task code
operational requirement, a system support plan g. Item function information that describes
and maintenance concept must be evolved to the function of the item in sufficient depth to
provide the practical basis for design, layout, indicate cle-irly the function, specifications, and
and packaging of the system and its test equip- tolerance
ment. The maintenance concept also establishes
the scope of maintenanci responsibility for each h. Qualitative maintainability design re-
level of maintenance and identifies the person- quirements.such as fail-safe requirements, en-
nel resources (maintenance manning and skill vironmen~al requirements. etc.
levels) required to maintain the system. Be- i. A concise and clear statement of the
cause of organizational separation of main- maintenance and support concept for the item.
tainability engineering and maintenance plan- The planned or envisioned method that will be
ning functions, the respective objectives of used to sustain the systems/equipment at a de-
these two functions usually are pursued inde- fined level of readiness or in a specified con-
pendently of each other and are made mutually dition in support of the operational require-
compatible in the trade-off studies that follow. ments
The recommended procedure, however, is to es- j. Remarks: amplifying remarks when any
tablish close liaision between the two functions maintainability considerations arc listed as "not
at the outset to facilitate mutual interchange adequate", or maintainability recommendations
of maintainability analysis data and mainte- for consideration and justification of the cur-
nance planning data during the maintenance rent maintenance concept.
concept formulation phase.

During the full-scale development phase, Sh.t C)
the B sheets provide for continued monitoring 5-.1.4 TakAnviSummary(fri.
of design by day-to-day reviews. The design im- Data sheet C identifes all maintenance
pact related to maintenance parameters is noted and operator tasks and their relaed resource
and the maintenance plan updated and requirements; e.g., skill specialty codes, person-
definitized accordingly. In this phase, additional nel requirements, task times, and aupport and
data sheets are completed for lower indenture test equipment. The coincident maintainability
levels of the system, to include each repairable and human engineering programs provide data
item. Data sheet B should be microfilmed and sources.
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Data entered on data sheet C have two 3) Measured: the task time measured
primary functions: to provide a sound basis for ouring performance Gf the actual task.
recommending changes to the configuration or d. Pilot rev.'ork/overhaul candidate: the
design approach when supportability is code that indicates whether or not the item is
marginal or unsatisfactory; and when the re- a candidate for an overhaul process analysis.
quirement for a particular maintenance or op- e. Skill level, skill specialty, and skill spe-
erator function is justified, to provide data for cialty evaluation: the skill level code required,
planning logistic support. Data are developed
to the indenture level for which the reliability kill specialty code of the service, and skill spe-

and maintainability characteristics have been cialty evaluation of knowledge required to ac-
identified (data sheet B). When alternate main- conplish each maintenance action or other o -
tenance approaches are identified, a separat.- 6MLIoal task.

task analysis summary may be prepared for f Number of men per task and man-hours:
each approach. During full-scale developme~it, t'., numbe: of ri-en required for a task and
data sheet C is completed for significant main- the hours allocated, predicted, and measured for
tenance and operator tasks on each repairable each task.
item. g. Facility requirement code: the code that

Data sheet C contains such data as: denotes whether or not a facility requirement
exists. Data sheet F must be prepared to de-a. Task code component: scribe and justify requirements.

(1) Task function: the applicable task h. Training equipment requirements: the
function (e.g., inspect, test, repair, etc.) code that denotes whether or not training equip-

(2) Task interval: the applicable task ment is required to perform the task. Data
interval (e.g., scheduled, unscheduled, weekly, sheet E must be prepared to describe and

etc.) justify requirements.
(3) Maintenance level cat(egory code: i. Support equipment requirements: the

the code for maintenance level (e.g., organiza- code that denotes the need for and identifies
tional, direct support, etc.). the type of support equipment required. Data

(4) Operability code: the code of the sheet E must be prepared to describe and
operating condition of the item during the task justify requirements.

functio Tkj. Tool requirement: the code that denotes
(51 Task seiuence code: the code for the special tool or common tool requirement.

all similar tasks. If a special tool is indicated, data sheet E must
b. Task frequency: the annual occurrences be prepared to describe and justify the siecial

based on the annual system operating require- tool.
ments. It is used to compute the frequency of
all tasks identified with the end item. 5-3.1.5 Maintenance Task Analys(Data Sh.t D)

c. Elapsed time: the totai elapsed time re- Data sheet D is completed for each task
quired to perform the task for allocated times, code assigned on data sheet C. Data sheet D
predicted times, and measured times: describes how each maintenance and operator

(1) Allocated: the timie allocated for task is to be performed in terms of other related

the task whiLh must be met in order to r logistic support elements, and explains the tasks

the overall maintenance requirement goals. entered on data sheet C, provides descriptive
information for development of technical man-

(2) Predicted: the predicted task time. uals and other equipment, publications, provides
During the detailed design and development source information for personnel and training
stage, this prediction is subst,,ntiated by a task requirements, and identifies common tools, re-
analysis (data sheet D). During early design, pair parts, and materiel necessary for the main-
the time prediction may be based upon an over- tenrps,e task.
all evaluation of required task without carrying
analysis to the detail required on data sheet Data sheet D contains such data as:
D. a. Task cede: identified on data sheet C
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t b. Task identification: a brief descriptive c. Storage dimensions and weight: the item

title of the function to be performed in the task considered in its packing or storage status
(e.g., replace brake assembly) d. Procurement methoc: the recommended

c. Safety ha-.ard code: the code that iden- procurement method, the cost of development
tifies any rea-or potential safety hazard that and other nonrecurring costs, the recurring
may exist during performance of the task oet, the total quantity recommended, and the

d. Sequence line n"mber, the number that extended unit price

identifies the sequence of steps required (e.g., e. Requirements: the task requirements
alignment or disassembly) that indicate the need for the support equip-

e. Work a.f the work area where the ment, special tool, or training equipment

task is to be performed f Descriptin and function: the narrative

f. All tool. material, and parts used dur- description of the type of item and the func-

ing performance ,f the task tions it will be required to perform

g. Tota~l elapsed time and man-hodrs for g. Characteristics: the design and oper-the task. ational factors of the proposed item that affectmaintairability and reliability, such as built-in

5-3.1.6 Suppt and Test Elpment or Training test equipment, redundancy, backup system,
Material Description and Justification mean time between failures, and mean time to
(Data Sheet E) repair

Data sheet E describes and justifies the h. Additional skill requirements: the train-

requirements for support or training equipment ing or skills required to operate and maintain
and special touls that are necessary to support the proposed item
the materiel. This informatiol. is necessary to i. Installation factors: the vibration and
provide the Government proponent for support shock mounting requirements, special founda-
equipment and tools the necessary information tions, utility connections, input, and limiting
for evaluating proposals to introduce new items environmental factors that influence the install-
of equipment into the Government inventory. ation of the item, and any equipment necessary
The data sheet also is used for evaluation of to install the item (e.g., cranes, hoists, etc.).
proposed items of training equipment. Special
(peculiar) tools are assigned the data sheet con-
trn! number of the materiel generr.ting the re 5-3.1.7 Facility Description arid ,',ification (Data
quiremert for the special tool. This information Sheet F)

is listed on data sheet D under "item Usage". Data sheet F .scribes and justifies the

During the validation phase, data sheet E requirements for all facilities neressary to sup-

is prepared to the level of end item or system port the system/equipment. This information is

definition available and is revised and updated required for each task on data sheet C for

during full-scale levelopment. Additional data which facilities are required. Data sheet F pro-

sheets are prepared covering requirements de- vides facility desig, personnel with the tech-

termine, subsequent to validation. Data sheet nical requirements teat the system/equipmen

E is mi-rofilmed and filed in a data bank as- places on the support facility.

sociated with the automated maintenance en- Facility requirements encompass all facil-
gineering analysis data bank. itv references from task descriptions on data

Data sheet E contains data such as: sheet D. Location and quantity of facilities are

a. Type item: specifies that the item is identified by maintenance level.

support equipment, a special tool, or training Data sheet F contains data such as:

equipment, and that it is contractor furnished a. Task code: the task code that specifies
equipment or Government furnished equipment a requirement for facility space

b. Operating dimensions and weight: the b. Facility requirements: a narrative de-
length, width, height, and weight of the item scription of the facility requirements that will
in its operating condition encompass all the descriptive facility references
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from the task description on data sheet D. Spec- quired for each task on data sheet C which
ifies location and quantity of facilities required identifies a skill that is not currently included
by maintenance level, in the military service's personi'l skill struc-

c. Facility design criteria: the require- ture, or a skill that requires modification. These
ments for items to be installed within the fa- data provide general information and justifica-
cility, turning space, clean-room, ventilation, tion for identifying and selecting MOS's f:om
etc. which personnel may be obtained for those duty_ positions requiring a new or revised MOS. '

d. Facility installation leadtimes: install- p
ation leadtime for the contractor to produce and Data sheet G should be begun in sufficient
install support equipment, or for t-aining equip- time to provide source data for the draft qual-
ment installation and use. Reference leadtimes itative and quantitative personnel ?equirement
to system equipment delivery dates rather than information. This sheet will then be updated
to calendar dates. te include adl changes in the final qualitative

and quantitative personnel requirement ;nfor-e. Type of construction: construction type mation.
required ;f different from the type normally
provided. Includes any special construction, Data sheet G conains data such as:
such as shock, hardness, and special floor loads, a Duty position requiring a new or revised

Utility requirements: the summary or skill is identified and a new or proposed skiiiis indicated (e.g., sonar operator or demolition
F_ estimate of the total con;iected load or gross

quantity of utiliti-s required. Utilities are class- expert).

ed as power, hydraulic, compressed air, water, b. Skill speciality code: when a new code
or sewage. has ben assigned, it is entered to indicate that

g. Facility utilization: the focility utiliza- the requirement has been fulfilled.
tion rate in terms of number of tasks performed c. Armed Forces qualification test per-
in facility annually, training sessions, flying centile score: the minimum score deemed nec-
hours per month, number of maintenance hours essary to qualify the candidate for required
per month, and other appropriate designators training
identified with the systems. d, Security classification code: the min-

h. Facility unit cost: comment on reason- imum degree of security classification the can-
ablenes of the appropriate unit cost in terms didate would require to undertake training
of differences because of unusual utility re- e. Recommended rank/rate/grade: the
quirements or other special features. !f no suit- grade of civilian (Civil Service) recommended
able unit cost is available, a unit cost estimate for specified training. The minimum military

F- is provided for each facility item. rr.nk or rate required to undertake the training
i. Justification: the reasons and factors for the skill requirement.

that contribute to the requirement for addition- f Task code: the task code that generates
al facilities other than those in current in- the requirement for additional training
ventory.

.g. Additional skill requirements: a descrip-
j. Standard facility plan(s) or s~ngle-line Lion of the additional requirements that neces-sketches: a rough sketch of the facility require- sitate the creation of a new skill specialty code

ments of the system, or a standard for the fa-
cility. h. Physical nd mental requirements: any

special kr-wledges, skills, abilities, or physical
Aand mental requii'ements necessary for the new

5-3.1.8 "kiff Evaluaotionasion (Da or revised skill specialty code
Sheet G) i. Educatianal qualifications: any addition-

Data sheet G describes and justifies any al qualifications, such as academic subjects,
new or unique personnel skills required to sup- specialized degrees, or licenses, required for the
port the sytem/Cquipment. These data are re- new or revised skill specialty code
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j. Justification: the reasons and factors L Total quantity recommended: the total
that contribute to the requirements for addi- recommended quantity to be purchased to s'-J
tional skill and training for the sys- port all applications within the end item
tern/equipment operation Pr maintenance m. Aliewance quantity for organiza-

k. Additional training requirements: a nar- tional/direct/general/depot level: allowance
rative description of the training course(s) nec- quantity as determined by computing method
essary and the estimated length of course, furnished by using Petivity
hours of instruction, recommended sites, and ,i Failure facte:.--. rej.-acement factors
prerequisites for training instructors, or quanitie for 3rious le',ir ,t mairence,

including information such as maintenance re-
5-3.1.9 SuppyS.pprtllfts(DitaShet placement rate o' depot overhaul factor

H) o. MWtintenance task distribution: the per-
Data sheet H identifies the items of supply centage of repairable quantities received by

support required to operate and maintain the maintenance levels that can be performed at
system/equipment the individual levels.

Data sheet H contains data such as: 5-3.2 Data Outpwt Ropoit

a. Time between ovet.hauls the time period The data in the logistic support analysisafter which he item is to be overhauled, ex- data system are stored and used in whateverpresaed in months form is necessary in order to plan the supportrequired by the materiel. Report format and
b. Maximum allowable operating time: content for internal use by the contractor's

time between calibration, inspect, repair, test, maintenance engineering and support element
or condemn activities are tailored to meet the particular re-

c. Task function: the action to be per- quirements. Some of the output reports are
formed for maximum allowable operating time sample outputs from maintenance engineering

X ' after operating time period analysis, anu the format and contents can be

& Turnaround time (contractor). th varied depending on the user's requirements.

estimated number of days required by the ccn- Other reports are interim in nature and may

tract- 'o ready an item for reissue be used to check system performance.

uantity per sytem/end items: the to- Reports that are deliverable are prescribed
tal q "Ity per assembly on the contract data requirements list and sup-

- porting data item descriptions. The output re-
.Phaed provisioning- determination of ports may be generated manually for a minor

required acquisition or by automatic data processing for
g. Source, maintenance, and recoverability a more complicated procurement. The Army

code Materiel Command currently is planning the
months preparation of computer programs that will pro-

between ordering of the item and receipt of the vide the summary reports that follow. AMCP
item 750-XX (Ref. 7) should be consulted, when

formally puib!ished, to determine if report re-
".ype item code: the code bst describing quirements have changed.

the item for which the data sheet is being com-
pleted a. Direct Annual Maintenance Man-ho-"

Cptegor~by Skill Specialty rode and Category of Mai
j. Shelf life code: the codt. that specifies tenance. This report would be requested by the

when the i~em will be considered unusable due analyst interested in the annual man-hour re-
to age or deterioration quirements for each maintenance level, listed

k. Jsrble on code: the code that identifies by skill specialty code. The data provide the
the assemblies, systems, or end items on which skill specialty code and annual man-hours ex-
the item can be installed pended, and further break down the man-hours
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to the level of repair at which the annual man- hauls or rework and is provided to identify how
hours are expended. the unit can be protected tro.n failure by over-

b. Personnel and Skill Summary. The hauling or reworking before failure. A narrative

analyst would request the skill specialty code section provides the overall description (under

for all operatore and maintenance personnel by "Item Function") of the item and how the item
system. The data are presented by skill spe- will be maintained.

cialty code and the data 3heet control number The report summarizes the failure infor-
to the repairable assembly by sorting to the mation, repair time, availability, service life,
skill level code and identifying the repairable function, and maintenance concept for each re-
assembly by the data sheet control number. The pairable item. The summary can be used to
task code identifies the maintenance level, func- evaluate the function and reliability of each
tion, and interval of the task and specifies the item within the materiel.
operating status of the materiel. The task fre-
quency identifies how often the task will be d. Preliminary Maintenance Allocation
performed to establish the annual man-hours. Chart. The analyst would request the lowest
The skill specialty evaluation defines the re- level of maintenance for each task to be per-
quirement for additional training and the re- formed on an assembly.
quirement for a new skill specia.ty code. Each
task is segregated to t'-e maintenance level by The columns of the report are the indi-

man-hours and to total annual man-hours by vidual maintenance functions as defined in the

work breakdown structure for each skill spe- first digit of the task cede. The lowest main-
cialty code. The report can be used to determine tenance leel category code is entered against

the time required and the number of personnel each of these functions by data sheet control

by skill to perform each task. number, and the man-hours expended on the
task are listed und-r ,ach function. The header

c. Reliability and Mainteinability Sum- for the report identifies the end item and the
mary. The analyst would request the reliability, date on which the report was prepared.
maintainability, and availability factors for the The report summarizes the distribution of
system or assembly, and the maintainability tasks by function and maintenance level, and
concepts and considerations, shows the tasks assigned to each level of main-

The report is identified by the end item tenance and the functions performed. The re-
code to the program level. The data sheet con- port is required for writing the maintenance
trol number is for the system or assembly level manuals and provides data from which the
specified by the user, or it can be specified maintenance allocation chart may be extracted.
in a report for each assembiy within the Support Equipment Utiliz-tian Sum-
materiel. The reliability factors (mean time be- mary. The analyst would request a summary
tween failures and mean time between main- by individual type support eqn:ipment (or train-
tenanct actions) are derived from the values ing equipment), requesting its utilization and
specified for allocated, predicted, and/or meas- the value of he item being repaired (in the
ured reliability. The maintainability factors case of support equipment).
(mean time to repair and mean active main-
tenance downtime) are defined in the same The header id,ntifies the end item, the end

manner as the reliability factors. The avail- item work breakdown structure, and the using

ability factors (availability inherent and avail- service. The support equipment part number,

ability achieved) are derived from the reliability name, price, and procurement method are iden-
and maintainability factors. The maximum al- tified to provide a comparison of different man-

lowable operating time is the period of time ufacturers of the same type of support equip-

between calibration, replacement. etc., and the ment.
task function code defines the action to be taken The use of the proposed or selected support
after completion of the time specified in the equipment is outlined by the assigned main-
maximum allowable operating time. The time tenancc level and the tasks it will be required
between overhauls is the time between over- to perform. The cost of t. item being repaired
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by the support equipment is given so that the equipment and provide the information required

expense of the support equipment can be corn- to make a decision when competitive items of
pared with the value of the item being repaired. support equipment are being considered.

The report summarizes, by type of support The report summarizes how and where the
equipment, the use of the equipment by main- support equipment will be used at the various
tenance level and work breakdown structure. levels of maintenance. The report provides the
The use of the equipment is referenced to the requirements, quantity, and justification for the
cost of the item being repaired. The report can acquisition of support and training equinment.
be used to justify the requirements for support L wizatii'ta Repair Part and Special
equipment and to dete-rmine the quzntity and Toot List. The analyst would request a list of
distribution requirements. the repair parts and tools required at the or-

f Tool and Equipment Requirements. The ganizational level. The report provides a sum-
analyst would request a listing of all tools re- mary of repair parts and speciai tools for each
quired to support a system or end item by the major subsystem; i.e., air frame, communica-
skill specialty code. A second requirement tions, missile, etc. The report may be used as
would be for a special tool list by system or an interim repair part and special tool list prior
end item. The report generates a listing of all to the operational phase.
tools, both common and special, needed to ac- j. Direct Spport, Generai Support, and
complish the maintenance and operation tasks. Depot Repair Part and Special Tool List. The
The report provides the tools by skill specialty analyst would request a list of the repair parts
code, part number, stock number, tool name, and tools required at all maintenance levelsprice, description and function. above the organizational level. The report pro-

vides a summary of repair parts and special i

9. Repair Part Summary. The analyst tools required for each major subsystem at thewould request the information necessary to per- direct and general support and depot mainte-

form the provisioning function for a system/end nance levels.
- - item/repairable item and part. The report pro-

vides the time between overhauls, task function, k Provisio g Requirements. The analyst
and shelf life of the part for determining the would request all available provisioning infor-
maintenance cycle. The part is identified by mation. The report provides the total range of
manufacturer's part nurn. -er, item name, ref- data available for initial provisioning and re-
erence number, and manufacturer. The quantity lated maintenance decisions, The data are used
and price of the item are given, and the re- as an input to ALPHL for the generation of
placement factors are given as failure factors. specific provisioning documentation.
Failure factors can be substituted for the main-
tenance and overhaul factors. The report is de- 5-4 MAINTENANCE ENGIINEER G
signed to provide the information necessary to IN Ka ON SUPPORT
perform provisioning and to establish allowance

g list requirements. Maintenance engineering analysis exerts

IL Support Equipment Requirements by considerable influence on design decisions and,
Chtsgory of)Maitencce. The analyst would re- as a result, the uttimate cost of support. Great-
quest the functional requirements of the sap- er awareness of total life cycle cost implications
port equipment or training equipment by data is vital to sound decision making on the design
sheet control number. and support alternatives developed through

The report provides by maintenance level maintenance engineering analysis. Acquisition

the functions to be performed by the support cost alone is not a sufficient measure of ef-

equipment or training equipment. The task fre- fectiveness in view of the enormity of the sup-

quency and elapsed time provide the use of sup- port costs during a materiel life cycle.

port equipment, and establish the quantity re- Costs are the basic selection criterion for
quired. The data provide the capability require- trade-offs relating to design and support. The

- - ment of the support equipment or training costs associated with each equipment design
iS-3
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alternative are computed, and the least costly q. Technical data (other than formal tech-
alternative that provides the desired effec- nical manuals)
tiveness isselected. r. Initial and recurring supply manage-

The costs generated during a materiel life ment effort
-ycle are composed of three major cost cute- s. Amount of research and development ef-
gories: research and development, initial in- fort
vetment, and operating and maintenance. The
cost fhtors contributing to the three categories t. Amount and type of testing
are shown in Fig. 5-6(AN. u. Amount and type (selection) of main-

Fig. 5-6(P) shows, in simplified form, the tenance float
cost history of typical materiel. The costs for v. Other management/analysis effort.
each of the three majr cost categories are rep- These factors influence system design and
resented by the areas under the smoothed support configurations and, aa such, impact to-
curves, typically displaying successive max- tal system cost. During the maintenance en-
imums. It is the magnitude of the operating gineering analysis process, these factors must
and maintenance costs, determined and fixed be reviewed to insure the selection of a con-
by decisions early in the life cycle, which figuration (alternative) that is effective and eco-
challenges the maintenance engineer. nomical to operate and maintain. The purpose

Maintenance engineering analysis has a of the maintenance engineering analysis is tW
dual role in life cycle costng efforts. It in- optimize and provide a more accurate determi-
fluences design, thereby affecting reseaich and nation (quantitative and qualitative) of the
development and investment costs, and it de- logistic support requirements.
fines the support subsystem, which also affects Throughout development, cost analy'sis
investment costs and almost completely deter- provides for review, ,-valuation, and redu-tion
mines operating and maintenance costs. of cos' information and for determination of

.Among the factors influenced by mainte- coft/performance relationships. These rela-
nance engineering analysis are: tionships and other cost factors applied with

a. Maintenance functions and tasks the information developed by maintenance en-
igineering analysis permit the preparation of

estimates that provide life cycle cost visibility
sign to decision makers at all levels of the materiel

c. Other design features development program. The maintenance engi-
dJ Repair level neer, in his role of decision maker, seeks todprovide the required support effectiveness at
e. Replacement unit the lowest cost burden. This cost-effectiveness

f Maintenance skills optimization of the logistic support design is
g. Mean downtime involved in every iterative application of main-

A. Number of personnel (direct and in- tenance engineering analysis. This includes due
direc) Nconsideration of total cost implications in trade-

off analyses and in the selection of support
i. Range and quantity of repair parts resources.
j. Type and quantity of tools and test In order that the effectiveness of cost

equipment analysis be maintained, it is important that
k. Type and volume of technical manuals timely and accurate data be used. Every effort

should be made to acquire sufficient data fromL Type and amount of training actual surveillance of systems in an operationalm. Type and amount of transportation environment. If, however, adequate data of this

P. Type and size of facilities type are not available, it way be necessary to
resort to various estimating techniques. Many

a Contract maintenance of the factors affecting the cost of developing.
p. Technical assistance p-rocuring, operating, and maintaining an item
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am dynaraic. Therefore, timely collection of in- part stockage. Also, repair level decisions are
put data is required if the cost analysis is to influenced by the maintenvice factor, with andepict current condititn:s in the sysem. attempt to insure that the most frequently fail-

ing items are eas-ily repaired or replaced at the
lowest possible repair level. This, in turn. in-

5-5 - DUBMANCK FACTOth (R. 6) fluences decisions concerning personnel, tool

Theand test equipment requirements, and, conThemaitenncefacor f arepir art sequently, affects training and publication-s
is defined as the expected number of failures
that will occur per year in a group of 100 end Several methods may be used to calculate
items containing the part. Failures that must mcintenance factors. These generally can be

be considered are thoee resulting from a deii- categorized as the checklist mcthod, math mod-
cwecy in the inherent reliability of the repair eling. and automated modeling.
part (par. 3-&), as well as those resulting from
the application of various "wtors (par. 3-3d). 5-5..1 *
As will be seen, K-factors ir adition to those
that have been previously deicussed are applied A checklist is designed to help the analyst

in calculating maintenance factors, but the think systematically. The aim is to insure that

basic principLs regarding K-factors versus in- areas which contribute to repair part failures

herent reliability remain unchanged. are conidered independently in the estimation

The maintenance factor, bcause it is an proces- The use of checklists insures that a
ind ation f tnae fpected ntr e of i~ maintenance factor represents the expected fail-indication of the expected number of fa£1ures r ra e u d r ag v n s t o c n ii ns n m -ure rate under a given set of conditions: name-

for a repair part, plays a leading role in wa~ ly, agendeployment area given combat con-
areas of support planning. Its primary use is ditions, etc. The result of using this approach
for provisioning. However, it is also a measure is a maintenance factor tailored to the situation
of the anticipated number of corrective main- and conditions that the repair part will -x-
tenance actions that will be performed and, perience in deployment, and not one average
therefore, impacts requirements for all support maintenance factor for some "worldwide'
resources in addition to those that are depoyment situation.
provisioned. Remembering that materiel life cy-

S cle support costs comprise the greater part of
materiel life cycle costs, it is apparent that
maintenance factors in most cases are the sing- Math models, which are mathematical rep-

j le greatest basic determinant of life cycle costs- resentations of rial world situations, may be
i a formulated and used to calculate maintenar-ce

Estimating a maintenance factor is an ira- f-tors. These are essentially mathematical pre-
portwit task, and procedures have been estab- sentatis of checklist Used manually, these
lishad with which to accomplish tL estimates. models have little advantage over checklists,

However, nane of the procedures yet devised but when programmed and used with a coin-
can be used without a thorough understanding
of the relationship of maintenance factors to
other materiel parameters and the significance The maintenance factors derived from
and source of K-factors. These subjects are dis- checklists, math models, or other sources serve
cussed prior to the presentation of estimating as inputs to other analytical and dyrnamic sim-
procedures- ulation models. Most of these models concern

themselves with determining the cst placement
5 -..1 MAN4m4ANC F IORAICATION or allocation of r-,ources such as tools, test

Although the m-intenance factor ex- equipment, and personrel; as aentioned before.
periences the greatest amount of usage during the maintenance factors play a leading role. The

initial provisionir.g. updated versiens of the fac- analyst, when allocating resources, usually has
tor are used during- the entire life cycle ol an various objectives in mind pertaining to
item for purposes of resupply. In initial materiel operational and maintenance pnram-
provisioning, the maintenance factor is the key eters; i.e.. operational availability, re:iability.
in determining the range and depth of repair maintainability. etc. The maintenance factor.
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J representing the failure rate of a repair part unless an extremely great number of iterations .
is directly related to these parameters and, in is anticipated. However. when used in a corn-

• fact, determines their expected values. A main- puter, math models are very powerful tools that
tenance factor "pu.led out of the air or simply can reduce the risk of human error, as well
not well established tan have far-reaching and as providing rapid answers. The most efficient
possibly disastrous effects on che comp.ete sup- math model to use in a computer wo-Ld be on-.
port profile of deployed materiel, that provides for determination of maintenarce

Another a of great usage for mainte- factors and their subsequent use as dynrmic

nance factors in the math modeling area is life smmulation inputs.

cycle cost analysis- A large n-tion of life cycle Automated modeling reduces the risk of
cost is in logistical and related expenses. In pre- human error, provids m pid answers, -d. once
dicting life c-ce cost, the nv.hber of expected the pirmram is written, requires no .bsequent
i ailures for all components and repair parts of progr.-mming. it is probably the mst efficient
a system must be estimated to obain an idea estimating method of the three gmneral tpes
of logistic requirements. Of course. all other that have been discnssed.
aspects of support, including personnel, test
equipment- etcr. are contributors to the life c- AT1ONS 1 A3ITEN OXC FACTOR
cie os'. These. as mentioned beWore, lso ar T OTHER SSM E
determined by the magnitude of the mainte-
nance factor. The maintenance factor of a repair part

direct!y affects the availabil.ty and reliability

5-5.1.3 Au M , of the part and the availabilty. reliability, and
maintainabilitv of the pae r. end itenm. The_ pre-

Automated modeling invr,:,.- a general- dicted maintnance factor ;s thereore z -r3_
purpose comrater programn for the calcua.in important sytem paramet r and worthy of con-
of maintennce factors. ()=e Programed the siderable attention.

t, computer will accept inputs in a prescr.bed for-
mat, perform calculationg. and provide answers, 5-5-2-1 belatsmlip t Fc wv late

Inputs may be provided sequentially in a con- Failures of a rej air part max be cate-

versational mode. or all at once in a batch gorized as burn-in. rardom, and wearout A re-
mode. Such a computer program is described pair part usually is clissified as a random fail-
in AMCP 750-5 (Ref. 6i. ure part or a wearot part. A random failure

5-5.14 A dwantegi ed 0imudvmansgeof part is one that exp.riences a cons.an" or near

i constant failure rat, during its operational life.

testimating and a wearout par. is one that experiences an
None of the mainte ce fator sincr ng . ote. Some ri parts ex-

methods is ideal for Ji applications. For max- perience a decrea-Ang failre rate early in their
imum effectiveness, it is necessary first to con- ope l but few sustin such a pat-

sider the task to be done and then to select ternA reore. pans usually are ot cla "fied

the most appropriate method for the task. Gen- as burn-in failre parts.

erally -3peaking. the method selected will depend a an y int i thi

upon the magnitude of the task to be accom- At any point in the operational life of a
uponhe g orepair part, he majority of failures of a repair

I - pat will be due to ore of the three types of
The checklist method is time consuming failures. The failure .ate usually is considered

and subject to calculating errors, but it noes to be a constant over a fin.te period of time
not require mathematical and computer epr-eting a portion of the operational life
programming skills and a computer. THs of the part, and reti .of the cumulative effect

method should be used when feW items 2td of all typet of failues. The cutimate of the

very. few iteratins are involved failre -ate will reflect the effects of the three

The development of math models is also types of failure in light of the usage that was
time consuming, and little would be gained by anticipated at the estimation time The failure
developing math models for manual applicatio. rate that the repair part actually experien-es
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in operation in a particular deployment situ- failure for a period of 1 year, allowing for ad-
ation may depart from this estimate significant- justments for future periods of time. The avail-
ly due to factors that were not considered dur- ability of a repair part is directly related to
ing the prediction process. the mear time between failures, which is the

reciprocal of a constant failure rate. Therefore,
a A maintenance factor is nothing more than the estimated maintenance factor directly af-
a failure rate defined on the basi of 100 end" fect.i the predicted a'railability of the repair
items for a time period of 1 year. Normally, part. This, in turn, contributes to the avail-
a failure rate is defined on a per-item basis ability of the end item, which is of primary
for a period of time. However, the failure rate
of an item usually is intended to represent the
inherent failure rate and does not take into ac-
count any coniributing factors such as usage, 5-5.2.3 Relationship to Reliability and
human error, and environmental effects. In oth- Maintainability
er words, anticipated failures due to burn-in, The unreliability of a repair part repre-
randomness, and/or wearout .ire considered the sents the probability of failure of that part in
primary sources of failure. The maiioiiance a time increment. Therefore, reliabillty is a key
factor, therefore, is seen to depart from the parameter in maintenance factor determina-
classical failure rate definition in this way. tions. Reliability improvement of a repair part
Namely, the maintenance factor is estimatEd necessitates a reestimation of the maintenance
to represent the failure rate and additional fa;l- factor.
ures brought about by various contributing ele- The relationship of the maintenane factor
ments encountered in actual use. to the maintainability of a repair art is not

If the maintenance factor is to be of any as direct, and depends on the particular mes-
value for its primary function of estimating the ure of maintainability used. If the mean down-
range and depth of repair parts during time, representing total downtime is used, the
prov;sioning, it must be influenced by appro- maintenance factor influences the resupply pro-
priate parameters. As in the case of reliability cess by controlling the demand rate for replace-
where the generic failure rate of an item is ment parts and maintenance actions. This, in
factored by the influence of quality, test, usage, turn influences the rate at which the repair
etc., to arriv at an operational failure rate, part is repaired and restored to a usable con-
the basic maintenance factor must be in- dition, assuming the repair facility has the
fluenced by the fact that there is not neces- capability for repair. If only repair time is used
sarily a one-to-one relationship between failures as a me-.sure of maintainability of a repair
and replacements of repair parts. For example, part, the maintenancu factor of that part does
an assembly that is removed, replaced, and not affect the inherent maintainability of the
subsequently repaired at the organizational lev- part. The maintainability of the end
el by component replacement would be over- item/system (inherent or otherwise) is directly
stocked if the maintenance factor for the as- affected by the maintenance factors of thf
sembly was used for provisioning. Thus, for the member repair parts.
establishment of initial provisioning require-
ments for repairable materiel, the repairable 5-5.3 ElEMENTS CONTRIBUTING TO
concept and its ultimate impact on repair partsM
requirements must be c--isidered in addition to

the maintenance factor. Since the maintenance factor must reflect
failures that are a function of usage and the
usage environment, these contributing elements

5-5.2.2 Relationship to Availability must be considered during the estimation pro-
The maintenance factor representinG the cess. The failure of any repair part during us-

failure rate of a repair part is generally assum- age can be caused by any number of widely
ed to be constant over a finite period of time. diverse factors ranging from operator error to
For practical purposes, this means that a main- weather conditions. A great number of variables
tenance factor represonts the expected rate of complicates a problem, and complication, in this
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case, is not warranted since many of the vari- period, resulting from the design, environment,
ables camnot be defined precisely. Therefore, six and usage of the part. This definition is con-
elements have been selected as being the great- ducive to the use of the maintenance factor and
est contributors to repair part failures, and is descriptive of the requirements for the
these will be examined for their usefulness in estimation process. Based on this definition, the
making realistic maintenance factor determina- maintenance factor represents all failures that
tions. a repair part can experience due to the three

To estimate a maintenance factor, the fol- areas that can cause repair part failure (i.e.,
lowing elements should be considered as pos- design, environment, and usage). The factor still
sible causes or contributors to repair part fail- represents failures expected to occur over a
us specified time period. This time period can be

asimply 1 yr, or can be specified as a stockage
a. Failure rate interval (time between order receipts) in the
b. Usage atmosphere case of nonrepairable parts, or as the re-

c. Susceptibility of pa.-t to damage pair/resupply time for repairable repair parts.

d. Climatic/geographic conditions
e. UtiliLation rate 5-5.4 FAIU RATE

f War va peace. Usually, a failure rate is estimated on the
The. element i pe e fbasis of reliability test resul's., past experience,
The elements in the foregoing listing Pose and engineering judgment. The failure rate val-

an immediate problem because of possible inter- ue, however, is representative of the number
actions among the various areas specified. For of failures that can be expected for a given
instance, the usage atmosphere (defined in par. item when that item experiences iage that was
5-5.5) in reality cannot be isolated completely anticipated in design; i.e., the failure rate will
from the susceptibility of damage to a repair present an idealized rate of failure for the par-
part. In fact, the usage atmosphere could be ticular item alone. The effects when the item
considered the sole cause of failure, with all is used in various asemblies, along with other
the other areas listed as contributing areas items performing a common function, ar not

S within the atmosphere. That is not the intention:- tin he tmophee. Tat s nt te itenion represented, nor are the effects that might be

*, here, and, by proper definition, it is hoped that pre ntenae e atight bei- produced by maintenance or operation. As such,
the aras listed can be made nearly n-the estimated failure rate probably will be de-
dependent. termined, in its purest form, by the manufac-

It may be seen, from the element defini- turer of the item.
tions in pars. 5-5.4 through 5-5.10, that the fail- Care must be exercised to inure that the

ure rate, usage atmosphere. and susceptibility manufacturer has not already biased his
of the part to damage are primarily functions estimate of the failure rate to take into con-
of the design of the repair part or of the design sideratio some stray elements, such as geo-
of the end item in which the part is located, graphic phenomena, which he has anticipated
The element of climatic/geographic conditions may be encountered in usage. This would be
is a fime.tion of the environment in which the acceptable if the phenemena would always be
end iter, and, therefor, the repair part are ex-. encountered regardless of the deployment area,
pected to be used. The utilization rate and com- but would considerably complicate matters if
hat conditions are both functions of the actual such conditions only applied to one deployment
usage to which the repair part will be expcaed area In other words, the contractor's estimated
in the deployment area. failure rate should include the effects of all

By classifying the contributing elements in conditions met in usage which are to be ex-
this way, it is possible to define! the mainte- pected to be met universally.
nance factor in s more meaningful aid useful The failure rate exerts so much influence
manner than before. The maintenance factor on the maintenance factor that the importance
can be defined as the expected number of fail- of thoroughly understanding its basis cannot be
ures of a repair part during a specified time overemphasized. Generally speaking, failures in
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a part will increase as either operating time instance, a repair part in a helicopter will be
or stress increase3, and will increase even more exposed to different kinds and degrees of vi-
rapidly if both parameters are concurrently bration and other stresses, depending on wheth-
increased. There is a direct relationship between er the mission is an attack mission, a recon-
all of the other contributing elements and either naissance mission, or simply an exercise. Such
operating time or stress. The usage rate is a elements of the usage atmosphere are produced
direct measurement of operating time. All of internally although they are a result of an out-
the other elements contribute to stress. Clearly, side agent (.e., the mission reqsiremer ts). This
the modification of a failure rate that already area should aot be confused pith failures in-
reflects the effects of one or more of the con- duced by combat conditions, which will be dis-
tributing elements, by those elements, can cussed later. Nxturally, the particular combat
result in significant maintenance factor errors. conditions to which the repair part is exposed

i estting a single, most important step will determine the number and types of mis-

in estimating maintenance factors, probably it sions the part will experience, but it does not
is precisely defining the parameters that are determine the effect that a particular action
used in calculating the failure rate. The rest in a mission will have on the part. This effect
of the estimation process is based on the will be considered under usage atmosphere,
assumption that this is accomplished. while the cause, frequency of occurrence, andduration will be considered under the combat

conditions element.
5-55 USM ATMOSPEtER Some items to consider in the usage at-

The usage atmosphere of a repair part is mosphere area are exposure of the repair part
defined, for this discussion, as the makeup to vibration, chemicals, oil, electrical and
(chemical, electrical, etc.) of the physical sur- magnetic fields, radiation, and system gener-
roundings of the repair part. As such, it does ated heat or cooling. In other words, any con-
not include geographic or climatic conditions, ditions internally produced by operation of the
but only that part of the physical surroundings "system must be considered. These elements
that is inherent to the repair part because of must be analyzed with respect to the design
the end item design. of the repair part, and the analyst must keep

The portion of the maintenance factor that mind that the failure rate previously dis-
s onrtin by the usage atmospiere i er cussed will reflect any failures contributed by

is very the usage atmowvpere that has been anticipatedsimilar to that portion identied with the fail- in design.
ure rate because it includes failures that are
a result of the inherent properties of design. 5-5.6 SUSCWTJTY OF PART TO DAMAGE
The distinction stems from the fact that very Through handling, installation, and main-
often a repair part is used in many systems tenance, a part is exposed to varying degrees
in different ways or in performing slightly dif- of probability of damage. This is due to human
ferent functions. For example, a distributor (if error/skill as well as design, and is independent
classified as a repair part) may be used on of the failure rate of the repair part. It could
many different vehicles with different assembly be thought of as the "accident .%te" of the part.
surroundings. In one vehicle, it may be subject A good example is an electronic part destroyed
to oil or dust deposits because of its physical by the heat of the soldering iron during ini-
location in the vehicle, while in another it may stallation. To help insure independence between
be shielded from such deposits by surrounding this contributing factor and others (e.g., the us-
components. Such elements definitely affect the age atmosphere), this factor has been defined
maintenance factor of the item, and cannot be only for handling, installation, and mainte-
accounted for in the contracto,'s supplied fail- nance.* For example, if, during use, a very frag-
ure rate because all usages of the repair part ie part is destroyed by vibration (internally or
may not be anticipated at the time of produc- externally), the failure must be attributed to
tion. the usage atmosphere (internal vibration) or the

The usage atmosphere also varies some- climatic/gecgraphical conditions (external v'-
what according to the types of missions. For bration).
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A part can be damaged through handling differently and have different stresses applied
while being transported or installed on a sys- to it in less developed areas. This would also
tern, or during st,-.ge. At the time of install- depend upon the natural geographical features
ation, the part also may be damaged by the in the area. Indeed, there are so many different
installation equipment. When preventive main- conditions that can change from one deploy-
tenance is performed on the part, or when cor- ment area to another that this element alone,
rective mainte mice is performed on nearby or contributing to failures, will necessitate tailor-
functionally related parts, damage may also oc- ing a maintenance factor for each deployment
cur. This is especially true of parts that must area.
be removed for access to other failed items. Par. 3-4.3.1 provides many examples of the
Any possibility of damage during testing also effects of various climatic/geographic condi-
must be considered. Many parts require periodic tions on materiel. Par. 3-4.8 elaborates on cor-
adjustments if they are to function properly, rosion and corrosion-preventive finishes. The ef-
and such parts may be damaged by improper fects of climatic/geographic conditions on the
adjustments or if they are used while they are failure rate of a repair part are not included
improperly adjusted. All these areas would be in contractor supplied failure rates unless the
a part of this contributing element and must repair part nas been designed for a particular
be considered during the analysis. geographic area. Therefore, the effects of

Since damage or failures resulting from climatic/geographic conditions must be ana-
this contributing factor are functions of human lyzed with respect to the design parameters of
error and design, the level oa zompetence of the repair part. Quite often, items intentionally
maintenance personnel plays a large role. This are designed to withstand certain climatic con-
requihes the analyst to be familiar with the ditions, or are composed of materials that are
maintenance personnel who will be working not affected adversely by certain climatic or
with the particular repair part. Also, the main- geographic conditions. In such cases, the failure
tenance factors of sirounding parts must be rate determined by the contractor would be
considered because of the chance that a failure assumed to account for failures contributed
may be produced wh'le maintenance on another from such causes because it is part of the de-
part is performed. sign.

5-5.7 CUMAT C.1'GE0RAPHi COINT 5-5.8 UTIUZATMON RATE
The use that the repair part experiences

Possible damage or deterioration of a re-
pair part due to the climatic or geographic con- influences the rate at which failures will occur

ditions to which it will be exposed is considered in a group of such iteias. The utilization of

in this area. Climatic/geographic conditions a repair part is expressed in the same terms

make up that part of the repair part environ- as the utilization of the system that contains

ment which is uncontrolled or uncontrollable the part. This may be hours of use, rounds

by the user. fired, or miles traveled, but nevertheless rep-
resents the amount of use the system and hence

The effects of temperture, temperature the repair part has experienced.
changes, and humidity are the most obvious
areas to consider. However, other areas such In estimating a maintenance factor, the

as exposure to dust, abrasives, moisture, and utilizution rate of the repair part must be pre-

altitude (barometric pressure) must be consid- dicted. The utilization rate will change accord-

ered. In addition, the natural geographic and ing to the deployment areas, and the prediction
manmade features of the deployment area (ter- can be done on the basis of past experience,
rain) play a role in producing failures during mission plans, and requirements of the deploy-
operation. For example, some deployment areas ment area.
have very good roadway systems with bridges There is a-possibility that a repair part
and other manrade features that considerably mby experience deterioration because of lack of
affect the operation of an end item and the use. In such cases, the manufacturer is expected
stress levels applied to the repair part. On the to supply information concerning the required
other hand, the same end item would be used usage to keep the part from deteriorating. This
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would also have to be ctnsidered in reference 5-5.10.1 Cheddt Desptihlns
to the predicted utilization rate in predicting The checklist provides a systematic se-
the maintenance factor. quence of data collection points, questions, and

Normal use would not be expected to con- instructions to guide an analyst in calculating
tribute significantly to the failure rate because a maintenance factor for a given set of con-
normal use is assumed iii arriving at the ditions. For each change in conditions, a new
estimated failure rate of the repair part. Ex- estimate must be made. Although use of the
treme usage (i.e., for extended periods of time checklist procedures requires no training, its
or usage undei stress or strain), however, would use should not be attempted by other than ex-
contribute to failures and would be included perienced maintenance engineering personnel
in the utilization rate element of the mainte- because of the subjective nature of many of
nance factor. Another aspect that should be the required activities.
considered under this element is any possible
failure that may be induced by the operator
of the end item that contains the repair part 5-5.10.2 Estinmien GdSi
under analysis. This requires the analyst to be It cannot be overemphaqized that the
familiar with the types and skill levels of the estimation process should be made on the basis
personnel who will be operating the equipment. of the total environment of the repair part

under co-,ideration. The task is extremely dif-
5-5.9 WARt VSPEACE ficult when -nly drawings are used because ofRthe difficulty 3f visualizing a total. completed

The military condition of the deployment system or end item. Therefore, it is strongly
area substantially affects the maintenance fac- recommended that the final maintenance factor
tor. In a wartime environment, the maintenance estimate be made by analyzing the repair part
fartor must reflect the failures resulting from while it is physically positioned on a prototype
intense and extreme usage, the relative neglect or end item. Only then can all factors in-
of .., iatenance that occurs because of the pres- fluencing the failure rate be integrated into a
sures of combat, and combat damage of parts total analysis to measure interactions that must
and assemblies that are prone to damage from be anticipated in the maintenance factor
dnines, fragme.,ts, and small arms fire. estimation.
Catastrophic lcs3 of complete end items is not Since the maintenance factor
included. However, if the item is deployed in siee ua in n ital experiens
a predominantly peacetime environment, fro- it is ntial that the factor be accurate, sincetor 'vip baes in overtae ofirepar pat over- or underprovisioning may result. There-tor ,wi!-,dsult in overstockage of repair parts fore, the process of phased provisioning mayBecause of the diversitybe worthwhile in instances when the s reason
war and peace, efficient provisioning dictates belivthate aintance fctr s not
a requirement for two maintenance factors-one te
for peacetime and one for wartime.

To .use the checklist, the analyst must start5-5.10 DETERMINATIONOFMAINTENANCE with the first question and proceed through all
FACTORS BY THE C METHOD the questions. Answering questions out of se-

Six elerents have been defined as contrib- quence is permissible only when stated at the
utors to the ialue of the mainteznance factor individual questions. Several questions appear
(i.e., failure rate, utilization rate, combat con- to be asked with no apparent use for the an-
ditions, climatic/geogrm,... conditions, usage swers. The purpose of these questions is merely
atmosphere, and susceptibility to damage). A to get the corresponding answers into the mind
checklist-Appendix A located at the end of the of the analyst. Amwers to following questions
chapter-has been devised to insure that eatlh depend on how the analyst answers such ques-
element shall receive proper consideration when tn-ms in his own mind, and these apparently
maintenance factors are calculated. The para- meaxingless questions cannot be overlooked or
graphs that follow describe the checklist and disregarded. Some of the questions are to be
the way in which it is to be used. answered "Yes" or "No". Whenever any question
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is answered "No", the analyst should go to the use of a computer, involves the initial ex-
J next numbered questirn. penditure of time to develop and program a

In several questions, the analyst must math model, but subsequently requires min-
estimate the number of failures due to some imum anilyst time and modest computer costs.

condition. The method of estimation is left to 5.5.11.1 TypkalMathematIalFsrnulas
the analyst and his judgment. In making such The Army Materiel Command has devel-

estimates, the analyst must put everything out
of his mind except the particular condition be- oed the FORTRAN variables list and formulasthat follow for calculating peacetime and
ing viewed to insure that the estimate repre- wartime maintenance factors for each deploy-
sents only the condition being analyzed. Other- ment area and for calculating overall ainte-
wise, the total maintenance factor will repre- nance factors for peacetime and wartime.
sent more failures than expected because some Den of a computer program that uses the
conditions will be accounted for several times. Darabls a fomute ontane te
This may be difficult to do, but the checklist 6.
is designed to aid this process.

The analyst must go through the checklist a. FORTRAN Variables List

twice for each deployment area-one iteration I - 1.2.....5 (deployment area)
for peacetime conditions and one iteration for J 1.2 peacetime - 1. wartime = 2

wartime conditions. K = 1.2..... 8 usage or climatic condition

5.5.10.3 Cwutien-y No a FR = manufacturer's predicted mean
time between failure

The casual reader must be cautioned. 'This FRMF (I.J = operating hours, miles,
checklist does not supply any answers of its rounds/end item/year
own. No data are incorporated relating past ex- RNP = number of parts/assembly
perience, like equipment, or the effects of any SUF '1. JI f part failures/assembly/year
conditions. The analyst is expected to be an e.e to severe usage
authority on such subjects, and experience has OPE (1) = mean time between failures of
shown that maintenance factors estimated ir repair part due to operator er-

the past have been reasonably accurate in the ror

initial estimate. This lends support to the qual- CFR (1. J) = on-off cycles/end item/year

ifications of analysts. CPF = number of cycles/failure
RIFR J = part failures/assembly/year

The questions contained in the checklist due to idleness
are ;eif-explanatory; therefore, no further ex- CGMF (I, K) = part failures/assembly/year
planations are provided, due to climatic geographic ef-fects

UMF (K) = part failures/assembly/year5-.11 AINTEINNNCE FACTORS O NTER lND BY due to surrounding equipment
MATHEMAT11CA. ANALYSIS and parts

It may be seen from the preceding dis- CDF (JI = part failures/assembly/year
cussion concerning the determination of main- due to combat damage
tenance factors by the checklist method that PMFR = part failures/assembly/year
t ac l s adue to preventive maintenance
such calculations are tedious and time con- RFR = part failures/100 part install-
suming. Calculations must be performed for ations during corrective main-
peacetime and wartime conditions, for each tenance
deployment area and for each item, so that the STFR I. J) - % parts failing in storage
required number of calculations can become TSFR I.J) = % parts failing in trans-
quite large. Additionally, the probability of portation and handling
making errors in repetitive operations is great NA f= number of deployment areas
and the time required to make the calculations (maximum of 5 areas)

not only costs money, but also delays decisions. AREA (I = name of area (6 characters
maximum)

Mathematical analysis is an alternative to PNAME (4) v part name (24 characters max-
the checklist. This approach, coupled with the imum)
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FSN (6) = part number (18 characters Yd maintenance factor for

maximum) deployment area i for peace-

EIN (4) = end item name (24 characters time or wartime (adjusted for
maximum) corrective maintenance fail-

OMF (J) previous maintenance factor urea).
IUSE = usage code (1 hours, 2 f

miles. 3 - rounds Y,, = Xii(l + RFRIO0) (5-2)
ANAME (4) - assembly itame (24 characters

maximum) MFij = maintenarce factor for
Conditions Considered) deployment -:-ea i for peace-

(Climatic/Geographic onitue etred time or wartim2e (adjusted for
CGMF I. 1 - temperature extremes storage and L ansportation
CGMF (I. 2) temperature changes failue).

CGMF (I. 3) = humidity f r

CGMF (1, 4) = moisture MFi = Y J 1/[ 1 - (TSFRi
CGMF (1, 5) = alti ,-+ STFRii )/100 (5-3)
CGMF (1, 6) = abrasives
CGMF (1, 71 = dust MF = Overall average maintenance

CGMF (1. 8) - other agents factor for.eacetime or

(Usage Atmosphere Conditions Considered; wartime, indicated by j = 1
or i = 2, respectively.

UMF (I} electric fieids

UMF (2) = magnetic fields SA
UMF (3) = vibration A MFi,

UMF(4) = heat -I

UMF (5) = cold MF, - (5-4)
UMF (6) = chemica, NA
UMF(7) = radiat'on 5-5.11.2 Use of Formulas
UMIF(8) -f other agents In use, the formulas would be pro-

b. Formulas. grammed, and the program entered into a com-
puter. Subsequently, the maintenance engineer-

Xi = maintenance factor for ing analyst calculating maintenancr factors
deployment area i for peace- would simply fill out a loading form comprised
time or wartime without con- of sheets similar to the one shown in Fig. 5-7.
sidering part failures due to Computer personnel would keypunch cards
corrective maintenance, stor- showing these data and enter the data into the
age, or transportation. computer, and the required maintenance factors

X = 100 [FRMF, (RNP/FR would be calculated and printed. Clearly, this
" 11automated method is much to be desired over
+the checklist.

+ SUMRJ + (CFR,,RNP) In a major materiel program, it might be
/CPF economical to make the foregoing computer pro-

.v gram a subroutine to a larger program that
+ RIFR, + 2 CGMFK would apply the maintenance factors to the cal-

K - culation of maintenance actions and support
resource requirements at the several mainte-

. nance levels. Such an overall program would
+ Z UMFA + PMFR permit immediate determination of the com-

K-I
patibility betw-,en estimated maintenance fac-

+ CDFJ tors and planned support resources.

-== , . . . .5_-" . . -= - .=_. :,-:_ _ = . -= -- ffi - -- -- ':
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LINE

No VARIABLE DESCRIPTION DATA

(In lines 25 thru 43 data elements under areas
not being considered must be left bnk while
data elements under areas being considered must
have a value, even if it is zero.) Area I Area 2 Area 3 Area 4 Area 5

Operating Hours. Miles, Rounds/End Item/Year
25 Peaceitme

26 Wartim_.

Part Foilures/Assembly/Year Due to Severe Usage

27 Peacetime

28 Wartime
ON-OFF Cycles/End Item/Year

29 Peacetime

30 Wartime
% Fail in Transportation and Handling

31 Peacetime

32 Wartime
% Fail in Storage

33 Peacetime

34 Wovtinie
MTBF/Repair Part Due to Operator Error

35 __

Failures/Assembly/Year Due tu Climatic
Geographic Effects

36 Temperature Extremes _

37 Temperature Changes

38 Humidity
*39 Moisture |

40 Altitude J
41 Abrusives
42 Dust

43 Other Agents

Figure 5-7. Sample Form for Use in Loading Data
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APPON A. MAN1UANCIE FACTOR CHECKUST (Ref. 6)

APPLICATION IDENTIFICATION
la. Record, below, the nomenclature of the system/end item of equipment that con-

tains the repair part under consideration.

b. Record, below, the nomenclature of the next higher assembly that contains the
repair part under consideration.

c. Record, below, the nomenclature or other identification (part number, SIN) of
the repair part under consideration.

d. For the repair part in question, write, below, the number of these parts contained
in the next higher a.zembly.

par .assembly

FAILURE RATE

2 Write, below, the manufacturer's predicted failure rate for the repair part being
analyzed. or the failure rate obtained through testing. Miles driven, rounds fired,
etc., may be substituted directly for "openting hour".

failures/operating hour

3. For the deployment area under consideration, what is the expected number of
operating hours per year that the repair part will be used (same as parent end
item).

operating hours/year
4a. Multiply the answer to 2 by the answer to 3.

failures/part/year

b. Multiply the answer to 4a by the answer to 1d.
failures/assembly/year

5. If the repair part has a maintenance factor, list that factor below.
maintenance factor = failures/assembly/100 end items/year

6a. List the conditions that have been accounted for in the failure rate listed in
2, or the maintenance factor listed in 5 (i.e.. all conditions or effects that have
been considered in the estimate of the failue rate, or previous maintenance factor).

b. The following questions have been designed to determine the various effects that
may already be accounted for to some extent in the manufacturer's estimated
failure rate or a previously definei maintenance factor. If such effects have been
included in previous estimates, this should be remembered when the question
or questio.s are reached which contain the estimation process for the effects
mentioned. This will help guard against duplicating work and including causes
of failures more than once in the estimated maintenanc factor.

c. Any question below that is ar-wered "Yes" must be analyzed to insure that all
conditions included1 in the initial estimate of the failure rate are kept in mind
during the following estimation process. It is recommended that all such conditions
be listed and kept on hand while the questions in the following sections are
answered.
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) APPOW A MANTxdAM. FACTOR CHOUST (Ce.ed)

FAILURE RATE (Cont'd)

d. A previously estimatted maintenance factor will not be used to estimate a new
one, but will be used for comparison purposes.

e. Utilization Rate:

YES NO 1. Was severe usaw cnsidered in irtial estimate?
YES NO 2. Was cyclic operation considered in initial estimate?

YES NO 3. Was deterioration due to idleness taken into consideration?

f. Combat Considerations:
YES NO 1. Was the initial estimate of the failure rate based on any par-

ticular combat posture, or did it allow for any combat effects?

YES NO 2. Was repair part designed for a particular level or kind of combat?

g. Climatic/Geographic Conditions:
YES NO 1. Were any effects such as temperature extremes, temperature

changes, humidity, moisture, altitude, abrasives, dust, or other
climatic/geographic condition taken into account in the initial
estimate of the failure rate?

YES NO 2. Is the failure rate received from the contractor estimated for
a particular geographic or climatic area?

h. Usage Atmosphere:
YES NO Were any effects such as vibration, heat, cold, chemicals, electric

fields, magnetic fields, and radiation taken into account in the
initial estimate?

i. Susceptibility to DWge:
YES NO Were possible failures that may result from adjustments made

on repair part during preventive maintenance considered in the
initial estimate?

UTILIZATION RATE
7. YES NO a. Is the repair part like!y to encounter severe usage in the area

under consideration? (Severe usage will be interpreted as any
usage that exceeds design limitations or will exert extreme stress
on the part.)

b. What percentage of operation time will repair part experience
severe usage?

% severe usage time

c. In light of answer for 7b, how many estimated failures per year
will this produce?

failures/assembly/year
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A-BdXX A. MANT NaCE FACTO CWOW$T (Cnt'd)

UTILIZATION RATE (Cont'd)

S. YES NO a. Considering the technical ability of operating personnel who will
be operating the equipment, and the skill level required for suc-
cessful operation, is it possible that the repair part can be dam-
aged by operator error or misuse?

b. Again considering the ability of operating personnel in reference
to operating skill requirements, how man:y estimated failures per
operating hour will this produce?
NOTE: Consider climatic/geographic effects on operator ability
also.

failures/operating hour/assembly
9. YES NO a. Is cyclic operation likely to cause undue stress on the repair

part which will contribute to failure?
YES NO b. Will repair part encounter cyclic operation (characterized by re

peated stopping and start, startup or shutdown, etc.)?
c. What is the expected number of cycles (start and stops, etc.)

that repair part will experience per year?

cycles/year
d. If the.manufacturer provides guidance concerning the expected

V number of cycles the repair part can withstand, indicate the
manufacturers suggestion.

cycles/failure
e. Estimate the number of failures that will occur on a per-cycle

bash. (This will be from paragraph 9d if available; otherwise,
estimate.)

failures/cycle
f. Multiply answer tn 9c by answer to 9e.

failures/part/year
10. YES NO a. Will repair part deteriorate during storage or during prolonged

E periods of idleness?
b. Considering that the average repair part will be stored in in-

ventory for a period of time equaling one-half of the stockage
periou (or stockage objective), estimate the number of failures
per assembly per year that will result from deterioration.

failures/assembly/year
c. Considering the mission goals and requirements, if it is likely

that the repair part will experience periods of idleness during
its usage life that will adversely affect it, estimate the number
of failures per assembly per year that will result from such
idleness.

failures/assembly/year

5.4
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AMM A. A FACTOR C OW (Cm.rd)

UTILZATION RATE (Conted)

11. Multiply the answer to 8c by the answer to 3.
failures/assembly/year

12. Multiply the answer to 9f by the answer to Id.
failures/assembly/year

13. Add the answers to 7c, 10b, l0c, 11, and 12.
total failures/assembly/year due to utilization rate

COMBAT DAMAGE
14. For a wartime environment, estimate the failures per assembly per year of the

repair part under consideration caused by combat damage. Failures resulting from
catastrophic loss of the next higher assembly or entire end item should not be
considered. If a peacetime maintenance factor is to be determined, enter zero.

failures/assembly/year due to combat damage.

CLIMATIC/GEOGRAPHIC CONDITIONS

15. Is repair part likely to be damaged by continuous exposure to climatic/geographic
controlled.
YES NO a. Temperature (extreme heat and/or cold)

YES NO b. Temperature changes

YES NO c. Humidity
YES NO d. Moisture

YES NO e. Altitude (barometric pressure)

YES NO f. Abrasives (e.g., sand)
YES NO g. Dust

YES NO h. Other agents

16. YES NO a. For items answered "Yes" in 15, are any of these agents likely
to be encnuntoted in the deployment area?

b. Check in Table A-1, column A. the -agents in 15 that will be
encountered in the deployment area.

c. Keeping in mind the natural and manmade climatic/geograpic
conditions in the deployment area, specify whether the agents
checked in Table A-I, column A, will be encountered to the degree
that would hamper the mission capability o: the repair part or
possibly contribute to failure of the repair part. (indicate answer
in Table A-i, column B).
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AMP4A& UAflPHFCMWUCHIM(Cne'd

CLIMATIC/GEOGRAPHI1C CONDITONS (coned)

d. For the 2gents that are marked "Yesr in column B. estimate
the percentage of total operating time that repair part will be
exposed to the agent to a degree that could contribute to failure.
Record this percentage in Table A-1. co-umin C.

e- List in Table A-2Z column -A, throe agents marked "Yes" in Table
A-1, column B, in descending order according to the -% of time
exposed. In the "Relative We;Iht cobinmn (column C), weight
the agents listed on a scale from I to 2) acording to the degree
of influence the agent is expected to have on the failure rate
of the repair part (iLe, the agent that will lema affeet the failure
rate would be assigned a weight of:4 while the agent with the
most effect would be assigned a 10. with all other agents assigned
intermediate values).

f. Multiply the -% Of time expOSed (Table A-Z column B) by the
"Relative Weight" (Table A-2Z column Q) for' each agent listed
in 15e, and enter result in Table A-Z cokman D.

g. List agents specified in Table A-Z, column A, in Table A-3, col-
umn A, in descending order according to the "Product7 in. Table
A-2. column D. This will represent the order in which agents
that are a function of climatic/geographic conditions will be ex-
pected to cause failures of the repair part

h. For agents fisted in Table A--. column A, estimate the number
of failures per year that you would attribute to the
climatic/geographic agent Record result in Table A-3, column
B.

17. Sum the values listed in Table A-3, column B, and enter result below.
totd failures/assembly/year due to climatic/geographic conditions

USAGE ATMOSNIFMi
1. Isrpair partlkely tdamaged by:

YES NO a. Vibration (frequency and amplitude)

YES NO b, Heat
jYES NO c- Cold

YES INO d. Chemicals

Y7ES NO e. Electric fields
YES NO f. Magnetic fields

f YES NO g.Radiation
YES NO ht. Other agents (eg, coolant leakage)
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IAPMAUX P MANTOLANCI FACTO2 CIOCIIST (Cwu~c'd

USAGE ATMOSPHERE (Cone~d)

19. YES NO a- For items answered 'Ye&W in 18, are any af these agent- produced
by surrounding parts or by the parent system, or wili repair
part be exposed to aganzts in 18 from any outside source other
than climatic/geographic sources?

b. LiAs in Table A-4, column A. agents to which the repair part
will be exposed, that also have been answe~red -Yes in 18.

c-. For each agm', listed in Table AA4 column A,. evaluate antic-
ipated exposure of repair part iin reference to manuftcturer's
suggested tolerance leveL&

d- Considering the number of operating hours per year, estimate
the number of failures per ass=mbl per year fcr the repair
part caused by each of the agents listed in Table AA,-4 column
A-

2D. Sum the values liste in Table A-4. column B, and enter result below.

total fifluresrassembly/year due to usage atmosphere

21. List the answers (total failures due to -__ ) due tk all elements considered
thus far- These answers are found in 4b, 13. 14, 17. and 2D_

failures/assembly/year due to failure rateF _______failures/assemb'y/year due to utilization raw
failures/assembly/year due to combat damage
failvres/asw.mbly/year due to climatic/geographic cecsditions

failures/assembly/yvear due to usage atmosphere

2. Sum the numbers listed in 2i. and enter result below.
failures/assembly/year due to al! effects except. susceptibility

SRJSCEPTMITY TO DAMAGE
23& YES NO a. is the repair part fragile or conducive to failure by handling

during Ltrsnsepotation 3r storage?

bK Estimate transportstion time -to the deployment are and storag.-
time the repair part will experience from the time of manufacture
to installation (in years).

(1) transoraton time
(2) storage time

c- With the answer to 23a and 23b in mind, estimate the number
of failures- that, are expected to occur for the repair part during
the times givien in 23b.

(1) ____failures during transportation time

(2) failures during storage lime
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APPENDIX A. MI: 4TENANCE FACTOR CHECKUST (Cont'd)

SUSCEPTIBILITY TO DAMAGE (Cont'd)
I

d. If the transportation time and/or storage time in 23b is greater
than 1 year,. convert the answers to 23c to failures per year
by dividing answers by the two corresponding times.

(1) failures/year due to transportatio.i

(2) failurei/year due to storage time

e. Add the answers to 23d together and multiply the results by
the answer to 1d.

failures/assembly/year due to handling

24. YES NO a. Does repair part require preventive mainten.ace, and if so, are
adjustments made or tools and test equipment used that may
damage repair part and th'is induce failures?

b. List frequency Gf preventive maintenance actions in terms of
actions per assembly per y'-ar.

preventive maintenance actions per year

c. Keeping in mind' the criticality of adjustments, skill levels of
personnel, and the effects of climatic/geographic conditions on
personnel performance, tools, and test equipment used, how many
failures do you estimate will result from 100 preventive main-
tenance actions?

failures/100 preventive maintenance actions

d. Multiply answer- to 24b and 24c and divide by 100.

failures/assembly/year due to preventive maintenance
25. YES NO a. Keeping in mind the skill level of the maintenance personnel,

climatic/geographic effect on persoPnei performance, and the
tools and test equipment used during installation, car failures
of the repair part be induced during installation of the part
on the parent assembly?

b. In reference to 25a, during 100 installations of the repair part,
how many failures do you estimate will result? This represents
probability of failure by installation damage.

failures/100 installations
:.c. Divide answer to 25b by 100

probability of failure during installation

d. Add answers to 22 and 24d

failures/assenrbly/year

e. Multiply answer to 25c by answer to 25d
failures/assembly/year due to ins, allation

26. Add answers to 23e, 24d, and 25e.

total failures/assembly/year due to susceptibility
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APPENDIX A. MAINTENANCE FACTOR CHECKUST (C nt'd)

COMPUTATION OF TOTALS

27. List below anid total the answers to 22 and 26.

Answer to 22 = failures/assembly/year

Answer to 26 = failures/assembly/year

Total = failures/assembly/year

28. Multiply the total part failures per assembly per year found in 27 by 100 and
record tb- value in the appropriate column of Table A-5. This is the maintenance
factor expressed in failures per assembly per 100 end items per year. (When
the assembly is unique, this is equivalent to failures per 100 end items per year.)
Return to 3 of the checklist if a peacetime estimate and a wartime estimate
have not been completed for each deployment area; otherwise, pruceed to 29.

29. An average peacetime or wartime maintenance factor may be obtained by summing
column A or B, respectively, of Table A-5 and dividing the total by the number
of areas being used.
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TABLE A-I. CUMATIC/GEOGRAfIC AGENTS

A S C

AGENT LIST %Of
(2.b) YES NO TIME EXPOSED

Extreme Temp. _

Temp. Changes _

Humidity

Moisture

Altitude

Abrasives

Dust

Other I I

TABLE A-2. RELATIVE WEIGHT

A C D
AGENT LIST % OF TIME EXPOSED RELATIVE WEIGHT PRODUCT (D z C)

TABLE A-3. CuMATIC/GEOGRAPHIC FAILURES

A B

AGENT LIST FAILURES/YEAR
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TAB~LE A-4. USAGE ATMOSPHER FAILURES

A B

AGENT LIST FAILURES/YEAR

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ A-5_MINENNCFCTRESLT

AREAAE A. MPNENACACTORE RESULTSE

Au Becum i
AeRaE ARE NAE EACTIM M WATIMM

Nu be of_______

:1 _____________________________ _____________________ ______________________

Averug wartimem MI*=

Numix-r ofa.rtv'.

I
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)CHAPuR 6
TESTING, DEMONSTRATION, AND EVA WATION

TU chapter addresses the test demut- analysis data. The new data may generate
two, and evahtion wtites that occur dun g changes in mateel and support design, new
a materiel life cycle testing prog m. Devel- tests may be conducted, and these tests provide
opinext awd operational tests, maintailabilty additional enginwing analysis data, etc. This
deustratios,, and maintenance evaluatios process starts with the availability of mock-ups
are discusse Mathematical analysis tec Aniiues or breadboard hardware in the development
ueful in test planning and analyzing test phase and continues through the deployment
results ar described. phase.

ud ot-inTee date reeived from tests, demonstra-
Testing, demonstration, and evaluation in- dons, and evaluations augment maintenance en- -

elude joint, integrated tests of materiel and the gineering analysis data obtained from historical
support subsystem, tests specifically conducted records and from currently deployed materiel.
to verify the support subsystem, maintainabili- The total process, properly performed, is nee-
ty, reliability, etc., and all efforts associated esary for the attainment of the goil of the
with maintenance evaluation. All of these Ac- integrated logistic support concept, which is to
tivities involve the use of materiel, and parts take necessary actions during a materiel sc-
cr all of a support subsystem, and produce in- quisition cycle to insure the effective and eco-
formation required to validate the adequacy of nomical support of materiel at all levels of
support planning and materiel design. Stated maintenance for its programmed life cycle. The
another way, they provide data with which to iterations provide a management tool that per- i
validate and refine existing maintenance engi- nuts management control of the technical
neerng analysis data. aspects of integrated logistic support- Mainte-

Test, demonstration, and. evaluation data ince engineering issues iremmla that im-

are of vital importance to maintenance engi-

interactions between materieluse hdwre and sofware that are
an d The supprtiosbsyemand between supposed to satisfy the requirements. Observa-~sign and the support subsystem, and between

,,arious resources within the support subsystem tion of the tests and analysis of the resulting
are too complex to be determined with a high data immediately demonstrate the degree to

of confidence by analysis alone. This which the original requirements have been sat-

statement applies in particular to new materiel. ified, as well as demonstrating current deti
Maintenance times, failure rates, skill require- ciencies that must be eliminated.
ments, test equipment, technical manual re- 6-1.1 SUPPORT1TWG (iW. 1)
quirements, etc., can all be predicted by The evaluation of a support subsystem
reliability, maintainability, and maintenance commences with development and extends into
engineering analyses, but the analyses must be the deployment phae The evaluation pruces
validated and refined with test data on an includes the accomplishment of various types
iterative basis to permit logical progression to- of tests and demonstrations. The paragraphs
ward a production configuration, that follow describe the tests and the types of

Maintenance engineering analysis, materiel information that can be obtained as materiel
and support subsystem design, and test, dem- progresses through its life cycle. The discussion
onstration, and evaluation form a closed loop is largely generic in nature and is devoted ex-
system as shown in Iig. 6-1. Maintenance en- clusively to support. This should not be con-
gineering analysis data, initially predicted, im- strued to mean that all of the testing is devoted
pact the design of the materiel and of the sup- exclusively to the support subsystem. As pre-
port subsystem. The materiel and subsystem viously stated, some of the tests are integrated.
are subjected to tests and the teat data are For convenience, the test types are categorized
used to update the maintenance engineering numerically.
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Fg 6.1. Matir ,en En2inwing AMIrsis. Desrgn, and Tet Cyd

6-1.1.1 Categery I-Tsts/Demonstratiom tion equipment but not necessarily fully qual-
Category I tests are informal breadboard, ified at that point in time. The tests generally

brassboard, or prototype development model are conducted by the developer at his facility,
tests conducted by the developer. with c, 3tomer with customer on-site surveillance. Operational
surveillance, on an --required basis. ':r.e Zests support equipment (or equivalent) and prelim-
are accomplished throughout equipment design, inary technical manuals are used for test sup-
development, and qualification. Although the port. The specific types of tests include formal
tests are not formal demonst.-tions and do -,ot maintainability demonstrations, support equip-
reflect production equipment in - true oper- ment compatibility tests, personnel tests and
ational environment, resulting information per- evaluation, and technical manual veri-
tinent to logistic support characteristics is used fication/validation. The test data are analyzed
to update preliminary maintenance engineering to determine whether or not the equipment de-
analysis data. Some of the testing activities in- sign/configuration can be changed to eliminate
clude equipment operational and logistic sup- maintenance requirements and if the support
port actions that are directly comparable to subsystem does, in fact, satisfy the maintenance
tasks performed in an operational requirement. requhrements.
Data covering these activities are evaluated in 611.3
terms of operational, maintenance, and support
parameters. It is during this initial phase that Category III tests are formal .3t and
changes to hardware design/configuration can demonstrations accomplished prior to large-
be readily and economically made to eliminate scale production commitments on pilot or initial
or reduce the need for performing maintenance production materiel. The tests are conducted by
or operational actions. customer personnel at the customer's test site.

Developer personnel provide certain predefined
6-1.1.2 Category iI-ToWs/Dlffmnstretiom on-site support. Operational support equipment,

Category II tests are formal tests and dem- operational speres, and formal technical man-
onstrationj accomplished during the latter part uals are used. Field test data are collected and
of the development phase on preproduction analyzed to determine whether or not the equip-
prototype equipment that is similar to proiuc- ment design meets all maintainability and

6.2
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maintenance quantitative requirements. This is It also should give preliminary ,didation to or-
the first time that all elements of the system ganizational level support concepts.
(materiel and support subsystem) are operated Category III test data analysis and cor-and evaluated as a total entity. Here is "
airsd evalrut a asse total ty em di, rective action loops are tailored to verify the
first opportunity to assess total system desik. system performance and support in the oper-
from a support standprint, as well as to asse& ational -nvironment. They further sub.antiate
Lue support subsystem in Lis u specific Sup- the assumed reliability and maintainability
port requirements, shop turnaround times, sup- characteristics on which the smnpo- conccpt is
ply pipeline times, etc. predicated and give formal assessments to off-

line maintenance. requirements, as well as pre-
6-1.1.4 Cagry V-Tests/Demonsttions liminary validation and correction. They add to

Category IV tests are formal tests and the provisioning and higher echelon (depot and
demonstrations of ' he total operational system contractor) support validations.
and its associated support subsystem conducted Except for Category IV test data analysis
in a true field operational and maintenance en- and corrective actions, the total suppo-t sub-
vironment. Customer personnel, operational fa- system canno: truly be tested or validated.
cilities, operational support equipment, repair However, by judicious test planning and design,
parts, and technical manuals are used. Formal the characteristics of the system which affect
field data reporting systems provide the data the corrective ictions required at each point
necessary for support system evaluation and in the life cycle can be identified. The program
assessment. manager must specify data requirements and

6-1.1.5 Data Analysis and oavctive A analysis procedures appropriate to those correc-
tive actions, while als) constantly building up

The data resulting from logistic support confidence in te overall support concept and
testing must be analyzed in such a fashion that its quantita-.ive requirements.
the results of the analysis reflect preplanned
corrective actions correlated to program con- 6-1.1.6 DesignofSupporTest Progranm
tingency planning. This requires that data The extent of formal support test-
anlysis must be preplanned in an organized, ing/demonstrations accomplished must be
documented, systematic fashion prior to the tailored to the:
conduct of the testing. . System/equipment type: specific end

Category I test data analysis and correc- item, aircraft, missile, electronic, vehicle, etc.
tive actions must be tailored only to those char-
acteristics of systems support that informal b. System configuration in terms of new
breadboard or prototype development model development versus the use of an off-the-shelf
type testing can investigate. This applies to capability. New development might introduce
those support considerations predicated on cor- high risk that influences testing requirements.
related reliability and maintainability design c. Mission objectives and oper-
features; i.e., redundancy concepts, repair- ational/support requirements of the system in
whle-operating considerations, built-in test lev- terms of quantitatiye figures of merit such as
els, modularity, commonality, etc. The feedback system effectiveness, operational availability,
resulting from this testing is directed toward reliability, and downtime.
the support concept. The basic objective is to accomplish only

Category II test data analysis and correc- that testing required at discrete points in the
tive actions are tailored to form. fit, and main- system acquisition process to gain confidence
tenance characteristics of systems that directly that the system or equipment will ultimately
-fect on-line support considerations. The feed- meoet the mission and associated operational re-
back resulting from analysis of these data is quirements for which it was intended. Too
planned to confirm or modify support equip- much testing is costly. Too little testing does
ment, technical manuals, personnel require- not provide the confidence needed early in the
ments, and maintenance and supply burdens. acquisition cycle to determine whether or not

64
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the system will meet its design requirements. The maintainability demonstratica is \,

The wrong type of testing is also costly and essentially a formal test. Although its param.
will not provide worthwhile or meaningful eters also may be evaluated as a result of other I
results. tests, the formal maintainability test provides

As a general rule of thumb, it may be the data and controlled atmosphere for vaiida-

stated that if extensive new development is re- tion of the quantitative and qualitative main-

quired. Category I through IV tests are in- tainability parameters of the system. Since the

dicated. If the system configuration represents demonstration is conducted ;n an environment
a low-risk investment and constitutes most y similar to operational conditions and uses the
off-the-shelf items, then only Category I and proposed maintenance resources (tools, test

IV tests may be necessary. Every system ac- equipment, technical publications, handling

quisition will require a specific combination of equipment), it verifies the maintenance package
tests and demonstrations involving one or mor3 and performance requirements in addition to

of the types of tests defined previously. maintainaility. The demonstration verifies
compliance with the corrective and preventive
maintenance time requirements. As such, it

6-1.2 validates Lh-! fault isolation requirement and

The development testing, maintainability the detailed time for the corrective maintenance
testing, and maintenance evaluation-each in its acti-n elements (diagnosis, fanlt isolation, re-
individual way-contribute to the validation of move/replace, and verify) and the interacting
the total logistic support package. qualitative features (packaging, accessibility,

Various forms or types of test, not strictly etc.).

related to the maintenance support aspects, are The maintenance evaluation is conducted
conducted during the materiel development to evaluate the maintenance procedures, the
which sere as a source of data foz the main- maintenance data package and resulting main-
teL.nce engineering process. These tests include tenance materiel resources, and their capability
breadboard, engineering, subsystem, and com- to support the developed materiel as planned
ponent testing. T.: maintenance engineer may The evaluation of the maintenance engi-
use the results of these tests or may conduct neering package is not a discrete, independent
analysis on the materiel &vailable (mock-ups, function, clearly separated from other test or
engineering models, prototypes) to insure that demonstration functions. Maintenance eval-

* the maintenance engineering analysis package uation is an all-encompassing action that cap-
being prepared reflects the materiel demands italizes on the data resulting from all test ac-

* related to maintenance resources. These tests, tivity to aid in the maintenance engineering
as stated, although not conducted specifically analysis process and to maintain the mainte-
to verify the maintenance package, provide the nance engineering analysis data syatem in a
maintenance engineer with the tool by which current status to reflect the concept of total
to make decisions. From detailed analysis of logistic support.
a nonfunctional mock-up, the maintenance en-
gineer can determine preliminary tool require-
ments, assembly and disassembly order, access 62 TESTING
for servicing, etc. As a result, recommendations Materiel is subjected to numerous tests
for correction of deficiencies can be made in during its life cycle. The planning for these
the early design stages. Through a coordinated tests is initiated in the conceptual phase, and
test planning effort, the formal tests designated the tests start as soon as hardware is available.
as Categories II, III, and IV (pars. 6-1.1.2
through 6-1.1.4) may be used to assist the 6-2.1 TISOFTfS
formal validation and evaluation of both the Basically, the test program is conducted
maintainability and maintenance aspects of the to verify the feasibility, performance charac-
developed materiel. teristics, and/or supportability of the system.

6-4
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Formal verification of the performance and de- validation phase and continues throughout the
sign umualy is demonstrated by completion of materiel life cycle (Fig. 6-2).
specific test/verification functions such as:

a. Engineering test and evaluation, per- 6-2.1.1 DowdmenwtTooadE"lv wohm(DT&i)
formed primarily to acquire data necessary to (1F. 2)
support the design and development of the item. Development test and evaluation are con-

b. Qualification inspection, performed to dueted by AMC io demonstrate that the en-
demonstrate performance and design adequacy. gineering design and development process is I

This effort includes: complete, the design risks have been minimized,
and the system will meet specifiations, and I(1) Inspection (physical characterestics, tesma teye mitryuity hnmaterials, processes and parts, nameplates ad to estimate the system military utility when
introduced. The tests should start as early in

product marking, workmanship, and t) t e cycle as n_.ible and should
(2) Analyses (useful life, preventive include testing of component(s), subsystem(s),

and corrective maintenance time, packaging, r.nd prototype or preproduction model(s) of the
service and access, maintenance safety, han- entire system. Compatibility and i.ter-

dling, reliability) operability with existing or planned equipments
(3) Dumonstrations (transportability, and systems should be tested.

human performance/human engineering, main-tainability, system test) During the development phase following
initiation of the program, adequate development

(4) Tests: test and evaluation should be accom s to
(a) Interface, performed to dem- demonstrate that technical risks have been

onstrate interface compatibility with msociated identified and solutions are available. During
equipment. Verifies all mechanical, electrical, the full-ecale development and prior to the first
and other interface requirements. major production decision, the tests accom-

(b) Environmental, performed to plished shall insure that:
verify compliance with environmental require- a. Enginee-ing is reasonahly complete.
ments (low/high temperature, thermal shock, b. All siiicant design problems (cor-
atmospheric pressure, humidity, sand und dust, patibility, interoperability, reliability, main-saltilty sprayraiy reliaility eta.n.
salt spray, fungus, etc.). tainability, and logistic considerations) have

(5) Electromagnetic interference, per- been identified-
formed to demonstrate conformance to RFI re-quiremnts a Solutions to the problems are avaiiable.

c. Reliability verification, performed to The major development tests are (Ref. 3):
demonstrate, either by test or analysis, the a. DT 1. Begins early in the development
reliability requirements. cycle, normally during, the validation phase, to

= & Maintainability analysis, performed to demonstrate that technical risks have been
evaluate, by analysis, compliance with main- identified and solutions are *vuilable.
tainability requi-ements. b. DT II. Provides technical data for

e. Engine-ring critical item qualification. determining the system readiness for transition
to either low-rate or full-scal production phase.f Visual examination and performance DT 11 is a two-phased test in which engineering

test, performed to dz-tzrmine compliance with and service-use permance espects are exam-
~ined- It measures the technical performance ofthe part, material, construction, and work-

manship requirements. item and associated support equipment, the de-
g. System test, performed to verify the velopmental training and maintenance

per!vrmance requirements of the item that can- packages, human engineering aspects, and per-
not be verified until the item is assembled into formance of training devices and methods.*or use with the salm.oc. DT III. Conducted on items/systems

The test program, comprised of devel- from the initial produL ion run to verify that
opment and operational tests, is initiated in the the system meets the contract specifications

&S5
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) and the characteristics prescribed in a devel- its effectiveness in a new environment or
opment plan, and to insure the adequacy and against a new threat.
quality of the materiel when manufactured ac- The major operational tests are (Ref. 3Y
cording to production specificatos and quan-
tity pducti p s. IDT m includes test- a. OT L Ex.aines the hardware configu-
ing to confirm corrective actions taken as a ration of a system, or compoaents thereof, to
result of orior test progras provide an indication of utility ead worth to

the user. OT I is conducted during the valida-Engineering design testing is condu'~ted tion phase on advanced development compo-

concurrently with the major development tests nests ase prototpes topment nor-
to: ~nente and system prototypes to pruvick infor-

to mation leading to the decision to lrocctd to
a. Determine that critical system technical full-scale development. OT I assesses the poten-

characteristics are achievable. tial of the new item/system in relation to exisi-

b. Provide data for refining and ruggediv. ing CPabilities. the relative merits of available
ing hardware configurations and interfaces to competing prototype/systems from the aspect
achieve required technical system character- of operational utility, the adequacy of the con-
istics. cepts for employment, integrated logistic sup-

a Eliminate, to the etent possible, tech- port, organization and training requirements,

nical and design risi, or determine the extent and related operational critical items.

to which they are maageable, and verify ade b. OT II. Examines engineering devel-
quacy of design changes. opment/preproduction prototype equipment i-

& Provide information in support of de- or to the initial production decision. OT I1
velopment effort mu asseses the military utility of the ziateriel, op-

erational effectiveness, and operational suit-

e. Assure that components, subsystems ability in as realistic an operational environ-
and systems are adequately developed rior to ment as possible.
entry' into DT and Opt. -tiI Test (OT c. OT Ill. Examines initial production

Planned ergineering desiga tests may be items. GT I has the fundamental purpose of
made a pert of thc coordinated test plan (par. assuring that the materiel is operationally suit-
6-2-7) for information. However, if the purpose able, tha all operationally critical issues have
of design testing is tc resolve critical questians been resolved, and that all benefits and burdens
normally add.esed in DT I or DT 1I, the en- of the materiel are identified.
gineering design test.: will be included in the Opt-rational testing shctid :e separate
coordinated test plan. from dev-elopment testing. Vowever, devel-

opment testing and early phases of operational
6-2.1.2 pw Tedand w fien (OT&M) testing may be combined when se-ration

(Wf. 2) would cause delay involving unacceptable mil-

Operational test and evaluation are con- itary risk, or would cause an unacceptable in-

ducted by the user to estimate the prospective crease in the acquisition cost of the system.

system military utility, operational effec- When combined testing is conducted, the report

tivenew and suitability (including compatibility, and evaluation process for DlT I and 0OT I will

interoperability, reliability, maintainability, and be separate (Ref. 2).

logistic and training requirements), and need
for any modifications. In addition, 0T&E pro- 6-2.2 TEST NOGMA$ (SWf. 4)
vides information on organization, personnel re- Early in the development cycle, consid-
quirements, doctrine or tactics, and data to sup- eration must be given to the overall test pro-
port or verify materiel as necessary during and gram that is to be followed in assessing the
after the production period to refine these merit of the item under developmenL In de-
estimates, to evaluate changes, and zo veloping an overall test program, emphasis
reevaluate the system to insure that it con- must be placed on establishing the most prac-
tinues to meet operational needs and retains tical and beneficial relationship among the test

-7
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programs. Three types of test programs are ap- The test plan is the basic document that
plicable: defines all assigned tests to be performed on

a. Integmted Test Progra An integrated materiel, items, or systems. The plan is pre-

(de'eiopment/operatioal) test program is the pared to assure that materiel is properly and

goa of all test planning, and should be given significantly tested, and to reduce testing lead

first consideration in the early planning of all time and costs.

d-velopment programs. An integrited test pro.
gram is appropriate when tests involve ex- 6-2.4 TEST PLAN C ITERIA (Ref. 3)
pensive, low-density materiel, when the number The criteria used in the development of
of prototypes available is inadequate for con- test plans are, in addition to those for early
current testing, &M when the validity of test selection of the test method. as follows:
results is not jeopardized by 3uch a program. a. Limit the tesng activities to a

b. Cmcurrest Test Program. A concurrent necessary to determine compliance with re-
'd;.velopment/operational) test program should quirements in the required operational capabil-
u. considered when an integrated test program itv documents.
is not advisable. A concurrent test program is
appropriate when tests involve high-density b. Provide a concise statement of ap-
materiel and when the number of available proach, test criteria, test objectives, and the

prototypes is adequate for such a program. scope and length of tests.

c &wquextiai Test Program. A sequential c. Identify the subtests nrcessary to deter-

(development/operational) test program is ap- mine the degree to which an itern meets or

propriate when integrated and concurrent test exceeds the required opcrational capabilities

programs are not practical, when the number documents.

of prototypes available is inadequate for con- d. Plan and coordinate the tast program
current testing, or when a requirement exists at the earliest possible tire.
for separate, unusual test conditions and fa- e. Integrate test planning for environmen-

-a eilities, tal testing when suitable climate and terrain
. Oconditions are available only for short test sea-I -2,3 EAMKY WET iCATON Cf lEST MkETNOC sons.

4) f Make maximum use of existing facilities

A document that portrays the overall test in lieu of new construction and procurement.
program is a coordinated test plan The coor-
dinated test plan forecasts test requi.-ements as mathmatialtad isatica moden

far in advance as possible and will be reviewed mathematical and statistical metheds and.
for adequacy at in-process reviews. Its objec- when cost-effective, automated systems.
tives are to insure maximum efficiency in the h. Provide for adequate safety precautions,
use of material, and rapid and complete dis- based on safety experience on similar test pro-
tribution of test information. The need for early grams.

E identification of the test methods and of the i. Insure the availabihzty of test suppoirt
test program is necessary to insure: materiel.

a. That interested agencies will derive
maximum benefit from each test.

6-2-S TEST SUPPOT PLANNG (itef. 4--
b. That each test embodies the test aval-

able techniques and scientific methodology. Planning for test support uz be an in-
tegral part of test planning and ra.]n be irt-

c. That evaluation is based on methods cluded in the early stages of funding a-2d e-
which produce factual data and eliminate any velopment of crdinated test plans. Necessary
element of personal bias, logistic support, inc!uding repair parts, must be

d. The greatest possible integration of the available thimughout the testing cycle in order
testing effort to avoid durlication of tests, test to avoid delay (f.t- to failures in materiel under
facilities, equipment, and personnel. test or in lr i!z. • "est support equipmenL

6-8
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S The plan for est support will include: insure that the item(s) or system(s) .will perform

a. The listing, quantity, :.nd firm avail- in accordance with the intended use. Detailed
ability date of test support and control items testing may be required in specific design arews

b. Arrangements for transortation of tne i analtial theoretical concepts in rela-
test itemsrrpcialetoos, fortal , otion to the actual performance. Areas in rela-

test items, special tools, special test equipment, tion to fault isolation and level of repair would
repair parts, technical literature, and other test be of prime concern. Once testing verifies the
support items to the test site at the specifred design performance, the other areas of main-
time tainability, reliability, and supportability are

a Emergency transportation to avoid pos- assessed in the test program- Areas of consid-
sible delays during critical test periods eration in test planning are:

d. Availability of competent personnel sup- a. Adequate testing in the areas of high
port, including contractor assistance when need- risk related to design
ed b. Proper scheduling for availability 6

e- Availability of testing facilities resources to conduct the test as planned.
,f Assignment of responsibilities, incl.':ng Resources include eqtiipment. test procedures.

funding responsibilities - personnel, time, funding, and support tv-t

. For guided missiles, a sta:ement from eqipment

the appropriate national range commander in- c. Contingency plans in case of delays in

dicating his coorilination and es:imate for ad- availabilitv of resources
ditional facilities and instrumentation required d. Commitments to other facilities for us-
by the range to support the plan. age in test program and conformarce to local

6-2.6 R JING ({e. 3) rest-.ictions or regulations, if applic ble

Funding for conduct of tests is cependent e. Assurance that new test, mi isurernent.
upon the purpose of the test and/or source of and diagnostic equipment- when ess-ntial. will

the item to be tested. Funds for the devel- be conceived, defined, developed, tested, pro-
opment test are programmed and budgeted by duced. procured. and issued concurrently with

the materiel developer. Funds required for con- the end item(s) or syste-is) supported
duct of operational test are programmed and f. Variability or uniqueness of the test
budgeted by the operation test and evaluation method proposed for verification of the per-
agency. The costs of conducting the engineering formance
tests and development tests I and !I-including g. Calibration cycles and time for
the cost of test items, support equipment, train- itemisu/system(s) or test support items
ing of personnel, and repair parts-are funded h. Supporability in test program, based on
from research, development, test. and eval-uatin (DT&) apropiatons.excpt hen fault isolation capability or hardware level.= uation (RDT&EJ app.-opriations. except when

these items are procured by other funds.
6-2.8 TEST DATA IN THE MAUTENANCE

6-2.7 PLAN M = uiyS Pk S
The cocrdinated test plan is the key man- The results of the t2St p:ogram devel-

agemetL document for assuring that appro- opment and operational tests are used in the
p-iate tests are accomplished and that the ac- overall maintenance engineering analysis pro-
tivity is properly planned, coordinated, con- cess. Information generated in relation to sup-
ducted, analyzed, and reported. port resources. (repair parts, publications, train-

The coordinated test plar lists the crit-cal ing. tools and test equipment. maintenance sup-
issues to be addressed by testing. Depending port. etc.) is used as the btsis for development
on the ty-.p of item(s) or systems being dcvel- of the test support materiel. Based on the re-
oped, the arsas of risk in the program may quiremenLs identified, the materiel is developed,
be related !a areas of design or support- The procured. or produced to b- availabie for use
tests desgnated for the test program should in the testing. maintainabilit- demonstration.

6-9
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and/or maintenance evaluation. Likewise, per- (4) Prbvisioning and repair
frdace test data r aed to update or refine parts-Provide the data required to finiaize the
the maintenance engirieering analysis data sys- maintenance factor (i.e., failureslO/100
tern and to initiate changes in the support items/year) to be used in the repair part selec-
resources, as required. The test program may tion process.
reveal inadequacies in the technical manuals re-
lated to operation or maintenance, and deficien- (5) Operational character-

cies in the level of fault isolation, reing istics-Provide the data to determine the op-eertina veiicto afte repvel and faltislaio, erai
more spares support, specialized training, or erational verification after repair and calibr-
higher skill levels. The test programs verify the tion requirements.
analytical, statistical, or paper analysis efforts d. Support and planning character-
in the operational environment. Any c::anges istics-Provide verification of these character-
or deviations from the initial maintenance en- istics or the basis for changes in hardware de-
gineering analysis and the test results should sign, support equipment design, or initiation of
be resolved. In addition to providing a firm logistic support trade-offs in relation to
faundation fvIf update of the data system, the proposed methods of repair and replacement for
test data also provide a basis fcr evaluation each level of mantenance, skill levels for each
of the maintenance engineering analysis pro- level, materiel handling requirements, pro-
cess. The updated data developed for the visions for scheduled and unscheduled mainte-
materiel may be used to assist in the main- nance, and climatic and environmental allow-
tenance engineering analysis process on com- ances.
parative equipment. This data bank scu-ce of 6-2.9 TEST, MEASUW MPT, AND XiAGNO -1C
information complements the overall analysis EQUIPMq (Ref 5)
process. The following criteria should be considered

Specific data obtained fron the test pro- in the selection of test, measurement, and di-
gram and used in the maintenance engineering agnostic equipment for either special tests or
analysis process consist of, b-t are not limited for deployment.
to the following: a. Optimize effectiveness and utility.

a. Operating life characteristics-Identify
any wearout tendency that could be offset by b. Optimize simplicity of design, main-
scheduled preventive maintenance or overhaul. tLability, and reliability.

b. Reliability characteristics- Describe c. Eliminate unnecessary preparation and

reliability of the item in terms of fsiure rates duplication.
or mean time between failures. d. Insure that the type and quantityc. T.skanaysi ch 'aceritic-Upate selected for inventory are justified by need and

cTask analysis chaeactb-ristics- Update
the task analysis flow information and se- cost effectiveness.
quences as a result of procedural fault isolation e. Use available TMDE that is, in the Army
and corrective maintenance sequence. inventory to the greatest extent possible.

(1) Teardown sequence-Provide the Procurement requests for TMDE 3hall not be

detail in relation to the remove/replace of processed until the item has been approve' by

item(s)/equipment(s) or system(s). the central DA TMIDE Activity (Ref. 10).

(2) Support resources-Provide the ver- f Insure that test, me3surement, and di-
ification of the adequacy of publications, tools, agnostic equipment, when essential., is con-
and skill levels, or the basis for changes to these ceived, defined, developed, tested, produced,
resources. procured, and issue concurrently with the end

(3) Time-to-repair character- item or system supported.
istics-Identify the elemental times rel:ztsd to g. Acquire and mainiain test, measure-
the time to repair in relation to fault iwlation. ment, and diagnostic equipment consistent with
remove, replace, repair, and verify, the modular design/maintenance concept.
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6-2.10 SAMPUNG, ACCURACY, AND dCR ONU The standard deviation is a measure of dis-
IrV ( Re. 6) persion of the population about the mean, or

In the test phae, in order to verify certain a measure of availability. The standard devia-
performance parameters of the system, infor- tion of the population and the standard devia-
mation is obtained and decisions are made tion of the sample are represented by:
base on sampling. Sampling techniques are
necessary or desirable when constraints of cost (6-3(X - ))f
and time are prohibitive, precise information =  (6-3)
regarding total population is not necessary, or
the test is destructive in nature. Qualification
and design verification tests fall in the categoryZ(X - (6-4)of attitude tests. These are usually go/no-go = -
tests tyed to demonstrate that a device is good
or bad without showing how good or how bad. where
Maintainability tests and maintenance eval-
uation tests, however, are conducted to deter- a = standard deviation of the population of
mine the degree of compliance with the per- size N
formance requirements and also to determine, s = standard deviation of the samples of
in terms of time or the precise conditions re- sizenquired, the variance from the maintenance The standard deviation of the distributionresource documentation. of the sample means ay (standard error of the

To avoid bias in the sampling, the total means) is equal to
sample N is selected at random from the total m
population in which every item has a known
probability of being selected. From the total
samples N, tasl samples n are selected from =(
a category, group, or class of item(s), materiel,
etc., based on the relative frequency of failure. Since s is an unbiased estimate of a,

The measure of central tend. -.y and the
dispersion of data are the mean ana .he stand- s
ard deviation, respectively. rhe arithmetic - -- (6-6)
mean of the population and the arithmetic
mean of the sample are represented by: In the case of verification of a mainte-

nance or maintainability parameter, the basic
approach is to perform maintenance analysistx (6 and evaluation on a randomly selected sample

N (6-1) of items from the total population of items that
comprise the system (Ref. 6).

zx The basic question in testing the main-
X = - (6-2) tainability parameters is: How many cases n

n must be evaluated out of a given population
distribution to assure a given confidence level
0 that the sample mean will be within a given

= population mean accuracy k?
X = sample mean Stated more directly, what must the sam-
N = total population pie size n be to insure a 95 percent probability

.0 tlat the arithmetic mean of the sample will
Ssample population be within a 10 percent accuracy k of the true

X = value of each observation in the pop- mean of the population from which the sample
ulation or sample size was taken?

6-11
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The following points of statistical theory c. Regardle.ss of the shape of the under- .
are pertinent: lying population distribution, the normal dis-

a. Regardless of the shape of the under- ribution of the sample means may be con-
lying population distribution, the mean of pressed by increasing the number of cases n
several sample means always will be normally in each sample. In simple terms, the sample
distributed, and the mean of the sample means means can be forced closer to the population
will be the same as the population mean. This mean by increasing the nample size. When the
relationship is shown in Fig. 6-3. For example, number of cases n in the sample equals the
if a sample of 10 cases from a given population number o! cases in the population V, the stand-
were taken, the arithmetic mean could be com- ard deviation of the sample means is zero;
puted. This sample mean is one estimate of the therefore, the mean of the sample is equal to
population mean. Additional samples would the mean of the population.
show that these are distributed normally about Restating the basic question in terms of
a central value, which is the mean of the sam- the normal distribution of sample means would
ple means. yield. What sample size n is required to assure

b. Regardless of the shape of the under- a probability of 0.95 that a particular sample
lying population distribution, the standard mean is within 10 percent of the mean of the
deviation ur. of the normally distributed sample normally distributed sample means?
means is affected by the standard deviation a
of the population distribution and the square Th, basic equation for determining the
root of the number of cases i in the sample confidence level 4s corresponding to the prob-
size according to Eq. 6-5 repeated here. ability in question is as follows:

k!
45 - (6-7)

POPULATION DISTRIBUTION

CURVE P

DISTRIBUTION OF

I i

S I

Figure 6-3. Compornhe of1 Pepudk and Smoig Mean Dsi,,ibW6flhm
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where pie size n based on Eq. 6-10. This estimate of

k = accuracy of the prediction given as a Cx should be based on experience with similar
percent of the mean systems from which adequate measures arc
p a epavailable. Field experience with ground elec-

tronic equipmert has shown that, when applied

a.v = standard deviation of the distribution to this procedure, a practical estimate for C. is
of the sample means 1.07 (Ref. 6).

= confidence to be applied to the meas-
urement (This value is obtained from
the table of cumulative distribution 6-3 MAINTAINABIUTY DEMONSTRATION
(Table 6-1) and is 1.645 for 95 percent A maintainability demonstration is an ef-
confidence.) fort to demonstrate the achievement of con-

Eq. 6-7 can be restated in terms of pop- tractual maintainability requirements in a sim-
u!ation distribut-.n by substituting Eq. 6-5 for ulated operational environment. The conduct ofl
o7,, which yields: the demonstration is normally governed by

MIL-STD-471A (Ref. 8). However, the Army
kX V may modify the provisions of this standard

0= (6-8) when it is considered to be cost-effective. All
or demonstrations are conducted in accordance

Eq. 6-8 then represents the normal distri- with a detailed plan.

bution of the sample means stated in terms Normally, the maintainability demonstra-
of the population distribution parameters (Y tion is conducted with prototype hardware.
and a , assuming that Y' is the best estimate Therefore, the time frame of its conduct will
of '. approximate the time at which limited produc-

The expression for sample size is derived tion is initiated. The demonstration is preceded

by multiply:ng both sides of Eq. 6-8 by a/(kU) by a verification effort and Zollowed by an eval-

and squaring both sides of the equation which nation. Verification is accomplished, commen-
yields: cing with initial design and continuing through

development. The basic purposes of verification
are to verify predicted maintainability data by.J = -(6-9) using development test data, and to detect and

correct design deficiencies early in the devel-
opment program. Maintainability evaluation is

Eq. 6-9 may be used to determine the conducted after the materiel is deployed. Its
number of samples n required to assure a con- basic purpose is to evaluate the impact of the
fidence level 0 that the sample mean Y' will actual operational, maintenance, and support
have an accuracy k; i.e., within the range of environment on materiel maintainability.
X + kY when the population mean is X and A maintainability demonstration is not to
the standard deviation is a. be confused with maintenance evaluation (par.

The term a/Y may be labeled the coeffi- 6-5), although tactical-type support equipment,
cient of variation designated as qy; thus Eq. tools and test equipment, technical data, re:Air
6-9 becomes: parts, calibration equipment, etc., are used ir

both activities. The maintainability demonstra-
(6-10 tion is conducted in a simulated operational en-

k (6-10) vironment, and faults are inserted to be
detected while the materiel is operating. The

In most cases the standard deviation a of basic purpose of the demonstration is to de-
the population is not known but must be ap- termine if the fault can be isolated and repairs
pr-ximated. Thus the value of Cx must be ap- effected with specified resources in a specified
proximated to establish the magnitude of sam- time. The maintenance evaluation involves the

6-13
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TAUE 6-1. CUMULATIVE NORMAL DISTRIBUTION-VAWES OF P (Ref. 7)

Zp

Values of P corresponding to zP for the normal curve.
z is th! standard normal variable. The value of P for -zp equals I minus
the value of P for +-p. e.g.. the P ,cr -1.62 equals I - 0.9474 = 0.0526.

Zp 0.00 0.01 0.02 0.03 0.04 0.05 0.06 0.07 0.08 0.09

0.0 0.5000 0.5040 0.5080 0.5120 0.5160 0.5199 0.5239 0.5279 0.5319 0.5359
0.1 0.5398 0.5438 0.5478 0.5517 0.5557 0.5596 05636 0.5675 0,5714 0.5753
0.2 0.5793 0.5832 0.5871 0.5910 0.5948 0.5987 0.6026 0.6064 0.6103 0.6141
0.3 0.6179 0.6217 0.6255 0.6293 0.6331 0.6368 0.6406 0.6443 0.6480 0.6517
0.4 0.6554 0.6591 0.6628 0.6664 n.6700 0.6736 0.6772 0.6808 0.6844 0.6879

0.5 0.6915 0.6950 0.6985 0.7019 0.7054 0.7088 0.7123 0.7157 0.7190 0.7224
0.6 0.7257 0.7291 -).7324 0.7357 0.7389 0.7422 0.7454 0.7486 0.7517 0.7549
0.7 0.7580 0.7611 (1.7642 0.7673 0.7704 0.7734 0.7764 0.7794 0 7823 0.7852
0.8 0.7881 0.7910 0 7939 0.7967 0.7995 0.8023 0.8051 0.8078 u.8106 0.8133
0.9 0.8159 0.8186 0.9212 0.8238 0.8264 0.8289 0.8315 0.8340 0.8365 0.8389

1.0 0.8413 0.8438 0X 461 0.8485 0.8508 0.8531 0.8554 0.8577 0.8599 0.8621
1.1 0.8643 0.8665 0.886 0.8708 0.8729 0.8749 0.8770 0.8790 0.8810 0.8830
1.2 0.8849 0.8869 0.8F88 0.8907 0.8925 0.8944 0.8962 0.8980 0.8997 0.9015
1.3 0.9032 0.9049 0.9066 0.9082 0.9099 0.9115 0.9131 0.9147 0.9162 0.9177
1.4 0.9192 0.9207 0.92.12 0.9236 0.9251 0.9265 0.9279 0 9292 0.9306 0.9319

1.5 0.9332 0.9345 0.9357 0.9370 0.9382 0.9394 0.9406 0.9418 0.9429 0.9441
1.6 0.9452 0.9463 0.947.1 09484 0.9495 0.9505 0.9515 0.9525 0.9535 0.9545
1.7 0.9554 0.9564 0.957z 0.9582 0.9591 0.9599 0.9608 0.9616 0.9625 0.9633
1.8 0.9641 0.9649 0.9656 0.9664 0.9671 0.9678 0.9686 0.9693 0.9699 0.9706
1.9 0.9713 0.9719 0.9726 0.9732 0.9738 0.9744 0.9750 0.9756 0.9761 0.9767

2.0 0.9772 0.9778 0.9783 0.9788 0.9793 0.9798 0.9803 0.98W 0.9812 0.9817
2.1 0.9821 0.9826 0.930 0.934 0.9838 0.9842 0.9846 0.9850 0.9854 0.9857
2.2 0.9861 0.9864 0.9868 0.9871 0.9875 0.9878 0.9881 0.9884 0.9887 0.9890
2.3 0.9893 0.9896 0.9898 0.9901 0.9904 0.9906 0.9909 0.9911 0.9913 0.9916
2.4 0.9918 0.9920 0.9922 0.9925 0.9927 0.9929 0.9931 09932 0.9934 0.9936

2.5 0.9938 0.9940 0.9941 0.9943 0.9945 0.9946 0.9948 0.9949 0.9951 0.9952
2.6 0.9953 0.9955 0.9956 0.5957 0.9959 0.9960 0.9961 0.9962 0.9963 0.9964
2.7 0.9965 0.9966 0.9967 0.99C8 0.9969 0.9970 0.9971 0.9972 0.9973 0.9974
2.8 0.9974 0.9975 0.9976 0.9977 0.9977 0.9978 0.9979 0.9979 0.9980 0.9961
2.9 0.9981 0.9982 0.9982 0.9983 0.9984 0.9984 0.9965 0.9985 0.9966 0.9966

3.0 0.9987 0.9987 0.9987 0.9988 0.;,%8 0.9989 0.9999 0.9989 0.9990 0.9990
3.1 0.9S0 0.9991 0.9991 0.9992 0.99.2 0.9992 0.9992 0.9992 0 9993 0.9993
3.2 0.9993 0.9993 0.9994 0.9994 0.999A 0.9994 0.9994 0.9995 0.9995 0.9995
3.3 0.9995 0.9995 0.9995 0.9996 0.9996 0.9996 0.9996 0.9996 09996 0.9997
3.4 0.9997 0.9997 0.9997 0.9997 0.9997 0.9997 0.9997 0.9997 0.9997 0.9999
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determination of maintenance levels and spe- obvious evidence other than that normally
cific support resource requirements, perform- resulting from the simulated mode of failure.
ance of maintainability analyses, and disassem- The appearance of a defective part that is
bly and assembly of materiel, but does not in- substituted for a serviceable part shall be that
volve fault detection and isolation. of a normally failed part. The technician shall

not witness any fault insertion. Simulation of
6-3.1 GW4AL h3OGtaRMMI failures by introduction of faulty parts will not

The reouirements that follow apply to all be used when the normal procedures could
maintainability demonstrations. Additional re- result in extensive damage to the equipment
quirements or changes may be imposed on in- or item being tested. Each defective part is to
dividual procurements. be installed in the equipment in the same man-

a. The maintainability demonstration shall ner as the original part.

be conducted in an environment that simulates, g. For maintenance tasks whose faults
as closely as practicable, the operational and have been simulated, the presence of necessary
maintenance environment planned for the item. repair parts, tools, test and support equipment,
This environment shall be representative of the or technical publications shall not assist in fault
working conditions, tools, support equipment, isolation by prematurely identifying the work
spares, facilities, and technical publications that to be done. Such items shall be covered or
would be required during operational service otherwise kept out of sight from the technician.
use at the maintenance level defined in the ap- However, simulated discrepancy data shall be
proved maintenance plan. made available, if applicable.

b. In conjunction with the maintainability h. Technicians shall have received the
demonstration, the approved integrated support training and be of the equivalent skill level as
plan, when required, scaled to the number of specified in the standard personnel resource
test items used in the demonstration, shall be documentation for the specified level of main-
implemented by the test team to identify the tenance.
logistic support provided. i. Each maintenance task will be docu-

c. All maintenance data, including depot mented by personnel designated by the test
level, shall be recorded and reported to the test team. The total time measured for a technician
team as specified by the procuring activity, to perform each maintenance task shall be

d Unless otherwise approved by the recorded and wi!l include the time to perform
procuring activity, the configuration of the each element of maintenance time shown in
items of the system selected for demonstration Fig. 4-2. Each element will be documented sepa-
shalh be documented and certified by a physical rately. The total delay time for each mainte-
configuration audit. nance task shall be documented. The test plan

e. Unless otherwise appr3ved by the and procedures shall include delay time rules.

procuring activity, all support equipment used j. The time required to obtain support
during the demonstration shall be certified by items (appropriate test and support equipment,
a physical configuration audit. tools, repair parts, technical publications, etc.)

f Maintenance tasks that may require from the defined work cepter area shall be

fault simulation shall require that the item be recorded. This time shall not, however, be

checked for normal operation prior to failure chargeable as maintenance task time for the

simulation and after completion of the specified item being demonstrated unless this time is

maintenance task. When a failure is simulated, controlled or influenced by the design of the
it will be the responsibility of the test team item being demonstrated.
to select the maintenance task, the failure to
be simulated, and the failure mode, and to ver- 63. DEMONSTIATiONTEST PLAN
ify that the degree of failure is representative The procuring agency will determine the
of the maintenance task to be demonstrated. need for a fo.-mal maintainability demonstra-
The work area in which degradation or failure tion. The decision will be based on tactical con-
of parts has been simulated shall contain no siderations, mission requirements, cost of tests,

6-15
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and the type of equipment being developed. In 6-3.2.1 k~fswmise
some cases, the type of equipment (site, This section of the demonstration test plan
complexity, etc.) woud negate the requirement describes the conditions under which the dem-
for a demonstration test. In other cases, ad- onstration tests will be performed. It identifies
ditional emphasis is stressed by including in- the equipment and the iivdices, and giv-s the
centives in the contract, maintenance concept, the levels of maintenance.

When a maintainability demom tration is and the modes of operation that are to be dem-
required, the developer is responsible for onstrated. It gives the specific test objectives
determining operational constraints, tactical and furnishes the information required to con-
constraints, and/or trade-off analyses that pro- vert the test site and facilities to an environ-
vide a basis for difming the test procedures. ment that simulates the one in which tactical 2
As a minimum, this information must include maintenance will be performed. It identifies the
the maintenance concept, a description of the agencies who will participate in the demonstra-
post-deployment maintenance environment, the tion and lists the data required from the test. 7
configuration of the equipment to be tested, the This section of the plan furrishes the link be-
modes of operation for the test, and the levels tween the demotxtration plan and other per-
of maintenancie to be demonstrated. tinent documents that have impacted it (i.e.,

The developer is responsible for preparing maintenance concept, operational concept, etc.).
a maintainability demonstration plan in accord- Specific subjects covered in this section
ance with MISrD-471A (Ref. 8). Preparation are:
should start at the beginning of the devel- . Quantitative and qualitative main-
opment program. Before the demonstration is tainability requirements
conducted, the total plan must receive final ap-
proval. b. Maintenance concept

The objective of the maintainability dem- c. Maintenance environment
onstration plan is to prove the compliance of d. Le!vel(s) of maintenance
materiel with requirements. The planner must e. Sites
be able to locate the documents that establish
requirements, recognize the statements of qual- f Facility requirements
;itative and quantitative maintainability require- g. Participating agencies
ments, and then translate these requirements h. Mode(s) of operation of the items, in-
into a maintainability demonstration test ob- cluding configuration and mission requirements
jective.

e mm Items subject to verification, demonstra-The maintainability demonstration test tion, and evaluation

plan is the document governing which main-

tainability requirements will be demonstrated. j. Data required for completion of the ver-
Quantitative requirements are stated as time ification/demonstration/evaluation.
indices, while qualitative requirements are
stated in terms of materiel design guidelines. ".2.2 Iftm hewism

S The plan must include, at a minimum, the fol--- lwingsectons:This section of the demonstration test plan
R forces the planner to evaluate formally the plan

a. Background information in the light of the tactical planning and to iden-
I b. Item interfaces tify any special test requirements and/or con-

cflicts with the tactial plan. The adequacy of
maintenance planning and the following sup-

d. Support material port resources are discussed:

e. Preparation stage a Support and test equipment

f Demonstration b. Supply support

g. Retest. c. Transportation. handling, and storage

S 6-16
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d. Technical data team, preparing the test facilities, and for as-

e. Facilities sembling, checking out, and making a prelim-
inary validation of the support material listad

f Personnel and training.~in par. 6-2.

6-3.2.3 Toot Tom

This section of the demonstration test plan 6.32.6 ID gSall"

describes the makeup of the test team, gives This section of the demonstration test plan
its organization, describes the qualifications, shall include a clear statement of the test oh-
quantity, sources, training, and indocLination jectives, a schedule of the tests, a description
requirements for the test team personnel, and of the task selection method, the test method,
lists the responsibilities of the team. Each team the data acquisition method, analytical
member is empowered to make decisions for methods, calculation methods. a list of data ele-
his organization. ments to be collected, the times to be measured,

Each team member may have advisers a description of the maintenance tasks, and a

from his organization who are knowledgeable schedule showing the types of reports required

in the various aspects of maintainability dem- and the dates on which they are due.

onstration. The advisers and their organizations The quantitative requirements will be dem-
and areas also shall be lited in the plan. onstrated at the system level, unless otherwise

The team shall be organized into two ma- stated in the contract. The qualitative require-

jor sections: (1) the demonstration review sec- ments that reqire demonstration will be dem-

tion, which is responsbile for the conduct of onstrated at the end item level.

the test and for observatien and interpretation Current Military Standards contain ap-
of test results, and (2 . the maiitenance section, proved teit methods, and are revised period-
which is responsible for the actual performance ically. Methods exist to test for mean values,

. of the required maintenance actions. critical percentile values, critical maintenance

One member ;f the test team shall be des- times, etc. The planner must select methods

ignated in the plan as tite test director. He tailored to meet the requirements at hand. The
shall coordinate all activity and serve as a- standards also establish sample sizes and pro-

bitrator for points of contention during the vide computational methods. Task selection is
demonstration. discussed in par. 6-3.3.

&-3.2.4 Suptpt MawioiA 6-3.2.7 a~
This section of the cdemonstatiun t.-t plan This section of the demonstration test plan

identifies the support resources that will be contains a provisional schedule for special or

used during the demonstration. The following repeat tests to investigate deficiencies or trou-

items are includes, as applicable: ble areas. Deficiencies shall be corrected in any
item that has failed to meet the acceptance

a.L Support equipment criteria. The corrected portions of the item and

b. Tools and test equipment any other portions of the item affected by the
correction shall be retested. The maintenancec. Technical manuals tasks to be demonstrated shall be as designated

d. Repair parta and consumables by the procuring activity.

SS e. Safety equipmentf.Calibration e-quipment. 633TS EEr6-3.3 TASK IIfO

The objective of task selection is to select,6-.2.5 PVmGmpati S. 3  from the total population of maintenance tasks,

This section of the demonstration test plan a limited number of tasks statistically repre-
essentially describes how and when the sentative of the total population. Some selection
resources will be acquired with which to con- considerations are type of materiel, random

t duct the dem~onstration. Plans are included for versus stratified sampiing, task occurrence fre-
Sp training personnel and assembling the test quency, and sample size.
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6-3.3.1 Type IFMes 6-3.3.2 fAtndem VusSmk il i$ s

Examples of equipment categories for The basic choice ie ietween simple random
which various commodity commands have de- sampling and strati ,5ed sampling. A simple ran-
velopment responsibility range from automotive doam sample is one in which all possible tasks
to aircraft to coL-plex electronic weapon .ys- in the hypothetical population have an equal
tems. In relation to demonstration, it is advis- chance of being chosen. A stratified random
able to break these classes of systems down sample is one in which the hypothetical pop-
into subsystem categories such as electronics, ulation is divided into subpopulations, eample
electrical, mechanical, and hydraulic. Each of sizes for each subpopulation are determined
thes categories offers a choice of the main- from selected criteria, and random sampling is
tenane task element that is predominant in performed within each subpopulation.
terms of time and other logistic resource con- Historically, proportional stratified sam-
sumption. pling has been used in nintainubility. rn this

For mechanical or hydraulic subsystems, method, the sample size from each stratum
the predominant maintenance task is the re- (e.g., maintenance task group) is proportional
move/replace operation, whereas in electronic to the population size of the stratum. The, if
or electrical systems, the predominant mainte- there were five strata with relative population
nance task is diagnostics (malfunction isola- sizes of 5, 20, 20, 25, 30, and a total sample
tion). of 50 observations were to be made, two or

The basis for these observations o- three observations would be selected from the
first, or smallest, stratum, 10 from the second

a. Diagnostics of mechanical or hydraulic and third, 12 or 13 from the fo, rth, and 15
systems are usually very quick and simple be- from the largest stratum.
ca*se the human senses (sight. smell, feel, and
hearing) are the only requirements imposed by Table 6-2 comp ares stratified and simplethe level of malfunction isolation required for random samping. Stratified sampling yiels
a large percentage of failures. Furthermore, more efficient tests than simple random sam-
most of these systems are not functionally cor- piing, rovided the fo.lowing conditions are sat-
plex, and any requirements foi simple jiagis- isf'ed:
tic aid transducers or troubleshooting logic a. There is a gcod basis for stratification.
diagrams are obvious. On the other hand, com- b. The varianc, within each stratum is
pared to electronic systemn, mechanical rystems small.
offer a limited freedom of choice in the way
in which they can be packaged, which contrib- C. The population sites of the strata are

utes to the basic problem of long access times known.

and the heavy attendant burden en other d Appropriate analytical procedures are
logistic resources. avaiiahle.

b. There is a tendency toward doing more The first task in strmtification is choosing
operations, more accurately and faster with criteria by which to stratify This involves the
electronics today. Thiz makes ihese systems characteristic by which to stratify. the number
very comp -a -unctionally. but still leaves an of strata, and the boundaries defining the in-
open choice on how the oasic elements are pack- dividual strata. There should be similarities
aged and interconnected. Even if diagnostics among tasks within a stratum, and the tasks
are performed automatically as part of the should requi:-e approximateiy the same amount
basic design, the problem arises as to how ef. of maintenance time or the same number of
fective this design is ir. terms of the callout man-hour. whichever is appropriate. Rcpairing
size and the percentage of failures for which a particular electronic assembly mi, take ap-
it works. If diagnostic are performed manually, proximately the same ariount of time as re
the problem arises as to how effective the pro- pairing a motor generator, but the difference,
cedures and personnel are and the attendant between the two types of actions would ,'iake
long diagnostic time. it unnatural to place them in the same stratum.
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ThUM 6-2. OMPAMISO OF S rATPW AkO SME RANDOM SAWUNG

F:-tor Comparison

Plannihg of sample Stratified sampling requires more detailed planning and
knowledge of underlying maintenance task population thandoes simple r_idom sampling.

Administration of Stratified sampling includes all administrative aspects of
sampling p.ocedure simple random samp*, plus additional control to meet spec-

ification sample size criteria.
Analysis of data Standard analytical methods are based on simple random

sampling. Stratified analytical procedures for stratified sam-
ples are relatively complex and may not be available.

Sampling efficiency Stratified sampling generally is more efficient than simple
random sampling, in that variances of sample "stimatcs are
lower than for s;nple random samples.

Subbypotheses Stratified sampling provides a means to test hypotheses on
dif:-erent portions of the system with adequate coptrol. Such
control generally is not available for simple random sam-
piing.

Representativeness Stratified sampling provides assurance that sample obser-
vations from each straum will be observed. Simple random* samples can only provide such assurance probabilistically.

64.3 Twk mnamers feqwwr d The statistical variance of the
Onm the initial so_ of atata has been es- logarithms of the maintenance time or the.

tzbis , the frequeqc) of xcuren of the maintenance times themselves.
t~ms in each stratuam must be estimated. It It is desirable to have a large population
is imiortant that realistic failure rates be used. from which the test sample can be selected,
Prefemably, these rates should be maintenance and a -atio of population to test sample of at
facters that truly reflect failures tiat will be least 10:1.
experienced after the materiel is d&ployed. After
the ilure rates are established, the relativeapproved listing of strata and thenumber of tasks from each that must be in-frequency of task occurrence is calculated as cluded in the test sample are included in the
show in Table 6-3. maintainability test plan.

The test plan also includes a list of the6-3).A NMweu ofTedm actions to be taken in disabling the raerieL
The number of tasks to be Jemonstrated These actions are selected to cause pre-is estaolished by the test method used. The determined indications that will require repre-number is identified in the test plan. Some of sentatit maintenance actons.

the methods require calculation of sample size. The specific trsks that make up the test
When computations are required, they are a sample ire selected by a random selection to
functien of the folowing vanable avoid any prejudiciai influence. Unless other-

a. The difference in the specified and max- wise apeeifned, preventive maintenance tasks
imum tolerable maintenance index values and qualitative maintainabili.; characteristics

b. T consumer's risk demonstrated 100 percer '. and sampling
The poducer's risk usually does not apply. If, howe , due toaThe producer's risk or other considerations. sampling for these is
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TAIE6-3. MANTLWA TASK POPULATION

Expected Number of Reiative
Maintenance Task Occurrences in Maintenance Task

Gro-p T Hours Population

1 EI/E= P
2 F-j F2/E =-

iE, E,/IE =p,

E, E./E =p,

E =iE p,_ 1.0

required, & idelines similar to those followed to simulate either shorts or opens. These

in selecting corrective tasks are followed. methods are relatively easy to iccomplish how-

A quantitative dicussion of sample sizes ever they must be controlled so that the equip-

and eonfidence levels is contained in par. 6-2.10. ment is not damaged and the induced fault can
be corrected easily upon completion of the6-3.4 awWtJCr mOTO maintenance observation. Failures resulting

In its broadest sense, a maint lity from out-of-tolerance or dcgradation conditions

demonstration reauires the simulation of faults usuay cannot be simulated by these simple

j (bug insertion), performing m tenane collec-
tng data, raducig data, and reporting Them are poslappw hes to
6-3.4.1 " inducing failures:

Ta Replacement of a good part, circuit, or
The method of bug "nseru" should nt assembly with an identical item having an ap-

provide the technician with extraneous infor- p ty failue
mation that he would not receiv2 normally b. Insertion of extra noodetectable parts,
under actual mrintenance condition3. Taping a
pin, therefore, would not be an acceptable such as a byps resistor, to simulate an out-

method if the level of maintenance or method of-tolerance condition.

of diagnostics was such that the technician c. Deliberate misalignment-
could detect the method of bug insertion during
the maintenance action. Additionally. the bug-
ged equipment should pose no safety hazards 6-3.A.2 fMn i Took A

A review of past maintainability demon- During the period when the malfunction
strations indicates that e fault inducement to be simulated is being identified and the
methods involve a grt. numnee of disconnects, equipment is being bugged, the personnel of the
card removals, wire grouningsi, and the like, maintenance section should be located remotely.
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)J After the equipment has been returned to test team with the formats and the guidelines
normal appearance, the operational personnel for collection of the data. The guidelines should
apply power and the system is operated until include definition and procedures for collecting
malfunction indication is obtained. The main- the data.
tenance section personnel are then notified, and Data recorders will be provided task record
these personnel (including a supervisor) proceed sheets similar to the one shown in Fig. 64.
to the equipment area. Using the tools, test and VW. 6-5 shows a typical flow diagram, starting
support eouipment, and technical publications with pepAration of the task record sheet and
identified in the maintenance plan, these per- concluding with the recording of data.
sonnel proceed to isolate, correct, and verify
the fxult.

Care must be taken that the method of 63.4.4 Da *dudsand Amyvi

bug insertion and the presence of repair parts, Data reduction and analysis constitute the
tools, equipment, and/or ttEchnical publications development of the statistics required by the

do not provide premature identification of the statistical demonstration test procedures, such

failed item. as mean number of man-hours to complete cor-

Mainancepersonnelperforming m - rective maintenance or the time associated with

nance tasks for the denmistration will be as

specified in the test plan and they will be he amumptions made for the statistical

selected for comparative skill levels with the test design can first be checked and. if there

recommended maintenance plan. is indication of a disparity. further analysis will
be required before a decision can be made to

The number of observers should be a fien- proceed. An alternate nonparametric test can
tion of the number of persnnel actively en- be used, for example, if it is found that a

e-Prfoi~ the m intenance nd e lognormal distribution assumption is a por one.
number of Locations where maintenance is being The means for calculating the test statistics md
performed. The number of obseryers should be the application of the decision criteria will have
limited to avoid biasing the times by either in- been determined beforehand and, once numer-
ducing nervousness, which would tend to in- ical values are obtained, the decision of accept-
crease persormance time, or inducing motiva- ing or reie is fary straightorward.
tionm respose which would tend to de-

crease performance time of the personnel en- For example, if test method IA in MIL-
gaged in performing the maintenance tasks. STD-471A, (Ref. 8) had been selected as the

demonstration test method, the demonstrated
6-3.4.3 DoaCqIScm maintenance times are applied to an ac-

The purpose of the maintainability dem- cept/reject formula in the Military Standard,
onstration test is to obtain data that can be and a decision IR made. Other materiel main-

used to determine the degree to which the tainability values also may be calculated. The
materiel complies with the maintainability re- data obtained by this test method are designed
quirements. to permit the calculation of mean corrective and

Data must be collected on the demonstra- mean preventive maintenance times. This in-

tion V. both qualitative and quantitative main- formation can be used to calculate such values

tainability features. The individual data items as total active maintenance downtime, mean

(elements) to be collected will vary with the maintenance downtime, and maximum correc-

stated maintainability reuirements, the tive maintenance downtime.

materiel being demonstrated, and the type of
requirement (qualitative or quaatitative). The '-3-4-$
maintainability demonstration test plan for the The final effort of the demonstration ac-
particulizr materiel being demonstrated will de- tivty is the preparation of the maintainability
scribe the data elements to be collected. The den!tration report by the review team. For
formats on which the data will be collected extended test per.-is, interim reports also ay
should be included in the plan to provide the have been prepared.
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TASK NUMBER
1. TASK CATEGORY:

(a) PC Cardl
(b) Module()

- (c) Power Supply (
(d) Blower
(e) Miscellaneous

2. TASK DFSCRIPTION:

3. FAILURE MODE (SIMULATED):

4. OBSERVED TASK TIME (MINUTES):

(a) Isolation
(b) Repair
(c) Checkout

Subtotal
(d) Other

Total

5. NOTES:

6. WITNESS/DATE:

We certify the above information to be true and correct to the best of our knowledge.

Test Conductor Date

Government Representative Date

F-g a 6-4. t,&A fect~ SM.W
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The final report need not be unnecessarily variance between predicted and actual values
detailed, sinr" reference can be made to the would be cause for a thorough analysis ,f all
maintainability demonstration test plvn. The factors bearing on the demonstration.
following is a possible format for the report: If the demonstration test results are un-

a. Introductory Section. A summary of satisfactory, and the cause is isolated to either
test objectives, including identification of equip- materiel or support subsystem design deficien-
inent, manufacturer, contract number (if appli- cies, alternatives a ust be formulated and trade-
cable), numerical requirements, demongtration offs conducted. Materiel deficiencies may be as-
site, and review team members. sociated with fault isoiation, accessibility, safe-

b. Test Conditions. A summary of the test ty, etc. Support deficiencies may be associated
conditions, including maintenance personnel, with technical publications, inadequate quality
with particular reference to deviations from the and quantity of skills, etc.
maintainability demonstration plan. 6-4 ANALYSIS TECHNIQUES (Ref. 9)1

c. Pest Procedures. A brief review of the In making many mportant decisions, it is
proceedings of the demonstration test, noting necessary to predict the values of unknown
particular problems and means taken to wer- variables. Mo3t such predictions of population
come them. parameters are made on the basis of sample

d. Test Results. e, summary of the ob- statistics derived from a number of individual
served data and the results of the analysis made observations of the population members. Some-
for decision purposes. times, data are available frcrn a number of

e. Discuss 'n. A discussion of the test sources and represent a number of samples of
results and Laaly~is, along with qualitative individual observations. There is usually some
findings of the revic i team and maintenance question as to whether thse samples reprient
team. Deficiencies in Lest design and procedures a common homogeneous population or represent
Should be noted here, as well as deficiencies populations that are significantly different.
in the maintainability design and procedure.; as- Sometimes, knowledge of one factor may be
sociated with the equipment under test used to make a better prediction of another.

f. Recomamendations. A specific -ecom- This discussion investigates how the knowledge

mendation for acceptance or rejection of the of the relationship between tw e variables may
equipment urder test and other recommenda- be applied so that information regarding one

of the variables can be used to predict the valuetions for improvement in equipment, proce- of the other. The techniques discussed fit intodures, or test design. the three broad categories of regression
analysis, correlation analysis, and analysis of

6-3.5 RElATED ACTIVITI-ES variance and significance testing.

Maintenance engineering analysis data de-
veloped prior to a maintainability demeistra- riesso nd o elatioa ly com-
tion provide virtually all of the information re-
quired to stratify samples and determine task in;estigates the "association" between variables.

frequency within each stratum. These ,'., cou- In par. 6-2.10, onc form of atatistical inference,

pled with dynamic simulation or manual ran- using the s;.mple mean X to estimate the value

dom sampling, can be used to simulate a main- of the population mean A was investigated. An-

tainability demonstration and develop pred ted other kind of inference, hypothesis testing ard

values for the results of an actual test. Main- tests for significane, uses sample means to - .

tepance data from similar deployed materiel a hypothesis about a population mean, and .nay

can be used to dxelop a second set af predicted be used along with the F distribution statistic

date to compare two population means. A third kind

foregoing sets of data are developed
~ef.rq maintairi.bility demornstration and are iFrom Statistics ojir Modern Business Decisons by Law once
rear,.oly equal, a baseline is provided with L. Lapin. 0 1975 by Harcourt Brace Jovanovich. Inc.

.hi!h to assess demonstration results. A wide aid reproduced with their permission.
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9 of statistical inference, the chi-square x? tests, based on sample statistics with some determi-
uses the contingency table zo determine wheth- nable degree of accuracy and confidence.
er there is statistical dependence (or in-
dependence) between two quantitative variables.
Such a test is concerned with association, but 6-4.1 0SIGNOF XPEUIM
it does not say how 3trongly or in what manner An experiment is defined as the act or op-
two variables are related. Regression and eration designed to discover, test, or illustrate
correlation analyses provide both these kinds a truth, principle, or effect, especially one in-
of inforsiation, since they deal with variables tended to confirm or disprove something that
having values that may be ranked numerically. is still in doubt; a method of controlled testing

Regression analysis tells how one variable and direct observaton under stated conditions.
is related to another. It provides an equation For purposes of this discussion, the ex-
wherein thp known value of one variable may periment will be considered the ultimate source
be used to estimate the unknown value of an- of input data required for an analysi. It may
other. When several vaxiables are used to make be for a performance test, a maintainability
a prediction the technique used is called muil- demonstration, the collection of tests from
tiple regresh . which data have been accumulated tor a main-

Correlation analysis tells the degree to tenance engineering analysis data system, or
which two variatles are related. It is useful merely a questionnaire in which related "Aata
in expressing the "efficiency" achieved in tOe elements are recorded based on previous ex-
use of one variable to estimate the value (if perience or experimental techniques. The essen-
another. It also can identify which factors cf tial parts of each of these experiments is a ssu-
a multiple-characteristic population are highly pie consisting of a number of data elements
reinted, either directly or through a common (repair times, replacement rates, unit costs,
connection to another variable. etc.), each of which is the result of an obser-

Regression is discussed for a linear rela- vation. The number of observations in each
tionship between two variables, where they are sample is referred to as the sample size n.
interrelated by an equation for a straight line. Methods of determining the required sample

I Consideration is also given to nonlinear rela- size for a given confidence level and standard
tionships. Correlation analysis is discussed as deviation are discussed in par. 6-2.10. Along
an extension of regression analysis. with these essential samples of observations or

an e nlysi esin es discuobserved data elements -nay be other data ele-
The n alysis techniques discussed here ments that are related to these basic data ele-

have one purpose in common. That common ments (system complexity, deployment en% ;ron-
purpose is to aliow prediction of some popu- ment, generic failure rates, etc.) and may be
lation parameters from sample statistics within used to estimate population pre 'ction param-
the confidence limits dictated by the statistical eters.
data available. These techniques are based upon
established statistical and probability theories. It is important and, in some cases, epsen-tial, to know the numier of observations in the

The ultimate purpose of any analysis is sample from which statistics have been derived.
the summarization or generalization of available Although any population discribution may be
data such that predictions can be made of the described in terms of its central tendency g
values of unknown vpriables, sometimes based and its dispersion a, these two parameters must
on the values of known or readily available vari- be estimated, ;n most cases, by the correspond-
ales. This process provides the information re- ing sample statistics for the mean X and stand-
quired for intelligent decisior making. ard deviation s computed from a sample of

It is very important to understand that finite size n. It is apparent from Eq. (8 that
the analysis techniques discussed here will not fer a given interval of accuracy k in estimating
provide magic, automatic solutions to all data the population mean, the confidence level 0 in-
analysis problems. These techniques are only creases as the sample size n increases. This fun-
tools that will aid the maintenance analyst in damenital principle emphasizes the importa.-.-e
making inferences about population parameters of having an adequate sample size.
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There are, however, many factors that is referred to as the experimental group, and
result in physical and economic limitations of the other is called the control group.) The re-
the number of observations comprisirg the sam- pairmen are to be chosen for the two groups
ple, and these factors must be considered in and assigned to repair locations on a random
designing any experiment. In many cases, the basis so that each group will have the same
time required to obtain sample data is such number of repair stations of various levels uf
that the analysis results become obsolete or of difficulty. The criterion by which the two train-
little value. In such cases, the utility of the ing approaches will be evaluated is the mean
analysis results must be weighed on a time percentage of change in the number of defective
scale consistent wi t, the possible number of units correctly diagnosed by each member of
sample observations. Likewise, the cost of ob- e!,-h group over a 3-month period. The mean
taining a given number of sample observations number of units diagnosed (sample statistics)
must be weighed against the possible economic will be denoted by YA and X8 for the respective
gains or the economic risks involved in iot ob- groups representing the means (population pa-
taining sufficient confidence and accuracy. rameters) of uA and ,u, respectively. Since the

using command requires evidence to establish
6-4.2 ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE AND SIGNCMANCE the superiority of the new method, the following

TESING hypothescs are tested:
Analysis of variance and significance test- Ho: uA > MB (present method at least

ing are useful statistical tools in making as good)
decisions regarding the significance of observed HI: ;A < #B (proposed method signifi-
differences in data samples. By use of these cantly better)
tech"iques, it is possible to determine whether
observed differences are due to underlying pop- Letting D = AA - B, these may be ex-
ulation differences or to chance variations in pressed as
the data. Ho: D ; 0

6-4.2.1 Tesh f~w Sinificanc HI: D < 0
Some. deciss rThe stated hypotheses indicate that the
Some decisions require the comparison of test will be a lower-tail test. This means that

populLtions. The comparison usually involves the area of concern is that proportion of the
the population mnean, but also can involve a area under the normal curve that lies to the
proportion such as the proportion of items left of the mean and below the critical value
failed or the proportion of failed items repaired defined for acceptance ol Ho, the null
at each maintenance level. The example that hypothesis. By contrast, an upper-tail test
follows illustrates the comparison of two pop- would be concerned with the proportion of the
alation means, using two independent samples. area that lies to the right of the mean and

The Army is contemplating starting a above the critical value for acceptance of Ho.
training program for a new piet.? of diagnostic A two-tail test is concerned with both the upper
equipment being fieded. The current procedure and lower tails and includes two critical values,
is to assign a qualified trainee to operate the one above the mean and one below the mean.
equipment, leaving him to "sink or swim". The The null hypothesis H0 always representa the
using command, believing the proposed training assumption of no significant difference, while
program to be an unnecessary and expensive the alternate hypothesis, H1 , represents the
frill, wants some evidence that the program will assumption that the difference is significant.
improve the quality of maintenance support. Rejection of Ho requires acceptance of H1 .

A test is proposed .hereby two separate
groups ef trainees will be compared. Group B The appropriate test statistic d is the dif-
trainees wi!l undertake the new program, while ference between the corresponding sample val-
group A trainees will go right to work. (The ue.
group subjcct to the new procedure sometimes d = X - (641)

6.26
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We use d* to denote the critical value for the and therefore, the critical value may be oh-
test statiatic. The following decision rule is ap- tained from:
propriate here:

Accept HO (retain the present procedure) d(.A )2 (sB)2

if d d*. d z,, - + - (6-14)

Reject Ho (adopt the proposed procedure)
if d < d*. Suppose the using command wants only

a 0.05 chance of assuming the cost of the new

The sampling distribution of d must be de- training program when it is not bet+'-r. Then

termined in order to find d*. As the standard a = 0.05, and z,, = zu = -1.64 (Table 6-I).

deviations for the populations are unknown, The groups each have 30 trainees finish the

they must be estimated from the sample 3-month experiment. The results are tabulated

results. The sampling distribution of X, and in Table 6-4. By use of these data, d* from

XB' may be approximated by the normal curve Eq. 6-14 is:

if the anple size is sufficiently large (usually
30 or more). Since samples are chosen inde- 2564 25.85
pendently, d also will be distributed normally, d* = (-1.64) - + - -2.15
with mean 30 30

SD = -p Since the test statistic has the value by

and standard deviation Eq. 6-11

()d = XCA - YB = 3.267 - 5.267 = -2.00

Gd = - + - (6-12) which is larger (more positive) than d*
1

1
. 11 - 2.15, hypothesis H1 that the new training

method is no improvement must be accepted.

where a, and aB are the standard deviations The procedure illustrated in this example

of the populations of the percent changes in may be adapted when either an upper-tail or

units diagnosed that would prevail under the a two-tail test is appropriate. With the upper-

respective training procedures. Here, IA and nB tail test, z,, will be positive, and the critical

denote the sample sizes (number of repairmen) value is calculated from Eq. 6-14. For a two-tail

of the respective groups. (These refer to the test, there are two critical values, d*1 and d*2 .

number of trainees completing the 3-month ex- The normal deviate z,,/2 is found that corre-

periment. Those repairmen dropping out are not sponds to an upper-tail area under the normal

counted.) Letting the sample standard devia- curve equal to a/ 2 . The critical values are then

tions, denoted by $A and sL?, be estimators of calculated from:

aA and GB, the following estimate of s., is de-
termined: d =  ,, ) ( +

CL1,+ t*- (6-15)

s-I= + ( 6-13) d*1 = -d*2

- + 2 61 dThis procedure also may be used to de-

The normal deviate z,, corresponding to an termine if the data taken from several sources
upper-tail area equal to the significance level and constituting several indepe.dent samples
a is related to d* and sd by: are representative of the same homogeneous

population and. as such, may be combined into

d* one overall sample, or represent samples from
Z - populatione that are significantly different and

sd should be analyzed separately.

4.27
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TAKE 6-4. TIT RES TS UASED ON MODOODIT SAWLES

Group A Group B

Percentage Percentage
Trainee Change, XA (XA) 2  Trainee Change, XB (X81-

1 -2 4 1 3 9
2 -10 100 2 14 196

3 0 0 3 10 100
4 7 49 4 -8 64

5 6 36 5 7 49
6 -3 9 6 -4 16
7 7 49 7 7 49

8 7 49 8 0 0
9 6 36 9 8 64
!0 12 144 10 5 25
11 5 25 11 4 16
12 11 121 12 8 64
13 2 4 13 5 25
14 3 9 14 10 100
15 3 9 15 12 144
16 6 36 16 6 36

17 3 9 17 12 144
18 6 36 18 5 25
19 1 1 19 8 64

20 11 121 20 5 25
21 9 81 21 -3 9

22 4 16 22 7 49

23 0 0 23 10 100
: 24 -2 4 24 3 9

25 -5 2.5 25 -1 I1

27 3 9 V, 5 25

28 -5 21 28 -24

29 4 16 29 9 81
30 4 16 30 8 6

981-8 1 .582

6-28
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TAKE 6-4. TESREISLT SASI O ONWONMNT SAV.ES (Coned) j
Group A Group B

Percentage Percentage
Trainee Change, XA (X4)2 Trainee Change, XB (XB)2

-XA S
YA -= - = 3.267

nA 30by Eq. 6-2

= XB 158
nB 30

V(XA)2 - "A(XA )2 1,064 - 30(3.267)2
(SA)2 = = 25.64nA -1 30-1

byEq. 6-4
Z(X 8 )2 - nB( 8 )2 1,582 -30(5.267)2

B a -30-1

6.4.2.2 Analysis ofVaiance In comparing several population means by

The foregoing discusses tests that compare indirect use of samples, our null hypothesis is
two population means by investigating differ- that the population means are identical. Using
ences among sample results obtained from each samples obtained from e.ch population, we will
population. When more than two populations calculate a test statistic summarizing differ-
are involved, such tests are inadequate. Sup- ences among samples to provide a basis for re-

pose, for example, that we wish to compare the jecting or accepting the null hypothesis. The
mean repair turnaround time for a group of same procedures may be applied to a related
unit replaceable items at three different repair problem of determining whether or not several
locations. By use of the testing procedures of samples actually represent a common popu-
par. 6-4.2.1, comparisons could be made of the lation.
repair turnaround times of location 1 versus This type of problem and the related
location 2, location 1 versus location 3, or com- statistical procedures are introduced by means
tion 2 versus location 3; but simultaneous cor- of the following detailed example that compares
parisons of all populations would not be the means of three populations. The system sup-
sible. port manager at a missile test irange in the

We will now describe one method for si- West is concerned with the choice of alternative
multneously testing hypotheses regarding methods of transportation of rush repair orders
several populations, in particular to determine for small assen, blies repaired in the East. In
if they have the same mean (i.e., the population the past, he has, on occ sion, used all of the
means are not significantly different). In doing following methods: ordinary mail, air freight,
this, we will analyze samples taken from each and handcarry by personnel on business trips.
population. Our testing procedure will be to fer- He has been unable to determine from his
ret out significant differences among the sam- records which method is quickest. Therefore, he
ple means by investigating variances. wishes to apply statistical techniques in order

6.29
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to see whether or not there is a agnfficant dif- times of rush repair orders are significantly dif-
ference in turnaround time of repaired assem- ferent. If so, he may find it advantageous to
blies under the various transportatn methods. emphasize one means of transportation over the

A random samrl of previous rush other two. Let ja represent the mean time for
repair mail and e'? and #3 denote the mean tinm. for

orders is selected for a detailed analysis to de- handcarry and air freight, respectively. We may
termine elapsed time between sending a defec- then express the appropriate null hypothesis,
tive assembly and receipt of the repaired aa- that the population means are identical, as:
sembly. The times obtained for each of the
three methods are provided in Table 6-4. The HO: Al = 92 = A3
columns provide the sample observations oh- The alternative hypothesis is sirapl, that the
tained for each method of transportation. Each population means are not equal, i.e., at least
row represents a different observatio.n for each opaion meas are
mode of transportation. Letting i refer to one pair of sj's differ.
ith row and j the jth column, we can express As with any testing problem, a test
the ith sample observation in the jth sample statistic is desired that will (1) highlight the
by Xt,. For example, X23 = 4 (the second oh- differences between the sample results and
servation of the third r'mple group, delivery what would be expected under the null
by air freight). We denote the .zan of each hypothesis, and (2) have a -onv.nient sampling
sample by the average of the entries in its col- distribution by which to measure the effect of
umn: sampling error. As we have seen, the amount

of sampling error may be conveniently estab-
zx' flished from the variability of the sample
= { results. We may also use the variability of the

=) t 6-16) results to express differences. For instance, ifseveral values are very different, then we have

where n, = size of the jth sample with j = 1, seen that their dispersion, expressed by the
2, ..., m (number of samples). The subscript i variance, will be greater than if the va'ues are
under the summation sign means that we ar very nearly the same. When many values are
summing by rows the entries in thejth column. involved, their collective differences can be
Notice that the samples have different sizes. summarized by the variance of their distribu-
We have nj = 6, n2 = 5, and X3 = 7. The tion.
mean of the combined samples, called the grand Since we are dealing with several popu-
mean and denoted by X (X double bar), is ca- lations, we can use the sample statistics to
culated from: estimate three kinds of variability. They are

(1) the variation within each sample, (2) the
Z z X variation between samples, and (3) the -

S svariation of ali sample observations witiu.
X (6-17) regard to sample grouping. We desire a statisti

n 'that inzorporate.. all these types of variabilit;
so that there will be efficient utilization of sam-

where the total number of observations is ple information

Under the null hypothesis, all the samples
ii = .Z~ (618) are taken from pNpulations having the same

mean. We shall make the additional assumption
and the double summation means that the total th;at their populations have identical distribu-
is obtained by first summing the row entries tions. This converiently ailows us to treat eac i
separately for each column and then summing sample as a different group of observations
these column totals. (See Table 6-5 for an ex- from the same population.
ample of this caicuation.) We use the variance primarily because of

The system support manager wishes to de- its convenient mathematical properties. Recall
termine if the .hree populations of turnaround that the variance is the mean of the Nquared

t4O
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TAS 16-S. S PIE RtVTS OF TRANSPO TAT W TIMS

(Method of Transportation)
Time in Days

Sample (1) (2) (3)
Observation Mail Hsndcarry Air Freight

1 3 r 2
2 4 2 4
3 5 9 6
4 3 7 2
5 3 7 3
6 3 3
7 1

Totals 21 30 21

Means:
- 21
X= -= 3.5

6

30
- = 6.0
5

21
X3 - 3.0

7

21 :1 30 + 21X= = 4.0X 6+5+7 4.

deviations of the observations from their mean. This is calculated in Table 6-5 for our cxample.
As a preliminary step in presenting our test A general expression for the calculation, which
statistic, w,± consider the sum of the squared we denote by SSb- is:
deviations, which we shall refer to as SS. SSb = V X - (6-2D)

To calculate the within-group SS. we first In order that each observation will be
find the group mean. This mean is subtracted counted exactly once, the squared terms in the
from earch of the observed values in its group. sum are multiplied by the respective group size
The differences are then squ2-ed and summed n,.
together for all groups. Table 6-6 shows the Had we initially ignored the groupings of
calculations for this example. The first three the sample observations, we could have deter-
columns relate to the first samp-e group. For mined the SS for a single sample. The results
brevity. only the squared differences have been obtained, called the total sum of squares and
inc!uded for the second and third sample denoted by SS,, may be determined from:
groups. In general we may calculate the within-
group sum of squares, denoted by SS., from: SS, - : (X, - X)2 (6-21)

Using the values in Table 6-4, we calculate
SS. f ( - X, )2 (6-19) SS, for our 18 observations:

The between-group SS provides a summary SS, = (3 - 4)2 + (4 - 4)2
of the variability between the sample means. + .... + (1 - 4)2 76

64
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TAKE 4. SIM OF SQUA CAS UIMAflONS P MTANWOA11W SAVM

- a X 1 -11  (X 1 -X)2 (X~ )2 ~ 7 )2

1 3 -0.5 0.25 1 1
2 4 0.5 0.25 16 1
3 5 1.5 2.25 9 9
4 3 -0.5 0.25 1 1
5 3 -0.5 0.25 1 0
6 3 -0.5 025 - 0
7 .... 4

Totals 0 3.50 28.00 16.00

SSr = m (X, - x, )2

= 3.5 + 28 + 16 = 47.5

SSb = n, (,X)2

= 6(3.5 - 4V + 5(6.0 - 4)2 + 7(3.0 - 4)2

= 28.5

Notice that if we add the w'.thin-group and the since this is natural for any random sampling
between-group SS vaiues, we get the sime experiment. But under H0 , that the population
results: means are identical for each method of trans-

,SS + SS, = 47.5 -28.5 = 76 portation, the amount of variation between
g,'oups should be small. Therefore, under the

In general, it can be shown mathematically null hypothesis, the two kinds of variaoility
that should be about the same.

SS, = SS, + SSb (6-22) In comparing the within-group and
fr any set of samriple results. between-group variations, it will be convenient

. 6to focus on their ratio. Although other types
Eq. 6-22 shows that the two components of comparison could be made, a straightforward

of total variation are the unexplained SS, and sampling distribution for the resulting statistic
t- explained SSb. Our task is to determine is available when one measure of variability is
whether or not the explained vaiation is suffi- divided by the other.
ciently significant to warrant rejecting the null
hypothesis. We tannot immediately divide the sums

of squares. Recall that SS. is the sum of x
Up to this point. e have looked at two (18 observations, in our example) squared dif-

kinds of variabilit-" exi-tssed by the degree to ferences, while m (three groups, in our example)
which the sample results deviate from what is squares are used to calculate SSb . Each SS val-
expected when the null hypothesis is true. This ue must be converted into an average before
riay be done by comparing the variability the two are comparable. Wz then have sample
within and between groups. Regardless of variances, which we shall call mean squares
whether or not H0 is true, we should expect to avoid confusion with the population vari-
some chance variation within each sample, ances. Mean squares may be viewed as

4.32
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estimators of the population variances, wlich Under the null hypothesis, we should ex-
are equal to a common *; tuder the asumpzion pect values for F to be close to 1, because MSb
that the samples are taken from identical pop- and MS. are both unbiased estimators of the
ulations (Ho is true). These estim ;ors are un- common population variance 02. In order to es-
biased when the proper divisors are chosen. We tablish a decision rule, we must establisn the
express the within-group mean square as sampling distribution of this test statistic. From

this, we can find a critical valut that will tell
SS, us whether or not the calculated value of F

MS = (C-23) is large enough to cause rejection of the null
fl-in hypothesis. The probability distribution we use

is called the F distribution. Under the proper
In a similar manner, we define the conditions, we may use the F distribution to

between-group mean square as obtain piobabilities for possible values of F.
There are two parameters describing the F dis-

SSb tribution. These parameters relate to the
MSb- (6-24) number of observations involved and the rela-

rn- 1 tions between them. and are referred to as de-

In our repair turnaround time example. , grees of freedom. The F distribution has two

8 and = 3. Using the sums of e aes kinds of degrees of freedom, owing to our use

defined previously, we obtain the mean squares of a ratio to define our test statistic. One type
d s o hs of degree of freedom is associated with the nu-

47.5 merator of the test statistic, the other with the
MS = - 3.17 denominator.

18-3 We may view the n - m divisor used in
calculating MS, as the number of degrees of

28.5 freedom associated with using MS., to estimate
Wb = - 14.25 A2. This is due to the fact that in calculating

3-1 the sum of squares, each term involved an X.
which was calculated from the X,, values. For
a given fixed value of X only n, - 1 of the

Note that the between-group mean square X ,s ae free to assume any value, the last one
is more than four times as large as the within- tieing explicitly determined by all the others.
group value. Under the null hypothesis of iden- For M groups, then, the number of free vari-
tical population means, they should be very ables is only 1(-, -1) = n - m.
nearly the same. Such a large difference seems The number of degrees of freedom in using
unlikely under the null hypothesis, and it may MS to estimate 2 is Mn - 1. Here, getting
be "explained" by different population rieans, the sum of squares involves calculation of I.
We need yet to determine just how unlikely which may be expressed in terms of X 's For
a discrepacy this size would be under the a fixed value of X all but one of the 's are
hypothesis of equal means. free to vary.

We may now calculate the ratio of the The rule for the pair of degrees of freedom
mean squares, called the F statistic, using it for the F distribution is:
as our test statistic:

numerator = ,, - 1 (6-26)

MS b  &qb/(M - 1) denominator =i - m
F = - = (6-25) where n = the number of samples andMS., SS.,.AM - M) n = the combined sample size. In our example.

For our example. we cal-ulate this to be m = 3 andn = 18. so that we obtain the fol-
Iewing degrees of freedom:

14.25 For the numerator 3 - I = 2
F= - = 4.50

3.17 For the denominator. 18 - 3 = 15

643
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The F distribution curve is positively skew- b x h for the area of a rectangle, we cannot
ed. with possible values ranging from zero to he absolutely certain about the value of Y ob-
imnity. There is a different distribution for taimed from the regression equation. This is be-
each degreesd-freedom- pair. Since the F dis- cause of the statistical variability inherent in
tributim is continuous, probabilities for the val- most variables encountered in data co!lection
ues of F are proviied by the area under the and analysis problems. Thus, predictions made
curve in the same manner as with the normal from regression equations are subject to error,
distribution. The critical values for upper-tail so that these are only estimats of the true,
areas under th- F distribution are provided in real-life value.
many books of statistical tables. Table 6-7 pro- Regression analysis begins with a set of
v:des the values for F. that correspond to a data involving pairs of observed values, one
given upper-tail area a and a specified degrees- number for each variable. From these, a
of-freedom pair. For each vaiue of denominator regression equation will be determined. Because
degrees of freedom, the upper line shows values the use of sample data g ves rise to sampling
for Fo0 5 (for 95 percent confKience) and the error, cecuracy of the estimates provided by
lower line shows values for F001 (for 99 percent the regression equztion wili depend upon the f
cMAfidence). sample size and the variability of the sample

The derision rule for the F statistic will data.
reject the null hypothesis when large values of The first step in regression analysis is to
F are obtained. These will all be greater than plot the value pairs as points on a graph. The
one, since only then does the between-group horizontal axis corresponds to values of the
mean square IS,, deviate significantly from the variable X and the vertical scale represents val-
within-group mean square MS.,. The decision ues of the variable Y. Table 6-8 shows an ex-
rule will be: ample of paLred values, and Fig. 6-6 shows the

Accept H0 if F:5 F. graph cf these values. The points obtained in

Reject H0 if F > F. Fig. 6-6 are spread in an irregular pattern. For
this reason such a plot is referred to as a scat-

Fo is the critical value for the desired level or diagram.
of significance a. In our example, suppose t at The next step is to find a suitabLe function
a value of a = 0.05 is selected. The deci ion use for the regression equation, wLich will
rule would be applied by selecting the vate provide the predicted value for Y for a given
F0 5 = &68 from Table 6-7 (numerator = 2; -Ae
denominator = 15) and comparing it withF regresioneui n di gna pat te

4.50. Since 4.50 > &68, the null hypothesis regression equation is the general pattern rep-

as rjeced, nd t isconlude t~t ~resented by the points on the scatter diagram.is rejected, and it is cocluded that the methods A cursory" examination of the data in the ex-

of transportation are significantly different. a co eiiati o th dat in the
Had the value of a been set at 0.01. Fo.ol ample indicates that a straight line, like that

shown in Fig. 6-6 might provide t meaningful
6.36 would have been select.d from Table 6-7. n psummary of the inf .m:ion provided in the
and the null hypothesis would have been ac- shipment data. It seems to "i" the rough pat-
cepted since 4.50 < 6.36. tern of scatter by the data points.

The linear relationship is conceptually the

6.4.3 I MS1ON ANALYSIS AND CLIM MING simplest. The general equation for a straight

The primary goal of regression analysis line is Y = A + BY. The constant A is the
and curve fitting is to obtin predictions of one value for Y obtained when X = 0, so that Y
variable using known values of another. These = A + B(0) = A. and is referred to as the
predictions are made by means of an equation Y intercept. The constant B is the slope of the
such as Y - A + BX Y = ABX or Y = AX. line, representing the change in Y for a given
which provides the estimate of an unknown change in X. It must be emphasized that a
variable Y when the value of another variable straight line is not alwa)s an appropriate func-
X is known. Such an equation is referred to tion relating Y and X. In woat cases, however.
as a regression equation. Unlike the results of it is possible to transform the functional rela-
ordinary mathematical equations, such as A tionship into a form easily accommodated by
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TAKE 6.7. F 6S7II0TD ON (Ref. 7)

Dearme of Degrees of Freedom in Numerator
Freedom in

Denminatm- 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12

1 161 2D0 216 225 230 234 237 239 241 242 23 244
4.66? 4.M 5,4S 5.635 5.764 5.853 .5.25 ,5,361 6.622 6AS 6.2 6.106

2 18.51 19.00 19.16 19 25 19.30 19.33 19.A 19.37 19.38 19.39 19.40 19.41
5L4. 3.M 317 2S " 3.3 3.36 9.37 .3- 99.46 99.41 9.42

3 10.13 9.55 9.28 9.12 9.01 8.94 8.88 8.84 881 8.78 8.76 8.74
34.12 392 29.46 28.71 2.24 27.91 27.67 27.43 27.34 27.23 27.13 27.16

4 1.71 6.94 6.59 6.39 6.26 6.16 6.09 6.04 6.00 5.36 5.93 5.91
21.M itW 16.69 IS. 15-52 15-21 14.98 14.86 14.66 14.54 14-45 14.37

5 6.61 5.79 5.41 5.19 5.05 1.95 4.88 4.82 4.78 4.74 4.70 4.68
16.," 13.M 126 I119 15.37 16.67 10.45 10.23 IlL 16.46 i6 9 0 3-3

6 5.99 5.14 4.76 4.53 4.39 4.28 4.21 4.15 4.10 4.06 4.03 4.00
13.74 i0.2 3.78 9.5 .75 8.47 .26 .19 7.5 7.87 7.79 7.72

7 5.59 4.74 4.35 4.12 3.97 3.87 3.79 373 3.6 3.6 3.60 3.57
IM2 3.55 6.45 7.M 7.46 7.13 7.6 C84 671 6.62 6.54 6.47

8 5.2 4.46 4.07 3.4 3.69 3.58 3.50 3.44 339 3.34 3.31 3.29
U.2 8.5 7," 7.01 6.63 6.37 6.19 6.03 5.91 52 5.74 5.67

9 5.12 4.2 3.86 3.63 3.48 3.37 3.29 3.23 3.18 3.13 3.10 3.07
I0.56 6L2 6.3 642 6I M5.8 -62 5.47 535 5.26 .18 5.11

10 4.96 4.10 3.71 3.48 3.33 3.= 3.14 3.07 3.0 297 2.94 291
IO. 7.56 r.A 5-9 5.64 5.39 5.21 5.66 4.95 4.M 4.78 4.71

11 4.S4 3.98 3.Z* 3.36 3.2 3.09 3.01 295 2.90 .86 2 2.79
2.65 7 62 5. 7 5.32 5.7 4M 4.74 4.63 4.54 4.46 4.46

12 4.75 3.88 3.V9 3 26 3.11 3.00 12.9 285 Z860 2.76 1172 2.69
3.33 F.1 5.95 5.41 5.06 4.2 4.65 4" 4.33 4 412 4.16

13 4.67 .0 3.41 3.1 3.02 2 2.,84 i-2,, 2.72 167 2.63 2.60
3.17 6.70 5.74 5-26 4.86 4.62 L"4 4.3 4.1 4.10 4.02 3.36

14 4.60 3.74 3.34 3.11 29 2.85 2-77 2.70 "-65 2.60 2.56 153
3.86 6.51 .56 5.3 t.69 4.46 4.M, 4.14 4.03 3.94 3.86 3.M6

15 4.54 3 ! 3.29 3.06 2.90 2. -a ".70 264 259 2.55 151 2.48
&S6 6.36 5.42 4.8 4-56 4.32 4.14 4.60 3.89 3M 3.73 3.67

16 1.49 3.63 3.24 3.01 .85 274 2.66 2.59 2.i4 2.49 2.45 2.42
M8.53 6 35 . 4.77 4.44 4.16% 4.3 3.99 3.78 3.69 3.61 3.5

- 1' 4.45 3 =- 3.30 2.96 2 81 2.0 262 -55 250 2.45 241 23
8. 6.11 &s 4. 4.34 4.10 333 '79 36 3.5 3 23.45

18 4.41 355 3.16 2.93 27 2C- 258 z 51 2.43 2.! 2.37 234
.W 6.01 5.0 4-58 4.25 4.01 3.8S 3.71 3.60 3-51 3.U4 3.37

19 4.8 3.52 3.13 2.90 274 263 2.55 2.48 243 2.3, 2.31 231
.18 S.93 101 .5 4.17 3.94 ".T7 3.63 3.-2 3CI 3 3

20 435 3.49 3.1012.87 271 2-60 2.. 245 240 213 231 2.29
6-10 5.55 4.4 4.43 C13 3-r 3.71 3.54 3.45 3.37 3-V 3

21 4.32 347 307 2.84 2.169 2.57 2.49 242 237 2.2 225 2
.82 5.75 4.57 4.37 L44 3.81 3,6.5 3.51 3.40 331 1.2t 3.17

22 4 30 344 3.50 2-82 2.66 255 247 . to 2.35 2.30 4.26 2.23
7.4 S.72 4.82 4.31 3.99 376 3.53 3.45 3.35 3-6 3.15 3.12

23 4.293 3.42 3.03 2.80 26 CA .453 1'.45 23 23O 2 Ml .'4 12 253
7.* S.6 4.76 4-26 334 3.71 3.54 3.41 3-V 3.21 3.14 .07

24 4.26 3.40 3-01 2,78 2.62 2 51 243 236 2 30 !;% 2-2r Z
7.2 5.6! 4.72 4M 3.2 3.67 3.54 3.3 3.25 -317 3.49 3.63

25 424 338 2.99 2 16 260 249 241 234 2.S5 2.24 22 216
7.77 W A6 4.15 3.6 3..6 3.46 3.32 3. 3.13 3.66 2.3

26 4.22 3.37 1.9 274 2.59 Z47 2.-5 232 27 1 2=. 2:S 215
7.72 5.53 4. 4.14 32 2M 3.42 3 3..17 3.69 3.2 2.I
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TAKE 64. SAMt OGSVATI0 OF PAMED VALUES FOR
OISTAMC AND TANSPOTATION TIMAE

Destination Distance X. miles Time Y, days

1 210 5

2 290 7

3 35C 6
4 480 11

5 490 8

6 730 11

7 780 12

8 850 8
9 920 15

10 1010 12

5

SHIPPING

DAYS

6-33
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the linear regression procedure. For example, which is a function havirg two unknown pa-
the exponential cur'e of the form Y = ABr rameters A and B. Mathematically, it may be
may be transformed to the linear form log Y shown that the required values simultaneously
= log A + (log Bi X. In this case. log Y is must satisfy the following expression.% referred
plotted on the Y axis. log A represents the Y to as the no.-mal equations:
intercept. and log B represents the slope oft!e 11' = xA + (6-30)
line (the transformed functional relationship,.
Likewise. a power function of the form Y -- =Y = A X + B-X -  6-31)
.-L'P may be transformed to th2 linear ferm
vg i = log A + B log X. Here log X is treated From these -elationships we can obtain the

as the independent variable and F is the slope following expression for B'

of the transformation line. -ZY- nZ(XDi
The line ,-ed to describe the relationship B =

between Y and X is generally obtained from 1-2:('V
sample data and is called the estimated
regres..dom line. it expresses the average rela- Solve Eq. 6-30 explicitly for A.
tionship between the X and Y variables. This
provides an estimate of the mean level of the
dependent variable Y when the value of X is ZY- BXX
specified. Because the estimated regression line A = (6-33)
provides estimates only. we use the symbol i'r
to represent the values obtained from the linear
estimated regresscion equiation: The value of A then can ue obtained by

Yr = A +BX i6-Z7 substituting the valte of B into Eq. 6-33.
The third step in regression analysis is the We are now ready to find the regression

determination of the parameters A and B of equation for the transportation time data given
the regression equation. The most common in Table 6-8 and Fig. 6-6. represent .- n = 10
technique for doing this is the method of least observations. In order to evaluate tae ex-
squares. This method provides the best possible pressions for A and B. we must perform a set
fit to a set of data. :.hereby providing the best of intermediate calculations. To find B. we must
possible predictions. In addition, it allows us calculate ZX. v Y Z i. and it-Ph. Table 6-9
to use statistical methodc og0" to qualify ifor shows these calculations. Columns are provided
instance. by ccisidence limitsi the errors of for X Y. XY and _V. and the sums of these
estimation. in muc:* the san e manner as is done values are shown at the bottoms of the columns.
with the distribution of cample means. The values for 1-P. alse shown, are -ased later

The least squares criterion requires that in par. 6-4.4. Using the intermediate values ob-
a line be chosen to fit our data so that the taimed, we can first find the value for B as
sum of the squares of the vertical deviations follows:
separating the data points from the tine will
be minimum. These vertical deviations repre- 161101 195 - 10 (64490)
sent the amount of error associated with using B =
the regression line to predict Y. and the value 1!IO- 10 .451.5001
tc, be minimized is-

58O.450 - 644.900

where Y is the value indicated by the data. 37.33100- 44.515.000

and TV is the value determined by :he
regression equation. Substituting the expression -64.50
for Tr iEq. 6-7i into Eq. 6-:Z. the sum to -7.1z;Y.900

b minimized becomes

_'i Y- A - B6- -,691 = O.OWi

6-37
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TABLE 6-9. INTERMEDIATE CALCULATIONS FOR OBTAINING ESTIMATED REGESSION TIME

Distribution Distance X Days Y XY 2P

1 210 5 1,050 44,100 25

2 290 7 2,030 84,100 49

3 350 6 2,100 122,500 36

4 480 11 5,280 230,400 121

5 490 8 3,920 240,100 64

6 730 11 8,030 532,900 121

7 780 12 9,360 608,400 144

8 850 8 6,800 722,500 64

9 920 15 13,800 846,400 225
10 1010 12 12,120 1,020,100 144

Totals 6110 95 64,490 4,451,500 993

ZX 6110
X =- - = 611

,i 10

_ Y 95
Y = - - = 9.5~n ±O

2 XY = 64,490

ZX2 = 4,451,500

2;Y = 993

Substituting this value into Eq. 6-33, ,ve We may now use this equation to predict
obtain the transportation time 7x for shipment of

known distance X For purposes of error check-
95 - 0.00897 (6110) ing, the least squares regression line has two

A =important features, one of which is that it goe,
10 through the point (X. Y) coeresponding to the

means of the ,observations of X and Y (Fig.
95 - 54.807 6-6). The other featui, is that the sum of the

= 0 deviations of the Y's from the regressien line
1.0 is theoretically zero (Table 6-10), i.e.,

= 4.01v Z(Y- Yx) = 0 (6-34)

These facts may be used as checks to ,je-
Thus we have determined the following ermine if any miscalculations were made in

equation for the estimated regression line finding tha equation parameters A and B.
g, phed in Fig. 6-6. We can analyze the variability of the data

4.019 + C.00897X points on the scatter diagram in much the same

6-33
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TALE 6-10. COMPUTATION Of DEVIA!"ON FROM REGRESSION TIME FUR
CONSISTENCY CHECK

X r _ Y-

210 5 5.90:3 -0.903
290 7 6.620 0.3wS

350 6 7.159 -i159
480 11 8.325 2.675
490 8 8.414 -0.414
730 11 10.567 0.43
780 12 11.016 0.984
850 8 11.644 -3.644
920 15 12.271 2.729

1010 12 13.079 - 1.079

1 (y_ - TV)- 0.002

manner as we do with univariate data by focus- scatter is so great that the regression line has
ing on the v[riance of the Y data about the zero slope and is parallel to the X axis. We
regression line. The equation for this variance, say that the degree uf correlation is zero, since
the mean of the squared deviations for sample knowleapge of X cannot add to the accuracy ,f
size of it, is: predictions of Y. The opposite extreme is a per-

fect fit between Y and X observations because
1(y - Y all the data points happen to lie on the same

n line.

The square root of the mean squared It is convenient to summarize the scatte"
about the regression line with the sum of the

deviations is referred to as the standard error squared deviations about the regression line Y:
of the estimate about the regression line and
is expressed as: 2(Y- Yx) 2

This may be compared to the scatter of
,I,(y - x)2 the sample observations about their mean rep-

Sxy = (6-35) resented byn - 2
2( y - y)2

The reason for sabtrating 2 from n is that since one estimate of Y is the mean of all ob-
2 'grees of freedom are lost because A and served values. Using these two values, we may
B, making up the expression for Yx, have been construct the sample coefficient of determina-
calculated f-om the same daL% tion to express how strongly X is associated

6-4.4 CORRELATION ANALYSIS with :

The goal of correlation analysis is to meas-
ure the degree to which two variables are re- I ( Y - Y6-36
lated. It is very useful as an auxiliary tool for r= 1_,6-36-
use in regression analysis. The central focus n' - 1

of correlation analysis is finding a suitable in-
dex that indicates how strongly X and Y are When X and Y have zero coret! .tion, tht
related. Th degree to which X and Y are re- regression line has a zero slope and )V = .
lated may be explained in terms of the in which case the deviations about T, are the
magnitude ol scatter about the regression line. same as those about T- This makes the nu-
One extreme case occurs when the amount of merator the san as the denominator. :o that

6-",
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r2 = 1 - 1 = 0. if X and Y are perfectly cor- Explained 2(Y - Y2 - (2- Yx
related, then I(Y - YV) = 0 (no deviations T
from the li.e), so that r2 = 1 - 0 = 1. Total V)2

In actual practice, we may use the V(Y .2
estimated regression coefficients and the inter- = 1 -4

mediate value obtained in finding them to cal- Z( Y - 'F2

culate r2 from the following mathematically
equivalent equation: The right-hand side of the preceding cqua-

A Y + B (XY) - ution is the sample coefficient of determination
-Z = (6-37) given in Eq. 6-36. In our illustration, we cal-

V - u'2 culated r2 = 0.64. This signifies that 64 percent
of the total variation, or scatter, of the trans-

This equation uses values previously ob- portation times Y about the mean trans-
tained from regression analysis (Table 6-9) and portation time Y can be explained by the rela-
the calculated values of A and B to yield tionship between " and the destination distance

X. as estimated by the regression line for X
4.019(95) + .00897(64,490) - 10(9.5)2 and Y.

r2 = 993 - 10(9.5) Although the rationale for using the coeffi-
ciert of determination (corresponding to the

= 0.64 variance of a normal distribution) to express
The motivation in _ varation the degree of relationship between X ard Y is

The totvati comparing ritionh well justified, the square root of this value (cor-
about Y-x to variations about Y is to show h , responding to the standard deviation of a nor-
knowl ge of X can reduce errors in predicing eal distribution) also is used extensivrly. This
Y. The coefficient of determination may be value is called the sample correlation coefficient~interpreted as the ratio of the variations in Y r

that are enplained by the regression line Z( to
the total variation in Y about the arithmetic r = V (6-39)
mean Y. The total variation of Y has been and this sample statistic is considered a point
shown to equal the sum of the explained and estimate of the true population parameter,
the unexplained variations: called the population correlation coefticient p.

[Y- 7)=(Y- 7 + (Y- Y) defined as follows:

which can be stated in word- P =  9 (640)
Total variation = explained variation For the transportation data in our exam-

and unexplained variation, pie, the sample correlation coefficient is

The total variation expresses the amount r - Vr"

of vertical scatter by the data points about their
mean 7 This may be measured by V(Y - 7)2. - -0.80
Likewise we use X(Y - ;y)2 to express the Since the square root of a number may
unexplained variation, the magnitude of scatter be positive or negative, we choose a positive
about the estimated regression line. The ex- sign for r to indicate that transportation time
plained variations may therefore be expressed increases as rail distance increases, so that X
as the difference: and Y are directly related. When Y bears an

Explained variation = 2( Y - PV inverse relationship with X. the sign of r is
_ V( Y-F: negative. The values for r = V may rangefrom -I to +1. and the sign of the correlation

If we determine the ratio of the explained c,)efficient must be the saie as for the slope

to the total variation, we obtain: of the regession line.

[4
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6-5 MAINTENANCE EVALUATION quent evaluation of the documentation against
the hardware development. These iterative and

Maintenance evaluation is a phase of main- sequential informal evaluations result in the
tenance support planning that begins ia the identification and availability of the mainte-
conceptual phase and is completed prior t nance engineering generated or influenced por-
quantity production or procurement of the item tion of the technical data package in a timely
for its initial entry into the Army inventory. manner and with a high degree of confidence
It consists of maintenance engineering analysis, in its accuracy. The maintenanc engineering
including teardown and test, when necessary, generated or influ.nced portion consists of the
of early production prototype and/or devel- PMAC, technic.; publications, training, a-id
opment models by maintenance engineers for identification of maintenance resource require-
the purpose of: ments. The actual ev.-luation or validation of

it. Determining the most feasible method the total logistic support package occurs when
of supporting the equipment the physical logistic support items identified in

b. Determining the definitive requirements the data system are available concurrently with
for support resources the hardware to perform a physical hardware

validation. The evaluation in this stage may be
c. Completing maintainability analysis of combined with other test programs, such as de-

selected equipments at the time of each in- velopment tests, or may be conducted as a sepa-
process review rate, formally scheduled maintenance eval-

d. Allocating maintenance operations to uation with all identified materiel and support
the appropriate maintenance levels resources available. The result of this formal

v. Detecting design parameters that have evaluation should result in minimum changes
an impact upob maintenance to the maintenance technical package if the in-

formal evaluations have been conducted on the
.t: Recommending design changes. mock-ups, engineering models, and prototypes.

Since maintenance engineering analysis

6-5.1 EVAWATION SEQWENCE AND OTHER data are the source for identification and de-
CONSIDERATIONS velopment of the maintenance resources to sup-

port materiel, the data are a significant and
Maintenance evaluation is performed at key factor to the success of a maintenance eval-

various times throughout the materiel acquisi- uation. Identification of the resources in the
tion cycle, and in various forms. Initially, main- logistic analysis data insures the availabi!ity,
tenance requirements are developed for the accuracy, and adequacy of the materiel main-
materiel based on reliability, availal'ity, and tenance resources (i.e., support equipment, com-
maintainability requirements establisned in the mon and special tools, publications, test, nteas-
required operational capability document. These urement and diagnostic equipment, training,
requirements normally permit gross definition PMAC's) to support the developed hardwar.
of the maintenance concept and maintenance
resource requiremeihts. Requirements of in- The maintenance engineering system for
cr'easing detail are defined during the con- a materiel program may be defined as the in-
ceptual and other phases through the iterative te~rated activity resulting from maintenance
process of analysis and/or trade-off. An engineering analysis, maintenance planning,
analytical comparison of the top requirements, and maintenance evaluation. This integrated ac-
and later the definitive requirements, is made tivity influences the design of matcriel and es-
with the proposed physical hardware charac- tablishes maintenance levels and the range ane
teristics, and thus the foundation of the main- depth of all support resources. The activity is
tenance engineering analysis dta system is es- I s'gnificant contributor to materiel operational
tablished. Throughout further devel- or system effectiveness. All expressions for sys-
opment-progressing through concept drawings, tern effectiveness have availability in some form
released engineering, mock-ups, engi'eering as one of their key factors. A typical expres sicn
models. and prototypes--the maintenance engi- is:

neer continually [,rforms analysis and subse-- SE = (A D II l 1i i6-41
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where 6-5.2 PHYSICAL TEA AND EVALUATION

S.E. = system effectiveness, the probability
that , system can successfully meet The physical teardown and evaluation
an operational demand within a giv- review is a distinct task of the total mainte-
en time when operated under spec- nance evaluation effort. One of its primary
ified conditions, or the ability of a purposes is to determine whether or not the
system to do the job for which it logistic rcquirements have been met. It is per-
was intended, formed by the developing commodity command

A = availability, the measure of the de- and takes place at that point in the life cycle
gree to which a system is in the fp- when development.- prototype or early com-

erable and commitable state at the mercial production hardware is available, to-

start of a mission when the mission gether with all items of the maintenance test

is called for at atz unknown random ppckage (other than the full range of repairpoint in time. This often is called parts) required for the development test.

operational readiness. Conducting an actual physical teardown of
the equipment under development at this time

D = dependability, the measure of the will validate the maintenance data contained
system operating condition at one or in the PMA's as follows:

more points during -he mission, giv-
en the system condition at the start
of the mission (availabilityi. This u. Evaluate the method of supporting each
often is called mission reliability. end item (allocation of maintenance operations

C = capability, thf measure of the ability to the appropriate maintenance categoies).

of a system to achieve its mission b. Determine definitive requirements of
performance objectives, given the each element of i;iaintenance support (special
conditions during the mission (de- and common tools and test equipment, person-
pendability. This sometimes is nel skills, etc.)
called performince or design ade- c. Evaluate calibration and maintenance
quacy. calibration procedures and develop new or im-

U = utilization, an adjustment or proved procedures as required.
degradation factor used in t-,e event d. Detect design parameters that have an
that stresses are imposed on the sys- impact upon maintenance and recommend im-
tem as a result of the system being provements.
used in a mission profile or envi- e. Review preliminary operator and main-
-onrn.cnt more stringent than the tenance manuals for adequacy and recommend
one for which it was initially de- improvements as required.
signed. If the system is used beyond
what was intended originally, there f Provide other agencies participating in

undoubte.Ily will be a degrading ef- the program an opportunity to eva.luate their

feet on availability. dependability, maintenance requirements and submit their

and capability (Ref. 1). comments and/or suggestions.

Materiel availability is a function of R:view disassembly order and, when re-Mateie!avalabdty s afuncionof quired, time to remove and replace.

reliabilitv and maintenance downtime, and the The major disadvantage of a physical tear-
downtime depends totally upon maintenance en-
gineering decisions. Additionally, the mainte- down is the possibility of damaging the equip-
nance dictated by maintenance engineering ment. Damage could be caused by the lack of

decisions directly affects reliability Mair.te- training and tools used by the evaluation team

nance also affects the dependability and uti- or by special tools not being available.

lization ..actors. It may be ,een that system op- The resolution of discrepancies discovered
erational eff tivenesws is a direct function of during physical teardown and evaluation is
the effecv.ivcess of the ,mnenance engineer- comple.ed prior to approval for start of pro-
inif system ductt.n Early identification of discrepancies is

6%42
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necessary to assure the opportunity for correc- d. Performance of the teardown xand eval-
tion before design has been firmly established uation in conjunction with other tests or eval-
and drawings are/ralized. It ., intended that uations.
results of the evaluation provide data for the
development of command positions and recom- 6-5-.2.11.n Ifllwm*Iei

mendations for initiation of production. The physical tear1own and evaluation may
take place at any specified location. The eval-

The physical teardown aid evaluation uation team performs all evaluation tasks, and
review is the nondestructive phy.4ical disassem- records discrepancies, problems, and recoi-
bly of a development or prep-oduction prototype mended changes. Each discrepancy, problem,
model. Disassembly covers organizational and and recommended change is forwarded sepa-
direct and general support maintenance levels, rately to the functional office responsible for
to the extent necessary to achieve the following corrective action. All decisions regarding
objectives: proposed changes should be completed prior to

a. Verification of end item maintainability closeout of the physical teardown and eval-

b. Verification of adequacy of the planned uation.
elements of logistic support (maintenance test The location(s) where the physical tear-
package) to include: down and evaluation are to be conducted are

(1) Support and test equipment identified and the transportation arrangements
(2) Supply support (provisioning) for participants are outlined. Schedules are in-

cluded, indicating the planned starting and
(3) Transportation and handling completion dates for the total evaluation, as
(4) Equipment publications well as for individual parts thereof. For sched-
(6) Facilities (maintenance, supply, uling purposes, the total evaluation should be

and storage) broken down into a convenient number of parts.
(6) Personnel and training. These may be in terms of subsystems, groups

c. Verification of the Preliminary Mainte- of tasks, levels of maintenance, items of the
nance Allocation Chart (PMAC) to assure that maintenance test package, etc. The information
maintenance functions are assigned tr the ap- may be portrayed in the form of a tabulation
propriate maintenance levels, or in standard time-phased chart format. Gen-

eral information pertaining to planned confer-
6-5.2.1 Physki Teancwn and Eauation Plan ences, advance visits to the evaluation site, etc.,

The purpose of the physical teardown and also should be provided, as equired.
evaluation plan is to provide detailed informa- 6.5.2.1.2 Evaluution Toam
tion regarding the who, what, when, where, and The evaluation team concept and struc-
how of the physical teardown antd evaluation. ture, team member skills and general respon-
It identifies the end item and the maintenance ste, an prtsking and s andtcs pakag itms o e ealuted A ummry sibilities, and participating commands andtest packag~e items to be evaluated. A summary agencies are described in the plan. For effective
of the conferences, correspondence, and dis-
cussions leading up to the teardown evaluation, management of the team, it should be divided
and a summary of the pertinent contractual into task groups. Members of the groups should

provisions will be included for background in- be technically skilled in their respective func-

formation. A discussion of the constraints and tional areas. I-ask groups may be organized

limitations that have been or may be imposed based on equipment subsystems or logistic sup-
" port items, or a combination of both. Type size,should be included and may contain but am and complexity of the systems being evaluated

not limited to: will dictate the breakdown and quantity of re-
a. Funding, number of participating per- quired ta.k groups. General responsibilities as-

sonnel, or duration of evaluation signed to team members are:
h. Deletion of various evaluation tasks a. Wehanc Service, inspect, remove, and
c. Unavailability of various maintenance instal. The equipment maintenance MOS and

tect ckage it-n:s grade level of the mechanics should be the same

__3
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as those established in the personnel and train- Also. instructicns should be contained in
ing portion of the qualitative and quantitative the plan pertaining to the following.
personnel requirements information of the sup- a. Sequence of performance of evaluation
port plan. In the event military personnel am tasks, based on maintenance level, or functional
not available, equivalent mechanics should grouping, or any other convenient order
participate. b. Assignment of priorities in case the

b. Quality Control Specialist and Tech- Sb.Qult onrlSeilitadTc- evaluation has to be terminated before all tasks
-ician. Observe mechanic's operation, record earl ted

discrepancies, record contract nonconformances,

and suggest proposed changes to correct the dis- c. Use of multishift operation to preclude

crepancies or nonconformances. These members an excessively lengthy evaluation period

may be engineering technicians, equipment spe- d. Subdivision of task groups to permit si-
cialists, or other civilian or military personnel multaneous accemplishment of several eval-
with equivalent skills. uation tasks

c. Maintenance Engineer. Evaluate dis- e. Prtvisio-ns to preclude unnecessary
crepancy and nonconformances, and determine repetition of tasks that may be at different lev-
and record the most appropriate proposed els of maintenance but are identical in nature~change. Serve as task group leader.S a pf Deletion of tasks that are anticipated

d. Technical Publication Writer. Prepare to yield invalid results or results already known
draft changes to technical manuals to correct due to similar evaluations, hardware, or design
discrepancies. features.

e. Technical Recorder. Assist in prpara- The method of recording, processing, and
tion of discrepancy sheets, and log and process disposing of discrepancies detected by the team
the sheets. during the physical teardown evaluation should

Appropriate commands/agencies should be be described in the plan. It also 3hould include
requested to designate representatives to serve definitions of the discrepancies and of the
as evaluation team members. decisions to be rendered regarding their dis-

6-5.2.1.3 Evaluation insfructiors position.

Detailed instructions for the accom-
plishment of all evaluation tasks are contained 6-5.2.1.4 ktsource Acquisition
in the plan.Spcdin these - The support required for the physical tear-

Specific areas included in these instru,:- down evaluation should be covered in detail,
tions are review and verification of adequacy including quantities, dates, and locations. This
of: requires close coordination with the contracting

a. PMAC for appropriate assignment of officer and developer. The plan should state the
maintenance levels arrangements which have been made or which

b. Preliminary technical manuals for clar- yet have to be mad-- to obtain all required
ity, completeness, and compatibility with the items. The following items should be consieered
PMAC for inclusion in the plan:

c. Common tools and special tools and tool a. Facilities. Adequate area for demonstra-
sets required for performance of specified main- tion and testing of equipment to be evaluated.
tenance functions The area shall be clean and isolated from en-

vironments t0za may be detrimental to objectived. Common and special support and tet evluation of mitnnecaatrsiso h

equipment required for performance of specified evati maintenance charateristics of the

maintenance functions materiel
b. Plant Equapm'nat Plant equip-

e. Repair part selection and allocation to b. a s fokif t ln t e s.

the appropriate maintenance level ment-such as forklift trucks, benches, tables,
racks, and all other support equipment-at ap-

f Predicted mechanic skill levels and propria:e locations and in suf, cient quantities
number of man-hours and maintenance person- to sunport the maintenance e%,aluat1on leiting
nei required for specific maintenance functions of the materiel
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c. Office Equipment. Desks. chairs, file 6.5.2.1,_S Eva&uaiIMe hems Listcabinets, yeries phones, etc. orpe. onofatultobyom caueat
typewriters. A comprehensive list of all items to be

d. Personnel. Mechanics and technical per- reviewed during the tearoown evaluation should
sonnel to serve as advisers to the evaluation be contained in the plan. The list may be in
temthe form of a tabulation by nomenclature. part

number or equivalent designation, and stock

production models, at appropriate locations and number, if available. The list should include the
in sufficient quantities for cxveditious conduct end item, all maintenance test package hard-
of maintenance evaluation ware and data items, and special-purpose kits.

It is intended to reflect the magnitude of the
f Maintenance Tes Package Items. T evaluation and to serve as a basis for prep-

and test support items consisting of the fol- aration of the evaluation task list.
lowing:

(1) Technicat Data. Drawings, mainte- 6-5.2.1.6 Evalution Task List
nance engineering analysis data, PMAC or
equivalent work sheets, support subpians, and A detailed list of all tasks to be performed
other pertinent engineering plans and reports during the teardown evaluation should be con-

tained in the plan. Primary sou-ces of infor-
(2) Technical Manuals. Organization mation for development of the tasks are the

and direct and general support maintenance maintenance engineering analysis data system
and preventive maintenance manuals or the PMAC, the preventive maintenance in-

(3) TooLs and Su*pport Equipment. All spection checklists, the evaluation items list,
common and special tools and test, measure- and the general checklists. The task list should
ment, and diagnostic equipment required to per- include a coded cross-reference to a diagram
form equipment teardown. Test equipment re- of the end item, 3howing the location of items
quired for all phases of maintenance evaluation to be evaluated. The format of listing of the
also shall be provided at appropriate locations tasks should lend itself aministratively to(4) Test and Calibration Equipment. ready use by the evaluation team.

Complete maintenance calibration and calibra-tion procedures shall be provided to insure ac- Tbe61 lctda n ftecatrcurate measurements and data. contains a list of materiel design features thatcurat m epar ts a seta. numay be used to assist in determining tasks to
(5) Repair Parts. A selected number of bewell as in making an overall

parts to replace damaged parts ad to vbriit evaluation of materiel. The list is also useful
interchangeability in making formal and informal evaluations of

g. Special-purpose Kits. Special-purpose drawings and hardware throughout a materiel
kits (environmental, etc.) required for mainte- life cycle. It will be noted that man% of the
nance evaluation demonstration and testing at items in the list are qualittive maintenance
the time of evaluation, in sufficient quantities parameters. In applying the list, the mainte-
for effective conduct of demonstration and tests nance engineer should define the qualitative

h. Maintenn:we 7.sks and Skills. A main- statements in terms of quantitative values
tenanee task and skill analysis for use during whenever possible.
maintenance evaluation. Justification for the
specific tasks and skills recommended, and any
new military occupational specialty requirement 6-5.2. .7 Required Actions
proposed. shall be included as part of the con- The plar should contain a listing, in
tractor's support during maintenance eval- chronological order, of all open actions to be
,iation. accomplished in the period between publication

a. Human and Safety Engineerihg Data. of the plan and start of the teardown and eval-
Data for verification during maintenance eval- uation. It should include the required action.
uation. Special emphasis shall be placed on the scheduled completion date, and action office Its
safety features of the materiel to insure that major purpose is to insure th.'t no .teps art,
no hazards exist in the use. storage. ,, main- overlooked and that all planned actions arr ac-
tenance of the materiel compiished on time
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4.S.2.2 Cenducteffviekisn a. Comments that make only an in-

The conduct of the maintenance evaluation significant improvenwst in the system will be

will adhere to the following guidelines: avoided.

a. The technical supervior will insure tnat b. Comments of an interropaory nature.

all documentation and hardware are available in l:eu of providing sufficient concrete answers

and will designate individuals to review to the problem, will be avoided.
PMAC's. preliminary operation and mainte- c. Comments based solely on differenceb of
nance manuals, and calibration and mainte- opinion will be avoided.
nance calibration procedures. d. Commfnts will be gio'iped in two cat-

b. The individual designated to review the egories: geeral and specific. General comments
PMAC will speify operations to be performed are those dealing with PMAC's failing to follow
and announce the tools to be used. specified outlines or comments dealing with

c. The techniciai will perform operations changes being required in more than five

as prescribed by the PMACs and preliminary places. Specific comments are thope dealing

operation and maintenance manuals. with a single item that can be deeignated bypa~e. ara"., and li--, iumber.
d. Drawings, PMAC's. preliminary operi- page. paragrapha

ation and maintenance rmanuals, calibration and 6-.2.2.2 f to# a
maintenance calibration procedures, and tool
and test equipment lists will be reviewed for Copies of changes to PMACs, prel;m-
compatibility, inar operation and maintenance manuals, cal-

ibration and maintenance calibration proce-
e. Upon discovery of incompatibility or de- dures, and tool and test equipmebt lists will

sign defciency, the operator will halt the op- be furnished to participating agencies on a day-
eration. The operation will not be resumed until by-day basis.
the situation has been documented and recom-

mendations for correction made. Photographs b. A final report covering the complete

will be made as required. maintenance evaluation of the materiel will be
completed and ready for publication within 3

f. Representatives from all agencies will days after the evaluation is completed-
be required to sign a concurrence sheet for each
major item of equipment. This concurrence will 6-5.2.2.3 Events Fo.Iwing the Main!- ca

indicate agreement with ail maintenance pro- Evaluoian

cedures. publications, tools, and test equipmen* a. Complete testing of end item should be
for their agencies. pert.rmed to insure that the equipment is op-

g. Observers will be encouraged to remain erational.
in designated areas. When an observer desires b. The developer will be responsible for the
to see a particular operation or condition, hc disposition of all test specimens and material
will make arrangements with the technical in accordance with procuring agency direction.
supervisor (time will be provided for observers
to examine the equipment). 6-5.2.3 Physical Twdewn wid Evousion Review

.h. Observers will be encouraged to
participate in discussions with the technical A report is prepared to previde a summary
supervisor concerning the maintenance eval- description of the total evaluation statistical
UaimO. data, general findings, conclusions, and specific

t. Disassembly of -tems will be limited to recommendations. A typical report contains the
one of a type. When the design of an item is following information. It describes the
s:milar to a corresponding item, only the por- magnitude of the evaluation effort in terms of
tion that is different will be reviewed, the number nf participating personnel, number

of tasks performed, number of man-hour spent,
6-5.2.2.1 Changes and starting and completion dates. Reference

During mAintenance evaluation, the follow- to the physical teardown phase is made bri.-ly,
ing Vuidelines will be used in preparing describing to what extent the evaluation was
changes performed in accordance with or differed from
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the plan. Statements of fact are contained as including the reasom, why the study is required
to the generai findings in the evaluation and and whether the study is to be performed in-
a list of specific conclusions (positive as well house or by the contrac:or. A list of items that
as neptivej based on the findings. Recommen- could not be evaluated ',ae to rionavailability
dations basA on the conclusions are made. or to planned replacement ,vith a later coffi-J along with separate commendations regarding uration is contained in the r,-port. One of the
sinificant discrepancies that are submitted to purposes of the list is its inclustin in the main-
the Defense and Army Systems Acquisition tenance portion of the service test.
Review Councils for decision. The report contains a detailed description

Examples of some typical recommenda- of each discrepancy referred to the Syztems Ac-
tions that resulted from a maintenance eval- quisition Review Councils. The information on

uation review ol the PERSHING power station each discrepancy contains all required su,qort-
f follow. ing data. As a minimum, the description sh.'uld

a. Documeatation. Forms were prepared contain the following.
that requested the contractor to take corrective u. A detailed presentatiun of the dis-
action with regard to the folowing types of crepancy and its impact on the system
preliminary operation and maintenance manual b. The proposed changeisi, estimated cost.
deficiencies: and impact on schedules, reliability, main-

(li Incomplete or inadequate proce- tainability. and performance
dures c. Reason for referring the discrepancy to

(2) Steps out of sequence the Systems Acquisition Review Council

(3) Steps missing d. Recommended review action.
(4) Iacorect paragraph titles.

b. Tools. The addition of some new tools
and type changes for tools ?resently on the '-S A
PMAC were recommended as follows: Maintenance evaluations frequently result

(1) Add an ergine gearbox sling, work- in analysis and maintenance allocation chart ac-
t ivities typified by the following:

stand, and diagonal cutting pliers.
(2) Change an open end wrench to a u. Analysb. The extent and complexity of

s;ngle-socket spinner wrench, and a standard problems discovered during the maintenance
socket to a deep-well socket. evaluation determine the extent of subsequent

c. Equipmem.t. The following recommenda- analysis activitits. Minor problems betweentions pertain to design features and shipping participating agencies are settled during theinstructions: course of the evaluation, so that no subsequent
analysis is required. Major problems-those re-

(1) Bolt rather than ri-et the control quiring major maintenance concept changes.
cubicle door. high-cost design changes. etc.-trigger com-

(2) Ship gearboxes with lifting eyes in- prehensive trade-offs between alternative prob-
stalled. lein solutions. Normally. these trade-offs will

(3) Standardize the length of the bolts be conducted by the developer. If trade-offs
that attach tke air conditiener to the frame. reveal the need for design changes, tihe devel-

The report also lists the names of all oper will prepare and submit engineering
participants, their assignment to the various change proposals for Army approval. After ap-
tasks and subgroups, and their agency affilia- proval of the proposals, the developer will ini-

tions. A statistical summary is prepared in tiate hardware and documentation modi-
tabular form for the end items and for each fications.
major subsystem to provide a quick overview h M3int,-nr.,c AII,,,.gum Chfi,,,r! The
of the results of the evaluation. A list of each MAC is modified, as required. with the
discrepancy requiring further study is contained %alidated or corrected PMAC data re-ulting
in the report- Each it--m is identified h% a head- from the maintenance exaluation and liecomess
ing followed by a bnr,ef narratie descnption. a part of the organizational technicai manuals
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GENERAL PRINCIPLES OF MAINTAINABIMITY
1. Reduce or eliminate the need for maintenance.

2. Reduce the arount, frequency, and complexity of required maintenance tasks.

3. Provide for reduction of life cycle maintenance costs.

4. Reduce the required levels of maintenance skills and the training required for
them.

5. Establish maximum frequency and extent of preventive, maintenance to be per-
formed

6. Improve information for educational pvgrams for maintenance.

7. Reduce the volume and reading complexity of maintenance publications.

8. Provide components that can ne adjusted for wear, and provide adjustment so
as to preclude teardown to attain it, when practical.

9. Provide the characteristics in the commodity and its components that will result
in minimum downtime.

10. Insure that simple, adequate, and satisfactory maintenance technical data are
available with the equipment when delivered.

11. P-)vide for time studies on removal and installation of major items of equipment.
12. rovide for repair times of components. Reds-e the mean time to repair.

13. Provide optimum accessibility to all equipment and components reqLviring frequent
maintenance, inspection, removal, or rcplacement Avoid hiding this equipment.

14. Provtde for rapid and positive identification of equipment malfunction or marginal
performance. This should include, for example, logical troubleshooting charts, in
fault tree diagram form, that list potenual failures and method to correct them
Associate times to perform the correction as appropriate.

15. Insure the hum.:n factor aspects are satisfactory and that location and operability
of controls and manual for-: " imizttions. etc.. are adequate and accessible for
hand, leg, foot, and body. Provide the human engineering aspects for access to
maintenance points such as electrical, pneumatic, hydraulic, lubrication, and fuel
servicing.

16. Provide optimum capability to verify performance, anticipate and locate malfunc-
tions, and perform calibration.

17. Provide for adequate. cle.x, and rapir. identification of parts and components
that m .y be replaced or repaired.

IS. Reduce the quantities and typos of ools. tool sets. and equipment necessary" to
maintain the whole commodity. Elim-nate. whenever possihi;e. the need for special
tools.

19. Plan desi.Tn of commodity to use & e!d organizational maintenance equipment and
facilities that are normally available

20. Reduce to a minimum the number and type, of repair pars and components
needed to support the maintenance.

21. Insu v ue of military standard part. components. types, and materials to the
fullest possible extent, and identify all MIL-SD parts, components. and material
with MIL--tM nomenclature
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TAILIE6-11. MA5,5.M4ANM WVAWUATIOH OCKI (Cmt'd)

GENERAL PRINCIPLES OF MAINTAINABILITY 'Cont'd)

22. Use less critical materials, aid less costly, rare, or difficult processes.
23- Provide for maximum intercltmgeabitity.

4. Provide maximum safety features for both equipment and personnel in the per-
formance of maintenance.

25. Provide sufficient and adequate towing. hoisting, lifting. and jacking facilities
for mobility and handling requirements.

26. Proiide for maximum storage life with minimum storage maintenance rehabilita-
tion.

27. Reduce amount of supply support required.

28. Insure that engines/installations are rapidly replaceable as a unit with the min-
imum time and personnel.

29. Insure that the commodity will not be dangerous to itself o. to personnel main-
taining it.

30. Insure necesszr" environmental compatibility for the comm .ty (eg.. corrosion,
fungug, water, salt spray, heat. cold, altitude, attitude, blown sand, snow, snow
loads, and wind) on the whole and on components of the weapon, commodity,
or system.

31. Insure that there are no seriously undesirable operating or maintenance char-
acteristics affecting the maintenance personnel, or other personnel or equipment
in the expected vicinity (i.e.. radiological hazards, noise. etc..

32. Provide bearings ",nd seals of sizes and types that will require a minimum of
u replacement and servicing on a life cycie basis. Select adjustable items to take
ecare of wear.

33. Provide gears of adequate size and type to satisfy all overkad requirements and
be suitably derated or.n a ,ife cycle basis.

34. Provide for ease of inspection, replacement, and rapid adjustment in servicing
of brakes and clutches, without the need of teardown.

35. Insure that all mechanical, electronic, electrical, hydraulic, and structural com-
ponents are sufficiently derated to combat unexpected overload(s) th~at would result
in an operable or degraded component and thus require maintenance.

36. Insure that advanced act,!ssibility practices have been incorporated. These include
rapid access to systems, components, and parts by use of rapid operating fasteners.
covers. doors, etc.. and a minimum of bolts, fasteners. etc.

37. Insure that components requiriag frequu=nt maintenance are located to preclude
the need to remove other components to gain access to Lhe specific component.

38. Provide line of sight to components. w.enever possible, for routine inspection.
to eliminate the need to remove other equi3menusl

9. Insure that adjustment contro': are rapidly accessible.

40. Provide adjustment control locking devices

41 Pruvide sufficient and adequate test points ane test features, and provide ease
of acessibility thereto Test point. shouid be c spabte of accepting automatic test
.'qumipmt when practical
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TAKE -11. I EVAWUATION CHBCKUST (C. j'd)

GENERAL PRINCIPLES OF MAINTA. ITILITY (Cont'd

42 Insure that all test equipment and calibration equipment required for the commodi-
ty are available.

43. Provide simplified go/no-go (self-diagnostic) ;uomatic. built-in fault iiolatior
capabilities and calibration equipment as feasible, practical- or cost-effective.

44. Insure that there is sufficient stor-e for spare modules (components/assemblies)
and that modules are stored in the commodity. This applies to fuzes and other
attrition items.

45. Insure that batteries are !ocated for rapid servicing and replacement. an(* are
vented as required.

46. Insure that weapons, systems, commoditic. and special parts are repairable. except
th-vwawzv components and moduies.

47. Insure that adequate and sufficient guards are installed over dangerous moving
mechanisms.

48. Insure that adequate protection from dangerous electrical shock is provided for
maintenance personnel

49. insure that no toxic fumes are emittid that wili affect mainter3nce personn-.4

50. Insure that all items are incorporated that -aU render the item explosionproof.
when required.

51. Insu-e that fire extinguishing equipment is installed and adequate.

52. Insure protectiobi of personnel from nuclear radiation hazards

53. Insure that required warning devices are incorporated in the commodity.

54. Provide for easy. simple, and rapid re;ueling. relubrication. and filling of all
reservoirs and containers.

55. Provide for rapid inspection apertures on gearboxes. housings, and 3imilar as-
semblies that will permit inspection, adjustment, or. when practical. repair or
replacement of vital items inside of these housings. without the need for major
disassembly. These apertures may be plugs, bailed hinged covers, windows or
doors, requiring no tools to open or close, when possible or practical.

56. Provide quick disconnect devices for rapid removal and assembly of components.

57. Insure that a minimum of fasteners is used. and when feasible, that the fasteners
can be operated rapidly. perferably without the use of tools.

58. Insure that all lubrication plugs and fittings are adequate and readily accessible
on the completed -3nm-ity.

59. Insure that suffi-ent and readily accessible drains are properly located in com-
part.ments, tanks, reservoirs, and sumps

60. Provide for ra!id cleanability i post operation and inspection)

61 Insure that. to the maximum extent nossibe. maintenance on the commodity
can be accomplished by personnel who are wearing arctic gloves and clothing
in the open

62, Insure that winterzation requirement- are incori.mrated
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TAKE41- MAINIDANCEEVALWAION CHCKLIST jCaid)

GENERAL PRINCIPLES OF MAINTAINABILITY iWontd)

63. insure that the provisions for kits are in the commodity and are adequate. This
includtes hardpoints. electrical- hydraulic. and mechanical connections or outlets.
etc.

t4. Insure that all labels are steneiled or are attached w.. the commodIit or component.
and that they will be legible after extensive use and abuse. This is particularly
important for I-ant numbers, component ratings, and types-: of fuels. !-_!-cants.
liquids, and gases.

65Insure that lubrication charts, maintenance manuals. aria operational maz.uals
are either attached to the commodity or are readily available.

6.Insure that there are sufficient and adequate pruz-tPon covers and attachments.
weuring devices, shipping and packaging tiedowns. seals. etc.

67. insure that the design of the commodity is irhet-!ntly self-packaging, whenever
actical- Self-packaging eliminates :hipping crates. containers. etc..

and perimits rLeady reshipment without the need to replace the package-

tQ' ins.ure that instrument panels. particularly -.nose f,-r aircraft and vehicles, are
hinged andiu,- ireadily remo-vabg as a unit for rapid servicing,. testing, 2nd cal-
ibration. Quick dis4-onnects shall be provided.

64. Insure that all electr-ini gear is readily removable with qaick-reerase fasteners
and disconnects for rapid replacement, servicing. testing, and calibration. Each
unit will be removable without disturbing any other component of the commodity.

.0-. Insure that component mnodutarization design is tised. as appropriate- L)rsign mtxd-
ules to be repairable. iA module can be a throwaway item,. in which case. !t

should not bew made repairable.i

L1 Insure that unitization design is used tUnitizaticn. is the design feat of comhiniwg
componients of a -,.stem or function of a system in-o a removeahle ass;embly'i

72. Insure that miniaturization design is used whenr% er suitable. iThis feature reduce--
'4hipping. packaging, andi transportation costs. and improve-s commodity and mrain-
I enance handling. j

.3. Insure that commodity is des_ igned for the minimum weight, taking into account
reliability, durability, and maintenance freedom, example: b ot destign an item
so light that it is constantly breaking or malfunctioning.

. 4- Consider advantages of modular replacement versus part repair versus throlaawa-:.
design.

.5 Provide for bal~istir verification itelemetry, ordnancei.

.6 Pnnro c a:;- and sure rt'cignition of the malfunction ito a~lo'w for ran';i hientifica-
lion of the replacement action repair required anti thtus. reduce the .. rp'.t
,,f ihe m ainte*nance tc~k.

Rme% area,, of ;E-_;sible r.pruvrnent since the, affirct the porthauilit% that it"'

4l-agnu'-i. --f the rnaifurc:or and completion of the repair requ~rvil ma% he ro.r-

n'rz.d 'accessfuth within a -,wcified time with aalht per--4&nn-i rt-41urn-
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TABLE 6-11. MAINTENANCE EVALUATION CHECKLIST (Cont'd)

GENERAL PRINCIPLES OF MAINTAINABILITY (Cont'd)

78. Establish minimum and maximum mean time between failure, mean time to repair,
and downtime for the equipment/item and include in the maintenance engineering
analysis data. If a like/similar item was previously fielded, review and analyze
the failure rates associated therewith and, considering new technologies, attempt
to improve maintenance in this area.

79. Review storage of vehicle basic issue item list and TA items to insure adequacy
of storage facilities and technical manual coverage, as applicable.

ACCESSIBILITY CHECKLIST
1. Is adequate accessibility provided in all equipment and components requiring main-

tenance, inspection, removal, or replacement?

2. Is a transparent window or quick-opening metal cover used for visual inspectionaccess'!

3. Are access openings without covers used when this is not likely to degrade per-

formance?

4. Is a hinged door used when physical access is required (instead of a cover plate
held in place by screws or other fasteners)?

5. If lack of available space for opening the access prevents use of a hinged opening,
is a cover plate with captive quick-opening fasteners used?

6. If a screw- fastened access plate is used, a,'! no more than four screws used?
7. On hinged access doors, is the hinge placed on the bottom or is a prop provided

so that the door will stay open without being held if unfastened in a normal
installation?

8. Are items located so that other large items that ire diffic'lt to remove do not
prevent access to them?

9. Are components placed so that there is sufficient space to use test probes and
other required tools without difficulty?

10. Are units placed so that structural members do not urevent access to them?

11. Are components to which frequent access is required accessible without the re-
moval of other components?

12. Is equipment designed so that it is not necessary to remove any assembly from

a major component to troubleshoot that assembly?
13. Can screwdriver-operated controls be adjusted with the handle clear of any ob-

struction?
14. Are units laid out so that maintenance technicians are not required to retrace

their movements during equipment checking?

15. Is enough access room provided for tasks that necessitate the insertion of two
hands and two arms through the access?

16. If the maintenance technician must be able to see what he is doing inside the
equipment, does the access provide enough room for the technician's hands or
arms and still provide for adequate view of what he is to do?
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TAKE 6-11. MAINTENANCE EVALUAON CHECKUST (Cort'd)

ACCESSIBILITY CHECKLIST (Cont'd)

17. Are access doors made in whatever shape is necessary to permit passage of com-
ponents and implements?

18. Are units removable from the installation along a reasoaably shaped line?

19. Are heavy units (more than 25 lb) installed within normal reach of a technician
for purposes of replacement?

20. Are provisicns made for support of units while thoy are being removed or installed?

21. Are rests or stands provided on which units can be placrd to prevent damage
to delicate parts?

22. Are access points individually labeled so that they can be easily identified with
nomenclature in the maintenance manuals?

23. Are accesses labeled to indicate what can be -eached through this poinc (label
on cover or close thereto)?

24. Are access openings free of sharp edges or projections that could injure the tech-
nician or snag clothing?

25. Are human strength limits considered in designing all devices that must be carried,
lifted, pulled, pushed, and turned?

26. Are environmental factors (cold weather, darkness, etc.) considered in design and
location of all manipulatable items of equipment?

27. Are units that are frequently pulled out of their installed positions mounteJ on
roll-out racks, slides, or hinges?

28. Are easy overrides provided for limit stops for the replacement of racks and
drawers?

IDENTIFICATION CHECKLIST

1. Are all units labeled, and, if possible, do labels show full identifying data?

2. Are parts stamped with information on relevant characteristics?

3. Are libels placed for.full, unobstructed view?

4. On equipment using color coding, is meaning of colors given in manuals and
on .'.e equipment panels?

5. Is color coding consistent throughout system, equipment, and maintenance sup-
ports?

6. Are display labels of units imprintd, embossed, or attached in such a way they
will not be lost, mutilated, or become otherwise unreadable?

7. Do labels and stencils pertaining to servicing or maintenance provide clear and
specific instructions?

8. Does printed matter always appear upright to the operator or technician from
his normal viewing position?

9. Do display labels on component covers provide relevant information concerning
electrical, pneumatic, or hydraulic characteristics of the part?
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TAIKE 6-11. MAINTENANCE EVAUWATION CHECKUST (Cont'd)

IDENTIFICATION CHECKLIST (Cont'd)

10. Are display codes explicitly identified either in printed job instructions or directly
on the panel, part, line, etc.?

11. Are displays and units :abeled so that they correlate with notations appearing
in systent diagrams, techn'cal manuals, or related literature?

12. Do display indications on storage spaces identify the various items to be stored
therein?

13. Are lubrication points accessible and labeled properly?

14. Are labels used to indicate direction of movement of controls, especially when
lack of such direction may result in damage to equipment?

15. When space permits, is each terminal labeled with the same code symbol as
the wire attached to it?

16. Is each wire labeled with a unique designation?

17. Are life support equipment items explicitly identified and readily accessible?

INTERCHANGEABILITY CHECKLIST

1. Dues functional interchangeability exist when physical interchangeability is pos-
sible?

2. Does complete interchangeability exist whenever practical?
3. Is sufficient information provided on identification plates and in related job in-

structions so that the user can judge adequately that two similar parts are inter-

changeable?

4. Are differences in size. shape, and mounting avoided when they do not reflect
functional differences in the unit?

5. Is complete interchangeability provided for all items intended to be identical
interchangeable, or designed to serve the same function in different applications?

6. Are identical parts used whenever possible in simiiar equipment or series?

7. Are parts, fasteners, connectors, lines and cables, etc., standardized throughout
the system, particularly from unit to unit within the subsystem?

8. Are cable harnesses designed so that they can be fabricated in a depot or factory
and installed as a unit?

9. Is complete electrical and mechanical interchangeability provided on all like re-
movable components?

10. Are bolts, screws, and other features the same size for all covers and cases on
a given equipment?

11. Is interchangeability provided for components having high mortality?

12. When complete interchangeability is not practical, are parts or units designed
for functional interchangeability, and are adapters provided to allow physical inter-
changeability, whenever practical?
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TALE 6-11. MAWIDTENa EVALUATION HECKLIST (Cont'd)

SAFETY CHECKLIST
1. Are mechanical guards provided on all moving parts that could injure or entangle

personnel?
2. Are edges of components and maintenance access openings rounded or protected

by rubber, fiber, or plastic protectors to prevent personnel injury'
3. Are portable, hand-operated fire extinguishers provided where fire hazards exist

or may be created, and are they of the correct type.
4. Are fire extinguishers placed so that they are readily accessible, but not im-

mediately adjacent to points where fire probably would originate?
5. Are fault location systems designed so as to detect weak or failing parts before

the emergency occurs?
6. Are jacking and hoisting points clearly, conspicuously, and unambiguously iden-

tified?

7. Are all hydraulic lines clearly labeled or coded to srecific personnel or equipment
hazta properties?

8. Do hatches have a positive lock for the open position and is the lock simple
to operate and capable of withstanding all the rigorous requirements of field
use?

9. Are struts and latches provided to secure hinged and sliding components against
accidental movement that could cause injury to personnel during maintenance
operations?

10. Do switches or controls that initiate hazardous operations require the prior op-
eration of a related or locking control?

11. Are components located and mounted so that access may be achieved without
danger to personnel from heat, sharp edges and points, and moving parts?

12. Are mechanical components that require the use of heavy springs designed so
that the springs cannot be inadvertently dislodged and cause personnel injury
or damage to comoonent?

13. Do all charged units have less than 30 V appearing across capacitor or terminal
after main power switch is turned off?

14. When technician may need to work on equipment with power on, is a "cheater"
switch provided that automatically resets when access is closed?

15. Are appropriate warning signA provided at points of high voltages and sources
of radiation?

16. Are propellant charges (when used) appropriately located, safed, and placarded
to preclude inadvertent reledse?
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TAME 6-11. MAINTENANCE EVAWATIOM CHEMUST (Cont'd)

SERVICING CHECKLIST
1. Are standard lubrication fittings used so that no special extensions or fittings

are required?

2. Are standard lubricants that are already in the federal supply system specified?
3. Are adequate lubrication instructions provided that identify the frequency and

type of lubricants required?
4. Are filler areas for combustible materials located away from sources of heat

or sparking, and are spark-resistant filler caps and nozzles used on such equipment?

5. Are fluid replenishing points located so that there is little chance of spillage
during servicing, especially on easily damaged equipment?

6. Are filler openings located where they are readily accessihe and do not require
special funnels?

7. Are fuel tank filler necks, flexible lins -ir_- r t.s, pipe runs, fragile components,
and like items positioned so they are not likely to be used as convenient footholds
or handholds, thereby sustaining damage?

8. When bleeds are required to remove entrapped air or gases from a fuel or hydraulic
system, are they located in an easily operable and accestible position?

9. Are drains provided on ali fluid tanks and systems, fluid-filled cases or pans,
filter systems, float chambers, and other items designed or likely to contain fluid

~that would otherwise be difficult to remove?
10. Are drain fittings of few types and sizes used, and are they standardized according

to application throughout the system?

11. When drain plugs are used, do they require only common hand tools for operation,
and does the design insure adequate tool and work clearance for operation?

12. Are drain cocks or valves clearly labeled to indicate open and closed positions,
and the direction of movement required to open?

13. Do drain cocks always close with clockwise motion and open with counterclockwise
motion?

14. When drain cocks are closed, is the handle designed to be in the down position?
15. Are drain points placed so that fluid will not drain on the technician or on

sensitive equipment?
16. Are drain points located at the lowest point when complete drainage is required

or when separation of fluids L. desired (as when water i.' drained out of fuel
tanks)?

5" 17. Are drain points located to permit fluid drainage dir.ctly into a waste container
without the use of adapters or piping?

18. Are drain points placed where they are readily operable by the technician?

19. Are instruction plates provided, as necessary, to insure that the system is properly
prepared prior to draining?

20. Are drain points located so that fuel or other combustible fluids cannot run
down to or collect in starters, exhausts, or other hazardous areas?

21. Are lubrication requirements reduced as much as possible?
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TAIU 6-11. MAINTENANCE EVALUATION CHECKIST (Cont'd)

SERVICING CHECKLIST (Cont'dI

22. Are pressure fittings provided for the application of grease to bearings that are
shieided from oil?

23. Are oil filler caps designed so that they:
a. Snap and then remain open or closed?
b. Provide large round opening for oil filling?
c. Permit application of breather vents, dipsticks, and strainers?
d. Are located external to enclosure, where possible, to eliminate necessity for

access doors, plates, or hatches?

FASTENER CHECKLIST
1. Are fasteners for assemblies and subassemblies designed to operate with a max-

imum of one complete turn?
2. When tool-operated fasteners are required, are only those operable with standard

toolg used?
3. Are combination-head mounting bolts with deep internal slots and hexagonal heads

used?
4. When h;h t,-.iue is required, are external hex-head bolts used?
5. Are mounting Zolts, nuts, and screws designed to be semiperman,-.ly captive?
6. Is no more than one thread size per bolt size used in a given item of equipment?
7. Is mounting hardware unobstructed by nearby components or structural members?
8. Are assemblies and units designed to be replaceable by the use of standard tools?
9. Are guide pins on units and assemblies provided for alignment during mounting?

10. Are permanently attached tapped or riveted nuts used to avoid losing the nut
or forcing the technician to hold the nut in place?

11. When tool-driven screws must be used, are types used that can be driven by
several tools ,screwdriver or wrench when possible- i.e., a hex head with screw-
driver slot)?

12. Are access cover fazteners the captive type?
13. Are fasteners designed so that close torque tolerances are not required?
14. Are different types and sizes of fasteners held to a minimum?

15. Are fastener mounting holes large enough to allow "starting"?
16. Are fasteners made of rust-resistant material?
17. Are bolts mounted with heads up?
18. Are fasteners properly marked or coded?
19. Is maximum use made of quick-release fasteners?
20. Have clamps, fasteners, etc.. been selected to permit fastening with one hand?
21. Is the shape of the screw head compatible with the thickness of panel?
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TABLE 6-11. MAINTE.ANCE EVAWATION CH CKUST (Cotrd)

T ASTENER CHECKLIST (Cont'd)

22. If self-locking bolts (with fiber or plastic locking device) are used, is operating
temperature below 2500F?

23. Is length of bolt or screw adequate?

j 24. Have small removable parts been secured by chains to prevent loss?

25. Are mounting structure and removable component studs and mounting openings
properly positioned and aligned?

ELECTRONIC AND EIECTRICALI EQUIPMENT TEST POINT CHECKLIST

1. Is accessibility of external test points assured under use conditions?

2. Are test points grou:ed for accessibility and convenient sequential arrangement
of testing?

3. Is each test point labeled with the name or symbol appropriate to that point?

4. Is each test poinc labeled with an in-tolerance signal or limits that should be
measured?

5. Are test points labeled with the designation of the available output?

6. Are all test points color coded with distinctive colors?

7. Are test points provided in accordance with the system test plan?

8. Are test lead connectors used that require no more than a fraction of a turn
to connect?

9. Are test points located close to the controls and displays with which they are
associated?

10. Is the test point used in an adjustment procedure associated with only one ad-
justment control?

11. Are means provided for an unambiguous signal indication at the test point when
the associated control has been moved?

12. Are test points located so that the technician operating the associated controls
can read the signal on display?

13. Are fan-out cables in junction boxes used for checking if standard test points
are not provided?

14. Are test points coded or cross-referenced with the associated units to indicate
locations of faulty circuits?

15. Are test points located near main access openings, in groups, properly labeled,
and near primary surface to be observed from working position so as to reduce

~hunting time?

16. Do test points require test probe retention so that technician will not have t3
hold the probe?

17. Are built-in test features provided whenever stanaard portable test equipment
cannot be used?

.6. Are test points adequately protected, illuminated, and accessible?

19. Are routine test points p-ovided that are available to the technician without re-I moving the chassis from the cabinet?
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TAKE 6-11. M NTUANCE EVAUIATMO CHECKIST (Cernd)

ADJUSTMENT CiHECKLIST

1. Are adjustments held to a minimum?

2. Will component selections hold their setting?

3. Can adjustments be accomplished without the use of special tools?

4. Can adjustments be accomplished without the use of special test equipment or
techniques?

5. Can adi-,qtments compensate for tolerance change?

6. Are adjustments and test poinlg compn.tihle?

7. Can installation or rePlacement of a factory-adjusted component be achieved
without the requirement for read.-djustmut?

8. Can all required test equipment be attached without unbalancing any circuit?

9. Does the technical rianual adequately explain adjustment procedures when the
adjustments must l e-, M in a particular sequen:e ?

10. Are items that ar .-.., d . n.aw-dvtory sequence i.,.r , :y. _

ELECTRICAL CONNECTORS CHECKLIST

1. If tools must be used to operate connectors, are only standard tools required?

2. Do cennectors that are used for auxiliary equipment operate in a fraction of
a turn or with quick snap action?

3. Are connectors that require no more than one full tLn used to connect test
equipment to a test point?

4. Can wires be unoldered and removed without damaging lugs?

5. Are interlocks and automatic disconnects provided on all accesses to high-voltage
areas?

6. Is each plug coded to an associate receptacle?

7. Are quick-disconnect plugs used when feasible?

8. When plugs must be safetywired, are provisions made for wiring?

9. Are systems designed so that receptacles are "hot" and plugs are "cold" when
disconnected?

10. Are plugs and receptacles used for connecting c.bles to equipment units rather
than "pigtailing" to terminal blocks?

11. Are field replaceable modules, parts, and subassemblies plug-in rather than
soldered?

12. Are connectors placed for easy accessibility for replacement or repair?

13. Are connectors designed to prevent accidental shorting of electrical contacts by
external objects?

14. Are connectors placed to allow for a firm grasp for connecting and disconnecting?

15. Is each pin identified on each plug? N1
16. Are plugs so designed as to preclude insertion in Lhe wrong receptacle?
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TAMtE 6-11. MAN4TB4NCE- EVAWATION CHECLIS (Cmntd)

ELECTRICAL CONNECTORS CHECKLIST (Cont'd)

17. Do connc'.tors have aligning pins or keys that extend beyond the contact pins?

18. Are unkeyed symmetrical arrangements of aligning pins avoided?

19. Are plugs with self-locking safety catch used, rather than those that must be
safetywired?

20. Are cables reuted for technician accessibility when feasible, rather than under
floorboards, behind panels, etc.?

21. Are cables routed so that they do not cross removable units or fasteners, or
do not contact moving parts?

22. Are cables routed to preclude sharp bending to connect or disconnect?

23. Are cables, with connectors, provided with easy passage through walls, bulkheads,
etc.?

24. Are connectors designed so that it is physically impossible to reverse connections
or terminals in the same or adjacent circuits?

DISPLAYS AND CONTROLS CHECKLIST

1. Are all displays used in system checkout located so that they cap be observed
from one position?

2. On units having operator displays, are maintenance displays located behind an
access door on the operator's panel?

3. On units without operator panel, are maintenance displays located on one face,
accessible in normal installations?

4. Are all displays located for observation without removal or disassembly of any
portion of the installation?

5. Are label displays provided to locate systems or components in the block diagrams?
6. Are circuits involving center null displays designed so that if power fails, the

indicator will not reset in the in-tolerance position?
7. Are internal displays illuminated?

8. Are display scales limited only to that information needed to make decision or
take some action?

9. Are moving-pointer, fixed-scale indicators used for adjustment procedures?

10. Are all-or-none type displays used when they will convey sufficient information?

11. Are numerical scales used only when quantitative data are requi'ed?
12. When some displays must provide numerical infurmation and others only an in-

tolerance or out-of-tolerance indication, are both types used?
13. Are scales used showing correct reading, preferably a center-scale colored area

for in-tolerance indication?
14. Are related displays and controls placed on the same equipment face?
15. Is each display positioned to be read easily and accurately by the technician

while adjusting its control?
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£ TABLE 6-11. MAINMiMANCE EVAWAT)O#4 CHIcKuST (Cnt'd)

j DISPU S AND CONTRO-S CHECKLIST Confdi

1 16. Are display and control labels collocated so that the display label suggests which
control affects which display?

1 17. When a wide range of display movement is required, are the associated controls
such that a small movement of the control will yield a large display movement?

13. When fine adjustment- are required, is the associated control such that a large
movement of the control wiil yield a small display movement?

19. Are controls placed on panel in the order of normal use?

20. When controls are used in a fixed procedure, are they numbered in operation
sequence?

21. Are all adjustment controls located on a single panel of the equipment or com-
ponent in which the adjustments must Ie made?

22. Are controls located where they can he seen and operated without disassembly
or remov-al of any part of installation?

23. Are front panel maintenance controls covered with access doors?

24. For concentric shaft vernier contro-,. are larger diameter controls used to refine
adjustment?

25. Are knobs used fcr precision settings of 2-in. diameter minimum?.
26. Are controls labeled with functional statement?

27. Are control position markings descriptive rather than coded or numbered?

28. Are control scales only fine enough t9 permit accurate setting?

29. Except for detents or selector switches, do controls operate with smooth, even
resistance to movement?

.30. Do selector switches exhibit sufficient spring loading to prevent being left between
detents?

31. Do spring-loaded pushbuttons cause inconvenient finger pressure?

T2. Are locking devices provided for maintenance controls that are subject to vibration
or accidental movement?

33. Are controls so located to preclude inadvertent release or abuse?
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CHAPTER 7

MAINTENANCE AND EQUIPMENT IMPROVEMENT

This chapter discusses the maintenance en- rated to reduce maintenance task time and re-
gineering and maintenance aperation.t as basic quirements for -maintenance resources, and (3)
actirvities of the materiel maintenance function, maintenance resources are being properly iden-
The maintenance functions-zpecifically the tified through the maintenance engineering
maintenance actions of inspection. preventive analysis process-
maintenance, and corrective maintenance-and
the preparation. use, and disposition of main- c. Planning Documaentation. The niainte-
tenance records are addresse The adrantages nance support plan is prepared by the agency

and disadnrzntages of contract maintenance are having logistic support responsibility for the
described. In addition. the prcess of equipment new materiel. The plan includes operational re-
improvement-including tli identjfaztion. con- quirements. the plan for maintenance, and user

troZ and implementation of imrorements ia and support organizations. Also included are
the materiel-and an equipmet modification reliability and maintainability parameters, and
prog :m are described decisions pertaining to repair levels, depot sup-

port, float requirements, support plans for the
7- INTRODUcoordinated test program, a materiel physical

-Maintenance of materd consists of ani ac- teardown plan. mechanical and electronic pack-

tion taken to retain materiel in a serviceable aging. and test and checkout-
condition or restore it to serviceability. A weap- S Tests and Evaluation. Tests conducted
on system, being a composite of individual during the materiel developrent are used to
materiel, is dependent in total on the av-ail- data to v-rifr, in addition to perfonn-
ability or serviceability of its individual co n - c et a t enance as detion t ability

ance, the maintenance =aspects and suitability
ponents. Unavailability of equipnwnt results in of the maintenance planning. Thee tests in-

the loss and/or degradation of corn- elude engineering design, development, and op-
bat/operat-onal readiness of the sstem. The erational tests. Coordination of the test effort
overall objective of materiel maintenance is to encompasses the maintainability demonstration
insure that Army materiel is sustained in a and maintene evaluation. Each of these tests
ready condition, cosistent with economy, to is used to provide asurance of the equipment
fulfill its designed purpose. This objective is maintainabilit and to demonstrate con-
achieved by active participation of maintenance icurrently the adequary V, the maintenance or-
engineering in the overall development and de- gn@ the aeac e mnena or -
sign process. These activities consist of the fol- pablications. and maintenance support planned
lowing (Ref. I. for the item tested.

a- Esatablishmaent of Maintexantm- Require- e. Reporting System. The reporting sys-

meats. Initially. maintenance requirements are rn for fielded materiel provides the mainte-
identified in the required operational capability na-e materiel management function with ap-
documents. The requirements must be realisticand ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~~p deiiieecht o~eesniliep able data from which to base decisions on

and platninhto provide essential incon s
enoughhe planning, scheduling, and control of the

formation required by the developing agency matcrielto insure equipment oper-tional read-
and all other agencies responsible for iss. The tparticipating in the development and mainte- in_ es~tem alsi provides the mainten an=
participtig it epm eengineering function with the data from which

maintenance requirements for new d~velopm2nt

b. Phram Reriewm Reviews. during the items can be established, and/or equipment im-
development phase, in which maintenance en- proements for the developed materiel can be
gineering activities pa--tpate assure that (I) proposed
maintenance spec6!zauns are beirg complied
with, (2) mnintenance-influencicg design fea- Maintenance planning is guided by system
tares (e.g, maintainability are being incerpo- support and equipment operational readiness
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objectives established by the Army and the h. Each unit will have an organizational '-A
Department of Defense, which are to: maintenance capability to the grtatest extent

a, Plan all life cycle support ectivities, in ,racticable, considering the size of the unit, its

detail, early in the life cycle of equipment. mission, economy of resources, ana operational
environment.

b. Design materiel for ease of mainte-
nance. i. rable of Distribution and Allowances

c. Predict support requirements accurate- maintenance facilities at installations normally
ly. will be assigned combined direct and general

d. Provide support costs. support maintenince missions to provide main-

tenance support to units located or satellited
e. Provide support and end items con- thereon on a "repair and return to user" basis.

currently. These c:ombined direct support and general sup-

The following are basic principles of main- port maintenance faciliies also repair or over-
tenance as announced by the Army (Ref. 1): haul unserviceable equipment for return to the

a. Each commander is responsible for the local supply system.
maintenance of equipment issued to his unit. j. Maintenance will be accomplished with

b. Maintenance will be performed in ac- due consideration to the economy of resources.
cordance with p)ublished maintenance doctrine The "inspect and repair only as necessary" prin-
at the lowest category consistent with the tac- ciple will be applied at ail categories of main-
tical sitiation and available time, skills, and tenance.
tools.

c. Repairs will be accomplished on site k. Continuous command emphasis on the
whenever feasible. prompt evacuation of repairable unserviceable

d. Maintenance will be accomplished in ac- components and end items to direct support,

cordance with the applicable Maintenance generai support, and depot maintenance facil-

Allocation Chart (MAC), which assigns specific ities is mandatory for timely maintEance con-

repair tasks to specific categories. tributioas to materiel readiness. Depot overhaul
programs are extremely sensitive to having pre-

e. Unserviceable materiel beyond the cisely the planned number of unserviceable but
maintenance authority or capability of an or- repairable assets delivered at the planned time.
ganization will be reporte-d or evacuated When such delivery is not accomplisaed, depot
promptly to the organization r. 3ponsible for the overhaul cannot serve as a means , ready sup-
next higher cz:tegory of maintenance, ply of major secondary items.

f. Unless precluded by the operational sit- The increasing complexity and technical
uation, all authorized maintenance within the sophistication of Army materiel impose increas-
capability of an organization will be accom- ingly heavy demands on the Army's mainte-
plished before equipment is evacuated to the nance organization. These factors also tend to
next higher category of maintenance. Higher magnify the cost of materiel maintenance.
categories will perform the maintenance func- Thus, increased emphasis and attention are be-
tions of lower categories when directed by the ing directed toward reducing the amount and
appropriate commander. frequency of required maintenance, the tech-

g. Ordinarily, Table of Organization and nical skills required to perform maintenance,
Equipment units will not be designated to per- and the amount of supply support required for
form, as a primary mission, a combination of Army materiel (Ref. 2). The maintenance en-
categories such as direct support and general gineer, through the results of maintenance en-
support maintenance. Specific exceptions may gineering analysis, is provided with the basis
be authorized by the Army f'r combining dire t -for influencing or initiating equipment improve-
support and generai support maintenance in mernts thr-Jughout the materiel life cycle. It is
special cases involving unit assignment, !3w- of utmost importance that potential sup-
density equipment, complex weo.on systems, poi Jdesign interface problems be identified
and "ar instances when uearly in the devel oment of equipment to avoid
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/ problems with deployed hardware and potential- the design or support resource, as required, to
ly costly modification or support programs. resolve any performance/support interface
During the formulation of maintenance require- problems. Thus maintenance engineering, from
ments, special considerations are given to the the concept phase through deployment, per-
capability of the user. The feasibility of assign- forms a key function in the identification of
ing a maintenance task to a maintenance level maintenance resources and operations related
is influenced by the following factors: tactical to the materiel maintenance function.
concept for deployment; materiel technical fac-
tors; and peculiarity of the skills, tools, test 7-2 MAINTENANCE FUNCTIONS
equipment facility, and repair parts required.
The maintainability and maintenance engineers, Maintenance functions are actions that
through close liaison, interchange must be accomplished on a system or system
maintainability analysis data and maintenance element in order to return a failed system "or
engineering analysis data during the mainte- system element to readiness (corrective main-
nance concept formulation phase. The objectives tenance functions) or to insure continuous nor-
of these two functions are assured through zhe mal system readiness (preventive maintenance
cost trade-off process used to select the op- functions).
timum maintenance concept. The basic ap- The major maintcnance functions are list-
proach to the cost analysis is to consider the ed on the maintenance allocation chart. These
cost of repair, the r,.,mber of items to be re- are inspect, test, service, adjust, align, cali-
paired, the total logistic cost of supporting the brate, install, replace, repair, overhaul, and re-
equipment, and the cost of initial acquisition. build. However, these are not the only functions
Most cost analysis involves a cost comparison with which maintenanco engineering analysis
of repair policies; e.g., equipment repair by must be concerned. Other functions-such as ac-
component replacement at various maintenance cess, checkout, diagnosis, fault detection, and
levels, and repair versus discard-at-failure fault isolation-must be considered.
maintenance(Rf3)(Ref. . Another maintenance function that should

be considered in the maintenance engineering
sTe andf temaizedc a- analysis is cannibalization. Cannibalization istion understood at the authorized removal of serviceable or eco-

levels of maintenance. The importance of main- nomically repairable modules and parts from
tenance to combat effectiveness is not altered unserviceable equipment by maintenance activ-
under either peacetime or limited emergency ities for use by those activities in the accom-
conditions. Readiness for combat always de-conds. eades forepctiomaefft son t plishment of their maintenance and direct ex-
rnands the same preparation and effort on the chnefctosorosuptlcachange functions, or to support local
part of the entire maintenance sys!£em, with the area/command supply systems. Normally, can-
possible added constraint o? limited resources nibalization of Army equipment is accomplished
to do the maintenance job during limited emer- at the organizational, direct support, and gen-
gency conditions (Ref. 1). Thus the maintenance eral support levels of maintenance by the ex-
requirements and support resources must en- change of serviceable/unserviceable modules
compass not only the actual materiel but must and parts between like items oC unserviceable
consider the requirement for field documen- equipment, and che removxi of serviceable or
tation to provide data for effective account- economically repairable modules and parts from
ability, evaluation, and verification of the locally disposable items of equipment prior to
materiel maintenance function. This function the release of these items to a property disposal
includes the maintenance concept, supply pro- officer. Cannibalization, however, usually is a

cedues, facility requirements, user demands on"last resort" source for needed parts.the equipment in terms ,if personnel and en-
vironment, and other support resources. These
field documentation data are used by the main- 7-2.1 RECORD KEEING (Ref. 4)

tenance engineer to perform the maintenance Army maintenance management proce-
engineering E nalysis, update the logistic support dures are based upon the concept oi recording
analysis dat*. system, and initiate changes to essential data concerning equipment operation
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and maintenance. The objective is to attain commanders with up-to-date information con-
timely and adequate data required for the con- cerning the readiness of the item of equipment,
tiol, operation, and maintenance of materiel at the condition of equipment, and the identifica-
each level of command, and at the same time tion of equipment requiring the greatest main-
insure that the quantity of data acquired is the tenance effort. The equipment log may be used
minimum consistent with the objective. This as a control document for operational dispatch
paragraph identifies the type, preparation, use, of equipment. When used for dispatch, the
and disposition of records used for recording equipment log will be under the control of the
the operational and logistic data used at the operator or crew at all times.
organizational and national levels. Intermediate d. Ammunition Records. These records
commanders may establish additional data col- pertain to the use. maintenance, and support
lection to facilitate management of their op- of Army designed or produced:
erational and logistic responsibilities. (1) CBR ammunition materiel
7-2.1.1 Types of Rew s (2) Conventional ammunition

Army maintenance management proce- (3) Class V items used on guided mis-
dures require that the following types of records siles or rockets
be maintained: (4) Special explosive ordnance disposal

a Operational Records. These records per- tools and equipment.
tain to equipment utilization and dispatch con- e. Calibration Records. The&! records are
trol. They are maintained by all units, orga- used to schedule, record, and rel.ort activities
nizations, and activities responsible for the op- pertaining to calibration and maintenance cal-
eration of self-propelled and towed vehicles, an.d ibration of materiel.
stationary powered equipment. Close attention to recording the informa-

b. Maintenance Records. These records tion accurately and completely is necessary.
pertain to the following materiel maintenance Although each record serves an individual
activities: purpose, one record is only a part of the system.

(1) Recording results of equipment in- A chain of information develops through the
spections interrelation of each record to others in the sys-

(2) Recording results of diagnostic tem.
checkouts

(3) Scheduling and accomplishing pre-
ventive maintenance services 7-2.1.2 Use and Dispoticn oMaintenance Recods

(4) Requesting maintenance support The following paragraphs concentrate on
(5) Recording maintenance actions the maintenance records portion of the report-
(6) Reporting equipment operational ing syl-tem, briefly discussing the purpose, use,

status and displisition of some of the maintenance

(7) Improving supply procedures records:

within and between maintenance activities. a. Recording Results of Equipment Inspec-

c. Equipment Historical Records. The tions and Diagnostic Checkout. The equipment
equipment log is the historical record for a spe- inspection and maintenance worksheet record

cific item of equipment. It is a control device (DA Form 2404) is used for recording:

for mandatory recording of events during the (1) Equipment faults (except for air-
life cycle of equipment, including receipt, op- craft and parachutes) found during the oper-
eration, condition, maintenance accomplished, ator's daily. inspection and service, periodic
modification, and transfer. The equipment log maintenance services, inspection of equipment
must be controlled and safeguarded against loss by maintenance activities, diagnostic checkouts
or damage. The log is identified permanently and spot check inspection of equipment
with the applicable equipment by nomenclature (2) The results of equipment serv-
and registration or serial number. The most im- iceability criteria tests and checks prescribed j
portant use of the equipment log is to provide by AR 135-8 and AR 220-1
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uton-(3) The results of a technical eval- This record will be used for reporting
uation of a guided missile system equipment serviceability criteria tests and

{4) The results of PMI-PMP checks of checks in conjunction with the technical manual
aircraft prescribing the serviceability criteria applicableaicf (5) The results of technical inspections to the item of equipment concerned. This record
on all equipment to classify equipment prior also is used to report results of a technical eval-
to turn-in. Serviceability codes listed in AR 25- uation of a guided missile system.
50 will be recorded. DA Form 2404, used for recording the op-

The form is used by all personnel who per- erator's or crew's daily inspection, will be
form inspections, maintenance services, diag- furnished to the appiopriate maintenance super-
nostic checkouts, equipment serviceability visor for action. When all corrected faults have
criteria (ESC) checks, and guided missile sys- been recorded on the appropriate form of the
tern technical evaluations. This is a temporary equipment log and all uncorrected faults have
record and may be used to record Lie inspection ben transcribed to DA Form 2407'or DA Form
of all components and attachments to a major 2408-14I DA Form 2404 will be destroyed.
item (e.g., a combat vehicle with radio and fire DA Form 2404, used to rfcord a periodic
control equipment mounted, or a trailer- service, will be destroyed when the following
mounted generator), to record a complete day's actions have been completed:
inspection and servicing of a complete equip- (1) Parts used have been Posted to DA
ment system comprising several separate items Form 2407.

of equipment, and to record the results of an
inspection of several like items of equipment. (2) Uncorrected faults have been
The equipment inspection and maintenance recorded on DA Form 2408-14 or DA Form 2407.
worksheet record also is used for recording dai- DA Form 2404, used for recording the per-
ly inspections and services (except aircraft daily formance of equipment serviceability criteria

) inspections aid administrative motor pools us- tests and checks, must be posted on DD Form
ing automatic data processing cards for dis- 314' (except for aircraft) and will be retained
patching), periodic maintenance services, and by the using organization and maintained cur-
inspection of equipment by maintenance activ- rent until the next serviceability tests and
ities as follows: checks are completed. Upon completion of the

ESC tests and checks, DA Form 2404 will be(1) When used by an eq'jipment oper- reviewed by the maintenance supervisor, who
ator or crew for recording before, during, and wiltkalnesay tosrquedoim
after operation inspections and services: only

prove the category rating. Any action not cor-those faults that cannot be corrected by the rected immediately will be recorded on the
operator or crew, or that are corrected byreplcin pars, illbe rcoredequipment DA Form 2408-14. The ESC rating

then will be posted on the equipment DD Form
(2) When used by organizational main- 314.

tenance personnel for recording periodic main-
tenance services: all faults found and corrective DA Form 2404, completed on items of
action taken as a result of the inspection will equipment for which no permanent records are
bhe entered. prescribed, will be destroyed after the correc-

tion of all listed faults or after the completion
(3) en sedysuort maintenance of the next prescribed periodic se.vice, at which

activities for performing initial ard hnal in- time remaining faults will be transcribed to the
spections of equipment received for repair all new DA Form 2404. When used for technicalfaulp existing t the time of inspection will inspections, the form- will be disposed of in ac-

be recorded. This record, when used to complete cordance with appropriate supply directives.
initial inspections, will be attached to the main- DA Form 2404, used during aircraft in-
tenance request furnished the mechanic as- termediate and periodic inspections, will be ap-
signed to repair the equipment. pended to and filed with the applicable DA

'DA Form 2404 (Equipment Inspection and Mainte- DA Form 2408-14 (Uncorrected Fault Record)
nance Worksheet) 4DD Form 314 (Preventive Maintenance Schedule and
DA Form 2407 (Maintenance Request) Record)
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Form 2408-13'when the following actions have c. Recording Maintenance Accom-
been completed: plishments. The maintenance request (DA \

Form 2407) is used to request maintenance j
assistance and to record, report, and/or submit

(1) The accomplishment of the specific maintenance information. This record is used
inspection is recorded on the DA Form 2408-13 at all maintenance levels, as follows:~a3 completed.
acmed(1) At the organizational level, it is

(2) Uncorrected faults have been used for:
transcribed to DA Form 2408-13, DA Form (a) Requesting maintenance sup-
2408-14, and/or DA Form 2407, as applicable, port from supporting maintenance activities

(3) All parts used have been recrded
on DA Form 2407, DA Form 2408-16,' and DA (b) Reporting maintenance per-
Form 2410, when applicable.

DA Form 2404, used for recording the per- (c) Reporting all maintenance
formance of aircraft equipment serviceability performed on aircraft and specified components
criteria tests and checks, will be retained by and on installed equipment, assemblies, etc.
the using organization until the next serv- (d) Reporting accomplishment of
iceability tests and checks are completed. modification work orders

b. Scheduling Preventive Maintenance. (e) Submission of equipment im-
The preventive maintenance schedule and provement recommendations
record (DD Form 314) provides a means for f Submission of warranty claim
recording scheduled and performed mainte- actions
nance and lubrication services, and pertinent
data required for readiness reporting. This (g) Reporting of "previously com-
record will be used for scheduling periodic plied with" modification work orders
maintenance services on equipment (except air- (h) Recording and reporting
craft and parachutes) when the technical man- maintenance performed on specified tactical
ual for the item of equipment specifies that vehicles designated as administrative use motor
the services are to be performed by a mechanic vehicles and support equipment authorized to
or operstor under the supervision of mainte- administrative motor pools
nance personnel and for scheduling calibration (i) Recording and reporting
services when DA Form 2416is not used. It maintenance float equipment exchange actions.
will be used for recording nonavailable time,
not operationally ready, supply/not oper- (2) At direct/general support mainte-
ationally ready, maintenance for organizational nance levels, it is used for:
and support maintenance, and the results of (a) Recording all maintenance
current equipment serviceability criteria, performed and all repair parts used, except

One record normally is initiated for each common hardware and bulk materials
item of equipment; however, several like items (b) Recording all maintenance
may be scheduled on one record if they are performed on aircraft and specified components,
scheduled for service on a common date. Main- and on installed equipment, assemblies, etc.
tenance services are scheduled at least one (c) Reporting the completion of

2 month or one service in advance, whichever modification work orders
time is greater. (d) Submission of equipment im-

When the information on a cc--.eeted provement recommendations
record has been transferred to a new record
for continued scheduling of periodic preventive (e) Submission of warranty claim
maintenance services, it may be destroyed. The actions
current record will accompany the equipment (J) Requesting repafr of un-
oa transfer or will be destroyed upon salvage serviceable components, assemblies, and subas-
of the equipment. semblies as a result of direct exchange (When

'DA Form 2408-13 (Aircraft Inspection and Mainte- 2DA Form 2410 (Component Rern% and Repair/
nance Record) Overhaul)

2DA Form 2408-16 (Aircraft Component Historical DA Form 2416 (Calibration Data)
Record)
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used in this manner, a multiple of the same (4) The disposition of the record will
stock number items may be placed on one main- be as prescribed below:
tenance request; i.e., 10 rifles, 5 starters, 30 (a) The receipt copy is destroyed
carburetors, etc.) by the maintenance activity when equipment

(gi Requesting n. aintenance sup.- is returned to the owner.
port of another maintenance unit sup- (b) The National Maintenance

port/activity (intershop maintenance request) Point copy is required for reporting to the na-
ndreporting tional level only for aircraft, aircraft compo-

(h) Recr ding and ve ing nents, aircraft subvystems, maintenance flcat
maintenance performed on tactical vehicles des- transactions, Department of the Army directed

and sport equipmentauthorizeadminis sampling items, and all modification work orderand support equipment authorized is- applications. Such copies are forwarded in 3pec-
trative motor pools ified periods of time. Copies pertaining to equip-

(i) Reporting of "previously com- ment improvement recommendations and
plied with" modification work orders warranty claims are forwarded to addressees

(j) Recording and reporting specified by TM 38-750. All other National
maintenance float transactions Maintenance Point copies will be disposed of

(k) Recording and reporting as prescribed by the local Commander.

maintenance actions for Department of the
Army data sampling items. (c) The control copy is forwarded

(3) At depot mantenance level, it is as prescribed by the local command.
used for (d) The organization copy will be

(a) Reporting the application of retained for a period of 90 days.
all modification work orders (e) The file copy will be retained

(b) Submission of equipment im- by the maintenance activity for 90 days, except
provement recommendations that copies pertaining to items in an approved

(c) Submission of warranty claim sampling plan will be retained as specified in
actions the plan.

(d) Recording and reporting all d Recording Equipment Operational Sta-
maintenance verformed on aircraft and spec- tus. The materiel readiness report (DA Form
ified components and on installed equipment, 2406) provides, for Department of the Army
assemblies, etc. staff and commanders at all levels, information

regarding the readiness status of equipment in
(e) Recording azid reporting "on- the hands of using organizations.

site" maintenance performed by depot mainte-nancepersnnelThe information contaiied in this report
nance personnel is designed to meet the following specific re-

(I) Recording and reporting of quirements:

"repair and return to user" maintenance per- ( Pod mae t wr v

formed(1) Provide commanders at lower lev-
eis with equipment status information for plan-

(g) Reporting of "previously com- ning day-to-day operations.
plied with" modification work orders (2) Provide installation and organiza-

(h) Recording and reporting tion commanders with information on mainte-
maintenance actions for Department of the nance backlogs, serviceability of equipment,
Army data sampling items. density of equipment, and availability of equip-

The record is used to report mainterance ment for operation.
pei formed under contract, for reporting dam- (3) Provide major com:manders and in-
aged or improper shipment of materiel, and for termediate commanders the materiel readiness
requesting and reporting maintenance on ad- status of equipment in the hands of using ac-
ministrative use vehicles. .tivities.
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- (4) Provide to the Departirent of the (3) Service schools and training kl
Army the materiel readiness status of desig- centera will not report those, items of instruc-
nated items of equipment. tion equipment which meet all of the following

The materiel eadiness report provides a criteria:

standard procedure for reporting materiel read- (a) Equipment is used in an ap-
iness data. Procedures for its uOlization are as proved plan of instructioa.
follows: (b) Equipment normally is not

(1) Using Agencies. kept in a system configuration.
(a) The Departnent of the Army (c) Equipment is continuously

will use the report for collection of materiel disassembled and/or contains induced malfunc-
readiness data on selected items of eqnipment. tions (bugged).

(b) Commands below the Depart-
ment of the Army level may use the report
for collection of materiel readiness data on any e. Improving Supply Procedures Within

additional items of equipment that may be re- and Between Maintenance Act'vities. Recording
quired to insure operational readiness of the of the data on component removal, repair, and
command. overhaul is accomplished by executing a com-

ponent removal and repair/overhaul record (DA
(a) Alltn An gani insor Form 2410). This record provides a means of

recording and reporting data required to control
stallations, including Reserve Components, selected aircraft items, and selected missile
maintaining a property book or a property ac- components and parts (referred to as reportable
count in accordance with established provisions items). Data recorded and reported on this
in k-my regulations will complete this report. record include but are not limited to identifica-

(b) The report may be maintained tion and location of the item, current serv-
by organizations and activities on a day-to-day .ceability status, and the major item of equip-
basis for the purpose of providing feeder data ment on which the reportable item is installed
for periodic reports if desired locally, or from which it was removed.

This record is used to provide repair, con-
The frequency of reports will be estab- trol, and historical data for designated report-

lished based on the following able items, whether installed or uninstalled.

(1) Accumulative reports will be pre- This record is initiated under the following con-
pared covering a 3-month period. ditions:

(2) An accumulative monthly materiel (1) When a reportable item initially is
readiness report will be prepared covering a 1- placed in the Army inventory, whether installed
month period for the first and second month or uninstalled
of each reporting quarter. (2) When a serviceable or an un-

(3) Commanders using the report for serviceable reportable item is removed from an
collection of equipment readiness deta for other end item and is not reinstalled on the same
than Department of the Army level reporting item
purposes will prescribe the frequency fo prep- (3) When a serviceable or an un-
aration and submission. serviceable reportable item is removed from a

The types of equipment to be reported component 3r assembly and is not reinstalled
under the equipment operational status reports on that item
are: (4) When the serviceabi!ity status of

(1) All equipments authorized or on an uninstalled reportable iten changes for any
hand, including all makes and models of reason
materiel designated for reporting are reported. (5) When the stock number of a re-

(2) Equipment categorized as training portable item is changed as a result of mod-
aids or training equipment will not be reported. ification work order compliance
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(6) When a reportable item is salvaged (4j Section IV, Installation Data This
or otherwise becomes a loss to the Army's in- section identifies the end item or a component
ventory or assembly on which the reportable item is

(7) When the record is prepared by a installed. It also identifies the organization
using organization for a reportable direct ex- making the installation, provides a means of
change (DX) item, copies will be delivered with reporting the man-hours required for install-
the reportable item. If the DX activity is unable ation of the reportable item, and provides usage
to furnish a serviceable replacement at time data required for the preparation of other
of delivery, one copy will be completed by the forms. In the event the reportable item is
DX activity to provide a receipt for the using dropped from the Army inventory, this section
organization. The user will return the receipt also providei a means of reporting the reason
copy to the DX activity when the required re- for the loss.
placement item has been furnished. Disposition of the copies of this record is

The record is divided into four separate as follows:
sections, which are used as follows: (1) One copy, upon task completion,

(1) Section I, Idenification. This see- will be disposed of in accordance with estab-
tion provides identification and usage data per- lished pro,-edures.
tinent to the reportable item. Such identifica- (2) One copy, upon completion of its
tion and usage data are included on all copies use as a receipt, will be destroyed.
of the form and are common to all subsequent (3) Four copPs will be processed, as
actions concerning the reported item. Since the applicable, to report succeeding actions affect-
information in Section I must be on all copies ing the item through the evacuation, repair,
of the form, personnel completin;g this section overhaul, installation, ,.d/or loss cycle; e.g.,
will inspect the carbon copies to insure legibili- one copy is completed by the direct support
ty. unit when that unit cannot repair the item, and

one copy is completed by the general support
(2) Secf" II Removal Data. This see- unit when the item cannot be repaired at that

tion identifies : nd item or a component or level. In all cases, one copy is completed by
assembly from ch the reportable item was the unit/activity completing the actual re-
removed. This se.on also identifies the orga- pair/overhaul action.
nization removing the reportable item, the rea-
son for removal, circumstances under which the 7-2.2 INSPECTON
failure was detected, effect on the mission, and --
the organization to which the removed item was Inspection, in its broadest seise, is the ex-
shipped. amination and testing of materiel and material

(3) Section Il, Repair/Overhaul Dat, ~to determine whether or not they conform tote3)ca Sectiomnts Insecio Rear/vrhu acom-
This section identifies the organization(s) per- technical requirements. Inspection is accom-
forming checkouts, repair, and/or overhaul of plished at all levels of maintenance and during

the reportable item identified in Section I. It the acceptance of products from contractors andvendors. The discussion that follows will em-
also provides a means of recording and report-
ing actions taken by each organization involved phasize the inspection activities associated with

in the maintenance cycle, the man-hours re- deployed materiel. The principles advanced ap-

quired to complete such actions, and the dis- ply to other types of inspection.

position of the reportable item. The front sides The basic objectives of inspections accom-
of several of the copies of this record are iden- plished on deployed materiel are to insure that
tical to permit successive evacuations of the re- the materiel is serviceable and/or to determine
portable items between maintenance activities the requirement for actions that will enhance
without initiation of a new form. The reverse materiel serviceability. Inspections are con-
side of one of the copies provides for the entry ducted by operators and technicians as part of
and identification of parts used for repair or preventive maintenance programs. The inspec-
overhaul, as well as the entry of the applicable tions consist of visual observations, measure-
failure code. ments, tests, etc., and specifically concentrate
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on predesignated areas that would indicate, by areas such as operator requirenients, preventive
inspection, potential system problems. Corn- maintenance and equipment repair, equipment
mandors and supervisory personnel involved in condition and serviceability, unit readiness re-
maintenance management perform similar in- porting, repair part and supply procedures,
spections with an added objective of instilling record and report management, and safety. The
discipline into the maintenance system. results of the visits are not disseminated outside

To attain maintenance economy and effi- of the visited unit.

ciency, it is important to achieve the objectives
of inspections with the minimum feasible ex- 7-2.3 PRVENTW MAINTENANCE
penditure of maintenance resources. Con- Increased materiel complexity, cost, and
sequently, inspections are accomplished in ac- qantities have resulted in increased demandscoranc wih sandrdsor procedures that pro- qunieshersutdnineaedmns
cordance with standards to inspectors. These on Army maintenance resources. The require-
standards are developed as a part of the main- ment for quiek response of the modern weaponttenance engineering analysis process. Source system necessitates a maintenance programdtancerecnainer in documents which s u that provides the highest availability in thedatamost economical manner. Effective mainte-
pliers of components, subassemblies, assemblies,

etc., deliver with their products. Such documen- nance managenent contributes to the readiness

tation consists of technical and supply bulletins, of materiel by improving the effectiveness and

operating manuals, maintenance manuals, economy of planned maintenance operations.
Such planned maintenance will provide the fol-drawings, etc. Maintenance engineering accepts lowing benefits:

or modifies the source data based on the ap-

plication of the subassemblies, etc., in end a. Increased system availability through
items, the overall maintenance concept, service minimizing unscheduled shutdowns due to
life, operational requirements, and historical equipment failures
data. In those cases where no supplier data are b. Prolonged life of the equipment through U

made available, engineering analysis is coupled minimizing harmful degradation/deterioration
with the foregoing considerations to determine
inspection standards. After all inspection stand- q . fewed ite air pats andoskilledquiring fewer end item repair parts and skilled

ards have been determined, they are integrated
into an overall inspection program that requires repair personnel.

minimum maintenance resources and has min- The overall objective of materiel mainte-
imum adverse impact on system operational nance is to assure that Army materiel is sus-
availability, tained in a ready condition, consistent with

As a result of inspections or other eval- economy, to fulfill its designed purpose.
uation activities, Commanders with subordinate 7-2.3.1 Definitionand Dscripfion
units, or a unit Commander, may discover that Preventive maintenance is defined as the
a unit requires assistance in maintenance or care and servicing by personnel for the purpose
maintenance related activities. This assistance .of maintaining equipment and facilities in sat-
will be provided upon request under the pro- isfatory operating condition by providing for
visions of a Maintenance Assistance and In- systematic inspection, detection, and correction
struction Team Program (Ref. 11). Under the of incipient failures either before they occur
program, technical assistance and expertise are or before they develop into major defects.
furnished to unit Commanders to help them
identify and solve problems that are contrib- The elements of preventive maintenance,
uting to the inability of their units to meet as applicable to any system, are as follows:
readiness standards. a. Servicing. Cleaning, preservation,

The maintenance assistance and instruc-, charging, adding, painting, lubricating, etc., of
tion team visits are not an inspection and do materiel on a scheduled basis to prevent in-
not result in adjectival ratings or scores. The cipient failures.
purpose of the visits is to provide assistance b. Inspection. Periodic inspection of
and instruction in operation and management materiel to determine serviceability of materiel
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9 by comparing its physical, mechanical, and elec- 7-2.3.2 im ootdeo
trical characteristics with established stand- Preventive maintenance actions, estab-
ards lished as requirements, mr:it be accomplished £1

r'. Testing. Any test or checkout operation on a periodic basis throughout the life cycle I
performed on a periodic or scheduled basis to of materiel. The resources required to accom-
determine serviceability and detect electrial or plish the actions are affected significuntly by
mechanical degradation. materiel design. The primary resource normally W

|L AdjUmmea. To adjust, on a scheduled expended is manpower, and a significant
oasis, specified variable elements of msteriel to number of man-hours i devote t preventv( -'--" ....... : .. ."" .....'^v- nuntenamc darng the average materiel life
bring the system to optimum perflormaace level. mitnned~r h vrg aeillf

cycle. Maintenance engineering can use the cost
e. Alig ent To change specified variable of preventive maintenance man-hoers and other

elements of an item to bring about optimum resources to influence design -through cost 9
peorance. trade-offa. For the greatest probability of suc- 4

f Calibration. Periodic determination of cess, the effort must be accomplished early in
the value of characteristics of an item by con- the development phase, and reasonable design 4
pr-ison with a standard. Consists of the com- alternatives mtit be advanced. The first type g
parison of two instruments, one of which is a of design features to be considered are those
certified standard of known accuracy, to detect such as sealed bearings and self-adjusting com-
aid adjust any discrepancy in the accuracy of ponents that eliminate preventive maintenance I
the materiel being compared with the known requirements. Next, all applicable (
standard. maintainability features should be considered. a

g. Istalation. To set up and use in an Among these are features- -such as accessibility
operational environment. As used in relation jo and simplicity-that reduce time and skill re- 0

- preventive maintenance, it refers to those ite.as quirements. Two other trade-off areas to cw-
which have a snecified shelf life or which x- sider 3re reliability and durabifly.
perience time cycle or wear degradation and Preventive maintenance tusks are defined
must be replaced at s.acific intervals to main- and allocated, together with the resources re-
tain the required tolerance of the system. quired to support them, during the maintenance

The two types of maintenance that con- evaluation phase of maintenance support plan- I
tribute to system downtime are corrective ning. At this time, the frequency of scheduled
(u-scheduled) and preventive (scheduled) main- preventive maintenance services is determined
tenance. The elements of an efficient mainte- and the maintenance time standards are devel- a
nance materiel program provide for the plan- oped. The adequacy of the preventive mainte- I
ning for and support of both types of actions. nance service instru, dons is evaluated and the
The objective -of the unscheduled task- is o tine standards re compared with actual times i
restore the equipment to operitional status with during the maintenance portion of the equip-
minimum degradation of its everall inherent ment service tee+- TLe tasks are those, such
reliability and with minimum impact on the as servicing, inspection, adjustment, and cal-
materiel downtime. The objective of the sched- ibration, which prolong system operation and
uled tasks (preventive maintenance) is to pre- useful life. These tasks normaRy are performed
vent deterioration of the inherent design capa- with minimum disassembly of materiel, and the
bility by performing scheduled actions that are system may be returned to operational status
planned to increase the service life of materiel in minimum reaction time. Periodic tests may
and prevent accelerated materiel failure. Pre- be conducted to verify system performance and
ventive maintenance is expressed in the quan- insure that there are no leaks, loss of pressure
titative terms of mean preventive maintenance degradation of operational status, etc. Although
time, median preventive maintenance time, and preventive maintenance may result in system
maximum preventive mintenance time. Pre- downtime during the performance of the pre-
ventive maintenance downtime is one element ventive maintenznce task, it will, in fact, reduce

- : of the mean downtime used in the operational overall materiel downtime by increasing the
availability calculations (aft par. 4-2). service life and preventing failures requiring
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time-consuming corrective action. The consid- which is essentially a type of preservation with
eration for preventive maintenance identifica- relaxed periodic preventive maintenance re-
tic4_, task selection, and scheduling is an im- quirements. In so;me cases, duplicate items
portant factor in the materiel management by must be furnished for equipment that is essen-
the commodity commands Since system oper- tial to a continuously operating system, when
ational requirements (e.g., air defense system, the equipment must be removed from its op-
aircraft, combat vehicles, etc.) may dictate ex- erating area for preventive maintenance. This
tended operation, the design objective should be is known sometimes as a "changeout" op;ation.
to develop materiel thaz may operate for ex- Implementation of the preventive mainte-
tended periods of time without damage if pre- nance program is accomplished as prescribed
ventive maintenance cannot be performed at the in the technical manuals. The manuals contain
prescribed time. the preventive maintenance procedures and

An effective preventive maintenance p schedules for the selected tasks. The manuals
gram is one which schedules only those tasks provide the documentation and sources of the
necessary to meet stated objectives. The op- criteria, and the user provides the implements-
timum schedule is one which does not increase tion force. Assuming that the recommended
maintenance costs without increasing materiel preventive maintenance program reflects an op-
protection. In addition, in determining the ap- timum program considering the materiel, op-
propriteness of preventive maintenance appli:- eration, usage, and user environments, the fail-
cable to a given item or piece of equipment, ure to implement the program by the user will
two fictors must be given prime consideration. result in degradation of the operational and
These factors are its effect on system oper- service life of the materiel. If deviations from
ational- and availability requirements and its the scheduled program are not reported, reports
cost Since preventive maintenance should not may be analyzed improperly. This could result
interfere with, or at least have minimal effect in changes to preventive maintenance schedules
on, operations, it should be scheduled for slack and tasks to correct equipment problems that
or out-of-service periods, or should be per- may have resulted from improper implementa-
formed when the equipment is down for other tion of the recommended schedule and not from
re_,-n& Insofar as possible, the scheduled pr- an ineffective, planned maintenance program.
ventive maintenance interval should be the Problems in scheduling, implementation, or
same for all components of an assembly. Nat- changes to the scheduled program should be
urally, the cost of performing preventive main- reported by the user, through the proper chan-
tenance on a piece of equipment, including the nels, for evaluation. Effective initiation, imple-
required resource cost, should not exceed the mentation, and reporting will insure optimum
cost of corrective action. materiel maintenance management by the com-~modity commands.

The implementation of preventive mainte-
nance is actually begun when the equipment 7-2.3.7 FMang *F tho e fv MaintauioF
is received either at the operation area for fixed
sites or by the operating personnel for mobile
field units. Upon receipt of the equipment, the The planning of an effective, scheduled
scheduling function of the unit should incor- maintenance program consists of the identifica-
porate the periodic maintenance requirements tion, scheduling, and determination of tasks and
into the master schedule, and the maintenance facility requirements for the preventive main-
personnel should perform the first increment tenance actions. The steps involved in this plan-
of the maintenance. Performance of this main- ning effort are the following:
tenance should be in accordance with prescribed a. Compile data:
procedures to insure that the instructions are Obtain as much of the following data as
complete and accurate, and that all specified possible.

materials, tools, and test equipment are avail-
able and adequate to perform the task. Equip- (1) Engineering drawings
ment not scheduled for use in the immediate (2) Part list/repair part list
future may be put into administrative storage, (3) Repair manuals
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J (4) Failure data of hours the equipment iZ predicted to be op-
(5) Preventive maintenance tasks and erating when placed in service.

frequencies presently required for present
equipment ,

(6) Maintenance philosophy of equip- .
ment h (7-1)

(7) Operational environmenL dt
b. Prepare a generation breakdown: where
A generation breakdown is the classifica- = average operating cycle per day ex-

tion of a system into incremental hardware lev-

els. It entails breaking a system into subsys- pressed in hours per day
tems, a subsystem into assemblies, the assem- hi = number of operating hours in day i
blies into subassemblies, and continuing down dt = total number of operating days
to the lowest hardware level, the piece part.
The generation breakdown would be prepared For example, if the number of operating
by listing, from the system Dart list, all of the days is 280, and the total hours of operation
subsystems and parts called out on the engi- 2.s 7% hr, the average operating cycle per day
neering drawings. The engineeiing drawings of is
the subsystems would then be used to list each
of its assemblies and parts. Ths process would _ 2716
be followed down to each piece part. h - = 9J hr/dly.280

c. Determine mean time between failures
for the items on the generation breakdown: Pre- g. Determine, for each replace-
dict the frequency of failure for the item if able/repairable part, all of the possible pre-
preventive maintenance were not performed- ventive maintenance tasks that can be per-

d. Determine the generation breakaown formed: From the basic preventive maintenance
Denreaceab: tasks, identify all possible tasks that may beitems that are repairable and/or replaceable: applicable. This is accomplished by analyzing

Use the maintenance philosophy to determine the equipment or its engireering drawings to
those items that are not to be repaired. If the determine the location of an item, its
nonrepairable items are assemblies, all of the accersii ts oratin onit , t.aces-bility, its operating condition, etc. From
parts will be considered nonrepairable and this inspection, the tasks which possibly may
nonreplacable. If the nonrepairable item is a be perormed can be identified. After the tasks
replaceable item, its next higher assembly willbe cnsiere repiraleare identified, define the specific preventive

maintenance actions that are to be performed.
e. Determine the criticality of all repair- For example, if the general task of "clean" is

able/replaceable items to overall equipment op- determined to be applicable, the exact main-
eration: Without actual failure effect data, the tenance actions that entail the cleaning of the
criticality of an item to overall equipment op- evaluated part must be stated; i.e., using alcohol
eration must be based on engineering judgment and brush, remove all excess dirt from the
and system analysis. Generally, those items chassis.
that are not in a series path are not deemed
critical. Those items that are not considered
critical should be removed from consideration k. Determine possible causes of failure to
unless replacement cost is considered high. the repairable/replaceable item: Without actual

failure effect data, determination of failure
f Determine average operating cycle of causes must be based on analysis of the design

the equipment per day: The operating cycle is and tolerance specifications of the item to pre-
the amount of time, in hours, that the equip- dict what may cause a failure. Also, data from
ment operates in one day. The average oper- comparable items can be studied and applied
ating cycle T is determined by dividing the to the item for prediction of the cause of fail-
number of operating days into the total number ure.
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i. Delete those preventive maintenance (3) 450 hr - Clean switch contacts.
tasks that are not applicable to reducing pre- (4) 600 hr - Clean switch contacts; lu-
dicted failure: Determine, from the cause of bricate bearings.
failures predicted in par. h, those tasks which (5) 750 hr - Clean switch contacts.
do not eliminate or reduce those causes, and ( 900 hr -- Clean switch contacts; lu-
delete those tasks. bricate bearings and replace brushes.

j. Determine the frequency -X preventive
maintenance tasks to reduce failures: A rule k. Compare predicted preventive mainte-

of thumb to determine initially the fr qu~ny nance tasks and frequencies with the present

of preventive maintenance tasks is to deternine preventive maintenance tasks and frequencies:
the mean time between failures (£.i7BF) and The predicted preventive maintenance tasks and
terform the identified preventive maintenance frequencies must be compared with the present
at one-half that interval. As a rule of thumb, preventive maintenance tasks and frequencies
MTBF/2 is chosen bese it allows a olerance eventually to obtain the best preventive main-

for adjusting the part failure frequeicy to co- tenance program for the equipment. The guide-
incide with other part failure frequencies and lines for adding preventive maintenance tasks
facilitates preventive maintenance scheduling, and increasing frequencies are:(1) All of the preventive .maintenance

Example: If a bearing without preventive (1) Al of t preventive maintenance
mainenace hs a MTB of100 r de ~ tasks presently in a preventive maintenance:; maintenamnce has an MTBF of 100 hr due to

lack of lubrication, the lubrication f.equency program, if effective for similar materiel, and

would be half of that, or 50 hr. newly predicted preventive maintenance tasks
should be included in the modified program.

The MTBFI2 procedure is only a rule of (2) When preventive maintenance
thumb for a part. If an assembly is involved tasks are identical (present compared to pre-
(assembly has two or more parts), and the as- dicted). the highest frequency of preventive
sembly has failures due to a minimum of twq maintenance should be used.
parts, the frequency of preventive maintenance Without accurate data with which to
must be determined based on the MTBF of oach analyze the predictions, the guidelines should

part. As an example, consider a switcl', and be used to avoid inadvertent omission of nec-
motor assembly that has failures caused by the preventive maintenance tasks and fre-
following essary

quencies. Unnecessary tasks and excessive fre-
(1)" Switch contacts (dirt) - quencies can be eliminated subsequently when

MTBP = 300 hr adequate data can be collected and applied.

(2) Bearing (burnout) - L Schedule recommended preventive main-
iMTBF = 500 hr tenance and additions into the preventive main-

(3) Brushes (wearout) - tenance program: General guideline-- for sched-
MTBF = 1600 hr uling the tasks are:

(1) During scheduled system shutdown

By using the MTBF/2 rule of thumb for for tasks that do not require excessive time.
each part, the foliowing frequencies of pre- (2) During nonoperational status for
ventive maintenance are obtained: items that would require excessive system

(1) Clean switch contact3 every 150 hr. downtime.

(2) Lubricate bearing every 250 hr. (3) During equipment operation for

(3) Replace brushes every 800 hr. tasks that are not hazardous and do not require

These preventive maintenance tasks may sytem shutdown.The tasks were combined so that the
be scheduled periodically by performing the

switch contacts (having the lowest MTBF) aretasks in the following manner.
cleaned every 150 hr. the bearing is lubricated

(1) 150 hr - Clean switch contacts. every 300 hr, and the brushes are replaced ev-

(2) 300 hr - Clean switch contacts; lu- ery 900 hr, i.e., integer multiples of the shortest
bricate bearings. time.
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n. Initiate data colletfon for accurate (t) Pay per hour of personnel re-
assessment of the preventive maintenance pro- quired to perform corrective
gram: The data sufficient for assessing the ef- maintenance for each failure.
fectiveness and economy of a preventive main- (5) C
tenance program and making indicated changes (a Cost if maeis consumed in
areb limited to: preventiv- lainte.ance and

(1) Failure history of equipment: corrective rnaintenaice
(b) Cost of parts replaced during

(a) Total number of failures ziace preventive maintenance
equipen-11t has beer in oper- (c) Cost of repair parts during
ation corrective maintenance

.5) Items that faie-t (d) Cost of tools and test equip-
(c) Date and LIr- : ' .:,r5 ment required for preventive

(d) Cause of each f. * maintenance

(e) How each f . - (c) Cost of tools and test equip-
covered ment required for corrective

maintenanee,
f- Inm ofatC J) Cost of labor for preventi'e

,.--i opertiuamaintenance
(2) Equipment age: Costofab fr

(a) Daiy operating time of equip- maintenance. frerrective
ment

(b) Accumulative total of equip- Inspect-on is an important and preva!ent
ment operating time element of p'eventive maintenance. Practically

%c) Equipment installation date. all of the elernents of operational materiel tre
13) Preventive maintenance history: subjected to some degree of inspection at some

(a) Preventive maintenance tasks time during their -t.'rice life. and many are
subject to periodic inspections to iisure their

- performed en equip- serviceability. The inspections are conducted for
mentone or more of the folle-rns conditions: dete-

( m) Frequency and schedule of rioration. wear. damage, or completeness.
each tab presently performed Complex systems. those with a diversity

!c) Time to perform each task of equipment, and those which require frequent
(d) Pay pef hor of personnel who and varying preventive maintenance tasks re-

performed each task quire the use of a checki;st to formalize and
(e) Tools and test eqlu-mment used control the inspection process. The checklist
in tols dtprovides a medium to insure that the recom-imended checks and services are performed and

Cf) Materials -ansumed provides a source of data for evaiuation of the
.q) Items replaced. pm-er.tive mi:,, tenance progEr-. In principlc.

(41 Corrective maintenance history: the checklist itemizes all of the points to be
(a) Rpartie s fn enach ai-e checked on any one viec- or type of equ'ipment-
(a) Repair times for each failure It is actually the primary contro! for in-"r-icn
(b) Date and time equipment was details and shoad; indicate V'1--ther the con-

returned to operation dition of the equipment was satisfactory o: un-
(ci Tools and test equipment used satisfactory-. If unsalisfactory. the specific con-

at oach failure dition and its cause should be described in
detail, along with the action taken or recom-

td. Materials used in corrective ment.,ed to co.Tect it. For inspections to be ef-
maintenance fective, the compltted checklists should be for-

(e) Parts replaced warded to a centralized agency for compilation
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into a cumulative inspection record and w;th the element of -eliability; is a key factor
analysis. The analysis may indicate a need for in determination of the availability of the sys-
a more comprehensive corrective action or an tem (Ref. Chapter 4).
adjustment in the frequency of inspection. Basically, the time factor 's a discrete

A typical checklist for materiel preventive measure of the maintainability of a system and
maintenance is contained in Table 7-1. The table includes the time for preparation, fault location,
is a tabulated listing of recommended organi- item obtainment, fault correction, adjustment
zational preventive maintenance checks and and calibration, checkout time, and cleanup
services the operator is to perform on a gen- time. The task and time composition of a cor-
erator set. The item number reflects the rec- rective maintenance action are depicted in Fig.
ommended sequence for performing the tasks, 7-1.
and the references refer to the applicable lu- The fundamental objectives of mainte-
brication orders (LO's) and technical manuals ,,a-w? engineering are:
containing information related to the tasks.

Checklists may not be necessary to insure for ease. and economy of support.
the accomplishment and control of preventive
maintenance )n systems with minimum pre- b. To insure that an adequate economic

ventive maintennce requirements. Logs or support subsystem is provided in a timely man-

record books ana technical manuals normally ner.

provide sufficient dccumentation on such sys- The support afforded to the system is de-
tems. pendent on the maintenance resources available,

7-2.4 CORRECTIVE MAINTENANCE but effective design and efficient planning pro-
vide for the optimum combination of the sup-

Corrective maintenance is defined as the port/performance in terms of cost-effectiveness.
remedial action performed, as the result of a Operational requirements of the system dictate
failure or as dr,_- result of discrepancies found the time requirement to perform the mainte-
during preventive maintenance, to restore a sys- nance function, whether it be preventive or cor-
tem or an item to operational or serviceable rective maintenance. The maintenance engineer-
condition. ing analysis is a means of reducing the down-

Corrective maintence is normally an un- time of the system by first providing a source
scheduled maintenance action, consisting for identifying and recommending design
basically of unpredictable maintenance require- changes, and second, by providing the element
ments that cannot be preplanned or pro- by which adequate maintenance resources are
grammed on a specific time occurrence basis, identified to perform the maintenance func-
but which requires prompt attention and must tions.
be added, integrated with, or substituted for
previously scheduled workloads. This includes 7-2.4.1 Corrective Maintenance Flow (Ref. 6)
compliance with "immediate action" field Fig. 7-2 is a maintenance flow diagram il-
changes, correction of discrepancies discovered lustrating the five major sequential steps per-
during operation of equipment, and perform- formed during maintenance. These steps are:
ance of repairs as a result of ack..dents or in-
cidents. Work that necessitates special interme- a. Recognition that a malfunction exists

diate or depot level scheduling is also classed b Localization of the defect within the sys-
as unscheduled maintenance. tem to a particular equipment

Downtime for a system is comprised of c. Diagnosis within the equipment of a
modification, delay, and maintenance time. specific defective part.or component
Maintenance time consists of both preventive d. Repair or replacement of the faulty item
and corrective time. Corrective maintenance pa-
rameters are defined in terms of individual cor- e. Checkout and return of the system to

rective maintenance task time, mean time to the service.

repair, median time to repair, and maximum Repair is the correction of a malfunction
time to repair. The corrective time, combined by applying maintenance services to correct a
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TAKE 7-1. PREVEN V" E MAINTENANCE CHECKS AND SERVICES (Ref. 5)

Interval 11 Bofore operation A-After operation M-Monthly

Operator D() D Durtt operation W-Wekly Q -Quarterly

E E Daily
M -IQ Item . be invuWec Procedure Refeem et:

-Z .- D

1. x Oil level gage Add oil as indicated by level gage. LO.

2. x Flow indicator Check flow indicator for condition of
[ air cleaner element.

2. .X Clean or replace element if indicator
, hoi's above ser'ice level and reset

indcator.
3. X X Fuel fiter Tighten thumb nut if gasket is leak-

ing. Clean weekly.
4. X Fuel can Adhd fuel as required. leaks and TM 5-6115-450-15
4. XInspert ca~n anti adapter for eki n

Idamage. Tighten loose mountings.
GroundReplace can or adapter if necessary.

5. X Ground terminal Check for ploper ground.
6. X X X Batteries 'l'ighten loom- ral.le and mountings. TM a-6115-450-15

IR emove corro-ion. Inspect for cracks
I and !ejk&. Fill to 3/8 in. ibove plates.
I I Clean vent ho,et in filier cal, befor:.I stalling. Run engine weekly a minimun'

of 1 hr after adding water.

7. X Magneto Replace pitted or burned magneto TM 5-2805-204-14
I ipoints. Adjust points. Check adjust-

ment every 500 hr.
8. X Spark plugs i Repla, -Ppark plugs that have cracked TM 5-28t)5-204-14

I insulator and burned electrodes.
Clean and -et spark plug gaps.

I "~r;,rque spark plugs.
9. x Generator Cl'an dirt and olstruction- from

blo wer cover.

10. X I X Instrument-; Replace damaged inistruniunt.-. Tighten TM 5-6115-450-15
loose mounting,. Witt. the unit op-
rating, check for propir operation.

NOTE I. OI'ERATIO.VAL TEST.

During operation obezve for any unusual
noise or vibration.

NOTE 2. ADJUSTMENTh
Make all ne-sary adju-tnients during
operational test.

NOTE ?. FIRE EXTING! ISHER.

Inspect for broken seal. Weigh the new
and fully charged fire extinguiher and
enter on inspection record.
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TASKS_
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specific fault in an item. Replacement involves c. Sqjvage. As an element of corrective
the substitution of a serviceable !Uke part, sub- maintenaffce consists of disposing of materiel
assembly, etc., for an unserviceable counterpart. that is not repairable or usable and the utilizing
In some materiel, repair and replacement ac- of salvaged materiel, from equipment in itself
tions are followed immediatz-1y by alignment or not repairable, in the rebuild, overhaul, or re-
calibration actions. Complementary to the pair programs.
maintenance steps are actions associated with d. Servicing. In relation to corrective
assembly, disassembly, cleaning, lubrication, maintenance, servicing may be required as a

. supply, and administrative activ'ity.
s , a s v iresult of the corrective action performed. For

Fig. 7-2 also illustrates two supplementary example, engine repair may result in crankcase
paths: one during which obvious malfunctions refill, welding on, or adja'ent to painted sur-
can be isolated immediately, the other for in- faces may result in a requirement to repaint,
stances that require the technician to retrace and air bottle replacement may require
his steps and perform additional analysis. recharge of the system.

To expedite the actions in steps 1 through
31, the use of automatic fault isolation is an
effective tool, especially in the case of electronic
equipment. In other cases, troubleshooting aids 7-2.4.3 Corrective Maintenance Performance

are used to help maintenance perf-,enel in The corrective maintenance action is per-
isolating the defective materiel. Table 7-2 is an formed in varying degrees at all maintenance
example of a troubleshooting guide used for organizations. Ccrrective maintenance at the or-
troubleshooting a generator set. The 'able ganizational level normally is limited to system
delineates the malfunctions, probable causes, testing, fault isolation, and, usually, removal
and corrective actions (including reference and replacement tasks of modular or plug-in
documentation). A more detailed type of units. Detailed repair of the removed items gen-
troubleshooting flow diagram is shown in Fig. erally is assigned to a higher level of main-
4-5. tenance. As discussed in par. 7-2.4.1 the per-~formance of corrective maintenance, especially

L: 7-2.4.2 Types of Corrective Maintenance ( Ref. 7) frac fcretv aneacepcal
7at the organizational level, frequently is accom-

Corrective maintenance is not iimit-d to plished through fault recognition, localization,
the performance of the function only in the case- and diagnosis by automatic .. eans. When these
of equipment failure as discussed in par. 7-2.4.1. inctions are performed manually, or the au-
Other maintenance tasks which may be sched- tomatic procedure fails or is not considered
uled but also may be considered corrective feasible, detailed step-by-step procedures nor-
maintenance actions are the functions of over- inally are provided the maintenance technician.
haul, rebuild, salvage, and servicing. These The prime consideration in the devel-
functions are defined as follows: opment and planning of the maintenance con-

a. Overhaul. To restore an item to a com- cept and maintenance support plan is to insure
pletely serviceable condition as prescribed by the following:
maintenance serviceability standards, using the a. Minimum downtime of the system
"inspect and repair only as necessary" tech- b. Maximum operational availability
nique. c. Supportability of the system with min-

b. Rebuild. To restore an item to a stand- upotabilitnonte syste w ith mm
ard as nearly as possible to original or new imum impact on maintenance resources and life

condition in appearance, performance, and life cycle cost.

expectancy. This is accomplished through com- Since corrective maintenance is an in-
plete disassembly, inspection of all parts and fluencing factor for each one of these consid-
components, repair and replacement of worn erations, the design and support resources must
and unserviceable elements (items) according to reflect the optimum system configuration which
original manufacturing tolerances and specifi- reduces the corrective maintenance time and
cations, and subsequeiit reassembly and test to the demand on resources, and increases the op-
original production requirements. erational availability of the system.
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TABLE 7-2. TROUBLESHOCTING (Ref. 5)

SMalfunction Probable Cause Corrective Action

1. Generator noisy Mounting bolts looe Tighten mounting bolts

2. Generator overheats a. Generator overloaded a. Reduce load
b. Air passages blocked b. Clean air passages
c. Ventilation inadequate c. Provide adequate ventilation

3. Generator fails to build up a. Residual field magnetism a. Flash field (par. 2-12)*rated voltzge low

b. Engine speed low b. Refer to TM 5-2805-204-14

4. Generator fails to supply a. Load cable defective a. Repair or replace load cable
power b. Main circuit breaker b. Replace circuit breaker

defective (.r. 3-44)*

5. Generator voltage fluctuates a. Generator overloaded a. Reduce !c"'l
b. Engine speed fluctuates b. Refer to TM 5-2805-204-14

6. Generator frequency drops Engine lacks power Refer to TM 5-2805-204-14
under load

7. Generator voltage drops when a. Generator overloaded a. Reduce load
load is applied or increased b. Engine Epeed b. Refer to TM 5-2805-204-14

8. Voltmeter indicatici, too bigh a. Rheos'-t defective a. Replace rheostat (par. 3-40)*
or too low b. Voltn.eter defective b. Replace voltmeter (par. 3-37)*

c. Engine speed incorrect c. Refer to TM 5-2805-204-14
d. Applied load not properly d. Distribute load properly

balanced across phases

9. Voltmeter fails to register a. Loose wire connections a. Tighten Lonnections
b. Voltmeter defective b. Replace voltmeter (par. 3-37)

10. Frequency ,'eter 7ai!s to a. Loose wire connections a. Tightcn connections (par.
register 3-37)1

b. Frequency meter defective b. Replace meter ipar. 3-37)"

*TM 5-6115-45C-15

7-2.5 EQUIPMENT MODIFICATIONS alteration that is rermanent in nature and
Equipment alterations, particularly .aodi- made on an item that is type classified as

fications, frequently generate a requirement for Standard (STD) or Limited Procurement (LP).
the expenditure of significant quantities of A standard item is an item/system of
maintenance resources during a materiel life materiel which is determined to be acceptable
cycle. A maintenance engineering function is for the mission intended and acceptable for in-
to assist in insuring that these resources are troduction into the inventory. This designation
expended in a cost-effective manner. includes items which have been or are being

replaced by new STD iter- and which are still
7-2.5.1 Modifications acceptable for the intended mission.

Within the Army, the term "alteration" is A limited procurement item is a. item of
applied to any change made to materiel after materiel required for testing or other special
the materiel has been entered into the Army use where a specified small quantity will be
inventory. A modification is described as an procured without further intent of additional
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procurement of the item under this classifica- d. Insure compatibility with other inter-
tion. Each procurement under this classification facing equipment and its operator and main-
will be justified and authorized separately. tenance personnel.
Items designated for limited procurement type e. Significantly increase combat or oper-classification are those which initially do not ainleftvns rsgiiatyrdc e

qualify for adoption as STD, but ar required ie en or significantly reduce re-
quiemets or ogiticsupport.for one of the following purposes:

Proposed modifications will be subjected to
a, To meet urgent operational require- appropriate testing prior to consideration by the

by a standard approving agency. This testing also will include

the trial application of prototype modification
b. Tu test specifi-d quantities of materiel kits prior to the publication of modification

prior to type classification STD work orders (MWO's) or preparation of Depot

c. To maintain low rate initial production Maintenance Work Requirements (DMWR's)

for a specified period of time and contract work statements authorizing the
mass accomplishment of approved modi-

d. To maintain an established production fications.
line at the most economical or minimum sus- b
taining rate during the period between final de- MWO's will
livery of test models and the scheduled delivei-y authorize the accomplishment of all approved
of the first STD production model modifications except those which are to be ap-

plied only by a c( -tractor or depot maintenance
e. Other special uses approved by HQDA. facility. Such m "fications will be assigned

Maintenance activities commonly referred MWO numbers, but will not be published as
to as retrofit, conversion, remanufacture, or de- MWO's Instead, the instructions for their ac-
sign change are classified as modifications. In- corm.piishment will be included in DMWR's or
line production charges, minor changes, and contract work stafemeiits, as appropriate.
special-purpose equipment (winterization kits,
fording kits, and ballistic antitank kits), which A,tia!.c to rescind MWO's will be initiated
enable an item either to perform 2 specific mis- by the responsible sponsoring agency when:
sion or to meet a specific climatic or geograph- a. MWO accomplishment reports (DA
ical conditicn, are not classified as modi- Form 2407) and other information/data sources
fications (Re£. 1). indicate that the known densities of materiel

Modifications should be limited to those in possession of using units and supply and
that are necessary or will provide significant maintenance activities at all levels, other than
benefits for the- costs incurred. Proposals for prepositioned stocks, have been modified. Mod-
alterations that would result in marginal im- ification kits will be obtained and retained by
provements or nonessential "nice to have" fea- commands having prepositioned war reserve
tures should not be approved as modifications stock until such materiel has been modified.
(Ref. 9). b. Army materiel program changes in-

Modifications att authorized by publication dicate that contirued accomplishment of an
of a Department of Army Modification Work MWO is no longer justified.
Order (MWO), or by appropriate instructions in
a Depot Maintenance Work Requirement c. It has been determined that an MWO

(DMWR) and contract work statements. The ap- is not accomplishing its purpose fully and will

plication of approved modifications is man- be superseded by another MWO.
datory. The criteria for modification of equip- d. The time compliance period has expired
ment are: and there is adequate evidence that equipment

a Assure afety of personnel.- is performing satisfactorily without the mod-
ification. In this case, the sponsoring agency

b. Prevent serious damage to equipment. is responsible for insuring compatibility of're-

c Eliminate risk of communication securi- pair parts, publications, and training with all
ty or cryptologic compromi.%, end item configurations in the field.
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When an MWO is rescinded: The costs to be considered in computing

a. Modification kits will be rem~oved from the total costs of the propozed modification in-

the supply system, and the responsible sponsor- cude those for the following:
ing agency will issue disposition instructions for a. Research, design engineering, devel-
the kits to the field. opment, testing, and procurement of mo.i-

b. Technical changes in the characteristics fication kits

of materiel resulting from the MWO application b. Application of the modification to eligi-
and changes in repair part authorization occa- ble materiel
sioned by the MWO will have been incorporated c. New parts, new or modified tools, and
in the applicable equipment manuals. "'T'is will test, measurement, and diagnostic equipment
constitute continuing authority ,:- the retention
of the equipment in its modified configuration d. Revisions to publications
(Ref. 9). e. Inventory losses resulting from parts

and modification kits to be made obsolete by

7-2-5.1.1 Clssifkation of Modifications (Rf. 9) proposed modification
f Storage, transportation, training, and

Modifications are classified as either other applicabie services.
URGENT, LIMITED URGENT, or NORMAL. The evaluation of proposed modifications

The classiflication URGENT is assigned to include but are not limited to consideration of
a modification when the condition it is intnded the following:.

to correct is such that the equipment must not
be operated until the modification has been a. The criteria for modifications

made. A modification is classified as LIMITED b. The classification of modifications
URGENT when the equipment may continue to c. An economic analysis conducted for
be operated for a limited period of time-not proposed NORMAL modifications, which should
to exceed 120 days-provided that specified cau- identify funding requirements by budget pro-
tions are observed. A modification is classified gram and fiscal year, and purpose
as NORMAL when it does not meet the require-
ments of URGENT or LIMITED URGENT. In d, Man-hours required to accomplish the
the NORMAL classification, materiel is not ren- proposed modification. When the modification

dered inoperable before the MWO is applied, is to be applied by activities below depot level
In all cases, materiel in stock will not be issued and the workload appears to exceed the capacity

until the modification haz been applied, of a typial field activity to accomplish in ad-
dition to its normal maintenance mission, con-

7-2.5.1.2 Evaluation of Modificaions (Ref. 9) sideration will be given to accomplishing the
The approval of a proposed modification modificatior l;" special teams, or providing oth-

is preceded and supported by a thorough eval- er assistance 'from/by the proponent National
uation of its tota! costs and impact on all af- Maintenance Point
fected functional areas. This evaluation is docu- e. Life expectancy, or the length of time
iuented to include a stipulation of the primary the items to be modified are expected to remain
criterion on which the proposal is based. To in the inventory
warrant approval of the proposed modification,
this evaluation must demonstrate clearly that f Type classification of materiel to be
the need for the modification is ;ully justified, modified
and the benefits to be derived override consid- g. Support requirements: e.g., repair parts,
erations of the costs to be incurred, special tools and test equipment, technical data

When the total costs of a proposed NOR- and publications, and training and retraining

MAL modification exceed twice the annual costs needed to support the modified items

of replacing or repairing materiel that becomes &L Lead time required to procure and test
damaged becaust it has not been modified, the prototype modification kits, procure and dis-
proposed modification is not approved, tribute modification kits, and apply the
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proposed modification in relation to the remain- 7-2.5.1.4 Quantitahive Requiiommnfs (Ref. 9)
ing life expectancy of the materiel to be mod- The responsible national inventory control
ified point determines the quantities of kits, com-

i. Downtime, or the average time in days ponents, or parts required to be procured in
that the equipment to be modified will not be support of the modification. The total quanti-
available due to the application of the proposed tative requirements provids r base line for kit
modification. procurement, control, accomplishment, and
7-2.5.1.3 Dev.op mont of Modifications follow-on support. The responsible commodity

Maintenance engineering activities of manager initiates procurement of modification
sponsoring agencies direct the development of kits, but procurement is not to be initiated until

proposed modifications based upon analysis of testing is completed and approved.

equipment performance data and/or equipment The development of kit quantities to sup-
improvement recommendations. They conduct port an economical one-time buy is developed
required studies incident to the proposed mod- in the cost study, with necessary updating
ification of the equipment and prescribe the based on the following: time interval between
technical requirements for accomplishing the approval of modification and initiation of pro-
modification. Tools, test and handling equip- curement action; solicitation and confirmation
ment, publications, repair -;arts, etc., must e of total Department of the Army density of
modified on a schedule that precludes degrada- end items, assemblies, components, or parts re-
tion of maintenance support to the modified end quiring modification; and requirements for spe-
items. cial tools, markings, and test equipment re-

quired for installation of the modification.
Modifications of any classific.ition are de- Strict consideration must be given to washout

veloped for the following: factors, firing or operational schedules, stock

m Materiel type classified as Standard or positicn of servi..ble and urs-tviceable assets,
Limited Procurement an( -taild requireuients.

b. Materiel type classified as Contingency 7.2.-. i.3 Application (Rl. 9)
and Training when used exclusively for training As previously stated, MWO's may be ap-

c. Materiel which assumes the type plied by modification team, depots, or support
classification of the end item or assembly in maintenance activities. Many factors enter into
which it is used determining the activity that will apply the

d. Accessory-type materiel not authorized MWO. Among these are qualitative and quan-
to be type classified. titative skill, tool, test equipment, time, and

cost requirements, and the classification of the
Modifications normally are not developed modification. Normally, modification teams

for nontype-classified materiel and for materiel should be used for complex, time-consuming

with less than 3 yr remaining in its pro- modifications that can be accomplished in the
grammed service life. However, URGENT mod- field, depots should be used for similar mod-
ifications may be developed for any materiel ifications that cannot be accomplished in the
when the materiel is required -for an operational field, and support maintenance should be used
mission and an improved replacement cannot for other modifications, since this is normally
be delivered within the required time period. the most enonomical approach.

Modifications to be applied by direct sup- When a modification team is used, the Na-
* port activities are developed to permit appli- tional Maintenance Point will:

cation, to the maximum extent practicable, by
the replacement of easy-to-remove/instal! mod- a. Furnish modification teams for appli-
ules (component/assemblies). Modifications re- cation of MWO's and coordinate through com-
quiring the disassembly of modules and the re- mand channels with the commands concerned
placement of interior piece parts normally are to establish a mutually agreeable program for
allocated for performance at general support or application of the modifications. This program
depot maintenance activities, or by special mod- will provide the following:
ification teams in field locations. (1) A schedule for application
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(2) Personnel and skills required Such requests for the temporary alteration
(3) Administrative sup-port of other materiel will be submitted through
(4) Logistic support channels to the major Army commander for
(5) Transportation requirements approval, with an information copy furnished

(6) Tools and test, mcasurement, and to the responsible AMC commodity manager.

diagnostic equipment Approved special mission alterations must

(7) Quantity, location, and availability comply wifh the requirements for safety of per-

of materiel to be modified sonnel and materiel.

(8) Work facilities Upon completion of the special mission,
(9) Ethe original ccnfiguration of the materiel will

( exch e (for rtatri , o se be restored, if possible. Funding for alteration,
(10) Sec.rity (for materiel, personnel, support, and restoration will be the respon-

etc.). sibility of the command which established the

b. Insure that the modification teams are requirement for the alteration.
capable of accomplishing the following servicev When a proposed special mission alteration
as required: of AMC managed materiel is considered to be

(1) Application of modification work permanent in nature, the approval authority
orders to all serviceable and locally repairable will be the responsible AMC commodity man-
unser-iceable materiel ager, and the approval document will specify

(2) Performance of operational check- funding responsibilities for the alteration and
outs of the modified materiel in accordance • ~isposition instructions for the item(s) modifid
with the modification work order instructions following completion of the special mission.

(3) Acceptance by the team chief of
the m,_Ddification (a commodity oriented Govern- b. Special-purpose Alteration of Materiel
ment inspector normally will accomplish this Other Than Aircraft. Alterations that have a
service), insure recording and initiation of mod- limited application to meet climatic, geographic,
ification work order application reports, and or equipment interface conditions will not be
provide the supported command with such re- identified or issued as a modification work

ports as may be required by that command. order. Such special-purpose alterations usually
c. Insure that all technical requirements are identified as winterization kits, tiedown

are included or referenced in depot work in- kits, radio-TV frequency interference shielding,
structions to support all materiel processed telemetry kits, and similar items, and are au-
through depot maintenance. thorized in the equipment publications for the

item. When authorized, these changes will be
When support maintenance is used to ap- supported by the issue of parts or kits through

ply MWO's, the major Commander must insure normal supply channels. Instructions for appli-
that planning analogous to that described for cation, operation, maintenance, removal, or dis-
the modification team program is accomplished, position of these kits will be included in the
Availability of kits and technical dccumen- equipment publications for the item.
tation, the capability to operate and support two
materiel configurations while the MWO is being c. Special Mission Alteration of Aircraft
applied, and the capability of the maintenance Requests for temporary alteration of type
activity to accomplish normal maintenance and classified Army aircraft to satisfy the require-
MWO maintenance without adversely affecting ment for a "one-time" special mission (excluding
operational availability are among the factors materiel tests) will be forwarded through corn-
that must be given careful consideration. mand channels to the U S Army Aviation Sys-

tepiis Command (AVSCOM), for approval.
7-2.5.2Othff tAlti(Ref. 9) Such requests will include description, draw-

a. Special Mission Alterations of Materiel ings, and justification, ard should be submitted
Other Than Aircroft Requests for approval of so as to reach AVSCOH 180 days (if pos-
special mission alteration of materiel will be sible) prior to the date the reconfigured equip-
submitted through proper channels. ment is required. As a prerequisite to approval,
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9 an engineering analysis of the proposed change tenance Digest Technical Bulletin and included
will be performed by AVSCOM to deter- in the applicable technical manual(s). Complete
mine engineering feasibility of the proposed clarification and identification of change will
change and to preclude adverse effects on be reflected in program work directives or sup-
equipment reliability or personnel safety. A porting techr:ical data provided to depots or
positive "safety-of-flight certification" must be contractors for the overhaul, rebuild, or
provided by AVSCOM upon accom- remanufacture of the item or system concerned.
plishment of approved alterations. Upon f Recording and Reporting Special Mis-
completion of the special mission, the user will sion, Special-purpose, and Minor Alterations.
advise AVSCOM of the estimated cost to Minor alterations, special mission alterations,
return the materiel to its original standard con- and special-purpose alterations will be recorded
figuration, if possible, and request guidance and and reported as routine maintenance actions
disposition instructions. Funding for the total unless special rerrTing instructions are includ-
alteration (parts acquisition, installation, main- ed in the document or equipment publication
tenance, removal, etc.) will be the responsibility which authorizes the alteration.
of the requesting command.

d. Special-purpose Alteration of Aircraft. 7-3 CONTRACT MAINTENANCE
Normally, alterations that have a limited ap- (Refs. I and 9)
plication to enable an item to meet some spe-
cific climatic or geographic condition wil! not performed under contract by commercial orga-
be identified or issued as an MWO. However, pirioe on a one-time or continuing basis
when the desigp of a special-purpose alteration without distinction as to the category of main-
requires the incorporation of permanent pro- wihudstnioasotectgryfmi-visions to facilitate the installation of special- tenance. The types of maintenance include mod-
visiose ito cilita en theinsallati o spal ification, modernization, rebuild, overhaul. re-
purpose kit or equipment-e.g., the structure rvcnofmtie.C tacmi-
must be changed to accept armor plate, p pair, or
or similar items-an MWO will be prepared to tenance provides an effective means for

incorporate these provisions on the aircraft. augmenting the resources of the Army in ac-

When authorized, these changes will be sup- complishing its maintenance mission. Its prin-

ported by issue of parts or kits through normal cipal applications are in the following areas:
supply channels. Instructions for application, a. For the accomplishment of depot main-
removal, or disposition of such kits or materiel tenance requirements that exceed the military
will b, included in the applicable technical capability and capacity retained to support mis-
publications. sion essential materiel when such requirements

can be satisfied in a cost-effective manner.
e. Minor Alterations. To qualify as a mi- b. For the accomplishment of organiza-

nor alteration, a proposed change must not: tional, direct support, general support, and

(1) Require more than 2 man-hours to depot maintenance requirements in support of
accomplish commercial equipment and nontactical (e.g., ad-

(2) Require parts, assemblies, compo- ministrative) elements when military control
nents, tools, fixtures, equipment, or skills and performance of such work are not required
beyond those authorized the category of main- for military effectiveness, personnel training, or
tenance performing the alteration rotation and career development of Army per-

(3) Require mandatory reporting and sonnel.
recording except as a routine maintenance ac- c. For the temporary performance of or-
tion (Exceptions require individual approval.) ganizational, direct, and gener, support main-

(4) Cause rejection or rework of assets tenance of materiel pending the attainment of
prjcessed or being processed for delivery to U.S. an organic capability or to accommodate peak
Armed Forces or to foreign governments. workloads of a transitory nature.

Such alterations may be authorized by the d. When required for an interim period to
national level materiel manager concerned in attain an earlier operational status for new mil-
the Equipment Improvement Report and Main- itary materiel.
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e. For accomplishment of analytical over- 7-3.2 ADVANAGES AND DSADVANTAGES
haul or modification of new military materiel Contract maintenance may be used for
entering the inventory, or when the extent or either new or ased equipment. When properly
complexity of the modification or modernization used, it provides multiple advantages such as:
work to be accomplished requires the technical
qualifications of the original manufacturer of a. Releasing military ma',nance capabil-
the materiel. ity and facilities for more esseatial work

b. Reducing the requirement for in-
vestment in facilit.es, equipment, and training
of maintenance personnel

7-3.1 PONTACTY DA,.&hYU zhI A c. Providing flexibility in maintenance pro-
Contract maintenance consists of two grams

phases. The first phase is that maintenance pro- iL R-ulting in new bnefits to the Gov- j
vided by the development contractor during the enent without compromising basic military
predeployment or preissue period, when the m
materiei is undergoing the devel- me
opment/operational tests. Some degree of re- e. Augmenting depot overhaul programs
cycling of equipment usually results from these beyond availabie sk3llz and facilities.
activities. It is essential, during the first phase, Some disadvantages are associated with

that any requirement for contract maintenance contract maintenance. The principal dis-
be clearly set forth in the development Request advantages are:
for P a a. Its use could prevent the timely attain-

In the second phase, contract maintenance ment of the required military maintenance
must be planned for all nonmission essential capability.
items requiring depot maintenance. Mainte- b. It could resul' in uneconomical use of
nance oi mission essential items gene-.ally is existing facilities which, because of other re-
authorized only for in-house (Army) depot
maintenance. As previously noted, the second quirement, must be retained.
phase of contract maintenance follows the issue c. Under exceptional circumstances, unac-
of equipnent and also may be used in lieu of ceptable security risks could be incurred by its

or in augmentation of Army depot maintent-nce. use.
In this second phase, contract maintenance pro- 7
vides an alternate means, at the disposal of the
support manager, for augmenting the existing Contract maintenance must be planned
maintenance capability. The second phase of and executed carefully if it is to provide the
contract maintenance also includes the main- Government with the greatest net cost bent.fits
tenance, rebuild, overhaul, repair, modification, without compromising basic military mission
modernization, or servicing of equipment or requirements The decision to use contract
materiel, performed under contract by the orig- maintenance should be made only after care-
inal manufacturers, or by cor .,,ercial con- fully considering information furnished by sup-
tractors, on a one-time or continuing basis. It port develop.nent personnel who are assigned
provides a supplementary capauility for main- to t-he developwent project. Some factors to be

C tenance of military and commercial types of considered should include but need not be lim-
materiel, when the workload requires man- ited to:
hours beyond those available at Government fa- a. The economics involved
cilities, or when no Government facilities are
available in the vicinity of the enu items to b. Workload involved
be overhauled. Services may be performed by c. Availability of test, measurement, and
commercial organizations, including the original diagnostic equipment, if required, in Govern-
manufacturers, without distinction as to the ment direct support upits, general support
level of maintenance, units, or depots
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d Personnel and ski!:. available tractor to furnish technical assistance to the

Fl. Tables of organt -%:n and equipment field. This would depend upon the ability of
units wileh will use the eqaqip ent the Government to supply trained techniciansSLevel of maintenance required to repair or engineers when required.

the equipment Although the contract maintenance
decision usually is concerned with depot level

g. Requiremen forspare tools (availability activities, it also has application to the accom-
of tools) plishment of organizational maintenance for

h. Quantity of c..d items procured Army in-the-field using activities. When used

i Modification prograw* which cause an for this purpose, it normally will be accom-
iplished at the equipment operating site, under~increased wvorkload

military control, and used to augment, not re-
j. Impact on military organic capability place, military capability.

for support of mission essential equipment.

Another facet of the contract maintenance 7-A w1ECIIATIMOES, fl SNME NTS, AND
decision concerns the required "intensity of depot DATA
contract maintenance. The support developer
considers the minimum required effort for sup- Once the decision has been reached to use
port of the depot mission and develops or re- cont act maintenance, it is necessary to develop
tains only that depot level maintenance capa- work statements and specifications for con-

bility which is essential. Materiel that will re tractor guidance. Contracts for maintenance
quire continuing depot level contract mainte- support should incorporate, by reference, nec-
nance to sustain operations under emergency essary work specifications to insure tha the
or wartime conditions, in addition to insuring support requested is provided in an effective
operational readiness during peacetime, is also and efficient manner. These specifications
evaluated. Depot maintenance shop facilities should be prepared by maintenance functional,
that should be developed or retained as part not procurement or contracting officer, person-
of contract maintenance must be ad quate to nel.
meet emergency or wartime requiremets when Work statements and specifications should
used on a multishift basis (up to 12M hr per be developed in a manner that will provide max-
week). The minimu~n peacetime capahility to imum latitude to pr.Vsp-et:ve contractors iri
be retained ia determnin-d :)y the establ.. nent determining the mix of '-t.-v and materiel, in-
of a level of manninz effort 0 "ise the reteined cluding Government furnishe-d materiel, they
shop capacity on a sitgle-shift (-A9 hr p-'. week) will need to produce a ruality product at the
basis. least total cost to the Government.

The part the Government will play in con- Work statements should require tb-t the
tract maintenance is also an important facet support contracted for be provided in £-easur-
of the contract maintenance decision. Informa- able end items; i.e., specific products or main-

S tion developed during the various phases will tenance services, not just labor expressed in
a aid the support developer in determining wheth- man-hours or personnel equivalents.

er he will use Government resources or Work specifications included in mainte-
negotiate a maintenance contract. Prior to the nance contracts should include a specific time
awarding of any contract, a pre-award survey frame or production schedule within which the
must be made to determine if the contractor contractor will be required to accomplish the
has the proper tools, facilities, skills, and test work.
and calibration equipment to perform the serv-RIn addition to the preceding general re-
ices required. The Government may, upon the
basis of certain conditions, furnish repair parts, quirements, the following specific information

components, and assemblies, or it may require and data should be furnished thl contracting

the contractor to furnish aii necessary supplies officer:
aad support for the overhaul of the items or a. Specific identification and location of
systems. It may be desirable to require the con- equipment and/or items to be processed
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b. Quantitative input and output schedules installations and includes equipment such as
and priorities for accomplishment of the work- motor generator sets, furnaces, air conditioner,

load(s) and power distribution equipment. Generally.
¢. Specific technical instructions for the these are commercially designed items and, in

work to be accomplished. (When applicable, many cases, are one of a kind. Local com-
technical instructions for preservation and mercial repair shops and vendors are available

packing of processed equipment and/or items to repair equipment 'ailures that are beyond

for shipment should be included.) the capability of base .naintepan- operations.

d. Inspection and test procedures and out- b. Tactical Deployed EqirnmenL Complex,
put standards for completed work high-performance missile and ground equip-

ment, such as th . used by a field artillery
e. A repair part Iist associated with the battalion, requires considerable modification to

quivment or item(s) to be -.vtrhaule.1 or re- keep the system current with the state of the
-irtd. (Such lists will inclune repair part re- ar. In many cass, the hardware is deployed

~~~r Ineworkcaes the eqimn to as depotfrmd lctonyin
p,: !ement factor data, when -vtilable, and outside CO(NUS and it is uneconomical to returniteiized standard pricing informatior I the equipment to a depot for modification in-

f Special instructions for part rework stallation. In this case, a contract for modi-

and/or con -onent repair or replacement 'vhen fication services with the development con-

applicable tractor definitely would be in the Governments

g. Disposition instructions for repairable best interest.

parts and/or components c Contractor Special Manufacturing Tech-

h. Management information reporting re- niques. There are occasions when the Army

quirements. including frequency intervals Depot simply cannot duplicate the original man-
ufacturer's pro-tess. This is especially true in

i. Tentative disposition schedule of com- those areas generally regarded as high tech-
pleted equipment and/or items nology. This is true even though the Govern-

j. The proper financing appropriation, ap- ment has purchased full-range documentation

propriate budget program, and applicable ac- as a part of the development or production con-

tivity account to which all elements of cost will tracts. In this case, contract maintenance is

be charged. much more logical and cost effective than at-

Finally, cost forecasts should be developed tempting to establish an crganic capability

and included with all equipment maintenance within the Army Depot system, especially in

work requirements submitted to contracting of- the case of equipment with low inventory densi-

f-cers for accomplishment by contract. These ty.

forecasts should be based on the most recent 7-3.6 PLANNING
costs actually incurred in the accomplishment Planning for contract maintenance must
nf like or similar work either by organic or encompass the conceptual, validation, full-scale

contract sources. They should include elements develop.vent, and production and deployment
such as: phases. When used, contract maintenance sup-

a. Total labor and materiel (Government- port should be planned and used in a manner
and contractor-furnished) cost which will provide maximum effectiveness

b. All appropriate overhead and adminis- under emergency or wartime conditions, par-

trative expenses ticularly when the contract involved is a long-
term or continuing type.

c. Any other appropriate costs.
If used for the support of new ,-:ipment,

contract maintenance should be pl:- ned we'l
in advance of the introduction of the equipment

The following are typical examples of prop- into the operational inventory. This is necessary
er contract nialntenance usage: in order to obtain the required tools, test, mca-

a. Real Property Installed Equipment. urement, and diagnostic equipment, repair

Ttils equipment usually is associated with fixed parts, facilities, and qualified personnel.
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) When contract maintenance support is be- on the performance, life, or maintenance z.-

- ing planned for equipment alreadr in the in- quirements of the materiel being developed.
ventory. pro-Asions also sho,:id be made for nec- (2) Establish maintenance and repair
essary procurement lead time. The entire con- procedures and repair part supply to support
tract technical requirement package should be the scheduled and unscheduled maintenance of
f :rnished the contracting officer it sufficient the materiel for which the contractor is con-
time before the desired date for te start of tractually committed.
work to allow for timely completion of the fAl (3) Establish a system for the analysis
procurement cycle in accordance with normal of work in progress, and revisions of require-
commercial practices. This cycle includes con- ments to attain a more efficient support .fTor.
tract preparation, advr-tising, and solicitation.receipt of bids and e~auation of prospectii (4) Prepare reports of all failures ,r.-
crecptofrds award of toe contract, and dane fecting ope-ition or maintenance, including
contractors. tie f the contractr alac e time to repair and the maintenance man-hours,
preparation time for the contractor selecied. and forward t.ern through maintenance engi-

In general, the conceptual phase contract neering fc: proessing.
maintenance plan should define tLe requL-e- (5) Forward repair parts usage ata to
ments for and schedule the accomplishment of maintenance engineering for preparation of the
contract maintenance support of tht system fiziai provisioning documentatiOn.
equipment, incljiding support equipmenL It pro- (6) Forward repors of errors in tech-
,'dides for contractor support of all appropriate nical pubications for review and correction-
wth suhopserationaoperin providest or ap-c Substantiate and document the resultsthe preoperational perios u and provides for ap- of cost-effectiveness studies and trade-off
propriate depot level support in the operation a s co nted ative to cortrat a-H
phaseanalyses cndcted reaive to contract main-

in res-onse to the Governmaent RFP, the --mnce requirements.
contra- -- should be required to prepare a plan 7-3.7 IMPLf JTA11ON AND ASSESMENT
far a contract maintenance program based on Prior to entering fuil-sczie %feelopment,
work statements selected by the support devel- -he contractor should be require-' to revise the
oper. Unless otherwise specified, the cen'-zczt j!ai in accordance with additions .-r deletions
should plan to terminate contract maintecan" of work ztatements as specified by the support
support below depot categor: o: maintenance developer and in accordance with the changes
when materiel is introduced into the Army in- negotiated in the development contracL Upon
vcntory. approval of the revised plan by the Government,

".. contractor's plan should contain the the plan should become the basis for the con-
follow ng: tractor's contract maintenance pro,-am. The

& Requirements for contract maintenance contractor should be required to imp' nent thesupport of materiel being developed (Planning Government approved contract main'enancepinformation shold substntiate these require- plan. and should update this plan throughoutmentsj the contract effort when necessar.

b. Procedur-n- for initiation and termina- The contractor also should update the con-

tion of contract maintenance to Army support tract maintenance plan prior to entering the
prnduction phase. These revisions should be in

c Determination of r-sources (facilities, accordance with additions or deletions of work
tweiing, support equipment, repair parts. Gov- statements as specified by the support devel-
erflriient ffwnished equipment, personnel. etc.) oper. Upon approval of the revised plan by the
required for contract maintenance Government and awar.! of contract. the p!an

. Documentation of contrazt maintenance should become the b.-;s for the contractos
procedures. requirements. and data. contract maintenance program.

The contractor should: The contractor should be required to:

(1) Maintain historical aecords cover- a. Implement the Government-approved
ing every item which has a significant bewring contract maintenance plan. and should update
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this plan throughout the contract effort when (4) Time schedules
necessary. (5) Report of turnover from contractor

b. Provida for accomplishment of the nec- maintenance to Government maintenance
essary operations and maintenance transition (6) Selected failure '-eports
tasks prior to turnover of maintenance oper- (7) Individual data items, as required,
ations to the Army. Normally, except at the which are listed by the activity on the contract
depot level of maintenanco, tarnover will occur data requirement list as separate line items.
at the time of initial delivery of equipment of This information and data can provide con-
tactical units. As a minimum, the contractor siderable managempnt. visibility into the con-
should certify that: tract maintenance operation; for instance:

(1) Maintenance of the eqtipment has a. The maintenance log provides a basic
been accomplished, and. such service has been at and antanli o ife, a brorc
- evaluation and an analysis of the life, -'erform-
recorded in appropriate equipment logs. ance, and maintenance requirements of Army

(2) Reports or data related to the tran- equipment and materiel installed and operated
sition have been submitted to the proper au- by tOe contractor.
thorities, b. The w3rk-in-progress report covers at

(3) Followup technical assistance rec- least the following areas of continuing activity:
ommendations have been made as appropriate.= (4) Item accourtability determinations (1) Status sf contractor facilities(4 t m a c u t bliy d t r i ai n (2) Problem s which may be anticipated
and reports have been accomplished as required.

Contract maintenance must be monitored (3) End item performance following
carefully. Maintenance wurkloads accomplished completion of tests
by contract shcuid be given the same emphasis (4) Types of tests performed
and level of management attention as workloads (5) Number of contract maintenance
performed by organic activities. Production, ac- personnel on site
crurd cost, and other management information (6) Training to accomplish the mission.
should be obtained and used by Army materiel c. The maintenance support asset report
management activities to measure the progress normally is furnished as requested and sched-
and efficiency of contractor performance, de- uled in the contract.
termine and maintain cognizance of costs in-
curred by the contractor to assure that they d. Time schedules include maintenance
do not exceed established parameters,support activities. Some of these considerations
that Governm'nt-furnished equipment is used are:
and.r properly accounted for, and initiate re- (1) The amount of projected equipment
quired managemen'. action to resolve problems for which downtime is indicated
and correct unsatisfactory situations. (2) The schedule for daily, weekly,

Information and reports that are useful for monthly, and quarterly inspections

the monitoring process are generated when (3) Inspection, testing, and calibration
maintenance is perfformed under contract. The of maintenance support assets
scope of thes data may be expanded to meet (4) Training of Government personnel
needs for complex systems and equipment con- (5) Accomplishment of authorized
f:gurations. The following types of reports and equipment modifications.
information (generated when maintenance is e. The report of turnover from contractor
p-rformed under contract) are examples of maintenance to Government maintenance cov-
those prepared and detailed as specified by the ers the accomplishment of all transitional and
requiring agency. maintenance tasks.

(1) Maintenance log f Selecied failure reports cover failures
(2) Work-in-progress report beyond those that are anticipated and corrected
(3) Maintenance support assets as normal routine.
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7-3.4 MAINTENANCE ENGN hING INFLUENCE and delivered. Materiel that functions perfectly

The maintenance engineering discipline during evaluation and test frequently develops
can have considerable impact on the successful problems when placed in the hands of the user
application and implementation of contract and operated in a field environment. Occasion-
maintenance. Maintenance engineering analyses ally, manufacturers of critical components go
during the conceptual, validation, full-scale de- out of business, and substitute replacement
velopment, and production phases determine items must be found. State-of-the-art devel-
mainten.ance requirements. These requirements opments often call for redesign of assemblies
include skills, facilities, tools, support equip- to perform the same function in a more effi-
ment, eta. Trade-offs among such considerations cient or economical manner, and operational
as leadtimes, cost, and total resources available mission objectives are subject to change because
will establish criteria for measuing the ben- of political and strategic fluctuations. These and

efits of ccntract maintenance support. similar factors generate requirements for im-
provement prograns.

Theoretically, the improvement program
has its beginning in the conceptual phase of

(Ref. 1 ) system development when one idea is super-

Pricr to expanding on the methods and seded by another or better way of performing
technique.3 of effecting equipment improve- a function. It also could be considered as con-
ments, it may be beneficial to discuss the subtle tinuing through the advanced development and
differences between the termso "equipment mod- engineering development stages when compo-
ifications" and "equipment improvements". nents are discovered not to function as con-

ceived. It also progresses through the produc-
Equipment modifications are any per- tion stage to provide for adaption to the man-

manent alterations made to materiel that has ufacturing processes. It has its real formal be-
been accented into the Army inventory and ginning, however, when the equipment is de-
subsequently type classified as Standard or livered to the user and put into operation in
7.imited Procurement (see par. 7-2.5.1). The a field environment.
meniing of equipment modification is thus re-
stricted to the physical act of changing certain 7-4.12 Configuratin Contro
types of Nielded hardware. Configuration management is a system for

In contrast, equipment improvements are recording the established requirements for
those changes to the design, manufacturing pro- materiel, making certain that no changes sat-
cess, materials, handling processes, or technical isfying these requirements are made without
directives which will enable an item to meet proper authority, insuring that all changes Are
or exceed the speckied mission objectives. Thos- reviewed for total impact and cost effectiveness,
equipment improvements which meet the and maintaining adequate records of engineer-
criteria established for modification of equip- ing requirements and hardware status. Upon
ment (par. 7-2.5.1) are then implemented in the identiflcation of the baseline (the functional
fielded materiel through the equipment mod- baseline documented in the system description,

ification process. the allocated baseline documented in the de-
velopment description, and the product baseline

7-4.1 I VEME4T POGRAMS documented in the production description), the
Requirements for equipment improvement defining documents are not changed without the

programs are gerserated by a variety of causes. coordination, eva,-aoi, approv'al, and release
Validated requirements are satisfied either by of configuration change documeots. These docu-
a development equipment or by a ferma! equip- ments must be coordinated with and analyzed
ment prograri. and evaluated by each system engineering func-

tional organization. The success of configura-
7-4,1.1 Roquci t tion management is dependent upon the ade-

Since the perfect piese of equipment has quate and complete configuration identification,
yet to be designed, improvements normally are configuration control, and configuration status
requi-ed after an item has been manufactured reporting throughout the life cycle.
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The change process, whether related to a form, with installation or rework instructions,
development equipment or formal equipment and kre made available for installation. If tech-
program, is basically the same. The manner of nical directives are involved, changes may be
implementation of the change is the varying issued as 'pen and ink" change notices or as
factor. In the development equipment program, replacement pages. These changes then are in-
the changes are incorporated after problem corporated into the equipment or publications
identification, design solution, and change ap- on an "as available" basis.
proval. In the formal equipment program, the
same process takes place, except that the
changes are incorporated in a hardware con-
figuration category (e.g.. block configuration or A different method of managiag an equip-
category configuration), either based on serial ment improvement program is by a formal plan

number series or on preplanned evolutionary that controls the accumulation of the changes,
configuration. The process for each of these pro- standardizes the documentation, and systemat-
grams is discussed in the paragraphs that fol- ically implements all changes in a specified
low. Unme span, usually at one location and under

the supervision of the same team. Under this
7-4.1.2.1 Development Equipment Program plan, the improvements are generated by the

same basic means as tihe developmental system.When the user in the field discovers an However, the improvement design changes areequipment fault or shortcomintg through oper- allowed to accumulate and are not issued im-ational usage, the deficiency is reported on mediately for installation. State-of-the-art im-
standard forms through 'channels to the mets r gation. atetheartime,
materiel Commodity Manager. At this level, the provements are gathered at the same time,report is analyzed to determine if prescribed along with those changes that may be generated
procedures were followed, if environmental use by alteration of mission objectives. At desig-
conditions were within system tolerances, if nated time intervals, the field equipment is re-there ios ere w dan t in correctina moved from service and brought to a modi-
ther pis an ecis a ue ioting fication point, and all accumulated changes are
dissatisfaction. Once the precise cause of the incorporated, not only in the operational hard-

report is ascertained, an evaluation is made of ware, but also in the repair parts and technicni
the most advantageous method for alleviating directives. The advantages of this method in-

the situation. The solution may be as simple pcude the monetary benefits of large piee part
as informing the user to follow prescribed o- procurement orders, the time saving realized by
erating or maintenance procedures, or revising opening a piece of equipment only once to in-
or amplifying the existing procedures. A con- corporate several changes, and the outstanding
clusion that the report concerns a random fail- configuration control obtained whereby multiple
ure could result in no change action. The user's changes to equipment form, fit, or function are
report, however, frequently uncovers a design incorporated by a single configuration change
deficiency that must be corrected by a design and the operatibnal commander thereby is kept

change to the equipment. When the evaluation aware of the exact condition and capabilities
and analysis determine that a change is nec- of his units.
essary, design effort is instituted to provide the
best corrective solution to the reported problem. 7-4.2. IMPLEMENTING THE IMPROVEMENT
This solution considers the total inpu to the PROGRAM
system performance, support, and other oper- Control of the Army equipment improve-
ational factors. ment programs has been standardized through

The new design is then reviewed, primarily directives and universal use of specially devel-
for economic considerations, and, when the de- oped documentation for that control. The basic
sign is approved, the Commodity Manager elements of control consist of the establishment
issues detailed instructions for implementation of the baseline configuration, the improvement
of the change. When new piece parts are re- identification process, the formal change pro-
quired, they are procured and assembled in kit cedure, and the implementation of the change.
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7-4.2.1 Design Mseine compliance with specifications, system interface

The engineering release record is a compatibility, inclusion of any new specifica-

tompilation of all approved engineering draw- tions, and conformance with Army documen-

ings and specifications which make up a sys- tation requirements. Upon completion of the

tem. When a newly designed piece of equipment validation process, the approved documents are

is added to the system or replaces an existing enitered on the engineering release record as

item, the engineering drawings that depict the part of the system. Thereafter, the documents

item and zny peculiar specifications for it an are subject to formal configuration control pro-

added to the engineering release record only cedures and can be changed only by the en-

after final approval of the Army command re- gineering change proposal process.

sponsible for the system. A need to redesign
an item is generated by some type of system 7-4.2.2 Change Identification
requirement. For example, it may be due to The requirement for materiel changes may
continual maintenance iroblems with the exist- be identified in equipment performance reports
ing design. Ease or simphi-ication -A operating or in equipment impro'ement recomienda-
procedures, a change or variation in the system tions.
mission objectives, or major changes to the
-state of the art in component design may all .2.2.1 Equipment Perfomance Report
be sufficient cause to create an entirely new When newly designed or extensively
design for an existing item or to add a new redesigned equipment is introduced to the rail-
item to ths system. itary system, the equipment undergoes special

evaluation tests. These tests, which include de-
The requirement for a new design is velopment test, environmental tests, an initial

presented to the design team only as an idea production test, a maintenance evaluation test,
or concept. This concept then is developed into and other related teas, are conducted by the
a series of engineering drawings and specifi- U S Army Test and Evaluation Command.
cations after the U.am has considered and either TECOM evaluates the performance of the
accepted or rejected many different approaches new equipment in a tactical environment and
to achieving the stated goal. When the designer reports to the sponsoring commander on an
is satisfied that the drawings are technically equipment performance report. Every equip-
correct and meet the requirements, a prototype ment malfunction observed -ring the tests, as
model usually is constructed. Normally, this well as any deviation from the expected per-
translation of a drawing into hardware is ac- formance, is reported on separate equipment
companied by numerous minor adjustments to performance reports. Recommendations for
the original design. Interference of fasteners changes to the technical manuals in the areas
with internal harnesses or assemblies, in- of both maintenance and operating procedures
accessibility of components, wrong size hard- also are included in the equipment performance
ware, nonavailability of certain specified ma- report. Equipment performance reports are
terials, and the like, are revealed at this time classified as (1) Deficiency, (2) Shortcoming, or
and must be corrected. Operational tests of the (3) Suggested improvempat. The sponsoring
prototype occasionally will reveal faults in the: command must insure th.t all items classified
basic design that prevent it from satisfying the as deficient are corrected before TECOM
requirements and, consequently, a part or parts will consider the test satisfactory and the item
must be redesigned. Operation of the prototype will be allowed to proceed to type classification.
also may uncover new areas of improvement While the purpose of the test is to evaluate
that can be incorporated easily at this time. a new design, anomalies may be encountered
When all of these changes are included in the on related equipment which previously has been
engineering drawings or specifications, the type classified. Equipment performance reports
documents are submitted to the sponsoring may be submitted on those occurrences as "in-F Army com.mand for validation. During valida- formation only" and the Commodity Manager
tion, the new documents are checked carefully could accept them as general field input im-
to assure completeness, technical accuracy, provement suggestions.
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74.2.2.2 Equip.nment Improve mnt the Army or manufacturers' letters, manufac-
Recommenction (Ref. 4) turers' representatives, or other media indicate

All Army materiel is subject to an equip- awareness of the observed fault. Nor will they
ment improvement recommendation, which is be withheld because other organizations within
a portion of a mainterance request form. The the command have submitted a recommenda-form is used to report equ.pment failures and tion concerning identical faults. The fact of fail-

receipt of defective new material, or to propose ure is important statistical information that
improvements in materiel. The purpose for sub- will be weighed to justify the urgency and pro-
" sion of an equipment improvement recom- priety of corrective action.
mendation is to initiate early and cffective cor- Equipment improvement recommendations
rective action. The using organization submits e quipment mprovment e mtcopies directly to the National Maintenance tionewillubecsubmittednforlanywconditionbmi-

ted for any of the following special conditions:~Point. Conditions for submission of a recoin
mendation inchide but are not limited to the a. An Emergency or Urgent Recommenda-
following: tion will be submitted for any condition in-volving safety uf flight or hazard to personnel

a. A condition or materiel fault that is a safety.
hazard to personnel, equipment, and missions

b. When a prescribed installation or main- b. If suspected or confirmed materiel fail-
Stenance action cannot be accomplished, or when ure is the cause of an aircraft accident, antennceadin cnno b acompishd, r wen Emergency - tion recommendation immediate-

t operational characteristics or durability cannot ly is dispatched. The recommendation will in-

be obtained as a result of faulty design or ma- l l ailable redaaendthe n! teialsclude all available failure data and the nameIand telephone number of the individual who can
c. Conditions that are a direct result of be contacted for additional information.

below-standard quality of workmanship during c. A. routine equipment improvement rec-manufacture, remanufacture, modification, re- ommendation (EIR) must be submitted whenpair, or overhaul, except for those items qual- a flight abort resulted from a materiel failure
ifying for submission of an unsatisfactory or malfunction, but the submittal of an emer-
materiel report gency recommendation is not warranted. The

d. Deterioration of installed components or routine EIR must reference the crash facts
operational equipment due to the effects of message and identify the cause of flight aborL
climatic or environmental conditions

d. Equipment improvement recommenda-e Shrting s ad ( dev e fienl)arci te t tions must be submitted for items adjudged to
ternd dluin p om e ) abe defective due to dimensional, material, hard-

ness, finish, or performance deviations from the
f Errors arising from inadequate or in- original manufacturing or overhaul rework

sufficient data in technical publications, which, specifications for the iems.
if not corrected, may cause a hazard or be a

safety-of-flight condition. (All other short- e. Equipment improvement -ecoam',nda-tions should be submitted agal~nst .-ecurringcomings in technical publications will be report- tiobs e umit an nst amount ofed a decribd i par 7-.2.23.)problems requiring an excessive -dmount of
ed as described in par. 7-4.2.2.3.) attention for which a solution or fix does not

g. Conditions that preclude adequate oper- appear to be forthcoming.
ation of the equipment by operating personnel

h. When equipment does not perform W f. Equipment improvement recommenda-
published operational or maintenance standards tions must be submitted when requested by the

National Maintenance Point. A request of thisi. Circumstances other than the preceding pe reflects that a problem of significant
which warrant reporting. m-gnitude is suspected to exist, and the rec-

The submission of equipment improvement ommendation is necessary to confirm and iden-
recommendations will not be withheld because tify the full extent of the problem.
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To insure appropriate processing of equip- area of support prior to military acceptance.
ment improvement recommendations, they are Concurrence that the suggestion will improve
assigned priorities as follows: performance is only the beginning; thereafter,

a2. Egen recommendations report un- a determination must be made of the system
safe ccnditions that are known or believed to costs that would be incurred if the change were
exist, which, if uncorrected, could result in fatal made. This means that all of the factors that
or serious injury to personnel or extensive dam- were part of the original design must be re-
age or destruction of valuable property, or could examined zo ascertain any deviations that

*have serious adverse effects on national securi- would result from implementation of the
ty. change. As the design changes develop, they I

are reviewed by the maintainability engineer
b. Urgent recommendations report po- to determine the effects on quantitative and

tentially hazardous conditions, known or ex- qualitative maintenance parameters, not orJy
pected to exist, which could result in serious for the item being changed but also Lor the
injury to personnel or damage to valuable prop- system as a whole. The maintainability engineer
erty, or could reduce combat effectiveness. Such also contributes to the design to assure that
conditions compromise safety and embody risks it incorporates the best maintainability fea-
calculated to be tolerable within reasonable lim- tures. The maintenance engineer then reviews
its only if affected equipment is continued in the design changes for conformance with the
operation with extreme caution. system maintenance concept, and to assure that

c. Rc,..tine recommendations report all it can be maintained with the tools that are
other conditions pertaining to equipment or pro- available in the system or to determine the new
cedures requiring improvement. tools or materials that would have to be added.
c ere qi ing improvement Provisioning personnel contribute cost impact

Emergency equipment improvement rec- with regard to new repair parts that will be
ommendatons are transmitted by electrical needed and the parts that will become obsolete
message cr telephone directly to the National and deleted from the system. The training cur-
Maintenance Point. A followup written recom- riculum for both user and maintenance person-
mendation marked EMERGENCY is submitted nel also would have to be revised to include
by Air Mail within 5 working days to the same instruction in the new materiel, with a possibleaddress. Urgent equipment improvement recom- impact of lengthening of the courses or a re-
mendations are sent by Air Mail and routine quirement for new training devices. A great im-
recommendations are sent by regular mail to pact of any change is the requirement to revise
the appropriate National Maintenance Point. the technical manuals that describe the equip- 4

When appropriate, the defective item re- ment, detail the procedures for use, and provide
ported is retained by the user as an equipment instructions for maintenance. In addition to
improvement recommendation exhibit to assist these integrated logistic support costs, other
in the investigation and analysis of the reported items that add to the total cost of a change
problem. These exhibits permit the National are the cost of drawing and specification
Maintenance Point to perform analytical tear- changes, procurement of piece parts for retrofit
downs that frequently reveal faults that nor- kits, the manufacturing of new parts, testing
mally are not detected during routine repair of the change, and, finally, any costs incurred
and overhaul. in the actual field retrofit. Only after compila-

tion of the total impact of the change on the
system can the Commodity Manager properly

7.4.2.2.3 Interace ConskkuIOions of Proposed evaluate the benefits to be gained by in-
Changes corporating a suggested equipment improve-

= The evaluation of suggested equipment im- ment. As a result of this total system analysis,
provements must be undertaken in consid- the change, although it may appear meritorious
eration of the fact that the fielded item has on its own, may not be justifiable in terms of
been the subject of extensive planning in the its impact on total cost or performance.
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7-4.2.2.4 Repoumed Changes to DA tification as contractually specified (excluding
Pvblkatkwn Form reference drawings); technical requirements

The user submits the form to the contained in the product configuration
Commodity Manager to report errors, omissions, identification as contractually specified; non-
or recommendations for improving technical technical contractual provisions; and other fac-
publications. Upon receipt, it is evaluated as tors (i.e., safety, computer programs, tra~jing
any other equipment improvement recommen- devices/equipment, and interchangeability).
dation, and it may or may not be incorporated Any engineering change that does not fallin the publication as circumstances warrant. within the Class I definition is classified asClass I. Examples of Class H changes include

documentation-only changes, such as correction
74.2.3 Canerocedre of errors or addition of clarifying notes and

Equipment improvements that necessitate views; and changes to hardware, such as
changes, no matter how small, to documents substitution of materials, which do not create
on the engineering release record are governed the condition for a Class I change.
by the requirements of MIL-STD-480 (Ref. 10), To determine the relative speed with whichwhich provides for maintaining configuration a Zlass I engineering change proposal is review-
control of the system items. That standard es ed and evaluated and with which an approved
tablishes configuration control requirements engineering change is ordered and implemented,
that apply during the development, production, the originator assigns one of three priorities:
and deployment phases of items that are de-
veloped, designed, or modified specifically for emergency, urgent, ox routine.

Department of Defense activities. It also is used An "emergency priority" is assigned to a
to control the form, fit, and function of private- change that (1) if not effected without delay,
ly developed items used in the military product. may compromise the national security seriously,
The document used to identify the technical or (2) corrects a hazardous situation that may
data package and impact on the system is the result in fatal or serious injury to personnel
engineering change proposal. or in extensive damage or destruction of equip-

h ment. An "urgent priority" is assigned to aThe steps prescribed in processing an en- change that (1) may affect operational char-
gineering change consist of the following acteristics to insure maximum effeetiveness, (2)

a Determination of a need for the change correct potentially hazardous conditions, (3)
b. Establishment by the originator of a meet specific contract requirements, (4) avoid

classification of the engineering change as a delay in schedule or increase cost, or (5) result
Class I or Class H in net life cycle cost savings to the Government.

c. Preparation of an engineering change A "routine priority" is assigned to all engineer-P rparao oing proposals not classified emergency or
proposal urgent.

d. Submittal to the Government Class I engineering change proposals are
e. Review coded to establish the justification for the en-
f Approval/disapproval or con- gineering change. For example, standard codes

currence/nonconcurrence in classification (A, B, V, etc.) are used to indicate that a change
will correct deficiencies; make a significant ef-g. Incorporation of the approved engineer- fectiveness change in operational or logistic

ing changes iinthelie ndgi ti e data, in- support activities; effect substantial life cycle
cludirig, when applicable, negotiation into the cost savings; or prevent slippage in an approved
contract. production schedule. The justification codes

The engineering change is classified either usually Pre not pertinent to a Class II engi-
Class I or Class II based on designated neering cnange proposal and are not assigned.
classification criteria. A change is classified Class II proposals may be initiated when the
Class I if any of the following factors are af- originator considers that it will benefit him or
fected: the functional or allocated configuration the Government and is not detrimental to the
identification; the product configuration iden- Government.
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Class I engineering change proposals may *,.. Page 2 of the form are completed to sum-
be submitted to the Government in either of ro, ,ize the significant effect on specifications.
two types appropriate to the circumstances. A For Class I changes during production or
Type P (preliminary) engineering change Pro- deployment:
posal may be submitted to the Government for
tentative approval prior to the availability of
the detailed information necessary to support posal form is used as the cevec sheet to sum-
the formal change. Preliminary proposals usu- marize the proposed change.
ally are only descriptive in nature, containing b. Pnge 3 of the engineeriag c,nge pro-
listings of the drawings affected and budgetary posal form is used to describe the eifects of
cost estimates. They are prepared and submit- the proposed change on the product config,-
ted to furnish the procuring activity with avail- ration identification data The changes in the
able information in order to permit a prelim- parts and/or assemblies of the item are de-
inary evaluation relative to the merits of the scribed on Page 3 of the form (or on enclosures
proposed change and a determination regarding referenced thereon).
the desirability of continuing expenditures re- c. Page 4 of the engineering change pro-
quired to develop the proposal. Preliminary en- posal form is used to tabulate the net life cycle
gineering change proposals also may be submit- cost impact of the individual change proposal.
ted to permit a choice of various alternative Entrie in the column headed "Other
proposals. A Type F (formal) engineering Costs/Savings to the Government" need be
change proposal provides engineering informa- made only to the extent that estimated
tion and other data in sufficient detail to sup- costs/savings data can be determined by the
port formal change approval and contractual contractor.
authorization. Approved preliminary engineer-
ing change proposals are followed by the d. Page 5 of the engineering change pro-
submittal of formal proposals. The engineering posal form is applicable either when there are
change proposal form (DD 1692) is used for sub- related change proposals or when new trainers
mittal of all types and classes of engineering or support equipment will be required as a
change proposals. Use of the form and the vari- result of the proposed change. The net total
ous pages therein is delincted for the various life cycle cost impacts (increase or de-,rease)
phases of a program in Table 7-3. The para- of the individual related change proposals are
graphs that follow briefly describe page usage summarized on Page 5. together with all related
for a Class I change during the several program integrated logistic support costs which have not

phases. been included in the individual change pro-
posals. Entries regarding related change pro-

For Class I changes during engineering or posals of other prime contractors are made by
operational system development: integrating contractors; otherwise, such entries

a. Page 1 of the engineering change pro- need be made by a prime contractor only to
posal form is used as the cover sheet to sum- the extent that such data are available to the
marize the proposed change. If prototypes of prime contractor.
items are undergoing operational evaluation or e. Page 6 of the engineering change pro-
service tests, changes in the hardware of such posal form is required if there is a revision
existent or subsequent prototype models are de- in the scheduled actions other than delivery of
scribed on Page 3 of the firm (or on enclosures the item which is the subject of the change
referew,-l thereon), proposal. Page 6 is not required if the revision

b. Page 2 of the engineering change pro- in schedule can be described fully either in
posal form is used to de -.ribe changes from Block 19 of Page 1 or by reference therein to
the functional configuration identification or a revised schedule for the subject item. When
allocated configuration identification defined by required, Page 6 is used as a graphic presen-
the system specification and each pertinent tation of the time phasing of major actions in-
item specification. As required, the detailed text volved in all related engineering changes in
of proposed changes in each of these specifi- hardware and associated updating of documen-
cations is furnished as enclosures, but blocks tation.
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TAMIE7-3. ENGWNE N CHANGE PROPOSAL (ECP) FOR
PAGE UTIJZATION

DD Form Engineering or Operational Production or
Page No. Title Validation Development Deployment

1692
Page 1 Cover sheet REQUIRED REQUIRED REQUIRED

Cover sheet sum- Cover sheet summarizes the Cover sheet summarizes the ECP.
marizes the ECP. ECP.

1692-1
Page 2 Function- REQUIRED USED REQUIRED USED to: REQUIRED if:

al/allocated to: Describe proposed changes in (a) System specification change is
configuration Describe proposed furctional or allocated config- associated with design change
identification changes in fupction- uration identification as de- (b) Two-part specificaticr method

al configuration fined by system and appco- is used and part I spto:flca--
identification. priate item specifications, needs to be changed.

(c) Development and product
fabrication specifications are
used and development specifi-
cation needs to be changed.

1692-2
Page 3 P-oduct NOT REQUIRED REQUIRED when: REQUIRED USED to:

con iguration Protot.'pes are undego"ng op- Describe effects of change in prod-

identification erational or service testing. uct configuration identification

USED to: and changes in part. ano/or as-

Describe changes to hard- semblies.
ware

1692-3

Page 4 Cost lone item) NOT REQUIRED NOT REQUIRED REQUIRED USED to:
Tabulate cost impact.

1692-4

Page 5 Cost summary NOT REQUIRED NOT REQUIRED REQUIRED if:
1a) There are related ECPs appl)-

ing to two or more items.
(b. New trainers or items of sup-

port equipment are required.

USED to:
Summarize cost pact of all re- A
lated ECPs.

1692-5
Page 6 Milestone chart NOT REQUIRED NOT REQUIRED REQUIRED if:

There is a schedule ch-'ge in more
than deiivt.- date for item.

k USED to:
Show interrelationships of sched-
ules

A
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f. Page 2 of the engineezing Lhange pro- of the approval or disapproval of the change.
posal form is applicable to changes during the The change was approved as indicated in Block
production or operational periods only wheu 24a of DD Form 1692'(Fig. 7-3).
changes in the system specification(s), part item
specification. or product fabrication are asP-- Receipt of contractual approval of a Class
ciated with design change.I engineering change proposal, unless otherwise

3pecifed by the procuring activity, constitutes
An example of the use of engineering the sole authority for the contractor to effect

change proposal forms to effect a Class I the change. If the procuring activity or purchas-
change during the deployment phase is contain- ing office is not the military activity responsible
ed in Figs. 7-3 through 7-8. For this example, for technical requirements, the concurrence of
Pages 2, 5, and 6 were not required because such military activity must be obtained prior
there was no change in the specification, no to contractual action. Approval of the proposal
related engineering change proposals, no effect and authorization of the change granted by the
on the production schedule, and no new trainers Government include reference to the proposal
or support equipment required. However, the by number, revision, or correction, if applicable,
pages are included to depict their formats. and date.
Enclosure I referenced in Figs. 7-3 and 7-5 and Class II changes will be reviewed only by
Enclosures H and III referenced in Fig. 7-5 de- the Government for concurrence in classifica-
scribe the effects of the change on various pro- tion unless otherwise specified by the procuring
gram elements. This is shown in Fig. 7-5, where activity. When a DD Form 1692 describing a
it may be seen that Enclosure I describes the Class II change is submitted for concurrence
impact on drawings, maintenance procedures, in classification to the procuring activity, it
repair parts, etc., and Enclosures II and III deal shall be concurrent with, or prior to, release
with reliability and electromagnetic interfer- of the Class II engineering change within the
ence, respectively. The enclosures are not in- contractor's own plant. When the procuring ac-
cluded, but they were used as the basis for tivity has required by contract provisions that
cost est:mates pertaining to the change. The each Class I change be approved by the Gov-
abbreviations appearing on the forms are self- ernment, the contractor does not implement the
explanatory, save for the abbreviations listed change until he receives a copy of DD Form
and defined as follows: 1692, Page 1, showing such approval.

SAIE - Special Acceptance Inspection When the Government disapproves an en-
Equipment gineering change proposal, the contractor is so

SQAP - Supplemental Quality Assurance notified in writing, with the detailed reasons
Procedure for the disapproval.

IRPRL - Initial Repair Parts Require-
ment List 7-4.2.4 Improvement Ift.n.wtation

The applicable functional areas of respon- Those improvements that are generated
sibility-such -s engineering, quality, manufac- during the preproduction phase of the equip-
turing, product assurance, logistics, mainte- ment are effected directly into the assembly
nance engirteeir.g- impacted the engineering line with no accompanying forms necessary oth-
change propo3al in relation to the effect on the er than the latest approved engineering docu-
existing mzteriel support subsystem and/or de- mentation. Improvements that are approved af-
sign. The net. cost impact of this change was ter the equipment has been accepted by the
then delineated on DD Form 1692-3: if ot) ,r military may be incorporated through a retrofit
related epgineering change proposals had af- program, whereby the fielded items are altered
fected this package, the total cost would have or modified as discussed in par. 7-, 5.
been summarized on DD Form 1692-4. 7-4 2.A.! AMoifkahion Work Ordw

The completed package was then reviewed The vehicle by which the retrofit is ac-
by the Commodity Command for determination complished is the modification work order. This

DD Form 16-2-3 (Engineering Change Proposal) DD Form 1692 (Engineering Change Proposal)

'DD Form 1692-4 (Engineering Change Proposal) 7-39
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is an official Department of the Army publica- b. Effective date of the order
tion that provides authentic and uniform in- c. Purpose of the modification
structions for altering and modifying Depart-
ment of the Army materiel. They are Depart- d. Modification procedure
ment of the Army directives, and their appli- e. Weight and balance data
cation is mandatory. Initiation of a modification f Prerequisites; i.e., those modifications
work order for materiel is the responsibility of which must be accomplished prior to or con-
the agency responsible for the maintenance sup- currently with a particular order
port of the materiel. The basic criteria that
have been developed for modifications limit g. Technical manuals, technical bulletins,
them to those required for safety of person- supply bulletins, depot maintenance work re-
nel/equipment and to those which provide quirements, and other technical publications af-
significant improvements in the combat or op-
erational effectiveness of the equipment. Those h. Estimated downtime of the end item for
modification work orders that are required to accomplishment of the work
assure safety of personnel or to prevent serious i. Lowest category of maintenance author-
damage to equipment are classified URGENT. ized to accomplish the modification to end
When this classification is assigned, all appli- items, modules, and parts, as applicable
cable materiel, including that in stock, is de-
clared inoperable immediately; no item to which n .Nomenclature, stock number, and serial
the modification work order applies may be numbers of the affected end items, modules,
used or issued until the modification has been and parts
accomplished. When sj-'cial circumstances war- k. Number of personnel by MOS and man-
rant, the Commodity Command may allow con- hours required to accomplish the modification
tinued operation of the materiel to which the of one end item, module, or part, as appropriate
work order applies under specific precautionary L Special tools, tool kits, or facilities re-
measures for periods of up to 120 days. Under quired to accomplish the modification
these special conditions, materiel in stock can-~not be issued until the modification has been m. The modification work order kit
applied. number, kit contents, and quantity of kits re-quired for the modification of one end item,

All other modification work orders that do module, or part, as appropriate
not met the requirements for an URGENTclassification are classified NORMAL. Work n. Bulk items required from local supply

clasifiatin ar clssiied ORML. ork sources to accomplish the modification
orders classified NORMAL are accomplished on
all applicable equipment assigned to active o. Repair parts added and/or deleted by
Army units, and to similar equipment in stock stock number and/or part number,
or assigned as maintenance float items. -Items nomenclature, and unit cost
in stock cannot be issued or used until the mod- p. Recording and reporting requirements
ification has been applied. To as great a degree
as possible, work orders classified NORMAL are q. " time compliance date by which all
applied to unservceable economically repairable modifications are expected to be completed.
items at the time those items are repaired, over-
hauled, or rebuilt Prior to the pulication of a modification

work order or depot maintenance work require-
The maintenance engireering activities of ment authorizing mass accomplishment of ap-

the sponsoring agencies direct the technical deL- me
proved modifications or the quantity procure-

velopment of the MWO ba,5ed upon the ap- ment of kits or items for kits, the proposed
proved Engineering Change Proposal (ECP). change will be subjected to appropriate testing.
The modification work order prescribem all tech- This testing includei the trial application of a
nical requirements for accomplishing the mod- prototype modification kit in accordance with
ification and includes as a minimum: the detailed procedures and using the tools and

& Identification number, title, and methods contained in a draft manuscript of the
classification of the order work order. Only after this verification process
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is the modification work order published to au- of piece parts, and testing and recording the
thorize the accomplishment of the approved modification. Wher, such alterations are direct-
modification. Modification work orders that are ed, the applicable technical manuals subse-
to be applied by a contractor or depot main- quently will be changed to reflect the new con-
tenance facility are assigned a modification figuration.
work order number, but are published as a
depot maintenance vork requirement or con- 7.4.243 PS Mgazine
tract work statement, as appropriate. Once ap-
proved and published, a work order is changed Another method of disseminating informa-
only to correct basic errors or deficiencies or tion regarding minor equipment improvements
to extend the application range of serial is by means of the PS Magazine issued monthly.
numbers of materiel affected by the original The areas involved are primarily those of op-

document. erating or maintenance procedures. The PS
Magazine is a small pocket-size pamphlet, print-
ed in bright colors and featuring eye-catching

7-C2.4.2 Eqipteut Imp nwient eSprwt and cartoons and comic strip story line-all designed
M A Dto attract the eye of the soldier to whom the

Minor alterations that do not qualify for subjects are addressed. The magazine provides
modification work order or official modification a means of highlighting essential maintenance
program can be implemented into fielded equip- features for continued satisfactory equipment
ment by various means. An official letter type operati(,a, hints on how to ease the preventive
of directive, for example, from the Commodity or corrective maintenance tasks, operating
Manager outlining the details of the improve- faults that have caused equipment failures, and
ment permits the user to incorporate it at his similar topics that the immediate user would
convenience. A more formal method, but sub- find interesting. Articles frequently are provid-
ject to less stringent control than the modi- ed on the construction of simple tools that
fication work order, uses the Equipment Im- would ease the performance of some tasks. Mi-
provement Report and Maintenance Digest. This nor equipment changes, such as the fabrication
digest is published quarterly by the major Coin- and installation of switch guards or the chang-

modity Commands in a standardized Depart- ing of knob sizes, are suggested if the unit is
ment of the Army Technical Bulletin format. experiencing a certain type of problem. The PS
It is directive in nature and contains a sum- Magazine also is used to provide advance in-
mary of equipment improvement recommenda- formation about incorrect stock numbers. su-
tions received during the quarterly reporting perseded or obsolete items, changed information
period, listed by major command and pertinent in technical manuals, changes in Commodity
subordinate commands. It provides a continuous Managers, etc., for use until the official docu-
update on all open case entries until closed. mentation is revised and published. All Coin-
It provides users of the equipment and main- modity Commands provide inputs to the PS
tenance personnel with all pertinent informa- Magazine to pass the Word to their individual
tion reflecting trends of organizational and di- user to obtain improved equipment perform-
rect and general support maintenance problems ance. A "letters to the editor" section allows
experienced, and the actions taken to resolve the soldier to ask questions regarding any trou-
them, including the media for providing such blesomne area; the answers are authoritative inI detailed data. The Equipment Improvement Re- nature, providing an official response to his
port and Maintenance Digest also may author- problem. Although it is very informal in ap-
ize the accomplishment of minor alterations to pearance, the PS Magazine is a useful tool in
equipment, giving all essential details for mak- the U S Army equipment improvement pro-
ing the change, the tools required, the source gram.
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CHAPTER 8 AMCP 706-132

DATA COLLECTION AND DECISION MAKING

This chapter describes sevcral Army data d. Maintaining visibility of the progress
systems and how data from the systems are and costs associated with materiel modification
used to make decisions. Trade-offs are dis- programs
cussed, and several trade-off examples are
presented. Life cycle costs are examined, with e. Collection of equipment performance
emphasis on support costs. Models for calcu- and maintenance performance data on weapon
lating elements of life cycle support costs are systems and end items to facilitate:
defined, and a cost calculation is accoplished. (1) The development of failure pat-

8-1 INTRODUCTION terns and repair factors

Maintenance engineering analysis is a pro- (2) Monitoring the materiel readiness

cess by which maintenance specialists evaluate conditions of organizations and commands

the proposed or actual design of materiel to (3) Forecasting requirements for

determine the maintenance characteristics and materiel and maintenance resources
logistic resource requirements for a particular (4) Assessing the efficiency and effec-
design configuration, and to establish effective tiveness of maintenance operations.
techniques and procedures for performing sys-
tem maintenance. New materiel begins to gen- f Developing and prescribing necessary
erate valuable experience data coincident with standard forms and formats for the collection,
its initial deployment. These data, if accurately transmission, and display of information needed
recorded and consistently reported, provide the in the management of the materiel maintenance
final basis on which the suitability of the sys- and related supply effort.
tern in the user environment i.F evaluated. In The collected data are analyzed and used,
addition, the reporting system forms the essen- as required, to:
tial basis for an effective feedback lonp if pro-
visions are made for continuous reporting and a. Determine and maintain cognizance of:
periodic analysis of maintenance experience (1) Equipment status and materiel
data throughout the deployment phase, and if readiness
formal procedures are established for progres-sive correction of discrepancies re'vealed by (2) Effectiveness of maintenance oper-
analysis (Ref. 1). ations in the accomplishment of assigned mis-sions to include effectiveness of assignment and

A data system, as it relates speciiically use of maintenance manpower, achievement of
to maintenance performance, may be a part of support maintenance evacuation standards, ade-
an overall standard materiel maintenance man- quacy and use of operational readiness float,
agement system. An effective materiel main- cost of support maintenance, controi and status
tenance management system should provide for of modification applications and the calibration
(Ref. 2): program, and adequacy of resources to reduce

a. Responsiveness to the needs of both field abnormal workload backlogs
commanders and the national level management (3) Marginal and substandard equip-
requirements ment and/or maintenance performance

b. Automated forecasting, distribution, (4) Maintenance costs which exceed es-
scheduling, and production control of mainte- tablished parameters
nance workloads commensurate with require- (5) Responsiveness of the supply sys-
ments and resources of major Army commands tern to support maintenance operations to in-

c. Collection of necessary data to deter- clude the responsiveness of direct exchange op-
mine maintenance costs of systems and equip- erations.
ments to maintenance faci:ties below the depot b. Initiate required management and/or
level engineering action to correct deficiencies.

,o 8-1
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c. Provide experience data for engineering d. Trainifig:
evaluation and consideration in the estab-
lishment of support parameters for and the de- () T raining peqirees.
aign of new equipment, and redesign of current (2) Investigation of training problems.
equipment and/or its support subsystem and
product impro',ement, e. Research and development:

The collected data should include high- (1) Establishment of maintainability

quality information in sufficient quantity and and reibiiity requirments
such form as to enable assessment of the vai- (2) Redesign of current equipment
ous equipment reliability, maintainability, and (3) Development and review of (jual-
availability parameters and permit the accom- ified product lists.
plishment of tasks in othe:r areas as indicated
by the following: j: Calibration:

a. Maintenance: (1) Development and revision of cali-
(1) Evaluation of equipment deficien- bration procedures

cies (2) Development and revision of cali-
(2) Development and revision of main- bration support requirements

tenance allocations, maintenance float factors, (3) Evaination of test. measurement,
and repair part allowances and diagnostic equipment.

(3) Review of maintenance procedures The maintenance engineer, in performing
(4) Ea e of maintenance review the analysis function on new items of equip-

iment, is able to facilitate the early decision pro-
a (.d overhaul criteria cess and influence the design through the avail-

ability of accurate, complete, and com-
(6) Development and revision of main- prehensive information existing in the data sys-

tenance manpower criteria and standards tern on comparative items. The data provide the
(7 Revision of periodic maintenance history and factual backup on which to base

services the design and support decisions during the con-
(8) Equipment standardization studies ceptual phase.
(9) Equipment and repair part sim- The requirements for mainLainability or

plification studies mainti-..ance may be derived from the descrip-
(10) Modification control tior of operational requirements. Usually, the
( Development and review of main- requirements are specific enou$,h to irnnly the

tenance requirements and programs. consideration of one or more alternative main-
b. Procurement, procuction, and quality tenance concepts. Historical data on existing or

assurance: comparative systems should be av iilable to the
maintainability and maintenance engineers s)

(1) Development and revision of test that. through mutual interface of trade-offs. the
and acceptance specifications optimum configuration of performance and

(2) Adequacy of quality control proce- maintenance resources can he achieved in a
dures cost-effective fashion. It is important that these

(3) Reliability of supply sources early estimates, in relation to maintainahilizv
(4) Development and revision of con- or maintenance resource requirements, be re-

tractual clauses, alistic in terms of rea! need, yet consistent with
c. Supply: current state-of-the-art design. When

compatibility between the need and the design
(1) Repair part and maintenance float feasibility is so questionable that achievement

requirement computations of maintainability objectives would b. classified
(2) Materiel programming as high risk, the risk involved must he
(3) Equipment and repair part disposal estimated and its source described (Ref. I. Ma-

actions. jor decisions related to the maintenance of
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._ materiel which Pan be formulated based on fac- b. Logistic Support Analysis Data System
tual data are substantiated more easily and c. Depot Maintenance Capability/Capacity
result in minimizing the risk in relation to per- and Engineering Data Report
formance/support parameters of the materiel. d. Commodity Command Standard System

One of the key data items in the planningand etetionof t~rfrmace, esin, ad ~e. System-Wide Project for Electronicand detection of ptrfo i-ance, design, and sup- q i m n t D e o s x e d d
port parameters for materiel is the failure rate Equipment at Depots, Extended.
data. First and foremost, historical data on sim- Information on the content and application
ilar items are used to form the data base for of each of these t3pical data systems is included
eetermination of the failure rate and subse- in subsequent paragraphs.
quent reliability requirements of the system.
Secondly, the failure rate data are used for: 8- .1.1 T AMMy Maintenae M arn DetSystem (TtAMMS.) Including Sarn#.e Data

a. The apportionment and prediction of Cllection (R*,s. 3 and 6)
maintainability requirements based on percent The equipment record procedures known as
contribution to total failures of items compris- The Army Maintenance Management System
ing the system are used for control, operation, and mainte-

b. The determination of the mean time be- nance of selected Army equipment.
twee.; failures used in availability calculations

c. The development of fault isolation flows 8-* 1 -Appk-?oflso and Exceptiom
used in the maintenance task analysis to de- This system is applicable to:
termine the most probable paths for mainte- a. Equipment improvement recommenda-
nance action tions

d. The determination and calculation of the b. Recording and mandatory reporting .,f
failures for the system based on operational and all modification work order requirements and
deployment concepts and subsequently used in accomplishments
the determination of:

1 Mc c. Recording essential information to be(1) Maintenance workloads used for evaluation of materiel readiness
[ (2) Resource requirements(2) Reso brce equirmentsd. Recording and reporting of failure data
[ {(3) Data base for main- for design of new equipment, redesign ofstand-

tainability/maintenance support trade-offs re- ard equipment and product improvement

lated to concept and design
maintenance factor. e. Collection of inventory, operaticnal,

and/or maintenance data on special one-time
e. The substantiation for recommended de- studies or projects (In cases where the forms

sign or support changes to an existing or and procedures do not fully meet the require-
proposed system. men's of such studies, approval for deviation

Data elements required to determine the mt: be obtained from Headquarters, Depart-
failure rate consist of but are not limited to ment of the Army.)
the following: detauied identification of the f The periodic application by the Depart-
failed item, the period of operation, operational ment of the Army of a sampling technique to
conditions, environment, item disposition at obtain specific organizational maintenance ac-
each maintenance level, unusual conditions, and tion data from units located in a specific ge-
accumulated time r mileage. ographic area (This sampling will include only

9-1.1 MIUTAIY DATA SYSTEMS specific type/mcdel/series of equipments for a

Several military data systems have been limited time period.)
developed to aid in the overall materiel man- The exceptions to the application of the
agement process. 1hcse systems include but are maintenance management system procedures
not limited to the followin,:: are:

a. The Army Maintenance Management a. Installed equipment to provide utility
System. including Sample Data Collection services such as gas, steam, and water
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b. Industrial production equipment (2) The preventive maintenance sched-
c. Locally purchased nonstock-numbered, ule and record provides a means for recording

nonstandard (nontype-classified) equipment, scheduled and performed maintenance services

other than commercial vehicles required at the organizational maintenance lev-
el, and pertinent data required to determine

d. Equipment procured with nonappro- readiness. The record is used for scheduling pe-
priated funds. riodic maintenance services on equipment when

tWe maintenance must be performed by a me-
8.1.1.1.2 Recar& and frms chanic or operator personnel under the super-

The equipment records for the Army fall vision of maintenance personnel, scheduling cal-
ibration services, recording nonavailable timeinto several categories: operational records, due to supply and maintenance, and recording

maintenance records, equipment historical
records, ammunition records, and calibration the results of equipment serviceability criteria.

records. (3) The equipment inspection and
maintenance worksheet is used for recording

The several categories of records are equipment faults found during the operatr's
complemented by the use of detailed forms to daily inspection and service, periodic mainte-
supply the information required. The para- nance ,-ervices, inspection of equipment uy
graphs that follow discuss the purpose and use maintnance activities, diagnostic checkouts
of the various forms within the data system. and spot check inspections of equipment, equip-

a. Operational Records. Operational ment serviceability criteria tests and checks,
records include the following: and results of a complete technical evalution

(1) The equipme:nt utilization record of a guided missile system.

provides a record for the tontrol of equipment (4) The maintenance request register
utilization. This record is used to control the provides a consolidated record of job orders gen-
use of special-purpose, tactical, or commercial erated, received, and processed by maintenance
design vehicles, including materiel handling activities. At the organizational level, this form
equipment. The information includes equipment is used to maintain a record of support main-
identification, uses, time .f use, mileage, tena.:ce requests and, at the support level, as
destination, arrival and departure times, and an internal shop management record. The form
information related to abnormal occurrences is also used to record and control maintenance
during use. requests forwarded to commercial contractors.

(2) The organizational control record (5) The materiel readiness report pro-
for equipment provides ready identification of vides. to Department of the Army Staff aril
the uses and location of equipment while on Commanders at all levels, information on the
dispatch or use. The record is used by dis- readiness status of equipment in the hands of
patchers to record the dispatch of equipment, using organizati¢,ns.
and by commanders to determine who is re- (6) The maintenance request provides
questing and using the equipment, and when the means to request direct or general support
it will be returned, maintenance. record tiaz accomplishment of or-

b. Maintenance Records. ganizational and direct and general support

(1) The exchange tag is used for maintenance, report from all levels the accom-
d:rect-exchange purposes and as an identifica- plishment of modification work orders on all
tion tag for equipment improvement reports Army materiel, submit equipment improvement
and warranty claim exhibits. The tag is used recommendations and warranty claim actions.
to identify items throughout the direct- and serve as a source document for mainte-
exchange program, items being held for equip- rance. These data are used to provide main-
ment improvement report and warranty claim tenance information to all management levels.
exhibits, items other than direct-exchange or (7) The component removal and re-
exhibit items, or as a receipt for items of test pair/overhaul, installation, movement, and con-
and measuring equipment undergoing calibra- dition report provides the means for recording
tion. and reporting data required to control selected

8-A
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air-raft ite ,, combat veiiele engines; and adjuetments, and direct man-hours expended
ielected nuclear weapons, components, and duriy,: the calibration effort; a report of cal-
parts. The data include but are not limited to ibrmtion accomplished; and a data source fo-
identificatitn and location of tha it.-, current management, operational, and equipment
serviceability status, and mrajor item of equip- reliability information.
ment on or from which the item is to be in- 8-1.1.1.3 S Df Ch
stalled or removed. Thfi information is used to
provide repair, control, and historical data for The sample data collection program is a

designated re-rtable items, whether installed part of The Army Maintenance Management

or uninstalled. System designed to collect selected data for spe-

(8) The backlog status and workload cific equipments for a designated ouantity or
ccounting report provides the unit or organi,- percentage of the total density to obtain repairzation a record of the days their selcted it.ms and servive data. Sample data will be obtained

of equipment were nonoperational for supply or from specific units located in designated geo-
maintenance at support maintenance levels, graphical areas for a limited period of time.
This record is used by all support maintenance These data will be used by the equipment

acti-ities to report to the owning unit orga- propnent for evaluating equipment perform-
nizati'n nonoperational supply or maintenance ance effectiveness.
days fc.r all materiel readiness items received The objectives of sample data collection
on a minteance request. are to:

c. Equipment Historical Records. These a. Preclude the receipt of gro-s amounts
are historical records, in the form of equipment of data at the national level.
logs, re!ating to specific items of equipment. b. Provide for additional improvement of
The individuai record is a control device for the maintenance management data system.
the mandatory recording of events during tho
lifc cycle of equipment, including receipt, op- Provide a mean for collecting, under

eration, condition, maintenance accomplished, controlled conditions, valid data required to

and modiffication. The most important use of assess the performaz.ce effectiveness of Army

the equipment log is to provide Commanders materiel.
with up-to-date information concerning the d. Improve the quality, accuracy, and time-
.- adiness of an item of equipment, the condition ly submission of data used in product improve-
of the eouipmen, and the identification of ments and performance assessments.
equipment requiring the greatest maintenance e Evaluate the adequacy of supply and
effort. maintenance support.

d Ammunition Rcords. These records f Reduce the administrative processes at
provide infoimation and data related to the us- the data processing installation level and higher
age, condition, and status of Army muni- that are necessary to obtain main-tenance man-
tions-chemical ana radiological ammunition agement information.
materiel conventional ammunition, and rlass
V munitions usually containing an explosive ele- agement data to a level that is co;_otent with
ment and used in assembling complete missiles the Army's resources to manags it-
and rockets. iecords alo are maintained on
other items used on guided missiles ar rockets The Depar_ment of the Army policy per-
and on special explosive ordnance disposal tools taining to sample data collection is:

and equipment. a. Reduce interference with fielL oper-
e. Calibration Records. The calibration ations by limiting the number of reporting or-

data card providc3 a means for identifying in- ganizations. *

dividual calibration standards and test and b. Restrict the flow of maintenance man-
measuring equipment that requires periodic cal- agement data to the command level that has
ibration; a means for scheduling calibration the responsibility and capability to detect and
services; a record of man-hours, repair parz, resoive problem areas.

s-s
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c. Obtain the minimum amounts of data c. Define the parr.meters of the equipment
to provide the confidence level essential to sup- informational characteristics desired (e.g., end
port correct decision making processes at the items, components, assemblies, repair parts).
equipment proponent and national level. d Identify the essential elements of infor-

d Maintain the management visibility nec- mation to be collected and specify the data
essary at the DA level to restrict data flow portrayed requirements.
and data intehange procsses, e. Specify the sampl:ng technique and col-

e. Introduce sample data collection to all lection method to be used.
data collection processes at the national level, f Specify the duration of the sample data
when possible, and allow for maximum field collection period.
command analysis of field operational problers.

fOperate under an approved plan which g. Identify geographical location(s) and
oo.an: padunits located therein best suited to fulfill the

co:t.ains: requirement.

(1) Materiel ;entiflcztk.a, h. )etermine the total density of the can-
(2) Nature o data to be collected didate equipment item and specify the dsired
(3) Method c" collection to be used density to be sampled.

(41 Duration of collection period i. Determine the availability of financial
(5) Geogrphical location znd personnel r-wources.

(6) Responsihle activities j. Provide a cast analysis of the sample
(7) Availabi ;ty of data processing datz collection plan.

capability k. Identify the data flow.
(8) Cost 'estimate and cost-effectvenes justcti ateand - L Specify the methods of statistical andeffectivenes justifications engineering analysis to be used.

(9) Required confidence levels ineering a lis to be us
)O) Details concerning flow of data and m. identify the procedure to be used in the

performance of statistical and engineering conduct of sample data collection (e.g., troop
analysi managed and operated, equipment proponentda i and troop operated, or any other possible com-

g. Submit sampt ll p bination of operations to include use of con-
veloped for equipment nominated for the p tractor assistance and technical representativepli-.ation Of sampDlig to Headquarters. DA, for pronb

approval.
n. Provide for the preparation of draft

to n imit sample data collection vraos publications )udining details of the sample data
to new equipment entering the Army inventory collection program.
or to obtain specific current data on other
selected items for life cycle studies and product o. Specify the method of monitoring sam-
or support improvement. ple data collection to insure that stated goals
oand objectives are attained.

L Use only approved maintenance man-
agement data forms to collect data required 8-1.1.2 L9. " A*9*ft!5n (W.
under the sample data collection program. 4)

The development of each sample data col- The logistic support analysis data system
lection plan for each seiected item of equipment provides a standardized medium for systematic
shall: recording, processing, storing, and reporting of

data resulting from logistic support analysis.
a- Provide a complete description of can- The logistic support analysis record (the system

didate equipment items, data) identifies and describes support and test

b. Define the nature, purpose, use, and equipment; facility requirements; personnel re-
copfidence level of the data to be collected. quired by skill, type, and number. reppir parts;
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and quantification of maintenance and oper- torque and impact wrenches, exceeding a
ational needs. The data in the record relate to baseline acquisition value.
eight general categories: Information on material handling equip-

a. Operation and maintenance require- ment provides the number and types of mobile
ments material handling eouipment required for sup-

b. Reliability and maintainability charac- port of the maintenance operations.
teristics Information on organization skills provides

c. Task analysis summary a file of the actual personne! assigned to each
- work center in depot maintenance.

d Maintenance and operator task analysis

Information on service contract aids in the
e. Support and test equipment or taining development of a required organic capability

materiel description and justification sufficient to support a specified percent of the

f. Facility description and justification mission essendal material.

g. Skill evaluatwion and justification Information on the work center reports

h. Supply support requirements. those pieces of equipment not peculiar to end
item or groups of end items, vital statistics of

Details of the logistic support analysis each work center, labor hours and production
record are contained in par. 5-3. data, and man-hour standards, and identifies

8-1.1.3 OeM cC ity/apmdy those pieces of shop equipment that are used

and I4* Ira (oIRpe ) (1f. specifically in the process of repairing or testing

13) particular types of end items.

The depot maintenance capability/caacity 8-1.1.4 Cammeday C~mmund Standard systm
and engineering data reporting system is an (CCS)(W.5)
automated data reporting system which pro- The commodity command standard system
vides data defning the capability of CONUS standardizes logitic functions at the wholesale
depot activities in terms of their physical level and provides an integrated data base for
resources, human resources, and available sup- management reporting. The AMC Logitic Pro-
port. These data are used in conjunction with g Haricore Automated (ALPHA) system is
other scheduling models and workloading pro- an clement of the commodity command stand-
grams to aid in the management of mainte- ard system. The primary subsystems of ALPHA
nance programs and to provide information for are supply management. maintenance, procure-
depot maintenance resource management. ment and productiou. provisioning, stock cor-

Facility information provides data on each trol. financial management, and cataloging. The
building or portion thereof in which depot main- purpose of the system is to provide for an in-
tenance is performed. This information includes tegrated data base that permits consolidation
age, cost, and type of construction; types of of data files, elimination of redundancies, pin-
installed material handling equipment; lighting, pointing of responsibility/ownership, stand-
heating, ventilation, air conditioning, and ardization of data elements, single-set access
compressed-air facilities; and number and types programs, and a full-range capability.
of nonproduction areas and supporting The key functional features of each cf the
buildings. Separate information p.rtaining to subsystems are:
outside storage facilities and production and
dock areas also is provided, a. Supply management provids program

data applicable to a commodity; historical dataInformation on graphic aids-combined for analysis prposes; automated supply control

with applicable maps, plots, floor plans, and study/decision data: automatic furnishing of

flow diagramss -provides a detailed view cif all ssesi dq t tomt ic co-
depo manteancefaclites.assets and requirementi to the applicable con-

depot maintenance facilites processing offers of excess stocks, and
Information on maintenance equipment responding to requirements from other services:

provides data for maintenance production cuppy control stvy history; automatic com-
equipment and certain hand tools, such as putation of standard prices, line item budget
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computation, computation of mobilization re- f Financial management provides the pro-
quirements and inventory stratification. cesses required for the control of procurement

b. Maintenance provides data in reference and stock funds; daily ledger maintenance; in--

to maintenance planning; i.e., man-hours, cost, t of supply, procurement, and financial
piece part consumption, and other historical processing, based on single data input to the
data related to programming, overhaul con- system; automatic fund certification on special

sumption data used in forecasting quantities of requisitions and on procurement actions, flex-

repair parts required to support programmed ibility in stock fund control, and automatic bill-

maintenance; piece part system data with which ing of the ccmmodity command's customer, and
to ompute bit and piece requirements t sup- automated generation of all of the related pe-

port depot level maintenance programs, and riodic financial reports.
depot maintenance part requirement lists as re- g. Cataloging provides for initial estab-
quested. lishment of a record within the stock number

c. Procurement and production provide for master data record, extensive number

automated commitment of funds and generation identification (i.e., part number to a prime stock

of procurement work directives, semiautomatic number or a substitute stock number);
generation of purchase orders, automatic prep- collaboration and review prior to the estab-

aration Gj delivery orders, communication with lishment of a line item; and communications

other agencies by military standard contract ad- between the particular system and major

ministration procedures internal ordering and logistic service centers.

control by means of a work order reporting and
communication system, and the status of 5-1.1-5 Syssem -wide hood fr Gu d m
procurement work directives tdrough the pre- -.met at Dept%, Exndd (SPWE)
award phase. (R.f 7)

SPEEDEX is the acronym for System-wide
dL Provisioning provides for part number Project for Electronic Equipment at Depots, Ex-

screening and the machine interface from in- tended. Except for the word -extended", the
dustry to Army engineering efforts through acronym is the same as SPEED-a second gen-
Federal cataloging processes, item entry into eration standard computer system used within
the stock number master data record, the U S Army Materiel Command (AMC) depot
identification of common use items, item ap- structure for more than 7 yr.
plication data, information required for prep-
aration of the test portion of repair part and Officially, the term extended' means two

-specal tool lists, and automated computation things. First, it represents the extension cf

of the initial provisioning requirements based standard automatic data processing (ADP)
on industry ecommendations for initial pt re- equipment and standard procedures and com-quirements, as modified 1y engineering and puter programs from the 9 original SPEJ).Dcommodity management personnel e depots to 11 depots. Letterkenny, Tobyhanna,Sacramento, Sharpe, P teblo, -Red River, Tooele,

e. Stock control provides for precise req- Anniston. and Lexington comprised the SPEED
uisition control, decision making in regard to depots. Added under SPEEDEX were New
requisition processing, automatic back order es- Cumberland Array Depot and Corpus Christi
tablishment and back order release, mechanical Army Depot- Second. SPEEDEX means exten-
preparation of related supply performance re- sion of standardized computer systems to all
ports, automatic military standard requisition feasible depot functions.
and issue procedure processing and notifica-
tions, mechanical surveillance of manual ac-
tions to monitor the acti-ities of individuals and communication capabilities and system de-
when final processing within the machine is sign techniques which resulted in the following

not possible, station excess reports, inventor; advantages:
details, and establishment of inventory require- a. Uses third generation computer equip-
ments. ment

s-a
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b. Provides for remote processing computer programs designed to accomplish or
capabilities assist in accomplishing the AMC depot missions

c Reduces or eliminates card and of receiving, storing, issuing, and overhauling

magnetic tape output materiel and providing related support func-

tions on a centraized computer programming
d. Redoes output liUfs and centralized computer program mainteaance
e Uses microfilm and micrographics basis. SPEEDEX covers some 16 logistic and

f Provides for multiprogrammiag su!port functions (see Table 8-1) at AMC
depots, ranging from receipt and processing of

g~ Provides for increased immediate access materiel release orders to pay of employees- The
to stored data equipment configun-tion at a remote site varies,

. Provides for integrated files depending upon such factors as volume and

Uses materiel receipt control system type cf input and output, nature of the function
being served, and number of systems supporteL

j. Uses depot maintenance mathematical Remote installation equipment consists of a
scheduling model cathode-ray tube with keyboard, typewriter,

k Provides for integrated system process- cArd reader, card punch, and line printer.
ing 8-2 [rATA COUEC11ON AND ROW

L Provides for real-time retrieval of op-
erational and management informatio-.

SPEEDEX is an assemblage of standard In performing its function, maintenance
computers, remote input and output devices, e-igineering utilizes a wide variety of data
and standardized functional procedures and throughout a materiel life cycle- Some of the

TAKE 9-1. SFEX SUPPOT RINCTC

Depot supply distribution systems:

Materiel relcase order processing
Storage m-Iement
Ammunition surveillance

- Quality assurance

Depot maintenance and financially or.nted systems
Maintenance production planning and control

Expense appropriation management/Army
lIndustrial fund for maintenance

~Defense integrated management engineering system
AM C installaio division-stock fund

Procurement histo.y
Installation supply accounting
Facility engineering work management

Payroll and leave accounting

Depot control systems:

Management of installation operating equipment
Accounting for in-use nonexpendable property
Civilian personael management information s)stem

8--
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types of data that are used are described in It may be seen that normally there is an
par. 8-1.1. Other data come from user com- abundance of data during a materiel acquisition
mands, military specifications and standards, program. There is little opportunity for the mis-
materiel development tests and evaluations, use of data generated by materiel being devel-
contractor activities, and the scientific oped, maintensnce engineer;.ig analysis data,
community. All of the data are used to in- maintenance valuation data, ciugineering test
fluence design, develop a support subsystem, sata, etc. The opposite is true in the case of
and improve the design and support of deployed maint-:ance management and other historical
materiel. data. Before applying these dat, maintenance

Some types of data are usefui throughout engineering must insure that the data are both
a materiel life cycle, while others have appli- valid and applicable to the case at hand. The
cation to seine limited number of life cycle data must be derived from deployed materiel
phases. An exampie of the first case is his- that is similar to the materiel being developed,
torical experience with similar materiel. Such and must represent an overall situation rather
experience data are useful in new materiel from thai. isolated incidents. Moreovei, the use and
the conceptual phase through the deployment support environment of the deployed materiel
phase. On the 'ther hand, once '.- duction is must be reasonably representative of the en-
under way, there would be little use for con- vironment anticipated for the new materiel.
tractor engineering test data on ne', materiel;
therefore, such data essentially are used last
during the development pha. . 8-3 TRADE-OFFS

Fig. 8-1 depicts the sources o" several types A trade-off is defined as a quantitative
of data importrnt to maintenance engineering analysis of competing system characteristics
and the timed utilization of the data. The data and factors to determine the optimum overall
largely are described in generic terms. For ex- combination. Simply stated, it is a comparison
ample, maintenance management and depot of two or more ways of doing something to
management data, taken tcgether, are consid- m4ke a decision. Trade-offs are conducted to
ered to include all data resulting from the op- some degree of complexity and detail in all
eration and support of deployed materiel. Sim- phases of materiel acquisition, and are used to
ilarly, Army test reports are considered 'o in- obtain, within the operational and performance
elude all Army test and evaluation reports requirements, an optimum balance among total
through the production phase. The figure shows cost, schedule, and operational effectiveness.
that data from the using command, formal data Operationa! effectiveness combines the features
systems, military specifications and standards, of performance, reliability, maintainability, and
and Army studies are avai'able and are used support.
throughout a materiel life cycle. Army test re-
ports and industry standards are used last dur-
ing the production phase. The remaining data invest;gate the relative advantages of variousconcents or configurat:ons, provide data and,,re used last during the development phase. t,,,'kground fr the feasibility of a program,

Some of the data paths in Fig: 8-1 rep- provide a basic medium, with facts, by whichresent two-way flows. For example, the using docisions can be made by management, and
command provides requirement and experience subsi .ntiate or justify a decisio.n
data and receives planning data, an,; che formal The trade-off must consider all the factors
data systcms prcvide and rrceive planning data. an(. not present only those advantageous to
Also, since production fre!quently overlaps some prejudiced viewpoint. The incomplete
deployment data , deployed materiel may trade-off study can present shaded facts that
indicate thp oee! i-line ;mprcvements of will lead to decisions that will be detrimental
identical ,tems 0,a e still 1P the production in terms of life cycle cost when the materiel
process. becomes operational.
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Trade-off categories, procedures, and com- life cycle, the input requirements, and the out-
puter aids are discussed in the following sub- put of each category trade-off.
paragraphs: Trade-offs usually are conducted between

a Categories of Trade-offs. Trade-offs con- maintenance and support parameters, with op-
ducted or participated in by maintenance en- erational parameters remaining constant. This
gineering can be classified into three major cat- is not to say that operational parameters are
egories: design philosophy, maintainability de- never traded off. Range, payload, operational
sign trade-offs, and maintenance support trade- availability, etc.,. are subject to trade-offs dur-
offs. ing the conceptual phase and to a lesser degree

In each case, the advantages and dis- in the validation phase. After that time, they

advantages in terms of effect on operational become established as firm operational require-
effectiveness and life cycle cost are considered. ments that must be satisfied by subsequent
Table 8-2 summarizes the types of trade-offs, maintenance and support parameter trade-off
the hardware level considered, the phase of the candidates.

TABLE 8-2. TRADE-OFF SUMMARY

Types of Level and Input
Trade-off Phase Example Requirements Output

Design philosophy Top-level system Conducted to determine Equipment locations Selection of subsys-

Conceptual phase type of design in terms and quantities tem/end item types
of category or class: Equipment environ- Preliminary mainte-

ducted trade-off ic- Analog vs digital ment and usage rates nance concept

pac,.ed with mainte- Electromechanizal vs Reliability information
nance considerations hydraulic Constraints from re-

Conducted prior to Manual vs automatic quirement statements
maintainability design Results of higher level
trade-offs analyses or trade-offs

Previous decisions

Cost data

Maintainabil ty de- Lower level subsystem Exception trade-offs. As pre% iously listed Selection of optimum
sign Validation and devel- conducted when ex- configuration for sub-

opment phases ception to a previously system/end item. etc..
established main- in terms of design

Conducted prior to final tainability requirement features
design is proposed in design Design concept

Optimization trade-offs: Maintenance concept
conducted for each sys-
tem/subsystem to
select optimum config-
uration:

Fault isolation
method
Maintenance concept

Maintenance sup- Detailed level Conducted to determine As pre% iously listed Maintenance ,oncept
port Deve.opment phase optimization of support Maintenance plan

for system rather than
Conducted after design hardware design
is firm
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) The types of maintenance parameters that The major tasks are to identify partici-
are traded off are diagnostics, mechanical and I-ants and responsibility, establish data sources
e!cctronic packaging, reliability, accessibility, and requirements, establish dimensions for
etc. A maintenance parameter trade-off normal- data, and schedule inputs and outputs.
ly involves a consideration of support param- The definition of purpose, approach, and
eters, because maintenance parameter can- data requirements is an essential building block
didates usually impact support resources, and in the conduct of a trade-off. Early definition
it is necessary to determine the impact and con- insures that data inputs are usable as submit-
vert the support resources into costs. In order ted, correct, and in consonance with other data
to make a decision, these costs are considered inputs. A common basis must be established
along with the research and development and that will allow rapid comparison of advantages
initial acquisition costs generated by each main- and disadvantages. The data base most easily
tenance parameter candidate. understood is the dollar, and this data base has

Unlike maintenance parameter trade-offs, the advantage of establishing a cost-
supporL parameter trade-offs can be conducted effectiveness comparison.
somewhat independently. Given operational and (2) Gather Constraint.s and Identify
deployment requirements and a fixed materiel System Requirements. The coustraints imposed
design, trade-offs can be conducted among per- on the system pertaining to deployment, uti-
sonnel, repair parts, publications, and other lization, equipment quantities, acquisition or

support resource requirements associated with lizato, mentenances, aitnanc

various support candidates. In most cases, these resources, maintenance time, availability, etc.,
trade-offs are used to optimize decisions should be identified at this time. The con-
reached during maintenance parameter trade- straints may result in the elimination of some
offs. Therefore, it is the maintenance parameter tentative candidates due to noncompliance. This
trade-offs that have the most significant impact elimination avoids extensive and often mean-
on support resource requirements and con- ingless trade-off effort.
sequently on life cycle costs. The requirement for trade-offs is limited

b. Trade-off Procedure. Trade-offs normal- by the depth and definitiveness of the system
ly require the participation of several functional specification. For example, if the specification
disciplines for appreciable periods of time. To states that an electromecnanical system has
make most efficient use of the personnel fault isolation by built-in test equipment to a
resources involved, it is prudent to follow a sys- discard-at-failure maintenance plug-in module,
tematic prcedure such as the one outlined in a module cost of not more than $50, a mean
the subparagraphs that follow, time to repair of 15 min, and a mean time

The major steps of the trade-off procedure between failures of 700 hr the following trade-

are to establish integration and control, gather offs are eliminated: hydraulic versus electro-

constraints and identify system requirements, mechanical, repair versus throwaway, optimum

select candidates, compile data (quantitative level of repair, external versus built-in test

and qualitative), document and calculate, equipment, and a compromise between mean

analyze results, produce reports, and obtain ap- time to repair and mean time between failures

proval. to achieve a stated availability

(3) Se'h'ct ('andidate. Based upon pri-
(1) Fstablish fntegratn and Control. or identification of the system constraints and

This step establishes the overall approach to data bank informatior., the feasible candidates
the trade-off, and the responsibility and sched- for either a design philosoph trade-off, main-
uling to insure effective and timely results. tainability trade-off, or maintenance support
Since the required data are generated or de- trade-off may be identified. An adequate de-
veloped from various sources (finance. engineer- scription of each candidatt is required to insure
ing, procurement, maintenance engineering, that all participants in the trade-off study can
reliability, maintainability, etc.). it is essential develop their input data adequately and on a
to est,blish an authoritative source Itask leader) common understanding of candidate configura-
for c ordination of the effort. tion. The baseline maintenance concept.
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reliability data, hardware coat, utilization con- tivity) analysis, identify additional data require-
cepts, and manufacturing and production tech- ments, and evaluate compliance with require-
niques are types of information required for ments.
general dissemination. For example, the Variance in data may impact the results
reliability analyst requires a system description of the study. A parametric analysis should be
from the system or design engineer to perform conducted which varies such factors as equip-
failure rate predictions, the maintainability ment quantities and range of mean time be-

analyst requires the failure rates to perform tween failures to facilitate the rapid comparison
apportionments and predictions, the mainte- of effects of changes or total system cost or
nrnce analyst requires the failure rates to de- concepts. The variance and parameter selected
termine repair part requirements, etc. Each should be based on foreseeable realistic equip-
candidate must be analyzed to assure that it ment demands or trends.
meets or exceeds the operational requirements The requirement for additional data may
and system constraints, result when trade-off results show no signifi-

14) Compile Data (Quantitative and cant difference among candidates. In these
Qualitative). The participants who are respon- cases, the data and information should be re-
sible for supplying data inputs into the trade-off examined to determine if a more comprehensive
must compile quantitative and qualitative data analysis of these candidates can be conducted.
as required to satisfy the data base require-
ments. The compilation of data is not an in- The candidates should be evaluated in rela-
dependent function. There is an interflow of tionship to their degree of compliance with the
data among participants, and this effort must requirements. In this respect, the analyst 
be scheduled to insure the availability of all should consider the cost/system effectiveness
data from all participants at the scheduled relationship with respect -, strict compliance

time. with or exceeding the stated requirements.
Risks should be considered and identified.(5) Document and Tabulate. The data

developed and submitted by the participants in
the trade-off should be documented and (7) Produce Report and Obtain Appro-

val. The report presented to management fortabulated in a clear, concise, and orderly man-

ner. The cost categories previously identified approval should be in a standard format. The
collectively include all costs that would affect format should present a summary of the report

a cost trade-off decision. These categories are and, in addition, provide the detailed
combined under the major classification of ac- background or backup data used in the prep-

quisition, installation, operational and mainte- aration for further analysis, if required.

nance, or support costs. Availability of cost data Concurrencelby management with the rec-
on the baseline 3ystem may be restricted or ommendations of the trade-off will result in the
nonexistent. In this case, the candidates may incorporation or implementation of the hard-
be assigned best estimate cost deltas in rela- ware design philosophy, maintainability design
tionship to each other. feature, or maintenance support concept for the

system. The trade-off procedure is an iterative
(6) Analyze Results. The results of the process, and uade-offs are updated as addition-

trade-off should be analyzed to determine the al data become available; however, trade-offs
cost versus system effectiveness relationship or should be considered final when they have

* availability per dollar cost expenditure. Total resulted in final decisions and implementation
cost utilized alone, unless all other factors are of design or support concepts to such an extent
equal, should not be the firm basis for system that cost or schedule would be affected
selection. The increase in reliability, decrease detrimentally by reversal of decisions.
in maintenance time, future growth potential,
and performance are areas in which large im- c. Computer Aids. The development of
provement may be recognized in relation :o computer programs should be considered to aid
slight increase in total cost. In addition, the in the conduct of trade-offs. The data used in
analyst should perform parametric (or sensi- trade-offs durink equipment concept, validation,
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or development may comprise conatantly chang- estimate. One is to use reliability and main-
ing parameters. The effect a change in one vari- tainability, and other data in a deterministic
able has on total system cost or on the per- manner. The other is to use these data in a
formance characteristics may be negligible, or manner that permits them to reflect their I
it may be quite significant. In the case of a results in a statistical manner.
reliability (failure rate) change, the impact has 8-3.1.1 Dtrainiic A9c
a mushrooming effect. The operaiional and
maintenance parameters such as availability In the deterministic approach, the analyst
and mean corrective time, and the support pa- accomplishes all calculations with average val-
rameters (due to impact on support features ues. For example, if an item being analyzed
such as repair part quantities, personnel re- has a mean time between failures of 6 months
quirements, or maintenance labor) are all af- and a mean time to repair of 2 hr, the
fected by a reliability change. deterministic approach shows that the item will

The need for computer program devel- be down for maintenance for 2 hr, every 6
months. If there are 100 items, it is estimatedopment depends upon the time frame of the thst there will be 200 failures per yr, or ap-

program, the magnitude and complexity of the proximately 17 per month, or roughly one fail-
equipment, the magnitude of trade-off require- uure every other day, with 2 hr of maintenance
ments, the detail 2f data to be available, and for each failure. This approach makes for an
the program budget. easy calculation; however, it is almost a certain-

Basically, computer models for trade-offs ty that the failures will not occur according
are divided into two major categories: compu- to the predicted schedule. Rather, they will oc-
tation and simulation, cur in a random manner-five one day, none

The computational moael is developed to for the next 3 days, one the next day, etc.-to
use the computer capability to perform the ex- provide an average of one failure every other
tensive computations, involved in the procedures day over a long period of time.
for prediction, performance, evaluation, and to-
tal life cycle costing. This assures that exactly
the same computational procedure is used for To plan effective economical materiel sup-
each candidate and eliminates computational er- port, maintenance engineering must know the
rors. probable distributions of failures by hour, day,

The simulation model is developed to per- etc., throughout the materiel life cycle. Suchform a simulation of system operation over its a distribution permits an analysis of the peaksentire life cycle. From the simulation, statistics and valleys in maintenance resource require-are developed that iso:dte critical support , ment demands, and a determination of the ef-

reliability, .and maintainability elements and fect of various quantities of resources on
identify profitable areas of improvement. The materiel availability. Normally, the analysissimulation res ofnimprovemet. ihe demonstrates that resources should be providedalsoto support a maintenance workload less than
ft rmation suitable for direct input to system
and cost-effectiveness models. the largest of the peak demands and greater

than that indicated by the average failure rate.
8-3.1 USES OF STATISTICAL PROCEDURES TO Probable materiel failure iate distributions

EVALUATE TRAi.-OR ALTERNATIVES car be calculated manually with the assistance
Acceptable trade-off candidates must meet of random number tables, but the task is

or exceed materiel operational requirements tedious and time consuming. A method more
throughout the materiel life cycle. Since the commonly used to obtain such statistical data
normal materiel life cycle is considered to he is dynamic simulation. This process involves the
5 to 10 yr or more. it is desirable to examine use of a computer and one of several computer
the effects of combinations of maintenance and languages. Once the program is wTitten for a
support parameters on materiEl availability over particular materiel system, operational and sup-
a period of years to determine if the combina- port statistical data spanning years of simu-
tions are suitable candidates. There are two lated operations may be obtained in a matter
basic ways to accomplish the long-range of minutes
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A dynamic simulation model can be con- f Supply and administrative times
structed to accommodate any level of detail g. Float turnaround time
warranted by the analysis to be made and the h. Mean active repair time
data available. A typical model and prngram
will reflect the planned number, types, and i. Repair time distribution
locations of both the deployed materiel at-d the j. Mean active replace t: le
support resources. Failure rates and corrective
maintenance time distributions for the materiel k. Replace time distribution.
and support equipment are entered, as well as The model in Fig. 8-2 provides for two
preventive maintenance times and schedules. types of countdowns. The input data provide
The materiel is operated according to a pre- for random selection of the type and for random
scribeA scenario, fails randomly rather than successes and failures. If there is a failure, sys-
deterministically, and is repaired in varying tem availability is impaired, and a repair or
lengths of time. The model and cr-mputer pro- replace maintenance action is generated. Re-
gram contain logic that permits a mainten::ee place actions are further divided into float and
resource to be used only when it is not engaged nonfloat replacements. A record is kept of all
in some other activity, and according to pre- maintemn ce, supply, and administrative time
determined priorities. Preveitive maintenance required to return the failed item to service.
also is accomplished according to predetermined Typical outputs of the model are:
priorities. The time of each activity is recorded
in a manner that permits conversion to calendar
time. b. Percent of target coverage by missile

A typical computer printout of a program c. Total failures during simulat~d.eriod
run will show when materiel was available, d. Number of failures of each end item
when it was down for maintenance, how long e. Float demand by end item
it waited for maintenance, etc. It will al: o show
when tools, test equipment, facilities, personnel, f Float demand when no float is available
etc.. by individual item or person, were being g. Percent of time no working float is
used, what they were engaged in, when they available
were idle, etc. In short, a model can be con- h. Mean downtime due to unavailability of
structed and programmed to provide predicted float
data for virtually any data that may be ac-
quired from the operation and maintenance of i. Mean repair time without supply and
a deployed system. administrative time by end item
8j. Mean repair time with supply and ad-
8-3.1.3 Statistical Example ministrative time by end item

A s.-nulation model for an Army missile k. Mean replace tim.- without supply and
system wil be described to demonstrate the ad- administrative time by end item
vantages oi dynamic simulation. The basic flow
of the mode is shown in Fig. 8-2. The purpose I. Mezn replace time with supply and ad-
of the modei is to deter-mine the operational ministrative time by end item.
effectiveness to be realized from various It will be noted that modeah su.h as the
combinations of maintenance and support pa- one described are concerned only with oper-
rameters. ational effectiveness. The models can be built

The inputs to the model were. and programmed to provide costs for each
alternative, or costs can be calculated separate-a. Countdown frequencyly.

b. Countdown type dstribution
. Probability of couatdown success The systematic application of the judgment

d. Failure impact on system availability of a group of experienced personnel for making
,,. Percent of failures repaired at site a selection frem alternate problem solutions is
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an elementary application of statistical proce- fished with regard to some established scale,
dures. In such casea, years of experience data this value is multiplied by the weight factor,
are manipulated mentally, and applicable and resulting values are summed. The solution
statistics such as an estimated mean or eval- with the most favorable sum is selected.
uation rating result. This approach to decision Table 8-3 contains an engineering judg-
making is rapid and economical. The accuracy ment type of trade-off. The purpose of the
of the approach is a function of the experience trade-off was to select the most effective quick-
and objectivity of the participating personnel. access splice for an Army missile. A baseline

In this approach, the most significant pa- configuration had been established during the
rameters involved in a decision are selected nd validation phase, but further study revealed
weighted in terai of importance to the final that the baseline did not meet established time
solution. The degree to which each parameter requirements for missile mating operations.
satisfies solution requirements is then estab-

TAKE 5.3. ENGINER4NG iUDGMENT TRADE4W

1 OBJECTIVE
To select a missile splice method.

2. ALTERNATIVES
a. Spline splice (baseline)
b. Internal interdigitated teeth ring assembly (alternative 1)
a External interdigitated teeth ring assembly (alternative 2)
d Internal expansion ring (alternative 3)

UJ e. Vee band (alternative 4).

3. EVALUATION PARAMETERS
Mating time is a prime consideration. The weight of the missile is critical, as
it affects range; therefore, splice weight is also critical. Other factors to be con-
sidered are cost, design margin, technical risk, ground support equipment, logistics,
and human factors.

4. WEIGHT FACTORS
Weight factors are established for the evaluation parameters as shown in the trade-
eff matrix (at end of table). These factors are assigned brsed on engineering judg-
ment and the mutual qgreement of trade-off participants. Participants reiwesent
the functions of system engineering, reliability, maintainability, maintenance en-
gineering, supp~art eleinerts, finance, humen factors, and manufacturing. The term
"logistics" in the trade-off matrix represents both maintenance engineering and
the support elements. -- weight of 10 is assigned to the time and weight parameter-s
Lesaer weights, as shown, :,e assigned to the other parameters.

5. IATRIX
The trade-off matriy shows measurement units for evaluation parameters, when
applicable. The "Weight Factor" column contains quantitative, qualitative, and
weight factor lines. The quantitative lines contain emtimated values, the qualitative
lines contain scoring values from 0 through 10, and the weight factor lines contain
the product of the weight factor and the scoring value. The qualitative values
are asigned based on the degree to which the parameter satisfies the requirement,
with 10 being the highest possiblc -core. A 0 in any column -.-Aicates unacceptability
of the candidate with regard to the indicated Parameter. Therefore, the candidate
total is listed as 0, regardless of the vame generated by it and the other parameters.

Iami
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f) TAKI! 8-3. 960NuS - AH,"IJMBIT TRAO- (Cont'd)

6. QUANTfATIVE AND QUALITATIVE VALUES
Quantitative values for time, weight, cost, aud design margin were developed as
follows:

a. Timn. Times were derived from recorded data and analysis. The time for the
baseline was obtained from tests that had been conducted on an existing,
similar configuration. Time line arysis was used for the other candidates.
Alternative 3 was abanioned at this point in the trade-off since it was de-
termined that it was unsatisfactory with regard to time. However, prior to
this decision, certain other alternative 3 data ad been generated, and are
included in the matrix.

b. Weight. Weights were calculate with dimensional and material data obtained
from conceptual drawings.

c. Cost. Costs were based on estirn-ed manufacturing and material costs.
L Devign Margin. Design margin refers to the design safety factor and was

derived from an analysis of material and conceptual design data.
Qualitative values for each parameter were developed by appropriate functional
groups. For example, human factors, maintainability, and maintenance engineering
assigned a value for time, maintenance engineering and the support elements as-
signed a factor for logistics, etc. Each person participating in the evaluation of
a parameter assigned a qualitative value between 0 and 10, and the sum of the
values was averaged and enitered into the matrix.

7. SUMMARY
Weight factors were multiplied by scoring values, and the results were summed
as shown in the trade-off matrix. Alternative 3 had been eliminated previously
because of excvssive time requirements. The baseline alternative was eliminated
for the same reason. Alternative 4 was eliminated because of excessive time re-
quirements and an unacceptable design margin. The study, therefore, results in
the selection of alternative 1 on the basis of a total qualitative factor of 210
as compared to 176 for alternative 2.

TRADE-OFF MATRIX

Alternative Candidates
Evaluation Weight
Parameters Factor Baseline 1 2 3 4

Time. min Quan .. u 0.5 to 1 0.5 to 1 - 2 to 4
Qual 0 5.0 5.% -0

10 0 50 50 - 0

Weight. lb Quan 20.3 17.3 45.6 55.0 37.8
Qual 4.9 5.8 "2 1.8 2.6
10 49 58 2 18 26
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TAKE 8-3 .IGNtW4G JUDGMENT TRADE-OFF (Cat'dl

TRADE-OFF MATRIX (Cmtd)

Alternative Candidates

Evaluation Weight
Parameters Fact 4  Baseline 1 2 3 4

Cost, $/splice Quan 1170 1799 189 1323 1626

Qual 8.5 5.5 5.2 7.6 6.2

5 43 28 26 38 31

Design margin Quan 0.23 0.39 0.15 - 0

QLal 1.23 1.39 1.15 - 0
4 5 6 5 - 0

Technical risk Qual 3.0 1.0 2.0 0 3.0

5 15 5 10 - 15

GSE considerations Qual 2.0 5.3 5.0 3.0 4.0

3 6 15 15 9 12

Logistics Qual 5.0 7.0 8.0 - 9.0

3 15 21 24 - 7

Human factors Qual 4.0 9.0 8.0 -6.0

3 12 27 24 - 18

Totals 0 210 176 - 0

The following basic s3eps were followed in and there is an urgent requiremert to narrow
conducting the trade-off: the field and concentrate on a limited number

a. Identify the alteratives. of candidates.

b. Determine evwluation parameters. 8-3.2 TRAE BASED ON DATA ANALYSIS

c. Determine weight factor assignment. The validity of a trade-off depends upon

d. Develop matrix, two basic fattors: identification of all activities

e. Establish quantitative and qualitative and resources imvacted by each of the trade-off

values, candidates, and the assignment of proper quan-
titative values and qualitative considerations to
the impacted parameters. Identification of the

The example trade-off considered cost as impacted parameters is normally straight-
an evaluation parameter, therefore. it is. in ef- forward. Essentially, a consideration of desiga.
fczt. J cost-effectiveness trade-off. This type of development, and acquisition requirements will
trade-off is particularly valuable when only con- identib all significant cost generators involved
ceptual data are available for many candidates, with the basic hardware. Application of the
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) materiel support plan to the planned deploy- necessary to consider qualitative factors. An ex-
ment scenario then will assist in identifying ample is a situation in which candidate A is
significant support resource requirements. slightly more costly than candidate B. but the
When iew support and test equipment is re- latter involves some state-of-the-art devel-
quired, applicable design. developmert, and ac- opment. A logical choice would be candidate
quisition costs again enter the picture. A. because any development problems with can-

The real trade-off problem concerns the didate B undoubtedly would result in a signifi-
second factor, which is the assignment of quan- cant cost increase of the wade-off estimate.
titative values and qualitative considerations. Other examples of qualitative corsiderations are
particularly quantitative values. Fo- example, contained in par. 8-3.22
what are the reliabilities and mean times to Two examples of typical trade-offs ate dis-
repair of the candidates, what are the devel- cussed in the paragraphs that follow to dem-
opment and acquisition costs, what dre the re- onstrate the complexity of trade-offs, param-
pair part costs, what is the operational avail- ete,s that must be considered, parameter inter-
ability, etc.? Many of these and other values faces, and how quantitative values are assigned
that must be calculated or estimated for new to the parameters. Some of the cost factors.
materiel are based on a combination of per- such as labor rates and supply management
formance data accumulated in data systems costs used in the trade-offs, are not current,
for existing materiel, and on predictions. For but this does not negate the purpose for which
example, the predicted reliability of materiel in the examples are presented.
the conceptual phase is based on performance
data accumulated from other like materiel and
components, and from design analysis. After 5-3.2.1 06ord n Mointnc or R*p ir
the new materiel is deployed, the predicted Trd.-.ff
reliability of a modification is based on the pre- Table 8-4 presents a trade-off that was
viously identified factors, plus data acquired conducted to determine whether it is more eco-
during the development and deployment of the nomical to discard or to repair certain failed
new materiel. Similar statements apply to the printed circuit cards in end items that are a
derivation of maintenance times and costs. part of an Army missile weapon system. The

Qualitative considerations frequently do trade-off is conducted in two ways: method
not enter a trade-off decision. However. when I is a conve-ntional trade-off, and method II is
the difference in costs is not signxificant, it is a parametric trade-off.

TAKLE 8-4. OSCAND-AT-FAIUIE MAadTEIANCE OS WAIR TRtADE-OfF

PURPOSE

The purpose of this study is to determine whether the maintenance concept for printed
circuit cards should be discard-at-failure maintenance or depot repair-

APPROACH

This study was conducted in the following manner:

1. The failure rates and operating times of the printed ircuit cards were used to
determine the failures for a yr period. As an example. the current driver card
has a predicted failure rate of 181.M20 per 106 hr (see Chart I1. which gives a
mean time between failures of 5512 hr. The estimated operating time of the 106
end items considered is 769.600 hr over a 5-yr period. Dividing the mean tirae
between failures into the estimated operating time gives 139.6 failures, which is
the number of predicted failures that this card will experience. INOT.E: Fractions
of card failures one-half or greater were rounded off to the next whole number.)
The product of the number of failures (140) and the cost uf the card i$435.00z
is the discard cost for that card for 5 yr. This was repeated for each of the 19
cards.
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TAI 8-4. DWAR"T-FAMt N1PGa? Ol REPAIR TRADE-Off (Cont'd)

2. Repair cost considerations were as follows:

a. Cost of replacement parts
b. Cost of depot laor and overhead
c. Cost of transportation
d. Cost of publications

e. Cost of depot tooling
f. Cost of entering ar.i maintaining, line item piece parts in the Army system
g. Cost of on-vehicle materiel and system repair parts were considered from the

standpoint of the present system of supply stockage: this results in the same
initial costs for repair parts in either concept.

3. Two methods were used to determine which philosophy-discard at failure or re-
pair-was to be followed:
Method I. The total cost of failures was determined by finding the predicted failures
of each card, multiplying this by the cost of that card. and summing the products.
This was compared to the sum of items 2W through t: which is the repair cost.
Method II. A math model was derived and the graph (Fig. 1) was fora.,,ated (using
data from Method 1). Thi: determines the maximum average cost of "be printed
circuit cards that could be justifiably discarded fer various numbers of failures
incurred. The average cost of the 19 cards considered in this trade-off versus the
total number of failures is then compared against the curve. Alternatively. dividing
the total failures into the total cost of replacement cards yields the average cost
per failure.

ASSUMPTIONS

1. The one-hundred and six (106) end items in which the cards are installed will operate
a Zotl of 769.6O0 hr over a 5-yr period.

a FailurE rate data are based on current project reliability data.

3. Depot labor and overhead costs are estimated at $7 per hr and average repair
time for a printed ciruit card is 4 hr.

4. Fstimated cost of repair parts is assumed to be 2:3 percent of the replacement
cost-

5. Printed circuit cards wl.' be returned to depot in quantities of 10 cards per package
at a cost of $100 per pac.age. This includes the cost of shipping, packaging , labor.
etc.

6. Depot tooling would consist of a manual card tester and a close-toleraice card
tester at a cost of $77.209 and $50.M. respectively, based upon the current dt-sign
concept. A close-tolerance tester is needed for six cards i.e.. negat;ve bit gencrator.
programmable power supply. -65V power supply, comparator, and operational
amplifiers A and B. The manual card tester is used for the other printed circuit
cards. This study considers the cost of repair of these two grouts of carxIs separate.

7. Repair capabilities exist at depot only.

S. Cost to enter a line item in the Arm- Supply System is V.-i.4t;t4 The cost ,I'
maintaining each line item is $1..94 per ..-r
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9 TAME 8-4. DISCAD.AT-FARIJAE £A sT ! ORt IAlI TRADE-OF (C erd)

9. When repair of these cards is considered, approximately 34 new line items will
be entered into the Army supply system.

10. The publication effort for depot manuals is 32 hr to write proced:-res for each
printed circuit card at $12 per hr.

RES ULTh
Method L The results, of the trade-off using Method I are summariz-i in Chart I and
indicate that the predict.d cost to repair is $431.872 for that group oz- cards using the
manual card tesner and $251.740 for the group using the close-tolerance card tester.
The oredicted cot,* fot aiscard at failure maintenance is $390.0"22 for the manual test
group and SM.S4 for the other group. This provides a net savings of $41.850 for thz
first group and $2M for the second group over a 5-y.r period if discard-at-failure
maintenance is adopted.

RECOMMENDATION

Method I indicates that it is more economical to adopt the discard-at-failure maintenance
cancept rather than repair. Method iI also indicates that disca-d is justified. Therefore.
it is recommended that the discard at failure maintenance cc-acept be adopted. The ad-
vantages of adopung this concept are:

1. Training of personnel in the repair of the printed circuit cai,:s is eliminated.
I Documentation requirements are reduced.

3. Rece-d-keeping requirements are reduced because the item:- are expendable.
4. Fewer line items are retained in supply.

I
CHkRT I

METHOD I COSTS

REPAIR DISCARD

tai ibi 4a) b
. Detpot tooih $ 77.209 . 5.393

2. --pot labor and overhead 31.64 ,'t-04

3. Transportation 11.380 6.680

4. Publications 4.9-W2 "_.,
5. Line item entry 2 ...- 12 113.957.2
S. Rtepair materials 97.,A6 59.701 SM)W.EI $238.,04

TOTALS $43. 12 $M1.739.52 tzW0.t=>- $&.*,lW

,at (wts associated with mLnual card test group.
it bi( Co.,g a&-itaciated with cl(ke-tolerance card test e,-oup.

Char-t II -how, the data used tu determine the cost-
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TABLE 8-4. DISCARD-AT, FAILURE MAINTENANCE OR REPAIR TRADE-OFF (Cont'd)

AETHOD ! COST CALCULATIONS
The number of failed cards in the 5-yr period is 1,806 (from Chart II)

1. Depot Tooling
(a) $77.209 Manual card tester (Option a) (13 cards)
(b) $50,393 Close-tolerance card tester (Option b) (6 cards)

CHART J
PRINTED CIRCUIT CARD FAILURE AND COST DATA

Cards Failure- MTBF, Failures Total Cost
per End per Hr in Cost per Failed

Item 106 Hr per Card 5 Yr Card, $ Cards, $

(a) Current Driver 6 181.420 5,512 140 4'15 60,900
XZ Torquer 2 177.226 5,642 136 466 59,296
HEFU Timer 1 161.186 6,204 124 184 22,816
Servo Amp 1 144.781 6,906 111 401 44,511
Y Torquer 1 144.072 6,940 i11 355 39,405
+24 VPS 4 9.131 14,465 53 577 30,581
Mod/Demod 1 48.926 20,439 38 48E 18,544
Telephone Amp 2 46.768 21,382 36 355 12,780
FAC Monitor 1 39.324 25,429 30 302 9,069
Read Rclay 3 23.265 42,983 18 104 7,272
AC/DC Self-Test 1 64.738 15,454 50 226 11,300
Voltage Sensor 1 57.S39 17,289 45 257 11,565
Relay 32 319.481 3.13-' 246 252 61,992

1.138 $4,672 $30,022

$4,672
Average cost of cards considered - $359

13
(bi -65 VPS 1 184.982 5,405 142 258 36,636

Op. Amp (A) 2 177.695 5,627 137 ',13 56,581
Comparator 1 171.815 5,820 132 331 43,692
Neg. Bit Gen. 2 1'9.151 7,742 99 551 54,549
Op. Amp (B) 1 108.748 9,195 84 413 34,692
Prog. P.S. 1 96.263 10,388 74 171 12,654

$2,13 668 $2,137 $238,804
_ $2,137 -

Average cost of cards considered - $356
6
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TABLE 8-4. DISCARD-AT-FAILURE MAINTENANCE OR REPAIR TRADE-OFF (Cont'd)

2. Depoi Labor and Overhead
Depot costs = Number of failed cards x hourly rate (in dollars) X average hours
to repair

(a) 1.138 x 7.00 x 4 = $31,864

(b) 668 x 7.00 ( 4 = $18,704

3. Transportation Cost
1

Transportation cost = Number of failed cards x
Numb, of cards per package

X cost (in dollars) per pakage.

1

(a) 1,138 x - x 100 = $11,3b0
10

(b) 668 x - x 100 = $ 6,680
10

4. Publications Cost
Publication cost = Number of card types x publication hours per card x hourly

rate (.n dollars)

(a) 13 X 32 x 12 = $4,992
(b) 6 x 32 x 12 =$2,304

Total $7,296

5. Cost to Enter and Maintain Line Item
Number of line items [line item entry cost in dollars + (service life years x annual
line item management cast in dollars)J = cost to enter and maintain line items.

(a) 22 [2,526.46 + (5 X 1,394)] = $208,922.12

(b) 12 ;?,526.46 + (5 x 1,394)] = $113,957.52

Total $322,b79.64

6. Cost of Materials to Repair Cards
Percent of card cost per repair x total cost (n dollars) of failed cards cost
of materials.

(a) 0.25 x 390,022 = $97,505

(b) 0.25 x 238,804 = $59,701

Method II. Method II considers all parameters noted in Method I. Based on failure rates,
the average cost of the cards is determined. If thc average cost of the cards is $388.62
or less with 1,806 failures, discard at failure nainu nance is justified. The average cost
of the printed circuit cards considereL' (19 cards) is 358.36. This indicates that discard
at failure maintenance ;s justified.
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METHOD 1I LOGIC AND CALCULATIONS
Discard is more economical than repair whenever the cost of repair is greater than
or equal to the cost of discard at failure (Cost of repair > cost of discard at failure).
By the use of a mathematical model, the break-over point can be calculated where the
average cost per card is such that cost of repair would be exactly equal to the cost
of discard at failure.

A. Cost of repair = tooling + labor ano overhead + transportation + publications
+ line item entry + repair materials - XY
where

Y = total number of card failures in Z, yr = 1,806 (from CharL 1I)
X = average cost of the cards

B. Then XY = 1,806X = average cost of replacement of those cards in 5 yr, which
is also equal to average cost of discard at failure maintenance.
Setting Eq. A = Eq. B, the break-over value (where discard is more economical
than repair) of X will be calculated.

1OY
C. 127.602 + (7X4)Y + - + 7,296 + 322,879.64 + 0.25XY = XY

10
O457,777.64 + (38) (Y) + 0.25XY = XY

457,777.6 + 38Y = XY - 0.25XY

457,777.64 + 38Y = 0.75XY

457,777.64
_ + 38 = 0.75XY

457,777.64
+ 38 = 0 75X

253.47 + 38 = 0.75X

- 291.47
X = 388.62

0,75

Various values for X and Y are graphically presented in Fig. I, with the above calculated
values (X = 389, Y = 1,806) indicated with dashed lines.
From the curve, the maximum average cost of cards may be determined for any number
of predicted failures in the 5-yr period
For examule, if 1,600 cards were to fail in 5 yr, the curve shows that the break-over
point would be approximately $400.00. A graph with a larger scale would permit a more
accurate determination of the point by which calculation is $432.14.
The actual predicted number of failures (1,806) falls at a point on the curve which
has a large -Vative slow., where large changes in the number of predicted failures
result in relatively small changes in the number of dollars on the X-axis (abscissa).

5-26
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zr a

c .......L....J I I i I ! I I

*-lt,4 COs' ,l to

MiURIA I. 2MAIl VS *SWCAEO.AT-FAI WEE MAINTENANCE COSTS

The methvd II approach is very useful in tion of a proposed surface-to-surface missile.
studying the impact of a varying maintenance The remainder of the mLsile consists of first
parameter on life cycle costs. In the example, and second stage propulsion sections. The major
the parameter that can be varied is reliability. sections of the reentry vehicle are tne terminal
It is possible to restructure the equation to sensor section, the warhead sectiu.I, and the
study the effect of other varying parameters guidance and control section. An adapter is pro-
such as mean time to repair. Such parametric vided as part of the reentry vehicle to facilitate
analyses are particularly valuable from the con- mating to the second stage. The maintenance
ceptual phase through the early development concept for the reentry vehicle at the site was
phase in selecting design approaches for further replacement of one of its three major sections
optimization. ir case of malfunction. However, replacement

of the total reentry vehicle was also a consid-8-3.2.2 Splice hand Trode-offrain eration.
Table 8-5 presents a trade-off that was

conducted to select the splice conuiguration for The purpose of the trade-off was to de-
a missile reeptr.y vehicle that comprises one sec- termine the most cost-effective airfraiae design
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TALIE 5.5. 911a SAND TADE-Off

PURPOSE
TIls trade-off was conducted to determine the most cost-effective airframe design for the
reentry vehicle (RV). This study is based on operation and mt;ntenance (O&M) costs for
a 10-yr period.

GUIDELINES AND ASSUMPTIONS
1. The RV will be handled ana maintained in accordance with the present military or-

ganization.
2. The quantities and types of countdowns accomplished by a tactical battalion are based

on historical data.
3. Reliability data were based on preflight reliability allocations. The upper limit of the

reliability range was used for wor. case analysis, and the failures were normalized
for the different types of countdowns experienced by the missile.

4. Hardware cost data were provided by Finance.
5. Design, maintenance and support costs that would be identical (or virtually identical)

for all configurations were not documented. Only those costs that resulted in cost deltas
(differences) among configurations were compiled:
(a) Modification costs to the equipment used for test and checkout of the RV were not

included, since no cost deltas result in relation to each of the RV candidates.
(b) Repair part costs were not included, since the RV acquisition cost extremes among

candidates are approximately $7.OK and are not a significant delta. Operational read-
iness float costs were included.

6. The preliminary maintenance concept for the RV was replacement of one of three majo,
sections (terminal sensor, warhead, and guidance and control) at the site. However, other
concepts will be investigated.

7. Manpower costs were obtained from the Army Cost Planning Manual.
8. The splice for the radome assembly is a shear splice, and RV separation from the adapter

is an explosive charge.
9. The following four candidates will be studied.

Candidate 1: No quick splice
Candidate 2: One quick splice
Candidate 3: Two quick splices
Candida, i. rwo quick splices with inertial measurement unit (IMU) and computer section

relocated from the guidance and control section into the terminal sensor section.

APPROACH
Each of the four candidates (see Fig. Ib was analyzed to determine the requirements for
operational handling and disassembly for corrective maintenance. The cost parameters used
included only thos. which were impacted by RV airframe design. As a result, the total costs
depicted do noz represe -t total if.- cycle costs, but costs which .'efl -t diffel-ntials due to

5-25
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the RV airframe design. The study was conducted based on a three-battalion complement
and included the following parameters:

Prediction of end item failures
Maintenance costs for assembly/disassembly of sections
Handliag equipment identification and cost
Container cost
RV transportation cost from firing battery to maintenance facility
Spcial Ammunition Supply Point impact (personnel)
Modification cost
Support equipment at Special Ammunition Supply Point

Floal. cost
Publication and training cost
Impact on performanci-

8.29
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RESULTS

Chart 111 IRV Trade Study Cost Summary delineates the basic costs and maintainability
factors associated with the four RV candidates.
RECOMMENDATION

Based on the results of this analysis, it is recommended that Candidate 3 be selected, since
it represents the lowest cost and complies with the systern specification requirements for

j mean time to repair (MT7R).
Comparison factors among RV candidates that support the selection of Candidat! 3 and not
the selection of the other candida-es are delineated in the paragraphs that follow.

No Quick Splice (Candidate 1)
1. Requires Lie Armament Comman'i (ARMCOM) to handle missile peculiar electronic hard-

ware, which is a Missile Command responsibility.

2. Requires establishment of missile peculiar equipment test facilities and special RV han-
dling dolly at each ARMCOM activity.

3. Requires that RV section repair floats be assigned and controlled by ARMCOM activities.

4. Requires complete RV operational floats, as well as peculiar repair cycle section floats,
since section replacement is accomplished by ARMCOM and section repair is accomplished
by the Ordnance units.

5. Dictates a maintenance concept of RV replacement at the firing site with no flexibility
for other alternatives.

One Quick Splice (Candidate 2)

1. Requires a weapon configu:ation that can be handled without being in an RV warhead
section structure.

2. Requires special weapon handling equipment mounted on a vehicle at the firing batteries
to handle weapon and/or terminal sensor (TS) section replacenient, since the weapon
is mounted to the TS section.

3. Requires additional structure removal from both the TS section and guidance and control
(G&C) section to place section(s) in the rear area maintenance facility for maintezance.

4. Warhead interface networks are under the cognizance of the Ordnance units and not
ARMCOM activities.

5. Dictates a i.iaintenance concept of G&C section replacement at the firing site with no
flexibility for an alternative of repair by assembly replacement.

Two Quick Splices (Guidance Fore and Aft of Warhead Section) (Candidate 3)

1. Separates hardware support responsibility between ARMCOM activities and the Ordnance
units.

2. Reluikes onl-- common handling equipment, since hardware is packaged and separable
in three distinct sections.

3. Section sizing is in compliance with space :n rear area maintenance facility for main-
tenance.

4. Provides for ihe l eat impact on the existing maintenance anti supply support organization.

5. Pro-'des for a ficxible maintenance concept that could include RV repair at the firing
sitt " replacement of defective assemblies within s-ectior.

6-30 =~-~--
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Two Quick Splices tAll (;uidance Forward, iWandidate 41

1. Separates hardware support responsibility between ARMC(OM activities and the Ordnance
units.

2 Requires only !ommon handling equipmznt. since hardware is packaged and separable
in three distiact sections.

3. Section sizing is in compliance with space in rear area maintenance faciity for main-
tenance.

4. Provides for the least impact on the existing maintenance and supply support organization.

5. Guidance packaging results in combining relatively high and low reliable hardware. re-
cessitating that the high reliable hardware go into a repair cycle for maintenance of
the lower reliable hardware.

6. Requires removal of the guidance section battery and distributor to gain access to the
IMU and missile computer.

7. Dictates a maintenance concept. without flexibility at the firing site. that section re-
placement is required for IMU and missile computer failures.

Chart III contains a summary of costs and quantitative factors that are calculated in the
Appendix. The following paragraphs discuss guidelines for the calculations. Discussions are
keyed to the major row headings in Chart III. which are catevorized as:

A - Acquisition costs
B - Maintenance costs
C - Support costs
D - Quantitative factors
E - Total costs

Category A - Acquisition Cost (each)
The costs in this row present the per item cost for the corfiguration of the RV identified.
The difference in cost between the candidates 2. 3, and 4, compared to 1, is based on the
following:

Candidate 1: Baseline
Candidate 2: Structure and networks for warhead on G&C and TS section

Adaption kit for weapon on G&C and TS section

Candidate 3: Structures, networks, and adaption kit on W/H section due to unsplice capa-
bility

Candidate 4: Separate Lontrol section (networks, structures, etc.)

Sma'zr /W/H section
Scparate guidance section integrated with TS section

Category B

(a) Maintenance Man-hour Costs
The maintenance man-hour costs are based upon the man-hours expended in unsplicing
and splicing the various configurations, plus the additional impact of testing and
reriacing defective sections of RV by the Special Weapons Group for Candidate I
configuration. In Candidates 2. 3. and 4. only the cost for unsplicing and splicing
is considered: the additional testing by the Special Weapons Group is not required.

8-31
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ib) Handling Equipment
The costs depicted in this row are based in the handling equ'pment required for
a three-battalion operation. Handling equipment includes the slings. h'ist beams.
dollies, weapon replacement e--quipment. etc.

ici Contairers
The costs depi, t d in this row are based on the contaiiners required for a thre-battalion
configuration. The quantities include a basic load of 108. plus additional containers
for float configurations. A complete RV container is used only in the Candidate
1 configur-tion.

(d) Transportation
The transportation costs include the man-hours and petroleum, oil. and lubricant
iPOL) costs for the candidates: Candidate 1 considers tansporting RV sec ions from

firing battery to the Special Ammunition Supply Point SAS'Pi. and the s:.hbsections
between the direct ' upport unit (DSU and the SASP for test.

(e) Personnel
Personnel costs are delineated for Candidate I configuraton (no quick splic-" concept'
'for personnel at the SASP to perform RV maintenance. This mainteranct include
test, assembly, and disassembly. Crew size is based on one programmer-te;t station
operator/battalion and three missile crewmen. No additional personnel are requi-ed
for Candidate 2. 3. or 4.

(f) Erector-Launcher (EL) Modification
The erector-launcher (used to transport the total missile and provide the lat och pad)
modification costs are the costs of the hardware, manpxwer. and modificat on work
order preparation. In Candidate 1, the length of the RV is such that a ra I system
would he installed on the EL to support the RV for handling and assembly ,urposes.
In addition, the pallet and davit would be removed from the EL. In the o her con-
figurations, the pallet would be modified with a new pallet cover and support a ;sembly.

(g) Support Equipment
Support equipment costs include the costs of additional programmer-test stations,
power stations, and power distribution sets at each of the battalions foi test of
the RV section at the SASP.

Category C - Support Costs

(a) Spare Operational Readiness Floats (ORF's)
Floats were allocated based on the failures predicted, turnaround time, and main-
tenance concept. Candidate 1 includes the floats for total RV section replacement
located at the SASP. based on a 2-day turnaround and the individual section thereof
for replacement of the SASP while sections are being repaired at a rear area main-
tenance facility. The cost of the weapor. is not included in the total.

(b) Publications
Publication costs include the changes to 25 technical manuals in the areas of missile,
erector-launcher, containers, handling iquipment, and firing procedures. Rear area
mairtenance manuals were not censidered. since there would e no cost deltas based
on the configurations.
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(c) Persoanel rraining
The total cost of trainink- related to the RV is $12074K for a 10-y.ar period. This
includes training of key personnel, service training for three battalions and two general
support unit platoons. Since there are no coet deltas for the various configurations.
the training cost is not included for courses. Candidate 1 cost and hars are for
the training of the personne" iocated at tbe SASP for a 10-year period for one
programnset-test station operator and three missile crewmen per SASP.

(d) Training Equipment
d he training equipment identified includes the trainer warhead. G&C proficiency train-
er, terminal guidance proficiency trainer, warhead simulators, and containers for the
trainers.

Category D - Quantitative Factors
These rows show the percentage of failures repaired using firing hattery resources and the
mean time to repair the failures, similar information for repairs using direct support resources.
and an overall mean time to repair. The times include predicted supply and administrative
time delays.

Category E - Total Costs

The costs in this row are the s.tmmations of the costs delineated in Cztegories B and C.
The Category A dnit RV costs were used to calculate float costs, but are not reflected otherwise
in the total.

CHART III

IN TRADE STUDY COST SUMMARY*

Trade Study C.ndidates
1 2 3 4

No Quick One Quick Two Quick Two QuickSplice Splice Splices Splices

A. Acquisition Costs (ea), $K 385.6 392.7 390.3 385.6

B. Maintenance Costs, $K
Man-hours 473.0 22.5 3.8 7.4

Handling Equipment 1,669.4 3,77F 2 686.9 666.9
Containers 2.094.:; 3.091.3 2.422.4 2,254.0
Transportation 3,043.2 2,803.2 2,893.2 3,772.5
Personnel 1,080.0 -, ....
EL Mod 579.5 427.3 434.7 433.7
Support Equipment 2.443 - - ......

C. Support Costs. $K
Spare ORFs 6.477.2 4.712.4 4.683.0 8,202.0
Publications 2.487.3 2.:'99. I 2,54-.8 2.3.54.8
Personnel Training- 2.....
Training Equimpment 17. i.g. . i.k 6 1.753.2
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RV TRADE STUDY COST SU.MMARY Coat'dr

Trade Stud" Candidates
1 2 3 4

No Quick One Quick Tw Quick Two Quick
Splice Splice Splices Splices

D. Quantitative Factors
MTTR Org System

64 91 91 91
Hrs 0.82 1.36 LV 7I2

MTTR DS System
% 36 9 9 9
Hrs 6-" 6.51 6.48 6.48

M7R Hrs Sy'ntem 2.8 1.8 1.7 1.7
E. T,2tal Costs. $ ;excluding 2,297.300 19.153.2W. 15Z94.400 19,444.500

acquisition costs)

Costs of design, maintenance, and support that do not result in cii fifferences among
candidates are not included.

APPENDIX

Cost Calculations:

I Acquisition
11 Failures per 1d yr
III Maintenaric: man-hour costs
IV H,'.ndling equipment
V Containc-s
VI Transportation
VII Personnel
VIII Erector-latincher (EL modification
IX Support equipment
X Spare operational readinetss floats ORF'sl
Xi Publications
XII Personnel training
XIII Training equipmeni
XIV Quantitative fazrtors

A-34
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1. Acquitition Chts

CIandidate .dapter G&C W/H o "ctioa TSection Radome TotalI
I 2A.L22 214.815 11.015 126.514 912 385,54
2 24.122 ",83 - 135,5W 912 =,735
3 PA.12! 214,815 15,759 126,514 S126 338
4 24.122 5Z'621 10.815 28808 912 3M,.594

(Controls) (Guid Seet

I. Failures per 10 Yr (S Battalions)

Failame Ptm 1gW C.untbn

Candidate 1st 2nd Adapter/G&C W/H Section "TS Section RV

I QC 3 4 18 1 8 27
C 4 19 1 9 29
S 3 4 19 1 9 29

2 QC 3 4 18 1 8 27
C 3 4 19 9

3 4 19 1 9 29

3 QC 3 4 i8 1 8 27
|C 4 19 1 9 29
S 3 4 19 1 9 29

4 QC 3 4 5 1 21 26
C 3 4 6 1 22 30
S 3 4 6 1 22 29

Based on:

270 quick counts/month/battalion x 3 battalions = A
120 confidence/month/battalion x 3 battalions = B
610 standard/month/battalion x 3 battalitns = C

-he failure calculation for missile sections was based on the following:

(1) Total RV failures = . (A ,- + B b, + C c,)120
,1 0

1000
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= sections in the system

A = total number of quick counts

B = total number o" confidence counts

C = w.al number of standard counts
a. = number of failures based on quick coant for section I from preceding

table

b, = number of failures based on confidence count for section i from preceding
table

c. = number of failures based on standard count for section i from preceding

1:W =!zu t.*r for 10-yr conversion in months

1000 = actut for conversion to number of 1000 counts

Example

[ (270X3i t7, + 11)x3i )29) + (610x3 (291 1 ) 1RV failures ==10-946
1000

I. Maintenance Man-hour Costs

The time for urtsplicing and splicing the various configurations was derived from a
splice trade-off and is 3180. 59T1. 999. mnd 1997 man-hours, respectively, for Candidates
1. 2. 3. and 4. The cost for unsplicing and splicing the candidates is determined as
follows:

Cost = Man-hours x hourly rates tin dollars)

The costs are $11.9K. $225K $3.8K. and $7.4K. respectivel;y, for Candidates 1. 2 3.
and 4.

Candidate I also requires testing and defective section replacement at the special weapons
test area. Four persons are required for the time-. i-;diat- 

_  complish the following
activities:

Perform in-container test 0.5 hr
Remo,:e conzainer top 0.1 hr
Position RV dolly 0.2 hr
Remove RV from container 0.4 hr
Install RV on dolly 0.3 hr
Place defective section in container 0.3 hr
Secure container 0.2 hr
Remove replacement section and pL-ce

on dolly from container 0.5 hr
Perform in-container test 0.5 hr

3.0 hr

5-34
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Test and section replacement costs.- for Candidate 1 are:

Failures per 10 yr x man-hours per failure x hourly rate (in dollars) or.
10.246 x 12 x 1Z = $4611K
Adding the $11.9K unsplicing and splicing costs results in a total cost of $4-173K for
Candidate 1

IV. Handliog Equipment

The h.zdling equipment and quantities fcr the four candidates are identified in the
followi. table for three battalions:

Handling Equipment Candidate

i 2 3 4

Complete RV hoist beam 39
TS section hoist beam 9 46 46
G&C section hoist bean 9 46 46 Id
W/H section hoist beam 4 40 40 40
Control section hoist beam 46
RV container slings 39
TS/G&C container sling 6 0 40
Control/adapter ccntairPr sling tG&C and

W/H capabilityj 1 4 4 44
System components test station dollies (G&C and I'S) 20 20 t) M0
RV dolly 3
M656 36
Hoist 35
Adapter kit 36
Weapon replacement equipment 12
3 Vehicles/battery i>

Adapter kit 12

The terminology of the handling equipment is basically the same: however, the con-
figurations. and thus the costs, are different for the various candidates

Individual costs for items shown in the preceding table from top to bottom are:

$6336. $3033. $3073. $3659. $446. $444. $14. ($9437. $1i178). $17604. $20. $6E50. and
$?488 for Candidate 1.
$3W42 $3190. $7230. $421. $1. ($10051. $1116D. '$'Z11M. $20000. and $1525 for Candidate

$3043. $30 . $4M. $444 $444. $9468. $11816). for Candidate 3.
$3018. $3&M-1 $3058. S42 and $10555. $117"21) for Candidate 4.

8-37
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V. Containers
The containers, quantities, and per item cost for the four candidates are identified
as follows:

Candidate

Container 1 2 3 4

Cost, Cost, Cost, Cost,
Qty $ Qty $ Qty $ Qty $

RV container 120 16,725 120 13,379
G&C container 6 8,920 120 8,920 132 10,0 5
W/H container 3 2,347 120 2,347 120 4,459
TS container 3 8,920 120 10,035 120 8,920
Weapon containers 120 2,347
Controi/adapter container 120 3,286

VI. Transportation
The round trip travel time is as follows:

FB to SASP 9.0 hr
DSU to SASP 1.0 hr
SASP to SAS 10.0 hr

Transportation of the warhead requires three vehicles (two of which are for security)
and six men; vehikles travel at an average speed of 35 mph with a fuel consumption
of 10 mi/gal at 14 cents per ga!.

Transportation of other sections requires one vehicle with two men.

Transportation and petroleum, oil, and lubricant (POL) costs for candidates are per
battalion as delineated in the following table.

Candidate

1 ($1I) 2 ($K) 3 ($K) 4 ($K)

Item Trans POL Trans POL Trans POL Trans POL

RV 8424 18.4
G&C smtion 19.5 1.3 487.5 28.6 487.5 28.6 780.0 51.0
TS section 7.8 0.5 198.8 11.4 198.8 11.4
W/H section 117.0 7.5 222.8 15.3 205.5 13.3
Weapon 222.8 15.3
Control/adapter
section 195.0 12.7 A

Total ($K) 3,043.2 2,893.2 2,893.2 3,772.5
(3 Battalions)

8.38
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SVII. Personnel
Personnel costs are based on one programmer-test station operator and hree missile

I crewmen per battalion located at the SASP for RV maintenance or the missile system

for each of three battalions.

It is assumed that personnel are rotated every 2 yr, are replaced with personnel that
require basic training prior to assignment, and:
Annual pey and allowances are $6.050 per individual.
Basic training, transportation, etc., cost $5.900 per individual.

Then

Personnel costs = System life in years (No. of personnel x a.inual pay in dollars)

I 4 {System life in years)

I x (No. of personrel x training cost in dollars)

I= 0 12 x 6,050 + (10/2) x 12 x 5.900 = $1,080K

I These costs apply only to Candidate I

VIII. Erector-Launcher (EL) Modification

The EL modification costs are shown in the following table for the four candidates.
Costs are based on a $16.50 man-hour rate for the modification team effort, and 115

=EL's.

Item CandidateI

1 1 2 3 4

I Modification Install 4 rails Add support Add support Add support
Remove devit to pallet to pallet to pallet
Remove pallet Add new Add new Add new

pallet cover pallet cover pallet cover
Costs, $K:
Man-hours 41.8 8.5 8.5 8.5
Kit 536.4 418.5 425.9 424.9
MWO 1. 0.3 0.3 0.3

Total, $K 579.5 427.3 434.7 433.7
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X. The support equipment costs are shown for the additional programmer-test station (PTS)
located at the SASP areas at the three baL.!ions for the test and maintenance of
the RV section. This includes both PTS, power station (PS), and power distribution
set %2DS) to complete the test of the assembled RV section successfully.

Total cost:
3 PTS at $600K = $1.800.0K

3 PS at $20K = $ 600.0K
3 PDS at $14.4K = $ 43.2K

$2,443.2K
There is no additional cost for Candidates Z, 3, and 4.

X. Spare Operational Readiness Floats (ORFs)
Spare ORF's and repair cycle floats (RCF's) were selected based on t- tailures predicted
on the replaceable sections, the turnaround time, and the maintenance concept for the
system. The tollowing table delineates the quantity and per item cost of floats.

Candidate

1 2 3 4

Cost. Cost, Cost, Cost,
Item Qty $K Qty $K Qty $K Qty $K

RV 12 385.5
G&C section 6 238.9 12 248.0 12 238.9 24 298.0
TS section 3 135.6 12 144.7 12 135.6
W/H secti- 1 11.0 12 15.75 12 10.8
Control/adapter section 12 76.7

Total, $K 6,4772 4,712.4 4,683.0 8,202

Sections. as defined, differ for each candidate in accordance with the configuration.

XI. Publications
The cost of publications includes iziitial impact and changes to the missile, erector-
launcher, container, handling, and firing position procedure manuals as a result of the
four candidates. The cost summary is shown in the following table.
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) TABLE 8-5. SPUCE BAND TtADE-)FF (CIt'd)

Candidate

Item 1 ($K) 2 ($K1 3 ($K) 4 ($K)

Initial 836.9 811.4 795.6 Same as 3
Changes 1,650.4 1,587.7 1,559.2 Same as 3

Total, $K 2,487.3 2,399.1 2,354.8 2,354.8

XII. Personnel Training

This cost category is comprised of the costs associated with training unique to the
candidates. There are no cost deltas except that Candidate I requires added training
for one programmer-test station operator and three misAile crewmen at each of three
special weapon test areas.

During the system life, six training cycles will be required for Candidete 1. For each
cycle, the average training cost per individual is $2808.

Average individual training cost x Ne. of individuals X No. of training cycles = training
cost delta

$2808 x 12 X 6 = $202,176.

XIII. Training Equipment

Training equipment costs and quantities are summarized in the tabulation that follows.
Costs are shown on a per item basis.

Candidate

1 2 3 4

Cost, cost, Cost Cost,
Item Qty $K Qty $K Qty $K Qt $K

Trainer warhead 12 12.6 12 17.4 12 12.4

Container 12 2.3 12 2.3 12 4.4
G&C proficiency trainer 4 238.9 4 248.0 4 238.9 4 298.0
Container 4 8.9 4 13.3 4 &9 4 10.0
TS proficiency trainer 4 135.6 4 144.6 4 135.6
Container 4 8.9 4 10.0 4 &9
W/H simulator 36 4.6
Contiol/adapter trainer 4 76.7
Container 4 3.2

Total, $K 1,748 1,829.2 1,805.6 1,753.2
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TABE 8-5. SPLICE BAND TRADE-OFF (Cont'd)

XIV. Quantitative Factors

The values shown in these rows are the percentage of failures repaired, using firing
battery resources, percentage using direct support resources, the mean time to repair
for each, and the overall mean time to repair. Values presented are based or, initial
predictions.

and the optimum maintenance concept, with op- not to be ccnfused with data item descriptions
eration and maintenance cost and the meai. such as thu-e contained in contractor data re-
time to repair as major decision parameters. quirement lists.
The trade-off, although primarily one of a quan- Data systems are designed to recei'e and
titative nature (i.e.. costs and repair time), also manipulate data elements, and to provide man-
considered qualitative features such as flexibili- agement summaries, narrative information,
ty in the maintenance cencept and separation data element statistical data. etc., as outputs.
of maintenance responsibility among com- It follcws that prior to the development of a
mands. data system. it is important first to decide what

is required as outputs, and second to decide
The trade-off was addressed to the cate- what data elements are required to provide the

gory of splice "o be used in configuration of outputs. Th- data system the:, can be designed.
the airframe. The splice type categories were Since the system is de":-tned for a unique set
the shear splice and quick-access splice. The of data elements. all input data must be in
shear splice is a factory type of splice that con- terms of the elements.

n sists of multiple screw fasteners areind the pe- This process is followed in the formulation
riphery of the section to mate the sections to- of all Army data systems, and the reporting
gether. The quick-access splice is a field main- of the data to these systems is in standardized
tenance type of splice (i.e., vee band, spline te othe e at e n perits

termsp other than when a data element permitssplice etc. that provides for rapid mating and a narrative entry. Table 8-6 is a partial listing
unmating of sections. of data elements for a maintenance manage-

In addition to determining the airframe de- ment system.
sign, the trade-off also provided the decision
data from which the optimum maintenance con- 8-4.1 DATA SYSTEM CHARACTERISTICS

ES cept was selected and-within this con- The use of data system information t,, con-
cept-considered the costs of handling equip- duct trade-offs is liscussed in par. 8-3.2. This
ment, transportation, personnel, modification, is on.y one application of data system infor-
operational readiness and repair cycle float re- mation. The underlying objective of a data sys-I- quirements. publications, and training. tem is to provide management information ap-

nlicable to desired phases of management, and
data elements must be selected accordingly. A

8-4 OTHER REQUIRED SYSTEM DATA maintenance engineering analyzis data system
ELEMENTS is designed specifically to manage the devel-

opment and acquisition of a materiel support
A data element is defined as a basic unit subsystem. Maintenance and depot management

of information having a unique meaning and systems, as a group, are designed specifically
consisting of subcategories of distinct units or to manage the operation and support of
values. A data item is a subunit of descriptive deplove, materiel. In each case. management
information, or a value classified under a data of support should be construed as including the
element. Hence, data elements are comprised function of influencing design to attain op-
of data items (Ref. 8). These data items are tirkut supportability.
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TABLE e-6. TYP!CAL MAINTENA7a MANAGEMENT SYSTEM DATA ELEMENTS (Ref. 3)

Failure Code Miscellaneous Cod,
Detected Failure Code Equipment Calibration Code
First Indication of Trouble Code Not Repairable This Station Code
Action Code Motor Vehicle Use ard Supply Status Code
Part Source Code Reason for Transfer Code
Util!?ation Code Equipment Loss Code
Time Conversion Code Equipment Gain Code
Calendar Date to Julian Date Other Reporting Code
Scheduled Service Code Equipment Category Code

A data system should provide for receipt useful summary format, such as a graph or
of all required data elements, and for uniform chart, and filed. 'n such a case. the system
treatment of these eiements. Receipt of the ele- can be updated with new data simply by re-
ments in the propei format may be realized trieving and updating the summary format.
best by providing reporting personnel with This virtu!. eliminates the retrieval problem.
standard reporting forms. Such forms should Even if d ,aile, data retrieval is frequently nec-
be as simple as possible, thereby minimizing essary, the application of modern filing methods
the probability that the data will be entered will alleviate the problem. The use of a manual
improperly on the form. Additional.,, reporting system does not preclude the use of a computer
personnel should be instructed in both the use to analyze data, and normally does not pose
of the forms and the importance of filling them a data dissemination problem. The most signifi-
out correctly. The completed forms should be cant advantages of a manual system are econ-
subjected to some form of quality audit b.N omy and immediate access to the data.
supervis -ry personnel before submission.

The utility of the output of a data system 8-4.2 AUTOMATED DATA SYSTEMS
is governed largely by the adequacy of the input In an automated system, data e!ement re-
data. These data shouid be in sufficient depth porting forms usually require coded informa-
to serve the intended purpose and should be tion. The use of codes permits the system to
accurate. The designer of a data svtem is re- select and sort information in the manner and
sponsible for the depth of the input data and form required by the analyst. Codes. however,
can enhance system accuracy by minimizing the have limitations, and to describe precisely an
number and complexity of required input data aztion or event, the number of codes would be-
elements. Reporting requirements should be come infinite. Therefore, the basic coded data
compatible with the reporting time available to should be supp!emented by narrative type of
the reporter and with his technical and writing data. This tyr e of data w-ill enable the data
capab:lities. Continuous and strinc.ent supr- collector to infu ., the an ilyst of the precise
vision of the reporting activity also &ill enhance conditi--ns under which must situations are ob-
data reporting accuracy. served. The narrative remarks which are as-

Once the data elements are received at the sociate0' with and which expand recrded d:.it
data procesling center, subsequent actions per- are infinitely -.ariable. They must be recorded
taining to data storage, analysis, retrieval, and in sufficient detail to be communicated
dissemination may be either manual or effectively to the analyst who must make judg-
automated. Whe!n data quantities re limited ments and reach engineering decisions on the
and data inputs are not subject to irequent basis of the information provided.
chaig,, a manual system is desirable. The data Fig. 8-3 shows functional flows of the col-
can be received, arialyzed, and reduced to some lection, analysis, and utilization of data in a
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! typical automated data system. The upper flow c. Improvement of equipment =

diagram shows the major steps; the lower maintainability
diagram shows the seondary steps within each d. ConLrol of equipment modifications
major sep, with the same major stepd from e. increa.,ing equipment readiness posture
the sources shown and are tr-ansmitted to the f Equipment standardization
data processing center. Here, the data are coded g. Establishment of reliable maintenance
and entered into the computer data bank, where planning factors
the computer analyzes the data for content and
format. Data not passed by the computer are
analyzed manually and either are corrected and ments
placed back into the bank or are discarded. i. Development and revision of overall
Data passed by the computer are subjected to criteria and programs.
one of three analytical processes, and the The data provided by the data manage-
results are utilized as shown. ment agency are concerned with the following

Materiel and its support subsystem are de- categories of maintenance information (Ref. 9):
veloped with the assistance of a maintenance o. Materiel usage status is applicable to
engineering analysis data system that contains equipment by location and organizational as-
data unique to particular hardware. After signment, age, condition, usage, and usagedeployment, the management of materiel oper- rates.

ation and support is effected with a mainte-
nance management system that must accom- b. Materiel r adiness is applicable to au-
modate dissimilar hardware. The complexity of thorized quantities. on-hand quantities, avail-

such a data system and is. operation are easily ability, operational readiness, not operationally
visualized. The Army Materiel Command is re- ready supply, not orneratinally ready mainte-
sponsible for maintaining and operating the nance rates.
data system, and has assigned the responsibility c- Mainte,ance accomplishments and plan-
to one of its organizations. This agency :s the ning factors include mainteznarce functions,
central point within the Army for the collection, man-hours, part u-age/cost, periodic services,to oe of ithraions.Titgnyheh nn atr nld mitnnefntos
summarization, and distribution of data gener- mean time between failures, mean time to re-
ated by The Army Maintenance Management pair, namber of maintenance actions, average
System. In that capacity, it is the servicing ac- man-hours per item of equipment by function.
tivity in the provisioning of data and special and quantity and type of parts used.
summary reports to installations. Activities. d. Modification work order status is ap-
commodity commands, and project/prGt!uct plicable to formal modification programs.
managers in support of their equipment control_" applicatioi s and related industry support (Ref. The data elements reported through The
pci9). Army Maintenance Management System vary

by equipment commodity. Maintenance oper-
The commodity command is the Army ele- ational data not provided by this system may

ment primarily responsible for the management be obtained by a special operational data col-
of logistic support of specified systems and lection procedure.
items, components, or repair parts. Utilization
of selected management by exception reports 8-5 COST ANALYSIS
generated from The Army Maintenance Man-
agement System data assists commodity com- Maintenance engineering activities can
mands in effective accomplishment of function- have a major influence on the total cost of own-
al responsibilities in the following areas (Ref. ership of Army materiel. For example, main-
9): tenance support guidance provided during the

formulation of a required operational capability
a. Evaluation of equipment and component and the subsequent maintenance engineering

failures analysis process both impact total ownership
b. Improvement of equipment reliability costs; they can assist either in driving the costs
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up or forcing them down, depending on the ef- tern synthesis, the candidate system that pro-
fectiveness of these activities. vide economical. efiective support of mission

Consider first some of the general areas requireme,,s can be evolved.
where systm costs are impacted by mainte-
nance engineering analysis. Since these Another major area where maintenance
analyses ?re iterative, their effects will be felt engineering has an early interface with and im-
throughout the materiel life cycle. During the pat on life cycle ownership cot is during ii-
program conceptual and validation phases. tial maintenance support planning. The guid-
analyses develop qualitativt and quantitative ance provded to the materiel developer and pro-
logistic support objectives. As the program curement agencies for use in developing tezh-
prog, esses, these objectives are refined into de- nical requirements for new materiel influences
sign parameters for use in various trade-offs. decisions that invo!ve support costs. Typical of
risk analyses, and development of logistic sup- the information provided to these agencies by
port capabilities. The initial effort evaluates the the maintenance engineering function are main-
effects of alternative hardware designs on sup- tenance support concepts, parameters and
port costs and operational readiness. Dt-ring de- criteria, quantitative equipment performance
sign, analysis is oriented toward assisting the and maintenance performance data, and sup-
designer in incorporating logistic requirements port cost data for similar equipment in the in-
into hardware design. The goal is to create op- ventor. The cost associated with each input
timum materiel that meets the specificatioii and category can have far-reaching effects on the
is cost-effective over its planned life cvele, estimates for cost of ownership of new materiel.

c e n a Later in the life cycle, but prior to the valida-Mainenace eginringanay~esproide tion decision, finite goals for life cycle own-
cost relatable inputs to iogistic simulations. ership cost must be established and documented
cost-effctiveness models, design trade studies, in the program development plan. Here again,
and life cycle cost analyses. As design level- maintenance engineering contributes heavily
opment progresses, quantitative analytical tech- because these cost goals reflect, to a great ex-
niques and cost-effectiveness studies are used tent., the degree of cost-effectiveness bu:i't into
to make repair or discard, level of repair, life the maintenance support plans generated as a
cycle maintenance costs, and related determi- part of mainhenance engineering activities.
nations, and to identify further e.-onomic or op.-nteiost ad toyietf provideeoomc r perational advantages that can be realized in the -5.1 MAKENANCE COST FACTORS

design of the maintenance support structure for The intent of conducting cost of ownership
the system or equipment. analyses is to provide one of the inputs required

Cost atalyses associated with maintenance to make a proper decision concerning the use
engineering analyses during the conceptual and of resources, but it is niot the decision-making
validation phases are especially critical and re- process itself. The output from these analyses
quire intensive management. The primary can greatly influence these decisions, since a
source of data at this point in the program program life cycle cost quite frequently exceeds
life cycle is historical data. These data encom- 10 times the cost of the combined development
pass supply, maintenance and operational ii,- and procurement costs.
formation from existing systems, and other The cost factors that are used during these
Service or contractor information such as tech- analyses are based upon pertinent data provided
nical reports. combat records, and field ex- by the procuring activity from surveillance of
ercises, as appropriate. It is during this time operational systems. These factors may be
that historical data are used to quantify design measured in terms of manpower, equipment, fa-
characteristics versus support costs. Also dur- cility space, and supplies normalized to dollars
ing this time. support systems are synthesized, to provide visibility to the decision maker in
and each candidate must have a cost associated each of these cost sensitive areas. These his-
with it in order that the comparative cost- torical data establish a basis for logistic support
effectiveness of each support system can be requirements for new acquisitions and provide
ganged. Flinally. as a result of the support sys- indications for special attention if significant
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deviations from established support concepts 8-5.1.3 Unservkeab6 Items Awaiting Mintenance
mare noted. Data may furnish insight to justify This factor also is known as the mean time

* new approaches or significant departures from
5traditional concepts. Such changes may consist awaiting repair and in most cost effectivenessi trditona coceps. uchchagesmayconist models is the mnean time a failed component

of reducing or increasing the allocation of el ite en time afaienoment
resources for maintenance, establishing differ- en ite sinsin aoqueieawa it ir.
ent support procedures, reallocating mainte- It can have significant cost impact since it in

I nace orklndsamog th difernt l'el of creases the quantities of equipment in thenance workloadsmainenance flo program. This time awaiting
maintenance, or changing the concept for built- maintenance can be cost-quantified and ued

in versus manual checkout equipment. The in cost of ownethip analyses.

identities, sources, and application of historical

data should hC defined ciearly to facilitate ver- 8-5.1.4 Personn T.-ming
ification. Prsonnel training is divided into several

Typical cost factors that impact cost of cost :ategories. Initial training is given military
ownership are (1) labor used in maintenance, personnel to qualify them in the sk'il and to
12) equipment inventories. (31 unserviceable the level required by their assignment in the
items awaiting maintenance, (4, personnel operating and maintenance units required by
training. (5) repair parts, (6) facilities, 17) spe- the system. New equipment training is for a
cial tools. (8) contract maintenance versus mil- cadre of personnel who will subsequently teach
itarl. maintenance, and (9) equipment publica- per-onnel a service schools and is also a train-
tions. Each of these factors will be discussed ing cost- Recurring training is the traizing of
in order to provide greater insight into their replacement personnel, the requirement for
constituent parts. which is created by attrition rates, rotation pol-

icies, p.-imotions, etc. Retraining of personnel
8-5.1.1 LaboUsedinMkien m require, because of changes in system design

also comes under this heading. In this case.This category encompasses all civilian and the change bears this cost, and the life cycle
military manpower expended at all levels of cost pertinent to the change will be considered
maintenance for the equipment being analyzed. in the change approval decision loop.
Maintenance is costed on an hourly basis for
the number of hours actually expended accom- When the quantity of personnel that must
plishing maintenance. With respect to levels of be trained annually is considered, it becomes
maintenance, organizational maintenance coy- apparent that this is a major factor in the cost
ers the maintenance performed by battery or of ownership.
battalion maintenance personnel. It does not
cover operator maintenance, sincc operators are -5.1.5 Rpir Pa.
costed under personnel on a full-time basis. Funding for repair parts can represent a
Field maintenance covers the direct and general s;-able portion of available program dollars- A
support maintenance levels. Depot maintenance major expenditure normally is made for initial
is costed separately. tzpair part stockage. The repair parts procured A

daring initial provisioning normally are limited8-5.1.2 Equipmient Inventoies to those required for all categorics of main-

The quantities of equipment procured de- tenance during the initial support period. -Ini-
termine. to a great extent, the resource require- tial support period" means that amount of time
ments that contribute most heavily to life cycle required to replenish stocks through normal
cost of ownership. This factor-sometimes called supply channels. In this connection, the follow-
density-determines requirements for repair ing procurement ard delivery policies are ob-
part stockage. transportation, maintenance fa- served in determining fund requirements:
cilities, support and test equipment, etc. This a. Repair parts procured concurrently with
factor is used in virtually all life cycle cost the end item normally are peculiar parts first
of ,jwnership analytical models because of its being introduced into the supply system.
significant cost contribution. Procurement of standard parts that already are
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in the supply system normally can be deferred This cost factor can be of financial significance
due to reduced procurement lead time require- for some commodity lines. Consider, for exam-
ments. Procurement in both cases must satisfy p1, a new i'xed-site missile weapon system en-
initial allowance, pipeline, and replacement re- teing the inventory. This missile c ould require
quirements for an initial support period. assembly on site. In this case, a rather

b. Repair parts should be phased foe de- elaborate missile assembly building would be
livery in increments proportional to end item required. If the sites are geographically diverse,

delivery. X number of these buildings would be required.
The cost of the buildings and their annual

r maintenance would be legitimate cost of own-part orders for subsequent fiscal year procure- e actors.
ment) should be used whenever possible for end ership

items whose delivery and deployment are 8-5.1.7 SpecieTTohI

spread over a period of moe than a yer. Creation of requirements for special tools
Initially, -epair parts are not provided and tea equipment generally incurs a cost bur-

always according to the foregoing prmcurement den agains; the cost of ownership for a system.
and delivery policies. There are at least two Requirements for these items can result from
other basic concepts. The first of these is the an inadequate maintenance engineering
buffer depot concept, whereby the prime man- analysis. The Army has listings of both the
ufacturer establishes what is, in effect, a bond- tools and test equipment that are available for
ed depot to provide repair pars for items that maintenance engineering study. Typical of these
are subject to design change. He supplies pares are lists of existing and proposed test, meas-
in response to user requisitions until some time urement. and diagnostic equipment, by
prior to the end of the production contract when commodity command (-Ref. 10). Determinationthe parts are placed into the military supply of special tool and test equipmeat requirements

system. The second concept involves the use of should be made only after exhaustive research
contractor logistic support, whereby the con- of Army and Department of Defense resources
trn-ctor is funded to provide maintenance and/or has been conducted and cost trade-offs have
supply services for some period of time after been accomplished- In some cases, there is a
initial deployment. At the expiration of this tendency to specify nonstandard equipment that
time, the parts are placed into the supply sr- iL far too sophisticated for the Army user sim-
tern. ply because it worked well under laboratory

conditions during the development phase when
Zzch method of providing supply support highly qualified technicians were available to

normally will result in unique costs. Life cycle use the equipment- It should be remembered
totals pra--bly will be different and program that in most cases when special tools and test
yewrs in which costs are incurred definitely will equipment become a legitimate program re-
be different. Regardless, of the supply quirement, costs start to accumulate rapidly.
method(s) selected, the cost of repair parts re- Documentation is required, stock numbers must
quirod for initial stockage, pipelines, floats, and be .asigned, cataloging is requized, and costs
washout replacement represents a key own- to enter and maintain the items in the in-
ership cost factor ventory are izurred; in short, there is a

.. cascading effect thit impacts cost of ownership
of a particular systm.

New construction of buildings ard install
ation of real property installed equipment are G-A8 CU WbSCMuI SUS INMY

the priacipal constituent parts of the facility
cost factor. The cost of facility maintenance is The decision to use contract raintenance
also a part of the cost factor, but few factorial for non-Table of Organization and Equipment
values for Army-wide use are available. For (nontactical) materiel also can impact cost of
that reason, each aralysis must be handled on ownership. It is Department of Ddeazse aid
a case-try-case basis with whatever factorial val- Army policy that reliance will be placed on con-
ues are considered appropriate at that time. tract maintenance for the provisio of materiel
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maintenance services to the maximum extent policy changes such as extending oil change
co&c:.:stent with effective and efficient accom- intervals to conserve petroleum products affect

plishment of Army pro-ams and missions. maintenance pro-cedures. Finally. requirements

Suoport or depot level maintenance f-zrv- to change qerating. maintenance, and/or train-

ices which need not be performed in-house be- ing procedures may result from operating and

cause of military readiness requirements and maintenance experience-

which can 'e obtained from private business Considering that a library of publications
concerns a' an estimated annual cost less than for a major weapon system consists of docu-
the value spe:ified by current regulatir.ns mentation covering the system, organizational
should be obtained by contract- However. when maintenance, field maintenance, depot maiste-
it appears that inadequate competition or other nance, supply, and training, it is apparent that
factors are causing commercial prices to be un- this category represents a significant factor in
reasonable, a comparison cost analysis of t6e cost of ownership.
alternative methods of obtaining the required
service should be made to determine the least

costly option. S-5.2 LFE CYCLE COST ANALYSIS
When the decision to rely either upon Gov- Defense expenditures for 1960-1973 coupled

ernment in-house activities (Army-operated or
interservice/agency support) or contract ma:n- with a projection of expenditures through 1980
tenance to provide the needed maintenance are sho-n in Fig. 8-4. The projection assumesservice is to be made based on relative cost, no reductions, and increases are based on re-

a comparative cost analysis must be undertaken ming the 1973 surchasing power in subse-
to provide the basis for the decision. When con- quent years. Analysis of Fig. 8-4 provides some

siderable quantities of nontactical equipment insight into the Department of Defense budget

are associated with a i-eapon system mission. dilemma- In 1965. the budget was $47-1 billion.
th is can become a key cost factor. and in 1980. is projected to be $110.9 billion.This represents an increase of 135 percent- Dur-

ing this same time frame, military personnel
S-5.1.9 Equixneni Pub fin costs and operation and maintenanc-- costs are

This cost factor involves the funding re- anticipated to increase 155 percefl More

8-5.1. Equiment ubsigtonicsanly opelatio avainabeac os aresA-
quired to obtain initiaily and update constantly significantly, the dollars available for Researh.
the equipment publications used for mainte- Development, Test, and Evaluation tRDT&EI

nance and training associated with tactical and hardware procurement increases only 98

equipment The preparation task consists of re- percent These curves indicate that the hard-

search, writing, editing. typing- ware dollars are being e-oded by dis-

proofreading, printing, validation, and veri- proportionate increases in the _sts to man and

fication. Depending upon requirements. prelim- maintain weapons.
inary manuals may be issued to the user with The rising cost of weapon systems. coupled
minimum change, or republished and issued. with loss of buying rawer, has produced a

Once the publications are issued. they dilemma; the Department of Defense either

must be maintained current. Changes to these must acquire fewer systems, be satisfied with

documents occur throughout the equipment life a smaller force, or find wavs to effect drastic
c-cle. Some of the most significant causes of reductions in thr_ cost of acquiring and sup-

these changes are catalogring changes, design porting new systems.

changes, maintenance and legistic support The weapon system cost proiblem is com-
policy changes. apS operating and maintenance plicated further by an inherent lack of v=.,ibil-
experience Cataloging changes can result from ity. Weapon system costs usually are identified
activities such as design changes, federal stock with the development investment and associated
class code changes, and item manager changes, procurement dollars. Yet th- o-dk of the costs
and result in changed stock numbers- Design is associated with operations and maintenance.
changes also may impact maintenance, oper- manpower. training, and indirect supwtort, Gen-
ating, and training procedures. Maintenance erally. the Department of Defense does not have
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an accounting system that permits realistic! and relationships". The method sometimes is called
~~timely assessment of total ownership costs. parametric costing", because tie physical and-.

Faced with the prospect of declining budg- performance measures commonly are called pa-

_ ets and rising costs, the maint-anance engineer- raeesi hisiaigeutos
ing tasks assume more importance. One of the Situations occur in which cost estimates
areas where great contributior~s can be made are desired or required. but tbe information '
is in structuring credible cost estimates to sup- necessary for explicit estimating relationships
oort program management decisions. Analytical is unavailable. At such times, highly subjective
tools have been developed to assist the main- ("ball park") estimates frequently are made and
tenance engineer in accomplishing this task. can be justified as more useful than no estimate
These generally are categorized as the cost at all. Such estimates reasonably Lan be

"estimating rel'ationship and the engineered cost thought of as "implicit cost estimating rela-
i~jestimate methods. tionships", inasmuch as the estimator subon-

---- =siously (or at least not overtly) is extrapolating
S8-5.2.1 Cost Estimating Relationship (Ref. 11) from prior* experience through use of an un-

If there are prior hardware systems which formulated or vaguely conceived reationship of
can be compared with the new (proposed) sys- the new item to older items.

tern, and if physical, performance, and cost data Cost estimating relationships can reflect

are available on the older systems, then total system development, production, and/or
statistical analysis may provide useful cost pro- operating and support costs. They can reflect !
jections. Through eurve-fitting techniques, sys- individual segments of those costs or a con-
tern cost may be related to a combination of posite of all costs. The segment-, usually are -

I:- measures of the system (it dimensions, per- large, and the number of independent variables -t formance, etc.). Similarly, the costs of some (or parameters) usually is small. Most of the
types of subsystems may be related to their estimating relationships used in past acquisi-

S physical and performance attributes. The rela- tions have omitted operating and support costs, :
S tionships commonly are called "cost estimating or have included them only partially.
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AMCP 706-132) It should be remembered that use of the (2) It may require adjustments even
cost estimatng ielationship method depends when the method is used on systems that are
upon judgment that the histor-al data pro- not radically different from their predecessors.
cessed into the relationship reflect sufficient There are economic trends, cost ratios, design
commonality with the proposed new item being practices, manufacturing methods, and oper-
costed to give a reasonable cost estimate of the ating and support precepts which are not ex-
latter. When the effects of inadequate com- plicit parts of the estimating relationship and
monality can be estimated, an adjustment may which are changing continually. They cause the
be inade to the estimating relationship. Advan- relationships to become gradually less accurate
tages and disadvantages of the cost estimating and to need revision.
method are presented: (3) When separate estimates are re-

a. Advantages. The estimating rela- quired for system elements-such as built-in
tionship method has several advantages: test equipment, gun laying equipment, data,

system engineering, tooling, mock-ups, repair
(1) It may be z'ed early because it can parts, replacement training, fuel, or pay and

be and usually is based on bic.cad performance allowance of enlisted personnel-the method
parameters and configuration concepts, rather either fails or becomes like highly detailed
than on detailed design. Generally, its use methods of estimation, which rely on unique
should start during the conceptual phase. cost details for each system element. It also

(2) It can be used rapidly and in- becomes more expensive to use, as finer details
expensively. Hence it can be used for numerous are to be sepqrately costed, becaus, of the need
possible versions of the system. for development of additional estim-ting rela-

(3) It is less susceptible to the motiva- tionships. Therefore, the cost estimating rela-
.ional bias of its users than other costing tionship method most generally is applied in
methods. It is not wholly free of bias, because making development and design trade-offs at
its general shape and the choice and valuc. of very high levels of aggregation. On the other
some of its parameters may be determined sub- hand, in the creation of detailed approaches to
jectively. Its objectivity advantage is sufficient, estimation under conditions where direct engi-
however, to justify its continued use along with neering or production cause-and-effect rela-
more detailed methods once such methods are tionships are not known, or where cost inputs
possible. are not definitively known, cost estimating rela-

tionships may be the best method for construct-
(4) It can provide confidence intervals ing some of the detailed submodels of the over-

as well is expected values of cost. Of the vari- all system cost model.
ety of curve-fitting schemes that have been (4) Most published works on
used for the derivation of estimating rela- estimating relationship models generally do not
tionships, regression analysis is the most com- include operating and support costs, except oc-
man and has enabled ready computation of con- casionally for operating manpower and fuel.
fidence intervals. The few which attempt broader coverage of op-

b. Disadvantages. Along with the ad- erating and support costs tend to have two
vantages come disadvantages, namely: weaknesses: (a) they reduce the feasibility of

(1) It is not applicable to radically new actually using them by incorporating param-
systems. The statistical relationships used are eters that are difficult or impossible to cost;
derived from experience, and that experience and (b) they involve so much detail that many
must be relevaut to the new system. Hence, specifics of design are required, thus making
the new system rus: fit into an existing family it necessary to defer their actual application
of systems or be !,milar enough to such a fam- until later phases of the acquisition process.
ily to justify use of the cost estimating rela- The lack of development of cost estimating
tionship method, perhaps with some adjust- relationships for use in forecasting operating A
ment. Consequently, this method cannot pro- and support costs has forced reliance on the
duce reliable resulw for a system that depends use of implicit cost estimating relationships for
heavily o:n new technology or incorporates those costs until substantial design information
drastically different design features. is available.
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8-5.2.2 Engineered Cost Estimate (Ref. 11) concepts must be made, the timing of each be-
As information about the hardware system ing govei ned by leadtime considerations and

and its use increases, and as the Department prerequieite decisions in the overall acquisition
of Defense approaches decisions committing process. As each decision is made, the latest
progressively larger amounts of money, more (and presumably best) estimates are used con-
detailed life cycle costing becomes warranted cerning alternative implications for life cycle
and also becomes progressively more feasible costs and system effectiveness. Thus, there is
The engineered cost estimate method can then a gradual transitioning from cost estimating
be applied. Total system cost is determined by relationships to engineered cost estimates rath-
summing the costs of many detailed cost ele- er than a single changeover point for the entire
menits. The elements are related through cost system. When there is enough knowledge of the
equations that reflect in detail the way the e!e- system to warrant initiation of full-scale de-
ments interact when the system is developed, velopment, there should be enough knuwledge
produced, operated, and supported. The equa- to initiatc detailed cost analyses. Prior to that
tions are expected to reflect the real world so time, the same unknowns that preclude a
closely that they can be said to be "engineered". decision to proceed with development also pre-
They differ frcm the equations used in the lude reliable estimation of costs. Advantages
regression analysis which create cost estimating and disadvantages of the engineered cost
relationships. The engineered equations follow estimation are presented:
more closely the step-by-step, cause-and-effect a. Advantages. There are numerous rea-
relationships in a microscopic examination of sons for using the engineered cost estimate
the sequence of events in the real world. method as soon as conditions for its use have
Regression analysis equations addressed to an been met, namely:
identical cost aggregation deal with statistical (1) It can be more accurate than cost
patterns in more of a macroscopic approach and estimating relationships because it usually in-with less inherent capability to reflect corporates expert inputs at detailed levels. Dif-
departures from past conditions. ferent elements can be estimated by different

people, and each element can be small enoughAs an example of the preceding distinction, to be within an individual's area of expertise
consider some past cost estimating relationship and awareness of the latest information (test
estimates which have taken the position that results, cost of proposed improvements, etc.).
operating and support costs equal a certain per- (2) It can be applied independently to
centage (e.g., 225 percent) of production cost. the varous parts of the system. Hence, for sys-
Engineered estimates of the percentage rela- tem segments on which firmer descriptive in-tionships of operatirg and support costs to the formation is available at an earlier stage, this
same production costs will vary widely frm cost method can be used to adjust or replace
case to case. the results of the estimating relationship

The engineered cost equations are filled in method.
with estimates of the values of the many ele- (3) It can contain enough detail to per-
ments The estimates of tb.: elements, their sub- mit study of cost differences among competing
totals, and their totals are examined and re- functional poposals (for production, devel-
vised, where the revisions reflect either im- opment, inspections, support procedures, etc.).
proved knowledge of the anticipated costs or Rules for use of the method should be clear
revised decisions based on continuing trade-off and definite, so that praposals prepared accord-
analysis to make the system as cost-effective ingly can be compared. Sufficient specifics can
as possible. Such a process yields engineered be included sc tha' comparisons will illuminate
cost estimates. specific functional artz and amounts of cost

difference.
Generally, use of the engineered cost (41 It allows more detaied simulation

estimate method becomes possible at about the and sensitivity studies to be made, because it
same time it becomes needed from the stand- permits individual elements to be scrutiniiz.
point of decision making. Step-by-step, decisions and it allows costs to be regrouped in numerous
on hardware and on operational and support ways.
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b. Disadvantages. As with other methods, of subtotals and totals may be great. This draw-
there are also drawbacks, namely: back calls for careful review and credibility

(1) It cannot serve effectively as the assessment. Best of all, when possible, acquisi-
primary costing method until detailed informa- tion strategy and contractual terms should be
tion is at hand. By that time, certain prior used to minimize biased inputs and generate
decisions already will have removed vime of credibility.
the latitudc in considering alternatives which (5) The Department of Defense is not
now app- x attractive but are incompatible with able always to build its own independent
actions alrtady taken. estimate by the engineered cost estimate

(2) It generally is more costly and method. It must settle often for review of the
more time consuming than he cost estimating estimates of potential contractors by comparing
relationship method. To have element estimates them with results from the cost estimating rela-
on a major system which are complete, current tionship method.
with new cost rates and design ;hanges, and
internally consistent can be a large assignment. 8-5.2.3 Consquential Coasts (Ref. 11)
Great care is warranted in avoiding excessive
details; i.e., those whose impact on the system The impact of a cost of ownership analysis
will be minor, is that its use sometimes will lead to a pref-

(3) It is potentially difficuit to review erence for a different decision than the one that
and evaluate. There could be a tendency for would have been made if cost consideration
cost models prepared by the engineered cost were limited to initial costs.
estimate method to become so large, complex, The cost of ownership value, as estimated
and detailed that they cannot be interpreted at any point during the acquisition process, may
and comparod within the time and resources indicate that the total cost of the contemplated
available. Again, avoidance of low-impact system is excessive in relation to the anticipated
details, as well as advance establishment of benefits. In such cases, the cost of ownership
rules and procedures for clement estimate sum- consideration may lead to a program dis-
marization and verification, is essential if this continuance, reduction, simplification, or re-
pitfall is to be avoided, placement by an alternative approach.

(4) It is subjective in some cost inputs, A second type of impact is shown in Fig.
and the effect of the subjectivity on rel'ability 8-5, which illustrates a case wherein alternative

INIIAL COSTS 

J

CONSEQUENTIAL COSTS 0

CUMULATIVE CS d sOI

COSTS d TIME
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figure 8.5. Cumuistmin of Costs Over Time
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A, with a higher initial cost than alternative cost for the capital required to finance the
B, leads to a flow of subsequent or "con- alternative that requires earlier fuading (lead-
sequential" costs, which are sufficiently small- time).
er, so that the total cost of alternative A is There can be cases when economic life
lower than that of alternative B. equality cannot be estaolished. In these cases,

On the assumption thaft the benefits from a uniform annual cost should be calculated.
both alternatives A and B are equal, use of This cost is obtained by dividing the total
the cost of ownership approach will lead to the present value cost by the sum of the nresent
choice ef alternative A for the "time horizon" value factors of the years in w ,ch an
shown, whereas without this approach, the alternative yields benefits. This gives the av-
choice would be alternative B. However, the erage cost per year of production. The
choice of a higher initial cost item sometimes alternative with the smallest average cost per
may be constrained by short-term budgetary year of production is considered to be the most
limitatiors, or by other considerations; e.g., efficient alternative. Refer to par. 8-5.2.4.1
manpower, real estate, or investment policies, relative to discounting.
In such cases, when it appears that the full
advantage of the total cost of ownership ap-
proach cannot be achieved within these con- 3-5.2.4 Cost Me s
straints, the policy authority should be advised The most common analytical tool used to
so that he may be afforded an opportunity to conduct total cost of ownership analysis is the
remove Uhe constraint, cost model. A cost model comprises one or more

Selection of the time horizon (economic mathematical relationships, arranged in a sys-
life) can be a critical element of the total life tematic sequence to formulate a cost
cycle cost decision process. This selection should methodology in which outputs (cost estimates)
be made carefully in each application, based are derived from inputs (descriptions of the

tk on the expected or intended life or lives of the equipment, or-anization, procedures, etc.). Cost
i alternatives under consideration. The choice of models can ,ary from a simple one-formula

the "time horizon will determine whether the mcdel to an extremely complex model that in-
cumulative cost lines cross during or after that volVZ3 hundreds or even many thousands of cal-
life (if they cross at all). Equally important, culations. As an .example of a very simple cost
the time horizon also influences the quantitative model, the cost of an item might be related
diff:ences among the total cost of ownership directly to its weight, i.e.,
values. C =DW (8-1)

The economic lives of the alternatives gov- where
ern the time period to be covered by a cost C = cost of item in dollars
of ownership analysis. The period should be set D = cost in dollars per pound of weight
so that the alternatives start yielding the ben-
efits in the same year. The analysis should be
made. using the same base year for all Here, D and W are inputs to thc model,

alternatives. That is,the first year in which ex- and C is the output. Although this is a very
penditures will have to be made for any one simple model, it nevertheless performs the func-

of the alternatives should be considered the tion of providing a cost estimate for given in-

base year or "proiect year 1" for all the puts.
alternatives. For example, it is possible -  Because the term "cost model" is used in
alternative A to require investment costs for various situations, it can have a variety of spe-
3 yr before becoming fully effective, while cific meanings. In all cases, it is a device de-
alternative B may become operational after only signed to obtain a cost estimate. In brief, it
2 yr of investmenL. In this case, the base for is more or less an abstract representation of
alternativeA is used as the starting year for a part of the real world based upon insights
both. and alternative B has zero costs for that into the cause-and-effect reiationships existing
year. This imposes an appropriate opportunity in L0at world.
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J There are various kinds of cost models. completed work on a comprehensive cost of
Cost of ownership models are distinguished ownership model (Ref. 11). A version of that
from other cost models, in that they always model and a description of the input factors
reflect subsequent costs which are the direct follow.
con.-euece of the decision or action being con- The overall equation for total system cost
templated, including operating and support of ownership may be thought of in terms of
costs, rather than merely ". initial costs. For two parts:
example, in Fig. 8-5, a citet .;, ,wnership model
estimates the sum of the ;nitial costs (solid line) LCCT = LCCD + LCC. (8-2)
and the consequential costs (dashed line), where
whereas most other models estimate only the LCCT = total life cycle cost
initiai costs.

LCCD = that portion of LCC which is rele-Cost models are structered to conform to
vant to the dcisions under consid-

specific categories, depending upon their in- eration
tended use. Examples of the.- -ategories in-
clude breakdowns by organizational entities, LCCE = that portion of LCC which is ex-

program elements (5-yr defense program), 3pe- cluded in reaching the specific

cific budget categories, functional e-lements, decision; e.g., insignificant costs,

work breakdown structure (hardware, appli- sunk costs, and costs that are iden-

cations), and special categories relating to in- tical for the alternatives under con-

vestment decisions. sideration.

The cost of ownership analysis used for Costs which are relevant to most appli-

making a particular decision, such as source cations of cost of ownership analysis are rep-

selection or a design choice, need not include resented by LCCD, and can be identified further
the total identifianle costs for the system. For as:
instance, costs which would be the same for LCCD = B + C (8-3)
each alternative, costs incurred prior to the
decision (sunk costs), and costs which would where

be too small to affect the decision need not B = bid or contract price
be included. C cost to the Government of the con-

Care must be used in the choice of costs sequences of selecting the con-

to be excluded lest their omission would im- tractor.

properly inflaence the decisions to be made. For Bid or contract price B represents money
example, consider the case of procuring a expected to be paid to the contractor. Con-
relatively inexpensive payload launched by a sequential costs C are future costs of ownership
large field artillery booster rocket. It would be incurred by the Government in connection withtempting to exclude launch vehicle costs be- materiel produced by the contractor. Costs B

cause they appear to be common to competing result from requirements for performance,

payloads. This would restrict the cost analysis reliability, maintainability, etc., and are
to the trade-off between the costs and the nonrecurring. Costs C result fr)m support
reliability of competing payloads. Exclusion of resource requirements, and are recurring. Main-
launch vehicle costs could lead to selection of tenance engineering's goal is to minimize the
a c' o-per, less reliable payload. But the lower total of costs B and costs C by establishing
reliabilities of cheaper payloads could generate design features that permit economical support
requirements for a larger quantity of boosters. and optimizing the manner in which the sup-
Thas, the assumption on which the field ar- port is provided.
tillery booster rocket costs were excluded would
prove to be invalid. In the calculation of costs C for the -'z-ious

Recently, a Joint Industry Associ- alternatives, maintenance engineering deter-
ation/Department of Defense Working Group mine3 resource requirements, and, depending
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upon the local situation, either may perform efits which accrue in the future cannoL be com-
the calculotions or give the requirements to pared directly with investments made in the
some other function, such as Finance, for cost- present because of this time value of money.
ing. In either event, it is important for main- Discounting is a technique ioi converting .ari-
tenance engineering to be knowledgeable of the ous cash flows occurring over time to equivalent
cost categories considered under costs C, which amounts at a common point in
include: time-cr-isidering the time value of money-to

a. Operational perscnnel and consumables facilitate a valid comparison. Current DoD In-

cost structions (Ref. 12) require discounting to be
accomplished in virtually all economic analyses.

(1) Personnel The use of a discount rate of 10 pe-cent is cur-
(2) Consumables rently specified, but this rate wili vary with

b. Training costs national economic trends. Ref. 12 provides a

(1) Initial and replacement training unique discount factor for each future year to
be used when accomplishing discounting at a

(2) Recur-ing training 10% rate.
c. Maintenance costs Discounted cash flows and the attendant

(1) Organizational aspects of economic analysis may tend to
(2) Field substantiate and provide clearer and more com-
(3) Depot (system lev-) plete justification for proposed investment pro-
(4) Depot (subrystem or component jects. Discounting is a small but significant

level) aspect of an economic analysis. That is, a dis-

d. Facilities counted cash-flow analysis may have a critical
effect on the alternative choice decisions,

e. Initial Government materiel and serv- changing the results of an analysis from what
ices they would have been if tindiscounted costs had

f. Support and test equipment been used. However, it should be noted that
g. aa discounting does not always change the

alternative choice decisions. Discounting will
h. Initial repair parts demonstrate whether or not decisions that

i. Salvage and disposal might be reached using oniy undiscounted costs

j. Initial and replacement transportation are, in fact, valid. Discounting will also provide
k. Sa betier indication of the cost savings to be
k. Supply managemenL realized from a cost reduction investment pro-

posal.
8-5.2.4.1 SC soInfinql The degree f change in the relative cost

Before discussing explicit cost of own- of alternatives is influenced primarily by four
ership equations, certain principles of economic factors:
analysis must be understood since they appear a. The Economic Life. Discounting makes

r as teims in the equations. Three major precepts a bigger difference the longer the economic life.

are involved: economic life, present value (dis-
counting), and inflation. Economic life was cov- b. The Discount Rate. The higher the dis-

ered previously in the discussion of time count rate the larger is its impact.
horizons (par. 8 5.23). c. nhe Inc'lence of Costs. An alternative

In every investment, explicit recognition with high costs in early years and lower costs
should be given to the fact that a dollar to y later will appear less favorable, discounted,

is worth mori than a dollar tomon-ow because than an alternative with relatively lower initial

of &,! interest cost which is related to all Gov- costs.
ernment ex..nditures which occur over time. d. The Reliability of Cost Estimates. The
Thus, 3n annual savings or cash inflow prc- accuracy and adcouacy of cost estimates rep-
jected for tomorrow has a present value less resent an important fictor in a discounted cash-
than its undiscounted dollar value. Dollar ben- flow analysis.
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The discounting technique represents an first and then introduce inflation; and (3) apply
additional tool that should I' applied during a joint discount/inflation rate in a single cal-
Eie cost of ownership analysis. This technique culation. The first method is preferred because
most likely will not be the mo~t important it portrays changes in real prices exclusive of
analytic technique used in making an economic the effects of discounting.
analysis, nor should it be relied upon heavily
to identify the frost economical investment 8-5.2..2 Explit Equations
alternatives. For example, an investment pro- Calculation of some consequential costs is
posal may involve long-range cash-flow projec- rather involved, while others, such as facility
tions which are subject to a high degree of costs, may be calculated in a straightforward
uncertainty. This may be the case for certain manner. Equations for the more involved cal-
weapon sstems and research projects. culations are described in the oaragraphs that

follow, and a general equation is given for the
Inflation also is a factor in cost of own- accomplishment of other calculations.

ership analysis. Estimates for inflation con-
tinuing into future years often are important a. Cost of Operating PersonneL The cost
in conducting time-phased trade-off studies and of operating personnel COP for the life of the
analyses. When this is the case, analyses and system, discounted to present value by the dis-
evaluations should consider inflati rr specific- count factor Dk, is the sum of the annual dis-
ally. To detect the effect of changes in the counted costs. The annual costs are in turn the
purchasing power of a dollar, boh constant sums of costs for each personnel type, skill,
dollars (without inflation) and current dollars and level. The annual cost for each personnel
(with inflation) should be considered in analyz- type is the product of the personnel quantity
ing and evaluating alternatives. To assure con- PRk for each skill, type, and year, and the
sistency in comparative analyses, all estimates annual cost per person CPjk for that skill, type,
of costs and financiai benefits for each year and year. The following formula is the general

, . . of the planning period should first be made in form used to compute COP.

terms of constant dollars, i.e., in term.s of the " .. NS
general purchasing power of the dollar at the COP = I Dk I
time of decision. These estimates should not in- k- ; I j1 (-I
clude any forecast change in the general price (PRk X CP, 1k
level during the ple "rg period. where

Wen inflati- considered important to
the conclusion of analysis, a second com- Y = number of years
putation will be made in terms of current NT = number of personnel types
dollars (with inflation). By use of the constant
dollar estimates as a baseline, inflation should NS = number of skills and levels
then be included, either by using price indices b. Cost of .Cperating Consumables. The
or, as a last resort, by application of a uniform cost of operatiag consumables ())C is deter-
inflation rate. When there iL reason to believe mined from a list of consumables numbered
that price levels (e.g., for procurement, re- from 1 to NC, the rate of consumption in units

search, development, test, and engineering) will per hour RCQ for each consumable; the cost per
significantly affect the choice between unit CUC of each, and the numiber of hours
alternatives, factors available for these cate- HCk each year that each consumable is to be
gories should be used. Indices promulgated by used. These consumables consist of items such
the Office of the Assistant Secretary of Defense as gasoline, fuel oils, and electripal po-;er to
(Comptroller) for use in escalating cost the extent that consumption can Pe estimated.
estimates in annual budget submissions should The computational equation is as follows:
be used n appropriate.

Three methods can be used to calculate COC = Z D, I (RCi)
program/project costs adjusted for inflation: (1) k -, 1 1 (8-5)
inflate the cost streams first and then introduce
the discount rate; (2) discount the cost streams (CUC, )H€i)
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c. Cost of Training. Cost :)f training is the of initial training CIgjk given in subpar. (2),
sum of the cost of initial training CIT and the unless otherwise specified.
cost of recurring training CRT. It consists of
personnel Military Occupational Speci,.lity CRT = X D2 Z
(MOS) training as defined by succeeding equa- (8-8)
tions and factors.

(1) Cost of Initial Training. Cost of ini- (CRjk XRTN, XPRjk)

tial training CIT consists basically of the per
person cost of initial training CIjk multiplied d. Cost of Maintenance. Cost of mainte-

by the number of personnel to be trained in nance MC for the total number of line items

each type VT and skill and level NS for each over the system life is the sum of the cost of
maintenance at the organization level 17MO ex-year Yp hean oysea, heprole is oeac- cluding operator maintenance, the cost of main-complished all inf one year, the problem is sme-

what simplified. When deployment and training tenane at field level CM, the cost of system
are accomplished over a number of years, how- overhaul at depot level COD, the cost of com-
ever, the number of personnel to be trained in ponent maintenance at depot level CMD, and
any given year is determined from the total the cost of maintenance consumables CCM, in-
number PR1 t in each skill, level, .and type re- cluding discard-at-failure repair parts. Multi-numbr P k ineac skil, evel udtypere plying this vzlue by the ratio of the totalquired by the deployed systems during that pn oi vale l te ratin the sys-
year ininus the number of personnel PFjie. number of recoverable line items NO in the sys-tem to the total number of recoverable line
already available and fully trained during pro- items identified at the time of the estimate NR
vious years. The total cost for each year is com-
puted. discounted by the factor Di, and sum- will yield a projected estir.ate of the total sys-mued, pdicned CIy ]h atrOadsm
med to poduce CIT. teni maintenance cost.

Y XT NS
CIT= I Di Z Z MC =(CMO + CMI + COD +

-i -i - • (8-0)

(CI, )XPRjk PRFk) CMD + CCM ) (8-9)
(2) Cost of Initial Training Per Person. WR )

Cost of initial training per person CI . is de- (1) Cosi of Maintenance at Organiza-
termined as the product of the number of weeks tional LeveL The cost of maintenance at the
TNWjI of training required for each skill level organizational level CMO is computed on a re-
and personnel type, and the training cost per pairable item basis, and is the product of the
week CPWk for the year in which the training total maintenance man-hours per year HO, for
is to be accomplished. (For simplicity, CPW,, all deployed systems for each item and the per
may be given as one value for all officers, an- man-hour cost of maintenance labor at the or-
other for all enlisted men, and another for ci- ganizational level CLOt by year. Maintenance
vilians.) labor man-hours include maintenance per-

CIkj = (TNW~j XCPWk) (8-7) formed by maintenance personnel organic to the
using unit, but specifically exclude maintenance

(3) Cost' of Reurring Training. Cost of performed by operators, since operator cost is
recurring training CRT is defined as the cost included in COP. HO, is the product of the
of training replacement personnel required as number of organizational man-hours per main-
a result of personnel attrition. It is determined tenance operation, the item maintenance factor,
by summing the discounted product of the total the percent repaired at organizational level, the
personnel P 1 -k in each skill level and type re- quantity of like items per system NR, and the
quired by the deployed system in a given year, total number of systems deployed.
the personnel attrition rate RT,,j for each skill
level and type, and the per person cost of recur-
ring training CRg,. The last factor CRjt ;s CMO = z Dk Z (HOiXCLOk) (8-10)
assumed to be the same as the cost per person &. ,
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(2) Cost of Maintenance at Field LeveL el, the quantity of like items per system, and
The cost of maintenance at field level CMI (di- the total number of systems deployed.
rect and general support) is the sum of the
discounted annual rep;-ir labor cost at the field CMD = , D 2 (HD1 XCLDk) (8-13)
level. The cost of field maintenance labor is k-I -'

computed on a repairable item basis as the
product ol the maintenance man-hours per year (5) Cost of Maintenance Con-sumables.

HI, for each item and the per man-hour labor Cost of maintenang consumables CCM, in-
cost at the field level CLIA. HI, is the product cluding nonrepairable and discard-at-failure re-
of the number of field maintenance mai,-hours pair parts, is computed indirectly from the cost

per maintenance operation, the item mainte- of initial issue repairable item inventory CIR,

nance factor, the percent repaired at field level, the average requirements objective period ROP

the quantity of like items per system, and the in years on which the initial issue inventory
total number of systems deployed, is based, and the estimated distribution of re-

pairable items (high-cost contributors) and
nonrepairable items (generally low-cost contrib-Y S R

CMI = 2 Dk Z (HIiXCL!) (8-11) utors). For initial estimates, it is assumed the
. ,repairable items contribute 85 percent of the

inventory cost and nonrepairable items contrib-
(3) Cost of System Overhaul at Depot. ute the remaining 15 percent of the inventory

Cost of nystem overhaul at depot COD is de- cost. The value CIR/0.85 projects an estimate
terminei by the number of operational systems of the total cost of the repair part inventory,
NOU, divided by the number of months between including consumables. Multiplying by 0.15 de-
operational system overhauls MOD, plus the termines an estimate of the inventory cost of
number of training and other nonoperational consumables. Dividing the result by the average
systems NTU, divided by the number of months ROP in years and multiplying by NO/NR
MTD between overhaul of these nonoperational results in an estimate of the cost of annual
systems, all multiplied by 12 months (to convert consumption of consuma-bles. A summation of
to an annual basis) and by the cost per systcm the discounted annual costs for the life of the
overhaul at the depot COR. The cost per over- system yields the cost of maintenance con-
haul, including labor and transportation, must sumables.
be estimated or computed on a system level

Fbasis. 
__ _ _CRO15 NCCM = Z Dk CR(.5

Y k.I UOS5) (ROP) NR (8-14)

COD = Z (12Db XNOU/MOD +(1
(8-12)

NVTU/MTD)k ( CO) e. Miscellaneouw Cost Categories. Mis-
cellaneous costs MSC which may be required

(4) Cost of Subspstem and Component in certain cases, and whi-' are not included
Maintenance at Depot. Cost of subsystem andi in the foregoing equations, include items such
component maintenance at depot CMD is the as support of secial maintenance, training,
sum of the discounted annual maintenance re- supply, etc., facilitie FAC, peculiar Govern-
pair labor costs. Th' annual repair labor cost ment furnufhed material or services GMS, the
at depot level for subsystem and comuponent re- cost of printing and distributing management
pair is the summation of the annual repair hi- and technical data DTA, and the ccst per year
bor costs for each listed repairable item, which of new supply item management SMG.
is computed as the product of the annual depot
repair maintenance labor man-hours HD, for MSC FAC +GMS + DTA (8-15)

each item and the per maohour cost of labor + SMG

at depot level CLD. l-D, is the product of
the number of depot maintenance man-hours 52.. Shor Form Equstis
per maint:.iance operation, the item mainte- For iteration purposes, it is generally ed-
nance factor, the percent repaired at depot lev- vantageons to group personnel types and skills
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and use an average, cost per man. or to group The definitions of the terms used in Eqs.
repairable items and use average man-hours, 8-16 through 8-23 that were not identified pre-
maiacenance factors, etc., in order to obtain viousy are:
faster computational turnaround. It is also can- CIA = average initial MOS training cost per
venient and, in most cases, reasonably accurate person, all skills, types, and years
to assume a constanL annual cost and compute
the discounted (present value) life cost, using CLDA = average cost of labor at depot, per
a cumulative discount rate DCy furnished by man-hour of maintenance, over sys-
the Departnv'nt of Defense. tern life

CLA = average cost of labor at intermediate,

The following short-form equations are per man-hour of maintenance, over

given for that purpose, and may be substituted system life

for corresponding equations. CPA = average annual cost Iyer person, all

Operating personnel COP types, skills, and years

COP = (DC PRXCPA) (8-1 CRA = average cost of replacement MOS
training per person, all skills, types,

Operating consumables COC: and years

.Ne HDA = average annual maintenance man-
COc = (DCY) Z (RD ) hours at depot, all items

HIA = average maintenance man-hours at

(CUC, XHCii) intermediate, all items

HOA = average annual maintenance man-
hours at organization, all items

initial training CIT (MOS training): PTk = total quantity of O&M personnel

Y trained in year k
CIT Z I (D, XPTk XCIA (8-18) PRr = total quantity of O&M personnel re-

quired to man deployed systems
Recurring training CR T (MOS training): RTA = average personnel attrition rate

8-5.2.4.4 Md l Appkation
CRT = (DCyXPRTRTAX )CRA) (8-19) The cost of ownership model discussed pre-

viously can be very effective in developing pre-
Organizational maintenance CMO: liminary cost estimates when historical data are

available. A brief discussion of calculation
.MO - (DCr)NRXHOA XCLOO) (8-201' methodology and a hypothetical example of one

equation are included to illustrate the type of
Cost of mainten=nce at intermediate CMI: cost estimates that can be generated. Since one

of the major ownership cost factors is operating
CM = (DCyX1NrRXHAXCLIR) (8-21) personnel, that equation has been chosen for

explanation.
Cost of system overhaul at depot. COD: The calculation methodology for cost of

personnel is shown in Table 8-7.
COD 12DCY(NOUIMOD + The example in Table -; illustrates the

NTU/MTDXCOH) (8-2) effect of cost of personnel on the life cycle cost
Cost of subsystem and component mainte- of ownership of a weapon or system. The other

nance at depot CMI . cost model equations can also be exercised, us-
ing historical and predicted data and similar

CMD (DCyXNRXHDAXCLDA) (8-23) results obtained. When the costs are summed,
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it is not unusual for a modern weapon system on the total cost of ownership of Army materiel.
10-year post-deployment cost of ownership to The accuracy of maintenance support guidance
exceed $1 billion, and the thoroughness of maintenance engineer-

As stated previously. maintenance engi- ing analyses both impact key decisions that af-

neerir:g activities can have a major influence fect these categories of cost-

TABLE 8-7. PERSONNEL COST CAIC..ATION (Ref.1 1)

Note: Eq. 8-4 is solved in the following manner to determine the cost of operating personnel.

Y .%7 XS,

COP = Dk -" - (PR,,4 (CP,,LJ

(a) Multiply the number of men PR of skill and level 1
1). type 1 ij = D. required in year 1 (k = 1l.

by C-'e annual cost CP of such men.

.b) Repeat (a) for each of the ohr skills and levels is
=2.3 . S of type 1 (j = 1). and add the results
to the result of (a). The result is tie total cost of
operating personnel of all skills and levels, of type 1
j - 1). in year 1 (k = 1.

(c) Repeat (a) and (bi for each of the other types of operating
personnel Li = 2. 3.....VT and add the result- to the
result of (bi. The result is the tot" cost of operating personnel
of all types (civilian. n:ilitary. . . . and all skills and levels
(pilot. navigator, etc.: lieutenant..... captain. etc.) in each

type. for year I (k = 1.

(d) Multiply the total personnel cost of year 1 by the discount factor
DA for year 1 (k = 1). Now we have the present value of the total
cost of operating personnel for year 1 (k = 1).

(e) Repeat (a) through (d) for each of the subsequent years (k = 2. 3.... .
and add the results to the result of (di. The result is the total cost of
operating personnel, over the life cycle of the system (Y vearsi. all discounted
to a present vah:e.

The solution procedure is applied to a prob'. !m as follows:

A. Background information is as foik-ws:

1. The hardware involved is a personnel transport helicopter.

2. Two units are assigned per base.

3. There are 50 bases worldwide.

4. There are two operators per vehicle. Annual Cost
One pilot per vehicle (military' $25.0V0
One copiiczlengineer per vehicle (military) $'*--00
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TAIKE 8-7. PBERONNE COST CALCULATION (Cnt'd)

5. There are two ground service personnel per vehicle Annuai Cost

One leadman per vehicle (military,- $15,00
One attendant per vehicle (civilian) $10,500

6- 10 yr operating life for the helicopter

7. Item3 2 through 5 apply for each of the 10 yr of operation.

B. The actual calculation of cost of operating personnel is as follows:

1- Indices

Number of types of personnel INT = 2
Military j= 1

Civilian j=2
3 Military skill levels NS =3

Pilot s 1

Copilot s 2

Ground service leadman s = 3
1 Civilian skill level AS 1

Ground service attendant s 1

Operating years Y 10

Incremental years k = 1.9 ... 10

2. Calculations

,.otal vehicles worldwide = 50 x 2 = 100)

j = 1. all military types k = 1. in year 1

sj= 1. cost of pilots: (PR. 1. 1, ) (CP1. )

(1 pilot pez vehicle x 100 vehicles)
(25,000 per pilot) = S2,500,00

s =2, cost of copilots: (PR2. 1. 1 ) (CP2. I)

(I × 100) (22,000) - S20(M- 90

s = 3, cost of ground service leadman: (PR3. .I) (CP3. I)
(1 x 100) (15,500) = $1.550I00

= 
Subtotal $5,250,000

j =, all ciilian types

s = 1. cost of ground service attendan-c (PRI z.1 XCP 1 d. )

(1 x 100) (10,500) S $i,05,000
i Subtotal $1,050000

Total cost of operational personnel in year 1 $7,300.000

Discount the total cost of year 1 at a rate of 10 percent. Obtain discount factor

(D) for year I and subsequent years from Ref 12.

8_2-
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TAME8 3-7. PBSONNR COST CALCULAMlN (C=Wtd)

Disont Factor Present Valu of
Year Total Cost in Year k for Year k CcA in Year k

XT* %S
k= 1 . (PR,.. XCP,,A) (Dk) - COP subtotal

1 $7.3D,.000 x 0.954 $ ..9642W

tipeoat foregoing calculation for years 2 through 10.)

2 $7,300.000 x 0 867 ,329.100

3 $7,3W.,000 x 0.11138 $5,752,400
4 $7,300,000 x 0.717 - $5,34.100
5 V7,300.000 x 0-652 -- $4.7A-600
6 $7,300.000 x 0.592 9 $4.321 600
7 $7,.300,000 x 0.538 S $3.9Z. 40 0
8 V7,300,000 x 0-489 = 3.5a.7 0 0

I =

ITotal .i& --elk; cost of operational personnel,
Idiscounted to present value COP $47.063.10D

- .1
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CHAPTER 9
DIAGNOSIS AND TROUBLESHOOTING

This chapter discusses diagnosis and The effectiveness of the diagnosis and
troubleshooting a.% they applj to various types troubleshooting procevs.generally depends upon
of Army materiel and curious fictors that a/ the maintenance technician's understanding of
fect diagnosis and troubleshooting. Among these system or equipment operating theory, and his

factors are the huntan factor aspects of assessment of its specific malfunctioned con-
diagnosis aud troubleshooting, test. me(sure- dition as determined by a series of tests or

rent, and diagnostic equipment cousiderations. measurements of specific performance param-
and troubleshw)ting techniques and aids. eters against prescribed norms or standards.

The technician may use only his basic senses
of sight, touch, hearing, and smell to make the

9-1 INTRODUCTION tests and measurements, but generally uses
materiel aids which extend these senses.

The military has 'ormulaled several def- For example, a defective bearing in me-
initions of troubleshooting. Among them are chanical equipment frequently can be identified
"locating and determining corrective action re- by a knocking or pounding sound. On the other
quired to rectify discrepancies or malfunctions hand, identification of a defective part in a ra-
of materiel" (Ref. 1), "'actions performed to dio may require the use of a voltmeter or other
isolate and identify the specific component device, which enables the technician to deter-
which caused a malfunction of a system or com- mine how well the part is performing. Devices
plex component when the determination could that serve to extend the basic human senses
not be made by the operator or mechanic who for purposes of enabling system or equipment
initially found the discrepancy" (Ref. 1). and diagnosis and troubleshooting are referred to
"locating and diagnosing malfunctions or break- as items of test, measurement, and diagnostic
downs in eqipment by means of systematic equipment (TMDE).
checking or analysis" -Ref. 2).

Formal definitions of diagnosis are not
available, but it is an inseparable part of 9-1.1 THEEDAGNOSISANDTROUBESH40TING
troubleshooting, and is .onsidered by most PROCESS
maintenance personnel to be synonymous with
the latter. Therefore, in this chapter. diagnosis The overall diagnosis and troubleshooting
and troubleshooting are considered to 1- that process can be divided. into three basic seg-
portion of the overall corrective maintenance ments, regardless of the function a system or
process given to determining what has caused equipment performs. These s.,ments are symp-
materit' to perform improperly. Simply stated, tom identification, malfunction localization, and
diagnosis and troubleshooting comprise 'he ac- malfunction isolation.
tions involved in fault isolation.

With automatic, built-in test equipment,

operators can perform in-depth diagnosis and -. 1.1 Smptomlcnfic-taon
troubleshooting. Otherwise, because of a lack Equally important to any other event in
of skill, time, and equipment, operators normal- the overall diagnosis and troubleshooting task

ly perform only the most elementary types of is the assessment of those operating symptoms
diagnosis and troublesi-,oting: i.e., isolating the or anomalies that save cau3ed the person re-
cause of a loss of power to a burned out fuse. porting a malfunction to believe that a malfunc-
More frequently, the operator reports dif- tion actually exists. When possible, it is pre-
ficulties to the organizational maintenance ac- ierred that the repair technician personally dis-
tivity. Here, and at higher maintenance levels, cuss the reported malfunction with the person
the majority of diagnosis and troubleshooting reporting it. Answers to questions such as "Is
is accomplished, the malfunction continuous or intermittent?",

9.1
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"Are all operating modes affected?", "Is per- b. The malfunction was detected during -.. _.
formance totally unacceptable or only normal use, rather than following some period
marginal?', "Has correction been attempted?", of nonuse.
and "When did the malfunction occur?" provide c. The user has attempted correction
the technician with valuable insight into the unsuccessfully by using a simplified "symp-
specific nature of the malfunction and tend to tom/probable cause" tabulation contained in the
"set the stage" for his subsequent diagnosis and user technical manual.
troubleshooting actions. Armed with the preceding information, the

Unfortunately, items requiring mainte- technician is prepared to begin the malfunction
nance of other than the most routine nature localization segment of the diagnosis and
typically are sent from the using organization troubleshooting process.
to a unit specifically equipped and responsible
for detailed maintenance. In such cases, the re-
pair technician normally cannot discuss the re- 9-1.1.2 Malfnction Localization
ported malfunction personally with the report- The localization of a malfunction within
ing individual, but must rely instead upon a materiel entails the assessment and analysis of
maintenance roquest form, trouble report, or reported symptoms and the results of selected
other such documentation accompanying the tests and measurements. During this segment,
malfunctioning item to the repair facility. Fig. the technician assembles the information avail-
9-1 provides an example of a typical mainte- able to him thus far, and, through a logical
nance request form used by the Army. process, attempts to identify a pattern of in-

Section I of the example form provides the dicatiuns that direct his attention to a selected
repair technician with a description of the ab- portiun or section of the malfunctioned equip-
normal symptoms as observed by the using ment.
unit, together with an indication of the cor- In the case of the transmitter malfunction
rective measures, if any. that already have been e nate aseeofvtheftransoitterpralfouctionattempted. (Section 11-Work Accomplished-is example, after verification of previous test

results the technician is able to deduce logically
completed by the repair organization/activity that becaiuse preset frequencies cannot be
upon performance of the maintenance.) In theexampeformaneof the annee eto node.) of a e r selected, and tests of tubes associated with the
example, the channel selection inode of a radio selection mode do not locate the malfunction,transmitter operates improperly. Improper op- probably the trouble lies elsewhere in the equip-
eration was detected during normal use with ment.
the transmitter "on", and correction attempts

by the user have not been successfuX It should Assuming a transmitter arrangement such
be noted in this example that a most !undamen- as that depicted by Fig. 9-2, the technician can
tal form of diagnosis and troubleshooting establish basic transmitter operation quicily by
already has been performed. In accord-nce with checking for a proper energy level at the output
procedures set forth in the transmitter technical of the power amplifier (circuit test point 1).
manual, certain tubes in the transmitter were Upon making this test using a power meter
checked by the user and found to be good. This or other item of TMDE, the technician finds
process entailed the use of TMDE in the form that the energy level at this point is abnormally
of an electronic tube tester. low. Since the power amplifier requires a proper

input to yield a proper output, he next measures
At this point in the diagnosis and trouble- the output of the amplifier/modulator at circuit

shooting process, the technician has become test point 2. This output level also is foundC aware of a number of symptoms related to the to be abnormally low.
transmitter malfunction example. Summarized, 1he basic input to the amplifier/modulator
they are: is provided by the oscillator, whose output ap-

a. Selection of preset frequencies is not pears at circuit test point 3. A check reveals
possible. this level to be normal.

9-2
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Figure 9.2. Transmitter,. Simpfifid Bock Diagmm

The technician now knows that both the point 4. For purrhases of this example, we will
power amplifier and the amplifier/modulator assume this check to reveal an abnormal in-
are operating improperly, and that the primary dication, t.us terminating the fault localization
input to these units from the oscillator is nor- process at the high-voltage power supply unit.
mal. With this information, he is able to de- In summary, the technician has started
termine that the problem is either in the with a statement of abnormal operating symp-
amplifier/modulator, both the toms as identified by the person reporting the
amplifier/modulator and the power amplifier, malfunction, and has verified and used this in-
or some other function common to both. formation in conjunction with the results of

Since the simultaneous occurrenoe of m.al- selective checks of major equipment functions
tiple malfunctions is exwerienced seldom, :-e to localize the malfunction source to a relatively
next may test tubes within the small equipment section. In the process, he has
amplifier/modulator, or he may check the out- used his knowledge of equipment operating
put of the high-voltage power supply, wfihv is theory and various items of TMDE, the latter
common to both this unit and the power serving merely as extensions of his basic senses.
amplifier. In effect, he has localized the
malfunction to one of two sources. Because test
of the power supply is faster and easier tha.a 9-1.1.3 M@hltion Islatien
removal and testing of the amplifier/modulator Malfunction isolation represents the final
tubes, he next checks its output at circuit test segment of the diagnosis And troubleshooting

9.4
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process. In diis segment, the previously local- a number of factors tend to influence the over-
ized malfunction is assessed in sufficient detail all process. These include the governing main-
to establish its specific and precise cause. tenance concept. built-in troubleshooting fea-

In the case of electronic malfunctions, the tures and aids, and TMDE. Other factors having
cause is usually a component part such as a influence include the environment in which

resistor, vacuum tube, transistor, capacitor, or diagnosis and troubleshooting are performed,
integrated circuit. For mechanical malfunc- and any special problem: that a particular

tions, failures of individual items such as bear- equipment or equipment category may impose.

ings, gears, and belts are typical malfunction Typical of the latter is the intermittent
causes. It is important to note, however, that malfunction in electronic equipment which is
the actual cause of a malfunction is not nec- caused by temperature. The defective assembly

essarily a result of part failure. Misadjustment will show some type of abnormal indication
or misalignment resulting from normal wear or only as iong as it remains within the equipment

degradation also can result in system or equip- case or enclosure. Once the assembly is removed

ment malfunction. Improper valve -.learance in from the equipment configuration for isolation

a gasoline engine, for example, cati cause run- to the individual piece part level it may be ex-

ning roughness or missing. Similarly, an im- posed to greater ventilation and the defective
properly aligned electrical servo system can part is no longer subjected to the degree of

result in excessive hunting or oscillation. temperature that caused its failure.

As noted, malfunction isolation is but thL 9-1.2.1 Maintenance Concept
logical extension of the malfunction localization Based upon maintenance engineering -
segment of the overall diagnosis and trouble- analyses, a materiel maintenance concept that
shooting process. It terminates in the identifica- is compatible with both the user's mission and
tion of a specific malfunction cause, usually a existing Army support resources and is effec-
failed part. To illustrate this extension, assume tive in terms of life cy-le support cost is
that the transmitter power supply discussed in selected. Relative to the d, riosis and trouble-
par. 9-1.1.2 is arranged as depicted in Fig. 9-3. shooting process, the maintenance concept

In the localization segment, it was estab- places bounds or limits on the nature and depth
lished that the output of the power supply was of maintenance tas..s to be performed at each
improper at circuit test point 4, and the output level of the Arry maintenance. These bounds
of the oscillator was correct. Using this infor- are reflected in the materiel maintenance
mation, and referring. to Fig. 9-3, it can be seen allocation chart , par. 4-6.2). Corrective
that tubes V7801 through V7806 and their as- maintenance taks identified by the chart nor-
sociated circuit parts are probably the areas mally are performed to some degree at every
in which the malfunction cause ties. maintenarce level and, within each level, each

The technician removes and tests each segment (identification, localization, and isola-

tube, using TMDE in the form of an electronic tion) of the diagnosis and troubleshooting pro-
v be tester. We will assume that one cess is accomplished. The overall complexity of

vac un thus the corrective tasks permitted at a given main-
of these tubes is found to be defective, tu tenance level determines the diagnosis and
ending the malfunction isolation process by tennlevet emn th e dirfo sis and I
identifying the specific maifunction cause. An- troubleshooting that will be performed and the

other cause, not invoiving an actual part fail- nature of the support resources necessary to
ure, could have been an incorrect setting of R- accomplish these tasks.
7802, resulting from the normai tolerance aging
of power supply components. 9-1.2.2 Built-in Troubleshoting Aids and Features

Consistent with the corrective tasks which
9-1.2 dI ONG FACTORS the maintenance concept relegates to a given

The preceding discussion related to the maintenance level, thc: requirem2nts for built-in
various segments of the diagnosis and troub!e- troubleshooting aids and features are estab-
shooting process purposely was kept free of dis- lished. If the maintenance concept requires that
tracting side issues. In actual practice, however, the user locate and replace a defective chassis,

9-5
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j for example, then the system design must in- reliability and economy of integrated circuits

corporate features enabling diagnosis and and solid state components and advances in
troubleshooting to the chassis level. These fea- transducer technology offer built-in monitoring
tures can assume a variety of forms, depending alternatives that did not exist in past years.
upon system type and complexity and the Generally speaking, the magnitude and
amount of time allowed for the overall correc- complexity of built-in troubleshooting aids and
tion process. In many cases, .nd particularly features are related directly to system complex-
at the user level, these features may be the ity and cost-effectiveness. They are designed to
same as those used in initially determining that provide the maintenance technician with the
a r'-alfunction exists. An example is the neans to acquire the information he requires
maltunction of a vehicle electrical system and for the logical assessment, ioalization, and

subsequent detection by the presence of a light- forthe of as e t , alfun tion and
ed isolation of a reported malfunction. This basic

ci ofreplingcallr. mar charingenne purpose of making information available tends
consists of replacing all major charging ele- to be constant regardless of system function.
ments (generator, voltage regulator, etc.) when Fig. 9-4 illustrates functionally similar types of
a walfunction is detected, then the lighted in- built-in troubleshooting aids and features for
dicator also serves as the built-in diagnosis and functionally dissimilar hydraulic/pneumatic,
troubleshooting aid. If user maintenance con- electrical, and mechanical systems. Each incor-
sists of replacing only the failed charging ele- porates a test point at which system perform-
ment, then additional built-in aids may be re- ance can be assessed by the use of external

quired to enable localization and isolation of TMDE, a built-in meter or gageproviding a

the failed item. These could take the form of
quantitative display of a selected operating pa-a metering device that monitors selected points rameter. and a built-in error detector and

in the charging system, or of a series of test go/no-go malfunction alarm.
points used in conjunction with an external
meter or other TMDE. The go/no-go indicator For the hydraulic/pneumatic system, a

h..- approach can be used whenever it is determined capped tee at the compressor output acts as
that it is cost-effective to fault isolate auto- a test point for use with external TMDE. A
matically to a starter, battery, mechanical pressure gage provides a built-in display of
device, lhydraulic device, etc. For example, a regulator output pressure, and a differential

starter may be faulty due to a defective bear- pressure transducer across the filter drives a
ing, worn insulation, etc., but may perform its go/no-go alarm. In the electrical system, a test
function for a time before catastrophic failure, point is provided for measuring power supply

Such a starter will probably draw an abnormal output voltage. A voltmeter provides a built-in
V quantiky of current. A built-in current meas- measuie of regulator output level, and an alarm

uring circuit and a fault indicator light can driven by a differential amplifier provides a

be used for immediate malfunction localization go/no-go indication of load balance. A timing

to the starter. With the use of transducers, cir- mark on the engine of the mechanical system
cuits, and lights, malfunctions related to pres- enables measurement of rotational speed by

sures, temperatures, flow velocities, mechanical means of external TMDE such a: a strobe light.

rotation, transition and vibration, etc., can be while rotational speed following the reduction
isolated reliably and quickly. gearing is provided by a built-in tachometer.

The incorporation of built-in fault isolation A go/no-go indication of system rotation is pro-
vided by an engagement sensor attached to thecapabilities in electrical, electromechanical. hy- centrifugal clutch.

draulic, mechanical, etc., equipment has lagged

the incorporation of such capabilities in elec-
tronic equipment. Maintenance engineering 9-1.2.3 Test. Measurement, and Diagnostic
should evaluate carefully the cost-effectiveness Equipment (TMDE1

of making more extensive applications of built- As noted previously, items of TMDE serve
in monitoring equipment in assemblies such as to extend the basic human senses for purposesI
starters, generators, alternators, voltage regu- of enabling the diagnosis and troubleshooting
lators. batteries, hydraulic systems. etc. The process. TMDE is defined as any system or
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device used to evaluate the operational condi- .o-.,-.,- : -
tion of a system or equipment to identify - --- 1
and/or isolate any actual or potential malfunc-
ticn. TMDE must give a measurement or in-
dication of the operational conlition of the sys-
tem or unit under test (Ref. 5). Practically
speaking, TMDE provides che man-machine
interface enabling assessment of materiel per-
formance parameters which the maintenance
technician cannot directly see, hear, touch, or "
smell. [E CONjt

TMDE has a significant influence on the TAT ,M.ft
overall diagnosis and troubleshooting process. - -

This influence is felt primarily in the form of ,o,
time, and in the form of skill and training re-
quirements. TMDE also has a sign;ficant in- a-
fluence on operational availability and mainte- j
nance and'logistic requirements. These subjects
are discussed in par. 9-2.5.3.

9-1.2.3.1 TMDE and Personnel Inteface
As a general rule, diagnosis and trouble-

shooting are the most time consu.ming elements I
of corrective maintenance performed on elec-

tronic aund electrical equipment. The time re-
quired, however, can be reduced by application
of TMDE that confines the human involvement Ii
either in terms of thought prcce -rhysical /
activity. For exarmpl*, an electrical "est console
simultaneously niay present dozens of status in- i' '  

t,-" i
dicationis of system or equipment performance
te the technician/operater. Localization and li AUM OOSICMl

isolation of a malfunction based upcn these in- Fiure 9.5. TMDE and Human Facton Iniiif ac

dications may require the mental assessment
of many display combinations, each having In Fig. 9-5 (A). the output of each function
significance relative to malfunction location, is monitored directly by an indicator on the
This same test console, if so designed, could TMDE test console. With this arrangement, an
be made to iminate the requirement for much error at output function A will cause the ER-
of this thought process, but at a probable in- ROR A indicator to light, and, due to the ripple-
crease in cost and complexity. through characteristic, also will cause ERROR

Fig. 9-5 provides a simplified example of B and ERROR C indicators to light. In this
how TMDE can be designed to reduce human situation, the technician must follow a logical
thought processes during diagnosis and trouble- thought process and conclude that lighting of
shooting. Each section of the figure shows all error indicators actually means that function
equipment comprised of a series string of func- A has produced the error, and ERROR B and
tions A through C. Function B is dependent ERROR C indicators should be ignored. An er-
upon function A. and function C is dependent ror at the output of function B (output of func-
upon function B. A malfunction appearing at tion A being correct) results in the lighting of
the output of a function will "ripple" through the ERROR B and ERROR C indicators, thus
the string, causing malfunctions to appear at requiring yet a different diagnostic thought pro-
the outputs of subsequent functions. cess.
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Fig. 9-5 (B) depicts a TMDE design that replaceable part/assembly, a group of replace-
j performs the technician's thought process auto- able items, or a major assembly. In the case z

matically. In this case, the actual error cause of the latter, further isolation to a specific re-
is the only one which produces a lighted in- placeable item normally is accomplished by the
dicator, regardless of the ripple-thrmugh char- use of additional software routines. The iden-
acteristic of the series string. An error at the tification of additional corrective action steps
output of function A continues to produce er- to be taken may be indicate, vy visual indi-
rors at the outputs of functions B and C. The cators such as alphs.numerit displays or tape
ERROR B indicator, however, is kept from printouts. These indicators, combined wiC- de-
lighting by the inverter .na AND gate that pre- tailed instructions in technical manuals, provide
cede it. To light ERROR B indicator, the gate the maintenance technician with the informa-
that drives it must be supplied with errors from tion he needs to perform tht corrective main-
functions A and B. While both of these errors tenance action.
actually exist in the equipment, the error from Since the computer-based system uses the
fu_-ction A is inverted by the TMIDE and be- computer to control both operational and fault
comes *error not A" (A) at the gate input. Thus, isolation proc-sses, it is of prime importance
lighting of the ERROR B indicator is precluded, to insure satisfactory operation of the computer.
Likewise, lighting of the ERROR C indicator This function normally is achieved through the
is precluded except in tho-e cases when only use of built-in self-test features or through the
the output of function C is erroneous. use of these features in combination with de-

tailed software routines.

The design and/or selection of TYDE also

influences the skill and knowledge levels re- Computer-controlled TMDE normally is

quired of the maintenance technician. As dis- not used to troubleshoot nonelectronic materiel.

cussed in conjunction with the example in Fig. However, the complexity cf such materiel is in-

9-5, TMDE car be made to perform selected creasing, and 'he maintenance technician must

portions of the maliunction analysis process be provided with increasingly sophisticated

automatically, thus reducing the amount of JMDE in order to maintain skill and diagnostic

knowledge required of the technician. time requirements at acceptable levels.

Computer-based systems use the computer 'While it is essential that TMDE selection

to accomplish automatic malfunction analysis be predicated upon the maintenance plan spe-

of complex electronic materiel. The use of the cifically tailored for a particular system or

computer to perform automatic fault isoltion equipment, the maintenance engineer should

can minimize the skill level requirement of the make every attempt to identify and use existing

maintenance technician and reduces required TMDE to the maximum extent possible.

corrective maintenance time. The computer-
based system normally encompasses features 9-1.2.3.2 TAOE Index ari Register
that include self-test dynamic operational mon- Within the major commodity commands,
itoring, automatic built-in fault isolation rou- there are numerous existing items of general
tines, automatic visual displays or instructons, and specialized TMDE. Department of the

and software routines for detailed diagnosis. Army Pamphlet 700-21, The Army Test Mec-s-
Typically. the computer-based system pro- urement and Diagnostic Equipment Register In-

;ides automatic fault isolation to a module, cir- der and Instructions. contains a comprehensive
cuit board, or other replaceable part/assembly listing of the TMDE available within the vari-
for a 'arge percentage of the total failures. ous commodity commands. Fig. 9-6 depicts the
Dynamic monitoring of selected system func- information flow to and content of the register
tions di-ing operational missions permits the index. The source document for informatior
computer to detect materiel malfunction imme- contained in the register is the TMDE item
diate!y ani to advance automatically into a pre- technical description. The index basically is
established fault isolation routine. The results u-vided into two sections: the register index and
of this roitine may permit identification of a instructions, and the managing command index.
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The register index and instructions is a docu- 9-1.2.4 Environment
ment that identifies the location of descriptive The maintenance environment has a ATMDE technical data contained in the register

by nmenlatre idex fuctinal nde, jint troubleshooting process. This influence perhaps Y
electronic type designation. syste mn index. man- i et m s togy a h o e ane a c
ufacturer's model number index, and material isevelts sr n atld hetre maintenancer-
stock numbee index. The managing command ices ty:pically are brought to the malfunctioned
index is on mic-fiche and identifies the TMDE materiel. Some Army materiel categories that

S by each AMC commodity command and selected most frequently are involved in such cases are
DA agencies. aircraft. combat vehicles, construction equip-

The register technical description data alent, and mikssile systems. All of these cat-
sheets (DA PAM 700-20) are contained on egories have certain characteristics in common.
microfiche cards or microfilm and consist of in c.hat they tend to be fixed -3r relatively im-
the five volumes as shown in Fig. 9-6. mobile, and particularly large and/or heavy.

~Secondary items such as panel meters. For the most part they are -repaired where _
gages. and time totalizers are not considered they fail-. at least to the point where a real-
significant TMDE for inclusion in the register, functioned component or assembly can be re-
however. when items of this nature have un- moved and returned to an established mainte-
usual chara teris-ics and/or appear applicable naefcity
to broad Army application. entry into the In-place diagnosis and troubleshooting may

S TMDE register is not precluded. Commo3n tools mean exposure to &.e full range of climatic con-
S and measurem-ent tools normally in General ditions: high humridity, rain, wind. excessive -
S Services Administration (GSA) stock catalogs heat or cold, and snow or ice. For ths reason,
_ :=also are excluded from the egister as TMDE. it is extremely important that the -maiSntenance
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technician be provided with an effective 9-1.3 I..S .SMTROULfI4OOTMG
combination of system design, built-in trouble- CONSUNATIONM BY ARMY CDOMAND
shooting aids, and TMDE. It is also important CATBOY
that the complexity of maintenance tasks be The preceding paragraphs discuss the prin-
rediced to the lowest possible !e'cl. ciples of diagnosis and troubleshooung and fac-

the diagnosis and troubleshooting process tors that influence their accomplishment. The
in an adverse environment requires that system paragraphs that follow describe how the prin-
or equipment pack,ging be arranged in readily ciples and factors affect the diagnosis and
replaceable components or assemblies. To assist troubleshooting accomplished during corrective
in diagnosing and troubleshooting to the re- maintenance of the major categories of Army
placeable item. such items should be functional materiel. These categories are:
in nature with a minimum number of inerfaces a. Fixed plant/defense conimunications
with other system elements. and United States Army Security Agency

Built-in troubleshooting aids and features, (USASA) equipment
as well as TMDE. should provide discrete, b. Army aircraft
unambiguous, go/no-go indications of system or
equipment status. Precise, quantitative meas- c. Automotive and mobile electrical power
urements require exactness and concentration generating equipment
on the part of the maintenance technician, and d. Combat vehicles
are not compatible with an adverse environ- e. Construction/materiel handling equip-
ment- ment

Equally important to the functional pack- f Small ar.s
aging of materiel is the matter of providing

adequate accessibility. Aircraft designs, which eu Environment/temperature control
must exhibit high structural strength at min- equipment
iamu weight, normally have poor maintenance h. Weapon systems
access characteristics. Environ- i. Missilesystems
ment/tempexature control equipment, such as
heating and air conditioning units, generally be- J. Munitions
ing an integral part of a building or equipment A-. Computer-based electronic systems
structure, also may present access difficulties. L Tactical communication and electronic

Timely application of good maintenance equipment.
engineering practices during design of a system
can be of significant value in reducing overall 9-1.3.1 Fxad Pkawt/Deferm Conwuicatiosm and
troubleshooting and maintenance difficulty. USASA q ,i t
Frequently, a design arrangement unfavorable This equipment category includes radio.
to maintenance occurs because the designer is teletype, facsimile and similar types of terminal
not aware of the optimum maintenance param- equipment, data transmission systems, and as-
eters for the planned operation and support. sociated security devices. Heavy-duty radio

In summary, certain types of systems and transmitters and microwave elements within
equipments inherently yield an unfavorable this category tend to be fixed equipment by
maintenance environment, or are operated and virtue of their size, weight, and interfaces with
mainta ned in an unfavorable environment. The power source- and antennas. While much of the
mairtenance engineer can alleviate equipment in this category is purely electronic
envi -onment-related deficiencies by insuring in nature, items such as facsimile and teletype
that an accessible, functionally arranged me- devices also incorporate mechanical and electro-
chanical and electrical packaging design is mechanical components. Other items such as
used, and that both TMDE aa built-in trouble- large transmitters, which dissipate particularly
shooting aids and features are designed to pro- high enegy levels, may incorporate pneumatic
vide for direct, unambiguous diagnosis and or liquid cooling provisions. On-site mainte-
troubleshooting and subsequent repair. nance of fixed plant/defense communications
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) and USASA equipment thus varies consid- The envircnment .n which m a .enance of
erably, depending upon the particular item irt- fixed plant/defense communications and
volved. Relatively small items such as rereivers, USASA equipment is performed generaly i1 fa-
coders, and low capacity power supplies simply vorable, prinu -ily because much of the equip-
may be replaced with an operable repair part ment requires a temperature- and humidity-
and returned to a maintenance shop for conLrolled operating environment. Of necessity,
diagnosis, troubleshooting, and repair. For more antenna arra-. and their supporting structure
recent equipment incorporating solid state com- frequently are exposed to the elements,
ponents, diagnosis and troubleshooting typically although radomes and other devices are used
are performed to the re4aceable subassembly when the equipment protection they afford is
or module level. Defective subassemblies either required.
may be returned subsequent' -- to a depot for Problems associated with diagnosis and
repair or discarded- Such a decision generally troubleshooting of large-scale communication
is Lased upon maintenance engineering systetas arise out of the vast quantity of inter-
analyses, which compare the economic and faces invob-ed, and the necessity for close co-
technical factors associated with each approach ordinaticn of all maintenance activities so that

Diagnosis and troubleshooting of malfunc- vita! communication paths will not be dis-
tions occurring in large, fixed equipment gen- rupted.
erally are performed on a readily replaceable
component or assembly initially, with the re-
placed item then being removed for further.
more detailed repair in a shop facility. At times, 9-1.3.2 "m~ Aimmfat
however, diagnosis and troubleshooting must be
performed to the most detailed part level. This Army aircraft are classifiedi as either
is particularly true in those cases where fixed-wing or rotary-wing. The fixed-wing air-
malfunctions occur in internal equipment wir- craft are used for observation, transportation,
ing harnesses, or where even the discrete piece and training purposes. The rtary-wing aircraft
part itself represents a large and bulky item. (helicopters) are used fir attack and utility
An example of this latter case might be a final purposes in addition to those mentioned for
output tube from a high-power radio transmit- fixed-wing aircraft.
ter. Both aircraft classes are comprised of nu-

Large, centralized communication offices merous and complex functional systems- The
or centers generally are equipped with both structural systems primarily are made up of
troubleshooting aids within the various individ- the fuselage, tail boom, and alighting or landing
Wa equipments and centralized monitoring con- gear. The mechanical dr:ve system consists of

soles or panels that relate the operational status power plant, drive shafts, transmission, rotors
of the overall installation. Abnormal indications or propellers, and gearboxes. The hydraulic sys-
reflected at the cenlralized monitoring facility tern in helicopters is a manual assist to the

generally can be relied upon to localize thp mechanical flight control system. In fixed-wing
source of a malfunction to a specific equipment aircraft and large transport helIcopters with
or equipment grouping. Further localization and landing wheels, a hydraulic system controls the
isolation to the replaceable item then are ac- brakes. Fuel control systems control the rate
complished by use of a combination of trouble- at which fuel is admitted to the respective en-
shooting aids built into the eqiipment and gines. The electrical equiriment includes bat-
selected items of TMDE. teries, generators, wiring, lights, and aircraft

instruments. The utility equipment incluies

Such TMDE is of two basic kinds: standard heating and air conditioning systems. The
and special purpose- Typical examples of stand- avionic system consists of instruments, and
,rd TMDE are meters, oscilloscopes, and communication and navigation equipmen
generators. Typical examples of special-purpose Attack helicopters are eqaipped with
TMDE are telegraph test sets, printed circuit armament that has a variety of mechanical.
card testers, and envelope delay test sets. electrical, and hydraulic functions.
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Diagnosis and troubleshooting activity be- stated, malfunctions related tJ aircraft or crew
gins with observations of instrument panel in- safety must be diagnosed correctly and positive-
dicators and caution panel warning lights. It ly the first time.
is augmented by observation of fluid leaks,
blade strikes, hard landings, and unusual
ounds. The use of spectrometric oil analysis 9-,.3.3 Automotive and Mobile Electrical Power

to locate component wear is another step in Generating Equipment

the diagnosis and troubleshooting activity. Automotive and mobile power generating

. Many standard items of TMDE are now equipment, like aircraft, represents ; mix of

available for scientific support of aircraft main- functions. Involved are mechanical engines and

tenance (see the TMDE register). These stand- drive trains, fuel systems, electrical systems,

ard items as well as special devices such as etc. Maintenance of this equipment, however,
is understood more common'ly than aircraft

test stands for engines, fuel controls, servos, iners to more om an aircraft
fuel systems, and ordnance launchers should be maintenance due to its performance at virtually
used when indicated by the technical manuals. every Army installation and its similarity to

The Automatic Inspection, Diagnostic and conventional commercial vehicle maintenance.

Prognostic System (AIDAPS) is now being de- The TMDE used in the diagnosis and

signed for the life cycle support of U.S. Army troubleshooting process is largely of a standard

Aircraft. The AIDAPS techniques are aimed at variety, although som specialized items are

the probiems that cause the cost of maintaining used. These include:

Army aircraft to be so high. AIDAPS will mon- a. Speedometer testers
itor the indicators of mechanicMl and functional b. Engine exhaust analyzers
performance degradation with airborne equip-
ment. The collec ion of vibration, pressure, and c. Fuel injection system testers

temperature data will be the basis from which d. Steering alignment test stands
trends toward component failure will be ob- e. Generator, voltage regulator, and starter
served. The major aircraft components such as test stands
engine, transmission, gearboxes, and drive
shafts will be rcmoved and replaced only when f. Specialized gages.
their condition warrants it. Maintenance man- The environment in which diagnosis and
hours will be lower. Expectations are that there troubleshooting are performed varies widely.
will be fewer incorrect diagnoses and the re- Emergency repai-s, or correction of vehicle-
quirements for replacement parts will be re- disabling malfunctions, often are made a. the
duced. vehicle or generator set. Other ralfunctions

normally are diagnosed and repaired at estab-
Because of the size, weight, aud handling lished maintenance facilities.

characteristics of aircraft, most maintenance at Diagnosis and troubleshooting frequently
Jie lower levels is performed at tWe aircraft
in the existing natural environment. In addition are hampered by the necessity for dismantling

to climatic extremes, the environment may in- dition of a suspected component or part can

Jude maintenance locations that are unimprov- be assessed.

ed in terms of access roads, parking ramps,

and other commonly expected features. This is 9-1.3.4 Combat Vehicles and Construction/Materiel
true particularly during period3 of active enemy Handling Equipment
engagement, when aircraft operate from for- A ,-o , : .... a or
ward area resupply points, amphibious vehicle, with or without armor or

),,,blems associated with the diagnosis and 'armament, designed to perform specific func-
troubleshooting ef Army aircraft center about tions in combat. They may be wheeled or track-
the poor access characteristics that most air- ed vehicles, but in all cases a:e designed for
craft exhibit, and the necessity for insuring that high mobility in cross-country operation. Corn-
aircraft flightworthiness and safety have not bat vehicle types include tanks, armored per-
bcen compromised due to maintenance. Simply sonnel carriers, self-propelled, tracked artillery.
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and other track-laying vehicles, whose primary and mobility characteristics of the equipmentpurpose is delivery of firepower, supplies, make on-site maintenance more desirable than

and/or personnel (Ref. 6). ret'irning to shop facilities. This is true
Construction equipment includes especially in the case of tracked vehicles (tanks.

automotive vehicles, earth movers, cranes, bat- armored personnel carriers, bulldozers, etc.)
ching plant-, crushers, pavers, mixers, gener when failure of the tr,'cks, rollers, idlers, or
ators, compressors, pumps, drills, welders, other components of the propulsion system
forms, and other items of equipment (excluding would make retrieval difficult. As a result, the
hand tools) used or capable of being used in maintenance etivironment may vary widely
construction work (Ref. 1). from favorable to hostile.

The problems associated with diagnosis
Materiel handling equipment comprises and troubleshooting are related to the size, bulk,

items such as cranes, hoists, davits, dollies, andslings used for handling of end items. Equip- and weight of the equipment and the main-
tenance environment, which, because of im-

ment formally designated as material handling mobility of equipment, may be hostile.
equipment also may be used to handle materiel.
Included in this category are forkiifts, platform
lift trucks, warehouse cranes, straddle trucks,
etc. Handling equipment is eitier mobile within 9-1.3.5 Smdl Arms
itself, as in the case of a forklift, or mounted Small arms are comprised of individual

S on a mobile platform, as in. the case of a crane. Salam r opie fidvda
mand crew 3erved weapons through 0.60 caliber,

The combat vehicle and construc- as well as all types of grenade launchers. Be-
tion/materiel hendling equipment Army com- cause of the density of this equipment, main-
mand categories -re combined because of their tenance personnel are able to maintain profi-
similarity in nature: large, bulky, heavy, and ciency in the identification and rapid repair of
mobile to a common degree (tracked or multi- malfunctions.
wheeled) and not basically "road" vehicles in The majority of the diagnosis and trouble-
the sense of automobiles or conventional trucks. shooting of this equipment is through visual

This category of equipment has the char- examination and by the performance of me-
acteristics of automotive and mobile electric chanical measurements for tolerance, wear, etc.
power generating equipmerit (par. 9-1.3.3) in ad- Both organizational and field maintenance nor-
dition t. extensive hydraulic systems incorpo- mally result ip the replacement of worn,
rated becacse of hardware bulk in the case of broken, or missing parts. In addition, the field
combat vehicles, and hardware function in the maintenance level performs all required adjust-
case of construction equipment. ments and those alignments that can be ac-

The TMDE used in the diagnosis and complished without heat treatment or special
troubleshooting process includes items related jigs.
to tl'e automotive and mobile electrical power The TMDE consists largely of measuring
geerating equipment category (par. 9-1.3.3). In devics such as gages.

addition, peculiar TMDE for this category in- 
]

cludes: The maintenance environment in which
diagnosis and troubleshooting are performed is

a. Crss-drive transmission test systems reasonably favorable. Because of the size and
b. Multiple drive chassis dynamometers weight of small arms, the organizational tech-

c. Specialized optics testers (for armament nician, at worst, will work in a tent or covered
items) truck. Field level shelters will be as good or

better. During combat, shelters at both levels
d. Barrel wear gages are subject to hostile fire.

e. Wheel and shaft balancers. There are no particular diagnosis and
Repair of failures that immobilize this troubleshooting problems associated with small

equipment normally is performed at the phys- arms. The causes of most problems that can
ical location of failu.'e because the size, weight, be corrected at the lower maintenance levels
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can be identified readily because of the ac- problems. Fo: example, unsatisfactory tem- .
ces,3bility of virtually all operating parts to vis- peratures in an air conditioned facility can
ual inspection, result from inadequate equipment operation, or

from improper planning regarding external
9-1.3.6 Eronmnt/Temperatur. Cotd temperatures, facility heat transfer coefficients,

internal heat generated by personnel and
materiel, efficiency of air distribution ducts,

Environment/temperature control equip- etc.
ment includes air conditioning, dehumidifica-
tion, heating, and refrigeration equipment. The
equipment represents a combination of elec- I9-1.3.7 Weapon Systrm, MNissi $Sy--terns, anrK
trical, hydraulic/pneumatic, and mechanical
functions or subsystems. A weapon system is a weapon 3rd those

Maintenance of this equipment at the or- components required for its operation. It is a
ganizational level usually is limited to te re- cmoet eurdfrisoeain ticomposite of equipments, skills, and techniques
placement of defective materiel such as blower that form an instrument of combat. The corn-
motors, compressors, condensers, valves, etc., plete weapon system includes all related facil-
which do not require special tools or equipment, ities, equipment, materiel, services, and person-

breaking into the refrigerant circuit, complex nel required for he support and operation of
or critical adjustments. or charging, flushing, ssem elementss htteisrmn fcm
or alignment after replacement. Field mainte- syst ts so that the instrument of com-bat becomes a self-sufficient unit of strikingnance consists of the repair of ducting, power in its intended operational environment
hoses/piping, condensers, evaporators, (R4 1).
coils/cores, and refrigerant leaks, and of the
flushing and recharging of systems. Consid- Most Army weapon systems include
erable preventive maintenance on this equip- several of the major Army materiel categories
ment is performed in the nature of (leaning listed in par. 9-1.3. Since a missile weapon sys-
and checking of operating fluid levels, pres- tern includes a missile system and munitions,
sures, etc. Typical specialized TMDE used in it was decided to discuss the diagnosis and
the diagnosis and troubleshooting process in- tro-ibleshooting of weapon systems, missile sys-
cludes: ter s, and munitions as an integrated function

by using the currently deployed PERSHING laa. Cryogenic refrigerator test set
Field Artillery Missile System as a data source.

b. Relative humidity tester

C. Refrigerant service kit.

9-1.3.7.1 Maintenance Concept
The environment in which diagnosis and

troubleshooting are performed varies widely The maintenance concept for a weapon
and will depend upon the category of equipment system basically is the optimized integration of

that is being protected by the environ- the individual maintenance concepts for each
men/temperature control equipment. of the materiel items comprising the total sys-

tem The general philosophy for the mainte-
Diagnosis and troubleshooting of this type nance concept of a weapon system emphasizes:

of equipment are hampered by a lack of built-in
aids and features (for example, a refrigeration a. Elimination of or minimal requirements
system normally does not provide test points, for disassembly of equipment by using units
and thus charged lines must be tapped or other- in the performance of Nuthorized r iiaance
wise opened to verify operation of the refrig- operations
erant system). In addition, since these equip- b. Accomplishment of corrective mainte-
ment types perform controlling functions, the nance below depot level primarily by the re-
influence due to the control/monitoring inter- placement of modules (components and acsem-
face may present difficulty in the diagnosis and blies) rather than piece parts; i.e., modular
troubleshooting of alignment and calibration maintenance
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c. Use by support maintenance units of modities or weapon systems, consideration must
highly mobile (to include air transport) contact be given to tailoring this basic support struc-
teams to provide support to using units on-site ture to the particular commodity or system.
when cost-effective and justified by operational This assures the most effective and efficient
requirements use of maintenance resources in sustaining the

d. Direct exchange by maintenance support required degree of operational availability of

units -f designated modules and nonvehicular, the item. Combining categories of the basic

mission-essential end items from serviceable maintenance support structure, when cost-

stocks for unserviceable like items rather than effective, may be used for this purpose. For
rrtexample, all maintenance operations to be per-repair and return of the same item to tChf- sup-
ported unit formed below the depot maintenance level may

be allocated to the organizational maintenance
e. Use of mz2bntenance float to provide im- category, or a single level of support mainte-

mediate replacement of vehicular, mission- nance (combined direct and general support)
essential end items requiring or undergoing ex- may be established between the organizational
tended repair or scheduled depot maintenance, and depot maintenance categories (Ref. 7).

The maintenance concept for the PER-
The basic maintenance support structure SHING la missile system is presented in par.

(e.g., organizational, direct support, general 4-3.2.1. The total weapon system consists of fir-
support, and depot maintenance) must accom- ing equipment, support equipment, and an-
modate all types of suI~port; however, it Permits cillary equipment. The diversification of types
a variety of alternative approaches to the sup- of equipment categories within a weapon sys-
port of a specific item. In developing concepts tem is illustrated in summary form in Table
for the maintenance support of specific com- 9-1 for the PERSHING la missile system.

TABLE 9-1. WEAPON SYSTEM EQUIPMENT AND TYPE CATEGORIES
(PERSHING 1a)

Type Categories or
Major Items Function Classification

Firing Equipment:
Programmer-Test Station Programs the trajectory of Digital computer, analog
(PTS) the missile, automatically circuitry, air conditioning,

controls the firing sequence, heating, tape reader,
performs simulated airborne printer
missile operation test, and
provides the operator with
visual indications uf the fir-
ir.q sequence.

Erector-Launcher (EL) Provides a base to hold and Mechanical, hydraulic,
transport the missile during electrical, electro-
ground operation, a means to mechanical
erect the missile for launch,
and a level platform from
which to fire the missile.
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TABLE 9-1. WEAPON SYSTEM EOUIPMENT AND TYPE CATEGONES
(PERSHNG la) (Contd)

Type Categories or
Major Items Function Classification

Power Station (PS) A skid-mounted, self- Electrical power gener-
contained power source that ating equipment (DC gen-
produces AC and DC electric erators, AC generator), air
power, high-pressure air, and conditioning, pneumatics,
conditioned air. turbine engine, batteries,

electrical, mechanical,
eiectromechanicai

Radio Terminal Set (RTS) A self-contained, trans- FM transmitters, FM re-
portable shclter that pro- ceivers. teletypewriter, an-
vides both voice and teletype tenna, engine generator
systems. set, gasoline engine

Azimuth Laying Set (ALSi Provides for alignment of Tripods, theodolites, elec-
the missile platform to the trical controls, and lathe
firing azimuth. bed

Missile (Ist stage, 2nd Performs propulsion and Airborne computer, stabi-

stage, guidance section, guidance functions, and lized platform, inverter,
warhead section) transports warhead to distributor, munitions, hy-

target. draulics, electronics, elec-
trical, pneumatics

Equipment Carriers Provide mobility for the ma- Automotive
jor items: PTS/PS, EL, and
RTS. Carriers consist of
5-ton 8 x 8 trucks and semi-
trailer vehicles.

Support Equipment.
Power Station, Trailer Provides the power source 45-kW generators, DC
Mounted (PSE) for rear area facilities, generators, air condi-

tioning, air compressor

System Components Test Used in performing rear area Same features as PTS; in
Station (SCTS) maintenance, addition, contains pneu-

matics and assembly test
equipment

Field Maintenance Shops Provide a mechanical and Portable test equipment,
electrical repair capability. mechan;cal tcls, etc.

Ancillary Equipment:
Wrecker, davit, lift trucks, Provides for efficient stor- Handling equipment, me-
hoisting beams, multiple- ing, handling, and loading of chanical, hydraulic,
leg .lings, shipping and the system under varying automotive, heating
storage containers, transport and firing condi- blankets, gasoline-fired
boarding ladders, winteriza- tions; heating and insulation heater, etc.
tion kits against weather are provid-

ed.
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9-1.3.72 V iu sand rM ..hoef of abnormalities in mechanical nd hydraulic
The diagnosis and troubleshooting process operatioas.

of a weapon system is a function of the inherent The ordnance (propulsion motor bottles.
design of the equipment items comprising the shaped charges, etc.) is handled under
whole and of the system maintenance concept. cognizance of the Armament Command. Gen-
Adherence to the following general design and erally speaking, the area of prime concern re-
procedure guidance will facilitate the accom- lated to munitions is safety of personnel and
plishment of weapon system diagnosis and materiel. Safety includes the consideration of
troubleshooting. handling during shipping and storage (i.e., the

a. Use go/no-go displays. type of packaging, marking, etc.), ammunition
storage (i.e., location, quantity-distance rela-

b. Incorporate an adequate number of ac- tionships, magazine storage, stability of muni.
cessible test points for either automatic or man- tions), and the special handling and proc,-Aures
ual monitoring. established in case of ammunition maulfnction

c. Provide automatic fault isolation when (i.e., area evacuation, special personnel, contain-
cost-effective and applicable to the materiel erization, special facilities, and location).
type.

d. Provide brief, simple, step-by-step pro- Fault isolation of the power station is
cedures. provided by monitoring its status panel and by

The foregoing guidance was followed in the use of detailed step-by-step troubleshooting
PERSHING support planning and is reflected procedures (see Fig. 445).
in the paragraphs that follow. Automatic fat.it isolation to the missile

Diagnosis and troubleshooting of the section ;evel is accomplished by monitoring the

programmer-t t station are accomplished auto- operational statts of the missile pith the
k.J • matically with its computer and programmed programmer-test u.ation.

tapes. A computer diagnostic tape is used for The system components test station (SCTS)
fault isolating the computer, maintenance pan- is used to perfcrm rear area maintenance. As
el, tape reader, and countdown control panel, a housed mobile center, the SCTS uses a com-
An adapter diagnostic tape is used for fault puter and tape programs for testing missile sec-
isolating the adapter and wiring harnesses go- tions, together with assembiles, cards, relays,
ing to the cable entry panels. Isolation by au- and modules from the guided missile and as-
tomatic means is to within one to five cards sociated ground support equipment. Diagnostic
or modules for 85 percent of the fallures. The tape programs also are provided for verification
lard and module test set diagnostic tape is used and troubleshooting of major SCTS assemblies.
for ;ault isolating components in the test set. The SCO.S contains a dismounted programmer-
Aatomatic troubleshooting is used also for test station and has facilities whereby one mis-
isolating defective printed circuit cards and sile guidance section can be tested and another
modules by use of tit. card and module test repaired simultaneously under controlled tem-
set, and one of two card and module pro- perature conditons.
grammed tapes. Dispday of the step number and Both organizational and field technical
reference to the technical manual enable the manuals for the PERSHING system conta,.
maintenance technician t perform the recoim- functional description data presented as func-
mended corrective ac~n. For the small per- tional description diagrams, power distribution
centage of cases not isolated automatically. diagrams, block diagrams, and sehematics. De-
manual procedures ,re ijuovided. scriptive text is integrated within the diagram

Fault i-olation of the erector-launcher is itself. Fault isolation data are presented as
accomplished by the monitoring of go/no-go in- troubleshooting diagrams and tables and are
dications on the control panel and pressure used in conjunction with the functional descrip-
gages on the hydraulic system in addition to tion data to locate malfunctions from an overall
the use of the human senses for observation system level, through the assembly and chssis
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level, to a card, relay, or component level. The environments encountered for the materiel
presentation of fault isolation :ind functional items are the same as those previously dis-
description used is an adaption vf the Symbolic cussed for the equipment categories that com-
Integrated Maintenance Manuals (SIMM's) prise the system. The requirement for detailed
method of presentation. The maintenance tech- maintenance in adverse environments is circum-
nician uses the functional description and fault vented to some extent by the use of float items
isolation data presented in this manual for the and replacement of missile sections at the firing
following site.

a. Familiarization with the functional Diagnosis and troubleshooting problems
c oare minimized by the extensive use ofaspects of the equipment automated techniques. Malfunctions that do re-

quire manual troubleshooting generate theb. Troubleshooting the equipment at a sys- problems typical of the involved equipment cat-
tem level egory.

c. Analyzing self-test and diagnostic pro-
grams. 9-1.3.3 Cmiputer-bosed E60ronk Syshem.

Computer-based electronic systems areIn addition, rear area technical manuals those electronic systems that have a computer
contain diagnosis and troubleshooting proce- as an inherent part of the prime equipment.
dures for assemblies and chassis of the SCTS, In its operational role, the computer monitors,
programmer-test station (PTS), erector-launcher operates, and controls itself and the remaining
(EL), and the missile that can be fault isolated prime materiel. Normally, the computer also is I
as units under test (UUT's), using automatic used to perlcrm diagnosis and troubleshooting.
troubleshooting test equipment contained in the in this role, it functions as described in par.
SCTS van. Each maintenance data package con- 9-1.2.3 1.
tains a UUT program, an exploded view of the
UUT being tested, and a schematic of the UUT. Maintenance normally is accomplished at
The technical manuals also contain procedures the organizational and direct support levels by
for checking printed circuit cards, modules, and the replacement of knobs, fuses, indicatorrelays contained in the SCaS, EL, PTS, and lights, and other simple components, modules,missile. The test equipment contained in the printed circuit cards, etc. Module and card re-

SCTS van accomplishes this checkout by means pair is accomplished at the general support lev-
of programmed tapes. In addition, the manuals el and.'or depot level.
contain procedures for checking a missile first The computer normally serves as the
stage in oontainer, a missile second stage in prime TMDE at the organizational and direct
container, a missile guidance section in contain- support levels. Specialized TMDE is used to re-
er, a guidance section on test dolly, missile sec- pair cards, modules, etc.
tions (less warhead section) in containers, vai,.-
ous tests of the guidance section inertial plai- The diagnosis and troubleshooting environ-
form air supply system, and procedures for test- ment normally is favorable, since the equipment
ing the azimuth laying control box. The main- frequently is installed in temperature- and
tenance technician uses each of the procedures humidity-controlled environments.
contained in the manual to accomplish a corn- Diagnosis and troubleshooting problems
plete checko,: of the missile system. virtually arm nonexistent when the computer is

operating properly. Diagnosis and trouble-
The maintenance environment of the PER- shooting of a failed computer that cannot lo-

SHING missile system varies from the all- calize and/or isolate the fault require, at a min-
weather conditions encountered at the firing imum, general-purpose electronic TMDE, wiring
site to the in-van, environmentally controlled diagrams, maintenance procedures, and highly
conditions at the suppo-t unit. Basically, the skilled personnel.
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9-1.3.9 Tadicol Commurication and Eoctroen complete module, such as a printed circuit card,

E4uWpment and to illuminate a LED when the output is A

In addition to tactical communication faulty. The integrated circuits are mounted on
equipment, this materiel category includes mis- the card. The LED can be mounted on the card.
siles, fire control and fire distribution equip- or se z , can be grouped on a display panel.
ment, avionic and optical systems, communi- The orX.. ational level diagnosis and trouble- I
cation security (COMSEC) materiel, etc. Dis- shooting -esses are accomplished by observ-
cussion will be limited to tactical communica- ing that a LED is illuminated and identifying
tion. opticai, and COMSEC equipment since the its associated card. Fault correction is accom-
other equipment types, or similar types, are dis- plished by replacing the card. Depending up,.n Icussed in the preceding paragraphs, the maintenance concept, the card is evacuat.ed

to a higher maintenance level for fault veti-
Preventive maintenance consists of inspe- fication and repair or discard.

tion, test, clearing, minor adjustments, etc.
With the exception of COMSEC materiel, or-
ganizational corrective maintenance consists of
the replacement of modules that are easy to
remove and replace, repair of cable assemblies,
cable connectors, etc., and the replacement of 9-2 FACTORS RELATED TO DIAGNOSES
components such as knobs, lamps, and fuses. AND TROUBLESHOOTING (Ref. 7)
For COMSEC materiel, organizational correc- Human engineering includes the determi-
tive maintenance normally involves the removal nation of man's capabilities and limitations as
and replacement of end items, and of compo- they relate to the operation, maintenance, and
nents similar to those previously identified. control of systeras, and the application of this

Direct support maintenance accomplishes knowledge to the planning, design, and testing
limited piece part repair on all except COMSEC of each system to insure efficient, reliable, and J
materiel, the repair of which normally is lim- safe human performance. Human factors is a
ited to the exchange of plug-in modules. Gen- more comprehensive term and is defined as a
eral support maintenance accomplishes piece body of scientific facts about human charac-
part repair on all of the materiel types. Avionic teristics. The term covers all biomedical and
ma!eriel (less COMSEC materiel) receives all psychological considerations, includir g human
support maintenance at a singi" aviation in- engineering, iife support, personnel selection
termediate support maintenance level, and training, training equipment, job peroz-m-

There are no significant environmental ance aids, and performance measurem-7.it and

problems associated with the diagnosing and evaluation (Ref. 1).
ti'oubleshooting of these materiel types. Equip- The human engineer studies !he human be-
ment that is not installed and/or used in a pro- ing as a user of equipment, and the equipment
tected environment is designed to pe-mit evac- as a tool for a task. In liaison with hardware
uation of the complete item, or of easily re- engineers and designers, human engineers seek
moved, replaced, and transported modules, to to develop new and improved man-equipment
a protected environment, interfaces that will simplify the operator's task

Except for faults, such as burned out and increase the probability of mission accom-
lamps and fuses, and broken wires and con- plishment.
nectors, that are obvious visually, diagnosis and Diagnostic and fault isolation techniques
troubleshooting are accomplished with a wide for equipment vary from manual (measure-
range of both special- and general-purpose ments of volt-ge, waveforms, fluid level, pres-
TMDE. sure. etc.) to automatic checkout techniques,

One type -f built-in TMDE which is seeing alarm systems, and go/no-go indicators as fault
incj-.:asing application involves the use of in- locators.

tegrat-d circuits and light-emitting diodes in the overall diagnosis and trouble-
(LED). F.'r example, one or more integrated cir- shooting action for items within the Army com-
cuits are designed to monitor the output of a mand categories, there are several particular
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areas related to the biomedical and psy- skills. These capabilities and limitations are of
chological considerations that relate to man in two principal kinds: physical limitations and
a system: These areas are: maintenance skills. People vary in size, and

a. Control and display integration therefore there are certain minimum and max-
imum dimensions of workspace and equipme.-tb. Visual displays that must not be exceeded if a man is to work

c. Auditory displays at all. People are limited in the amounts of
d. Controls force they can exert and in the weight they

can lift and carry. These limits, in turn, de-e. Labeling termine the access to equipment, the weights
f. Environment of test equipment and replaceable units, and
g. Accessibility. the location for maintenance. The maintenance

skill level of personnel, assuming that the in-Visual displays provide the operator with harent design has flexibility in maintenance,
a clear indication of the equipment or system dictates the degree and level of diagnosis and
condition. The operator must understand the troubleshooting in addition to the repair action.
presented information and, with minimum ef- Normally, the least skilled individuals from the
fort and delay, convert it into correct decision maintenance point of view are those associated
aild/oe control actions. Frequently, the displays with the operation of equipment.
are affected by the locations and operating
methods of associated controls. These displays
and controls should be designed and located so 9-2.1 "IJMANFACTOSANDTRAIMING
that the operator, with little or no training,

In the training of personnel to performwill select the correct control 2nd operate it diagnosis and troubleshooting, the basic human
in a manner designated by the display. adtobehoig h ai uain amaner esigate bythe ispayfactors that should be considered are:
Auditory alarm signals should be used to
complement visual displays when extreme r ,- a. Displays. These include both visual dis-
tion is mandatory, system or personnel safety plays and auditory signals and relate to infor-
is endangered, and immediate action is re- mation displayed, location and arrangement,
quired. coding, and signal type (tones, complex sounds,

and speech).Proper labeling should be provided at test

points, supplemented by detailed trouble- b. Conirols. These include arrangement
shooting diagrams, to aid in the step-by-step and grouping, coding, and types of controls.
manual trublcihooting process. Proper iden- c. Anthrupometry. This includes consid-
tification of -:ms, test points, and other areas eration of the nature, frequency, and difficulty
prevents the conduct of inadvertent mainte- of the related tasks, the position of the body
nance actions, during performance of these tasks, mobility or

Man functions as a data-sensing device, re- flexibility requirements imposed by the tasks,
ceiving information through extremely com- increments in the design-critical dimensions im-
plicated sensory mechanics. Each human sense posed by the need to compensate for obstacles,
organ has upper and lower sensitivity limits projection3, etc., and increments in the design-
that define the range of energies to which the critical dimensions imposed by protective gar-
organ normally responds, producing the sensa- ments, packages, lines, padding, etc. (Ref. 7).
tions of sight, hearing, taste, rmell, and touch.
Wide individual differences in data-sensing abil- d. Halzrs and Safety. These include safe-
ities exist which may be attributed to age, in- ty labels and general workspace hazards,
telligence, specific innate cipacities, physi- equipment-related hazards, and electrical, me-
ological condition, and amount. of training. The chanical, and toxic hazards.
effectiveness of maintenance, which includes The basic human factors are reiated to the
diagnosis and troubleshooting- is determined by inherent design of the materiel. At the time
the extent to which prime equipment, test training begins, the system will have been de-
equipment, and work environments fall within signed and, through the guiding or influencing
the capabilties and limitations of the available efforts of the maintenance engineering analysis
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process, the features that enhance supportabili- 9-2.2 WS LVEs
ty, maintainbility, and human factors will Militcry occupational specialty (MOS)is
have been considered and/or incorporated- The term used to identify a grouping of duty posi-training in relation to troubleshooting, a af- tions having such close occupational or func-fected by the inherent design, can only dem- tional relationship that an optimal degree of
onstrate effective use of the human engineering interchangeability among persons so classified
design (eg., displays, controls, anthropometry) exists at any given level of skill. The military
and stress any unusual anthropometry require- occupational specialty code is a fixed number
meats, hazards, and safety precautions encoun- that indicates a given military otcuration spe-
tered during the diagnosis and troubleshooting cialty (Ref. 9).
process. The basic pattern of military personnel in
reuThe complexity of military systems has acquiring the MOS begins with the basic corn- I
resulted in tremendous increases in mainte- bat training course, which is designed to pro-'lance demnds. In order to meet these in- vide the basic skills and knowledge to fight and
creased demands, the services have been in- survive in the field. Upon graduation from basic
creasing both maintenance specialization and combat training, persownel may take one of four
depth of training. These are required to equip training routes. These are: I
technicians to accomplish reliable and timely ab
maintenance that results in the satisfaction of c Assignment to a table of organization
operational availability requirements (Ref. 8). md equipment unit for on-the-job training(OJT) to qualify in an MOS or to use skills

Troubleshooting complexity and capability that were obtained in civilian life prior to Armyair the two major variables that affect trouble- entry.
shooting time. Two major contributors to the e .time problem are the complexity of the required b. Assignment t da training center to
troubleshooting tasks and the reliability of the articipate in advanced individual railning to
equipment. Complex troubleshooting tasks nor- qualif
inally are time consuming and require highly nance, quartermaster, signal, transportation,
skilled personnel, while reliable equipment pre- etc., MOS.
vents the technician from gaining sufficient on- c. Assignment to a training center that
the-job experience to retain the knowledge conducts combat support training to qualify in
learned during the training progra m. The solu- specialties such as clerk, clerk typist, supply
tions to these problems are to design equipment clerk, cook, wheeled vehicle mechanic, light
to make the troubleshooting tasks less difficult truck driver, etc.
and to provide a means fcr retaining an ade- d. Assignment to a service school to qual-
quate proficiency level. ify in an MOS requinng more advanced tech-

nical training. Assignment to a service school
Equipment troubleshooting complexity can can occur directly after basic combat training,

be reduced by designed-in maintenance aids. after a period of on-job-training with a unit,
These aids range from simple test p .ats to or after advanced training at an Army training
complex, fully :utoniated diagnostic aids. An center (Ref. 10).
adequate troub!eshootin- proficiency level can
be retained in two basic wAys. First, the poten- The MOS code consists of a combination
tia. problem can be eliminated or alleviated by of five alphanumeric characters as shown in
using automatic troubleshooting equipment. Table 9-2. ".e elements are defined as follows:
Personnel can operate such equipment effective- a. Occupational area is the term used to
ly by following very elementary procedures. The identify the major divisions of the MOS struc-
second way is to provide procedures that are ture and permit logical grouping of career
so complete end ciear that they couad be fol- groups having an occupational or functional fa-
lowed by a person with virtually no training. miliarity (see Table 9-3).
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TABLE 9-2. EMLOTSO MOS WOE(REf. 11)

1st 2nd 3rd 14th 5th
character character I character character jeharacter

Elements (numeric) (numeric) (alpha) (numeric) (alpha)

Occupational area Initial
classifi-
cation

Career group Career group identi-

fication

MOS Specialty identification

Skill level Identification of levels of specialization and
leadership

Special qualification. Identification of parachutists, special forr-s. instructors.
linguists, etc.

TA E 9-3. ENUSTED M0S CLASSlATON STRUCTR
(OCCUPATONAL AREAS AND CA GAOWS) (Ref. 11)

1. TacticzJ Operations
11 Infantry-Armor
12 Combat Engineering
13 Field Cannon and Rock.t Artillery
15 Field Artillery Missiles
16 Air Defense Missiles
17 Combat Surveillance and Target Acquisition

2 Missile and Fire Control Electronic Maintenance
21 Ballistic Missile Electronic Maintenance
Z2 Guided Missile Electronic Maintenance
23 Missile Fire Control Electronic Maintenance
24 Air Defense Missile Electronic Maintenance
25 Fire Distribution System Repair
25 Radar and Microwave Maintenance
27 Combat Missile Electronic Mainte.zance

3. General Electronic Maintenance
31 Field Communication Equipment Maintenance
32 Fixed Plant Communication Equipment Maintenance
33 Intercept Equipment Maintenance
34 Data Processing Equipment Maintenance
35 Electrical/Electronic Device Maintenance

36 Wire Maintenance
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TAKE 94. 04 M CAS STL CTt I
(OCO:PAnOAL AMAS CUMA WOxW (%. 11) (Co'd)

4t Prerisics Maintenance
41 Precision Devices
42 Prosthetic Appli ces
43 Textile anw Leather Repair
44 Metal Workivg
45 Armament Maintenance
46 Missile Mechanical Maintenance

5. AuWiary Services
51 Construction and Utilities
52 Power Production and Distribution
53 Irdtrial Gas Production
54 Chemical
55 Ammunition
57 Gcneral Duty

6. Motors
61 Marine Operations
62 Engineer Heavy Equipminit Operation and Maintenance
63 Mechanical Maintename
64 Motor Transport
65 Railway Maintenance and Operations
67 Aircraft Maintenance
68 Aircraft Component Repair

7. Clerical
71 Administration
72 Communication Center Operations I

-i73 r~inance
-- '74 Data Processing

= '76 Supply

8. Graphics
81 Drafting and Cartography
82 Surveying

83 Printing
84 Pictorial

9. General Technical
91 Medical Care and Treatment
92 Laboratory Procedures
93 Technical Equipment Operation
94 Food Service
95 Law Ef.orcement
96 General Intelligence
97 Special Intelligence

98 Signal Intelligence
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(OCCUPATIONL ARIS AND CAM OMPS) (We. 11) (C"rd)

0 Special Assignment
00 Special Assignment (NEC)
01 Special Requirements
02 Bandsman
03 Special Services
04 Linguists
05 Radio Code
09 Reporting Codes

b. Career group is the term used to iden- complexity. Sophisticated test equipment is re-
tif y a grouping of technically related military quired t. monitor the operatioval status of
occupational specialties having similar mental, those systems and to perform diagnosis and
physical, and psychological requirements (see troubleshooting. High skill levels are required
Table 9-3). to maintain the prime and support equipment.

C. MOS is the alpha character which, in Such levels are in short supply.

combination with the first two characters, iden- Automatic fault isolation techniques may
ifes the specific military occupational special- be advantageous both in providing the test
ty without -.- ard to levc! of skill. For example, capability and in the added function of reducing
withia group 21. ballistic missile electronic the number of maintenance personnel and the
maintenance, -G" designates a PERSHING elsc- maintenance skill levels required to maintain

h txnic materiel specialist. the system. Such equipment automatically con-

d. Skill level is one of five levels as defined tros test sequences, compares responses with
in Table 9- predetermined standards, and dis:.ays results.

Consequently, qualitative and quantitAtive per-
e. Special qualification identifies sp.ecial sonnel requirements are reduced. However, in-

qualifications which are common to a num er discriminate use or selection of automazic testof specialties. This character is 0 when no sPe- equipment should be avoided, since it may be
M cial qualification is required or when the in- ostly nd induce additional support require-

dividual is not qualified for the award. ments.

The levels of skill increase in relation to Qtalitative and quantitative personnel re-
the military organizational levels (organiza- quirements must be reduced on a systematc
tional, direct and general support, and depot basis. Although gross estimates of personnel re-
maintenance). Progression from the organiza- quirements may be the product of feasibility
tional level to the depot maintenance level studies conducted in the conceptual phase, the
results in variance in the maintenance being detailed qualitative and quantitative personnel
performed from inspections, cleaning, servicing, requirements are developed during full-scale de-
preserving, adjusting, simple repair, and re- velopment. In order to influence and control theim-e/replace actions to the repair of assemblies impact of the d~in on the final personnel and
and detailed overhaul types of operations. Each skill requirements, development specifications
_f these tasks requires higher skill levels, and should reflect such factors as
the skill requirements at these levels of main-
tenance are identified through the overall main-tenance engineering analysis prces. a. Reduced requirements for field checkout

teac egnern nayi ~ i- personnelA
Advancing technology, coupled with in- p red

creased performance requirements for Army b. Reduced operator training requirents

materiel, results in systems of ever-increasing c. Reduced time requirements for checkout
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TAB.E 9-4. MOS :MU LEVELS

Skill Level* Definition

1 Identifies apprentice jcbs involving simple tasks per-
formed under general supervision or more difficult tasks
requiring close supervision.

Identifies journeyman jobs involving difficult tasks tl-ht
require general supervision.

3 Identifies advanced journeyman jobs involving tasks that
are signifir.intly different from and in addition to -he
tasks perfo: med at the journeyman levei, and requiring
minimum supervision.

4 Identifies leader jobs involving relatively detailed kncwl-
edge of the tasks performed at all subordinate apprentice
and journeyman levels in order tu coordinate and give
direction to the work performed.

5 Identifies supervisor jobs involv'ng a broad. general
knowledge of the tasks per;ormed at ail -ubordiate levels
in order to coordinate and give direct:o., to work a-tiv-
ities.

*When two or more skill levels are authorized for use with an MOS. they are
cumulati'e to include all lower skill levels, except skill level t ileaderi. which may
not necessarily be cumulati'e to include ski'level 2 tadvancte journeyman.

d. Elimination of operator skill as a critical troubleshooting procedur, reruires three
factor primary sources of data: oper-tional indicators.

e. Elimination of emotional stress as a fac- himan senses. and outputs from TMIDE per-
tor manenily or temporarily .7onnecte to the sys-

tem for the parpose of malfunction detection.
f Elimination of time pressures

.. High accuracy in reading and decision The functional comp!exity of a system s
making a factor that dictates the diagnostic complexity

h. Better application of marginal t of the equipment. For syStems such as mnechan-
ehn testing ical or hydraulic systerms. the human senses

isight. hearing, and touchi provide the primary
i- Automatic isolatian of malfunctioned elements of diagnostic data. In the case of com-

components plex electronic equipment. diagnosis of a mal-
j. Automatic programming and control of fdnctioned item within the suhsystem is limited

checkout and countdhwn sequence, if the diagnosis is bast-d on!y on -he knowled:ge
gained from operational indicators and the

9-2.3 ADVATAGIES AND DISADVA AGES OF human senses. As a result, in the case of com-
TEST AND DIACNOSTIC EOUWMEf plex electronics. in order to achieve a high de-

In the overall maintenance task analysis gree of testability and to facilitate the detection
process, the maintenance engineer must iden- and isolation to the replaceable .-nit. automatic
tify the need for test measurement, and di- testing is used. Due to the funczional complex-
agnostic equipment ITMDEI. The diagnas:s and ity of electronic equipment, it is impossibl-, or
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at lea3t impr'tctical, for the technician to b. General, purpose is a category of test "-"

troubleshoot tae equipment manually. Con. equipment which normally is !onsidered an
sequently, a combination of hardware and soft- "off-the-shelf" item (available in Gcvernment or
ware is used to assist the technician in trouble- commercial inventory) and which mty be used
shooting with a minimum amount of personal in different systems.
participation or decisions. c. Built-in test equipment is a type that

After a decision is made that test, meas- is packaged mechanically and/or electrically
urement, and diagnostic equipment is required, with the prime equipment into end items. Corm-
a second decision must be made as to the op- ponents, modules, etc., within the end items
timum equipment type. Maintenance engineer- may perform both prime and test equipment
ing conducts design/support trade-offs to serve functions (computer-based systems), or different
as a basis for the second decision. The optimum components, modules, etc., may be used in the
test, measurement, and diagnostic equipment accomplishment of the operational and test
- ill provide a mean time to repair that satisfies functions. Additionally, this type of test equip-
operational availability requirements at lowest ment may be connected continuously to the
life cycle cost. prime equipment by wires, etc., or may be con-

nected manually on an as-required basis.

d. Automatic/semiautomatic test equip-
ment is a type that normally chez!'s two or
more signals in sequance with no, or minimum,

9-2.3.1 CategodiesandTypes human interface. The test equipme:at may be
Test equipment falls under two categories built-in or separate. The first part of par. 9-

and four general types. The categories are spe- 1.2.3.1 contains a typical exbmple of automatic,

cial purpose and general purpose; the types are built-in test equipment that functions without

bailt-in, automatic/semiautomatic, go/no-go, a computer. The last part of par. 9-1.2.3.1 de-

and collating. These categories and types are scribes the typical accomplishment of automatic

not mutually exclusive, as a given test unit may fault isolation in a computer-based system.

incorporate some or al! of the features of Depot Installed Maintenance Au~tomatic Test

several of them in combination. Table 9-5 is Equipment (DIMATE) is an example of sepa-

a summary of the major considerations in the rate, computer-controlled test equipment.

selection of test equipment. In referenre to Ta- e. Go/no-go test equipment is a type which
ble 9-5, the following definitions _,re applicable: may be one or a -,mbination of the built-in

a Special purpose is a category of test and automatic/semiautomatic test equipment,
cquipmeat isually is designed for a sne- and , " designCd prii-arily . determine if a sys-

cific system and is used 4) monitor or test a tern is within tolerance, but not to determine

unique function of that system. the relative degree of compliance.

TABLE 9-5. TES;, MEASUREMEMT, AND DIAGNOStiC EQ(UIPMENT CONSIDERATIONS

Categories of Test Types of Test Functional Types of Test
Equipment Equipment Tests Indications

Special-purpose Built-in System Go/no-go

General-purpose Automatic/semiautomatic Item Quantitative

Go/no-go Open loop Marginal

Collating Closed loop

Computer software Static
(prime equipment) Dynamic

Marginal
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" f. Collating test equipment is a type which contzibute to materiel failures; the overall ef-
may be one or a combination of the built-ln fectiveness is determined by analysis through
and automatic/semiautomatic test equipment, the trade-off process.
and is designed to present the results of two Equipments may have separate displays
or more checks as a single display. for operation and maintenance, especially when

The test equipment may be used to per- maintenance is to be performed while the equip-
form the test function, whether in the oper- ment is operating. A built-in test panel gen-
ational or the maintenance posture. Thus it is erally provides a central location from which
evident that the total system concept must be to monitor, control, check, and perform the
considered in relation to the identification of materiel tests. The test panel normally contains
TMDE. The types of functional test that may test points, selection switches, and appropriate
be conducted cn the system either in the op- meters, scopes, and other measurement devices.
erational or maintenance posture include one Provisions for a built-in test panel must be con-
or a combinatio.t of the following types of tests: sidered during the design phase to insure that
system, item, apen loop, closed loop, static, materiel test points are provided and located
dynamic, and makyinal. These tests basically for convenient connection to the test panel. The
are self-explanatory by their nomenclature; built-in test panel may provide, by means of
however, for clarification, a marginal test is the test points (functionally grouped and labeled
defined as a procedure for system checking with a symbol or titie), the interface by which
which indicates when some portion of the sys- external test equipment may be used. The built-
tem has deteriorated to the point where there in test panel, because of its central location,
is a high probability of system failure during provides for efficient mainteriance and ttouble-
the next operating riod (Ref. 12). Marginal shooting and separates, to some extent, the op-
testing may yield one t..,pe of test indications erational and maintenance functions. The total
or combinations of go/no-go, quantitative, or test function includes the monitoring of both
marginal test indications, and usually involves the operational and test indicators, but in some
the application of external stimuli under con- cases, the te3t function may be performed dur-
trolled conditions. ing the operation of he equipment on a non-

interfering basis. The effectiveness of a built-in
Materiel in an operational state no "ally test panel is based on the availability and ade-

is monitored for satisfactory performance. In ouacy of test points, and the adequacy of the
most cases, this is achieved by automatic mon- L - :king or troubleshooting procedures.
itoring equipment that basically provides in in- The maintenance engineer should evaluate
dication of the presence or absence of key .r- each feature of the TMDE in terms of the de-
formance parameters. In the case of automotive mands that will be placed on the equipment
equipment, these indications would be oil pres- and on the maintenance technician in the field

sure, amperage, fuel level, and temperature. as welt as its impact on mean time to repair.
The advantage of the automatic monitoring Complex test equipment may simplify the job
equipment is that it relieves the human from of the technician and reduce preparation time
making detailed tests or observations to deter- or turnaround time for complex systems; how-
mine equipment performance. In some cases, ever, it may cause an increase in the main-
such as when equipment is automatically shut tenance total time because of its own main-
down, on the basis of the malfunction in- tenance burden.
dication, the human is removed from the
decision block. The type and complexity of the
prime equipment and the magnitude of tests
that must be made to determine operational 9-2.3.2 Advantages and Disa6vantngw
performance are the basic factors that deter- Table 9-6 delineates the general advantages
mine die advantage or disadvantage of auto- and disadvantages of each of the categories and
matic .,,onitoring equipment. It provides effi- types of test equipment. Although in specific
cient, quirk, and automatic indications of per- cases of materiel the advantages and dis-
formance, but may be costly, complex, and/or advantages delineated may not be applicable,
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TAME 9,6. ADVANTAG S AND DISADVANTAGS OF TEST EGUMENT (te. 14)

Test Equipment Advantages Disadvantages

Category:
Special-purpose Accurate, simple for task, High cost, short life, high

meets special need of risk, field impact, ,'ched-
materiel uling problems for ,avail-

ability, unique materiel

General-purpose Inexpensive, readily avail- Requires ingenuity for
able, long life, supportable, adaptability, time con-
user familiarity, user con- suming in maintenance
fidence, versatility process

Types:

Built-in Minimizes external support Prime equipment heavier,
equipment, availability, min- larger, more power de-
imizes downtime due to mands, complex, higher
transport, no probing or cost, increase in mainte-
manual connections in fault nance, calibration integral
isolation, configuration stat- to prime :luipment and
us cunent with equipment, difficult due to in-
readily identifies perform- separability, self-checking
ance degradation, nu special for test feature to insure
transport or storage require- performance required, in-
ments flexibility in test proce-

dures, may be expended
(e.g., missile system)

Automatic/semiautomatic Rapid, increases test capabil- Large, heavy, expensive,
ity, controlled testing and highly specialized, requires
consistency in test, self-checking features, test
eliminates human errors, re- point consideration in de-
duces skill level and training sign for applicability, sen-
for basic prime equipment sitive to design changes,
mcomplex, less reliable than

manual, increases skill and
training required for main-
tenance of test unit

Go/no-go Simplifies decisions and Unique design circuitry,
maintenance tasks, informa- test unit costs high. sched-
tion clear, concise, and uling problems,
decisive nonversatility for detailed

circuit analysis.

Collating Reduces number of indica- Similar to go/no-go and au-
tors, checking time, and er- tomatic, does not pinpoint
ror, simplifies tr.juble- specific signal malfunction.
shooting
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J the maintenance engineer in consideration of g. Value, human factors, and system safety
the TMDE application would determine, engineering principles will be considered in al!
through the process of analysis, the degree of TMDE configurations.
applicability of these items. The comparative h. Sophisticated TMDE (i.e., TMDE eapa
size of the listings within the tables is not an ble of comprehensive fault iden
indication of the relative merit of one category tification/isolation/diagnosis and requiring ap-
or type of test equipment compared with the plicatior.!interpretation/analysis by high tech-
other. As addressed previously, these categories nical skill levels) will be concentrated at the
and types are not mutually exclusive, highest level of maintenance considered most

9-2.3.3 Design Principles productive and cost-effective.

When analyzing for TMDE selection or de-
sign, the maintenance engineer should consider
the following general criteria (Ref. 13): 9-2.4 DIAGNOSTIC HIERARCHY (Ref. 14)

a. TMDE will be compatible with the mod- The maintenance engineer, when analyzing
ular maintenance concept. TMDE design, selec- the diagnostic and trot, bleshooting techniques,
tion, acquisition, and allocation must support must consider the range of test approaches that
this concept to the extent feasible, as deter- are available for a specific equipment or sys-
mined by technological, economic, and oper- tem. The test approach must be compatible with
ational considerations. the selected maintenance concept. Due to the

interaction, any decision regarding either the
b. Easy-to-use and interpret go/no-go maintenance concept or the test approach limits

built-in test equipment will be incorporated in the alternatives in the other. The extremes in

th e designs of all Army materie ! the categories of testing that may be considered
itank/automotive, aviation/avionics, missiles,
and communications/electronics) whenever testing, and internal and external semi-

technically and economically feasible. automatic and automatic testing.

c. Multipurpose TMDE will be developed No testing, which is an extreme situation,
for families of equipment for use at organi- is the discarding of equipment or systems upon
zational levels of maintenance whenever the use detection of failure during operation. The fac-
of built-in test equipment is not feasible. Prime tors to be considered in a "no test" decision
considerations will be given to go/no-go testing are maintenance time, economy of a discard-and maintenance andeinterpretation failuresmand ease-of-use and character- at-failure maintenance concept, and availability
istics, of replacement equipments/systems to support

d. Multipurpose automatic TMDE capable the philosophy. The no-testing philosophy is
of fault identification/isolation, diagnosis, and seldom used during discard-at-failure mainte-
failure prediction will be developed and pro- nance. Rather, failure of a part is validated by
cured for use at all levels of maintenance con- a separate test before the part is discarded.
sistent with cost and efficiency considerations Internal and externa manual testing in-
and on the basis of level of replacement/repair volves the use of either internal or external
authorized in the maintenance allocation chart. manual test equipment to detect, locate, and

e. TMDE designs will provide for standard, isolate failures. Automatic testing is the use
foolproof quick-connect/disconnect capability of of methods that detect, locate, and isolate faii-
the TMDE to or from the end item or system ures without the attention of maintenance per-
under test without, when practical, the need sonnel; semiautomatic testing requires the
for manual insertion of sensors/transducers attention of maintenance personnel to go from
into the unit under test. step to step within the process. In the case of

.f TMDE configurations will be deter- manual testing, maintenance personnel must
mined through economic analysis, consideration use their capabilities to perform the detection,
of force structure, qualitative and quantitative localization, and isolation of failures and per-
personnel and training requirements, related form these functions manually.
support equipment requirements, and mean In either automatic, semiautomatic, or
time to repair requirements. manual testing, the factors to be considered in
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a test category decision are maintenance time, usually referred to as built-in test equipment,
test equipment development time and cost, op- in the majority of cases is special-purpose
erational plan of deployment of each item, equipment. It is built to perform a specific test
amount of testing to be performed (maintenance function (or functions) on a particular piece of
load), readiness requirements of prime equip- equipment. External test equipment may be
ment, maintenance level involved, simplicity either general-purpose or special-purpose.
and complexity of the test equipment, and General-purpose equipment is built for general
training costs. test functions.

The test equipment selected in the cate- Factors which the maintenance engineer
gories discussed in par. 9-2.3.1 may be either should consider in test equipment selection are
internal or external. Internal test equipment, delineated in Table 9-7.

TABLE 9-7. FACTORS IN TEST ,QUIPMENT SELECT.ON (tef. 14)

Rating

Special-
Factor Element Built-in purpose General-purpose

Maintenance Personnel acceptance High Medium Low
technician

Perscnnel safety High High-medium Medium-low

Complexity of test equipment Low Medium High
operation

Time to complete tests Least Medium Most

Personnel training time Least Medium Most

Tendency to overdepend on High High Low
test equipment

Physical Limits on -ize of test Minimum limits; depends Maximum limits;
factors equipment on prime equipment and limited by portlity

application

Limits on weight of test Minimum limits: depends Maximum limits;
equipment on prime equipment and limited by portability

application

Complexity of 'wiring in" High High Low
test equipment

Need for additional test None None Many

points in prime equipment

Wanted space in work areas Least Some Most

Storage problems None Medium Many

Need for traffic con- Low Medum .High
siderations
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TABLE 9-7. FACTOIS IN TEST EQUiPWENT SELECTION (Ref. 14) (Cont'd)

Rating

Special-
Factor Element Built-in purpose General-purpubc

M.intainability Probability of test equip- Low Low High
and reliability ment damage

Probability of damage to Low Low High
prime equipment caused by
testing

Effect on prime equipment Some Slight None
operation of repairing
test equipment failures

Logistics Cost to incorporate test High Medium-high None
equipment

Test equipment procurement High Medium Low
time

Design engineering effort High-medium High-medium Low

Compiliance of test equipment Must May May
with san.e specifications as
prime equipment

Application Advantzge of long duration High High-medium Low
and high-frequency usage
in given location

Versatility of application Low Low" High

Opportunity for incorrect Low Low High
usage

System adaptability to new Low Medium High
test equipment

9-2.5 TRADE-OFFS TO BE CONSIDEREI) IN TEST environment, and the maintenance personnel.
EQUIM4T SELECTION (Ref. 12) These major factors are the underlyiog baseline

for identification and selection of the test equip-
ment. Identification and selection of the test

The maintenance ergineer, through the equipment is complemented through the process
overall process of the maintenance analysis. is of trade-offs. The term trade-off, as it reiates
confronted with the problem of deciding upon to the decision process, is defined as the pro-

= the selection of an optimum configuration from cedure by which several feasible alternatives
among several alternatives. As a result, the are evaluated to provide the basis for selection
maintenance engineer becomes intimately in- of optimum configuration based on cost, per-
volved and a key contributor in the overall formance, or a combination of parameters. The
traie-off process. In considering the total main- basic trade-off is accomplished in four steps:
tenance support aspects of the system, the (I) definition of the problem, (2) description of
maintenance engineer is concerned primarily the feasible alternatives. (3) evaluation of the
with the maintenance concept, the maintenance alternatives, and (4) application of the results.
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The test equipment for materiel may range and continm,: progr4.m operation from pre-
from manual t' t equipment to more elaborate determined monitoring points. program stops,
and complex automatic test equipment. The and/or flags. The trend today, based on
complexity of the military systems requiring de- complexity of equipment and skili level of per-
tailed and extensive monitoring and checking sonnel, is to minimize the human actions re-
to insure performance virtually has eliminated quired for operational and maintenance testing
the manual, step-by-step, probing type of test- by the use of automatic test features.
ing. More stringent requirements related to op-
erational availability of equipment, minimum
downtime of equipment, and reaction time, 9-2.5.2 Autnsjtic Testing
combined with the decrease in skills available, Maintenance testing and checkout cf corn-
dictate that the prime consideration in relation plex systems can be accomplished by one or
to test equipment for materiel be the man- more of several testing concepts: e.g.. system
machine interface, level operational tests and definitive tests at

9-2.5.1 Man-macin Interac, the equipment and component level. System op-
In the man-machine interface, the basic erational test-, usually are performed in an op-

erational environment and are dynamic, closed-
consideration is the optimum combination of op- loop tests. The equipment and component tests
erational/maintenance functions to be accom-
plished by the man or machine. This interface vironment and usually are static, open-loop

is a key parameter, for it is the one on whichall decisions are based. It considers not only tests. The decision to use these tests, or
te tecsiomplarexityd.a capailirt ony t combinations thereof, is based on consideration
theof the following factors: test information andmateriel, but also the availability, skill require- readoutoinstrnmentation resuiredrforifault
ments,readout instrumentation required for fault

to insure optimum performance and availability detection and isolation; depth of test in relation

of equipment in the user environment. In this to system hardware level breakdown: mainte-

the general steps related to both the nance levels at which the tests are to be per-
reformed; the time permitted for the tests: per-operational and maintenance procedures must sonnel training and skill requirements; acquisi-! be considered. onltan~gadsilrqieet;aqii
bcsedtion cost; and maintenance, calibration, and

Operational procedures vary among differ- support equipment requirements.
ent types of equipment: however, related to The --cision regarding the particular tynfte ecsiomnt reari the parti fcularstem on
manual testing of equipment, the maintenance
technician normally will be required to use his iiring and maintenance must be made in the
ingenuity to interface various items of prime early stages of equipment design, in conjunction
and test equipment to provide a desired con- with the definition of repair policies and overall
figuration for test, and to consult the technical maintenance plans. The factor' involved in the
manuals or detailed test procedure manuals decision include the mission and operational
during the total test process. characteristics of the equipment (reliability and

In automatic testing, generally all of the availability), personnel resources, operationai
maintenance steps except replacement of defec- environment., logistic support requireivents. de-
tive parts are accomplished automatically. In velopment quantities and time. and cost. Trade
this case, the basic reference, instead of a tech- studies should be made before incorporation of
nical manual is a punched tape, a stack of automatic test equipment in new designs is

punched cards, or a computer memory into specified since, as a general rule, automatic test
which complete test procedures and acceptable equipment should be considered only when one
limits have been compiled. Programmable or mort' of the following conditions prevail.
switching networks aad fault isolation routines turnaround time or dowvnti'ne must be held to
and subroutines normally are controlled an absolute minimum; many repetitive meaa-
through software programming. Semiautomatic urements must be made: availabi!ity and read-
testing requires human intervention during au- iness test requirements dictate its use: and
tomatic testing to activate controls or switches maintenance loads warrant its use.
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Fault isolation time averages 60 percent equipment, but also shculd consider the main-
of the total active repair time in electronic sys- tenance support demands imposed by the TMDE
tems; therefore, efforts to reduce the active re- itself ard TMDE impact on system perform-
pair time and the number of personnel required ance. Reliability, maintainability, durability,
is a key factor in reducing overall system cost. transportability, celibration requirements, and
Studies regarding the use of computer- other paremewrs that affect operational avail-
controlled test equipment indicate the following ability and support costs are traded off. This
general advantages: total system cost savings; is required because weapon system availability
reduction in manpower for unit-under-test di- depends, in part, upon TMDE availability, and
agnostini; reduction in technical skill require- one portion of weapon system life cycle costs
ments; reduction in training costs; increase in consists of all cobts associated with the oper-
materiel readiness, system effectiveness, and ation and maintenance of TMDE.
cost effectiveness; and reduction in the test and The operational availability if TMDE is,
repair time portion of the total downtime. Both function of its reliability, maintainability, and
computer based systems and separate computer- the closely related parameter, durability. These
controlled test equipment have been developed parameters determine the frequency with whih
and succemtfula' used. In the deci-ion Process, TMDE maintenance (including calibratien) is
the maintenance engineer should consider the p.rformed and the resources (pesonnel, facil-
applicability of these techniques to perform the ities, additional test equipment, etc.) required
mat "riel test function. to perform the maintenance.

Three major trade-off areas for automatic TMDE that is not built-in can impact s-
versus mantil test equipment are: tem operational availability, even though the

u. Level of test the trade-offs required to TMDE is operating properly. The impact can
define the tepth of penetraticn of each test result from time lost during test setup and/&
function in the equipment. preparation and, if the 'ME normally is not

b. Degree of test equipment automaticity: stored in the immediate vicinity of the prime

the traie-offs required to define the details nec- equipment, from time lost during trans-

essary to implement automatic testing, usually portation Maint ce eng.nee.-ng should in-sure that the prime equipment aid the test
involving determinatien of how the test equi.p- equipment d t e st

meatshoud b proramed (unced tape equipment are designed to provide simple,ment should be programmed (punehed tape,
manual setup of parameter values by operator, foolproof methods for any required test setups.
magnetic di-umi; how test results should be ds- Also, careful consideration should be given to 9
played (go/no-go ind;icators, meters. color-cded proposed TLDE storage locations and TiDE

r - etc.t; and whether testing should be transportation times that will be required in

st3P_% "wrhft an our-of-tolerance condition is ?'n operational environment.
detecue or should branch automatically into an TMDE must be transported, either as an
isolation routine, entity or as part of the prime equipment, from

c. Extent of built-in test eauipment: the the point of manufacture to the point of use,
and subsequently to support the prime materieltrade-offs necensary to optimize built-mn test

equipment in terms of its design coniration and to be maintained. Thus, it generates logistic
and compleity, desirequirements and costs, Some test equipment

by its inherent oature, is not considered trans-
portable unless special handling and tr..n-
portation facters are considered. In the overall

9-2.5.3 Rmwc. m as, trade-off process, the factors of handling and
Avogebay. anmd Us transportation, as well as the facters mentioned

In the overall trade-off process, mainte- previously, must be considered. Handling and
nance engineering not only should consider the transportation considerations include the re-
test capability of TMDE in relation to the prime quirements for special containerization (i.e.,
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shock mount provisions for delicate meters, spe- field test tolerances (as sometimes occurs).
cial containers for handling and transportation TMDE operating and caiibration tolerances will
of test equipment, unitized packaging of the be stringent. On the other hand, if it can be
test equipment versus separate packaging, etc.) demonstrated early in a materiel program that
and the mode of transportation, with its subse- relaxed production test tolerances are accept-
quent environmental consideration of shock. vi- able for field use, TMDE costs may be less than
bration, and temperature. Included in the trans- they would have been otherwise, and calibration
portation factor is consideration of the total requirements may be reduced. Additionally, the
mobi!ity of the test equipment, whether an in- durability of the prime materiel probably will
tegral part of the prime equipment or a sepa- be affected favorably.
rate item of test equipment that the mainte- T: insure that a calibration capability ex-
nance technician must obtain from some remote ists when test equipment is deployed, initial cal-
location in order to perform diagnosis and ibration requirements are established during
troubleshooting on the prime item. Some of the the weapon system conceptual phase. These re-
considerations related to mobility are: quirements are submitted to the U S Army

a. Mode of transportation-aircraft or Metrology and Calibration Center. which is the
truck Army focal point for matters pertaining to cal-

b. Method of handling-handcarried, spe- ibration. The Calibration Center and Materiel
cial handling equipment Manager jointly establish calibration proce-

dures, and the equipment requiring calibration
c. Environment for usage-shop facility, is entered into TB 750-23S. Cibratioi Require-

deployed systems ments tjhr the Maintenanwc o Army Materiel.

d. Environmental obstacles-terrain, prime After deployment, the calibration services are
equipment constraints (i.e., steps, doors, space provided by the Army standard laboratory.
restrictions, accessibility. etc.) Army calibrauon laboratories, area calihratin

Test equipment calibration requirements teams. andLor specifiea direct and general sup-

comprise another important logistic consid- port units (Ref. 19.
eration for maintenance engineering. Identify-
ing these requirement- and providing a cali-
bration capability at the time the weapon sys-
tem is deployed are equally as important as - TOTINg ca Is
insuring that all of the weapon system support 9 AIDS

equipment is available when the system is
deployed. This is true because regulations forbid During the second quarter of FY75, the
the use of uncaiibrated TMDE that requires cal- Assistant Secretary of Defense iComptroller)
ibration. Moreover. unczlibrated TMDE inher- stated that the FY75 DoD budget would ap-
ently is incapable of performing its function proximate $88.7 billion and that military per-
properly. Without a required TMDE calibration sonnel costs wculd accotint for $25.3 Hilion of
capability, weapon system availability becomes the total. These figures compare reasonably well
zaro the first time the prime equipment re- with the projections shown in Fig. 84. Militzry
quires calibration, personnel costs are and wil' continue to be

TMDE calibration requirements are asso- significant- The portion of these costs that is
ciated closely with tolerance requirements es- attributable to maintenance (technicians who
tablished for operation of the prime equipment. devote full time and operatois who devote part
Normally, it is not feasible to eliminate TMDE time tW maintenance) is also s;gnificaut. An im-
calibration requirements. However. with proper proved transfer of information to personnel per-
planning, sometimes it is feasible to minimize forming maintenance will decrease personnel
the requirements. For example, materiel pro- costs and increase materiel availability. Person-
duction acceptance test tolerances frequently ne! costs r-ill decrease because qualitative and
are more stringent than those required for ade- quantitative personnel requirements will de-
quatr testing of deployed materiel. If the nro- crease. Materiel availability wid increase be-
duction acceptance tolerances are accepted as cause maintenance time will decrease.
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) In the case of troubleshooting aids, the in- Nqmerous studies on the format and coni-
4ant is to provide the technicLn with the in- tent of maintenance information indicate that
formatiou neemary to isolate the cause of the faster and better maintenance can be performed
malfunction with a high deree of accuracy, if technicians use job performance aid,. The.e
in the shortest time, and with minimam effort. aids are documents or devices that give precise
Trouble,,&'.-otin_ d* should meet the following step-by-step instructions for each t,,sk, or other-
.lequirements: wise present in a concise and corsolidatcd man-

a. Provide system definition by identifying ner all information relevant to a given task.
the interface bouiddaries relative to ass, dated The presentation or types of aids vary from
systems, and by identifying the inter- detailed step-tr-srep p.ocedures that require no
relationship of all parts within the system that human decisionz to be made to those which pro-
are required to accomplish system performance. vide the technician with a genexl under-

standing of the system/equipment/materiel and
b. State the prdiminary condition of the guidance in the decision-making process. Fully

system necessary t verify the symptom by proceduralized aids have been developed for
identifying test setup requirements for malfunc- troubleshooting tasks (see Fig. 4-5), however.
tioning idi inteelacing items. most of .he devices are designed to assist the

c. State the relationship of the symptom technician in understanding the subsystem and
to all possible causes by identifying the func- fcrmulating a strateg" for isolating the fault
tional interrelationships of parts involved in or faults. Most of the decision aids include vari-
producing the indication of malfunction. ations of the maintenance dependency charts

Ed li~tify the location of all parts in the (e.1)

system to facilitate isolation of suspect parts. The maintenance dependency chart illus-
e. Pz e a functional description of the trates the dependency and interrelationship of

system and ech part in the system to identify all elements and functional entities within the
the specific performance chmracteristics of each equipment or system by use of symbols The

dependency charts provide the data necessary
to diagnose and troubleshoot the equipment.

In the deveiGp--int of troubleshooting aids, The charts conform to the following criteria:
based hn a U S Air Force study, the originator.
must be able to recognze and identify the func- _ Shdw, by graphic means, all of the cir-
tional relationship of parts within systems and cuit inerdependencies in such a manner as to
subsystems within. s-y-stems; be familiar with the facilitate troubleahooting.

strueture. function, and whematic symbolizing b. Identify all significant ch-eckpoints and
of the prts; be cap4Y-e of performing signal indications necessary to troubleshoot the equip-
flow or circuit anxbris and be c3pable of docs- ment. These are arranged in a manner which
mcnting the results of the analysis to serve as minimizes the number of checks that a tech-
an effective diagnosis and troubeshooting aid nician must make to isolate a malfunction.
(Ref. 16).

The process by which ocuentati is c. Present all signal data (waveforms.
T 1t angular motions. tiraing, voltage, pressures.

pzoduced to be available for the delivery of :he etc.) in a manner to facilitate their use in
equipment means that the preliminary main- troubleshotng.
Usace manual normally is written before the
equipment is produced and, although it reflects d. Relate key trouleshooting to procedural
caref,! -nalysis of the task the technician is data (turnon, adjustme't, calibration operation.
to perform, its use may be difficult The cross- agnent, and performance check'.
references in the documentation mav involve The maintenance dependency -hprt has
the use of t iveral separate documents or sec- particular significane.: when the signal flow di-
t.onr of a manual in order to perform the verges as a result either of switching actioL-
diagnois and troubleshooting tasks. or proper end item function, when signal ftc
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occurs through separate but dependent paths, ations cf the basic symbol& are used, consisting _.
when signals converge either from separate of the add tion of nomenclature or various types
sources or through separate paths, and when of backgrounds to the bask symols. to .-zvide
troubles -,ting procedures are so complex that more detail information. The chm mar 3 he
an -treme amount of verbal redundancy wou!d u-ed for electrical, hydraulic, 2nd mechanical
be rieceuary to present all the information con- equipment U depict simple, multiple-iinput, and
cerning the dependency of signal flow to de- multiple-output dependency lines; serial, paral-
scribe the requi'ed operations (Ref. 16). lel, and seiW parallel relationships; parallel di-

vergent or cirmvergent-divergent branches; time
Three basic symbols represent the fune delays; feedback loops; redundant dependency

tional entities or circuit elements. The event chains; and binary state symbols (Ref. 16).
box (M) represents an action or availability of Fig. 9-7 shows a simpl~iid maintevznce
one or more events resulting from the .roper dependency chart The sthematic counternart in
operation of the functk-al entities asociated the figure is depicted only to ait' in the ex-
with the event. The functional entity dot (e) planation of the maintenance dependeocy c. -it.
represents a functional entity or a group of The destription of the circuit operation and
functional entities. The dependency marker (A) maintenance dependency chart utilization is as

indicries dependency upon another event. Vari- follows:

1 1 M

MIR

I

S 7r [J TO WO C =UT

SET TO____

S i TOi [:toV - i

$*we 9.7 Sd9M. A3 O8sdmmcy C W *.I
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When the circuit is energized, 12 VDC is Troubleshooting aids are not required for
present at TB1. This voltage is felt acros fuse every type of materiel Malfunctions in some
F1 and, depending on the position of switch materiel, because of its inherent nature or use
Si, it will be present at RI, R2, or R3, R4, within the system, are detected as soon as they
and the motor. There are four common corn- occur (eg., "maifunctioned tires, light bulbs, oil
ponents, 11, FL, R4, and the motor. If any lines, etc.).
one of these components works in one circuit,
it will work in every other circuiL If the switch
is in the LO position, there is a circuit con- in the development of performance aids,
sisnig of TBI, F1, LO contact of S1, RI. R4, both visual and audiovisual modes of operation

and the motor. If the motor runs, all compo- have been considered. In efforts conducted in
nents of that circuit must be good. If switch relation to Project PIMO (Presentation of In-
Si is turned to the MED position and the motor formation for Maintenance and Operations) the
does not run, the fatlty nart must be either following conclusions were drawn (Ref. 18) from
R2 or the MED contact of SI because these the U S Air Ferce stdy:
are the only components that were not proven
good. Set Si to HI as a double check; the motor
runs. Using the chart, work backwrd The a. Leacning is faster at the outset when

motor ran when SI wns in both the LO and using an audiovisual mode of presentation.
HI positiom, and therefore the motor is good. b. The audiovisual presentation provides a
f R4 was good for even one position. it must more complete presentation of the tasks, since
-be good: notice that it is a common component.t both types of information are provided.
R3 mut be good because it work in the HI

position. P2 is questionable because it is not c After the initial learning phase, the

a common component and cannot be proven audiovisual mode inhibits the rapid response of

good at this time. RI is good because it worked the technician due to the fixed rate of presen-

in the LO position. The HI contact of SI is tation of the material.
good because it worked in the HI position. The d. The audiovisual mode is effective when
MED contact is also questionable bemause it is it is important for the technician to have both
not a common part and cannot be proven good hands free or when faster learning is important.
at this time. The LO cz-.,ct is also good be- e. Audios techniques have hig poten

cause it worked in te LO position. Fuse F1 tial for use either for selected jobs or on-the-job
must be good because it worked in both LO training. or when the individuals performingnd HI positions, and 12 V must be present the troubleshouting are not familiar with the

at TB1 because the motor ran in the LO and written language or have a very slaw reading
HI positions. Therefore, the only two possi- rate.
bilities are R2 and the MED contact of SI. R2
wouki be the prime supeL Basically, compo- f The use of visual devices versus thenents common to more than e circuit are used booklet or hard copy form basically is supported

to prove the componcat good or ad Therefore. b the ease of srage pdate, and data re-
had the motor not run in any switch position, t
then a common component would have been g. Cost in relation to both audiovisual and
suspected rather than a noncommon component visual is a factor in comparison to the technical
as indcted in the example. (See Ref- 17.) manual (hard copv) form of presentation.
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CHAPTER 10
MAINTENANCE FAaUTIES

This chapter addresses several aspects of actuated devices, training equipment and spe-
Army maintenance Jkilities. Maintenance fa- cial toos, and test, measurement, and diagnos-
cilities pnrvided at all levels of i-aintnance and tic equipment.
contractor jbcilities available to the Army are Us Army Aviation S te i Command
desc'ibed. Matenance facility de~vlpment. (A VSCOM). This command is responsible for
work flows, and determiznation of capiial equip- integrated commodity management of Army
menLt requrements are disU e aircraft and aerial delivery equipment.

10-1 U4ITROOUCTON c US Army Electronics Command

The U S Army Materiel Command (AMC) (ECOM). This command is tesponsible for in-
performs assigned materiel functions of the tegrated commodity management of communi-
Department of the Army, including rseaumh cations, avnkcs, radar, automatic data process-
and development, product engineering, test and ing, meteorology, night vision, combat
evaluation, procurement and production, in- surveillance, target acquisition, navigation and

ventory management, storage and distribution, electronic warfare equipment, and the tech-
and mainterance. In additijm, it provides fo nology and devices necessary for operation and
managerial and related service support to U.S. support of all of these.
and foreign customers and provides worldwide d. US Army Missile Command fMICOV).
technical and professional guidance and assist- This command is responsible for integrated
ance to customers. The AMC hwdquarters prt,- commodity management of assigned rocket,
vides policy directica for command operations. missle, and related prorams.
Individual installations and activities reporting e- US Army Tank-Automotive Command
either to AMC or to major subordinate com- rT4cOM) This command is responsible for in-
.=znds actzall carry out the Army's materiel TAcom moTis manseen o on-
*.rogwn- These rane from depots. maintenanLe_ tegrated commodity managment of construc-
shopsa. Thesranefrmdps, mainnals.schootee tion equipment and of tactical and combat vehi-
shops. laboraOries, arsenals, schools, test cles. It also exercises responsibility for design.
ranges, and CONUS proving grounds to world- development, procurement, production. niainte-
wide logistic assistance and logistic m nance, supply, and repair part support ef the
ment offices. Armed Foes vehicular fleet

10-1.1 US ARMY MATIMCOMMAN f. US Army Troop Support Command
CIWAODT " -A (TROSCOM). This command is responsible for

AMC currently accomplishes Army corn- integrated materiel management of barriers and
modity management through six commodity bridging, water purification equipment, power
commands. These commands accomplish re- generators, fuel handling equipment, industrial
search, development, production, proc:rement, engines and turbines, environmental control
cataloging, maintenar-e, standardization. sup- equipment, rail, marine, and amphibious equip-
ply control new-equipment training, industrial ment and missile support equipment. Through
readiness, and other functions vital to their field ele-nets. it additionally provides Army
commodity crtegorien. The commodity com- class man-gement for primary items of foods,
mands ar food s).ems, clothing, industrial supplies, and

a. U S Army Armament Command automotive and construction equipment repair

(ARMCOM). This command is responsible for parts. The mission is oriented to the improve-
integrated commodity management of nuclear ment of the personal and environmental needs

and non-nuclear munitions, weapons and weap- of the field soldier.

on systems, turrets/cupolas and mounts, fire In addition to the commodity commands.
control equipment, rocket and missile war-ead AMC has a major command that specializes in
sections, demolition materiel, of- testing. This is the US Army Test and Eval-
fensive/defensive chemical materiel. propeliant uation Command (TECOM), whose mission is
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to perform development tests of Army materiei (3) Lexington-Biue Grass Army Depot,
and to provide test and evaluation support to Lexington, KY
the commodity commands. (4) Pueblo Army Depot, Pueblo, CO

To support the AMC commodity commands Ft. Wingate Army Depot Activity,
in the maintenance of materiel, 14 depots and Gallup, NM
3 depot activities currently are located within Navajo Army Depot Activity,
CONUS. These installations, functioning under Flagstaff, AZ
control of the Commander, AMC, are respon- (5) Red River Army Depot, Texarkana,
sible for the receipt, storage, and issue of sup- TX
plies and equipment for CONUS installations
and designated oversea commands. The depots (6) Touele Army Depot, Towle, -T

are assigned a depot mission by categories of Umatilla Army Depot Activity,
equinmcnt. The depot maintenance mizsion gen- Hermiston, OR

erally encompasses the following functions:. The general missions of the AMC CONUS
* overhaul, modification, conversion, repair, man- depots are as of date of publication, showvn in

ufacturing, fabrication, calibration, and tecbri- Table 10-1.
cal assistance. For ammunition, it encompasses
demilitarization, renovation, and surveillance.

The nissio;. of a U S Army depot em-
The depots within the AMC logistic , om- bodies a share of the total supply and main-

plex include five general supply depots, thrpe tenance responsibility of the Army distribution
ammunition depots, and nine general-purpose system. I conjunction with the depot mission,
(combined general supplies and , imunition the Commander, AMC, is respons:ble for estab-
depots, including three ammunitic depot ac- lishing the AMC policy governing stock distri-
tivities). A depot activity differs from a epot bution, storage, and maintenance; approving all
in that the depot activity has a reduced mission missions assigned to depots, and all depot-type
and is administered -.nd funded by a depot to missions assigned to other types of installation.
which it is satellited, rathe: than by Hq. AMC. such as arscnals; and authorizing emergency
The depots, depot activities, and their geograph- changes or modification of depot missions as
ic locations follow: may be recuiired.

a. General supply depots 10-1.2.1 Primary Depot Functions
(1) Corpus Christi Army Depot, Corpus A typical U S Army depot in CONUS is

Christi, TX concerned wi'.h receipt, storage, and issue of
(2) New Cumberland Army Depot, general supplies, equipment, and materiel for

Nw Cdistribution to CONUS installations and to des-New Cmend A ignated oversea areas. In addition, when re-
(3) Sacramento Army Depot, Sacra- quired, a depot stocks mobilization reserve sup-

inento, CA plies. The depot also receives, segregates, iden-

(4) Sharpe Army Depot, Lathrop, CA tifies, classiies excess, and return. materiel for
(5) Tobyhanna Army Depot, Tobyhan- salvage, repair, renovation, storage, or other

na, PA dispositin. Included, normally, is the require-

b. Ammunitim depots ment to assemble units and components of
(1) Savanna Army Depot, Savanna, IL equipment and materiel into sets, such as basic
(2 issue item pakages, and to issue both major-.:(2) Seneca Army JDepot, Romulus, NY admnries

. , and minor items.-(3) Sierra Army Depot, Herlong, CA
Designated depots are concerned with

_ c. Greneral-purpose (et, receipt storage, and issue of commodities and

(1) Anniston Arm- Dcpot, Anniston, items for other military services and Govern-
AL m-nt agencies. In addition, they repair, over-

(2) Lette' kenvy ,. ,, Depot, (iham- haul, modify, fabrieate, and rebuild Army items
bersburg, PA of equipment, weapons, and materiel, as well

-- 10-.
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TA&E 10-1. AMC DEPOTS AND MISSIONS (Wi. 1)

Type of Activity Mission

1. Anniston Army Depot, An- Perferms depot maintenance on ordnace-type equip-
niston, AL ment and ammunition-small arms, vided missiles,

and chemical.
2. Corpus Christi Army Performs depot level maintenance on aircraft,

Depot, Corpus Christi, TX aeronautical equipment, and avionics. Also performs
calibration services.

3. Fort Wingate Army Depot Performs surveillance and storage of ammunition.
Activity, Gallup, NM

4. Letterkenny Army Depot, Performs overhaul, repair, modification, and field
Chambereburg, PA maintenance support on ordnance-type supplies,

equipment, and ammunition-chemical, guided mis-
siles, and fire control.

5. Lexington-Blue Grak Provides the maintenance functions of inspection,
a Army Depot, Lexington, quality control, testing, calibration, modification,

KY overhaul, and repair of signal-type equipment. Per-
forms renovation and maintenance of ammunition.

6. Navajo Army Depot Activ- Performs renovation and maintenance of ammuni-
ity, F!.gstaff, AZ tion.

7. New Cumberland Army Performs depot maintenance on transportation-type
Depot. New Cumberland, materiel. Performs overhaul and general support
PA maintenance on Army aircraft.

8. Pueblo Army Depot, Provides for overhaul, modification, rebuild of ord,
Pueblo, CO nance general supplies, and renovation of ammuni-

tion.
9. Red Ri-ter Army Depot, Performs depot maintenance on ordnance-type gen-

Texarkana, TX eral supplies such as field artillery, fire control
materiel, small anns, vehicular armament mounts,
combat and tactical vehicles and assemblies, vehicle
secondary items, guided missiles, and conventional
munitions.

10. Sacramento Army Depot, Perf3rms overhaul, conversion, modification (in-
Sacramento, CA cluding retrofit), repair, inspection, test, fabrication,

and reclamation of electronic commodities, includhig
components and systems; provides nucleonic services.

11. Savanna Army Depot, Say- Performs renovation and maintenance on con-
anna, IL ve'itional weapons, guided missile ammunition, and

commodity groups.

12. Seneca Army Depot, Performs renovation of chemical and ordnance am-
Romulus, NY murition and special weapons.

13. Sharpe Army Depot. Performs depot maintenance on chemical and
Lathrop, CA transportation-type materiel; performs overhaul and

general support maintenance on Army aircraft.

10-3
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TABU 10-. AMC DOSANDO MISSIN$(tf. 1) (Cu,'d)

Type of Activity Mission

14. Sira Army Depot, Rstores conventional, guided missile, and speci"
Herlong, CA weapon ammunition to a serviceable condition by

maintenance usually requiring replacement of com-
ponents and subassemblies.

15. Tobyhanna Army Depot, Performs major overhaul, modification, fabrication,
Tobyhanna, PA and repair of signal-type items, engine generators,

medical equipment, and transrt vehicles. Main-
tains secondary reference standards and facilities
and secondary trander standards field service.

16. Tooele Army Depot, Tooele, Performs depot maintenance on ammunition, chem-
UT ical, construction, rail, and general equipment, and

guided missiles.
17. Umatilla Army Depot Ac- Provides renovation for ordnance and chemical am-

tivity, Hermiston, OR munition.

as materiel and equipment of other Department e. Providing command administration,
of Defense agencies. management, logistic support, maintenance in-

Depot ammunition requirements now en- storage, and other related support and service
compass conventional, nuclear, missile, and activities for the depot.
chemical, biological, and radiological materiel. f Providing depot in-house maintenance
Many of the missions of depots that store gen- engineering services. This function normally i3
eral supplies also are applicable to depots that accomplished in the Production Engineering
store ammunition. They receive, store, issue, Division (par. 10-1.2.3.2).
demilitarize, and renovate ammuniLion. special
weapon materiel, and both propellants and ex- Depot functions are performed by either
plosive components of guided missiles. Table of Organization and Equipment (TOE).or

Table of Distribution and Allowances (TDA)
10-1.2.2 MN-c-uSnewptF Ct 5 units. Some characteristics of a TOE unit are:

In addition to the missions already stated, a. The unit is one that is required to per-
the folowir related mission functions are per- form combat, combat support, or combat service
formed by depots: support missions.

a. Establishing and maintaining quality b. The requirement for the unit is per-
assurance and surveillance programs for stor- manent.
age and maintenance activities

c. The unit i3 designed for oversea deploy-
b. Conducting tests and experiments in ment.

methods of loading and storing material and
in using material handling equipment Some characteristics of a TDA unit are:

c. Developing materiel packaging stand- a. The unit is part of the fixed support
trds and procedures, and conducting establishment.
methodology studies of supply systems b. The unit's workload is subject to

d. Mainaining liaison with and providing fluctuation.
technical assistance to military users of Army c. At the time the unit is organized, there
materiel is no intention to deploy it overseas.
10-4
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d. Civilan personnel are required in the depots that handle a single type of commodity
permanent structure of the organization. such as ammunition. All depots presently are

e. Commercial, nontype-classified equip- designated simply as Army depots. Civilian em-
mployees provide the bulk of the work force err:-~ment is required for mission performance.

Eare in- ployed in CONUS depots, although there areExamples of TOE organizations are in- a few TOE depot maintenance units of company
fantry division, Army calibration company, gen- and battalion size attached to some depots in
eral support field service company, artillery CONUS. Oversea depots may consist almost en-
battalion, r.fle company, etc. A CONUS depot tirely of TOE depot maintenance units, but they
organization typifies a TDA unit (Ref. 91. also employ large numbers of civilian personnel.

Some depots have depot maintenance shops. TheNormally, depot maintenance is performed primary mission of these maintenance shops is
in TDA shops or under contract at commercial to support supply on a return-to-stock basis.
facilities. The primary purpose of depot main- To accomplish this mission, depot maintenance
tenance is to augment stocks of serviceable shops use production line. bay zhop, or bench-
materiel. Selected depots, however, are assigned type methods of operation, as appropriate.
the mission of performing depot maintenance These shops contain exten3ive facilities, special-
on medical equipment and returning this equip- ized production equipment, and the most diver-
ment to the user on a nonreimbursable basis. se technical skills in the Army maintenance
Another exception to the general procedure is system. Other depot operating personnel main-
Army aircraft. Selected AMC depots are as- tam close liaison with maintenance activities
signed the additional mission of performing to insure that proper and adequate support is
general support maintenance on Army aircraft. rendered and to provide for an orderly flow of
Generally, the general support capability is pro- work from lower categories of maintenance.
vided to using units by special maintenance
shops located in proximity to the using unit. 10-1.2.J Ba ic Depot Organizations
These shops are administered by the director The organizational structures of CONUS
of maintenance of an assigned Army depot. depots have been developed in accordance with

Most depot maintenance facilities have basic concepts and policies. The inclusion, stat-
depot training programs. Participation in these ure, names, and functions of organizational ele-
programs, however, is not limited to depot ments may vary among depots due to differing
maintenance personnel. In many instances, or- missiuns and scope of activities. A basic depot
ganizational, direct support and general sup- organizational chart is provided in Fig. 10-1.
port maintenance personnel participate in these The maintenance element of depot organizations
programs to receive instructions in repair and normally is a directorate that is equal in stature
preventive maintenance techniques for new to the other elements shown. Divisions normally
materiel. found within the Maintenance Directorate are

Oversea depo's and other activities with the Depot Shop Division, Shop Supply Division,
depot-type missions arm controlled by the over- Production Control Division, and Production
sea commanders. Nevertheless, the missions. Of Engineering Division. These shops are described
oversea depots generally are similar to the m in the paragraphs that follow.
sions assigned to CONUS depots. The same 10-1.2.3.1 Depot Shop Division
principles of supply and maintenance apply The depot shop division is responsible for
within a theater;, therefore, tha foregoing func- performing depot maintenance on all materiel
tions are valid equally for oversea depots and and weapon systems. The work performed in-
CONUS depots to a great extent. cludes overhaul, progressive maintenance, con-

The terms "branch depots" and "general version, activation, inactivation, ana~yt;i.ai
depots" no longer are used to classify depots rework, modification, repair, inspection, test,
as to mission responsibilities. Neither is any and manufacture or fabrication of parts. Gen-
distinction made for large depots that handle erally, this division includes all of the produc-
many types of commodities, smaller depots that tion shops, and it comprises approximately 90
handle, a limited range of commodities, or percent of the civilian work force assigned to

10-5
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the Maintenance Directorate in CONUS depots. q. Canvas shops
Depending on the maintenance mission of a r. Chemical cleaning and plating shops.
depot, this division may include the shops that
foilow:

a. Wheeled vehicle repair shops Service shop activities may be incorporated
b. Tracked vehicle repair shops into a general repair shop when the particular

function of a service shop is peculiar to a main-
c. Armament repair shops tenance activity associated with only one of the

d. Missile and electronic repair shops general repair shops. For example, if the depot
e. Aircraft repair shops maintenance mission calls for repair or over-

haul of wheeled vehicles, but excludes all other
f. Radio repair shops materiel equipped with radiators or requiring

g. Instrument. repair shops sheet metal work, the sheet metal and radiator
Sh. Tire repair (retreading) shops shop may be an integral part of the wheeled

vehicle repair shop.
i. Machine shops

j. Shop maintenance shops

k. Welding shops Typical facility requirements in relation to
.he comrn-.ity commands are thown in Table

L Sheet metal and .adiator shops 10-2. As -, general rule, equipment overhauled

m. Paint shops at the depots must meet the original specifi-
u. Steam cleaning shiops cations aaid tolerances; therefore, the required

tooling and test equipment usually are similar
o. Sandblasting shops to those used in original manufacturing and are

p. Woodworking and plastic shops highly specialized.
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a

TAKE 10-2. TYPICAL COMMODITY COMMAND DEPOT FAaiUTY REQWREMENTS

Commodity
Command Types of Tools General Shops Special Shops

ARMCOM Heavy machine Machine Optical
Special Cleaning/plating Clean rooms
Electronic Armament Explosive

Electrical Beta X-ray
Instrument
Welding

AVSCOM Heavy machine Sheet metal Clean rooms
Specialized jigs Engine
Special Transmission
Electronic Paint

Cleaning/plating
Instrument
Welding

ECOM Light machine Electronic Clean rooms
Special Electrical Metrology
Electronic Sheet metal CalibrationCleaning/painting

MICOM Light machine Missile (electronic) Clean rooms
Special Sheet metal Metrology
Electronic Machine Calibration

Cleaning/plating Explosive

Painting

TACOM Heavy industrial Machine Semiclean rooms
Electrical Cleaning/plating
Electronic Painting

Welding
Canvas
Sheet metal
Instrun.ent

TROSCOM Heavy machine Fabric repair Electric motor/generator
Light machine Instrument repair Rewind
Electrical Painting
Electronic Wood shop

Sheet metal
Machine
Welding
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10-1.2.3.2 P'odudion C2ntnd, Produton 10-1.3 COTRACTOR FACSUTIES
Engiing, and Shop Supp/y Dios In the early phases of production, during

The operations of depot shops rormally are the overlap in production and deployment, the
supported by three other divisons. These full faciiit!es of the contractor, in relation to
divisions provide administrative and technical the deployed materiel, may be available for the
support required in performance of depot main- support program. This includes the production
tenance. The general responsibilities of these line processes, engineering and technical sup-
divisions are: port services, and field support. Upon full

deployment, except in the cases of highly spe-
a. Production Control r'insimo: cialized materiel maintenance operations (e.g.,

gyros, optical equipment) requiring unique
(1) stabulsh caledpot itenao e fro manufacturing processes and specialized facil-

workload schedules based upon direction fro ities, the test and maintenance facilities of the
MIDA, commodity commands, and AMC head- contractor may be incorporated into the respec-
quarters. tive depot facilities of the AMC. This capability

(2) Assure coordination of vari~us generally includes the "production line" type of
functions to assure that materiel and resources test. diagnostic, and measurement equipment
are available for successful accomplishmept of and special quality acceptance procedures. Ex-
maintenance programs. -ept in the cases noted, the contractor's pro-

(3) Provide feedback data to various duction line capability normally is phased out
local and AMC activities depicting status of and limited capability for manufacture or repair
maintenance programs. is retained. Reactivation of these facilities

b. P oduction Enghweri4l Division: and/or the capability for full capacity normally

(1) Determine facility and plant equip- is a costly and time-consuming process.

ment requirements. In addition to the physical plant facilities,
(2) Review depot maintenance work re- the contractor facilities, in the broad sense, may

quirements DMWR's) and other technical provide technical support services, contract

publications for technical adequacy and depot field services, and personnel and training pro-

impact. grams.

(3) Provide technical guidance for shop The technical support services relate to the
operations, including repair processes, shop lay- investigation of reported problems on the
outs, etc. deployed materiel as a result of a request from

(4) Coordinate work measurement pro- the user, the review of the technical data
grams (time standards) with other depot agen- package for adequac;, and the determination
cies. of the solution to the problem. The solution may

(5) Coordinate the solution of calibra- involve a change in design or in operation or

tion problems with other depot agencies. maintenance procedures, or clarification in
(interpretation of the data package. Interfaces
(6)in the development of the solution include

technical data on depot capabilities to commodi- liaison with personnel associated with publica-

ty commands a: d other AMC activities. tions, training, field service, human factors.
(7) Ma.itain current knowledge per- quality, logistic support, and ,.esign engineer-

taining to new i.taintenance engineering tech- iug; review of design, support, and operation
niques. .nd maint -nance procedures: and failure

r. Shop Supply DivLion: analysis of equipment improvement rec:mimen-
Provide intrashop supply sup- dations.

port-including transportation, receipt, segrega- The use of strategically lovated contract
tion. reporting and requisitioning-to assure field service personnel minimizes the in-plant
availability of required material a; d hand tools technical support service requirements. These
at required locations. per3onnel provide on-site expertise to assist in
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the resolution of user problems related to the 10-2.1 WY MAINTMNANCE WtW

fielded equipment. The majority of Army materiel is main-

The capability of the user to perform the tained with four maintenance levels: organiza-
designated materiel operation and maintenance tional, direct support, general support, and

functions basically is determined by the depot. Aviation materiel and certain other

complexity of the equipment and the personnel materiel are maintained with three mainte-

and traini program. Generally, the contractor nance levels. For aviation materiel, these levels

provides the development and implementation are called aviation unit maintenance, aviation
of training courses such as staff planning, tech- intermediate support maintenance, and depot

nical orientation, instructor and key personnel maintenance. For the other materiel, the levels

courses, and subsequent courses to provide for are called organizational, field, and depot.

training related to materiel modifications or im- Essentially, aviation intermediate support main-

provements. tensnce and field maintenance units are respon-
sible for combined direct support and general
support functions.

Conceptually, aviation unit maintenance is
identical to organizational maintenance. In each

10-2 TYPES OF FACUTIES AT ALL LEVELS case, preventive maintenance. _.-;ie i -
O MAINTENANCE ments, tests and, -pairs, modular -r. sAcements,

The Army maintenance structure normally etc., are accomplished. The depot maintenwnce
isTdivided intor f maintenance rel. or y concepts for aviaticn and other materiel also

is divided into four maintenance levels. How- are quite similar. Aviation intermediate support
ever, levels are combined when it is cost- maintenance differs, of course, from either di-

* effective to do so, and aviation materiel and rect or general support maintenance. Therefore,
some other types are maint-ined with three lev- the paragraphs that follow make no differ-
els. Maintenance levels relate maintenance op- entiation between organizational and aviation
eations to other military operations, facilitate unit mainter ice and depot and aviation depot
assignment of responsibility for specific main- maintenance, separately discuss aviation in-
tenance tasks for specific materiel to specific termediate suprort maintenance and direct and
levels of command, and permit orderly and effi- general support aintenance.
cient distribution of maintenance reswurces. 10-2.1.10qlmnlzsfimnltnd AwiatI, Unit

Maintenance operations encompass the Mminhmnce(Wf. 2)
physical performance of tasks such as inspec- Eah
tion, servicing, adjustment, alignment, repair, evi combat, combat support, and combat
calibration, conversion, overhaul, rebuild, and service support activity is authorized an organic
modification of equipment. These operations are materiel maintenance element (i.e.,
pecified in the equipment publications for each crew/operator and mantenance personnel) to

item or commodity group and vary according perform authorized organizational maintenance
to the maintenance concept for the item or com- operations on equipment assigned to or used

modity. The operations are performed by ac- by it to accomplish its mission.

tivities that use the equipment to accomplish The operations norwmAlly allocated to this
their missions; by activities that are assigned level encompass:
the mission of performing maintenance oper- a. Performance of preventive maintenance
ations in support of other activities, local area services; eg., crew/operator checks and serv-
and wholesale supply systems; and by com- ices, and scheduled maintenance services. These
mercial firms under contract or other military include visual and tactile inspections of external
services and Government agencies as a result and other easily accessible components, lubri-
of interservice support agreements. cation, cleaning, preserving, tightening, and, ex-

The types of maintenance operations per- cept for communication and security materiel,
formed by each of the Army maintenance levels minor adjustments to easily accessible mechan-
and facilities required are discussad in subse- ical, electrical, hydraulic, and pneumatic sys-
quent paragraphs. tems.
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b. Diagnosis and isolation of equipment these functions can be accomplished readily ,
malfpnctions that can be traced readily to with easy-to-use and easy-to-interpret toob and
defective modules (components/assemblies), us- test, measurement, and diagnostic equipment.
ing easy-to-interprat, built-in teet equipment, b. Repair of equipment by replacing.
simple go/no-go idicators, installed instrumen-
tation, or esy-to-use and easy-to-interpret ex- (1) Defective modules (e4g., e or
ternal diagnosfic/fault isolation devices such as power plant, transfer units, transmissions,
automatic test equipment, motorr, a-ad ompreseors) when the replac2ment

will provide a high degree of reliability and suc-
Replacement of modules (compo- cessful return of the equipment to a serviceable

nents/assemblies), except for communication status without extensive post-maintenance test-
security (COMSEC) materiel, on a time change ing, run-in, or adjustment
basis or those identified as wor., damaged, or (2) Defective piece parts suh as vac-
otherwise defective w!,i,-- - n be re- uin ()Deciepcearsshasv-

i uum tubee, resistors, rrlays. coils, transformers,
moved/zoWIL- r.aw- wiin u-y-to-use tools, wheel seals, and universal jointz.

ncd -hich do not require criticai adjustment,
calibration, or alignment Wefore or after install- . Establishment and operation of a direct
ation, exchange facility, to include the repair of des-ignated unserviceable modules for direct ex-

d. Replacement of easily accessible un- change. Module disassembly and repair normal-
serviceable piece parts not requiring special ly are limited to tasks requiring the cleaning
tools or test equipment; eg., knobs, lamps, fan and replacement of seals, fittings, other ex-
belts, wheels, tires filter elements, firing pins, ternal replaceable parts and common hardware,
gages, expendable antennas, and gun barls, and/or the application of authorized repair kits.

e. Evacuation of malfunctioning end items d. Performance of pollution evaluations of
and modules (properly preserved mad tai e), emissions from equipment powered by internal
which are beyond the authorized capability or combustion engines and the necessary adjust-
capacity to repair or replace, to designated sup- ment, replacement, or repairs to keep thee
porting mamtennce facili*,,s for repair or ex- emissions within established standards
change for like serviceable items when these
activities cannot provide the required support e. Performance of light body repairs, to in-

on site. clude straightening, welding, sanding, and
painting of skirts, fenders, body, and hull sec-

10-2.1.2 Suppmt inw,,n @ (tef.2) tions.

Combat service support units are author- f. Provision of quick reaction materiel
ized in the Army force structure to provide di- readiness and technical assistance support to
rect support, general support, and/or combined organizational maintenance elements:

support maintenance services to the Army 'm (1) By means of highly mobile contact
the field. To the maximum extent practicable- teams to perform or assist in the pexformance

= these units are functionalized; i.e., organized to of authorized maintenance, and to provide on-
perform specialized maintenance tasks on equip- the-job training
ment of several commodity groupings. (2) Through the use of direct exchange

prcedures and operational readiness floats.

10-2.1.2.1 Disct SVprW *deem (. 2) g. Evacuation of unserviceable end items

This level of maintenance is performed on and modules whose repair is beyond the au-

equipment in the direct support unit area or. thorized capability and capacity to designated
when practical and cost-effective, at the equip- facilities of the same or higher levels of main-

ment operating site for return to user. The op- tenance, as appropriate.
erations normally allocated to this level encom- 10-2.1.2.2 Gem i Suppw' Mokioos - e (11. 2)
pass: Operations at this level are aimed primari-

s. Diagnosis and isolation of equip- ly at the repair of end items or modules for
ment/module malfunctions, and adjustment, return to the local area or theater stocks, or
calibration., and alignment of modules when in support of the direct exchange program.

-= 10-10
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Operations normaly alloc& ed to thil cat- 10-2.;.2.3 Avfm. It.meoft Suppi'

egcrv encompass: stailmBenC
a. Diagnosic and isolation of equip- Aviation intermediate support mainte-

ment/module malfunctions to the internal piece anee is the s.agle maintenance level between
part level and adjustment, calibration, .iugn- the ,viation unit and the depot. Maintenance
meut, and repair of equipment/modules as nec- activities at this level normally encompass:
essary when restoration of the equip-
ment/module 1o tht c.-ginal manufacturer's tol- a. All maintenance authorized to be accom-
erances or standards is not required. plisbed by aviation unit maintenance

b. Replacement of defective moiules when b. Inspection, troubleshooting, repair, re-
such replacement is beyond the authorized placement, calibration, and alignment of com-
capability of lower maintenance categories. ponents, mdules, and end items that can be

c. Repair of major modules by grinding, accomplished with available tools, test equip-
adjusting, or aligning such items as valves, meat, and skills
seats, and tappets. (Extensi,.e remachining or c. Aithorii airframe repair and fabrica-
grinding that subsequently will require balanc- tior of parts
ing or metallizing is not authorized. d. Determination of the serviceability of

d. Repair of modules by replacement of in- specified modules/components removed prior to
ternal and external piece parEs when special en- !be expiration of time between overhaul or
vironmental facilities are not required. This in- finite life and performance of collection and
eludes the replacement of printed circuit classification services for serv-
boards/cards constructed of conventional piece iceable/unserviceable materiel
parts and selected solid state integrated cir-
cuits e. Repair of materiel for return to user

and/or to stock
e. Performance of heavy body, hull, turret.

and frame repair to include steel and aluminum f Maintenance of authorized operational
welding, wood and machine cutting, pressing readiness float aircraft
shearing, sanding, and painting. g. Aircraft weight and balance inspections

f. Provision of irea maintenance support, and other inspections beyond the capability of
to include technical assistance, on-site mainte- aviation unit mainte.ance
nance, and contwt team support. Such support h. Aircraft recovery, air evacuation, for-
is provided on an exception basis when general ward maintenance support, on-the-job training.
support maintenance activities are :'Iso assigned and technical assistance through mobile main-
a direct support maintenance role. This couid tenance contacE teams
occur when the density of supported units does i. Operation of a cannibalization activity
not justify assignment of a direct support main- in accordance with current directives
tenance unit. Normdally, such support is provid-
ed to, or at the request o. supported direct . Evacuation of unserviceable materie
support maintenance units. beyond the local repair capability to depot

g. Collection and classification of un- maintenance.

serviceable or abandoned Class VII materiel
(less aircraft. ammunition, missiles.
crypotographic. and medical materiel for prop- -2.;3 D Maintelnnc (Raf. 2)
er disposition. Depot maintenance operations normally

h. Operation of a cannibalization point, encompass:
when authorized, to augment the direct ex-
change and/or local area and wholesale supoly a. Performance o:
system stocks. (D Ovherhaul of end items/modules
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(2) Repairs to items which exceed the 10-2.2.1 Orie nal Lvel Fa-dfies
capability of the field rmy, or when man- Maintenance facilities at the organizational
facturing tolerances must be met and main- level may be relatively elaborate or extremely
taned, or when special environmental facilities austere, depending upon the materiel assigned
are required (e.g.. clean rc)m, controlled tern- to the unit. If the unit materiel does not require
perature/humidity, special clothing) combat mobility, facilities are apt to be struc-

(3) Nondestructive testing to deter- tures. If combat mobility is necessary, facilities
mine w.he utility of removed used parts may be structures during peacetime but, during

(4) Special inspections and modi- combat, facility substitutes such as tents and
fications of equipment requiring extensive dis- trucks are most likely to be used. For example,
assembly or elaborate test equipment. These ere a fixed air defense missile site prior to and
performed, when practical, as part of cyclic during combat will have missile assembly and
overhaul or special depot maintenance pro- supply fcilities, while an airborne infantry unit
grams. may have maintenance ana supply structures

b. Manufacturing of items and parts not during peacetime but. during combat, will have
provided by or stocked in the supply system at best maintenance and supply tents.
when operational or cost-effectiveness consid- One materiel category. common to most or-
erations indicate the need for such service. ganizations is vehicles. The minimum facilities

c. Provision of wholesale level direct ex- required for adequate organizational vehicle
change support for selected end items and mod- maintenance are:
ules. a. A hardstand adequately drained and

CONUS depots and non-TOE depot main- large enough to park unit vehicles and store
tenance oversea activities also perform depot other unit equipment
maintenance operations at the operating site on b. Availability of an adequate number of
end items and modules which-because of size, bays in a maintenance shop/shelter 'heat and
character of their operating installation, or crit- light desirable)
icality-cannot be evacuated corveniently to a
e wot maintenance facility. c. Availability of a wash rack

d. Availability of a grease rack/pit

10-2.2 FAOUTY hUWhE4TITS e. Avaiability of tire repairing and battery
A facility is an item of real property such charging facilities.

as a structure or real property installed equip-
ment. Planning for materiel mai-tenance facil- 10-2.2.2 Ded Suppert Le Fad d liS
ities for all maintenance levels begins in the The maintenance facilities required at the
conceptnA2 phase. Estimated facility require- direct support level ef maintenanw-e are more

__ ments aid the -ersonnl, heavy machine tools, elaboate than those required at the organiza-
special tools, test equipment. etc.. required t tonal level. However, due to the eperatiota

man and equip the facilities are a part of the necessity that direct support units be 100 per-

materiel development plan. As the program cent mobze, a major portion of the mission
progresses, these requirements are refined, and equipment of the unit is vehicular-mounted and
at the appropriate time, facility modification mechanics work out of unit maintenance trucks
and construction, training, and materiel and vans.
procurement programs are initiated.

The maintenance facilities required at the=-The paragraphs that follow discuss typical direct support level ;n addition to those required
maintenne facility requirements at the val- for organizational maintenance include:

ous mairtenance levels. The type of mainte-
nance facility required at the organizational lev- a. An adequate road net within the area
el is so closely associated with the materiel cat- to facilitate .ase of movement under all
egory assigned to the unit that generalizations climatic conditions

ar almost meaningless. General descriptions b. A hardstand for custome:. parking and
become more meaningful at the higher levels, equipment a,. aiting the shop
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c Adequate he-ated and lighted mainte- 10-3 MAINTENANCE FACLTY WORM
Dance aem FROW

Adequat warehouse spae fr tEffective materiel maintenance manage-
supply and direct exchange operations ment include- the work scheduling, estab-

10-2.2.3 GAnmilSuppmttev iel fulim lishment of orderly work flows, and verification

The maintenance facilities required at the of the quality of the maintenance performed.
general support level are more elaborate and These management functions are applicable

less mobile than those at either the organiza- mainly to the fied and depot maintenance ev-

tional or direct support level. The genl sup. els.
port maintenance company is not mobile in the 10-3.1 pM SjpMr MHagliANCI WxrK
true sense of the word and does a major portion FLOW
of its work inside, using organic tentage and Field o conducted byany permanent or semipermanent largeFedmanoprtnsoduedb
buildings available mobile or semimobile Table of Organization and

Equipment (TOE) military units are to be dis-

The maintenance facilities required at the tinguished from those support activities con-
general support level iclude ducted by civilian-manned fixed shope in CON-

IL A large hardstand to accommodate a US or certain oversea areas. In distinguishing
considerable backlog of repairable equipment. these two activities, the vital role which fixed

b. Extesive sp a w e s e t shops play in providing field maintenance sup-

facilitate either a bay or production line method port to the field armies in CONUS or overseas

of opetion, should not be minimized. However, much field
maintenance, especially in theaters of ot-

10-2.2.4 Aviwai n m 6 s.ppu ations, primarily is a military operation in
which TOE units pray the dominant role. It

Facilities for aviation intermediate support must be recognized, when refference is made to
general support, that in peacetime non-TOE

maintenaime are similar to those described for fixed shops often provide this support to using
general support maintenance. Typical firilities and direct support units in lieu o TOE general

include a hardstand and permanent or semi- support units in is tru eral

pesand tructues to se wr arasu- support units. chis situation is h rm e particularly
permanent structures to house TMDE and sip- in CONUS garrisons and to some extent in ccm-pries and to provide maintenance work areas. muniation zones. Furthermore, many of the

In the absence of permament structures, functional organization And shop management
as would occur when deployment in un- practices followed in fixed shops are common
de7eloped areas is required, initial facilities to both direct support and general support TOE
probably would comprise semipermanent struc- units.
tures and/or tents augmented with shop Vans.
Such ficilities would be improved as permitted

by the tactical situation.
1The using unit has primary responsibility
10-2.2.$ tP~hLm V6I {Itm.3} for identifying failures and for determining

Each major Army materiei cate- what deficiencies are beyond the capability f
gory-aircraft, missiles, etc.-is divided, by sub- organizational maintenance. The cognizant di-
systep- into logical work'-ad groups. Depots rect support unit has primary responsibility, in
are dihided into production shops that are such cases, for determining the extent and type
equipped bpccifically to maintain assigned of field maintenance required and the place and
workload groups. These shops consist normally time at which this field maintenance will be
of relatively large, permanent structures. Ex- performed. The specific methods by which these
amples of shop functions and shop equipment respoonsibilities are exercised will va:. with to-
are shown in Table i0-2, cal environmental and tactical conditions, the
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type of equipment, and the particular standing return to user. Smaller items or major corn-
operating procedures of the uner and supporting ponents which break down in the forward com-
tLnits. The initial identification of failure may pany combat zones are replaced on site by di-
be made by the operator, and then reported rect exchange, and the item or component is
to the tganizatioal mechanic. U the failure repaired and returned to stock. During combat,
is beyond the established capabii"Ry of organi- a major piece of equipment-such as a truck,
zational maintenance, the direct support unit tank, or field radio set-usually is evacuated
can either. by the line battalion out of the immediate com-

a- Request that the item be brought in for bat zone. Thus, any on-site repair or replace-
repair or exchange by the using unic or by the ment mode by the direct support unit actually

recovery team of the direct support unit is at the site of the battalion evacuation point
rather than at the actual point of failure This

b. Send out a mobile repair team to per- practice, when feasible, is preferred, since it
form on-site repairs or replacement. enables the mobile repair teams of the direct

c Send out an inspector if there is a ques- support urit to operate in relative safety. How-
tion as to repair action required. This does not ever, in some cases, a mobile repair team op-
mean that this decision-making process occurs erating in the combat zone may move up to
for each incident of failure. Most types of main- the combat area of an infantry or armor com-
tenance deficiencies are repetitious, and once pany and perform an emergency repair or re-
a suitable method of repair or ev-acuation is placement at or very close to the point of equip-
established for a given type of failure, it usually ment breakdown.
will be followed as a matter of prescribed rou-
tine. The mobile repair teams are a critical

The direct support company headquarters asset that must be used prudently by tb, arect
is responsible for deciding which course of ac- support unit commander. It is essential that a
tion to follow after receiving a report from the priority system be established for their employ-
line battalion. In many combat situations, the ment in order to maximize their utility.
mobile repair teams or direct support p!atocns Although all TOE equipment and units presum-
are operating in the field and, if they are on ably are esseitial to combat, some are mere
the command communication net or in physical essential than othe.-,. A direct support unit
contact with the user , itsL, they may receive commander, his operations officer, and the di-
the failure reports directly. However. even in rec,. support platoon leaders must be familLr
these cases, the mobile repair team ordinarily uith the combat criticalitv of various equip-
reports this information to its headquarters be- ment ard of the units they support, so that
fore undertaking any extensive repair or evac- during an exercise or combat, the highest pri-
uation opetion In combat situations, commu- ority jobs will receive the most prompt service
nications among the users the mobile repair by mobile repair teams. Similarly, a job priority

teams and the parent direct support unit must system must be established for repairs that are
operate efficiently. It also must be understood to be made back at the direct support shops.
clearly what communications are authorized di- Priorities may have to be revised during combat
rectly between user units and the forward to meet changes in the tactical situation: nev-

mobile teams and- also what authority has been ertheless. a field maintenance unit. which at
delegated to the mobile teams regarding when. least commences a combat operation with a
where, and how to make repairs- basic priority system, will be able to fulfill its

The direct support company headquar~ers support mission far better than a urit that op-The fwm suponcompny eaduarers erates on a first-come, first-serv'ed basis.
or its forward direct support platoons, when
designated, after receiving a report or exam-
ining the failed item. will determine whether
field maintenance will be performed on site or 14.2 E mfle d u k
at the company shops, and whether it will be The using organization is responsible for
performed b- dirxt exchange or by repair and the evacuation of unserviceable materiel that
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is beyond thc authorized organizational main- and informality in TOE shop operations. Sched-
tenance capability to the next higher mainte- uling. which is difficult enough to accomplish
nance le--e. The organization normally is re- at fixed shops, is almost impossible at TOE
rponsible for accomplishing at' required main- maintenance units. Stability in layout of supply
tenance within its capability before evscurfting and shop vans is complicated by mobility re-
an item that will be repaired and returned by quirements and site selection problems- The re-
a higher maintenance level. This organizational -tricted physical nature of direct support unit
maintenance is not required on items that are facilities and, to a lesser extent, general support
evacuated to a higher maintenance let-el for re- units also creates a different working environ-
pair. overhaul, or rebuild on a nonreturn basis. ment from that existing in fixed shops. In a
In preparation for either type of evacuation, theater of operation, combat conditions greatly
the organization is responsible for accom- affect TOE maintenance internal shop oper-
plishing prescribed preservation, packaging, and ations, causing more frequent movements, er-
packing of the materiel- Direct support units ratic supply, and disrupted communications
assist organizations, as necessary, in accom- with using units and other logistic units.
plishing materiel evacuation. Despite these various and unique problems en-

countered in internal TOE shop operations, the
10-31.3 A6mf en shop practices are_ reasonably standardized. The

vans or tents are arranged, whenever possible,
Maint eance float is a quantity of major in a manner similar to a fixed shop, with pro-

items required and authorized for stc e at vision for shop supply and for bay shop type
field maintenance units and activities to provide repair. The vans or tents usually are set up
replacement for unserviceable items of cquip- on a functional basis, with separate vans or

ment when repair of unserviceable i tems and bays set up for specific types of repair. Dis-
return to the user cannot be accomplished persion also must be a factor in arranging
within a specified time. Maintenance floats have shops.
assumed increasing importance in field main-
tenance-especially in direct support oper- 10-..4.1 Sif So5dise and Shop Layut
ations-because they permit immediate ex- The selection of a site and layout for TOE
change of serviceable items for unserviceable field maintenance shops depends upon the tac-
items =A enable a using unit to perform its tical situation, environmental conditions, the
assigned mission without serious interruption, mobility of the unit, the TOE, the mission, and
The use of floats alsn enables a field main- the availability of resources. A direct support
tenance unit to complete rcpairs back at the unit will move its vans to an area selected by
shop with less urgency and. in combat, with the unit commander (with the concurrence of
more freedom from the press of battle. Since the cogni'ant tactical commanders) to insure
floats must allow for repair and turnaround optimum service to the user units and protec-
time. they are limited to high density or critical tion for the maintenance unit. General support
mission items lest they become too cotly and units also are lc:ated subject to tactical require-
burdezme to the logistic system. Maintenance meats and usually also take advantage of avail-
floats are computed by the major commands. able local buildings in which shops can be set
information concerning the operation of the up. The layout of shops is determined largely
float system and authetization ,f specific items by the TOE that establishes the shop sections
for stockage at di.rc: and general support levels and the authorized repair equipmenL Consid-
is contained in major command supply inmle- erable dis-retion rests with the unit commander
tins- in arranging his - ums and tents, or in laying

out a building. Generally. the shop office andlor
10-31!.4 h i TEShopper m operations section is located nearest to the shop

The operat~on of a TOE field maintenance or equipment pool Area. since this usually is

shop fows the baic pnnciples of a fixed hop. where initia; and final inspection are made.
The shop practices will vary" because of differ- The shop supply section should he located cen-
ences in operating environments and the nature trally and conveniently with respect to the r_-,
ol" fobile and semitnobile shops versus fixtdl pair sections. A commander should also use ter-
shops& There is likely to be greate-r flexibility rain anrd dispersion to their best advantage as
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a protection against conventional and nuclear Most TOE shops keep a work flow board
attack and also against the elements. showing the location of various job orders with

an expected date of completion. Repair section

10-3.1.4.2 Scheduling chiefs generally submit a daily report that lists
job order progress and notes any unusual delin-

"OE field maintenance unit can do little quencies in parts or tools that are delaying a
-eduling of repairs. Most repairs are job.
&n on-call, as-needed basis. However, c. Reporting. To assist the field army in

-E field maintenance units have en- overall control over field maintenance, the TOE
... voed to achieve some form of scheduling field shops report performance to higher head-
whenever possible. By judicious use of visits, quarters on the maintenance readiness and field
regula, work contact, and inspections, a field maintenance costs form and the maintenance

maintenance unit often can anticipate major re- readine% of representative critical eauipment
pairs and do advance scheduling on certain form. Field Army and commanders are con-
types o! items and repair jobs. cerned about keeping deadlined equipment at

10-3.1.4.3 Inspection, Work Control, and Reporting an abqolute minimum. Excessive deadlines can
impair combat readiness of a Field Army

Operation of a mobile or semimobile TOE deriously. It is incumbent upon direct support
shop follows the basic pattern of fixed shops. unit commanders to insure expeditious work
Control over repairs is exercised in most casei flow and to notify general support units
by an operations section of a direct or general flompto n genert surequi ts

support unit or by the chief of each repair sec- promptly when backup support is required.

* tion within the unit. 10-3.2 DEPOT MAINTENANCE WORK ROW

trol.The following typical inspection, work con- The depot is the basic facility within the _
trol. and repcrting functions are performed by supply system for receipt, inspection, classifica-
TOE shop personnel: tion, storage, preservation and packaging, as-

a. Inspection. MGst field maintenance senbly, disassembly, maintenance, and issue of

unit.s have trained personnel specifically L"s- materiel. The minimum task of the depot supply

ignated as inspectors who are attached to the function, simply stated, is to teceive, store, and

operations section. They usually perform a thor- care for supplies while in storage, process ap-

ough initial inspection of items brought into plicable demands, and ship supplies against
tle shop area for repairs to determine the exact these demands within specified time frames.
nature of the work and repair parts required. Army depots are the primary storage and dis-
Deficiencies of organizs ;ionai maintenance also tribution poirts for the Army wholesale supply

are notes. The earlier on-site inspections usu- system. Army depot missions are established

lly are made by r,.;.airmen attached to mobile by Headqut-ters, Department of Army, and the

teams azsisted, as necessary, by regular in- Commander, AMC. The statement of missions

spettors. In-process inspection may be made to prepared for each depot contains the functions,

insuiri. quality or to identify areas needing im- scope, and purpose ot the depot, including any

provement. Final inspections regularly are per- limitations that may be placed on it. Depot mio-

formed before a repaired item is returned to sions generally are classified into three groups:

the user or to stock. stock distribution/storage, depot maintcnance,
and other.

b. Work Control. The work flow is similar
to tha. in fixed shops except for the physical Stock distribution/3torage encompasses the
differences. After inspection, a job orde. functions of recipt, storage, preservation and

number usually is assigned ai the job, with packaging, and shipment of materiel as directed

its accompanying work request and job order by the National inventory; Control Point com-

form, inoves to the various vans or bays for modity managers. in addition, Army depots
necesar-; repairs. Control is exrcised by the may perform storage functions for materiel

operations section,, or its equivalent, monitoring belonging to other services or agencies.

the iob progirs a d expediting the work. The Depot maintenance augments stocks of
nUt',ar' parts arc obtained by the supply sec- serviceable materiel, and supports organiza-
fion ,nc' issued to the repair sw.tions. tional, direct lppnot, and general support
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maintenance activities. Depot maintenance in- Target year plus 1 through 4. as a minimum,
eludes the functions of inspection, test, repair, is updated semiannually by the Major Item
fabrication, modification, alteration, modern- Data Agency.
ization, conversion, overhaul, reclamation, or re- Exchange of maintenance data between
build of parts, components, subassemblies, as- the Major Item Data Agency anti performing
semblies, and end items. vctivities is through the use of automatic data

In addition to the missions previously men- processing equipment. The system provides for
tioned, Army depots have other missions to per- automatic follo%%up on pending action. and es-
form. Some of .hese missions are small arms tablishes suspense dates for required inputs.
ammunition clipping and linking, materiel Data contained in the Major Item Data Agency
demilitarization, ammunition and petroleum data 'ank are the cfficial source for AMC in
surveillance, and modification of equipment making management decisions. In th;s connec-
(Ref. 4). tion. management at the local level, to the max-

imum extent. controls their respective areas of
10-3.2.1 DpotProductionPlanningand Control responsibiiity through use of automatic data

The Production Planning and Control Sys- processing equipment generated relxrts from
tern is used for planning, accepting, schcealing, data contained or ,omouted in lical equipment.
costing, and reporting organic depot mainte- In cases where errors exist. corrective action
nance workloads. Workload requirements are is taken and verified by ai ,uhsequent automatic
determinc,! initially by the National Inventory data processing equipment report. Managemeat
Control Point and are issued by the central at the depot level, through use of standard au-
workloading activity-the United States Army tomatic data processing equipment generated
Major Item Data Agency (Fig. 10-2). The Pro- reports, minimizes the potential for Jnfound
duction Planning and Control System is appli- higher authority decisions ,ased upon data con-
cable to AMC depots for: tained in the Major Item Data Agency data

it. Planning, programming, scheduling, and bank.

performing depot maintenance, modification, ('urrent year orders are procI-ssed as fol-
L conversion, alteration, renovation, or fabrication lows:

of materiel authorized through the Major Item a. Work orders emanating from the Major
Data Agency Item Data Agyncy are input directly into au-

b. Plannipg, programming, and scheduling tomatic data proces3ing equipment withoutof depot maintenance support servces. intervention. In cases when data do not p s

10-3.2.1.1 Generation of Requirements the local validaticn procedure, the order is
returned to the Major Item Data Agency for

The Production Planning and Control Sys- re3ubmission. Orders that pass validation are
tern, to the maximum extent pr',ticable. em- processed automatical!y anti accepted if within
bodies the principle tf management by ex- established parameters. A program notice is
ception. To achieve this principle, automatic produced and directed to the responsible pro-
data processing equk'".,ent is used extensively duction controller. It should be noted that the
in program planning, acceptance, tarts fore- program notice provides visibilit to accepted
casting, scheduling, and analy.is as part of the orders, reouired schedules, priorities, program
SPEEDEX (System Wide Project for Electronic control number, item name. AMC procurement
Equipment at Depots. Extended) system. request or(,er number customer, work ac('om-

In addition to curent year workloads, plishment code. and unit cost estimates, andI's usedio for aurren workloads.h imachng
depot maintenance activities receive 5-yr work is used for au(Iit pur'ss. Each time a change
projections in accordance with the Army 5-yr occurs in the planned'authorized quantity or
maintenance plan. i.e., current year. target unit iundeditotal cost, a .ew program notice
year, zarget year plus 1. plus 2. plus 3. and is produced.

plus 4. Current and target year work is s1hed- h. Orders that are not within vstablished
uled and reported to the United States Arm% parameters are (iire 'ted to tht ru.imsn lldh, pro-
Major Item Data Agency as changes ctir. duction controller for action \ simjwn-t date
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,s ('-,tahlished for reply to the system. In cases production contro; activity. When input is re-

wI', ,-, no action is taken on the part of the caived. the appropriate response is forwarded

!)rc.duction controller, a followup program n,,- to ne Major' Item Data Agency.

tice Is lroduced. Data within the system that

created the cndition are retained in a negotia- Tgeyerodraepoese inthe

tiori file pending response by the maintenance same rnaimr as c.rrent y. ar ord-vrs. Mo~nthly
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schedules and cost information are passed from 10-3.2.1.2 Emwgemy Requke nts
and to the Major Item Data Agency as changes If a desired emergency item has been ac-

occur. cepted previously by the depot maintenance ac-
Orders for target years plus 1 through 4, tivity, the Major Item Data Agency, upon

as a minimum, are received by perfor:ming ac- receipt of the emergency requirement, tele-
tivities semiannually aad are used for planning phones the depot maintenance activity and re-
purposes. quests the ;tem(s) within prescribed time

Job order control for the current year is frames. If the item is programmed but not au-

accomplished through use of machine-generated thorized, the Major Item Data Agency takt- ac-

reports, or a remote inquiry system. Provision tion to authorize the order within 24 hr.

is made for automatic reports to draw attention If a desired emergency item has not been
to exception type of conditions. Job order costs programmed previously, the Major Item Data
are machine-monitored during execution, as Agency telephones the selected depot to place
costs are posted to the job order record. Reports the orde. Confirmation of the order is provided
are produced automatically whenever applied by card transmission within 24 hr.
costs indicate tha" a projected cost will be (ot- If commorlity commands cannot place
side the billing price variance. Job orders that emergency orders tnrough the Major Item Data
are projected to be over/under the billing price Agency, direct communication to depots is au-
variance are placed in a suspense negotiation thorized.
file autom'-atically. Response by the responsible
production controller is mandatary within 5 Confirmation of emergency orders flows

days if renegotiation is not devired. through the Major Item Data Agency the morn-
ing of the first workday following each occur-

j Price adjustment to individual job orders rence.

is accomplished within the production control
activity bv updating direct labor man-hour re- 10-3.2.2 Dspetunding(R.5)
quirements at work center unit production code Army Materiel Command depots operate
levels, adjustment to part cost per unit, or ad- according to the Army induatrial fund concept.
justment of other costs per unit. Input to the This concept was adopted to help balance work-
sys(en. of the foregoing data causes a oads, funds, and manpower. It provides a uni-
rec,'nputation of the unit funded/unfunded cost form management and accounting pfocedure for
and iqsults in a renegotiation with the Ma.:or depots throughout the command, as well as a
item Data Ageucy. The record is held in sus- more flexible means of financing industrial and
pense pending a reply from the Major Itern commercial operations.
Data Agency. Upon approval by the Major Item Under the concept, payments are made
Data Agercy of the revised unit funded cosc, fruin the Army industrial fund account for la-
a program aotice is produced reflecting the new bor, materials, and services. Uncompleted pro-
authorized funds. The transfer of funds from grams -nay be carried over to the next fiscal
one job order to another for the purpose of con- year. The Army's Major Item Data Agency
tinuing a job in process during negotiation is serves as a central data bank to determine the
not permitted. In addition, whenever an er- workload situation of each depot. It also acts
roneous charge is posted to a record, the pro- as an agent of the customer in dealing with
cedure that follows is adhered to: the depots, and reimburses the Arry indusrial

a. Corrective cost transfers exceeding fund from the customer's money, replenishing
$1,000 are documented on a journal voucher be- the revolving fund.
fore being entered into the accounting system. The National Inventory Control Points
The journal voucher is approved by the director within the Army Materiel Command normally
of maintenane and contains a detailed ex- assume the role of the customer, contracting
planation of why the transfer is being made. with the depots for services such as mainte-

b. These vouchers are subject to review nance and repair, storage and transportation.
and final approval of the depot comptrroller- or c.ihration. In other instances hese depoz
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service elements become the customers, and the manpower in the maintenance shops be retain-
depot support olperations-depot equipment, fa- ed. Another reason why the depot maintenance
cilities, or data optrations. for example-are the shop work force is relatively inflexible is th.t
;sorvicing agents. the Aize of the labor force required to execute

The Major Item Data Agency pays the bills the program for a budget year usually is de-

from the customer's funds for operation and tcrmined during the budgetary process and, in

maintenance, minor military construction, fam- most instances, is conditioned by the best avail-

ily housipg, or whatever customer accounts are able estimates of the prospective workload of

applicable. the shop. Estimates are based on historical

One advantage of the Army industrial records and, consequently, have a certain "built-
fund concept is that competition between in" inaccuracy. The labor ceiling prescribed in

depots the budget seldom is exceeded in actual prac-
for work is increased, resulting in more strin- tice, not only because of restrictions imposed
gent depot management. Depot commanders are by directives but also because additional skilled I
held more responsible for keeping production persnnel needed for an expanded overhaul op-

rates high and overall costs reasonable. The sys- eration are seldom available. Also, in all prob-
tem pi'ovides better management tools and calls ability, additional skilled personnel who might
for improved management as a result of their be available would be unwilling to work on a
use. temporary basis.

10-3.2.3 Nature of the Depot Maintenance ShopLaborForc i Re. 1)Civilians employed in depot maintenance -
Labor ForcetRef. 1) activities usually are classified as either wage

An inherent problem associated with depot board or general schedule employees. As such,
labor forces is that (f maintaining compatibility they have been trained, in many instances, in
between the workload and the number of per- positions peculiar to a military specialty and,
sonnel. This problem is offset to some degree in some cases, the positions in which they work
by the diverse skills that some depot personnel are found infrequently in private industry. The
possess. Federal Government, therefore, has a valid in- A

terest in the retention of such trained person-
10-3.2.3.1 Qtanlititive Inflexibility nel, and every effort is made to balance work-

Ur.lie many industrial concerns, which loads so as to avoid personnel fluctuations. Such
are able to achieve flexibility in their labor efforts tend to provide a reasonable degree of
force by hiring workers in periods of peak pro- joh security and to insure the retention of a
duction output and laying them off when the stabie maintenance shop labor force. Govern-

volume of work declines, most Army depot ment regulations controlling L:.or generally are
maintenance shops have labor forces that are no more restrictive than the job security pro-
relatively inflexible. This condition is true for visions negotiated by industry and labor unions
several reasons. Many depot maintenance shops during collective bargaining.
in CONUS. for example, are located ir isolated,
nopindustrial areas. Often. the military and ci- When the maintenance workload exceeds
viliar personnel who work in these shops form shop capacity at a depot, several alternatives
a large percentage of the skilled work force in are available to the commander. The shop might
the area. Under such circumstances, if labor go on an overtime status, personnel might be
requirements at thf, maintenance shop incrrcase, shifted from shops in other depot divisions, or
it often is difficult or impossible to hire ad- a portion of the work might be contracted to
ditional trained workers. If. on the other hand, commercial organizations. These alternatives
the workload at the mairtenance shop de- have their lir.itations. For example, the use of
creases, and workers are laid off. the wcrkers overtime may be restricted by funding limita-
inay move awaN from the area en- tions; the technical nature of some overhaul op-
tirely-especially if there is insufficient com- erations may prevent the movement of employ-
mercial industrial activity -vailable to absorb ees among depot activities. and contract main-
them It is imperative, therefore that available tenance sources that ar- technically qualified
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for the work involved may be too costly or too enables the maintenance shop to support in-
far removed A'om the depot to be worthwLle. creased types and quantities of Army equip-
The problems created by a relatively inflexible ment. In general, depot maintenance operations
labor forie va, with the adequacy and ac- require more highly skilled workers than 6-
curacy of production programs and schedules routine manufacturing operations.
generated at command levels. If the actual Training personnel should be an integral
workload at a maintenance depot shop coincides aspect of depot shop operations. This require-
closely with initial estimates and plained pro- ment is necessary because of the following rea-
duction schedules, production management will sons: the depot, in all instances, cannot hire
have relatively little difficulty in meeting labor competent personnel who have the required
:equirements. If crash programs occur or initial skills; and multiple-skilled employees increase
production schdules bear little resemblance to the overall efficiency of shop operations. Train-
the actual workload received, difficulties of the ing for depot shop personnel may be conducted
types discussed will arise, in formal off-the-job classes or by on-the-job

A factor that helps to compensate for labor instruction and supervision, with individual
force inflexibility is the scheduling of annual workers moved from time to time to work at
leave. If employee leaves are scheduled during different types of jobs. When new equipment
slack periods of maintenance activity rather is introduced, contract representatives and fa-
than during peak periods, maximum use of the cilities may be used for training depot main-
existing labor force can be achieved. In plan- tenance personnel. The primary responsibility
ning any production operation, the factor of un- for depot training rests with the depot com-
scheduled worker absence must be considered. mander.

Army depots in oversea theaters aie faced 10-3.2.4 Production Prosses (Ref. 1)
with the same problem of inflexibility of the Depot Maintenance Work Requirements
labor force as are the depots in CONUS. More- (DMWR's) specify the depot maintenance pro-
ver. other problems confront the commanders cesses required for an item of materiel.

of an Army depot overseas. In relatively un- DMWR's prescribe the sequential steps involved
developed countries, unskilled labor may be in performing required maintenance from
plentiful, but skilled labor generally is scarce receipt and inspection through teardown, repair,
and most depot employees must be given ex- assembly, and test, and conclude with preser-
tensive on-th.-job training in production tech- vation, packaging, packing, and marking in-
niques. Ths training usually is hampered by structions. Additionally, required tools, test
a language barrier that is not overcome easily. equipment, repair parts, and maintenance times

are specified. :
10-3.2.3.2 Ski Flexibility An analysis of these data will reveal the ]

T'e adequacy of the maintenance facility, most efficient type of production layout to ac-

the type of materiel to be repaired or over- complish the work called for in the DMWR.
hauled, and the form of production arrange- However, due to the varied demands that are
nient ;nv,:ived-biy shop, production line, or a placed on depots and the varie. capabilities of

combination of both-determine. to a great ex- depots, it is not possible always to use the ideal
tent, the production skills required to perform production layout for a particular DMWR.
the maintenance mission effectively. In a depot
shop with a bay shop operation, workers nor- A production layout may be described as
mally are required to have more technical the physical arrangement of facilities, equip-
knowledge and mechanical skills than workers ment, special toohi, and the ne.essary supplies
in a depot shop with a production line. The for the parpose of repairing or overhauling
bay shop worker is not necessarily any less equipment. Army maintenance installations
skilled at any one job than the production line commonly use the bay shop type layout or the
worker. Usually. however, he must be able to production line layout. E-:h layout has its ad-
do more than one job. Worker fl'txibility of this vantages and disadvantages. In general, the
type helps to offset lAbor force intexibility and type of production arrangement or layout used
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at a particular maintenance installation de- storage space. Finally. a layout should be flex-
pends on the following factors: ible enough to allow changes to be made in

a. The magnitude of the maintenance shop the pi-eduction operation, as necessary to ac-

workload as to the types ant the density of commodate demands for changes in program
items and equipment that are processed and requirements.

the level of maintenance that is performed

b. The type of production facilities, such 10.3.2.4.2 Bay Shop or Fixed Station Laycit
as machine tools, test equipment and overhead A bay shop or fixed station method of op-
cranes, necessary to perform the mission im- eration dictates that the equipment to be re-
posed paired or overhauled remain in one shop loca-

c. The size and nature of available pro- tion until the work has been completed. The
duction floorspace personnel and special tools necessary to do the

d. The versatility and availability rf the work are moved to the equipment. Under a

maintenan'ce work force. modified bay shop operation. machines per-

Production Him- are used primarily for re- foraiing the same or similar jobs are grouped

build or overhaul operatins involving a large together ;n sections, and the equipment to be
repaired moves from one section to another at

number of high-density items. The bay shop irregular time intervals until the work has been
technique is r ifor operations in- completed. Bay shop layouts normally are used

voiving low-density tems or items which, e- for depot overhaul only when there are not
gardless of density, are received by the depot enough like unserviceable items or production
for overhaul or rebuild in insufficient quantities resources to permit the establishment of a pro-
to justify setting up a production line. A major ductaon .ne. The lower portion of Fig. 10-3
exception to these general ruies is electronic depicts a modified bay shop operation in which
and communication equipment, which usually d epic
is overhauled or rebuilt in a bench-type layout
without regard to the numbers of items in- The principal advantages of the bay shop
volved. Bench-type layouts are merely a mod- type of operation are its flexibility and adapt-

ified form of the fixed station or bay shop lay- ability to changing cL.2ditions and demands.

out. Bay shop oper'ti-ns generally require a large

)0-3.2.4.1 Cacenumber of portable handtooli' The machine
tools used are commonly the geucral-purpose

Ideally, a production layout should be set variety-incluaing overhead cranes and material
up especially for the items to be overhauled. aandling equipment. hangeor'ers from one type
The building in which production is to take of equipment to another may -e made ex-
place should be large enough to contain the pro- peditioasly because there are few, if any, corn-

duction layout. Such an arrangement, however, plex setups to tear down or to assemble and
is not always possible at an Army maintenance no production line to clear before other wor,
facility. A depot maintenance shop is respon- ca; begin. In a bay shop operation, workers
sible for overhauling a variety of items and 'end to k-'come more versatile and, therefore,
fquipment, and a layout that is su'table for more flexible, because they hanile a variety of
one type of equipment may be less sliitabie for jobs rather than a singc operation or a group
another. Compromise solutions to layout re- of similar operati,-s. as is the caswe on a pro-
quirements, thereby, become the rule rather duction line. Workers having the required skills
than the exception. All layouts, however, re- and training generally are in higher wage
quire efficient planning and meaningful ar- brackets tlan are production line workers-a
rangement of in-plant facilities. Well-conceived factor that may contribute to higher operational
layouts facilitate motion economy, reduce coste costs
speed up the production effort, keep material
movement and backtracking between processes 10-3.2..3 0 t L Lawt

to a minimum, reduce material handling costs. A production line process permits like
and provide a sufficient amount of in-process items to flow in a definite sequence through
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a number of designated overhaul stations. The Althodgh its production capabilities unquestion- o-
production process begins with the disassembly ably are greater than is possible with a bay
of equipment, and it proctees until complete shop operation, the production line layout is
reassembly has been accomplished. At each sta- adaptable only to long-range production sched-
tion on the production line. the same operation uling-not short-range. Before production can
is performed on each item of equipment. The begin, a detailed standing operating procedure
production line layout used in depot overhaul must be drawn up, setting forth the exact se-
differs from the layout used for masj produc- quence of operations and the per-unit time -e-
tion line processes used ini industry in that me- quired for operations at each station. In ad-
chanical conveyor systems, which move in- dition, these detailed proced.res assign the
process items at fixed and continuous rates of proper number of workers to each station so
speed along the production line, seldom are that approximately the same number of equip-
used. This dfferencc is necessary in a depot ments can be processed at all stations within
shop because of the flexibility needed when the a given time period. The line itself then will
overhaul program changes constantly from one be in balance with the planned production
type of unserviceable item or requirement to schedule.
another. The top portion of Fig. 10-3 illustrates

a production line operation in which utility
vehicles are overhauled. 10-3-2.4.4 Functions and/Layout of Support

The chiei advantage of the production line Aclrvites I
layout is the economy and efficiency with which To have an effective overhaul layout, plan-
large quantities of similar or identical un- ners must 'e certain that repair, reconditioning,
serviceable items can be overhauled or rebuilt. and reclamation ,perations are performed at
Operations on a production line are laid out support sections )r stations that are removed
carefully in advance of production. The from the main production line or bay shop over-
repetitive nature of the work at each station haul stations or areas. Each production mission
tends to increase the efficiency of the assigned requires varying degrees of support operations

worker and, thereby, to decrease the time nec- and different types of support facilities. Con-
essary for each unit to move through the sta- sideration as to the proper location of support
t ion. . _.reover, because workers specialize in operations and the varying trade skills involved
one type of operation, less general mechanical in performing them enables the planners W co-
and technical skill is required than in a bay ordinate varying demands from several sources,
shop operation. Accordingly, a lower skill re- attain a required level of flexibility, and achieve
quirement makes it easier to recruit and train economy in Cie overhaul operation.
new workers. A second advantage of the pro- Separa.tion of support operations from dis-
duction line layout is that it facilitates the han- assembly and assembly operations is necessary
dling and control of work in process by to achieve production efficiency. Fig. 10-3 il-
eliminating backtracking. If Lhe line functions lustrates typical locations for vehicle overhaul
properly, work flows evenly between stations, operations such as reclamation, sandblasting,
and scheauling of work to subsequent stations preparation and painting, body and fender re-
becomes an automatic process, pair, upholstery, electrical, glass, and tank and

The chief disadvantage of the production radiator support. Support sections either may
line layout is its inflexibility. Setting up a line be fixed or portable. Fixed support sections gen-
for ov'erhaul is expensive. It generally requires erally are set up to accommodate more than
more ext.,isive facilities and machine tools than one line or bay shop operation. The worloads
a bay shop, and detailed setups frequently are of these sections are balanced out with parts,
necessary. Settir.g up a complex line may take components, and assembl;es that ate needed for
an extended period of time. Therefore. the quan- current production. Fig. 10-4 depicts the layout
tity of unserviceable items to be rebuilt should of a typical ixed support activity f)r txans-
be large enough to justify setup and tooling mission overhaul. As in the case of a mtor
costs incident to production line operations. end item overhaul line. the overhaul oper~tions
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are Performed at various stations or. as in Fig. Following acceptance. the items are packed310-4. at planned bench stations. Figs. 10-5 or prepared for storage and subsequently arethrough 10-7 depict top-level depot work flows returned to the depot supply division. Thefor missile system oriented items. return to supply and reporting to the Nationa:

Inventory Control Point conclude the mainte-1O-3.2.4.S Frea ne/. P'c.Mst nance cycle.
The final steps of the maintenance floware acceptance and verification. These functions 10-4 MAINTENANCE FACIUTYare performed under the authority of the depot REO IAREMEN IDENTIRCATION ANDquality assurance division. For example. ar- AC MTSlON

mored vehicles are subjected to operation ona varied terrain test track, including watertight Maintenance fac.!i;ties are an essential partintegrity testing, and a guidance section is test- of a materie! support subsystem. The para-ed on identical acceptance tooling as that used graphs that follow describe how maintenanceat the manufacturing facility to demonstrate facility re:uirements are identified and how theacceptability to the Government. facilities a-e acquired.
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10-4.1 REWREMENT !094TICATION Maintenance engineering must define these and

The initial determination of materiel main- similar requirements in detail. It is not suffi-
tcnance facility requirements is made by main- cient to stat e that a clean room is required-
tenance engineering during the conceptual rather. the s-ze of the room, sizes of the doors,
phase. Due to the normal absence of detailed airflow, pernissible particle size. etc.. must be
prime materiel design data, facility require- specif ied.
ments at this time normally are relatively con- It is of particular importance that all fa-
ceptual and are based, in large part, on his- cility requirmments be completely identified be-
torical data and judgment. Howevzer. these re- fore a construction contract is negotiated. A
quirements permit the initiation of planning subsequent contractual change normally has an
and programming that must occur if the fa- adverse impact on both cost and the scheduled
ilities are to be available when required and beneficial occupancy date.

~.-oide ifecycl cotinginfrmaton.Typical facility data that are developed
As the materiel progresses through the ac- through the maintenance engineering analysis

quisition phase. mainienance engineering process inciuee:
analyses provide increasingly detailed facility
requiremetnts. This -efinernent process is ye. v a. "Iiay Rtquercmenls These dzta pro-
important- Most -;ystems, generate some main- vide a n~rrafive description of the facility. r--
tenance facilits requirements that are unique quiremeris based up,,n task descriptions, in-
iclean ru-ims. shielded rooms, isolated .ounda- eluding the specified location and the quaritity
zions. high bays%. nonstandard door sizes. etc j of facilities at each -.aintenatce level.
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b. Facihy Dneagi, Criteria. These data in- c. AMC convenes a CRRC and establishes
clude the requirements for items to be installed AMC installation priorities within funding lim-
within the facility, turning space, clean room. its established b:. the DA.
ventilatioa etc. d- AMC and other major commands submit

c. Faclity htstallation Lead anes. These their projects to the Office of the Chief of En-
data identify the lead times for contractors to gineers.
produce and install support equipment_ c. The DA convenes a CRRC, chaired by

d. Type of Construction. These data the Assistant Chief of Engine.e-s, and estab-
present information pertinent to an," special lishes Army installation priorities within fund-
construction, such as shock, hardness, and spe- ing limits established by the Office of the Sec-
cial floor loads, and construction type if dif- retary of Defense (O3D).
ferent from the type normally provided- f. The fiscal year MCA Program is

e. Utility Requirements. These data pro- presented to the Army Budget Advisory Coun-
vide a summary or estimate of the total con- cil. After acceptance, a ioint OSD/Office of
nected load or gr---,s ,uantity of utilities re- Management and Budget hear.-g is called to
quired. including hydraulic power and corn- review the military constructioi, program of
pressed gases. each service. As a result of this hearing. OSD

f Facility ! ,dization. These data provide may delete or delay projects.
the facility utilization rate, g. After the DoD Program is firm, each

g. Facility Unit Cost. These data reflect on sez-e provides Congress with copies of ap-
the differences between the unit cost and mil- proved DD Forms 1391. Four House and Senate

itary construction pricing guide costs that may subcomitteee hold hearings on the military
exist due to unusual utility requirements or oth- construction program. These are the House ancn

er special features. Senate Armed Services Subcommittees on Au-
thorization and the House and Senate Armed

h. Justification. This is a narrative that Services Subcommittees on Appropriations. The
explains the requirement for new facilities. program then is presented to the full Cong-ess,

i. Facility Sketch. This is a rough sketch where it is subject to further modification be-
that usually is prepared to show the tentative fore passage into iaw.
floor plan and fac:iity layout. h. MCA funds are appropriated to the Of-

fice of the Chief of Engineers, and are con-
trolled by DD Form 1391 project numbers.
Funds cannot be transferred between projects.

10.4.2 FAGUTY ACQU4SITION (Ref. 8) i. The District Engineer of the area in

After facility requirements are identified, which the new facility is to be located manages
it is necessary to secure Military Construction, the construction of the faci>s!.. He advertises
Army (MCA) funds and, subsequently, to build for bids. awards contracts, provides an on-site
the facility. The steps normally involved in this resident engineer, disburses funds. etc.
process are: j. The user is .permitted to move into the

a. At installation level, the functional building when the district engineer :onsiders
proponent of the facility supplies the require- that it is ready fer occupancy. Contractors are
ments to a facility engineer who transcribes required to correct discrepancies before they re-
them onto DD Form 13912 ceive final paymen..

The time required to accomplish the ac-
b. The Installation Commander nnvenes tivities outlined in the foregoing steps is signifi-

an annual Construction Requirement Review cant. Under norma! ci.-cuinstances. 4 to -5 yr
Committee (CRRC) that reviews MCA projects will transpire between the initial identification
and establishes local priorities. The require- of a facility requirement and the beneficial oc-
ments are submitted to the next higher head- cuparcy date. This means that maintenance en-
quarters-for example. Hq. AMC gineering must have i:asonably firm facility re

DD) Form 1391 (MiLitar- Coc.ruetton P Data
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k__ quirements established s;everal years before the In the conceptual phase of materiel devel-

initiation of production of a weai,.Jn system that opment, the definition cf capital equipment to
requires the facility. This lead time is required support new materiel usually is limited to a
for thie facility review. appropriation. and top-level analysis of the gene.ral requirements
apportionment cycle and for constructLirs. at all maintenance levels to ascertain the need

for standard, new. or unif4ue types of capital
1 0-5 CARTAL EQ4JIMI eq'iiprnent resulting from the peculiari .es of

the design, materials, procese. -E;c. During the
Capital (plant) equipment is def ined as developrnen: phase, these requiremients are de-

property of a capital nature. consisting of fined further to facilitate the planning. sched-
equipmnent. furniture. vehicles, machine tools, uling. and procurement, if required, of these
test equipment, and accessory and ancillary items. The plant equip~ment is identified in the
items, but excluding special tooling and special depot maintenance data bank to provide the D~i-
t-st equipment. used or capable of use ii the rector of Maintenanc'e w~ith total visibility of
manufacture of supplies or for any adminis- equipment projections. The integration of the
tr. tive or general plant purpose i Ref. 6). total plant equipmnent program is depicted in

The Armv Materiel Command performs Fg 08
capital equipment management in accordance
with the maintenance plant equipment pro-
gram. This program is designed to project __________________

future equipment requirements, validate equip-
ment needs, and define processing channels for sccostm twi
equipment acquisitioas- The intent of the pro- OOLS &£.O?1S iO"JDC1N
gr-am is to provide one integrated, 5-yr. PAMC-c.atsao'=&
wide depot maintenance plant equipment pro-ACtCS01- q

gram which will (Ref. 7):
TT . Forecast valid maintenance plant equip- -SM LM8644 A~SW CINiS'O X '

ment requirements
b. Provide details- for financial budgeting M
c. Support justification for equipment au- CO.* A.<>

d. Project future needs for programming
equipment acquisition WIAS19a-Tsc

e. Provide for advanced coordinated facil-
q ty planning

f: Preclude uitnecessary duplication of j &-.
maintenance plant equipment

g. Establish modernization and stand-
ardization procedures and reporting require- io 0. copimi Equ .n:-5nt*9=tmo nd Rospo.~sbJtwes
ments

ha. Allocate available dollar reources ac-
cord ing to AMC-wide _4ariities

i. Combine with the depot maintenunce The USAMC Maintenance Management
program,- schtdulingt. workloadip-g. and repcrt- (>nter proviaes operational support to thi' l)i.

ing sstemrector for Maintenance. Headquarters. AMC. in
J. Int.-. fact~ with the installation equip --he planning and execution of AXrmy-widr dejpi

ment maiai-ement prog-am and the Army au- materiel maintenance and the maintenance' ,up
thorizati n documentation system- port services program Onelt furction 44f ;hr'
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Figure 10-9. Capital Equipment-Identification, Recommendation, anI Planning

center involves mudernization and stand- When maintenance plant equipment require-
ardization of depot maintenance facilities, in- ments are originated by project managers, Na-
dustrial plant equipment, and production tional Maintenance Points, etc., the same
methods and processes. The interface related to processing flow is followed for inpit to the Ma-
the maintenance capital equipment identifica- jor Item Data Agency.

tion, recommendations, and planning is depicted In all cases, the activity that originates
in Fig. 10-9. a requirement for maintenance plant equipment

A brief description of how a depot- forwards a copy to the Maintenance Manage-
originated requirement for capital equipment ment Center. Maintenance plant equipment re-
becomes part of a continuing AMC 5 yr capital quirements contained in the budget year and
equipment program is described in the para- first out year require detailed justification
graphs that follow. which is adequate to substantiate funding and

The request is forwarded to the Mainte- table of distribution and allowance author-

nance Management Center. The center deter- ization. The second through fourth out year re-

mines that the item is classed properly as main- quirements should be considered firm when en-
tenance plant equipment, assures that justifi- tered, but do not require the detailed justifi-

cation. As the second out year becomes the firstcation is adequate, and determines the respon-
out year, the Maintenance Management Center

sible activities or agencies that require coor-
dination. Following preliminary coordination, then will require adequate justification by the
the package is forwarded to the National Main- originator if the requirement is to remain in
tenance Point of the work!oading commodity the program.
command for review and determination that the The 5-yr maintenance plant equipment
item is required to support the workload iden- program is reviewed by the Depot Maintenance
tified in the supporting documents. If the Plant Equipment Management Council each

V item/class manager is located at the work- year to provide a coordinated effort within the
loading commodity command, action is taken Army Materiel Command Maintenance Agency
by that commarld to send the requirement to to approve the budget year requirements in
the Major Item Data Agency. When the detail and to obtain general approval of the out
'tem/class manager is located at a supporting years. The results of this review permit the
command, the request is documented by the Na- Maintenance Management Center to coordinate
tional Maintenance Point and forwarded to the the approved plan with all interested activities b

supporting command for class manager review and permit the Major Item Data Agency to cite Z
and input to the Major Item Data Agency. funds, as required, during the execution year.
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__CHAPTER 

11 Aa7&3

MANAGEMENT AND CONTROL

This chapter discusses the basic steps of ment requirements. It is a standardized and yet
maintenance management as they apply to dynamic system. Standardization is necessary
mW.....eurmce engineering activities, maintenance in the interests of the accuracy and efficiency
management control during system devel- that result from a common understanding of
opment, ard maintenance engineering control of management goals .nd principles, which,
Production maintenance. The maintenance man- fortunately, change very slowly. Dynamicism is
agemrent organizational inter'ces betwen ele- neccsary to meet corstantly changing, detailed
ments of the Office of the Secretary of Defense materiel support reqviements tbt change with
and elements of the Department of t,'he Army relative rapidity. Toole 11-1 shows basic main-
are addressed. The tools and techniques appli- tenance management functions that are per-
cable to the management of maintenawe en- formed by the Department of the Army and
gineering activities are described. subordinate Army organizations that are en-
11-1 INTRODUCTION gaged in maintenance management and/or

maintenance operations.
Maintenance management is the function

of providing policy guidance for maintenance TAMMS includes provisions for automated
activities, and of exercising technical and man- forecasting, distribution, scheduling, and pro-
agement control of maintenance programs. 7"-, duction control of maintenance workloads corn-
overall maintenance management function in- mensurate with requirements .nd resources of
cludes the management of equipment mainte- major Army commands. It also features col-
nance, maintenance engineering, and mainte- lection of necessary data to determin( materiel
nance production (Ref. 1maintnance costs in a way that permits ex-

tension of the basic concepts and principles of
Maintenance management of Army hard- cost accounting and production reporting to

ware begins at the highest national policy level maintenance facilities below the depot level.
of Government-the Executive Branch-where Also, provLsions are made for maintaining vis-
force structures and budgets are formulated. At ibility of the progress and costs associated with
the Department of Defense level, the Secretary modification programs applicable to weapon
of Defense is advised and assisted by the As- systems and major end items.
sistant Secretary of Defense for Installations
and Logistics. At this level, .,olicies, directives, Equally important, the system provides for

and regulations for maintenance form the basis the collection of equipment performance and
for Army guidance within the overall Depart- maintenance performance data on primary (i.e.,
ment of Defense logistic function. At the mission essential) weapon systems and end
Department of the Army level, the Secretary items to facilitate:
of the Army exercises direction and control of a. Developing failure patterns and repair
materiel management and maintenance through factors
the Assistant Secretary of the Army for In- b. Monitoring the materiel readiness con-
stallations and Logistica whose office is con- ditions of organizations and commands
cerned directly with Army maintenance. This
office, in conunction with the Deputy Chief of c. Forecasting requirements for materiel
Staff, Logistics, is resonsible primarily for and maintenance resources
overall Army maintenance management. It is d Assessing the efficiency and effec-
at this level that the specific concept of man- tiveness of maintenance operations.
agernent and specific conrol of Army materiel In conjunction with data collection, stand-
originate. ard forms and formats- are prescribed for the

The Army Maintenance Management Sys- collection, transmission, and display of infor-
tern (TAMMS) is responsiv to the needs of both mation needed in the management of materiel
field commanders and national level manage- maintenance.

11-1
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TAIAE 11-1. MAINTENANCE MANAGEMENT FUNCTIONS (Ref. 2)

Functions

Management and a= "
Maintenance Levels M 4 S. E- c 0 A.

Department of the Army X X X

Major Army command/ X X X X X
USAMC

Subordinate command X X X X

Depot X X X X X

General support X X X X X

Intermediate support X X X X X

° Direct support X X X X X

Oraiatoa X X X X X

TAMMS is oriented toward and emphasizes several maintenance management levels and the
weapons and equipment as systems as opposed flow of data among them. Essential data are
to commodity groupings of homogeneous items. provided to the Department of the Army for
It is developed on a modular basis to permit validation of maintenance policies, program re-
accommodation to various force structures and quirements, standards, and priorities; measure-
allocations of functions, and is designed to ment of the operational readiness status of
eliminate duplicative requirements for data col- Army materiel; assessment of the
lection. Further, it makes maximum use. maintainability and reliability of weapon sys-
especi." -t the higher management levels, of tems and equipment end items; and evaluation
comput .otting techniques to produce sim- of maintenance resource expenditures and the
plified display type outputs that immediately effectiveness of the maintenance function (Ref.
pinpoint problem areas requiring management 2).
attention. The system uses exception reporting The other management le :els include na-
to the maximum extent practical, with periodic tional wholesale management, maintenance pro-
or summary reports held to the minimum, and gram management, maintenance program op-
provides data to determine or contribute to the erations management, and maintenance oper-
dcte. mination of the effectiveness of integrated atins. A brief description of the management

logistic support planning with, regard to the per- functions follows (Ref. 2):
formance of new materiel after it enters the- peraiona invntora. National wholesale management. Con-
o n ncerned pimarily with the validation, assess-

Data are an essential ingredient of any ment, and measuren.ent of the effectiveness of
management system. Fig. 11-1 shows the maintenance engineering and support and the

11-2
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DEPARTMENT O THlE ARMY

M~AINTENANCE POUICIES
MAINTENANCE FUNDS EAC
MANPOWERMATEAC
AUTHORIZATON PORMDT

___________A--_ MAINTENANCE

F NATIOAL Wf)4Q'J5E MANAGEMENT

MWOTIA IPT CONSUMPTION DATA

IROTIALMST OR FLOAT DA TA
MICRFILMMWO STATUS

TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE CLBAINSAU
SPECIAL PROJECT jCABAINSTU

L.MAINTENANCE PROGRAM .MANAGEMENT BUEUEAREMNT

fMAINTENANCE PROGRAM IRESOURCE DATA AOSTU

REQUIREMENTS JPSR UATA
jFUND DISTRIBUTION EIR

MWO PROGRAM jCONSUMPTION DATA
CALIBRATION PROGRAM ITAMMS REPORT j
EMAINTENANCE PROGRAM OPERATIONS MANAGEMENT I
MAINTENANCE PROGRAM RESOURCE DATA
REQUIREMENTS IPSR-

R.~SI. I COSTS
TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE I PERFORMANCE
ITEM SCHEDULES MWO APPLICATION
MICROFILMCAIRTO

EIRCAIRTO

CONSUMVION DATA

VWORK REQLIEST

WLMMS REPORT

MAINTENANCE OPEIIATIONS JTHROUGH COMMAND
I T CHANNELS:

TECKNICAL A. St NCE I WORK REQUEST ITAMMS REPORTS
NORS/NOPM DAIA I EVACUATION IMATERIEL READINESSj FIR USAGE DATA

EQUIPMENT OWNER

EIR -EQUIPMENT IMPROVEMENT RECOMMENDATION OR - OPERATIONAL R:-ADINESS

MWO -. MODIFICATION WORK ORDER PSR - PROGRAM STATUS REPORT

NORM - NOT OPERATIONALLY READY, MAINTENANCE RPSTL - REPAIR PART AND SPECIAL TOOL LIST
NORS - NOT OPERATIONALLY READY, SUPPLY TAMMS - THE ARMY MAINTENANCE MANAGEMENT SYSTEM

Figure 11-1. Maintenance Management Data Flow (Ref. 2)
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control of life cycle management, product im- trolling maintenance of the sophisticated equip-

provement, and configuration control. ment have increased in direct proportion to the

b. Maintenance program management. increase in complexity. Maintenance engineer-

-Concen:ed wit3 developing command mainte- ing management can play a significant role in

nance programs, providing policy direction, controlling support cos%; and enhancing equip-

determining resource requirements, ment operational readiness, since the inputs

suballocating funds, and assessing maintenance from maintenance engineering analyses define

j accomplishment in terms of materiel readiness or limit many of the support parameter in the
and costs through a command reporting pro- form of standards and requirements.

gram and analysis of reports. This function gen- Maintenance engineering analysis is the
erally is performed at the major Army cor- single analytical logistic effort within the sys-
mand level. tern engineering process and is iterative

throughout the acquisition program. Key inputs
c. Mantenance program operations man- to this process, early in program phases, can

agement. Concerned with pr duction planning have considerable influence on design and,

of workload and performance in maintenance hardware d' sign.

activities within the command. It is that func-

tion of management which provides detailed
program guidance and direction to operating 11-2 BASIC STEPS OF MAINTENANCE
elements and maintains control over workload, MANAGEMENT
accomplishment, expenditure of resources, and The key to effective maintenance engineer-

reporting reqjuirements. This function of man- ing activities is the application of a systematic
agement is performed by activities of organi- and orderly management process to achieve:
zations assigned by the major Army command- ac

er. a. Earlier consideration of support require-
ments in design and development of new

d. Maintenance operations. Responsible for metie s
the day-to-day accomplishment of maintenance
in compliance w;'., program direction and guid- b. Improved maintenance support and re-

ance received from maintenance program op- duced skill requirements
erations management functions. Maintenance c. Improved correlation, traceability, and
operations include all categories of mainte- integration of data elements related to support

P nance. Program status reports originating atI d. Better definition and expression of work
I this level reflect performance and costs appli- Bet d edin ition and s fcrequirements associated with planning and de-cies, tvelopment of support, and more timely and ade-

iquate support available for materiel during

As i!lustrated in Fig. 11-1, information tests and at time of initial issue.
flows from the Department of the A'my, There are several basic steps involved in
through successive maintenance management
levels, to the equipment owner (user), and from c al ainen' ceing te reGir than-
the user back to the top. Additionally, there tea

te.ance engineering objectives. These stepb areis a separa te channel f r the user to repo rt d e t d i i .1 - n e ci e n t e s b
materiel readiness and usage data. This data delineated in Fig. 11-2 and described in the sub-
flow provides an efficient and orderly method paragraphs that follow. The steps are iterative,
by wbi-h each management level can extract and many are performed concurrently. There-
an inset aropraeinfomatioe n intrat fore, no significance should be attached to theand insert appropriate information into a
closed-!oop system, sequence of the depicted activiles.

Materiel provided to the Army is becoming 11-2.1 ESTAIlSH ANDI M
increasingly more complex. This is due primari- MAINTENANCE POLIIES (Rof. 3)

ly to technological advances and scientific The first step in the maintenance man-
breakthroughs of our modern industrial com- agement process is the establishment and
plex. Problems relative to managing and con- implementation of maintenance policies.
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!ESTABLISH AND IMPLEMENT ANALYZE MATERIEL DVELOP LOGISTIC
MAINTENANCE POLICIES A Z ESUPPORT OR IFCTIVESH4 E Hll]

DEVELOP MAINTENANCE UPDATE MAINTENANCEE LOGISTIC MODES IS ENGINEERING ANALYSIS DATA ENGINEERING ANALYSIS DATA

70 80 9_C

LECT SUPPORT AND TEST IDENTIFY TRANSPORTATION

EQUIPMENT AND HANDLING DEVELOP TECHNICAL DATA

REQUIREMENTS

10 ]oo10 12.0

IDENTIFY FACILITY IMPLEMENT PERSONNEL AND REVIEW HISTORICAL DATA

L F REUIREMENTS HTRAINING PROGRAM

L 3O14 0 15.0--

PERFORM COST ANALYSIS ESTABLISH TIME FACTORS USE UFE CYCLE COST MODELS

A igu. 11.2. Bask Steps of Maintemnma MAnagement in Relanon to ig;nenar a Fngneoring

1 1-2.1.1 PolicyEstaishment The National Security Council assists the

The Army maintenance policies are de- President of the United States in determining

rived from and are in consonance with decisions national security policies. The President is

made at the highest levels of Government. The Chairman of the Council. Other members are
President, as the Chief Executive of the United the Vice President, the Secretary of State, the

States and Commander in Chief of the Armed Secretary of Defense, and the Director of the
Forces, is the focal point of the Federal Gov- Office of Emergency Planning. The Council

ernment organization. As such, the President assesses and appraises objectives, commitments,

is responsible for directing the affairs of the and risks of the United States in relation to

Executive Branch of te Government and ex- the actual and potential military power and

ecuting the laws enacted by Congress. Decisions considerations of national security. National
made by the President concerning force levels, Security Council policy decisions ultimately af-

weapon systems, oversea deployment3, budget fect the amount and nature of Army mainte-

ceilings, and similar policy matters ultimately nance support required for any given period.

affect the extent and the nature of Army main- Fig. 11-3 shows the policy-making organiza-

tenance support rt, 4uired over any given period. tional levels between the President and ele-
ments of the Department of the Army.
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The Congress provides both the statutory area, by the Deputy Assistant Secretary for

framework within which the Army logistic sys- Supply Maintenance and Services. Departmen-
tern must function and the appropriations nec- tal policies and directives emanating from the
essary for its operation. Hearings held by con- Office of the Assistant Secretary of Defense for
gressional committees often address mainte- Installations and Logistics establish the basis
nance management issues such as overhaul for Army policies, directives, and regulations
backlogs, industrial funding of depots and for maintenance within the overall logistic func-
maintenance shops, and procurement of repair tion. In addition, the Office of the Assistant
parts. Congressional hearings may lead to Secretary of Defense for Installations and
revisions of appropriations included in the Pres- Logistics is responsible for the general mon-
identia! budget qr to legislation affecting the itorship of maintenance planning and program-
operations of the Defense establishment. ring, and the surveillance of maintenance sys-

The Bureau nf the Budget assists the Pres- terns and system performances.
ident in preparing the budget and formulating The -Assistant Secretary of Defense (Comp-
the fiscal program. In addition, thi- agency troller) supervises the preparation of the
s,; -ervises the administration of the budget, and Department of Defense program and budget
keeps the President informed of the progress estimates and the preparation of proposed op-
of funding actions. The Bureau also recom- erating programs. As principal adviser to the
mends adjustments to the proposed budget and Secretary of Defense in budgeting and fiscal
to fund allotments to executive agencies after matters, he recommends policies and procedures
appropriations have been passed by the Con- involving accounting, auditing, statistical :e-
gress. Funds included in the review performed porting, and the use of working capital funds
by the Bureau of the Budget are the Army within the Department of Defense complex.
Appropriation (Operation and Maintenance)
Fund, the Army Stock Fund, and the Army The Director of Defe..e for Research and
Industrial Fund. Together, these and others Engineering is he adviser to the Secretary of

form the financial base for Army maintenance Defense on scientific and technical matters;

operations that implement long-range service basic and applied research; development, test.

maintenance policies, and evaluation of weapons, weapon systems,
and defense materiel; and design and .. ,gineer-

S1-2.1.2 P Ilmp ntation (Ref. 3) ing for determining item suitability, produc-
ibility, reliability, maintainability, and materiel

i ncishave beng-raesishe atexecuve 1v- conservation. He supervises all research and en-icies have been established at the executive lev- gineering in the Department of Defense.

el, they must be implemented by the Depart-
ment of Defense. The Department of Defense The Joint Chiefs of Staff are the principal
includes the Office of the Secretary of Defense military advisers to the Secretary of Defense
and the Joint Chiefs of Staff, the several mil- and to the President. The Joint Chiefs of Staff
itary departments and the military services exercise strategic and operational direction of
within those departments, the unified and spec- the unified commands and as such are respon-
ified commands, and such other agencies as the sible for the preparation of strategic plans for
Secretary of Defense establishes to meet spe- directing the military forces Joint logistic plans
cific requirements. Fig. 11-4 depicts the com- are prepared by the Joint Staff of the Joint
position of this department The Secretary of Chiefs of Staff. and logistic responsibilities are
Defense exercises direction and control over assigned to the military departments in accord-
Army lcgistic policies, including maintenance ance with approved plans. These plans form the
and maintenance management, through the As- basis of the Army plans for force levels,
sistant Secretary of Defense for Installations materiel. and facilities. In this manner, the ac-

and Logistics. The latter, in turn, is advised tions of the Joint Chiefs of Staff influence
and assisted, specifically in the maintenance Army maintenance planning.
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The Army's organization for maintenance materiel mana ement and maintenance through
management is depicted in Fig. 11-5. The the Assistant Secretary of the Arm;' for In-
Department of the Army includes the Office stallations and Logistics. This latter official is
of the Secretary of the Arm,., the Army Gen- concerned directly with Army maintenance.
eral Staff the Rezerve Components. and all ma- How-ver, he does not exercise direct com.nanu
jor Army field commands, installations, activ'- over insta'ation and logistic ovuerations. His
ities, and functions under the control or su- primary responsi;.ilities are to supervise mat-
per-ision of the Secretary of the Army. ters pertaining to the formulation, execution.

and review of policies, plans, and programs in
The Secretary of the Army is responsible the installation and logistic area. The Secretary

for all functions necessary or appropriate for of the Army further is couinseled and supporte
training, operation, administration, logistic sup- by the Assistant Secretary o. the Army (Finan-
port and maintenance, welfare, preparedness, cial Management) and the Assistait Secretary
and effectiveness of the Army, including re- of the Army (Research. Development, ard Ac-
search and developmenL The Secretary of the quisition) in matters pertaining v3 their respec-
Army exercises direction and control of tive areas.

z:" i 0 I IS"MI'" O
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Under direction of the Chief -f Staff, the ation and maintenance of Army fa:ilities.7
Army General Staff advises and assists the See- worldwide
retary of the Aryn. the Under Secretary of the f Accomplishing the management
Army, and the -Assistant Secretaries of the analyses required for stock funding, industrial
Army in developing and promulgating broad funding, and inventory accounting systems for
basic policies for the Department of the Army. icigist
The Army General Staff also assists the Chief . Suemanage ro s t
of Staff in prtparirg and !ssuin? directives and g. Supervising the Army logistic support
programs t-. implement his pl,. and policies. operations of acdvties involved in international

In additien :he General Staff suoervises the logistics, to include military sales, grant aid.

implementation and execution of these dire- a d cooperative logistic programs
tives and pi-garns, h. Supervising the Army interservice sup-

The key organizational element within the pty operations
Army associated with maintenance manage- u Supervising assigned logistic ar.- s of
ment is the Office. Deputy Chief of Staff for the Army ,orion o the 5-yr defense pr.xra.
Logiszics. The Deputy Chief of Staff for corres -prding areas in mobilization program
Logistks formulates anc executes Army logistic documents, and installation stationing planning
policies- The Chief of Staff has assigned to the ji. Formulating. justifying, and supervising
Deputy Chief of Staff for Logistics general staff those portions of Army programs and budgets
responsibility for the management of all which pertain to the maintenance logistic area.
Department of the Army logistic activities. Spe- within the overall guidance and po:icy devel-
cifically. the Deputy Chief for Lo-istics is re- oped by the Office. Assistant Vice Chief of
soonsible for: Staff. and the functional guidance ajnd policy

a. Developing and supcrvising the Army developed by the Comptroller of the Army.
logistic organization and system. including pol- Table 11-2 summarizes the key organiza-
icies. doctrine, aud standards tional proponents for maintenance actions at

the national. Deartment of Defense. and Army
b. Performing logistic planning in st'pport levels.

o United States and allieu .rmy forces inciud-
ed in combined, joint, or Army opc.-ational and 11-2.2 Al"'!YZE MATEI
strategic plan_-, to include the logistic azpecEs A %.:ta! step in the maintenance manage-
of wor'dwide operational readiness of United ment process k' to identify the principal sup-
States forces and materiel and tle logistic posi- port/design interactuins associated with a hard-
tion on Department of the Army force struc- ware program. Interactions between logistic
tures and force objectives suppor ard design engineering activities are

many. vrted. and continuir.g-particulary in
c. Managing materiel and sup- the early phases of a materiel acquisition pro-

plies-including the determination of require- gram. Logistic feasibility studies should hements-and devising plans, policies, and pro- made concurrently and should b correlated
grams for the support of materiel systerns from closely with technical feasibility studies A con-
the completion of production validation :hrough tinueus dialogue should be maintained betreen
the disposal of the item maintenance engineering and dcsign enineer-

d- Planniag znd programming pro- in- elements as an inheren pa,:t of system de-
curemcnt and production requirements in the velopmenL This relatioru-ip maximizes iossi-

bilities for early identification of problems, thusmateriel acquisition process. and performing rc-
quired surveillance during the procurement. forcing design versus support trade-off decisions
production, delivery, and disix,,a! phases of before the design is finalized. Maintenance en-

ate le ccle gineering efforts during the early phases of theeeacqisitio program are of special importance.

e. Approving logistic plans, policies, and During this period, materiel design and support
programs for military cc-struction, f.milx design can be optimized with it.nimum cost and
housing, real property management, and opec- schedule impact. This is shown in Fig- 11-6
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TABE 11-2. ORGANT7.ATIONAL PROPONENTS FOR MAINTENANCE ACTIONS (Ref. 3)

Maintenance Actions Responsible Proponents

Develop national security policies President; National Security Council;
Department of Defense

Appropriations Congress
Apportionments Bureau of the Budget
Budgeting and financial management mat- Assistant (.,retary of Defense (Comptrol-
s LtL ler); Assistant Secretary of the Army

(Financial Management); HQ DA (Comptrol-~ler)

Logistic and maintenance policies Assistant Secretary of Deferise (I&L); As-
sistant Secretary of the Army (I&L); HQ
DA (DCS for Logist~cs)

Materiel development (Army; Assistant Secretary of the Army (R&D); HQ
DA (DCS for Research, Development, and
Acquisition, DCS for Operations and Plans,
DCS for Logistics, and DCS for Personnel);
U.S. Army Materiel Command; U.S. Army

I- Communications Command

Personnel training and assignment HQ DA (DCS for Personnel, DC for Re-
search, Development, and Acquisition, and
DCS for Operations and Plans); U.S. Army
Materiel Cimmand; U S. Army Training
and Doctrine Command

General staff responsibility for materiel HQ DA (DCS for Logistics)
- I maintenance

CONUS wholesak maintenance activities HQ USAMC; U§A Communications Corn-
mand; U.S. Army Security Agency

Worldwide depot maintenance program HQ USAMC; U.S. Army Communications
Command; U.S. Army Security Agency (for
items under their cognizance)

Oversea depot maintenance operations Army Component Commands of Unified
Commands

Direct support, intermediate support, and CONUS Army Commanders; Communica-
general support operations tions Command; Installation Commanders;

Army Component Commands of Unified
Commands

Organizational maintenance Unit commanders
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Figure 11.6. Operational and Suppor Design Considerations (Ref. 4)

Efficient management of Army materiel be maintained to provide the basis for logistic
maintenance depends to a great extent on the constraints, identification of design deficiencies,
thoroughness of the upstream maintenance en- and identification and development of essential
gineering analyses. These are systematic, corn- logistic support resources.
prehensive analyses, including the projected 11-2.3 DEVELOP LOGISTIC SUPPORT OBJECTIVES
service support environment of "he materiel,
and they should be conducted on an iterative Qualitative and quantitative logistic sup-
basis throughout the acquisition cycle. These port objectives, developed as a result of a com-
analyses should be the single analytical logistic prehensive maintenance engineering analysis
effort within the system engineering process, process (see par. 5-1.1), provide baseline data
and should be ieponsive to acquisition program for maintenance management of maintenance
schedules and milestones. They are a composite engineering activities. An effective maintenance
of systematic actions taken to identify, define, management system is one that calises these
analyze, quantify, and process lcgistic support data to be updated periodically and insures that
requirements. The analyses evolve as the de- materiel and support subsystem design is in-
velopment program progresses. The number and fluenced to satisfy implicit and explicit require-
type of iterative analyses vary according to the ments established by the data.
program schedule and the complexity of the Logistic support objectives are establi:ihed
materiel. As the analyses evolve, records should initially during the conceptual phase, and are
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based on operational requirements and histor- significantly from the average results but, tak-
ical data. All subsequent maintenance engineer- en as a group over a long period of time, will
ing planning provides for refinement and at- provide an average value approximating that
tainment of the objectives. Management sched- of the analytical model. Assuming the avail-
ules require that the objectives be refined and ability of appropriate input data, simulation
converted into maintenance and support param- models provide an excellent method for
eters, and, subsequently, that the parameters determining mean values and for validating
be incorporated into materiel and support sub- means that have been determined by some other
system designs that are validated by tests. method and for all types of support analyses.

11 1.4 USE LOGISTICMODELS It is important to select or design the right
model for the analytical work to be accom-

An inherent part of an equipment main- plished. Some factors to be considered are the
tenance management program is proper treat- number of variables involved in the problem,
ment of logistic support modeling. The impact the degree. of &%ailability of accurate data per-
of support alternatives upon system/equipment taining to the variables, and the use of general-
life cycle cost, availability, equipment and man- purpose versus custom models.
power loading, and stocking of parts should be
predicted and evaluated by use of the modeling The decision concerning the scale of the
techniques appropriate to the program. The model (number of variables) to be used is pos-
logistic model(s) should be compatible with but sibly the one decision with the most far-
should not duplicate other system engineering reaching effect on the support modeling effort.
models. Specific models and procedures should If a large-scale model is selected, the potential
be identified or provided by the procuring ac- benefitas should outweigh the additional cost of
tivity whenever possible. data collection and data processing. Conversely,

A model is a representation of a system if a low-scale model is chosen, care must be
oi function. In support modeling, the concern exercised to prevent the omission of highlyosgifcn fdnaton elmet fromo modeligetheconcer
normally is with mathematical models, wherein significant data elements from consideration.
mathematical relationships are used to repre- The model scale normplly should provide for
sent equipment utilization, failures, mainte- future as well as current requirements. There-
nance activities, etc. (Ref. 12). Mathematical fore, if future requirements exist for a large-
models are categorized as either analytical or scale model, selection of models with capacities
simulation models. Analytical models use exact difficult or expensive to expand should be avoid-
relationships between the variables under con- ed.
sideration. Simulation models permit the vari- The choice between using a general-
ables to operate on the system in a random purpose or a custom model depends on the data
manner. For example, in an analytical model, elements to be considered. When an existing
mean values such as mean time between fail- general-purpose model adequately considers the
ures and mean time to repair are used. In a pertinent data elements, its use may effect a
simulation model, distributions of failure rates significant savings in programming and learn-
and repair times are used, and values from the ing costs. However, if critical data are not con-
distributions are applied randomly to simulated sidered or if the application is too remotely re-
operations. lated to the general-purpose model, a custom

Analytical and simulation models normally model should be developed to use the available
will not give precisely the same soluton to a data more efficiently. Sensitivity analysis may
problem. This is to be expected, since the be performed with any of the models to assist
analytical model is deterministic and the sim- the modeler in deciding whether or not the in-
ulation model is probabilistic. The analytical clusion of certain data elements or the accuracy

of the data will have a significant effect onmodel provides average results that should oc-

cur over a very long period of time. The sim- the results of the model application.
ulation model provides a series of short-term The major outputs of mathematical models
results (i.e., daily or weekly) that may vary are data for comparison of alternative solutions
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to a problem. Small-scale models can be de- ning, facility design, technical publications, sup-
signed with optimizing features to arrive at the port subsystem engineering, personnel and
single best solution. When the models become training plans, and the packaging, handling,
more complex, as in large-scale simulation mod- storage, and transportation program. More spe-
els, and the number of variables is large, the cifically, analysis output documentation iden-
practicality of self-optimization diminishes. tifies and describes support and test equipment;
Typical outputs of the mathematical models facility requirements; personnel required by
used in logistic support studies include such skill, type, and number; repair parts; and quan-
data as availability, operational readiness, re- tification of maintenance and operational sup-
pair part usage, mali-hour requirements, and poi-t nteds.
system costs. Maintenance management must be con-

Basic data required by typical support cerned with the timely identification and avail-
models include information relating to failure ability of data from maintenance engineering
rates, utilization, repair times, repair policy, analysis. These are required in order to impact
location of repair actions, supply policy, and the design requirements effectively, provide a
costs. basis for timely development of support

As an aid-to the Army logistic community, resources, and insure the availability of the to-
the U S Army Maintenance Management tal support resources (technical data, facilities,
Center publishes a Support Model Reference support and test equipment, etc.) with the op-
List which is updated semiannually. Current erational materiel. Maintenance management,
support models/techniques in use throughout therefore, must insure that within the posture
the Department of the Army are listed in Table of the materiel acquisition cycle, the mainte-
11-3. This table also provides general informa- nance engineering analysis tasks are scheduled
tion on the support areas considered by the to insure prompt development of support
models, and the program languages in which resource data and requirements in relation to
computerized models are written. The latest list the design schedule and program data avail-
always shou!d be consulted for a suitable model ability. Maintenance management, in relation
prior to initiating development of new models to the maintenance engineering effort, should
to assist in accomplishing logistic support insure that formal program reviews are sched-
analyses. uled for the review of the maintenance engi-

neering analysir data, and that development of
the total maintenance resource technical data

1-2.5 DEVELOP MAINTENANCE ENGINEERING package has been scheduled realistically in rela-
ANALYSIS DATA tion to the materiel development schedule.

Maintenance engineering management
must maintain extensive data records through- 11-2.6 UPDATE MAINTENANCE ENGINEERING
out the hardware acquisition cycle to support ANALYSIS DATA
maintenance management objectives. The
primay source of the data is the iterative Maintenance engineering analysis data
analyses conducted as a part of overall main- continuously must reflect the current materiel
tenance engineering activities. These analyses design and support requirements compatible
provide outputs that determine logistic support with the design. The requirements for changerovid e outputs surt are derived from a variety of sources. Some
requirements. These outputs also are a source typical events that generate requirements for
of logistic data that are applied to the system data updating are design changes, support sub-
design effort in the form of design recommen- data upang are ins an es, tsdations for improving maintainability and sup- system changes, more intensive analyses, test

and oriprovide antaint k anayse, and evaluation results, and initial provisioningportability, and provide data to risk analyses, ults.
effectiveness studies, and system trade-off stud-
ies. 11-2.7 5ELECT SUPPORT AND TEST IEQUIPMENT

AAnalyses devoted to logistic support re- Maintenance engineering determination of
quirements provide qualitative and quantitative support and test equipment requirements im-
data used for provisioning, maintenance plan- pacts maintenance management. Emphasis

P, 11-14
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) l / TAILE 1!-3. UST OF SUPPWTMDELS/TIECHN QUES (Ref. 5)

Support Areas Considered*

.. I-_- 2

,. ~ ~~Cornputer a= _ i . "
:- I m o - .U

Model/Technique Language a CE M :" j 03 E,

Achieved Availability FORTRAN IV X X X

ALPHA 4140.39 Simulator FORTRAN IV X

AN/TSQ-73 Life Cycle FORTRAN IV X fx x
Simulation

Armored Recon.aissance Scout FORTRAN X X X X X X X X

Vehicle Support Phase
Cost Model

Army Depot Repair and SIMSCRIPT X X X x x

Overhaul Simulation Model 1.5

Army Depot Transportation SIMSCRIPT X X x x X X
Simulation ,.odel 1.5{x

Army Direct Support/General SIMSCRIPT X X X X X X X X X
Support Simulation Model 1.5

Army Organizational Mainte- SIMSCRIPT X X X X X X X X X
nance Simulation Model 1.5

Automated Maintenance Factor CONVERSA- X X
Determination Technique TIONAL

FORTRAN

Cost Analysis of Maintenance FORTRAN IV X v X1 X X x x x X X X
Policies Model

Depot Capability Evalkuiion FORTRAN IV X! XTechnique_______I___

Depot Capacity Analysis FORTRAN IV X X
Program and COBOL -

*See footnote at ene, of tablp.
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TABLE 11 -3. LIST OF SUPPORT MODELS/TECHNIQUES (Ref. 5) (Cont'c:)

Support Areas Consiceired*

E 2 .

E Z U.S

= :S
Coputer CL Cn = U) *-2

Model/Technique Language Cz C'1a mC_1 -CC C;

Determination at the Optimum FORTRAN IV X X X
Replacement lime for a
System Composed of N Inde-
pendent Failing Subsystems

Determination of Transient FORTRAN IV X X X X
Availability tinder DependentI
Failures or Finite Replace-
meit Times

Economic Evaluation of Main- FORTRAN IV X X X X XXX
tenance Support Ilternatives

Engineering Change Cost BASIC X X X X x
Benefit Eialuation
Procedure

FAMECE Integrated Logistic GPSS xX XX X X X X
Evaluation Simulation Model _______I

FAMECE Integrated Logistic FORTRAN IV I X X X xx
Support Analytic Models

Fleet Management System F(IRTRAN IV X X X X X X XI x X
Model and COBOL

Forecast of Schedule/Cost FORTRAN IV X
t Status Utilizing Cost Per-
P formance Reports of the

Cost/Schedule Control
Systera

Generalized Electronic 1FORTRAN IV X X X X X X X X X X X X
Maintenance Model j______- - -

*See footnote at end of table.
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TAILE 11-3. UST OF SUPPORT MODIILS/TECHNIQUES (Ref. 5) (Cont'd)

Support Areas Considered*E
M ca~ E ~

2 t:
Computer _ . 0 - . . = . "> ' 0-

Model/Technique Language cc M in 1 - a i o' 8 Z i=

Life Cycle Analysis Program FORTRAN X X X X X X X X X X X X
and COBOL

Logistic Cost Analysis Model FORTRAN IV X X X X X X X X X X X X

Models of the Army Worldwide FORTRAN IV X X X X X X X X X X X X
Logstic System and GASP

Modified Computerized Relitio FORTRAN IV X X
Allocation cf Facilities and
Technique ASSEMBLY

Overhaul Facility Simulator BASIC X X X X X X X

Replacement Unit Repair FORTRAN IV X X X X X X X X X
Level Analysis Model

Simulation and Gaming Methods COBOL and X X X X X X X X X
for Analysis of Logistics FORTRAN IV

System Availability Model FORTRAN IV X X X X
for Communications and COBOL

System Analysis Repair Not XX X X X X
Cost Model appiicable

Techniques for Determining FORTRAN IV X X XX X

Optimal Operational Readiness
Float

Techniques for Determining Not X X X K
Repair Cycle Float applicable

Overhaul SimL:3tion Model FORTRAN IV X X X X

* An X indicates tl-at the suppory area is considered explicitly either through required input data or n.odl
calculations.
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should be placed on this activity, since an in- portation requirements normally are greater for
complete or inadequate investigation or analysis a repairable item than for a disposable item.
can lead to unnecessary expenditur-s in devel- In general, most hardware needs are
opment and support funds. TMDE sho.ld be fulfilled in a peacetime environment. This en-
selected that will satisfy operntional require- vironment is conducive to a relatively smooth
ments at lowest life cycle cost.-. Two basic ac- and coordinated effort in transporting materiel
tions that will assist in accomplishing this goal from origin to point of use. However, the
are to avoid unnecessary devlopmenL of TMDE wartime environment, when speedy materiel
and to select TMDE that has minimal support distribution must be obtained with less than
requirements. ideal transportation systems, is the other factor

Careful screenig of secifictions for to lbe adddessed in mhe transportation analysis.
existing inventory equipment is necessary to in- This includes considerations such as packaging,
sure maximum use of in-service assets and handling, marking, storage, pipeline length, in-
elimination of duplicate development of similar ventory quantities, and transportation system
items of TMDE for different system appli- reaction time. All these factars are integrated
cations. The Army has issued a test, measure- into a transportation plan 'fat serves the nor-
ment, and diagnostic equipment register index ma! peacetime requirements and has the inher-
(Ref. 6). The purpose of the index and the com- ent ability for rapid and smooth transition to
panion register is to provide Army development, meet wartime requirements.
procurement, mpintenance, and user activities 11-2.9 DEMOPTECHNWCALDATA
with test, measurement, and diagnostic equip-
ment (TMDE) technical item descriptions for In general technical data comprise audio

use in determining which proposed or existing and visual presentations of data required to
TMDE can be applied to the TMDE tequire- guide personnel in performing operation and

ments of new equipment programs. Details of support tasks. Because maintenance ope-ktions

the contents of the index and register are con- cannet be performed without these data, the

tained in par. 9-1.2.3.2. TMDE considerations data are of critical interest to maintenance

with regard to support requirements are dis- management.
cussed in par. 9-2.5.3. Some of the most common categories of

technical data are operating and maintenance
manuals, modification instructions, provisioning

11-2.8 IDENTIFY TRAOdRTATICNT - and facility information, and calibration pro-
HANOUNG REQUIREMENTS cedures. The development of all of this docu-

Another facet of maintenance engineering mentation (and other types) depends upon main-
that plays a role in maintenance management tenance engineering activities. The maintenance
is the generation of transportation and handling concept and maintenance level assignments,
requirements. Identification of these require- task analyses, repair level analyses, etc., accom-
ments results from the analyses conducted by pliEhed by maintenance engineering generate
maintenance engineers throughout the materiel the raw data that are required to prepare tech-
life cycle. The transportation analysis variables nical data, and concurrently define the range
can be categorized into two broad types: hard- and depth of the technical data that are re-
ware and transportation. Included in the first quired.
type are hardware size, weight, cost, demand Maintenance engineers should monitor the

rate, maintenance concept, criticality, etc. The equipment technical data plan and make rec-
transportation variables include mode (i.e., air, ommendations when applicable. This plan
rail, water), freight cost, shipping times, presents a systematic process for develoning the
pilferage factors, etc. technical data necessary to opere.te, maintain,

Discard-at-failure items move one modify, supply, repair, and overhaul materiel.
way-from manufacturer to user; repairable The plan is included in the plan for logistic
items move two ways-from source to user and support to assure Lhat the technical data are
back to some point of repair. Accordingly, the ready for use when the end item initially is
benefits to be gained from optimizing trans- issued to the user.
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) 1 1-2.10 IDENTIFYFACUTYREQUIREMENTS program has been established for the transfer

Another basic step in the rainteisRnce of knowledge required for operation and main-tenance of the materiel from the developer to
management process is the analyses of facility
requirements by maintenance engineering per- the military uscr. This management function
rne.uheenby esaient fyhe fn iie - should insure interface between responsible or-~sonnel. These nmalyss identify the facilities re-

quired to support the materiel throughout sys- ganizations, establishment of qualitative and
tern testing, training, operations, and mainte- quantitative personnel requirement information
nance. Preliminary information developed dur- development and implementation of new-
ing the conceptual phase is refined until con- equipment training courses, and conduct of a A
tractual commitments must be made. Facility study on training aids and devices, as appli-
considerations include requirements for mobile, cable. The effectiveness of the program depends -conidraoon theud implemrements for tranigile, d
portable, and air transportable vans, mobile on the implementation of training in an ade-
maintenance facilities, shops, training facilities, quate time frar'e prior to materiel deployment
supply storage, and bulk storage containers, as to insure that required personnel are trained
operational, maintenance, and support concepts in operation and maintenance of the fielded
dictate. Changes and improvements in materiel materiel.
design aie reflected in facility requirements 11-2.12 REVIEW HISTORICAL DATA (Ref. 7)
when appropriate. Realistic scheduling makes .

:Historical data review is part of the main- 3
optimum use of facilities and at the same time Hintoricalndgtanrevieweis.partoofcthedmain-
permits timely performance of maintenance tenance management process. Historical data,functions. Facility recommendations include fa- when carefully examined, provide invaluable in-

cility identification and description, facility de- formation about the maintenance requirements
sign criteria, facility costs, and lead time. This and support characteristics of new materiel be-
area of maintenance engineering activities ing developed if the data are from items similar 3
should be monitored carefully, since it can have to those currently under development. Analysisshmo pgm onit impacof past experience pinpoints features that have
a m r g cor have not worked on existing items and:

11-2.11 IMFUEMENT PESONNEL AND TRAINING a,. Discloses major downtime contributors
PROGR AM b. Indicates high failure rate items

As a result of maintenance engineering c. Identifies design features that benefit
analysis, recommendations are made regarding support
the personnel, training. ani training material
required for the support of the sys- d. Identifies prime contributors to high i
tern/equipment. Coordination is maintained cost
with cognizant design activities so that appli- e. Indicates maintenance man-hour re-
cable design changes are reflected in the per- quirements
soiinel and training plan. Analysis provides f. Helps identify trouble spots
identification of the requirements for trained
operator, support, and instructor personnel. Per- g. Provides parameters for simulation
sonnel and training data resulting from main- models.
ten nce engineering activities *nclude personne" Theme data estblish a baseline of values
quantlzies needed, skill leels, skill specialties, with which to compare a new development. This
training requirements, training facilities, and baseline may indicate areas that require a r.w
training materials, design approach or a departure from traditional

One of the key elements of the mainte- maintenance concepts. The data also may dis-
nance management function is insuring that the close trends in the maintenance concepts or
maintenance support program and the total support subsystems which are being applied to
technical data package are developed and avail- other new items.
able in a timely, adequate, and est-effective Foremost in importance for a successful

TZL manner to support the operational hardware. historical data review is access to valid ex-
As such, maintenance management should in- perience data. These data sources have been
sure that an adequate personnel and training identified in par. 8-1.1. Other important sources
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are industrial data, field data, test data, and significant sample sizes of the various system
a range of data from the Navy and Air Force characteristics and cost parameters being stud-

ied. Every effort should be made to acquire
11-2.13 ,MOWWACOST ANALYSIS sufficient data frim actual surveillance of sys-

Selection of cost factors and the subse- tems in an operationa environment. If, how-
quent cost analyses that are made after a cost ever, adequate data of this type are not avail-
factor survey are important steps in the main- abie, it may be necessary to resort to various
tenance managen'ent process. A detailed dis- estimating techniques. The data should be ob-
cussion of cost facors and cost modeling is con- tained from an operational environment corre-
tained in par. 8-5. A brief description of the sponding as closely as possible to the probable
cost analysis data requirements and e operating environment of the item under con-
results is included here to illustrate the inter- sideration. Many of the factors affecting the
face of cost in the maintenance management cost of developiag, procuring, operating, and
of Army materiel, maintaining an itx-;n are dynamic. Therefore,

timely collection off input data is required ifCost analysis is a tool f Jr estimating the the cost analysis is to depict current conditions
economic impact of prowosed courses of action. the ostem.

It i, an analytical prov.css used to estimate the in the system.

cost of development, procurement, operation, The data associated with cost analysis are
a',d maintenance of equipment. These costs can as follows: standard cost factors relating to
be measured in terms of manpower, equipment, transportation, facility space, consumabl
facilities, and supplies, as well as in deolars. resources, inventory maintenance, support
Cost analysis can improve the management and equipment maintenance, provisioning, disposal,
allocation of Army resources and assist in eval- maintenance data, discount rate, and escalation;
uating program alternatives, item costs relating to personnel cost per maD-

hour, repair part acquisition, consumable ac-

Cost estimating relationships are developed quisition, support equipment and tool acquisi-
from the historical data review. The data in- tion, and documentation; and total costs
elude cost, as well as characteristics-such as relating to repair parts, maintenance personnel,
size, weight, speed, complexity, reliability, and operator personnel, training, training equip-
maintainability-that are pertinent to the item ment, support equipment acquisition and main-
under consideration. tenance, facilities, and t-ansportation and han-

Statistical techniques such as linear dling.
regression and multiple regression analysis (see
par. 6-4) can be used to develop complex rla-
tionships. Frequently, it is desirable to limit 11-2.14 ESTABISTIME FACTOS
the number of characteristics being considered Time factors play a role in maintenance
in the cost estimating relationship in order to management. These fk-tors must be developed
prevent the solution from becoming overly com- by maintenance engineering throughout the de-
plex and because the influence of the pre- velopment cycle in the iorm of time analyses.
dominant characteristics overshador-a the in- Time analyses of maintenance are the basis for
fluence of many minor attributes. Also, the in- determining:
fluenee of the cost-related characteristics tends . System downtime as an influence on
to change as the item moves through the pre- system'effectiveness
production, production, and operational phas es
of the equipment life cycle. Thetefore, separate b. Maintenance man-hour requienents as
cost estimating relationships usually are desir- a means of measuring the logistic burden caus-
able for each of these phases. ed by the item

One of the greatest problems encountered c. Maintenance time standards for main-
in ost analysis is obtaining sufficient and c- tenance planning and measurement of personnel
curate data. The basic data compiled to support performance.
the requirements of the cost analysis should Examples of some types of functions that
be collected in sufficient quantity to provide are time critical are functions, such as system
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checkout or inspections. -wnich affect system re- management by means of planning documents,

- action time; functions, such as fueling, serv- use of historical data and cost analysis in the
icing, or system configuration changes to meet dccision process, assessment of contract com-
a different mission assignment, which affect pliance, in-process reviews, and type classifica-
mission turnaround time; and functions, such tion actions.
as corrective maii'tenance, which affect avail-- ablJity. These analyses yield time c.onstraints 1-. NERTDL~SI UPR OCP~11 -3.1 INTEGRATED LOGISTIC SUPPORT CO)NC3EPT

on performance and design requirements for (R 4)
trade-off decisions. T!'ey also play in important The development of logistic support for
role in determining whether automatic or man- hardware acquisition requires the same in-
ual methods are required to perform the func- tensive management and control as the hard-
tion. ware design process requires. Present-day prac-

The analysis also must address the logistic tice is to plan for and manage the support

and other delay times in the mainte- aspect of the acquisition as part of an overall

nance/Irepair cycle. Such delay times are more integrated logistic support approach. An under-

a function of the mainterance and supply en- standing of the inegrated logistic support con-
vironment than equipment design. Some of cept and its basic objectives will aid the main-

these delay times have a direct effect upon sys- tenance engineer in management and control

tem effectiveness. The time required to obtain of activities that impact the evolving support

an item and prepare for a maintenance action subsystem.

is an example. This downtime adversely affects The integrated iogistic support concept en-
system availability, which, in turn, adversely visions the definition, optimization, and in-
affects system effectiveness (par. 6-5 1). tegration of support by systematic planning.

implementation, and management of logistic
I support resources throughout the system life1-2.15 USELIFECYCLECOST MODELS cycle. The concept is realized through the prop-

Maintenance management, as it applies to er integration of logistic support elements and
manntenance engineering responsibilities, in- resources with each other and through the ap-
ciudes the development and use of life cycle plication of logistic considerations to the
cost models to aid in the decision process. This decisions made on the design of the hardware
step, although discussed last, will occur when- system and equipment as a part of the system
ever the need is identified for a life cycle cost engineering process.
analysis. This subject is addressed in pars. 8-5
and 11-2.4. The primary points to reiterate are Organizations directly responsible for the
that life cycle costs are playing a greater role operation of military systems and equipments
in the system selection process and tlat several realize that support problems are a limiting fac-
types of general-purpose cost models are avail- tor on ne operational availability of materiel.
able to the maintenance engineer isee Table Effe.-t is expended in the design and the support
11-3). In order to avoid duplication of effort planning to develop ways to increase mean ti.me
and unnecessary expenditure of funds, the between failures, decrease periodic mainte-
maintenance enginee, should review previously nance. and reduce maintenance downtime. Op-
developed models for applicability to his needs. erational commanders monitor the statistics on
Model selection criteria described in par. 11-2.4 those iterms f equipment which are not oper-
for logistic models apply to life cycle cost mod- ationally reaay because of maintenance or sup-
els. ply problems. They recognize the importance of

having adequately trained personnel to operate
the equipment properly and to maintain it effi-

11-3 MAINTENANCE MANAGEMENT ciently in order to reduce the number and fre-
CONTROL DURING SYSTEM quency of failures and to reduce the adverse"
DEVEOPMENT effect of such failures and maintevance time

on operational readiness. In addition, they re-
Maintenance management control during alize the importance of adequate facilities and

logistic support development includes approval support equipment to maintain the operational
of decisions regarding maintenance concepts, readiness of their equipment.
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The integrated logistic support concept scale development through final disposition, in

must b. applied throughout the acquisition cy- which the actions contemplated in the first
cle tz i:-sure that systems are designed w. meet stage are refined and implemented. Just as sup-
operational requirements economically. System- port planning must be tailored to the type of
atic consideration of the solution to the prob- acquisition, it also must be tailored to the time
lems of support must begin in the conceptual phasing of the acquisition process.
phase and continue thereafter. The lack of time- The first part of the logistic problem in
ly and systematic planning will -dverseiy affect a system acquisition cycle is to establish basic
operational availability and cost of ownership. characteristics which will enable the oper-

Under the integrated logistic support con- ational requirements to be achieved economic-
cept, the importance of trading off operational ally. Management must keep the operational

and support requirements from the earliest mission clearly in view during the early stages,

phases of the life of a system has been rec- and should carefully define and schedule the
ognized. As DoD Directive 4100.35 states: "Over efforts that must be accomplished prior to full-

the life cycle of a system, support represents scale development. Once the basic logistic sys-

a major portion of the total coat and is some- ten characteristics are formulated, they must

times the principa cost item." (See Ref. 8.) By be stated to the design engineer in a "design

integration of logistic considerations into the "or "design constra t" fashion. When re-conceptual planning and through the entire de- quirements are stated in this format, they may
signceptualplanig and ntroe, ether sprt be used in analytical and trade-off studies. Insign and development process, either support

costs durinrg the operation may be significantly the develepment of logistic support concepts

reduced, or operational availability of the sys- and early planning for support, management
tern may be increased without a significant in- must asure that logistic and design personnei

crease in cost. In addition to integrating sup- work together in an atmosphere of maximum

port planning intc the entire design and de- cooperation and liaison. Thus, the integrated

velopment process, it is also fundamental to the logistic support concept function must be iden-

integrated logistic support concept that logistic tifed closely as an integral part of the total

support resources must be integrated with each system engineering process.

other into a total support subsystem. When re- The logistic effort in the early stages must
quirements for a support resource category are be confined to development and formulation of
changed or a change is proposed, the effect on inclusive but broad logistic plans and support

f all other support resources and on the total sys- characteristics. The result should be a "road-
tern must be considered formally and necessary map" of the specific steps to be taken, when
adjustments made. they are to be taken, and the extent of detail

as the development progresses and the design
in applying the concept of integrated matures. The detailed planning and preparation

E logistic support to a system/equipment acquisi- of detailed data packages must be deferred until
tion, it is important to maintain a proper per- the configuration of the hardware has been rea-
spective and bear in mind that logistic support sonably stabilized. Detailed support planning,
is not an end in itself, but exists only to support which is accomplished prior to the estab-
tWe operation of the system/equipment to which lishment of the basic configuration and is de-
it is related. The support problem will vary ac- pendent on that configuration, almost certainly
cording to the complexity and value of the sys- will require extensive rework to become valid
tem/equipment. Planning for support must be and usable.
iailored to each acquisition individually-major Integrated logistic support planning re-
acquisitions, less-than-major acquisitions, off- quires considerable management attention. Con-
the-shelf items, and modification programs. ceptual planning for integrated logistic support

It is necessary also to bear in mind that is accomplished initially by the Government for
in any acquisition which includes development, each acquisition. Subsequently, for major
two entirely different types of effort are in- materiel acquisition programs, the plan is ex-
volved: first is the conceptual and broad plan- panded progressively and updated by joint Gov-
ning stage, and second is the period from full- ernment/contractor efforts in phase with major
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program events. The function of the plan for provided to a broad range of materiel types,
logistic support is to identify the actions to be with a diversity of deployment locations and
accomplished, assign responsibilities, and estab- missions. Management control is complicated by
lish milestones. It accounts for the interaction distances involved and inherent liniltations in
of events and activities; provides for Govern- communication channels through which a feed-
meat/contractor managemeai and review pol- back of vital experience and performance data
icies; establishes logistic support management must be retrieved, evaluated, and acted upon.
information reporting requirements; and pro- Some of the key goals of support planning
vides for the definition, integration, and subse- are to:
quent acquisition of support resources. Initial
planning must be sufficient to establish the a. Assure the readiness of the Arnt'. pr-
scope of integrated logistic support activities for ority combat equipment
the initial phase of the acquisition process, end b. Give combat support that will result in
generally is limited to the consideration of spe- maximum combat effectiveness
cial problems. During each phase, the level of c. Organize effort in support of combat
detail in integrated logistic support planning force needs
must be sufficient to provide support for equip- Asr economy of erfort-
ment that is deployed or used during that
phase. It must establish the scope and depth The objectives of support planning, from
of activities to be accomplished in the suc-ceeding phase and should make provisions for a mantenance management standpoint include[

the reduction of support requirements and costs
an orderly transition to the succeeding phase. to a level consistent with operational readiness
Careful attention must be given to lead time requirements. This objective cannot be met by
requirements and to integrated logistic support routine observation of support needs Its attain-
activities tiat are prerequisites to the accom- ment oeqervationsofmsuicortaneeds.. Ifsmattain-mainte- requires systematic evaluation, of materiel
plishment of other activities; eg, the mainte- design and support characteristics as a part of
nance concent should be established before the the system engineering process by technically
support and test equipment is designated. qualified specialists. This involves the iterative

Integrated logistic support planning reach- assessment of the impr.ct the design will have
es operaticnal maturity during the produc- on specific technical and support requirementr.
tion/deployment phase, and implementation is The eff--tiveness of such an assessment and
accomplished by the procurement or activation its influence on design are dependent on the
of support resources in accordance with the meaningful application of management and con-
schedule requirements. It is essential that the trol techniques during all phases of acquisition.
activation and implementation schedule permit Support planning requires a close and
systematic definition and contractual coverage dynamic working relationship between system
of the scope and depth of support resources in engineering and detailed design and mainte-
a time frame that will permit their acquisition. nance engineering personnel. It involves repeat-

To organize effectively for the application ed review and refinement of emerging support
of integrated logistic support, it must be rec- characteristic3 and their probable impact on de-
ognized that integration of the logistic consid- sign requirements, including operational read-
erations into the hardware system being ac- iness performance characteristics. Support per-
quired requires analytical and developmental formance descriptors, in the form of main-
logistic activity phased with the prime equip- tainability and reliability characteristics and
ment analytical and development activity. This projected support requirements, provide a basis
requirement dictates a project organization that on which design of the support subsystem can
facilitates the concurrent accomplishment of be defined and support planning can be accom-
the two developmental activities. plished in te.zms of assigned tasks and needs.

Key characteristics of the support subsystem
i 1-4.2 DOrMaw should be expressed in terms of quantitative

The Army's maintenance management task values reflecting a measure of system avail-
j is complex. Support must bt planned and ability, utilization, downtime, turnaround. -:z-w
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requirements, maintenance man-hours per op- 11-3.3 COST ANALYSIS (Ref. 9)
erating hour, defined constraints, etc., as ap- The use of cost aralyses as an inherent
propriate tA the equipment type and intended part of the maintenance engineering process
use. ! - performance of the suppoit subsystem can exert considerable influence on the decision-
under developrment then can be evaluated in making process as it affects maintenance. As
terms of finite measurements. noted in Chapter 8, cost analyses are not an

end unto themselves. they are inputs that assist
1,he basic support planning document is management or technical decision-makers to

a plan for logistic support which is a part of make the right decision concerning resources.
a materiel development plan (see par. 2,2.3.2). The techniques used to conduct cost analyses
The plan for logistic support is designed to iden- are many and vary in complexity. Some of these
tifv. schedule, and control all the actions re- are oriented primarily toward determination of
quired to provide timely and economical support system life cycle costs.
of materiel. It is comprised of ihree top-levei Lower level cost analyses can assist main-
plans: schedule of logistic support planning; tenance engineering management make
basis for logistic support planning; and ele- dcisions relative to details of design through-
ments of logistic support. Within the elements out a program life cycle. Three basic categories
of logistic support are a raintenance plan and of costs are significant to these detailed
plans pertaining to: analyses. They are:

a. Support and test equipment .. Initiai Costs. These are the cos!s asso-

b. 5upply support ciated with inLroducing materiel into the Army

c Transportation and handling inventory. These costs include:

d. Technital data i Research and development

e. Facilities duction) (2) Industrial (procurement and pro-

.f Personnel and training t3) Supply and maintenance

q. Logistic support resource funds (4) New technical data

h. Logistic support management informa- (5) New part number cataloging
tion. (6) Training of instructors and unit

personnel
The bases for the foregoing plans are es- 171 New tools. facilities. and test

tablished in the conceptual phase. and the plans equipment.
are continuously updated :intil each is imple- b. Phase-in Costs. These are the costs as-
mented. The economy and effectiveness of the sociated with support of new equipments
support subsystem are derived directly from the currently being phased into the Army in-
maintenance engineering analysis documents on
which these plans are based and refined. and ventory, and support of old equipments untilf

a required densities of new equipment ,re at-

from the management control exercised during tned
their implementation. These documents control
the expenditut. of far more defense funds than c. PdRrrinq Cot. These are the costs as-
the research, development, procurement, and sociated with support of an item once its ex-

production funds associated with the materiel pected density is reached. These costs include:
for which the support is planned. Moreover. the (1) Holding inventory
documents, in large part, control the effec- (2) Ordering
tiveness that can be achieved by the deployed (2) Rerin
materiel. In view of these facts, the importance (31 Replenishment

(4) Technical data
assigned to maintaining a high degree of ex-
cellence in the management and accom- f5) Training of replacement personnel
plishment of support planning cannot be over- ;6) Tools. test ckuipn-nL and facility
emphasized. upketp
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2 (7) Maintenance labor and mainte- assurance test, demonstration, and evaluation
nance overhead. plan. Trouble and failure reports will be

These cost factors are considered in the returned through the failure reporting and cor-
overall determination of the design and support rective action system to tpdate MTBF and
subsystem concepts. Throagh analytical pro- MTTR predictions and other data stored in the
cesses, areas requiring improvement-such as maintenance data system.
design, repair part stockage, training, mainte-
nance techniques, and other support-related pa- b. Supply Information. Reporting of repair
rameters-may be identified and optimized in material usage will be in accordance with the
terms of design/support cost-effectiveness, requirements of the repair part and support

plan, which calls for weekly reports of repair

1-3.4 HISTORICAL FIELD DATA (Ref. 3) part usage to be forwarded to the Provicioning
Section to update applicable repair part in-

Historical field data are among the most ventory lists. Discrepancies and/or omissions in
significant inputs to maintenance engineering the repair part lists will be documented and
management during system development. These reported.
data are accumulated through many sources.
They have commonality, however, in the fact c. Historic(' Records. Historical records
that they relate past expeience to the logistic will be kept in the test logs described in the
support requirements of a new acquisition. reliability test, demonstration, and evaluation
Primarily, historical field data encompass sup- plan and the supply and maintenance report,
ply, maintenance, and operational information which is an output of the automated inventory
from existing systems. Typical sources are control system. Briefly, test logs will be main-
Army maintenance management data, other tained on all equipments to include those used
military services, contractors, Army commodity for maintenance support. These logs will pro-
commands, and Army staff offices such as the vide a historical record of equipment utilization
Office of the Army Comptroller. and maintenance. The supply and maintenance

_-Tpical input documents are maintenance reports will list supply and maintenance trans-

and operating reports, technical reports, combat actions against each contract end item, in-
records, and field exercise reports. These docu- cluding field maintenance test equipment.
ments can yield such techrical data as sub- Historical field data related to cost also
systems or components that have a potential are available to the maintenance engineering
for high failure rates, major downtime contrib- manager f.r use in trade-offs- and cost-of-
utors, and design features that may cause ownership analyses that are required during
degradation of the logistic support system. Ad- system development. The Army has made con-
ditiorally, they yield nontechnical data ;, the siderable progress in recent years toward col-
form 3f gross requirements for logistic support lecting the data that reflect real-world histor-
resources such as manpower, equipment, trans- ical operation and maintenance costs. These
portation, and faciliti-s, costs are available in documeL:ts issued by the

Although the bulk of historical field data Office of the Army Comptroller ard the Army
is service-generated, valuabie data are also ac- Field Operating Cost Agency (Ref. 10).
cumulated by contractors. This is true partic- Finally, historical field data are included
ularly during contractor test programs. The fol- in The Army Maintenance Management System.
lowing examples of contractor record-keeping These records are in the form of maintenance
responsibilities were extracted from an in- and operating reports and equipment logs. To
tegrated support plan for an Army air defense V e maintenance engineering manager who may
weapon system entering the advanced devel- be planning support for new materiel, these his-
opment phase: torical records point out tho equipment that has

a. Failure Reporting. Contract mainte- required thc greatest maintenance effort, tnere-
nance personnel will report equipment failures by alerting planners t: this fact when generic
in accordance with the provisions of the product designs are involved.
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11-3.6 CONTRACT COMPLANCE THROUGH maintenance characteristics of the equipment,
MAINTENANCEEVALUATON either through test, demonstration, or the

Maintenance evaluation is the total main- analysis process.
tenance engineering process of analysis, dem-Thmanenccartriistobeal

onstration, test, and other activities used to es- Tae ite an etract f rom isti s an qubipeat
tablish and satisfy materiel support require- oeerett ion quatiate wysitaield

beentse On iftene evauacotwincii inus end item specifications. These detailed require-to nsue tat ll rogam ainenace-elaed ments reflect the broader requirements that
efforts are in compliance with the contractt were established initially by the required op-

Contracting ends indicate increasing em- erational c qpability document.
phasis and awareness, on the part of procure-
ment activities, of the role maintenance engi- Table 114 is an extract from an equipment
neering plays in major system acquisitions. In specification for a complex transportable
recent years, procurement o equipment has gound power station associated with a field: been based on life cycl3 cost, which includes artillery missile system. The specification illus-

not only the acquisition cost, but the operation tratest a partial listing of the detailed
and maintenance cost during the service life titative and qualitative maintenance require-
of the equipment. This fact was brought about ments ior the item, and defines the mainte-
by the realization that operation and mainte- nance levels and percentage of maintenance to
nance cost was a major contributor to the total be performed at each level, the quantity of per-Slife cycle 6ost. As a result, present-day con- sonnel for preventive maintenance, and the spe-

tracts normally require an evaluation of the cial test and evaluation requirements.

* ~TABLE 11-4. MAINTEFNANCE-RELATED PORTIONS OF SPECIFICATION FOR

• ~ARMY FIELD ARTILLERY.MISSILE SYSTEM GROUND POWER STATION "_

3.12.2. Maintenance requirements.
e3.1..1 Mai tainability The item shall be designed and fabricated for ease and

economy in all maintenance functions in accordance with AR 705-50 and AMCP 706-134.
3 .Maintainability of design shall be implemented in accordance with MI alSTD-470. Main-~tainability as used herein is defined qualitatively as the characteristic of design and

installation that makes it possible to operate with a minimum total expenditure of main-
tenance effort where sheeduled or unscheduled maintenance is erformed in accordance
with prescribed procedures and resources.

3.12.2 Mainte ance times and repair cycles. Maintenance and repair cycles forthe item shall consist of preventive and corrective maintenance as defined in MIL-STD-721
- and shall be as follows:

3.1..2.2.1 Preven tive maintenance. The item design shall be such that all tasks can

E: be accomplished by two organizational maintenance personnel and contat team personnel.The following are the preventive maintenance cycles and actiwi time i'equirements.
(a) Daily preventive inspection shall be accomplished in 0.5 hr.
(b) One hundred hour preventive maintenance inspection shall be accomplished

in 3.15 hr in addition to 8.3 hr by contact team personnel.

Va(c) The monthly preventive maintenance inspection shall be accomplished in 0.7
hr.

(d) The quarterly preventive maintenance inspection shall be accomplisl.ed in
5.1 hr (includes 100 hr and 50 hr inspections which are applicable).
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) _ TABLE 11-4. MAINTENANCE-REATED PORTIONS OF SPECIFICATION FOR
ARMY FIELD ARTILLERY MISSILE SYSTEM GROUND POWER STATION (Cont'd)

(e) The semiannual preventive maintenance inspection shall be accomplished in
1.0 hr by contact team personnel (not including quarterly inspection which
is applicable at this time).

3.1.22.2.2 Corrective maintenance. The Mean Corrective Maintenance Time Mt re-
quirement of the item is expressed by overall Mct and site restoration MI,. The overall
Mat of the item shall not exceed 3.8 hr, which includes all field and site corrective
maintenance. Site restoration Mt shall not exceed 1.0 hr to include a maximum of 72

percent item replacement.
3.1.2.2.2.3 Categories of maintenance. Categories of maintenance for the item shall

be as defined in AR 750-1.
3.122.2.4 Level of diagnosis. The item design shall be such that it complies with

the following requirement:
(a) Site level: 28 percent of all item failures shall be correctable on site.
(b) Rear level: All item failures shall be correctable at rear area.

3.1.2.2.3 Service and access. Service and access design requirements for the item
shall be as follows:

3.1.2.2.3.1 Electrical.

(a) Access provisions shall be provided for connecting electrical power to the
gas turbine engine analyzer. Two analyzer cables are lugged terminals.

(b) With the item mounted on the M656 vehicle, the batteries shall be mounted
such that they can be extended and retracted for maintenance while electrical-
ly connected. Mounting shall be such that they can be removed and replaced
within 0.75 hr.

3.12.2.3.2 Conditioned air.
(a) Accessibility to the water separator shall be adequate through a hinged access

opening to disassemble and rep!ace the water separator filter bag.
(b) The air purification unit in the pneumatic system shall be mounted such

that it is capable of full extension anJ retraction without any disconnecting.

3.1.22.3.4 Gas turbine engine. The engine to gearbox drive design shall be such
to permit engine removal without removing the gearbox assembly.

3.1.22.3.5 Enclosure.

(a) The enclosure top shall contain hoisting provisions for both the top and
the complete item.

(b) The enclosure top shall be secured with quick-release captive hardware.

3.1.22.3.6 Tools. The power station shall be capable of being maintained at the
organizational and field levels of maintenance with the use of only standard mechanical
hand tools. Standard tools are defined as tools available in the Federal Supply System.

3.3.7 Interchangeability and replaceability. Each assembly, subassembly, or piece part
which is subject to replacement at any maintenance level shall be an interchangeable
item. Interchangeable items are items having the same manufacturer's or Federal stock
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TABE 11-4. MAINTENANCE-RELATED PORTIONS OF SPECIFICATION FOR
ARMY RED ARTILLERY MISSILE SYSTEM GROUND POWER STATION (Cont'd)

number which, without selection, may be substituted for one another, and, without ad-
justment or modification to the substituted item or to the equipment into which it is
substituted, shall provide the same physical and functional characteristics required of
the original items.

3.3.11.2 Storage life. The item shall be designed for a maximum practical storage
life, but not less than those times specified as follows:

(a) Under cover with controlled humidity and temperature conditions for 4 yr.
(b) Under covered field storage with no environmental control for 1 yr
(c) No maintenance during storage shall be required nor shall servicing be re-

quired, other than servicing the batteries, upon depreservation of the equip-
ment and returning it to active use. Replacement of O-rings, seals, and grease-
packed bearings will be accomplished prior to placing the power station into
service after steage, as specified in ANA Bulletin 438.

4. TEST AND EVALUATION

4.1 Test/venfication. Except as otherwise provided in 4.2, formal verification of per-
formance and design of the item shall be demonstrated by satisfactorily completing the
following test/verification functions:

(a) Engineering test and evaluation ,".1.1
(b) Qualification inspection 4.1.2
(c) Reliability verification 4.1.3
(d) Maintainability tests and analyses 4.1.4
(e) Engineering critical component 4.1.5

qualification
(f) Visual examination and performance 4.1.6

test.

4.5 Rejection. Unless otherwise specified, the following shall constitute cause for
rejection of the item:

(a) Failure to meet all requirements specified herein
(b) Failure to perform as required in any of the tests in accord.,nce with the

quality assurance provisions specified herein
(c) Deterioration resulting from testing in accordance with the quality assurance

provisions specified herein which make the item unsuitable for its intended
use.
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The maintenance engineer, during the total 1 i-3.5 IN4POCESS REVIEWS (Ref. 11)
evaluation process and through interface with Formal reviews conducted at critical points
other functional groups, must insure that the during a materiel acquisition program assist in
maintenance concept, maintenance support maintenance management. The reviews are con-
resources, and hardware design selected will in- ducted to evaluate the status of the program,
sure the attainment of the quantitative and accomplish coordination among affected agen-
qualitative specification requirements. To insure cies, arrive at timely decisions, and assure
this attainment, the maintenance engineer ultimate acceptability of the materiel for use
should be an integral participant in devel- by the Army.
opment of quantitative specification require-
ments such as mean time to repair, as well The reviews provide all agencies involved
as qualitative requirements related to inter- in a T he poide al anie inoe
changeability, standardization, tool and test ress and problems from their respective points

equipment, and other maintenance-related fac- of view, and to issue coordinated direction for
tors.ofveadtisucoriaedietofr future program actions. The ultimate results

Conducting the maintenance analysis are a reduction in development time and costs
throughout the system acquisition cycle will in- and more effective materiel.
sure timely evaluation and identification of The manage'ent levels that participate in

problem areas, and correcti on of design or
maintenance support deficiencies. The results of reviews are governed by the magnitude and im-

the other test and evaluation activities are used, portance of the materiel program. Programs aredesignated major and nonmajor. Strictly speak-as applicable, by the maintenance engineer to
aid in the maintenance evaluation process for ing, only nonmajor programs are subjected to

in-process reviews (IPR's). Major programs are
subjected to reviews termed Defense Systems

- -Noncompliance with coil-tract requirements Acquisition Review Council (DSARC) and or
must be identified and corrected early in the Army Systems Acquisition Review Council

"-J development phase. As a general rule, the (ASARC) reviews. Generically, these reviews
further the design has progressed, the more are also IPR's.
costly and more difficult are the design
changes. As delineated in the specification ex- One of four levels of review are used for
ample (Table 11-4), failure to meet the main- key decisions on materiel programs. These four
tenance requirements may be cause for rejec- levels are Secretary of Defense, Secretary of
tion of the item. A determination of noncom- the Army/Chief of Staff, Headquarters Depart-
pliance may result in redesign, retest, waiver, ment of the Army, and the materiel developer.
or total rejection of the item, depending on the Decisions by the Secretary of Defense are made

, degree and severity of the noncompliance. on major programs following a DSARC, and
Maintenance engineering activity must be those by the Secretary of the Army/Chief of

managed carefully, from development of the re- Staff are made on major programs following
quired operation capability, through estab- an ASARC. Programs designated for DSARC
lishment of quantitative and qualitative spec- review automatically require a prior ASARC
ification requirements for system and end review. Major decisions on nonmajor programs
items, the conduct of detailed maintenaiee en- are mzde by an appropriate approval authority
gineering analysis effort, participation in de- following an IPR. The determination as to
sign/support decisions, and involvement in whether a materiel development pro-
maintenance-related test/verification programs. gr-...,':tem/system will 1e designated major or
Effective maintenance management control nonmajor will be made by Headquarters,
during this logistic support development should Department of the Army. Fig. 11-7 shows the
insure that the maintenance evaluatiun process management review levels, review designations,
is conducted in a timely, efficient, and corn- and rev*ew points during a materiel acquisition
prehensive manner, and insure contract corn- cycle. It will be noted that the last three
pliance with all maintenance-related con- reviews can make use of development and op-

1 tractual provisions. erational test results (Fig. 6-2).
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Figwe 11-7. Motori*e Life Cyle DIdsion Points

The US Army Materiel Command (AMC), The chairman will be the AMC spokesman and
as a materiel developer, is granted IPR rec- will be the final authority at the IPR for
ommendation approval authority by the Depart- decisions concerning AMC. He is a :ftlorized to
ment of the Army for appropriate nonmajor negotiate with other IPR memb-, and to mod-
program reviews. This authority may be ify the previously approved AMC position when
delegated, when appropriate, to commanders of differences occur in order to obtain agreements
AMC major subordinate commands, directors of that will serve the best interests of the Army.
corporate laboratories, and commanders of The AMC approval authority may appoint one
AMC separate activities by formal letter chairman for all IPR's on a project or category
notification from Headquarters, AMC. The au- of projects (blanket appointment) when, in his
thority to approve IPR recommendations will judgment, the best interests of the Army in
r.ot be delegated further. AMC command- terms of economy of time and money and over-
ers/laboratory directors, who have been all management efficiency are served.
delegated the authority to appoint IPR In addition to AMC representation, the IPR
chairmen and to approve AMC positions prior team will include representatives from the user,
to an IPR, may redelegate this authority within trainer, logistician, and combat developer.
their organizations. The authority to approve
IPR recommendations, approve the AMC posi- All formal IPR's are scheduled and con-
tion prior to an IPR, and appoint chairmen will ducted as conference IPR's. The conference may

be retained by Headquarters, AMC on desig- be cancelled by the chairman when he obtains

nated items/pojects. unconditional concurrences from the other IPR
members in the AMC proposed course of action,

AMC will provide the cnairman for as- as indicated in the agenda packages. In the
signed nonmajor IPR's who will be appointed event of comments or nonconeurrences from
by the appropriate AMC approval authority, other IPR members on the AMC proposed
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coa.ue of aition, the chairmnn may cancel the procurement imply that a considerable amount
IPR conference provided that he can reconcile of judgment is involved in the type classifica-
their comments or resolve their noncon- tion action. There is also the implication that
currences to the satisfaction of all IPR the data used in the judgment can be qual- i
members prior to the scheduled conference. itative as well as quantitative in nature. The
When a conference IPR has been cancelled, the phrase "determined to be acceptable for the
chairman will include a justification for the mission intended and introduction into the in-
cancellation in his letter to the approval au- ventory" is contained in the type classification
thority which requests approval of the IPR rec- STD definition and is a direct result of main-
ommendations. The chairman will attach to his tenance engineering management decisions. If
letter copies of correspondence from the other these decisions are in error, the consequences
IPR members that include stutements of their will be far reaching, especially in the area of
concurrence in the IPR recommeridations. .1st-deployment ccsts. Even more serious, the

operational readiness of the equipment can suf-
Formal, scheduled IPR's may be supple- fer degradation. Since the type classification ac-

mented with informal IPR's. An informal IPR tion requires technical (specification), oper-
may be iniiated by the project manager, com- ational, and logistic decisions, care should be

exercised to assure that no one system devel-porate laboratory director, or by Headquarters, opmert discipline is allowed to sway the final
AMC, or may be requested by a member agency decision. Consequently, type classifica-
when there is a need for a review of project tion/reclassification actins are controlled by a
status, or a technical problem requires resolu- formal review process. Major system type
tion, or Ior any other valid reason when a classifications are approved by the Army Sys-
formal decision is not required. The IPR may tems Acquisition Review Council, and desig-
be conducted by correspondence in lieu of a h ceive ty
conference provided all members concur. The nated nonimajor systems recev type classificaconfrene prvidd al meber convr.The tion approval by AMC in-process reviews.
composition of an informal IPR team Is the
same as that of a formal IPR team.

DSARC's, ASARC's, and in-process reviews 11-3.8 COPUTER AIDED DECISION MAKING
comprise a powerful maintenance management Recent developments in computer design
control tool, as well as a powerful management and programming techniques have provided
tool for all other disciplines. The formal reviews maintenance engineering management with
and resulting decisions establish policy arid powerful analytical tools to aid in the decision-
broad technical guidance that must be imple- naking process. These tools are valuable to
mented. Support subsystem information, re- management especially during the system de-
quirements, and problems provided as a part velopment phase of a program when several
of reviews must be complete and accurate. support a!ternatives exist. One of the most
Otherwise, erroneous decisions to the detriment versatile of these tools is dynamic simulation.
of materiel cost-effectiveness will result. Infor-~Dynamic simulatior. ,4n be used to provide
mal reviews deal essentially in details and n amc i manyocompleu pro videinsight into the many complex problems asso-
should be used to investigate and solve detailed ciated with major developmental programs. Un-
problems that impact the support subsystem. like most static computer techniques, dynamic

-3T-AICIsimulation does not tell management what to
do; however, it provides the intel:gence ior ef-

Maintenance engineering management also fective decision making by duplicating the real-
impacts maintenance management control dur- life 3ituation within a computer ard ac-
ing system development through participation cumulating all vital statistics experienced as a
in equipment type classification actions. As dis- result of the situation. This technique provides
cussed in par. 7-2.5.1, type classification is used the means for considering all interactions and
to describe the degree to which an equipment interrelationships .among variables without
meets Army requirements. The definitions for becoming confused by the many details or over-
type classifications standard (STD) and limited looking significant factors. One of the computer
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languages used in performing dynamic simu- to extract the more salient data into summary ' .
lation is caled general-purpose system simu- charts for ease of handling by management.
lation, which basically is an optimization of cer- In the example depicted in Fig. 11-8, the

:R tan 4R subroutines. A program is con-tai FORMA summary chart shows the weeks during which
structed by using a set of interrelated logical shipments of units of materiel to the depot were
and mathematical symbols to represent various made, and the total cumulative shipment for
elemental abstractions, called entities, by which a 9-wk period.
the desired operations can be represented.
Through proper sequential use of these entities, Normally, logistic simulations deal
entire logistic operations can be simulated. primarily with equipment, people, facilities,

cost, and other entities. Simulation oftn is used
Seven basic steps are associated with to evaluate existing syg.ams. Its real ;aiue io

dynamic simulation. These are ilhs-ated in maintenance engineering managemeuit duringFig. 11-8. The seven steps, in sequence of ex- system development lies in its capability to re-

ecution, are: produce alternative logistic concepts prior to fi-
a. Problem definition. Here, the basic flow nalizing of the system design. To be a bona

and decision criteria by which the simulation fide candidate for a simulation analysis, a
is to be performed must be defined, logistic problem must be time and event ori-

Lptented, generally with a degree of complexity
b. Logic interpretation. Once the flow and. arising from alternative decisions based on

decision criteria of the simulation have been probability or logic. Typically, a simulation can-
defined, a logic interpretation is performed to didate will consist of a number of equipments,
convert the block diagram into the simulator with given reliability and maintainability char-
language. acteristics, which cperate and fail in a common

c. Digital conversion. The next step is to scenario, sharing common facilities, parts, and
transfer the logic flow information to the digital people, and which perform a mission or mis-
conversion transmittal forms or coding forms. sions. For example, a scenario may compromise
This commonly is referred tc as "loading the a CONUS depot and supply and transportation
program". systems which support units that are deployed

d. Computer inputs. The transmittal forms overseas. To track an item through the depot
are used to prepare punched cards for input or to trace a single part through the supply
to the computer. Care must be taken in pre- pipeline is not an overwhelming task, but to
paring the cards; a misspelled word or data in determine-using desktop analysis methods-the
the wrong place will cause the computer to re- overall capability, efficiency, and costs in terms
ject the program. of all equipment which passes through the

depot and all supplies which use the trans-
e. Operational simulation..The punched portation pipeline virtually is impossible.

cards are fed into a digital computer. The ma-
chine will make all necessary logical decisions By use of a simulation model, the total
in accordance with the flow and decision support subsystem can be simulated, analyzed,
criteria, keep all records, and perform all re- changed, and evaluated rapidly and as often as
quired operations. necessary in order to identify the optimum

makeup of the system and the sensitivities of
f. Problem analysis. As a result of the the elements of which it is comprised. Typically,

computer simulation, a printout is obtained that months or year of operation can be simulated
defines all significant happenings during the in a few minutes, with the computer providing
run. This information is provided to manage- a time-oriented printed record of output
mient and contains statistical fncts, graphs, and statistics in various formats. These autput
curves that reflect what could be expected in stattics provide a measure ef eficiency and
the real-life situation. adequacy of the system in terms of utilization

g. Summary charts (management informa- of- personnel and equipment, queuing, transit
tion). Since the printout contains much residual times, costs, etc. These data provide the basis
information, it is common for the programmer for evaluating conceptual candidates or for
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restructuring a system for more effective op- . "Unserviceable but repairable items )
eration. If the model has been structured re- b. Parts required to accomplish the repair
alistically and simulates pertinent aspects of
the system, the simulation provides a precise c. Obligational authority
tool to aid in selection of the most cost-effective d. Repair capability, including documen-
solution to the logistic problems. tation, tools, test equipment, plant facilities,

In summary, simulation is a tool that can and manpower allocations.
provide rapid answers to complex questions. The process of bringing these essentials to-
Simulatiun is to maintenance engineering man- gether requires considerable coordination
agement what a calculation is to the statistician among individual commodity commands, the
or a slide rule is to the design engineer. Unlike AMC, the Department of the Army, other CON-
many computer techniques, simulation does not US agencies, and oversea commands. A focal
make decisions for management. However, it point for this coordination is the United States
does allow management to answer such ques- Army Major Item Data Agency (MIDA) through
tions as "What would happen if... ?" or "Why its Central Workloading Activity (CWA) and
not try doing it this way?". Finally, with sim- Depot Maintenance Data Bank (DMDB) func-
ulation, strategy can be planned before a prob- tions. MIDA serves as the interface between
len arises. This capability provides manage- the item manager (a commodity command,
ment with the time and background data need- oversea command, project manager, separate in-
ed to make intelligent decisions. stallation or activity reporting to Hq. AMC or

the CWA, and responsible for generating wain-
11-4 MAINTENANCE MANAGEMENT IN tenance requirements), the depots, and other

PRODUCTION MAINTENANCE agencies.

The term production maintenance is syn- 11-4.1 GBIERALF?2CEDURES(ROf. 13)
onymous with depot maintenance. This level of
maintenance is discussed in Chapter 10. The The procedures that follow govern the gen-
discussion that follows will address the main- eral activities of the CWA, item managers, etc.,

tenance management aspect of production and the use of the DMDB in the management
maintenance as it relates to maintenam.ce plan- of production riaiztenance:
ning, programming, budgeting, funding, supply a. Each item manager will be responsible
control, production control, and maintenance for determining his depot level materiel main-
engineering, tenance requirements and developing appro-

Depot maintenance is the responsibility of priate maintenance support service program re-

and is performed by designated maintenance ac- quirements for the current year and each ap-
tivities (including contractor facilities) to aug- plicable planning year. These will be submitted
ment stocks of serviceable materiel by over- for inclusion in DMDB records.
hauling and rebuilding unserviceable assets that b. Data for organic, contract, and/or inter-
require maintenance beyond the capabilities of service depot level maintenance effort for each
general support activities. This responsibility is 'requirement will be forwarded to the DMDB
satisfied through a combination of more exten- and will be updated concurrently. Following ini-
sive 3hop facilities, more specialized equipment, tial program establishment in the DMDB file3,
and more highly skilled personnel than thcse all data element exchanges will be or an e.-
existing at lower levels of maintenance. Depot ception basis, containing only those data ele-
maintenance usually is accomplished in fixed ments which change information in the reci-
shops and facilities that are Government-owned pient's files.
and -operated, Govern -ent-owned andac. All requests for maintenance from cus-
contractor-operated, or contractor-owned and tomers outside the Department of the Army
-operated.
-will be processed as prescribed by applicable

Depot maintenance support demands that AMC regulations. Depots will not negotiate for
four essential elements must be available within this type of work. All requests for intra-Army
the same time frame. These elements are: depot level maintenance will be processed
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through the applicable miahrtenance interservice significantly defined factors. After initial de3-
support office. All accepted proposals will be ignation, assignments will be reviewed annually
workloaded to the selected primary or secon- for cost-effectiveness.
dary depot by the CWA. h. The commodity command will assare

d. Each commodity command will be re- that the unit maintenance total cost trans-
sponsible for keeping the CWA updated by mit#.J to the CWA on the maintenance require-
mail;ng copies of all depot maintenance inter- nient record is the cost approved by the corn-
service agreements, international logistic pro- mand after allowable maintenance expenditure
grams, foreign military sales, or other depot limits have been considered. At the depot main-
maintenance agreements for other than Army tenance activity level, materiel classified as
customers which have been identified for depot "unserviceable, economically repairable" by
maintenance, quality assurance personnel will ", accepted as

e. Each item manager will establish and economically repairable exce. . for hidden
maintain a nonduplicative commodity command defects which can be determined only after
level of sequence of priorities for all organic teardown. Detection of such hidden defects dur-
depot level maintenance programs initiated by ing maintenance will be referred immediately
the command. This may include assigning dif- to the quality assurance activity for possible
ferent priority sequence numbers to portions of reclassification. Documentation of the facts will
a total quantity on one requirement record. The be maintained in the record folder 2f the depot
CWA using the DMDB will assign work and maintenance activity and will be reported to
commit depot level resources in accordance with the DMDB. The CWA will approve the cost ad-
priority sequence and resource availability with justment or rfer it to the commodity command
an automatic consideration of cost-effectiveness, for decision in accordance with established
Organic maintenance facilities will establish dollar and quantity tolerances.
shop schedules in accordance with priority se-

and resource availability. L The CWA using the DMDB will preparequence aADP programs to produce maintenance man-
f. Upon determination of the commodity ment information in the format and frequen-

command depot maintenance requirement, the ay required by the Director of Maintenance,
item manager will take zetion to assure avail- Hq., AMC. t

ability of required unserviceable assets. Weekly,
each commodity command will preare and for- j. The CWA will not request a depot main-
ward to the DMDB increases and decreases in tenance activity to negotiate for, let, or admin-
the on-hand availability of unserviceable assets ister national maintenance contracts. The Depot
for each program, by depoL The CWA using Production Planning and Control System will
the DMDB files will assign work to organic assure that depots are not able to negotiate and
maintenance shops on the basis of the asset administer contracts for complete maintenance
information from commodity commands and programs. This policy requires the depots either
others. If actual availability does not agree with to accomplish th( major tasks as assigned or
that reported by the commodity commmnd, the to report back to the CWA their organic in-
depot supply activity will initiate action with ability to accomplish the task in the time frame
the commodity command to reconcile inventory established. The CWA then will reassign the
records, after which the command will advise work to another depot or report the status to
the CWA of any desired change in instructions, the commodity command which then can

g. Primary and secondary depots will be negotiate a national contract. Depots will be
commands with authorized to issue supportive service contracts

designated by the commodity onmadlwt
Hq., AMC. approval after full coordination with y as a supplement to their capability in order
the CWA and the U S Army Maintenance Man- to perform a pox ion of the task and as an
agement Center. Primary and secondary depots aid iu handling emergecies.
will be assigned initially for each weap- k. The Director of Maintenance and the
on/support system on the basis of lowest Comptroller, Hq., AMC, and the commander of
time/overhaul cost of the system and other each commodity command will provide the
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CWA with currept program and budget guid- q. Consumption data will be maintained by
ance -nd with mai..ower guidance to be used the end item commodity command for all re-
in deteimining maintenance net capacity quan- pairables under its management subject to
titie.- for Whe execution year and the 5 planning depot maintenance. The data will be used in
yars. maintaining current depot maintenance part re-

I. All progress are cost staLus reporting quirement lists (DMPRLs).

from the organic depo" maintenance activities r. Repair part and special :ool lists

will be transmitted dirt tly and exclusively to (RPSTL's) and DMPRL's developed and main-

the DMDB. Contractual progress and cost stat- tained by the end item commodity command

us reporting will be provided to the DMDB from will portray repair part requirements for

the commodity commands. The DMDB will pro- planned and scheduled depot maintenance pro-

vide for expeditious forwarding of these data grams. Upon request, the end item commodity
to the appropriate recipients. command will provide an RPSTL/DMPRL to

each primary or secondary depot.
in. The CWA using the DMDB will treat

worklcading, capability data, reporting data,
etc.. by depot; however, under depot comp'ex- 11-4.2 REQUIREMENT INPUTS(Ref. 13)
in-, the DMDB will deal with the complex corn- Item managers are required to report
mand service center only. Data transmission depot materiel and maintenance support re-
and communication will be with the complex quirements to the DMDB. The procedures that
command service center and not with its as- follow govern this reporting and associated ac-
sociated depot maintenance activities. tivities:

n. The Organic Depot Maintenance Produc- (i. All orders placed on depot maintenance
tion. Planning, and Control System will provide activities-regardless of source or custom-
for consolidation of like items on depot pro- er-will be controlled through the Central
duction schedules. A single program control Workloading Activity (CWA. except for tech-
number will be assigned to collect labor and nical and delivery phases of negotiation with
production, as well as for repair part fore- -interservice customers. Requirement data also
casting and requisitioning actions. The system will be submitted to the DMDB for all depot
will provide for proration of cost data to the level maintenance programs placed on contract
originating order no more frequently than daily, by the commodity commands and oversca com-
but no less frequently than the 15th and end mands, regardless of funding.
of each month. b. Requirements will be specific, both to

o. The decision and action on final job the work encompassed by the order and order
order closeout and billing are the responsibility terms, and will include necessary special in-
of the comptroller. Maintenance will be allowed structions of either an administrative or tech-
15 days after final production to close k-it nical nature. For example, the authorization for
records. After that period, the comptroller will overtime (premiumi to be worked involving ad-
insurc that all outstanding financial transac- ditional funds must be provided by the item
tions have been completed and will take ex- manager.
peditious action to assure closeout by the 15th
of the month following that in which the s!ie- c. The procurement of repair parts neces-
cific job or service order is completed. sary to support materiel requirements will be

p. Depot maintenance consumption data b-sed on the Army materiel plan developed by
will be submitted by every depot level materiel the DMDB. Procurement action will be initiated
maintenance activity-including oversea, com- sufficiently in advance ef the execution year
mercial. and cross-service contracts-on those to allow for leadtime, etc. and to insure delivery n'

programs from which the item manager re- to the performing activity at least 90 days prior
quired reporting. Both Government-furnished to the date the item is introduced into the main-

parts and contractor-furnished parts consumed tenance shop. The quantities of procured items
will be reported. The data will be reported di- will be sufficient to support schedules for at
rectiy to the appropriate commodity command. least one-quarter of the the fiscal year. This
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action taken by the supply manager will include require coordination between the CWA and the
all repair parts required, regardless of the item commodity command.
manager or class manager having inventory j. 'hen a gross maintenance requirement
control of the parts, becomes known for a current year or for any

d. Coordination between commodity com- of the 5 projected years, that requirement will
mands is the responsibility of each supply man- be input by the item manager to the DMDB.
ager accountable for the basic item, component, To accommodate the required input of depot
or accessory. This also includes coordination materiel maintenance data for that materiel not
with the counterpart in other Government agen- the responsibility of the commodity command
cies. but accomplished by AMC depot maintenance

Supply managers continually will review resources and facilities, the item managers role
materiel requirements with status reports will be assumed by the CWA acting as the co-
provided by the DMDB to assure that parts sup- ordinating representative.
port is in consonance with schedules reported
by the performing activity. If the supply man- 11-4.3 WORKOIDM SADREPORTS bf. 13)
ager cannot obtain the parts required, the main- The CWA plans, schedules, and orders the
tenance progranaied quantity total will be re- work for the AMC depot level materiel main-
duced in order th. a lower priority materiel tenance effort. In the accomplishment of these
requirement may be workloaded, functions, a linear programming model is used

f. The item manager will report to the to develop a balanced workload for each year,
DMDB, by stock number, those repair parts and including the current year. This is an iterative
components which are in long supply or excess process accomplished in conjunction with the
and which will be requisitioned from the supply depots. Based on the balanced workload, work
system for use in overhaul. The repair of listed orders are issued to the depots for acceptance.
parts/components during overhaul may not be rejection, or negotiation. Par. 10-3.21 describes
accomplished without prior authorization of the work order procssing.
responsible -immodity command. Among the reports submitted by the

g. Perorming activities are responsi' 1e for depots after the acceptance oi the work orders
assuring that the status of asset availability are those pertaining to production status, cost,
data rported by them to commodity commands and repair part consumption. Information in
is c7rrent and accurate. Timely release of op- these reports coupled with information on re-
era t. and maintenance, Army funds by the pairable asset availability provided by appro-
CWA to Army industrial fund depot activities priate agencies comprise the basic data required
is dependent upon accurate and current asset for management of the current year depot
balances in the DMDB. maintenance program.

hL Action will be taken by the item man- 114.4 CONTRO(LOf:DOOiTIEXPENOMTME
ager to expedite turn-ins of unserviceable re-
pairable assets. If the field does not react to Control of depot expenditures is essential
expediting actions by the commodity command, if the Army depot mission of achieving a max-
the pro.lem will be referred te Hq., AMC, for imum operational readiness posture at mm-
appropriate action. imum cost is to be realized. The large quantities

of materiel now in the Army inventory-and
L Item managers will coordinate with the their complexity, cost of acquisition, and main-

National Maintenance Points to insure that tenance-generate a continuing demand for
maintenance standards/technical packages resources. These resources-fund allocations,
(depot maintenance reference lists (DMRL's) manpower, materials, facilities, and tooling-are
and depot maintenance work requirements associated directly with the operational cost fac-
(DMWR's)) are made available to performing tor. Greater management emphasis is necessary
activities prior to or concatrent with input of to obtain the optimum return for each cost
the requirement to the DMDB. Absence of dollar if the cost factor and operational effi-
standards/technical package identification will ciency ar to reflect the desired relaionship.
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Ma:-, ient objectives that are common to d. Vitalization of depot training programs.
boti the effective and economical development azid ca-eer development of technically qualified
of the maintenance effort ard the use ,f personnel for assignment to maintenance man-
reaaorces should be established as an integral agement positions
part of depot maintenance operations. In this
way, both materiel readiness and cost control e. Establishment of internal depot proce-
endeavors are influenced. Specific purposes of dures for accurate identification of maintenance
management objectives of this type are: costs and their correlation to support operating

activ~ities
a- To maintain materiel, using available

resources to the maximum extent, in a manner f. Development of uniiorm criteria and
that enhances its readiness posture and its abil- procedures for co.apu:ing maintenance work-
ity to perform designated functions efficiently loads and backlogs.~and safely
aThe source documents for collecting

b. To stimulate and assist in the ready elements-of-cost data for demt maintenance op-
flow and exchange of maintenance experience. erations or for activides performing depot
techniques, processes, and data mong :iain- maintenance operations provde the basic ac-
tenance shops, maintenance personnc', and ap- counting requirements for recording, con-S propriate field orgaizationsconigrqre ntfrrcrdg.o-

rotrolling. and reporting the costs incurred. The

c. To increase the general understanding basic documents used for this purpose are:
--.f the importance and magnitude of effectively
maintaining modern materiel, and the need for a. Cost distribution journals, which iden-
improved maintenance discipline tify separately all labor, materials, supplies.

d To provide appropriate assignment of contractual services. and other expenses
maintenance activities as a prerequisite to ef- b. Cost ledgers, used for recording and
fective and efficient maintenance summarizing detailed cost data by cost account

e. To encourage the standardization of and eemcnts of cost such as direct man-hours
maintenance activities, procedures, and use of and wor :nits completed
maintenance data and reporting. c Job order cost sheets, which are estab-

Basic objectives stress economy of oper- lished for each work order received by the depot
ation and .he accomplishment of maintenance or activity.

athe lowest Me ces:. Closely1
| wit ecoomy s th usully ustee avilabfitvEach activity nerfo,.-ming depot-t.-' - main-

owhich determine, over an tenance is allowed considerahe latitude in the
extended period of time. the size of the depot development of effective and economicali work force and the breadth of thr workload. methods and procedu., s which are consistent

managers should establish man- with basic accounting requirements but which
agement policies that complement management are adaptable to the organization and account-
objectives. These management policies provide ing requirements of the zxtivity.

for: The basic source for col!e-ting and record-

a. Establishment of uniform criteria and ing the labor effort is either the daily activity
standards which prescribe the procedures for sheet or the indi iJual t.me cards, both of
economical repair. overhaul, and rebuild of ap- which report man-hours of labco by cost code
plicab) materiel or job order number. Upon reconciliation with

attendance records, the man-hour information
b. Determination that repair and overhaul is forwarded to cost accounting, where total

of unserviceables are compatible with supply man-hours by cost codes or job order numbers
system requirements and disposal criteria are posted. In costing out total man-hours.

c Consolidation of depot maintenance either actual or average departmental rates can
shoos and facilities to the maximum extent he applied, depending upon the size of the shop
feasible and the work force involve'!.
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1 ! 4.5 ESIMAT:,'W.-, MWXTENANC TIME (Ref. 3) tion, taking into account the distance the par-

Pro(uction mAntea-ice time estimates ticular body member moved and other factors

generaily are obtained frcm a combination of such as the resibtance met or the care required.

historical, statistical, and engineered standards. By totaling times for all the movements, the

Historical standards are obtained from past analyst is able to develop a standard tme for
records of the actual time and cost involved the whole operation. Adjustments for worker
in completi g a specific overhaul operation. proficiency are unnecessary because the table
Histo, rical standards may be derivd from the factors themselves reflect the motion times of
actual time and cost to overhaul one un- a normal worker. Fatigue allowances must be
serviceable item, or it may be computed from considered, hewever, along with other pertinent

an average of the time and cost to overhaui job factors.
a quantity of like unserviceable items. Histor- b. Stopwatch Time Study. In a stopwatch
ical standards are not particularly accurate for time study, the job tO be evaluated is broken
scheduling and control purposes because the down first into basic elements or timing points.
type of and extent of repairs required to restore After this division of the operation, the analyst
unserviceable items vary with individual items. then observes several complete c.1cles of the op-
However, the broader the overhaul experience eration, recording the time taken by thc op-
has been with an item, the wider the base from erator to perform each element. Then, the av-
which the average may be computed; con- erage time for each element is computed. The
sequently, the production standard derived will analyst adjusts the average time to compensate
be more accurate than would be possible if thiscodto i oteit ttitclsadr for a slow worker or for a worker who is work-
condition did not exist. A statistical standard ing at too great a speed. After performing this
is similar to a historical standard in that it adjustment, the analyst develops the standard
is derived by averaging actual recorded time time for the whole operation. Consideration is
or cost figures for a specific operation. It, too, given to other factors such as fatigue allow-
is based on historical data, but, in addition, gnes pr c tof ncessatools and

_ Ances, procurement of necessary tools and
it considers data on operations and costs which parts, authorized breaks, and cleanup time. The
depart significantly from the norm. In-r__- : !result is an engineered time -- mndard for the
statistical standards, both superior and poor operation.
performances are excluded. The statistical
standard, therefore, is more a median than an c. WVork Sampling. Both of the foregoing
average and is felt to be nore accurate than time study methods are suited best to repetitive
---historical data alone. Actally, a combination jobs such as these which typify most productionP hitria data oplraions Acualy 25- (com.b14ndesribe

of the two methods frequently is used in pro- line operations. AFM 25-5 (Ref. 14) describes
duction control practices. a work sampling time study method that has

more ger.eral application. The method is based
Because historical and statistical standards on the principle that a sufficient number of

are based on past performance, and thus may samples taken at random from a large group
embody production inefficien ies, engineered tends to exhibit the same charactersitics of dis-
time standards have been developed. Three tribution as the entire group. Conclusions are
methods for determiniig engineered time stand- drawn about the whole population or universe--- ards are:abased on a limited number of samples. At ran-

a. Motian-time Analysis. In a motion-time dom intervals, the workers are observed, and
analysis, the job to be analyzed first is broken the state or condition of each worker's activity
down into simple body movements such as lift, is noted and classified into predetermined cat-
move, turn, and grasp. Generally, for relatively egories.
short operations, a more detailed breakdown is Application of the method involves the de-
require4, and the subsequent computations are termination cf the ma-i-hour population from
moie .,.nplex than is the case foe longer jobs. which samples are taken; the designation of the
Once a job has been broken down into its vari- time categories into which the samples are plac-
ous part,, the analyst refers to special tables ed; making the actual observations, including
that contain standard times for each brdy mo- periodic performance rating; computation of the
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percentage of time spent on each category (ratio function is the same as that of the maintenance
of the total samples in any one category to programming and budgeting function. This ob-
the total samples taken); and, finally, appli- jective is to obtain from available maintenance
cation of these percentages to the tot.-l man- resources the r.. qt effective performances and
hours sampled to determine the time spent on use possible by formulating timetablep and pro-
each designated category. AFM 25-5 provides cedures for accomplishing a required workload.
procedures for accomplishing all of these ac- Unlike programming, however, schedul!ing deals
tivities. in specifics; i.e., specific installations, definitive

workloads, and definite time periods.

11-4.6 S04EDUUNG When scheduling workloads, the basic fac-
A major aspect of production that man- tors considered are the types and number of

agement must consider both before and during items to be repaired or overhauled, the activ-
actual maintenance operations is whether or not ities at which the program will be accom-
production schedules provide for the economical plished, the number of items each activity will
and efficient use of ali available production be assigned, and the time frame in which the
resources such as facilities, manpower, equip- program will begin and end.
ment, and materials Adequate production The depot commander to whom a workload
scheduling for maintenance operations is the has been assigned is responsible both fo: devis-
first essential step in securing successful pro- ing internal production schedules and work
duction performance, and proper use of these orders that delineate the methods and proce-
resources virtually assures the success of the dures to be followed and computing the
production scheduling operation. Production resources necessary to process the assigned
scheduling encompasses tko following planning workload. This phase of maintenance scheduling
actions: is directed toward the coordination of resources

a. Determining the production such as labor, repair parts, funda, and facilities
t resources-funds, economically repairable and to accomplish the assigned workload in the

unserviceables, repair parts, labor, tools, ma- most effective manner and within allotted time
terials, and machinery--required for a specific frames.
maintenance program

b. Establishing production procedures that
insure the successful accomplishment of the 11-4.7 WORKPRIORITY
depot maintenance program Work priority plays a part in production

c. Formulating deta-Ied standing operating maintenance management. In the scheduling
procedures for all aspects af the work to be and execution process, the order of overhaul de-performed pends upon the relative importance of an item

to the Army and the immediate availability of
d. Differentiating between procedures for required unserviceable assets. From the time

production rups and those for the occasional operating programs are formulated to the time
odd job. they are implemented, a never-ceasing eval-

From a maintenance management point of uation and reevaluation of them are carried out
4 view, maintenance scheduling has much the at every level of command. Some overhaul pro-

same relation to programming as programming jects, such as those for strategically important
has to long-range planning. A program is in- international logistic program shipments, often
tended to implement a plan, and a schedule are assigned top priorities by the Department
is intended to outline the specific means by of the Army at the direction of the President
which the more immediate objectives of the pro- or the Secretary of Defense. Other programs
gram can he accomplished. A definite dividing may be given a priority status by the CWA
line cannot be drawn between programming and as a result of depleted stocks or increased de-
scheduling, for ;cheduling is merely a con- mands. The depot commanders usually schedule
tinuation rf the programming process. The repair-and-return-to-s:ock items on established
broad objective of the maintenance scheduling policy and operating procedures.
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1 -4.8 MAINTENANCE STANDARDS (Ref. 3) stored by repair, overhaul, or some other main-

It is Army policy that practical and meas- tenance function to insure its satisfactory per-
urable standards be developed for each major formance for a specified period of service.
item of materiel. The primary purpose of these d. Equipment Serviceability Criteria.
standards is to provide meaningful data by Equipment serviceability criteria are standards
w, hich the readiness posture can be measured used to measure the combat readiness status
or ascertained and a predictable level of of equipment. A color code or "traffic light"
reliability insured. Further, it is policy that concept is used to designate the degree to which
these standards be simple enough to be used equipment probably will perform its combat
by unit personnel ss well as by personnel of mission. According to the "traffic light" con-

inspecting agencies. cept, the color code green is assigned to equip-
In keeping with the requirement to estab- ment which can be expected to perform its

lish measurable standards as a means of im- primary mission for a sustained period of op-
proving the readiness status of equipment, eration of approximately 90 days, providing nor-
Army agencies have developed performance mal maintenance is performed. The color code
standards; serviceability standards; mainte- amber is assigned to equipment which will
nance standards, including overhaul standards; move, shoot, communicate, or otherwise per-
equipment serviceaHlity criteria; and oper- form its combat mission, but which is not op-
ationally ready standards. By definition, a erationally reliable to the same degree as equip-
standard is an established or accepted rule, ment that is coded green. In other words,
measure, or model by which the degree of sat- amber-coded equipment cannot be depended
isfactoriness of similar items is determined, upon to operate efficiently for a sustained pe-
Four types of standards are of concern to pro- riod of 90 days because of shortcomings or other

2 - duction maintenance management: performance conditions, such as wear, which cause marginal.) classifications. The color code red is assigned
standards, serviceability standards, mainte-
nance standards, and equipment serviceability to equipment which cannot perform its combat
criteria. Definitions of these standards follow: mission because of deficiencies such as those

which evolve from a combination of wear fac-
a. Performance Standard. Generally, the tors or result from failure to reflect the ap-

term "performance 3tandard" refers to an es- plication of .tn urgent modification work order.
tablished number of man-hours required to per-
form a unit of work. In terms of maintenance, 11-4.9 WORK MEASUREMENTS
however, it may refer to performance measures The results of work measurement data are
relative to the number of satisfactory hours of accumulated at the production maintenance ac-
operation, the number of pounds of pressure, tivity and promulgated to the higher commands
or the amount of stress or strain to which through various reports. Some reports are cost-
materiel can be subjected before a breakdown oriented, while others deal with the quantity
occurs or maintenance is required. of work accomplished. Most of the reports are

bgenerated by the production control operation
b. Serviceability Standard. A serv- of the production maintenance facility. Tbis

iceability standard is a measure which specifies function develops both internally and externally
the operating limits for an item. When these distributed management information. The inter-limits have not been reached, the item is con- nlrprsehneefcec fi-os p

siderednal reports enhance efficiency of in-house op-

tesed lts been erceableadse, twhen erations, and the external reports provide upper
these limits have been exceeded, the item s levels of Department of Defense, Department
considered to be unserviceable. Serviceability of the Army, and AMC management visibility
standards involve a consideration of wear lim- into the utilization of resources and effec-
its, deterioration, performance as an indication tiveness of production maintenance operations.
of the degree of serviceability, and damage that As shown in Fig. 11-9, external reporting uses
affects the serviceability of equipment. exception-type reports from the maintenance

r c. Maintenance Standard. A maintenance program operations management level upward.
standard is a measure which specifies the min- These reports are derived from the detailed data
imum condition to which an item must be re- submitted from maintenance operations level
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NATIONAL MANAGEMENT

DEPARTMENT ESTABLISHES DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY POLICIES FOR STANDARD WORKLOAD AND MAN-HOUR

OF THE ACCOUNTING PROCEDURES

ARMY PROVIDES DA STAFF SUPERVISION

MAINTENANCE PROGRAM MANAGEMENT (MPM)

MAJOR ESTABLISHES COMMAND POLICIES, PROCEDURES, AND PERFORMANCE STANDARDS
ARMY

COMMAND/ RECEIVES AND ANALYZES EXCEPTION-TYPF REPORTS

USAMC ADJUSTS RESOURCES AS REQUIRED

z MAINTENANCE PROGRAM OPERATIONS MANAGEMENT (MPOM)
0

OPERATIONS ANALYZES PROGRAM STATUS REPORTS TO DETFRMAINE BACKLOG, ADJUST SCHEDULES, ASSESS
MANAGSMENT PERFORMANCE, MEASURE MANPOWER EFFECTIVENESS, AND VALIDATE STANDARDS

Z ACTIVITY/ 1
-- CENTER ESTABUSHES WORK PRIORITIES

PROVIDES SUMMARIZED EXCEPTION DATA TO MPM

MAINTENANCE OPERATIONS

CONTROLS WORKFORCE (DIRECT AND INDIRECT LABOR) EXPENDITURE
MAINTENANCE

ACTIVITY CONTROLS SHOP WORKLOAD
RECORDS WORK ACCOMPSHED

SUBMITS DETAILED REPORTS TO MPOM LEVEL

Figure 11-9. Work load Accounting and Manpower Management (Ief. 2)
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management. Also, the depot reports into the Reporting of production line stoppage is
Army Industrial Fund/Expense Appropriation accomplished in accordance with current AMC
Management (AIF/EAM) files through a work regulations, and these reports provide manage-
measurement program. ment visibility into this critical aspect of pro-

duction management.

11-4.11 WORK STOPPAGE PREVENTION
11-4.10 PRODUCTION UNESTOPPAGES One of the key functions of production I

Production line stoppages have fsar- maintenance is to predict work stoppages and
reaching effects on maintenance management prevent them from occurring. Generally, stop-
of Army materiel. The most obvious and im- pages occur for three major reasons: lack of
mediate effect is that manpower and production assets, lack of part-, and/or lack of resources.
facilities that are subjected to elaborate sched- These subjects are discussed in the paragraphs
tiing operations face the possibility of idleness. that follow, along with a scheduling model that
This, of course, inevitably decreases efficiency alerts management to potential work stoppages.
and increases costs. More serious, however, is
the fact that materiel readiness can be affected. 11-4.11.1 Availability of Aets
As discussed earlier in this chapter, equipment L
is scheduled into production maintenance facil- Lack of assets usually occur' because re-

on the basis of relative importance of the pairables are not being generated (are not fail-
it*.eq mnt the a ry issont ing) at the expected rate. Asset shortages also

can be experienced -hen the accountable stock
Maintenance management must respond records at the National Inventory Control Point

rapidly to produetion line stoppages. Once the do not reflect the true depot stock balance. The
stoppage cause has been analyzed thoroughly, program may be authorized and the stock
decision questions must be answered. Typical records may reflect asset availability, but the
of these questions are: Can the process flow depot maintenance activity has received
be rerouted? How many work centers will be notification that assets requested to be moved
affected? Is rescheduling action required? from the storage location +o maintenance are
Should production be delayed at all work not available. In this case, depot procedures
centers or only at the work center directly af- should be established to insure that appropriate
fected? actions are taken by the depot supply and trans-

The most prevalent cause of production portation activity to correct the asset balance
line stoppages is unavailability of repair parts. through the stock status reporting system of
This will be discussed in greater detail later the depot maintenance production planning and
in this chapter, but is mentioned here as it control system.

" applies to management reporting of line stop- 11-4.11.2 Availability of Parts
pages. The responsibility for reporting these Parts management is a vital aspect of pro-
sioppages rests with the installation supply ac-
counting activity. Prior to advising the install- duction maintenance management. Its ultimate
ation supply accounting activity that a produc- objective is to insure that adequate quantities

tion line stoppage exists, the parts management of the right types of repair parts are avaiiable
activity must have taken the following actiors: to meet production requirements at a particular

maintenance activity. Proper parts management
.tcan mewan the difference between efficient or~a. Determine that local manufac-

inefficient repair or overhaul operations, eco-nibalizcation o cal, nomical or costly production, timely or delayed
completion of scheduled work, and a high de-

b. Determine that the supply system has gree of equipment operability or an excessive
not responded satisfactorily. amount of deadlined equipment. The mainte-

c. Determine that prior action had been nance function should be accomplished with a
taken to upgrade the requisition, for the pro- minimum investment in repair parts; otherwise,
duction line stoppage in question, by the in- fewer funds will be available for other depot
stallation supply accounting activity, repair programs. Stocks of repair parts must
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be kept at minimum levels in order to reduce report. This management report is issued to \
attendant "holding costs"; i.e., the costs to store, parts managers on a weekly basis. It reflects
inventory, inspect, preserve, maintain records, the quantity of each stock item number that
and dispose of excess and obsolete stocks. Yet, is in a shortage status.
most important, repair parts must be available With the report, the parts manager will
as scheduled to avoid line stoppages. Avoiding identify which of the parts that are in a short-
this type of stoppage depends to a great extent age status are line-stoppers and potential line-
on accurate forecasting of requirements. stoppers, and will annotate the report manually

Parts forecasting is one of the most im- to reflect this status and hand-carry it to the
portant elements of the depot parts manage- installation supply accounting activity on a
ment effort, for the accuracy of parts require- weekly basis. The installation supply accounting
ment forecasts often determines the effec- activity will take appropriate action to upgrade
tiveness of production scheduling. The require- the requisition in accordance with existing sup-
ments for overhaul may be relatively pre- ply procedures.
dictable and therefore controllable, but fore-
casting repair part requirements without a com- 11-4.11.3 Availability of Resources
plete teardown and inspection of the item to
be overhauled is difficult and often impossible.
The age of an item, the environment in which manage resources efficiently if the various costs

it has been used, its operator, and a number of operation are not known. Appropriation ac-
of other variables combine to make the usage counting at the depot level can provide such
history of each item entering the depot main- information. The extension of the Army indus-
tenance shop unique. As a result of these vari- trial fund and funding practices to depots en-
ables, two items of the sam" make and model ables managers to acquire cost accounting data

may have quite different requirements. for practically any element of expense desired.
Funds may be obligated and expended for

The process of forecasting and Zhe subse- resources during one accounting period, while
quent procurcment of parts for the repair of the costs to which these funds apply may have
moderate- and high-density end items begin been incurred in an earlier accounting period.
with the initiation of a work order issuad by Funds must be obligated during the year of
the CWA. After initial preparation or review appropriation, but they can be expended during
by the Production Control Element of the Depot a later period, not exceeding two additional
Directorate for Maintenance, the order is sent years. To manage effectively, the depot com-
to that rniintenance elemert of the Mainte- mander and his managers must have definite
nance Directorate which is responsible for information available so that the current cost
deteimining parts requirements. This element of operations is known.
computes the kinds and quantiie of parts nec- A comprehensive cost accounting system
essary to perform the work, whether it be a is provided by the Department of the Army.
relatively small jot) likely to require only one This system applies worldwide to all depots, in-
or two days u: a production line run scheduled stallations, and activities performing depot
to operate for a number of months. The in" maintenance operations. The objective of this
formation for these computations generally is cost accounting system is to:
taken from the mortality data file. This file
contains historical data on parts usage and oth- a. Provide management with data to meas-
er repair operations of the past. Of most ure cost-effectiveness.
significance are the consumption or mortality b. Provide the basis for determining budg-
rates which indicate the quantity of a part that et program quantities and the total mainte-
was used in overhauling 100 end items. nance cost of end products produced and serv-

As previously mentioned, work stoppages ices rendered.
due to lack of repair parts are reported into c. Account for all elements of costs in-
the Army depot maintenance production and curred in the performance of depot mainte-
control system, which produces a parts shortage nance, including indirect maintenance expenses,
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k ) general and administrative expenses, and main- diction and control of production line stoppages.
tenance support expenses, regardless of how One of these tools is a shop scheduling sim-
such costs are financed. ulation model, which functions as described in

d. Record costs by identifying the function- the following paragraphs:
__ al, organ'izat,.'n that incurs the cost or p'orformsthe work. a. Orders issued by the Major Item DataAgency are costed and accepted automatically,

e. Provide data to assist in performing or are marked up when within established pa-
comparative cost analyses for two or more rameters. Orders outside the parameters are di-
depots, and for in-house and contract mainte- rected to production controllers for action
nance operations relative to the same or similar within prescribed time frames. Each order re-
overhaul programs. flects its priority and required delivery sched-

f Facilitate interservice support t0 obtain ule. Subsequent to acceptance, each order is
the most economical use of facilities, stored within the automatic data processing

g. Properly classify and accumulate vari- equipment in the priority sequence in which
ous depot-generated maintenance data required it is to be accomplished.
for preparation of the Army depot maintenance
cost summary and other related reports. b. Ninety days prior to induction of assets,

the scheduling model begins simulating the flow
At the local level, the cost accounting sys- of work through the shop work centers. The

tem is augmented by internal depot data simulation continues until actual movement of
sources that provide basic data for cost materiel from storage to maintenance takes
analysis. Analysis of costs is a management place. Upon receipt- of materiel at the work
technique used to reveal data and information center, the supervisor creates automatic data

- that can lead to methods for improving effi- processing inputs.
: ciency. As a part of this technique, data relative

S- to resources such as the costs of all labor, sup- c. Production flow begins with acceptanceplies, and services used by the depot activities of materiel by the supervisor of the first work
during a particular accounting period are center. The automatic data processing inputs
recorded, and all direct and indirect costs are created by supervisors provide the data required
collected under various account titles. At the by the scheduling model to continue scheduling
end of a specific period, a summary operating simulation with actual experience data. Produc-
statement of costs incurred by the various shops tion progress information is provided to the
is prepared. Depots collect, record, and report scheduling model through daily inputs. Labor
shop costs by individual job orders for internal hours expended against each job order are com-
depot use. The actual job order costs, as well pared with man-hour standards and reported
as total costs reported on the shop operating production codes to identify potential over-
statement, are compared with budgeted or fore- production/undcrproduction problems and the
cast costs. At the end of a fiscal year, the op- impact on subsequent work centers. The sched-
erating statements for all accounting periods uling model is dependent largely upon realistic
in the fiscal year can be used, with appropriate man-hour standards. Each planning and pro-
adjustments, to forecast future fund require- duction control activity, in conjunction with
ments. depot maintenance engineers, constantly

Cost analysis is an essential element in the reviews man-hour standards to prevent over-
management of production resources. Constant stating or understating of man-hour require-
comparison with forecast resource requirements ments in the automatic data processing files.
can aid maintenance management decision- Weekly, work center supervisors receive work
makers in their efforts to predict and Prevent schedules that depict the daily work center
work stoppages, schedule of inductions and production output

for the subsequent 2-wk period. The labor and
11-4.11.4 Shop Schedluling Model production inputs identify whether or not the

The Army production planning and' control inductions and production ar2 in consonance
system includes analytical tools to assist in pre- with the overall schedule. Each work center
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makes its contribution to the overall mainte- able manpower resources prior to the actual ex- ,)
nance effort. In this connection, a production ecution phase.
slippage in one work ceLter will cause the b. Identify potenli' -anpower/scheduling
scheduling model to compensate for the pro- problems.
duction slippage by rescheduling other work Allocate work center resources based on
into subsequent work centers. Major Item Data Agency assigned priority, re-

In summary, the scheduling model pro- quired completion date, and current status of
I vidcs an autor.,ated scheduling system to ac- each individual job order (number of days ahead

complish the ft 'owing objectives: or behind schedule.

a. Simulate program execation based on d. Devetiu a 2-wk daily schedule for each
projected workload requirements versus avail- work center. J
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GLOSSARY

Accessibility-The feature of design layout and Automatic Test EquipuwAt (ATE)-Equipment
installation which permits quick and easy ad- that carries out a predetermined program of
mission (for performance of visual and system testing for the detection, localization
manipulative maintenance) to the area in and isolation of malfunctions to facilitate
which a failure has been traced. maintenance and the checkout of a system

following maintenance.
Achieved availability-The probability that

materiel, when used under stated conditions Aviation intermediate support maintenaee
in an ideal support environment (eg., avail- A level of Army aircraft maintenance that
able tools, reprir parts, and manpower), will exists between the aviation unit and depot
operate satisfactorily at any given time. It maintenance levels- It combines the previous
excludes supply time and administrative functions of direct support and general sup-
downtime. Achieved availability is relatable port maintenance.
iirectly to the early design process as a
means of measuring equipment reliability Aviation unit maintemace-Mantenance per-
and maintainability characteristics, formed at the organizational level on Army

Active mafintenance time-The time during aircraft. See also: Organizatiosa aite-
* which corrective or preventive maintenance n

is being performed on an item. Active main- Baseline-A configuration identification docu-
tenance time is comprised of the following ment or a et of such documents formally
task times: preparation time, fault location designated and fixed at a specific time during
time, item obtainment time, fault correction a configuration item life cycle. Baselines,
time, adjustment and calibration time, and plus approved changes from those baselines,
checkteut ine. constitute the current configuration

identification. For configuration management
Adjustment and calibration time-The time for there are three baselines:

recahibration, retuning, etc., when adjust- Functional baseline-The initial approved
ments are necessary, either to compensate for functional configuration identifi, ;ion
performance degradation or to compensate Allocated baseline-The initial approved
for differences between the operating char- allocated configuration identification
acteristics of the replacement item and those Product baseline-The initial approved or
of the original item. conditionally approved product configuration

Administrative and logistic time-The dowr- identification.

time due to noisavailsbilty of repair parts
replacement parts, test equipment, or mai,- Bug-To cause intentionally an actual or a sim-
tenance facilities, and the time due to ulated malfunction in materci by adding or
nonavailability of maintenance technicians removing components, introducing adjust-
caused by administrative functions. Admin- ment errors, etc.
istrative and logistic downtime is not part
of active repair time. Calendat time-The total number of calendar

days or hours in a designated period of ob-
Allocated baseline-See: Baseline. servation.

Assembly-A number of parts, or subassem- Calibration-Those measurement services
blies, or any combination thereof joined to- provided by designated depot and/or labora-
gether to perform a specific function and re- tory facility teams, who by the comparison
placeable as a whole (e.g.. hydraulic valve, of two instruments, one of which is a
amplifier), certified standard of known accuracy, detect

G---
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and adjust any discrepancy in the accu-acy documentation for a configuration item as set
of the instrument being compared with the forth in specifications, drawings and associ-
certified standard. ated lists, and documents referenced therein.

Catastrophic failure-A sudden change in the Configuration item-An aggregation of hard-
operating characteristics of some part or pa- ware/software, or any of its discrete portions,
rameter resulting in a complete failure of the which satisfies an end use function and is
item (eg., circuit opens or shorts, structural designated by the Government for configu-
failure), ration management. Configuration items may

vary widely in complexity, size, and type,
Checkout-A man/machine task to determine from an aircraft, an electronic or ship system

that the equipment is operating satisfactorily to a test meter or round of ammunition. Dur-
and is ready for return to service. ing development and initial production, con-

figuration items are only those specification
Checkout time-The time required to check out items that are referenced directly in a con-

the equipment after a maintenance action or tract (or an equivalent in-house -greement).
otherwise to verify that a system or equip- During the deployment phase, any repairable
ment is in satisfactory operating condition. item designated for separate procurement is

a configuration item.
Cleanup time-The porticn of total mainte-

nance time following reassembly and check-
out of an item in which tools, test equipment, Configuration management-A discipline ap-

= and material not required for operation are plying technical and administrative direction
removed from the equipment operating area. and surveillance to (a) identify and document

the functional and physical characteristics of
; Conceptual p!'se-The first phase in the a configuration item. (b) control changes tomateriel life cycle. The phase pn which the those characteristics, and (c) record and re-

technical, military, and economic basis for port change processing and implementation
the program, and concept feasibility are e- status.
tablished through pertinent studies and the
development and evaluation of experimental Co n D Frm l t c lhardware, listing (on DD Form 1423) of all technical
h r data and information required to be delivered

Confidence tests-Periodic test to verify that to the Government by the contractor.
system performance is within specified limits=: nd hatthesysemis vaiabl fo con-Contractor support-An arrangement during
and that the system is available for com-
mldevelopment or initial production of a sys-~~~~~~mitment to operational status if required,. eneupetwee~ h otatri
Confidence tests may be performed either as tem/equipment whereby the contractor is
off-line tests (i.e., while the system is on obligated to furnish to the Government items
standby) or as on-line measurement tests and services for the maintenance apd support
(during system operation) to assess perform- of the s'stem/equipment_
ance quality.

Coordinated test program-A section of a
Configuration control-The systematic eval- materiel development plan that presents a co-

uation, coordination, approval or disapproval, ordinated plan for the accomplishment of all
and implementation of all approved changes development and operational testing.
in the configuration of a configuration item
after formal establishment of its configura- Corrective maintenance-That maintenance
tion identification, performed to restore an item to a satisfactory

condition by providing correction of a
Configuration identification-The current ap- malfunction that has caused degradation of

proved or conditionally approved technical the item below the specified performance.
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Corrective maintenance action-Action re- Deployment phase-The fifth phase in the
quired to repair a single failure; comprised materiel life cycle. During this phase, weapon
of Jl those individual maintenance tasks in- systems/equipment become part of the op-
volved in the maintenance procedure (e.g., erational inventory. Some documents cora-
fault localization, isolation, repair, and check- bine this phase with the production phase
out). into a single production and deployment

phase.
Corrective maintenance time-The time that

begins with the observance of a malfunction Depot mainitenance-Maintenance which is the
of an item and ends when the item is re- responsibility of and performed by designated
stored to a satisfactory operating condition. maintenance activities to augment stocks of
!t may be subdivided into active maintenance serviceable materiel, and to support lower
time and nonactive maintenance time. It does maintenance levels by the use of more ex-
not necessarily contribute to equipment or tensive shop facilities and equipment and
system downtime in cases of alternate modes personnel of higher skills than are available
of operation of redundancy. at lower levels.

Cost-effec-tiveness-A condition that exists
accomplished Design review-A multipurpose design veri-

n a fnon ot ision o i l ofication procedure and project management
in a manner that satisfies operational oi oth- to sdt vlaetecmltv euttool used to evaluate the cumulative results
er applicable requirements at the lowest pos- of all the constituent design verification cy-
sible cost. cles at each of several designated major mile-

stones in the acquisition program, to provide
Debugging-A process of "shakedown oper- adequate engineering basis for timely itera-

ation" of a finished equipment to identify an' tion in the total system engineering cycle... !
correct workmanship errors, defective parts.
etc., which may have escaped the quality con-
trol inspection procedures. Debugging usualiv Developmental model-A model designed to

is perfomed by the contractor prior to suI- meet performance requirements of the spec-

mission to Government acceptance test and ification or to establish technical require-

normally is not part of thp Lest ments for production equipment. This model

The debugging process also is useful in de- need not have the required final form or nec-

velopment for the detection and correction essarily contain parts of final design. It may

of inherent weaknesses in system design pri- be used to demonstrate the reproducibility

or to submissison for maintainability dem- of the equipment.
onstration and design approval.

onstatio an desgn pproal.Development plan-Thie controlling document

Degradation failure-A failure that occurs as for a materiel development effort. Its prep-

a result of a gradual or partial change in aration is initiated during the conceptual

the characteristics of parts or materials (e.g., phase, and the plan is refined and updated
drift in electronic part characteristics, throughout the development process and

changes in lubricant with age, corrosion of subsequently when product improvement or
metal). changes to the materiel system occur.

Delay time-The component of downtime dur- Development Test I (DT 1)-A test conducted

ing which no maintenance is being accom- early in the development cycle, normally dur-
plished on the item because of technician ing the validation phase, to determine wheth-
alert and response time, supply delay, or ad- er or not materiel is ready to enter full-scale
ministrati'e reasons, production.
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D~iTest H ( /1M lI)-A test conducted Durability-A measure of the capability of
to determine whether or not maieriel is ready materiel to meet or exceed its service life,for production. or the time to a planned overhaul or rebuild.

DN veImt Test I (DT I)-A test con- Ean of mxtenance-The degree of facility
ductad on materiel from the initial produc- with which equipment can be retained in or
tion run to verify specification compliance. restored to operation. It is a function of the

rapidity with which maintenance operations
DmLA teatia-A series of materiel tests can be performed to avert malfunctions or

con e by the Army developer, with or correct them if they occur. Ease of mai -
without contractor assistance, to assess pro- tenance is enhanced by any consideration
gram technical risks, demonstrate that en- that will reduce the time and effort necessary
gineering design is complete and acceptable, to maintain equipment at peak operating effi-
determine the exte:it of design risks, deter- ciency.
mine specification compliance, and assess
production requirem mts. End ite-A combination of components, as-

semblies, and/or parts which is ready for its
Deviatiom-A specific written authorization, intc.ded use. This will include complete sys-

granted prior to the nvmifacture of an ite-, tems as well as individual items; eg., missile
to depart from a parti,-ular performance or systems, aircraft with armament subsystems,
design requirement of a contract. specifica- a tank with radio set, an individual radio
tion, or referenced document, for a specific set, and generator.
number of units and/or z:ecific period of
time. A deviation differs from an engineerng
change in that an approved engineering Enining change prop (ECP)-A pro-
change requires corresponding revision of the posal to change the design or engineering

S " documentation detming the affected item, features of materiel undergoing development
j whereas a deviation does not contemplate or production.

revision of the applicable specification or E
drawin Emgineering~which establishes-ha document oasa athe Wp

Direct miatenae resources-The time (in proved Government standard, specification,
man-hours) and material (in dollars) ex- or drawing for identification, development,
pended directly on the item being maintained production, or acceptance of an item or sys-

during the period of active maintenance. tem of equipment.

Direc support v-Maintenance nor- Equipmat-One or more units and necessary
E mally authorized and performed by desig- assemblies, subassemblies, and parts, con-

nated maintenance activities in direct sup- nected or associated together and including
port of using organizations, all necessary interconnecting cabling, hy-

draulic lines, accessores, etc., to perform an
Discard-at-failure maintemance-Maintenance operational function (eg., radio receiving set,

accomplished by replacing and discarding a missile, radar set). An equipment normally
failed assembly, subassembly, module, or is not a replaceable item.
piece part. The term normally is associated
with modules. Equipment publications-Those publications

dealing with the installation, operation.
Disposal pbase-The last phase of the system maintenance, and repair part support of

life cycle in which action is taken to provide Army matcriel. Technical Manuals, Technical
for the systematic removal and disposal of Bulletins. Lubrication Orders, and Modi-
materiel from the operational inventory. fication Work Orders are the Department of

7
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the Army publication media used to provide Fault correction time-That element of active
these essential instructions for the major repair time required under a specified main-
;*ems of equipment. tenance philosophy to correct the laalfunc-

tion. It may consist of correcting the
malfunction with the faulty item in place,

Facility--A physical plant, such as real estnze remwoirg and replacing the item with a like
and improvements thereto, including serviceable item, or removing the item for
buildings and equipment, which provides the corrct-. maintenance and reinstalling the
means for assisting or making eaier the per- same item.
formance of a function. Any part or adjunct
of a physicai plant or any item of equipmpmt Fault deetion time-Time between the occur-
which is an operating entity and which con- rence of a failure and the point at which
tributes or can contribute to zhe execution it is recognized that the system or equipment
of a function by providing some specific type does not respond to operational demand dur-
of physical assistance. ing the mission sequence.

Failure-Cessation of ability to perform a spec- Fault isolation-See. Mlfuin iamitioa.
ified function within previously established Fault localization-See: Malfuncti local-
or specified imits. A failure is a malfunction
that cannnot be adjusted by the operator by
means of controls normally accessible to him Fault lcation tim-The portion of active re-
during the rt"e operation4thedevicpair time required to test and analyze and

isolate an equipment malfunction.
Failure analsis-The logical, systematic exam-

ination of an item to identify and diagnose Field aMaipenance authorized
the cause of observed failures, and performed by designated maintenance

activities in direct support of using organi-
zations.

Failure mincanism-A basic physical process
or change which is responsible for the ob- Formal dm- ration phase-A period of time
served failure mode; the process of degrada- during which maintainability demonstration
tion or the chain of events which results in tests are performed and data are acquired
a particular failure mode. and analyzed, to determine conformance with

specified requirements.

Failure mode-A particular way in which fail-
ures occur, independent of the reason for fail- Full-scle et pdse-The third phase
ure; the ccdition or state which is the end in tie materiel life cycle. During this phase,
result of a particular failure mechanism. a system, including all items necessary for

its support, is fully developed and engineered,
fabricated, tested, and initially type-

Failure mide and effet analysis (FMEA) ciassified. Concurrently, nonmateriel aspects
The analysis of design to determine all pos- requt-td to field an integrated system are
sible ways in which failure can occur, to refined and finalized.
identify causes of failure, and to describe the
consecuences of failure on system perform- Functiomal baseline-Siee.- Bseline.
ance.

General-purpose test equipmt-A category
of test equipment, normally available in the

FrHlwe rate-The number of failures of an item supply system or from commercial stock.
per unit measure of life (cycles, time, miles, that can be used to test more than one sys-
events, etc., as applicable), ten or equipment type.
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General support maintenance-Maintenance Interchangeability-A condition that exists
authorized and performed by designated or- when two or more items have such functionOi
ganizations in support of the Army supply and physical characteristics as to be equiv-
system. alent in performance and durability and c.-

pable of being exchanged one for tY, other
Hardware-See: Materiel. without alteration to the items or the end

item.

Human engineering-The area of human fac-
tors which applie, scientific knowledge to the Integrated logistic upport-A composite of all
design of items to achieve effective support considerations necessary to assure
man/mchine integration, operation, and the effective and economical support of
maintenance, materiel for its life cycle. It is an integral

part of all other zpects of materiel acquisi-

Human factors-Human psychological charac- tion and operation. Integrated logistic sup-

teristics relative to complex systems and the port is characterized by harmony and

development and application of principles ind coherence among materiel design and the

procedures for accomplishing optimum planning and acquisition actions, as appro-i~~~~rae associated with:mlihngotiu
man/machine integration and utilization. * priate, associated with:
term is used i.i a broad seise to cover all
biomedical and psychosocial considerations a. The maintenance plat
pertaining to man in the system. b. Support and test equipment

c. Supply support

Indirect maintenance resources-That time in d. Transportation and handling

man-hours and material in dollars which, e. Technical data
while not directly expended in active main- f Facilities
tei.ance tasks, contributes to the overall g. Personnel and training
maintenance mission, through the support of h. Logstic .support resource funds
overhead operations, administration, i. Logistic support management informa-
accumulation of facility records and tion,

* j statistics, supervision, and facility upkeep. t uintenance-See: Field mainte-

Individual correcive maintenance task time
Mct,-Tinie requiret! to complete an individual

Smaintenvce task or an individual mainie- Isolation level-Te functional level to which
na failure can be isolated by the use of ac-i nancr action.

cessory test equipment at designated points.

Inhekent availability-The probability that Item obtainment time-The time required for
materiel, when used under stated conditions the technician to obtain replacement parts,
in an ideal support environment (e.g., avail- assemblies, or units, depending on the main-
able tools, repair parts, and manpower), will tnance concept and the location and method
operate satisfactorily at any given time. It of storing the supply items.
excludes preventive maintenance actions,
supply time, and administrative downtime. Life cycle-The life cycle embraces all phases

through which materiel passes from the con-
In-process review (IPR)-A review of a ceptual phase through the disposal phase.

nonmajor program conducted at critical
po'nts in a materiel development cycle to Life cycle costs-The sum of the funds ex-
evaluate military utility, accomplish effective pended during the life cycle of materiel for
coordination, and facilitate proper and timely development, test, procurement, operation,
decisions. and support.
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Life cycle maintenance (support) cost-The to- Maintainability-A measure of the ease and
tal cost of item maintenance during its useful rapidity with which a system or equipment
life, including organizational, intermediate, can be restored to operational status follow-
depot, and contractor maintenance, repair ing a failure. It is a characteristic of equip-
part provisioning, test equipment, mainte- ment design and installation, personnel avail-
nance personnel salaries and subsistence, ability in the required skill levels, adequacy
training, etc. of maintenance procedures and test equip-

ment, and the physical environment under
Logistic support analysis (ISA)-A process by which maintenance is performed. Main-

which the logistic support necessary for a tainability is expressed as the probability
new system/equipment is identified. It in- that an item will be retained in or restored
cludes the determination and estabiishment to a specified condition within a given period
of logistic support design constraints, consid- of time, when the maintenance is performed
eration of those constraints in the design of in accordance with prescribed procedures and
the "hardware" portion of t.he system, and resources.
analysis of the design to validate the logistic
support feasibility of the design avd to iden- Maintainability analysis-The formal proce-
tify and document the logistic support dure for evaluating system and equipment
resources which must be provided, as a part design, using prediction techniques, failure
of the system/equipment, to the operating mode and effect analysis procedures, and de-
and support forces. Analytical techniques sign data, to evolve a comprehensive quan-
used to determine limited aspects of logistic titative description of maintainability design
support requirements are a part of the over- status, problem areas, and corrective action
all LSA process. Generally, logistic support requirements.
analysis and maintenance engineering
analysis functions are identical. Maintainability data-Data (other than admin-

istrative data) resulting from the perform-
Logistic support analysis record (LSAR)-The ance of maintainability tasks in direct sup-

final documentation of the logistic support port of an equipment or system acquisition
analysis, recorded in deliverable form, that program.
is the basic source of data related to the
maintenance and logistic support for a spe- Maintainability 4,-- onstration tests-Govern-
cific item. ment acceptance tests (performed by the con-

tractor), usually at the equipment or subsys-
tem level, for the major items which will

Logistic system, Army-A composite of the en- comprise the integrated system to deron-
tire logistic activity of the Army at all levels. strate conformance with specified quanti-

tative maintainability requirements.
Logistic time-The portion of downtime attrib-

utable to delay in the acquisition of replace- Maintainability engineering-The engineering
ment parts. discipline which formulates an acceptable

combination of design features, repair pol-
icies, and maintenance resources, to achieve

Logistics-Those aspects of military operations a specified level of maintainability, as an op-
which deal with (a) design and development. erational requirement at optimum life cycle
acquisition, storage, movement, distribution, costs.
maintenance, evacuation, and disposal of
materiel; (b) movement, evacuation, and hos- Maintenance-All actions necessary for retain-
pitalization of personnel; (c) acquisition or ing an item in or restoring it to a serviceable
construction, maintenance, operation, and condition. Maintenance includes servicing, re-
disposition of facilities; and (d) acquisition pair, modification, modernization, overhaul,
or furnishing of services. inspection, and condition determination.
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Maintenance allocation chart (MAC)-A list- b. Establish cost-effective logistic support
ing of maintenance operations applicable to concepts and plans
an item of equipment with an indication of c. Determine logistic support requirements
the lowest category of maintenance to which d. Identify, plan, and monitor the acquisi-
each operation is allocated. This chart will tion of resources that satisfy logistic sup-
cover the major end item and accessories port requirements.
issued with the end item. Generally, maintenance engineering analysis

Maintenant,3 analysis-The process of identi- and logistic support analysis functions are

fying required maintenance functions identical.

through analysis of a fixed or assumed design Maintenance environent-See: Operational
ard determining the most effective means of
accomplishing these functions.

Maintenance category-See: Maintenance lev- Maintenance evalation-A phase of mainte-
el. nance support planning that begins in the

conceptual phase and is completed prior to
quantity production or procurement of the

Maintenance concept-A description of the item for its initial entry into the Army in-
planned general scheme for maintenance and ventory. It consists of maintenance engineer-
support of an item in the operational envi- ing analysis, including teardown and test
ronment. The maintenance concept provides when necessary, of early production proto-
the practical basis for design, layout, and type and/or development models by mainte-
packaging of the system and its test equip- nance engineers for the purpose of determin-
ment and establishes the scope of mainte- ing the most feasible method of supporting
nance responsibility for each level of main- the equipment, determining the definitive re-
tenance and the personnel resources (main- quirements for support resources, completing
tenance manning and skill levels) required maintainability analysis of selected equip-
to maintain the system. ments at the time of each in-process review,

allocati.g maintenance operations to the ap-

Maintenance doxvntinme rate MDT-Equipment propriate maintenance levels, and detecting
downtime per operating hour, comprised of the maintenance parameters that have a fa-
downtime due to corre.tive mnintenance and vorable impact upon maintenance and, as a
downtime required for preventive mainte- result, recommending design changes.
nance Maintenance factor-A factor used to indicate

the number of expected failures of a repair
Maintenance engineering-The application of part, expressed in the number of fai!ures per

techniques, engineering skills, and effort dur- 100 end items per year.
ing the life cycle of materiel to insure the
planning and implementation of an effective
integrated logistic support program. Maintenane float-End items or components

of equipment authorized for stockage at in-
stallations or activities for replacement of

Maintenance engineering analysis-That part unserviceable items of equipment when im-
of the system engineering analysis process mediate repair of the unserviceable equip-
that is devoted to integrated logistic support. ment cannot be accomplished by the support
Maintenance engineering anal-sis is con- maintenance activity Maintenance float in-
ducted throughout the life cycle of materiel eludes both operational readiness float and
and provides data required to: repair cycle float:
a. Identify materiel design features that Operational readiness float-End items or

contribute to the ease and economy of major components of mission essential, main-
logistic support tenance significant equipment authorized for
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stckage, normally by field maintena-nce Maintenanc3 resources-See." Support subsys-
units, or activities, to replace unserviceable tern.
equipment to meet operational commitments.
Repair cycle float-An additional quantity Maintenance task-Any action or actions re-

of principal items of mission essential, main- quired to preclude the occurrence of a
tenance significant equipment stocked at the malfunction or to restore an equipment to
depot level, to permit withdrawal of equip- satisfactory operating condition.
ment from organizations for scheduled over-
haul without detracting from the readiness Major program-A designation assigned to a
of the unit. The float is used to cover equip- materiel acquisition program that requires it
ments awaiting overhaul, in the overhaul pro- to be guided by decisions at the Secretary
cess, and in transit to and from depot over- of Defense and/or Secretary of the
hail. Army/Chief of Staff level.

Maintenace functions-Actions that must be Malfunetion-A general term that denotes the
accomplished for a system or system element failure of a product to give satisfactory per-
in order to return a failed system element formance. It need not constitute a fai!ure if
to readiness (corrective maintenance func- readjustment of oporator controls can restore
tions) or to insure continuing normal system an acceptable operating condition.
readiness (preventive maintenance functions).

Malfunction isolation-An extension of
Maintena e level-One of several organiza- malfunction localization wherein the exact

tional entities to which materiel maintenance cause of a malfunction i. determined.
functions may be assigned. The maintenance
levels are organizational, direct support, gen- Malfunction localization-A man/machine task
eral support, and depot. The direct and gen- to determine which major unit of equipment
eral support levels sometimes are combined is at fault.
into intermediate or field level.

Marginal testing-A procedure for system
Maintenance parameter-A design feature that checking which indicates when some portion

impacts support resource requirements. of the system has deteriorated to the point
These features may be related to reliability, where there is a high probability of a system
maintainability, human factors, safety, failure during the next operating period.
and/or tranisportability.

Material-Inventory goods on which manufac-
Maintenance plao-A part of the plan for turing or processing must be done prior to

logistic support. The maintenance plan con- sale or use.
tains conditions of materiel utilization,
reliability and maintainability requirements, Materiel-All tangible items (including ships,
the maintenance concept, a definition of the tanks, self-propelled weapons, aircraft, etc.,
using and support organizations, mainte- and related repair parts and support equip-
nance test and physical teardown informa- ment. but excluding real property, install-
tion, rcnd a maintenance allocation chart. ations, and utilities) necessary to equip, op-

erate, maintain, and support military activ-
Maintenance requirement card (MRC)-A ities without distinction as to application for

card prepared to cover a specific planned administrative or combat purposes.
maintenance action which contains the min-
imum required scheduling information and Maximum time to repair M,,,,,,.-The max-
the step-by-step sequence for accom- imum time required to complete a specified
plishment. percentage of all maintenance actions.
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Mean-A quantity representing the average of conditions; to detect or locate the enemy; or
two or more other quantities, arrived at by to permit combat transportation and support
adding the quantities together and dividing of men and materiel.
by their number. Also called "arithmetic

Vmean". Modification-A major or minor change in the

design of an item of materiel, performed to
Mean corrective maintenae time Mt,-The correct a deficiency, to facilitate production,

mean time required to complete a mainte- or to improve operational effectiveness.
nance action i.e., total maintenance down-
time divided by total maintenance actions) Modification work order (MWO)-An official
over a given period of time. Mean time to Department of the Army publication pro-
repair (often denoted as MTTR) is the sum viding authentic and uniform instructions for

£ of all maintenance downtime during a given the accomplishment of alteration and/or
period divided by the number of maintenance modification of materiel, and authority to
actions during the same period of time. perform the modification.

Mean preventive maintenance time Mt-The Module-A part, subassembly, assembly, or
mean (or average) equipment downtime re-quired to perform scheduled preventive main- component designed to be handled as a single
erane ton er iem , c ecldrei ain - unit to facilitate supply and installation, op-ventive maintenance time expended on the erations, and/or maintenance. It either can

equipment during operation and excluding be repairable or nonrepairable (discard-at-
administrative and logistic downtime. failure).

Mean time between failures (MTBF)-The to- National Inventory Control Point (NICP)-An
tal functioning life of a population of an item organizational segment, within the overall
divided by the total number of failures within supply system of a commodity command, to
the population during the measurement inter- which has been assigned responsibility for in-
val. The definition holds for time, cycles, tegrated materiel inventory management of
miles, events, or other measures of life units. a group of items.

Mean time to repair-See: Mean corrective National Maintenance Point (NMP)-The des-
maintenance time. ignated organizational element responsible

for assigned maintenance functions of an
Army agency charged with materiel devel-

Median corrective maintenance time Akt-The opment, production, maintenance engineer-
downtime within which 50 percent of all cor- ing, and management of appropriate main-
rective maintenance actions can be completed tena.,ce services for all applicable assigned
under the specified maintenance conditions. commodity groups.

Median preventive maintenance time Mpt-The
equipment downtime required to perform 50 New-equipment training-All training for ini-
percent of all scheduled preventive mainte- tial transfer of knowledge from the materiel
nance actions on the equipment under the developer to the user. This knowledge is need-
specified conditions. ed to establish a training base or training

capability for new or modified sys-
Mission eusential materiel-That materiel as- tems/equipment in major Army commands.

signed to strategic, tactical, general-purpose,
or defense forces which is to be used by such Nonactive maintenance time-The time during
forces to destroy the enemy or his capacity which no maintenance can be accomplished
to continue war; to provide battlefield protec- on the item because of administrative or
tion of personnel; to communicate under war logistic reasons.
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Nosamajor program-A materiel acquisition Operational test III (OT III)-A test accom-
program in which the Army Materiel Corn- plished with early production materiel to
mand normally has final decision-making au- assess operational effectiveness, determine
thority. However, in some cases, this author- operational suitability, optimize organization,
ity is retained by the Department of the doctrine, and tactics, and validatW training
Army Headquarters. and logistic requirements.

Operation prorfle-Various equipment status Operational testing-A series of tests con-
phases; i.e., calendar time, inactive time, de- ducted by the designated user to determine
mand usage time, operating time, and down- operational effectivene3, suitability, and mil-
time. itary desirability of materiel and the ade-

quacy of the organization, doctrine, and tac-
Operational availability-The probability that tics proposed for use.

materiel, when used under stated conditions
in an actual operational environment, will op- Organizational maintenance-That mainte-
erate satisfactorily when called upon. nance which a using organization performs

on its own equipment. This includes inspec-
Operational enviroment-A composite of all tion, cleaning, servicing, preservation, lubri-

tangible and intangible factors that have an cation, adjustment, minor repair riot requir-
impact upon the operation and maintenance ing detailed disassembly, and replacement
of materiel. It includes weather, terrain, hos- not requiring high technical skill.
tile action, personnel fatigue, logistics, etc.

Packaging-A materiel design feature per-
Operational factors-Various factors, gener- taining to the manner in which mechanical

ated by the operational concept, which enter and electrical components are grouped into
into or affect the mission accomplishment. subassemblies, assemblies, modules, etc.; ap-
Among these factors are the number of vehi- plication or use of appropriate wrappings,
cles, the in- and out-of-commision rates, cushioning, interior containers, and complete
availability requirements, combat readiness, identification marking up to but not in-
and training requirements. cluding the exterior shipping container.

Operationrl parameter-Any operational re- Plan for logistic support-A major section of
quirement such as range, payload, avail- a materiel development plan that deals with
ability, speed, and weight. all aspects of materiel support planning.

Operational readiness (OR)-The probability Predenonstration phase-A period of time im-
that, at any given time, a system or equip- mediately prior to commencement of formal
ment is either operating satisfactorily or is maintainability demonstration during which
ready to be placed in operation on demand the test team, facilities, and support materiel
when used under stated conditions, including are assembled.
stated allowable time. totalstatd alowblewarning tm.Thus,toa

RE calendar time is the basis for computation Preliminary maintenance allocation chart
of operational readiness. (PMAC)-A group of four charts prepared for

materiel to indicate the authorized scope of
Operational test I (OT I)-A test to assist in repair parts and the degree of maintenance

determining whcther or not materiel should to be performe4 by each maintenance ievel.
enter full-scale development.

Preparation time-The portioa of active repa ir
Operational test II (OT I)-A test accom- time required to obtain necessary test equi-

plished prior to the production decision to ment and maintenance manuals, and set up
assess materiel operational suitability and ef- the necessary equipment in preparation for
fectiveness. fault location.

; G-i
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Preventive maintenance-The actions per- maintain an end item of materiel for an ini-
formed to retain an item at a specified level tial period of service. It includes the
of performance by providing systematic in- identification of items of supply, the estab-
spection, detection, and prevention of impen- lishment of data for catalog, technical man-
ding failures. ual, and allowance list preparation, and the

preparaticn of instructions to assu-e delivery
of necessary support items with related end

Product baseline-See: Baseline. items.

Production model-A model in its final me- Qualitative maintainability requiremet-A
chanical and electrical form of final produc- maintainability requirement expressed in
tion design made by production tools, jigs, qualitative terms; e.g., minimize complexity,
fixtures, and methods. design for minimum number of tools and test

equipment, design for optimum accessibility.
Production phase-The fourth phase in the

materiel life cycle. During this phase, all Quantitative maintainability requirement-A
hardware, software, and trained personnel re- requirement expressed in quantitative terms.
quired to deploy an operational system are i.e., a figvre of merit or in measurable units
acquired. Some documents combine this of time or resources required to accomplish
phase with the deployment phase into a sing- a specific maintenance task or group of tasks
le production and deployment phase. in relation to the applicable performance re-

quirements (reaction time, availabilities,
Project nosagement-A concept for the tech- downtime, repair time, turnaround time,

nical, business, and administrative manage- etc.).
ment of a specified project based on the use
of a designated, centralized management au- Random failure-A f,-ilure whose failure rateI. thority who is responsible for planning, di- is constant and therefore follows the ex-

recting, and controlling all phases of re- ponential density function and whose occur-
search, development, and initial procurement, rence within any given interval of time there-
production, distribution, and logistic support fore is unpredictable.
for the purpose of providing a balanced pro-
gram to accomplish the stated project objec- Reaction time-The time required to reach full
tives. operational capability from secure (equip-

ment off) status following an alert command.
Project manager-An individual designated by

the Secretary of the Army who is assigned
the responsibility and delegated the full line seady time-The period of time during a mis-
authority for the centralized management of sion when the item is available for operation
a specific project. but is not required.

Prototype model-A model suitable for corn- Reassenbly-A technician task for replacement

plete evEluation of mechanical and electrical of items removed to gain access to facilitate

form, design, and performance. It is in final repair, and for closing the equipment for

mecharit'al and electrical form, uses ap- return to service.

proved parts, and is completely representa-
tive of final equipment. Rebuild-To restore to a condition comparable

to new by disassembling the item to deter-
Provisionig-The process oi determining the mine the condition of each of its component

range and quantity of items (i.e., repair parts, and reassembling it, using serviceable,
parts, special tools, test equipment, and sup- rebuilt, or new assemblies, subassemblies,
port equipment) required to support and and parts.
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Redundancy-The existence of more than one Serviceability-The design, configuration, and
means for accomplishing a given task, when installation features that will minimize pe-
all means must fail before there is an overall riodic or preventive maintenance require-
failure of the system. Parallel redundancy ments, including the use of special tools, sup-
applies to systems wherein both means are port equipment, skills, and manpower, and
working at the same time to accomplish the enhance the ease of performance of such
task and either of the systems is capable of maintenance, including inspection and serv-
handling the job itself in case of failure of icing.
the other system. Standby redundancy ap-
plies to a system when there is an alternate Sea.icing-The performance of any act (other
means of accomplishing the task that is than preventive or corrective maintenance),
switched in by a malfunction-sensing device such as lubrication, fueling, oiling, cleaning,
when the primary system fails. etc., required to keep an item of equipment

in operating condition. This does not include
Reliability-The probability that an iter, will periodic replacement of parts or any correc-

perform its intended function for a specified tive maintenance tasks.
interval under stated conditions.

Shelf life-The period of time during which an
Repair-The process of returning an item to item can remain in storage without loss of

a specified condition, including preparation, performance capability or reliability.
fault location, item procurement, fault cor-
rection, adjustment and calibration, and final Skili level-The classification system used to
test. rate personnel as to their relative abilities

to perform their assigned jobs.
Replacement schedule-The specified periods

when items of operating equipment are to Software-That portion of the support subsys-
be replaced. Replacement means removal of tem required in addition tw personnel and ,,
items aproaching the end of their maximum hardware. Software includes technical data,
useful life, or the time interval specified for computer programs and tapes, training docu-
item overhaul or rework, and installation of ments, etc.
a sevicefble item in its place.

Standadization-The process of establishing,
Request for proposal (1W!?)-- - ocumentation by comrmn agreement, engineering criteria,

delivered by the Government to a contractor terms, principles, practices, materials, items,
which describes a task to be accomplished, precesses, equipments, parts, subassemblies,
provides appropriate background information and assemblies to achieve the greatest prac-
and constraints, and requests the contractor ticable uniformity of items of supply and en-
to submit a proposal to accomplish the task. gineering practices; to insure the minimum
The proposal is requested in a prescribed for- feasible variety of such items and practices;
mat that normally requires a contractor plan, and tD effect optimum interchangeability of
costs, statement of capabilities, etc. equipment parts and components.

Retest phase-A period of time following a Supply delay time-The portion of delay time
formal maintainability demonstration test for during which a needed item is being obtained
repeat tests in the event of a reject decision, from other than the designated organiza-
or for the purpose of collecting data on un- tional stockroom.
tested maintenance actions.

Support ost-The total cost of ownership, ex-
Service life-The period of time during which cluding operating crews and using personnel,

an item can remain in the operational in- of an item during its operational life, in-
ventory under specified conditions of use and eluding the total impact of requirements for
maintenance, skill levels, technical data, test equipment,
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repair parts, special tools, operational and methods for accomplishing a desired result,
maintenance equipment, facilities, levels and determination of technical specification, iden-
locaticn of maintenance facilities, manpower, tification and solution of interfaces among
training, and training equipment. parts of the system, development of coordi-

nated test programs, assessment of data, in-
Support equipment-Items necessary for the tegrated logistic support planning, and su-

maintenance or operation of the system pervision of design work.
which are not physically part of the system.

Task and skill analyses-The process of
Support parameter-Any of the several cate- analyzing materiel, hardware, items, or sys-

gories of support resources, such as person- tems to identify all tasks necessary for prop-
nel, repair parts, and facilities, required to er operation, maintenance, and repair of
support materiel, materiel in accordance with the mission, em-

ployment doctrine, and support concept. The
Support profile-A composite summary of all process includes an analysis of tasks to pro-

data and information on support concepts vide specified data. such as skill demand, fre-
and characteristics, including logistic burden, quency, date by which personnel will be re-
task and skill requirements, and other factors quired, location, etc.. and a description of the
that will indicate the total impact of support task steps required to complete the perform-
parameters applicable to specific conceptual ance of the task.
or technological approaches or system and
equipment configuration. Task data-The data which describe a task and

the data, obtained through task analysis,
Support reource-See: Support ubsystem. which modify or qualify the task. Task data

may be needed for achieving all the human
Support subsystem-That portion of a weapon factor objectives. Task data are useful for

system which consists of tools, test equip- human factors enginecring, training, design
ment, repair parts, trained personnel, tech- or training devices, analysis of organization
nical documentation, facilities, etc.. and sim- of personnel requirements (inciuding quali-
ilar indirect support resources. tative and quantitative personnel require-

ment inforration). technical manuals, and
human factor test and evaluation.

Support synthesis-The assembly of support
activities, which are feasible at various main- Technician delay time-The delay time in-
tenance levels, into complete support con- curred during a mainteiance task because
cepts. of supply or administrative reasons.

Supportability-A measure of the capability of Test-A process by which data are accumulated
materiel to be supported easaily and econom-icatye to serve as a basis for assessing the degree

that an item or system meets, exceeds, or

fails to meet the technical or operationalSystem-See: Weapon system properties required of the system.

System effectiveness (SE)-The probability Test and checkout levei-The functional level
that a system successfully can meet an op- at which restoration to normal services is to
erational demand within a given time when be verified by the use of self-test or other
operated under specified conditions. testing facilities.

System egisering-The application of scien- Test, Measurement, and Diagnostic Equip-
tific and engineering knowledge to the plan- meat (TMDE)-Any system or device used to
ning. design, construction, and evaluation of evaluate the operational condition of materiel
man/machine systems and components. It in- to identify and/or isolate any actual or poten-
cludes the overril consideration of possible tial malfunctien.
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Tot poit-A convenient and safe W.-ess to item in relation to its overall life history, 9
functional porti(s of raaierie! winch is to and to plan and carry out Its procurement,
be useJ so that a significant quantity can issue, maintenance, and disposalt
be measured ,- introduced to facilitate main.- In
tenance, repair, eaiib.ation, alignment, or USuN LW-The total opera time i which
monitoring, an item remains operationally effective and

economically useful before wearout.
Toleance failure-A system or equipment fail-

ure resulting from multiple drift and in- Validatiom phm-The second phase in the
stability problems, even though part failures rateriel life cycle This phase consists of
may not have occurred. Tolerance failure rate those seps necessary to resolve or minimize
increases as a function of system complexdty. special logistic problems identified during the

conceptual phase, verify prelim~ary design
Total drawsa/e-The portion of calendar time and engineering, accomplish necessary plan-

during which a system is not in condition ning, fully aralyze trade-off proposals, and
to perform its intended functiod; includes ac- prepare contracts as required for full-scale
tive maintenarce (preventive and corrective), development.
supply downtime due to unavailability of
needed items, and waiting and administrative Weap sysista-A weapon and those compo-
time. bents required for its direct operation and

maintenance. The complete weapon system
Trade-eff-A comparison of two or more ways includes the related facilities, materiel, serv-

of doing something in order to make a ices, and personnel required to make it self-
decision. Decision criteria normally are quan- sufficient in its operational environment.
titative.

Wearewt hMI*-A failure that occurs as a )
TrsmpertaiOty-The inherent capability of result of deterioration or mechanical wear

materiel to be moved by towing, self- and whose probability of occurrence increases
propulsio or by carrier via railwavs, high- with time. Wearout failures occur gezierally
ways. watrways, ocean, and airy near the end of the life of an item and usu-

ally are characterized by chemical or me-
Trouhkessthg-Identifyg materiel malfunc- chanical changes. These failures frequently

tion symptoms and localizing and isoMating can be prevented by adopting an appropriate
the cause d the malfunction. replacement policy based on the known wmr-

Sft characteristics of the item.
TurwT tine-The pon of maint ec

time needed to service or check out-an item Work breakdown structure-A produt-
prior to recommitment. oriented family tree, composed of hardware,

software, and services and other work tasks,
Type clmasifitw -Action required for the which results f.om project engineering efort

purpose of providing a basis upon which to during the development and follow on Dro-
judge the curient qualitative adequacy of duction of a defense materiel item, and which
Army materiel; to record the stats of an completely defines the project/program.
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